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REVIEW OF THEORY (I, II, III)

T. Weiland, M. Krasilnikov, R. Schuhmann, A. Skarlatos, M. Wilke
Darmstadt Technical University, Darmstadt, Germany

Abstract
After an introduction of Maxwell’s equations in their most general form, an
overview of the application of these equations to different types of field prob-
lems is given. The scalar and the vector wave equations are derived and solved
for plane waves and guided waves in hollow waveguides. Some basic proper-
ties of modes in such guides and in cavities are discussed.

1 BASIC THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

1.1 Maxwell’s equations
The theory of electromagnetic fields is mainly involved with the solution of the set of Maxwell’s Equa-
tions formulated by J.C. Maxwell in 1873 [1], which summarize all macroscopic phenomena of electric-
ity. The solutions of these equations, adapted to various kinds of special problems, cover a wide range of
applications. Following many other textbooks, Maxwell’s equations are introduced axiomatically at the
beginning of these notes. For the vector quantities���� ��

(electric and magnetic field) , (1)���� ��
(electric and magnetic flux density) , (2)��
(electric current density) , (3)

and the scalar field 	
(electric charge density) (4)

their integral form reads
�� ������
and


������������ �� � �! � �#"%$ d �& ' (*)) �,+� �� � �! � �-"%$ d �� � (5)��.� ��/� �! � �#"%$ d �& ' +� 0�1 ��2� �! � �-"1 � 3 ��4� �! � �#"657$ d �� � (6)��.8 ��9� �! � �#"%$ d �� ' + 	 � �! � �#" ) �� (7)��:8 ��;� �! � �#"%$ d �� ' <>= (8)� ��?�@�
are arbitrary faces or volumina in the underlying problem space

�A� �CB
, and 1 � � 1  are

their boundaries. Equation (5) is called Faraday’s law, Eq. (6) is Ampere’s law.
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By use of the theorems of Gauss and Stokes we can derive the differential form of Maxwell’s
equations:

curl
��D� �! � �-" ' ( 1 �� � �! � �-"1 � �

(9)

curl
��E� �! � �-" ' 1 ��2� �! � �-"1 � 3 ��4� �! � �#" � (10)

div
���� �! � �-" ' 	 � �! � �-" � (11)

div
��F� �! � �-" ' <>= (12)

1.1.1 Some generalizations of Maxwell’s equations

With a discrete set of point charges we have+ 	 � �! � �-" )  'HGJIHK I � �#" 'HK � �-" � (13)

where the summation includes all point charges inside the integration volume. Together with Eq. (7) this
leads to Gauss’ law of electrostatics: ��.8 �� $ d �� 'HK�= (14)

In Eqs. (6) and (10) 1 ��L� �! � �-"1 � 3 ��4� �! � �-" ' ��NMPO6M�� �! � �#" (15)

defines the total electric current density
��NMPOQM

, including the displacement current density 1 �� R 1 � and the
electric current density

��
. The electric current density itself may consist of three parts: the conduction

current density
��TS

, the convection current density
��TSVU

, and the impressed current density
�� I

:��W� �! � �#" ' �� S � �! � �-" 3 �� SVU � �! � �#" 3 �� I � �! � �-" = (16)

The conduction current density
�� S

is only a function of the electric field
��
. In isotropic and linear

conductors with the conductivity X it is given by Ohm’s law:�� S � �! � �#" ' X �� � �! � �-" = (17)

The convection current density
��TSYU

covers free charges accelerated by the Lorentz force
�Z '[ � �� 3 �\D] �� " : �� SVU � �! � �#" ' 	 � �! � �#" �\ � �! � �#" = (18)

The impressed current density
�� I

is assumed to be an externally enforced motion of charges, which
is independent of all field forces (source term of electromagnetic fields).

The generalized form of Faraday’s law is then���� ��/� �! � �#"^$ d �&_' +� 0 1 ��2� �! � �-"1 � 3`X �� � �! � �#" 3 	 � �! � �#" �\ � �! � �#" 3 �� I � �! � �-"65a$ d �� = (19)

In Ampere’s law, Eq. (5), bb M denotes the total time derivative of the flux c �� $ d �� . This flux may
change in time either by changing the magnetic flux density

��
, or by changing the size or position of the

face
�

. From vector analysis we get for faces moving with the velocity
�\ :���� ��F� �! � �-"%$ d �&d'e( +�f1 ��;� �! � �-"1 � $

d
�� 3 ���� � �\ ] ��F� �! � �-"#"%$ d �&g= (20)
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1.1.2 Time-harmonic fields

In many technical applications sinusoidal field quantities occur that can be described as the real part of
complex quantities: h � �#" ' Re i h jFk I j Mml 'on h j n�prqNs �ut � 3wv " � (21)

where
t

is the angular frequency, v the phase angle, and
h j

the complex amplitude. For vector quantities,
e.g. the electric field vector, we can write��F� �! � �-" ' Re i �� j � �! " k I j M l = (22)

The vector complex amplitude
�� j � �! " is also referred to as phasor. It is important to note that these

complex amplitudes themselves are not physical quantities, but that the fields have to be derived by
multiplying by

k I j M
and taking the real part.

The advantage of the complex notation is that all time derivatives can be replaced by simple
multiplications with x t : 1 ��F� �! � �-"1 � ' Re i�x t �� j � �! " k I j M l = (23)

Maxwell’s equations in stationary media can then be written as (indices
t

are omitted):��.� �� � �! "^$ d �& ' ( +� x t �� � �! "y$ d �� � (24)���� �� � �! "^$ d �& ' +� � x t �� � �! " 3 �� � �! "#"^$ d �� � (25)��:8 �� � �! "y$ d �� ' < � (26)��.8 �� � �! "y$ d �� ' <C= (27)

Usually, the absence of free charges is assumed in this time-harmonic case (equivalent to fields in steady-
state).

1.2 Fields inside matter
To complete the system of Maxwell’s equations, the induction quantities

��
and

��
have to be linked to

the field quantities
��

and
��

. In their most general form, the constitutive equations are�� ' z:{ �� 3 �|o� (28)�� ' }~{ �� 3 }~{ �� �
(29)

introducing the electric polarization
�|

(also referred to as electric dipole moment density), and the mag-
netic polarization }y{ �� . The vector

��
is called magnetization. The constantsz {���� = ����� $N� <������ As

Vm
� } { ' �N� $T� <���� Vs

Am
(30)

are the permittivity and the permeability of vacuum, respectively.

The polarization quantities describe the influence of matter on electromagnetic fields. For linear
materials without hysteresis and without permanent polarization they are proportional to the field vectors.
The stationary relations are then given by �| ' z.{r�%� ���� (31)}~{ �� ' }~{���� ���� (32)
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with the electric and magnetic susceptibility �4� , �y� . For anisotropic materials the polarization vectors
may have different orientations to the corresponding field vectors, which can be expressed by ��� or �y�
becoming tensors.

1.2.1 Dielectric material characteristics

The properties of dielectric materials are based on the interaction of polarization charges (electrons or
ions, in contrast to free charges in conductors) with external electromagnetic fields.

In the absence of external fields, atoms or molecules may or may not have electric dipole moments,
but if they do, these are randomly oriented.1 In the presence of a field, the atoms become polarized (or
their permanent moments tend to align with the field). The dipole moment of a single polarization charge
can be modelled by a pair of two point charges � [ and is expressed by�� '�[ �� � (33)

where
�� is the distance between the charges (see Fig. 1).

ee

ee

e e
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E x
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Fig. 1: Modelling of the displacement of atomic polarization charges by an electric dipole

For a set of � dipoles per unit volume with identical orientation, the macroscopic properties can
be summarized in the polarization �| ' � �� ' � [ ���= (34)

Generally the polarization
�|

is a non-linear function of the electric field
��
, and can be expanded

in terms of a power series. For many technical applications, it is sufficient to take only the linear terms
into account. This leads to the susceptibility �4� in Eq. (31), and for the flux density to�� ' z:{ �� 3 z:{r�y� �� '�z:{ � � 3 �y� " ��' z:{�z�� �� (35)

with the relative permittivity z � (isotropic, stationary case). This linearization is also very common, if
small signals are superimposed on a steady value of

��
.

For non-stationary fields the displacement of polarization charges is a dynamic process that can
be modelled by several types of differential equations. In the Debye model the first order equation (for
relaxation processes) 11 � |�� �-" '

�¡£¢ � z�¤4(¥z:¦ " z.{ �F� �#" ( |�� �-"�§ (36)

1Except for electrets, which have a permanent polarization.
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leads to the complex permittivity in the frequency domainz � �ut " '�z:¦ 3 z�¤¨(©z�¦� 3Ex t ¡ = (37)

Resonant effects (e.g. for electronic polarization) can be described by the Lorentz model using a
second order differential equation. The frequency dependence on the relative permittivity as a result of a
superposition of several polarization mechanisms is shown in Fig. 2.

1.0

10-6 10-3 100 103 106 109 1012 1015 1018

frequency/Hz

ε««

ε«

Ions
Electrons

Orientation

Fig. 2: Typical frequency dependence of the complex permittivity ª «¬¯®±° ª�²r³µ´¶ª-² ² as a result of different types of polarization:

orientation of permanent molecular dipoles (Debye model) and polarization of ions and electrons (Lorentz model).

A complex permittivity can also be used in conductors with a non-zero conductivity X . Summa-
rizing the current terms on the right-hand side of Faraday’s law, Eq. (25), byx t �� 3 �� ' � x t z 3`X " �� 3 �� I ' x t�� z 3 Xx t " �� 3 �� I � (38)

the complex permittivity is defined as z '�z 3 Xx t = (39)

Common notations for the complex permittivity arez '�z�·±( x z.· ·�'�z�· � � ( xN¸-¹�ºd»�¼ " � ¸-¹�ºµ»�¼ '�z�· · R z�· " � (40)

where » ¼ is referred to as the electric loss angle of the medium.

In dielectrics we have ¸-¹�º2»�¼>½ �
at most technical frequencies, and thus ¸-¹�º�».¼ � »�¼ . On the

contrary, in good conductors (metals) we have ¸-¹�º�».¼¿¾ �
and z � z:{ , i.e. z becomes almost purely

imaginary.

1.2.2 Magnetic material characteristics

By analogy to electric polarization, the magnetic properties of materials can be described by means
of a magnetic polarization vector, which is based on the orientation of atomic magnetic dipoles in the
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presence of external fields. Such a dipole can be modelled by a circulating atomic current x S enclosing a
circuit with the normal vector

��
. The corresponding magnetic dipole moment is defined by�}�' x S �� = (41)

For � dipoles per unit volume with identical orientation, the (macroscopic) magnetization is given by�� ' � �}�' ��x S �� = (42)

Referring to the dependence of the polarization mechanism on the external magnetic field, mag-
netic materials are classified in diamagnetic, paramagnetic, and ferromagnetic substances. The polariza-
tion in diamagnetic and paramagnetic media is approximately proportional to the external field according
to Eq. (32), and the relative permeability }���' � 3 ��� (43)

generally differs only slightly from one (e.g. } �d� <À=ÂÁ�Á�Á for diamagnetic and } �µ� � =Ã<�< � for paramag-
netic media).

In ferromagnetic substances the relation between external field and magnetic polarization is non-
linear and often depends on the preparation history of the material, leading to a hysteresis loop, as shown
in Fig. 3.

M H( )

H

Mmax
MR

HC

Fig. 3: Hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material including initial magnetization curve. Ä£Å , Æ>Ç , and ÆÉÈ�ÊmË are the coercive

force, the remanence magnetization, and the saturation magnetization, respectively.

Referring to such curves, various kinds of permeability quantities can be defined. The normal
permeability } is given by the quotient

�¿R��
at the tip of the loop, and tables or graphs of } as a function

of
� �WÌÎÍ or

� �WÌÎÍ are frequently given in the literature. The differential permeability is defined as the
derivative of

�
with respect to

�
, and can be as high as

� <ÀÏ for high-permeability materials. Most
untreated ferromagnetic materials have a linear relation between

��
and

��
for small fields. Typical

values of the initial permeability range from
� < to

� <�Ð .
Like electric polarization, magnetization is also a dynamic process. Therefore the frequency de-

pendence of the permeability has to be taken into account for RF fields. In the frequency domain this
leads to the complex permittivity } '�}�·�( x }�· ·J'Ñ}�· � � ( xT¸-¹�ºµ»�Ò " (44)

with the magnetic loss angle »�Ò .
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1.3 Applications of Maxwell’s equations
The solutions of Maxwell’s equations can be classified by several types of electromagnetic field, which
can be handled by partly simplified equations: electrostatics, magnetostatics, stationary fields, quasi-
stationary fields, harmonic fields, and general time-varying fields.

1.3.1 Static and stationary fields

The first simplification is based on the assumption that all field quantities are independent of time
( 1 R 1 �4Ó < ). In this case we obtain the following system:���� ��D� �! "%$ d �& ' < � (45)���� ��E� �! "%$ d �& ' +� ��¨� �! � �-"%$ d �� � (46)��.8 ��2� �! "y$ d �� ' + 	 � �! " ) �� (47)��.8 ��;� �! "y$ d �� ' <C= (48)

Obviously the electric-field vectors
��

and
��

and the magnetic vectors
��

and
��

do not depend
on each other in current-free regions (

�� '�< ). In regions with current densities (
��HÔ'�< ), they represent

the sources of the magnetic fields, but there is no influence of the magnetic fields back on the electric
quantities. Thus, we have two separated types of field problem: electrostatic fields and magnetic fields
of stationary currents.

Electrostatic fields are governed by the equations (in differential form)

curl
�� � �! " ' < � (49)

div
��9� �! " ' 	 � �! " = (50)

A common approach is to fulfil Eq. (49) implicitly by defining the electric field as (negative) gradient of
a scalar potential Õ � �! " :��D� �! " '�( grad Õ � �! " Ö

curl
��D� �! " '�( curl grad Õ � �! "¨Ó <>= (51)

This leads to the general equation for the scalar potential function

div z � �! " grad Õ � �! " '�( 	 � �! " = (52)

In homogeneous regions (constant permittivity z ) we get Poisson’s equation

div grad Õ � �! " '�( 	 � �! "z = (53)

Finally, in regions where there is no charge density, the potential satisfies Laplace’s equation

div grad Õ � �! " '�<C= (54)

For the various kinds of boundary value problems emerging from these types of equations, a wide range
of specialized algorithms are available [2, 3]. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the potential as well as the
electric field of a two-dimensional problem.
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Φ=1V

Φ=0V

κ >0

Fig. 4: Solution of an electrostatic boundary value problem: equipotential lines and electric field

An equation of the same type has to be solved for stationary current densities inside conductors.
From

curl
��F� �! " ' < � (55)

div
� X � �! " ��F� �! "#" ' div

��4� �! " ' div curl
��/� �! " '�< (56)

we obtain the equation
div X � �! " grad Õ � �! " '�<¿= (57)

An example of a stationary current density field
��4� �! " '�( X � �! " grad Õ � �! " is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Bent conductor and stationary current density

Conduction current densities as well as impressed currents are ultimately the sources for the mag-
netic fields of stationary currents (magnetostatic fields). Maxwell’s equations now reduce to

curl
��E� �! " ' ��W� �! " � (58)

div
�� � �! " ' <C= (59)

Because of the inhomogeneity on the right-hand side of Eq. (58), the approach with a scalar potential
cannot be used here. Instead, a vector potential can be applied to fulfil Eq. (59) implicitly:��;� �! " ' curl

�� � �! " Ö
div

��;� �! " ' div curl
�� � �! "4Ó <>= (60)

Now the equation to solve for the potential function is

curl } � �! " ��� curl
�� � �! " ' ��W� �! " = (61)

For specialized approaches we again refer to the literature [2, 3]. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the
distribution of the magnetic field

��
and the magnetic flux density

��
of a C-shaped magnet driven by two

current coils.
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Fig. 6: Magnetic field ×Ä and magnetic flux density ×Ø of a C-shaped magnet driven by two current coils

1.3.2 Quasi-stationary fields

For quasi-stationary fields a certain time dependence is allowed, but all fields are assumed to be slowly
varying. In this case, (one of) the time derivatives in Maxwell’s equations can be approximated to zero.

As a first problem type, neglecting the displacement current in Eq. (10), we get magneto-quasistatic
fields (see Fig. 7), with the equations

curl
�� ' ( 1 ��1 � � (62)

curl
�� ' �� I 3`X �� = (63)

To validate the assumption 1 ��;R 1 � � < , an electric field
�� { � �! � �#" is considered, which is switched on

during the time period Ù . With z � �! " '�z { the displacement current can be approximated byÚÚÚÚÚ 1 ��L� �! � �-"1 �
ÚÚÚÚÚ � z:{Tn �� { � �! � �#" nÙ = (64)

For the conduction current in a conducting material (conductivity X ) we haven ��4� �! � �-" nN' X n �� { � �! � �#" n�= (65)

Therefore neglecting the displacement current is valid forz {X±Ù ½ � �
(66)

which is usually the case for slowly varying fields in good conductors; e.g. in copper with Ù ' � ms:zX±Ù � � = ��� $Û� < ����� � & R�gÜ� = � $Û� < � �Y��Ü " ��� � < � B & � � = � $N� < ��� Ï ½ � =
In the non-conducting regions of the problem domain (e.g. the surrounding air) the quasi-static approx-
imation n 1 �� Ì I � R 1 � n ½ n �� Ì I �Tn never holds, as we have

�� Ì I �9'Ý< . However, if we are only interested
in the fields inside the conductor, a quasi-static approach is permissible if the maximum value of the
displacement current is much smaller than the conducting currents:Þ ¹�ßà��á�â ÚÚÚÚÚ 1 ��2� �! "1 �

ÚÚÚÚÚ ½ Þ ¹�ßà��á â n ��Tãä� �! " nÀ= (67)
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Fig. 7: Magneto-quasistatic fields: eddy currents in a copper plate with a hole induced by a coil excitation at 50 Hz

For some applications the time derivative of the magnetic flux density in Eq. (9) can also be
neglected, leading to (in frequency domain)

curl
�� ' < � (68)

curl
�� ' x t �� 3`X �� = (69)

Similar to electrostatics, such electro-quasistatic fields can be expressed in terms of a complex-valued
scalar potential Õ : �� 'å( grad Õ Ö

curl
�� ' ( curl grad Õ Ó < (70)

div
� x t z 3`X " grad Õ ' <C= (71)

An example, the electro-quasistatic field in an insulator contaminated by several water drops, is
shown in Fig. 8.

æ
Fig. 8: High-voltage insulator contaminated by water drops at 50 Hz: real part of the electric phasor ×ç and absolute value of

the complex potential è
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1.3.3 Quickly varying fields

If the time derivatives of the fields cannot be neglected, the full set of Maxwell’s equations have to be
taken into account. In most analytical approaches — and also in the following parts of these notes — the
time-harmonic formulation Eqs. (24)–(27) including the complex phasors is applied. However, especially
in numerical field simulations, as well as in some measurement techniques, the usage of transient fields
is also quite common.

1.4 Fields at interfaces between different media
Before we can solve electromagnetic boundary value problems, we must establish the boundary condi-
tions satisfied by the field and flux vectors at the interface between two media with different material
properties.

1.4.1 Boundary conditions for electric fields

To derive the boundary condition for the electric field
��

we consider the interface region shown in Fig. 9
and evaluate Faraday’s law, Eq. (5), for the small circuit é � . Assuming a very small size of é � we can

ε2

ε1

C1

Et2

En2

En1

Et1

l

∆ →h 0

Fig. 9: Derivation of the continuity condition of the electric field. The vector fields ×ç,ê and ×çyë on either side of the interface

are decomposed in their tangential and normal components.

approximate the fields in each of the media to be constant. We decompose them into their tangential
(index ‘t’) and their normal (index ‘n’) components and get�ì��M � ( �£M � "%$�í ' î�ðï $�í�ñ¿ò � (72)

where
�ðï

denotes the magnetic flux component normal to the circuit. If
ñ¿ò

tends to zero (keeping
í

fixed), the right-hand side vanishes, as the time derivative of the magnetic flux density has to be finite.
This leads to the continuity of the tangential electric fields� M � ' � M � or

�ó©] � �� � ( �� � " '�< � (73)

where
�ó is the normal vector of the interface plane.

For the normal components we consider the configuration in Fig. 10, where again the top and
bottom surfaces of the cylinder are so small that constant fields can be assumed. Evaluating the surface
integral on the left-hand side of Gauss’ law, Eq. (7), we get� �� $

d
�� ô^õ.ö {(�(J(±(�÷ �ì�>ø � ( �>ø � "%$.ñC� � (74)

where
� ø � and

� ø � are the normal components of the electric flux density on both sides of the interface.
The right-hand side — the integral of the charge density inside the cylinder — vanishes for

ñ¿ò ÷ù< ,
unless there is a non-zero surface charge density

	 ¤ at the interface plane. Therefore the boundary
condition for the normal electric components reads as� ø � ( � ø � ' 	 ¤ or

�ó $ � �� � ( �� � " ' 	 ¤ = (75)
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Fig. 10: Derivation of the continuity condition of the electric flux density

1.4.2 Boundary conditions for magnetic fields

Analogous configurations can be considered. For the magnetic fields, as there are no magnetic charges,
the evaluation of the surface integral of the magnetic flux density (similar to Fig. 10) leads to the conti-
nuity of the normal magnetic flux density �ó $ � �� � ( �� � " '�<¿= (76)

If we evaluate Faraday’s law for the circuit shown in Fig. 11, the right-hand side is given as the
total current through the face

ñC�
: +ô � � �� 3 1 ��1 � "%$ d �� = (77)

As the time derivative of the electric flux has to be finite, the integral tends to zero for
ñ¿ò ÷ < , unless

there is an electric surface current
� ¤ along the interface. Therefore the boundary condition for the

tangential magnetic components reads as�¿M � ( �CM � ' � ¤ or
�ó©] � �� � ( �� � " ' �� ¤�= (78)

µ2

µ1

∆A

l

∆ →h 0

H1

H2

J

Fig. 11: Derivation of the continuity condition of the magnetic field

It can easily be shown that for non-stationary fields ( ) R ) � Ô'�< ) it is always sufficient to impose the
continuity of the tangential components of

��
and

��
. This implicitly entails the continuity of the normal

magnetic flux density; eventually the discontinuity of the normal components of
��

will yield the free
electric surface charges on the interface.
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1.4.3 Infinitely conducting walls

For many practical calculations the idealized model of infinitely conducting materials (also referred to
as Perfect Electric Conductors, PEC) plays an important role. From

�� ' X �� we have
�� 'a< inside the

conductor, and from Ampere’s law this implies 1 ��>R 1 � 'ú< and
�� 'û< for non-stationary fields. The

boundary conditions for the fields at the outer surface of the conductor then read as�ó©] �� ' < � (79)�óL] �� ' �� ¤ � (80)�ó $ �� ' 	 ¤ � (81)�ó $ �� ' <C= (82)

1.5 Electric and magnetic energy
1.5.1 Electric energy density

The energy stored in an electromagnetic field must be identical to the energy that was required for
establishing this field. To derive an expression for the energy of an electrostatic field, we consider the
plate capacitor (surface

ñC�
, width

ñ & ) shown in Fig. 12. The field vectors
��

and
��

inside are assumed
to be homogeneous. The energy required to move a charge ) K (in the opposite direction to the electric

+Q -Q

E

dQ

∆s

x

y

Fig. 12: Derivation of the electric energy density in a plate capacitor with surface üþý and width ü�ÿ
field lines) from the right plate to the left amounts to)�� ' ) �Z $:ñ & �k Íg' �� ) K $:ñ & �k Í � (83)

while the charge on the left plate increases by) Kå' ) �� $.ñ �� ' ) �� $.ñC� �k ÍC= (84)

The total energy of the field inside the capacitor volume
ñ  ' ñC�9ñ & is given byñ � ' + )�� ' + �� � ) �� $:ñC� �k Í "%$.ñ & �k Í ' ñ  + �� $ ) �� = (85)

The integral term is the stored energy per volume, or the energy density�£��' + �� $ ) �� = (86)

In linear isotropic media the energy density is given by� � ' �� zÀn �� n �_= (87)
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1.5.2 Magnetic energy density

A similar derivation can be performed for the energy in magnetic fields. We get the magnetic energy
density ����' + �� $ ) ��ú� (88)

and for linear isotropic media the simplified expression����' �� }Wn �� n � = (89)

1.5.3 Energy densities of time-harmonic fields

The energy density of a time-harmonic electric field��F� �#" ' Re i �� k I j Mml ' �� { prqNs �ut � 3wv " (90)

in a linear isotropic medium is given by�£� � �-" ' �� zÀn ��F� �-" n � ' �� zÀn �� {Ûn � prqNs � �ut � 3wv "' �� zÀn �� {Tn � � � 3 prqNs � � �ut � 3wv "#"#" = (91)

In most cases we are interested in the time average of the energy during a period Ù ' � � R:t , which
amounts to � � ' +8 � � d  (92)

with �d� ' �Ù M����
	+M � �£� � �-" ) �' �� z�n �� n ��' �� z �� $ �� ��� (93)

where
�� �

is the conjugate vector of
��
. The analogous expression for the time-averaged magnetic energy

density is �µ��' �� }Wn �� n � ' �� } �� $ �� � = (94)

2 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

2.1 Plane-wave equation
2.1.1 The wave equation in time domain

According to Maxwell’s equations, a time-varying electric field is coupled (by Ampere’s law) to a mag-
netic field, the time variation of which is in turn coupled (by Faraday’s law) to an electric field. Elec-
tromagnetic field patterns that propagate through space with a finite velocity are called electromagnetic
waves.

The simplest form of an electromagnetic wave is the plane wave, propagating through free space
(vacuum) or homogeneous media. For this type of wave a scalar wave equation can be derived from
Maxwell’s equations. At first we impose a number of restrictions:

14



� The medium contained in the solution domain is homogeneous, isotropic and linear.� The medium is not conducting; X '�< .� There is no space charge distribution and no impressed-current density;
	 '�< , �� I '�< .� The fields vary only in one direction, say the � -axis;

��� ' ���� '�< .
Under these assumptions Maxwell’s equations can be written as

curl
��F� �! � �#" ' (�} 1 ��/� �! � �#"1 � �

(95)

curl
��/� �! � �#" ' z 1 ��F� �! � �-"1 � �

(96)

div
��F� �! � �#" ' div

��/� �! � �#" '�<C= (97)

As we supposed 1 R 1 �¿' 1 R 1 �É'�< , the curl operator can be evaluated as�
curl

�� � � � �-"��  ' ( 1 � � � � � �-"1 � '�(�} 1 �  � � � �#"1 � �
(98)�

curl
��D� � � �#"�� � ' 1 �  � � � �#"1 � 'e(�} 1 � � � � � �#"1 � �

(99)�
curl

��/� � � �-" �  ' ( 1 � � � � � �#"1 � ' z 1 �  � � � �-"1 � �
(100)�

curl
��E� � � �#" � � ' 1 �  � � � �-"1 � ' z 1 � � � � � �-"1 � = (101)

Obviously we get two pairs of decoupled equations: Eqs. (98) and (101) with components
� � and

�  ,
and Eqs. (99) and (100) with components

�  and
� � . Eliminating the terms

� � and
�  from these

equations we get � 1 �1 � � (L}~z 1 �1 � �����
�  � � � �-"� � � � � �-"�� '�<C= (102)

Both
� � and

�  satisfy the following differential equation� 1 �1 � � (
�\ � 1 �1 � ���

h � � � �-" '�< � (103)

where \>' �� }~z = (104)

Equation (103) is called the homogeneous wave equation. For the solution of this equation in the
time domain we use Alembert’s transformation:� ' �D(©\ � � (105)� ' � 3 \ � � (106)

leading to

1 h1 � ' 1
h � � � � "1
� 3 1 h �

� � � "1 � � 1 � h1 � � ' 1 �
h � � � � "1
� � 3 � 1 � h �

� � � "1
�
1 � 3 1 � h �

� � � "1 � � �
1 h1 � '�(£\ 1

h � � � � "1
� 3 \ 1 h �

� � � "1 � � 1 � h1 � � '�\ �
� 1 � h �

� � � "1
� � ( � 1 � h �

� � � "1
�
1 � 3 1 � h �

� � � "1 � � � =
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Substituting these expressions in Eq. (103) we get the simplified differential equation

1 � h �
� � � "1
�
1 � '�<>= (107)

Its general solution is h � � � � " ' Z�� � " 3 � � � " � (108)Ö h � � � �-" ' Z�� � (L\ �-" 3!� � � 3 \ �#" � (109)

with arbitrary functions
Z

and � . As we can see in Eq. (109), the value of
Z

at time instant
� ' � { on

the plane �;'Ñ��{ is the same as the value at time
� ' � { 3 ñ>� on the plane ��'*��{ 3 \ ñ>� . In other words

the field distribution is moving towards the positive � -axis as the time
�

is running, and \ is the velocity
of the wave. In an analogous manner it can be shown that the field distribution expressed by � is moving
towards the negative � -direction (see Fig. 13).

x

∆ ∆x=v t

v

F(x-v(t  + t))∆0F(x-vt )0 

x

∆ ∆x=v t

v

G(x+v(t  + t))∆0 G(x+vt  )0

Fig. 13: Illustration of the functions " and # : spatial plots at different instants of time

Let us consider the solution for the electric field. From Eqs. (99) and (100) we get a solution for
the
�  component: �  � � � �-" ' Z�� � (L\ �#" 3$� � � 3 \ �-" = (110)

The corresponding magnetic field can be found by evaluating Eq. (100):1 � �1 � ' (£z 1 � 1 � '�z�\&% Z · � �F(©\ �-" ( � · � � 3 \ �-"(' �Ö � � ' z�\ ¢ Z�� � (L\ �#" ( � � � 3 \ �-"�§ = (111)

A second, independent solution can be obtained from Eqs. (98) and (101), having field components
� �

and
�  . Both solutions are referred to as the two linear polarizations of the plane wave. In general, a

superposition of both solutions results in an elliptic polarization of the wave.

In Eqs. (110) and (111), the ratio ) ' � � � ' �z�\ '+* } z (112)

is referred to as the wave impedance (or intrinsic impedance) of the medium. In vacuum we have) ' * }~{z.{ �-,/.0. � = (113)

The solutions (110) and (111) represent an electromagnetic wave, whose components are normal
to the direction of propagation. This kind of wave belongs to the category of plane waves, as the surfaces
of equal phase and equal amplitude form planes.
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In the beginning of the analysis we supposed that 1 R 1 �L' 1 R 1 �2'ú< . This assumption implies
that both the amplitude and the phase of the fields remain constant on the ��� -plane. Thus the ��� -planes
are surfaces of both equal phase and equal amplitude. Waves of this kind are called homogeneous waves.

Putting it all together, the solution of the wave equation as derived in this paragraph is a homoge-
neous plane wave, see Fig. 14. This wave has no longitudinal field components, i.e. neither electric nor
magnetic components in the direction of propagation (in our case

� Í�' � Í¿'å< ). Therefore it belongs
to the category of Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) waves.

x

y

z

x

y

z

Ey

Ey

Hz

Hz

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14: Field components
ç21

and Ä43 of a homogeneous plane wave propagating in the (a) 576 - or (b) ³86 -direction

In our analysis we assumed a wave propagation in the direction of the � -axes, which of course is
not the general case. If the direction of propagation is defined by a unit vector

�ó , see Fig. 15, the solution
of the wave equation is h � �! � �-" ' h � �ó $ �!ð(L\ �#" = (114)

The relation between the electric and magnetic field vectors is then given by�� ' �) � �ó©] ��9� = (115)

r
n

r+ r∆

n r∆
E

H

Fig. 15: Propagation of a plane wave in an arbitrary direction ×:
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2.1.2 Time-harmonic plane waves

In the previous section we obtained a solution of the wave equation inside an isotropic, homogeneous
material for an arbitrary time variation. In many cases we are interested in problems in which the time
variation is sinusoidal. In this case the complex notation for the time varying quantities can be used.

The assumptions we make here are the same as before, with the only difference being that the
restriction of the non-conducting medium ( X ' < ) is skipped. The rest of the assumptions remain the
same: 1 R 1 ��' 1 R 1 ��' < , z and } shall be constant, and no space-charge distribution is taken into
account.

We define the complex propagation constant; '-< 3Ex/= ' x(> ' x t � }~z � (116)

where the complex permittivity z may or may not contain a conductivity term according to Eq. (39).
The homogeneous wave equation (103) from time domain can then be transformed into the complex,
homogeneous wave equation (without time variables)� 1 �1 � � (�; � �

h � � " '�<>= (117)

A differential equation of this form is called a Helmholtz equation, and its solution is (for the electric
field component

h ' �  ) �  � � " ' é � k �@? Í 3wé � k�� ? Í � (118)

The related magnetic field component
� � evaluates to� � � � " ' �) % é � k �@? Í ( é � k � ? Í ' = (119)

The term

)
is the complex wave impedance: ) ' * } z = (120)

Equations (118) and (119) describe the superposition of two independent waves propagating in the
two opposite directions of the � -axis. The constant ; 'A< 3�xB= in Eq. (116) is called the propagation
constant. From

Re i k �@? Í l ' Re i k �DC Í $ k � IFE Í l ' k �DC Í $ prqNs � = � " (121)

we find that the real part of ; , the attenuation constant < , denotes the attenuation of the field ampli-
tude, and the imaginary part, the phase constant = , denotes the phase shift along the direction of wave
propagation (see Fig. 16). In a perfect dielectric (non-conducting) medium we get<L'�< = ' t � z.}L= (122)

The time dependence of the field components in Eqs. (118) and (119) is implied in the complex
notation. For example, the electric field propagating in the positive � -direction is given by�  � � � �#" ' Re i�é � k �@? Í k I j M l ' Re i n é � n k I�G k �DC Í � IFE Í � I j M l' n é � n k �DC Í prqNs � = �F( t � ( v "' n é � n k �DC Í prqNs � = ¢ � (L\�H ��§ ( v " with \�Hg' t = = (123)

The wavelength I of a wave is defined as the spatial distance between two neighbouring planes of
equal phase (see Fig. 17). From the relation =JI ' � � we getI ' � �= = (124)
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f(x)

x

ωt=0
ωt=π/4

ωt=π/2

envelope e- αx direction of propagation

Fig. 16: Attenuated wave at several instants of time and envelope.

The period Ù of the wave is defined as Ù ' �h ' � �t ' � �= \KH = (125)

Fig. 17: Wavelength L and period M of a harmonic plane wave

2.2 Waves in lossy matter, skin depth
In the general case of a lossy medium the propagation constant is a complex quantity, and a plane wave is
attenuated in the direction of propagation according to Nrß�O � (P<~� " . As the wave impedance

)
in Eq. (119)

is complex too,
��

is no longer in phase with
��

(usually
��

lags behind
��
). A sketch of

��
and

��
versus� at some instant of time would be similar to Fig. 16.

Two cases of particular interest are (i) good dielectrics (low-loss), and (ii) good conductors (high-
loss). Both cases can be modelled by a complex permittivity quantity z '�z · ( x z · · , where the imaginary
part z · · expresses the losses of the medium.

In the low-loss case, we have z · · ½ z · and� z · ( x z · · � � z · ( x z · ·� � z · Ö < � t z · ·� * }z · = � tPQ }~z · (126)n ) n � * }z · ) � ¹SR p ¸-¹�º z · ·� z · = (127)

Thus the attenuation is very small, and
��

and
��

are nearly in phase. The wave is almost the same as
in the loss-free dielectric case. For example, in polystyrene a 10 MHz wave is attenuated only 0.5% per
kilometre, and the phase difference between

��
and

��
is only <À=Ã<�< ,/T .
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In the high-loss case with X Ô'�< we have z � ( x z · · 'å( x Xt and� z � * X� t � � ( x " Ö < � * t } X� = � * t } X� (128)n ) n � * t }X ) � � � = (129)

Thus the attenuation is very large, and
��

lags behind
��

by �T�0T . The intrinsic impedance of a good
conductor is extremely small at radio frequencies having a magnitude of

� = �VU�$�� < � B � for copper at
10 MHz. The wavelength is also very small compared to the free-space wavelength. For example, at
10 MHz the free-space wavelength is 30 m, while in copper the wavelength is only 0.131 mm. The
attenuation in a good conductor is very rapid. For the 10 MHz wave mentioned above in copper the
attenuation is 99.81% in 0.131 mm of travel. Thus waves do not penetrate metals very deeply. A metal
acts as a shield against electromagnetic waves.

A wave starting at the surface of a good conductor and propagating inward is very quickly damped
to insignificant values. The field is localized in a thin surface layer, this phenomenon being known as
‘skin effect’. The distance over which a wave is attenuated to

� R k
(36.8%) of its initial value is called the

skin depth or depth of penetration » . It is defined by < » ' � , or» ' �< ' * �t } X = (130)

The skin depth is very small for good conductors at radio frequencies, for example for copper at 10 MHz
it is only 0.021 mm.

2.3 Energy density, energy flow, Poynting vector
2.3.1 The Poynting vector

The space containing a time-varying electromagnetic field is a carrier of electric and magnetic energy.
According to Eqs. (87) and (89) the energy density inside a linear medium (i.e. a medium with constant
permittivity and permeability independent of the field intensities) can be written as��'W�£� 3 ����' �� � �� $ �� 3 �� $ �� " = (131)

Thus, the total stored energy inside the volume


is� ' �� +8 � �� $ �� 3 �� $ �� "
d
 = (132)

The time variation of the energy is given by)��) � ' �� +8 11 � � �� $ �� 3 �� $ �� "
d
 = (133)

A scalar product can be differentiated using the product law. So from the first term we get

11 � � �� $ �� " ' �� $ 1 ��1 � 3 1
��
1 � $ �� ' � �� $ 1

��
1 � = (134)

In this equation the two terms of the sum can be reduced to a single term under the additional assumption
that the dielectric is isotropic, i.e. z is a scalar value independent of the orientation of the fields. Under
the same assumption for the permeability } the time variation of the energy gives)��) � ' +8 � �� $ 1 ��1 � 3 �� $ 1 ��1 � " d  = (135)
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Substituting Maxwell’s equations

1 ��1 � ' ( curl
��@�

(136)

1 ��1 � ' curl
�� ( �� (137)

in Eq. (135), we get )��) � ' +8 ¢ �� $ � curl
�� ( �� " 3 �� $ � ( curl

�� "�§
d


(138)' +8 ¢ �� $ curl
�� ( �� $ curl

�� ( �� $ �� § d  = (139)

Using the vector identity
div
� �� ] �� " ' �� $

curl
�� ( ��Ñ$ curl

��
(140)

leads to )��) � ' +8 � ( div
� �� ] �� " ( �� $ ��8� d

 = (141)

Applying Gauss’ law we finally get the following equation, known as Poynting’s law (see also Fig. 18):)��) � '�( +�.8 � �� ] �� "y$ d �� ( +8 � �� $ �� " d  . (142)

It states that the change of the electromagnetic energy inside a volume


can have two causes: (i) energy
in the form of electromagnetic radiation is flowing through the boundary surface 1  of the volume, (ii)
an amount of the electromagnetic energy contained inside the volume is being converted into another
form of energy or vice versa.

V S

dA

V∂

Fig. 18: Integration volume X and its boundary YZX in Poynting’s law

The Poynting vector �[ ' �� ] �� (143)

is defined as the cross product of the electric and magnetic field intensity. At every point of the space it
points in the direction in which the electromagnetic energy flows. The integral of this vector throughout
an arbitrary surface defines the amount of energy per second penetrating through this surface. The
Poynting vector can thus be interpreted as a surface density of the energy flow. The terms energy flow
vector or radiation vector are also commonly used.
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The second term in Poynting’s law describes the transformation of electromagnetic energy from
or into another form of energy. In the general case the current density can be written�� ' X �� 3 �� I � (144)

where
�� I

denotes the impressed-current density. Using these notations the second term of Poynting’s law
yields +8 � �� $ �� " d  ' +8 X n �� n � d

 3 +8 � �� $ �� I " d  = (145)

The volume integral of X n �� n � is always positive. Representing Joulean heat losses, it leads to a dis-
sipation of the electromagnetic energy. The second term, the volume integral of

�� $ �� I
, can also take

negative values (if
��

and
�� I

are not in the same direction). In that case it can lead to an increase of the
electromagnetic energy; an example is the radiation from an externally driven antenna.

2.3.2 The complex Poynting vector

When the time variation of the field is harmonic with angular frequency
t

, again the complex notation
of Maxwell’s equations can be used:

curl
�� ' ( x t } �� � (146)

curl
�� ' x t z �� � (147)

with generally complex material quantitiesz '�z � � ( xT¸-¹�ºµ»�¼ " and } 'Ñ} � � ( xT¸-¹�ºµ»�Ò " = (148)

To derive a modified form of Poynting’s law for the phasors
��

and
��

, Eq. (146) is left-multiplied
by
�� �

(the conjugate value of
��

): �� � $
curl

�� '�( x t } �� $ �� � = (149)

Left-multiplication of the conjugate form of Eq. (147) by
��

yields�� $
curl

�� � '�( x t z � �� $ �� � = (150)

Using the vector identity (140) again, we get

div
� �� ] �� � " ' �� � $

curl
�� ( �� $ curl

�� �' ( x t } �� $ �� � 3Ex t z � �� $ �� � = (151)

The Poynting vector according to its definition (143) can be written�[ � �-" '&\ N i �] N�^ j/_ l ]`\ N i �a N�^ j/_ l = (152)

In most cases we are interested in determining the time average of the energy flux density
�[

rather than
its instantaneous value

�[ � �#"
. Thus we integrate Eq. (152) over a period Ù ' � � R:t and divide it by the

period �[ ' �Ù 	+ { Re i �� k I j M l ] Re i �� k I j M l d
�

' =�=�=�' Re � �� � �� ] �� �b� � = (153)
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The vector �[ � ' �� � �� ] �� �K� (154)

is called the complex Poynting vector. Its real part is equal to the time average of the energy flux density.

The complex form of Poynting’s law is finally derived using Eq. (151):+�:8 �[ $ d �� ' ( � x t +8 0 } n �� n �� ( z � n �� n �� 5
d


' ( � t ¸-¹�ºµ»�Ò +8 } � n �� n � d  ( � t ¸-¹�ºµ»r¼ +8 z� n �� n � d ( � x t � +8 } � n �� n � d  ( +8 z� n �� n � d  �' ( �dc ( xQ�de '�( �fc ( � x t�� � � ( � � " = (155)

The active power � c represents the time-averaged Joulean heat produced inside the integration volume
, and the reactive power �ge represents the difference between the time-averaged magnetic and electric

energy stored inside the volume.

For good conductors (metal) we have � � ½ � � and+�.8 �[ $ d �� � ( +8 �� X n �� n � d  ( x � t � �' ( � c ( x�� e = (156)

This relationship enables us to calculate the resistance
� c and the internal inductance h I of the conduc-

tor, especially in high frequencies. Defining complex current and voltage quantities asi � ' � �� � $
d
�& (157)

and j ' �+ � �� $
d
�í' i � � c 3Ex t h I " ' i ) � (158)� c and � e are given by � c ' �� n i n � � c �� e ' �� n i n � t h I = (159)

2.3.3 Phase, group and energy velocity

The velocity at which an equiphase surface travels is called the phase velocity of the wave. An equiphase
plane ��H � �-" of a plane wave is defined byt � ( = � H � �#" ' constant , (160)

as we can see in Eq. (123). To derive the phase velocity of the wave, we differentiate this equation,t ( = ) ��H) � '�< � (161)
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and obtain \�Hg' t = ' I h = (162)

In a non-conducting medium \�H is given by \ H ' �� z.} = (163)

As we know from wireless communications for the transmission of signals, wave trains rather
than single monochromatic waves are used. In this case the velocity at which the signal travels is not the
phase velocity but the group velocity \lk . The simplest case is one wave train consisting of two different
sinusoidal waves of the same amplitude, but with slightly different frequencies

t � ' t and
t � ' t 3 ñ t

where
ñ t ½ t : h � � � �-" 'nmh s�o º �ut � ( = � " 3 mh s�o º � ¢ t 3 ñ t §�� ( ¢ = 3 ñ = § � " = (164)

The superposition of the two waves creates a beat (see Fig. 19) with an envelope propagating without
any significant change in shape at the group velocity \SH .

Assuming
ñ t ½ t and

ñ =2½p= , the resulting wave is given byh � � � �-" ' � mh sqo º �ut � ( = � "r sKt u
carrier

prqNs � �� ¢ ñ t � ( ñ = � §u"r sKt u
signal information

= (165)

While the high-frequency component (carrier) travels at the phase velocity\�Hg' t = � (166)

the envelope (signal) travels with the group velocity\ k ' ñ tñ = ÷ù) t) = = (167)

Fig. 19: The propagation of the envelope (signals carrier) of a wave train consisting of two waves with slightly differing
frequencies

The energy stored in the electromagnetic fields of a wave propagates through space at a velocity
called energy velocity \Zv . To derive (one component of) this velocity we consider the small volume in
Fig. 20.

The energy penetrating through the face
ñC� Í during the time

ñ>�
is given by� Í ñC� ' ñ¿� Í [ Í ñ>� � (168)

where
[ Í is the � -component of the Poynting vector

�[ ' �� ] �� . It is equivalent to the energy stored in
the volume

ñ¿� Í ñ � , with
ñ �;'Ñ\0vxw Í ñ>� :� ' � · ñ � 'y� ñC�9ñ � � (169)
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Fig. 20: Derivation of the 6 -component zK{}| Ë of the energy velocity of an electromagnetic wave

where the energy density � includes both the electric �_� and the magnetic ��� energy density.

For the energy velocity we obtain� Í ñ>� ' � · ñ � Ö \0vxw Í ' � Í� · ' [ Í� = (170)

In the general case we get the velocity field�\0v � �! � �#" ' �[ � �! � �-"� � �! � �-" = (171)

In most time-harmonic applications we are interested in the time-averaged quantity�\Sv~w j � �! " ' Re i �[ � �! " l� � �! " = (172)

For time-harmonic plane waves propagating in the � -direction in a loss-free medium,�� ' �  �k  k � IFE Í � �� ' � ) �k � k � IFE Í � (173)

we have �[ ' �� � �� ] �� � " ' n �  n �� ) �k Í � (174)� ' �� zÀn �  n � 3 �� } n �  n �) � ' �� z�n �  n � = (175)

For the energy velocity we obtain \0vxw j ' n �  n �) z�n �  n � ' �� z.} 'W�_= (176)

We find that in this case the energy velocity is identical to the phase velocity \/H .
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For monochromatic plane waves all velocity definitions lead to the same value, i.e. we have\0vú'Ý\ k 'Ý\�H . This result, however, is not valid for general waves. The group velocity as well as
the phase velocity may be larger than � , and in some cases the group velocity can even be negative.
The energy velocity, however, is always bounded by \�v���� , ensuring the principle of causality. In
waveguides we usually have \ k 'Ñ\0v!� � and \�HJ� �_= (177)

3 BASIC THEORY OF WAVEGUIDES

3.1 Rectangular waveguides with perfectly conducting walls
3.1.1 The wave equation for waveguides (vector potential)

In this section the wave propagation in a rectangular waveguide is investigated. The guide should possess
perfectly conducting walls and should be positioned (see Fig. 21) so the wave propagates in the � � -
direction. The medium in the guide should be homogeneous, isotropic and linear. Assuming time-

Fig. 21: Position of the rectangular waveguide in a Cartesian coordinate system

harmonic field quantities ( � k I j M ) and, furthermore, the absence of space charges, Maxwell’s equations
result in

curl
�� ' ( x t } �� � (178)

curl
�� ' x t z �� � (179)

div
�� ' < � (180)

div
�� ' <C= (181)

It can be shown that two fundamental forms of five-component waves can exist in a waveguide. On the
one hand, there are

�
waves with one vanishing component of the magnetic field (e.g.

� � '�< �-� � Ô'�< );
on the other hand, there are

�
waves with one vanishing component of the electric field (e.g.

� � '< �-� � Ô'�< ). Hence, Maxwell’s equations lead to two different classes of solutions. The general solution
is obtained by a superposition of

�
and
�

waves.

To solve Eq. (178)–(181), a vector potential
��

is introduced. Hereby two approaches are possible:�� � ' curl
�� �

(182)
�� � ' curl

�� v = (183)

The choice of the indices becomes more obvious later on.
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This approach yields with Eq. (178):

curl
�� ' curl curl

�� �' grad div
�� � ( ñ �� �' ( x t } �� = (184)

Insertion in Eq. (179) yields:

curl
�� ' x t z curl

�� �Ö �� ' x t z �� � 3 grad Õ � � (185)

where grad Õ � is an undefined constant of inte-
gration.
Inserting the last relation in Eq. (184) leads to:

grad div
�� � ( ñ �� � ' t � }~z �� � ( x t } grad Õ � =

According to the Lorentz convention Õ � is cho-
sen as follows:

div
�� � 'e( x t } Õ � = (186)

This approach yields with Eq. (179):

curl
�� ' curl curl

�� v' grad div
�� v ( ñ �� v' x t z �� = (187)

Insertion in Eq. (178) yields:

curl
�� ' ( x t } curl

�� vÖ �� ' ( x t } �� v ( grad Õ v � (188)

where grad Õ v is an undefined constant of inte-
gration.
Inserting the last relation in Eq. (187) leads to:

grad div
�� v ( ñ �� v ' t � }~z �� v ( x t z grad Õ v =

According to the Lorentz convention Õ v is cho-
sen as follows:

div
�� v '�( x t z Õ v = (189)

For both cases the same coordinate system independent vector wave equation is obtained:ñ �� 3!> � �� '�< (190)

with the wavenumber > : > � ' t � }~z . (191)

3.1.2 Solutions of the wave equation

In Cartesian coordinates the vector potential may have the components
� Í � �  , and

� � . It can be shown,
however, that a vector potential with only one component is sufficient to describe all wave solutions:�� � � � � � � " ' � � � � � � � � " �k � = (192)

Thus from the vector wave equation (190) the scalar wave equation, the so-called Helmholtz equation,
can be obtained: 1 � � �1 � � 3 1 �

� �1 � � 3 1 �
� �1 � � 3!> � � � '�<>= (193)

Taking a Bernoulli ansatz in a product form,� � � � � � � � " ' h � � "�� � � "yò � � " � (194)

Eq. (193) yields �h ) � h) � �r s�t u'�( > �Í 3
�� ) � �) � �r sKt u'�( > � 3

�ò ) � ò) � �r sKt u'�( > �� 3-> � '�<>= (195)
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To fulfil this differential equation for all � � � � � , the addends must be constants (real or complex) and
must satisfy the dispersion relation > �Í 3!> � 3�> �� ' > � = (196)

Appropriate solution functions for a waveguide extending in the � -direction are given byh � � " ' � � prqNs > Í � 3 � � sqo º�> Í � � (197)� � � " ' � � prqNs >  � 3 � � s�o º�>  � � (198)ò � � " ' é � k � IF� 3 � 3wé � k � I�� 3 � = (199)

Introducing the notation � prqNs > Í �s�o º�> Í � � ' � � prqNs > Í�� 3 � � s�o º�> Í�� (200)

the general solution for the vector potential is� � � � � � � � " ' � prqNs > Í��s�o º�> Í � � � prqNs >  �s�o º�>  � � � k � I�� 3 �k � I�� 3 � � = (201)

Equation (201) is the solution for the vector potential for both
�

and
�

waves. The field components
derived from this solution, however, differ depending on whether ansatz (182) or Eq. (183) is chosen:

a) H waves: �� ' �� � Ö �� ' curl
��

(202)

Using this approach,
�

waves with
� � Ô'a< are received. As these waves only have transversal compo-

nents of the electric field, they are also referred to as TE waves.

The electric-field components of
�

waves are implied by the approach above, while the magnetic-
field components can be derived from the electric field using Faraday’s law Eq. (178):�� 'e( �x t } curl

�� '�( �x t } curl curl
�� = (203)

In the next equations, first the general derivation of all electric- and magnetic-field components
is given, and then — in the last column — the explicit expressions assuming the vector potential in
Eq. (201). Applying the upper sign of the exponential function, a wave propagation in the (�� -direction,
and otherwise in the 3 � -direction, is described.� Í ' 3 1 � �1 � ' é >  � s�o º�> Í �prqNs > Í � � � prqNs >  �(�s�o º�>  � � k�� I�� 3 � �

�  ' ( 1 � �1 � ' é > Í � (�prqNs > Í �s�o º�> Í � � � s�o º�>  �prqNs >  � � k � I�� 3 � �
� Í ' ( �x t } 1 � � �1 � 1 � ' � é > Í > �t } � prqNs > Í �(�s�o º�> Í � � � s�o º�>  �prqNs >  � � k � I�� 3 � �
�  ' ( �x t } 1 � � �1 � 1 � ' � é >  > �t } � s�o º�> Í �prqNs > Í � � � prqNs >  �(�s�o º�>  � � k�� I�� 3 � �
� � ' ( > � ( > ��x t } � � ' ( é > � ( > ��x t } � s�o º4> Í��prqNs > Í�� � � s�o º�>  �prqNs >  � � k�� I�� 3 � =

(204)
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b) E waves: �� ' �� v Ö �� ' curl
�� = (205)

Using this approach, E waves with
� � Ô' < are obtained, which only have transversal components

of the magnetic field (TM waves). Here the magnetic-field components are implied by the potential
approach above, while the electric components can be derived from the magnetic field using Ampere’s
law, Eq. (179): �� ' �x t z curl

�� ' �x t z curl curl
�� = (206)

The five field components of the wave read as� Í ' 3 1 � �1 � ' é >  � s�o º�> Í��prqNs > Í�� � � prqNs >  �(�s�o º�>  � � k � IF� 3 � �
�  ' ( 1 � �1 � ' é > Í � (�prqNs > Í �sqo º�> Í � � � s�o º�>  �prqNs >  � � k�� IF� 3 � �
� Í ' �x t z 1 � � �1 � 1 � ' � é > Í > �t z � prqNs > Í��(�sqo º�> Í � � � sqo º�>  �prqNs >  � � k�� IF� 3 � �
�  ' �x t z 1 � � �1 � 1 � ' � é >  > �t z � s�o º�> Í��prqNs > Í � � � prqNs >  �(�s�o º�>  � � k�� IF� 3 � �
� � ' > � ( > ��x t z � � ' é > � ( > ��x t z � s�o º�> Í �prqNs > Í � � � s�o º�>  �prqNs >  � � k�� IF� 3 � =

(207)

The superposition of all
� � and

� � waves yields the general solution of Eqs. (178–181). Instead
of the vector potential in the � -direction, a potential in the � - or � -direction can be chosen, also leading
to the general solution. However, the approach of a potential in the direction of propagation is usually
preferred in a rectangular waveguide.

3.1.3 Classification of waveguide modes

So far, for the solution of the vector wave equation the specific shape of the waveguide has not been
exploited. This is done in the next step, imposing boundary conditions for the electric-field components.
At the (perfectly conducting) walls of the rectangular guide in Fig. 21 the tangential components must
vanish, leading to (for all � ):
1)

� Í � ��'�< " ' � Í � �C'�� " '�< 
 � � ¢ < ��� § ,
2)

�  � � '�< " ' �  � �;' � " '�< 
 � � ¢ < � � § ,
3)

� � � ��'�< " ' � � � �¿'-� " '�< 
 � � ¢ < ��� § ,� � � � '�< " ' � � � ��' � " '�< 
 � � ¢ < � � § .

A TE wave with
� Í � 1 � �� R 1 � and

�  � 1 � �� R 1 � satisfies the first and second boundary conditions
only if all sine-terms vanish in Eq. (201), i.e.� �� � prqNs > Í��wprqNs >  �D=
This leads to (for all � ) � Í � prqNs > Í �ws�o º�>  � ��  � sqo º�> Í �wprqNs >  �F=
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The boundary conditions, moreover, requires�o º�> Í � '�< and s�o º�>  ��'�< �
which can be satisfied by the eigenvalues> Íg' Ü �� and >  ' ó �� �

(208)

where
ÜL� ó2'H< � � � � � =�=�= except

Ü 'Hó9'H< (this would lead to a trivial solution with all fields equal to
zero).

In the TM case the third boundary condition requires vanishing cosine-terms because of
� � � � v� ,

i.e. � v� � s�o º�> Í �ws�o º�>  �D=
An additional requirement is sqo º�> Í � '�< and s�o º�>  ��'�< �
leading to the same eigenvalues as in the TE case> Í ' Ü �� and >  ' ó �� �
but now

ÜL� ó�' � � � � = = = excluding the trivial solution.

In both approaches the introduction of boundary conditions leads to an infinite number of discrete
modes, which are distinguished by the parameters

Ü
and ó . These modes are referred to by the notation

TE � � ø and TM � � ø (209)

and have the following field components:
a) TE � � ø modes (

� � waves):� Í ' ( é � ó �� prqNs � Ü �� � " s�o º � ó �� � " k � I�� 3 � � (210)�  ' é � Ü �� sqo º � Ü �� � " prqNs � ó �� � " k � I�� 3 � � (211)� � ' < � (212)� Í ' � > �t } �  � (213)�  ' � > �t } � Í � (214)� � ' ( é � > � ( > ��x t } prqNs � Ü �� � " prqNs � ó �� � " k � I�� 3 � = (215)

b) TM � � ø modes (
� � waves):� Í ' é v ó �� s�o º � Ü �� � " prqNs � ó �� � " k � I�� 3 � � (216)�  ' ( é v Ü �� prqNs � Ü �� � " sqo º � ó �� � " k � I�� 3 � � (217)� � ' < � (218)� Í ' � > �t z �  � (219)�  ' � > �t z � Í � (220)� � ' é v > � ( > ��x t z s�o º � Ü �� � " s�o º � ó �� � " k � I�� 3 � = (221)
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In a rectangular waveguide the wave impedance is defined by the quotient of the transversal components:) c ' � 	� 	 = (222)

Considering Eqs. (213) and (214) for TE waves or Eqs. (219) and (220) for TM waves, the wave
impedance is ) c ' ��� ��

) � ' t }> � TE modes) v ' > �t z TM modes = (223)

The propagation characteristics of the waveguide modes are determined by the longitudinal wave-
number > � , and depend on the transversal wavenumbers (eigenvalues) > Í and >  according to the disper-
sion relation (196): > �Í 3!> � 3!> �� ' > � ' t � }~zÖ > �� ' t � }~zd( � > �Í 3!> � " ' t �� � ( � > �Í 3�> � " = (224)

For frequencies with
�utWR � " � � > �Í 3�> � the squared wavenumber > �� is positive and we get a propagating

wave:
Re i k I�� 3 � l '�prqNs � > � � " (225)

with a real > � . For lower frequencies with
�utWR � " � � > �Í 3�> � the wavenumber becomes imaginary,> � ' x < , and an exponential attenuation in the � -direction occurs:

Re i k I�� 3 � l ' k �DC � = (226)

The limit between both cases defines the cutoff frequency of the waveguide mode:h S ' �� �9� > �Í 3!> � = (227)

With > Í ' ���Ì and >  ' ø �� in the rectangular waveguide we geth S � ø ' �� }~z * � Ü� � � � 3 � ó� � � � = (228)

Below this frequency the corresponding mode cannot propagate in the guide.

At frequencies above the cutoff frequency
h S � ø , waves propagate corresponding to

kS� I�� 3 � in the
positive or negative � -direction at a frequency

h
along the guide with the wavelengthID� ' I� � ( �8���  " � � (229)

where I is the free-space and I S is the cutoff wavelength.

All modes in a waveguide can be sorted by referring to their cutoff frequency. In guides with
� �$�

(see Fig. 21) the mode with the lowest cutoff frequency is the TE � { mode. For example, for
� ' � $ � it is

the only propagating mode in the frequency range
h � ¢ h S w � { � � $ h S w � { § , and therefore the most important

working mode in rectangular guides. The field pattern of this mode is shown in Fig. 22. The TM mode
with the lowest cutoff frequency is the

� � �#� mode.

As an example we consider a waveguide with� ' U cm
� ��' , cm

�
(230)

allowing modes with the following cutoff frequencies according to Eq. (228):
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Fig. 22: Ä43 ê � -wave in a rectangular waveguide

Type
Ü ó h S R

GHz
TE 1 0 2.498
TE 0 1 4.997
TE 2 0 4.997

TE,TM 1 1 5.586
TE,TM 2 1 7.066=�=�=

Figure 23 shows the dispersion curves > �� � h � " (left) and n > � � h " n (right) of these modes. For frequencies
below cutoff, > �� becomes negative and > � imaginary. For frequencies 2.498 GHz � h � 4.997 GHz the
TE � { mode is the only propagating mode in this waveguide.
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Fig. 23: Dispersion curves in a rectangular waveguide with ¡þ°`¢ cm and £~°`¤ cm

Since
� ' � $ � in this waveguide, the modes TE { � and TE � { are degenerate, i.e. they have identical

cutoff frequencies and identical dispersion curves.

3.2 Other waveguides
3.2.1 Circular waveguides

By analogy with rectangular waveguides the approach�� ' curl
� �� �k � (

�
waves) (231)

or �� ' curl
� v� �k � (

�
waves) (232)

is chosen. Substituting into Maxwell’s equations and enforcing the Lorentz gauge, the vector wave
equation (190) and, with

�� ' � �k � , the Helmholtz equation (193) are obtained.
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Using the
ñ

operator for cylindrical coordinates in Eq. (193) yields

1 � �1 ! � 3
�! 1 �1 ! 3

�! � 1 � �1 v � 3 1 �
�

1 � � 3!> � � '�<>= (233)

Again an ansatz in product form, � ' h � ! "Z� � v "Àò � � " � (234)

is used. Inserting this ansatz (234) into the Helmholtz equation (193) and dividing by
�

yields�h ) � h) ! � 3 �! �h ) h) ! 3 �! � �� ) � �) v �r s�t u'e(�}~� 3 �ò ) � ò) � �r s�t u'�( > �� 3¥> � '�<¿= (235)

The solutions for
� � v " and

ò � � " are obtained using the approaches�� ) � �) v � ' (�} � � (236)�ò ) � ò) � � ' ( > �� � (237)

and for } Ô'�< and > � Ô'�< they can be written as� � v " ' � s�o ºprqNs } v � or ¦ k �dx } v¥§ (238)

and ò � � " ' � s�o ºprqNs > � � � or ¦ k �dx(> � � § = (239)

To obtain the function
h

, Eqs. (236) and (237) are inserted into the Helmholtz equation (193) and are
multiplied by

h
: ) � h) ! � 3 �! ) h) ! 3©¨
> ��( > �� ( } �! ��ª h '�<>= (240)

This Bessel differential equation has the general solutionh � ! " ' Z Ò � ! Q > � ( > �� � = (241)

Consequently the solution of the Helmholtz equation for the vector potential
�

in cylindrical coordinates
reads as � ' Z Ò �¬« ! " k � I Ò G k � IF� 3 � or

� ' Z Ò �¬« ! " � sqo ºprqNs } v � � s�o ºprqNs > � � � (242)

with the dispersion equation > � ' « � 3!> �� = (243)
) Ò denotes the cylindrical functions, which consist of Bessel and Neumann functions (see Fig. 24):

Z Ò �¬« ! " ' � J Ò �¬« ! " 3 � N Ò �¬« ! " = (244)

A combination of the Bessel and Neumann functions yields the Hankel functions of the first and second
kind

H  �(®Ò �¬« ! " ' J Ò �¬« ! " 3Ex N Ò �¬« ! " � (245)

H  ��®Ò �¬« ! " ' J Ò �¬« ! " ( x N Ò �¬« ! " � (246)
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Fig. 24: The Bessel functions J ÈW«�6N® and Neumann functions N È4«�6N® with integer order ¯

Fig. 25: Circular waveguide

which specify a wave propagating in the opposite direction to the Bessel and Neumann functions de-
scribing a standing wave in the radial direction.

To calculate the wave types in a cylindrical waveguide with a perfectly conducting wall the general
solution is specialized. Because of the azimuthal periodicity of the configuration shown in Fig. 25, the
condition � � v " ' � � v;3 � � " (247)

must hold. This leads to the relation k � I Ò G ' k � I Ò  G � � ® � (248)

which is satisfied by integer } : }�' Ü '�< � � � � � , � =�=�= (249)

The v -dependency is described by a linear combination of sine- and cosine-functions. Because of the
rotational symmetry of the configuration, the origin could be chosen such that only a sine- or a cosine-
function is sufficient to describe the v -dependency. Because the sine-function is permanently zero ifÜ '�< , the cosine-function is chosen. Thus the vector potential is given by� � prqNs �uÜ v " = (250)

The electromagnetic field must be finite for !;÷ < in the case of both wave forms, so the solution can
only consist of Bessel functions (see Fig. 24):� � J � �¬« ! " = (251)

Consequently, for the vector potential of an electromagnetic wave propagating in the positive � -direction
along a circular waveguide we have� ' é J � �¬« ! " prqNs Ü v k ( x(> � � , where > � ' Q > � ( « � = (252)
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The field components for
� � � ø waves (TM waves) follow from the approach

�� ' curl
��

and Eq. (252):� � ' �! 1 � �1 v ' ( é v Ü ! J � �¬« ! " s�o º �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 � �� G ' ( 1 � �1 ! ' ( é v « J ²� �¬« ! " prqNs �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 � �� � ' ( �x t z 1 � G1 � ' ( é v > �t z « J ²� �¬« ! " prqNs �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 � �� G ' �x t z 1 � �1 � ' é v > �t z Ü ! J � �¬« ! " s�o º �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 � �� � ' « �x t z � � ' é v « �x t z J � �¬« ! " prqNs �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 � �
(253)

where Z ²� denotes the differentiation

Z ²� ' ) Z � �¬« ! ") �¬« ! " = (254)

The boundary condition of vanishing
� G

and
� � at !�' � requires

J � �¬« ! " '�< if !g' ��� (255)

because
� G

and
� � are proportional to J � �¬« ! " . Thus the eigenvalue

«
is« '±° � ø� �

(256)

where ° � ø is the ó th root of J � . Numerical values for the roots can be found, for example, in Ref. [4].
With the eigenvalue

«
from Eq. (256), the cutoff frequency

t S
in a cylindrical waveguide ist S � ø '±° � ø� �_= (257)

The field components for
� � � ø waves (TE waves) follow from the approach

�� ' curl
��

and again
Eq. (252): � �ù' �! 1 � �1 v ' ( é � Ü ! J � �¬« ! " s�o º �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 � �� G ' ( 1 � �1 ! ' ( é � « J ²� �¬« ! " prqNs �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 � �� � ' �x t } 1 � G1 � ' é � > �t } « J ²� �¬« ! " prqNs �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 �� G ' ( �x t } 1 � �1 � ' ( é � > �t } Ü ! J � �¬« ! " s�o º �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 � �� � ' ( « �x t } � � ' ( é � « �x t } J � �¬« ! " prqNs �uÜ v " k � I�� 3 � =

(258)

Because of the proportionality of
� G

to J ²� , in this case the boundary condition yields the eigenvalue« '±° ²� ø� �
(259)

where ° ²� ø is the ó th root of J ²� . With this eigenvalue the cutoff frequency for a
� � � ø mode becomest S � ø ' ° ²� ø� �_= (260)

A comparison of the numerical values for the cutoff frequencies (257) and (260) in a waveguide with
radius

� ' , cm yields the lowest cutoff frequency for the TE �#� mode:
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Type
Ü ó h S#R

GHz
TE 1 1 2.928
TM 0 1 3.825
TE 2 1 4.858
TE 0 1 6.094
TM 1 1 6.094
TE 3 1 6.682=�=�=

Again, some cutoff frequencies for
�

and
�

waves are identical, e.g. the TE { � and TM �#� modes are
degenerate. The field pattern of the TE �#� mode is shown in Fig. 26. Note that there exist two TE �#�
modes with different polarization of the electric field.

Fig. 26: Field lines of the Ä43 êYê mode in a circular waveguide

3.2.2 Coaxial waveguides

Fig. 27: A coaxial waveguide

In a coaxial waveguide, shown in Fig. 27 the � -axis is free of fields. Hence, for the general solution
the cylindrical functions must contain Bessel functions as well as Neumann functions:

Z � �¬« ! " ' � J � �¬« ! " 3 � N � �¬« ! " = (261)

To determine the eigenvalue
«

the boundary conditions� � �-� G '�< if ! 'Ñ! I � !.Ì (262)

are imposed, leading to

Z � �¬« ! " ' < if !g'Ñ! I � ! Ì (
�

waves)
�

(263)

Z ²� �¬« ! " ' < if !g'Ñ! I � !:Ì (
�

waves) = (264)
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With these equations an eigenvalue equation

N � �¬« ! I "
J � �¬« ! I " ' N � �¬« !.Ì "

J � �¬« !.Ì " with
�

waves
�

(265)

N ²� �¬« ! I "
J ²� �¬« ! I " ' N ²� �¬« !.Ì "

J ²� �¬« !.Ì " with
�

waves (266)

can be established, which usually has to be evaluated numerically. Figure 28 shows the field lines of the� � �#� mode, which has the lowest cutoff frequency (except for the TEM waves in the next paragraph).

Fig. 28: Field lines of the ²4³0´µ´ mode in a coaxial waveguide

Now we examine whether a wave exists in a coaxial waveguide with a cutoff frequency of zero.
For the cutoff frequency, ¶�·P¸W¹ applies and henceº¼» ¸ ½¾8¿
À Á¸W¹JÂ
i.e. for a cutoff frequency of zero the eigenvalue À becomesÀ ¸W¹JÃ (267)

The calculation of this wave starts with Eq. (240), reduced by À ¸-¹ and ¾ ¸W¹ toÄlÅVÆÄZÇ ÅÉÈ ½Ç Ä�ÆÄ/Ç ¸W¹fÂ (268)

which has the solution Æ ¸�ÊPË}Ì�Í ÇÊ Å Ã (269)

The vector potential can be written Î ¸�Ê Ë Ì�Í ÇÊ ÅdÏSÐ}Ñ�Ò · Â (270)

where from À ¸�¹ we have ¶l·Ó¸Ô¶ . Note that this approach is not possible in a circular waveguide,
because the ln-function tends toward infinity for

Ç9Õ ¹ .
The field components are calculated using the approach Ö× ¸ curl ÖÎ :ØPÙ ¸ ½Ç ØPÚ Ï Ð}Ñ�Ò · Â×ÉÛ ¸ ½Ü Ø Ù ¸ ½Ü ½Ç Ø Ú Ï Ð}Ñ�Ò · ÂØÝÛ ¸ Ø · ¸ × Ù ¸ × · ¸-¹fÂ (271)
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where

) ' � Ò ¼ . (Generally the approach
�� ' curl

��
would also be possible, but this would lead to

all-zero field components when imposing the boundary conditions.)

Solution (271) is called a TEM wave because it only consists of transversal field components. An
electrostatic field develops between the two separate conductors, resulting in a cutoff frequency

t S '�< .
This cutoff frequency allows the flow of a direct current, which requires at least two separate conductors.

3.3 Attenuation of modes in waveguides
3.3.1 The power-loss method

In the previous sections the walls of the waveguides were assumed to be Perfectly Electric Conducting
(PEC). Under this condition and above their cutoff frequency the waves propagate without attenuation,
and the phase constant is a real number > � ' = .

In practical applications the walls only have a finite conductivity, leading to a complex propagation
constant > � ' = ( ° < for each wave in a waveguide, and to attenuated waves even above cutoff. As an
exact calculation of the losses usually is very costly, we introduce some approximations.

A common approach is the power-loss method. Here we assume that if the conductivity of the
walls is sufficiently high, the electromagnetic fields can be approximated by the fields of a guide with
PEC boundaries. From these fields an approximation of the power of the wall losses per unit length can
be derived.

The power loss
| · per unit length of a wave propagating in the 3 � -direction is given by| ·J'�( ) �) � � (272)

where � is the power flowing through the cross section
�

of the guide. In the presence of losses, the
field vectors decrease in the � -direction like n � �-� n � k �DC � = (273)

As the power through the cross section is proportional to the product of the electric and the magnetic
field, we obtain � � � " ' � { k �J�ÞC � = (274)

From Eq. (272) we get | · 'e(¿) �) � ' � < � (275)

and finally <L' �� | ·� = (276)

In the power-loss method, the transported power � as well as the power loss
| · per unit length

are derived from the fields of the loss-free guide. For � we integrate the Poynting vector over the cross
section

�
: � ' �� Re �� � +� � �� ] �� � "y$ d ��`ßáàâ = (277)

For the derivation of the power loss in the wall, we consider the surface current in the loss-free case:�� ¤�' �ó©] �� Ö n �� ¤:nN' �¿M Ì ø (278)

according to Eq. (80), where
�DM Ì ø is the tangential magnetic field at the wall. With a finite conductivity

the currents in the wall (normal direction � ) decrease like�4� � " � k �  �#� I ® Ë ã (279)
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(cf. formulas (128)–(130) for a good conductor), where» ' * �t X } (280)

is the skin depth of the waveguide wall. The assumption¦+ { �4� � " ) � � �CM Ì ø (281)

finally leads to | · 'å=�=�=�' �� � � +��� n � M Ì ø n � ) & with
� ��' �»�X ' * } t� X � (282)

where the integration has to be performed along the boundary 1 � of the cross section of the guide.

3.3.2 Applicability of the power-loss method

The power-loss method is only applicable if the wall currents themselves do not excite other wave types
in the guide. This may happen, however, if new field components arise by the transition from infinite to
finite conductivity.

Unfortunately this is the case for all modes in rectangular waveguides except for the TE �W{ - and
TE { ø -modes (as their TM counterparts do not exist). In circular waveguides, however, the method is
applicable to all TE and TM modes.

Criteria for the applicability of the power-loss method are summarized in Fig. 29.

PLM
applicable

PLM
applicable

PLM
applicable

PLM not
applicable

ääääääää
äää

å å å å å å å å
å å åDoes this wave have the

same propagation
constant > � ?

No Yes

ääääääää
äää

æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ æ
æ æ æ æ æ æ æIs there a wave possessing these

additional field components (with the same
spatial dependence)?

No Yes

ääääääää
äää

ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç
ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç ç çDoes the transition from X '�è to X Ô'�è

excite any new field components?

No Yes

Fig. 29: Criteria for the applicability of the Power-Loss Method (PLM)
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4 RESONANT CAVITIES

4.1 Solution of Maxwell’s equations in cavities
In this section we consider the electromagnetic field inside resonant cavities, and again start with the
assumption of PEC walls. Analogously to the previous derivation, an approach with a complex vector
potential

��
can be chosen, with �� ' curl

��
or

�� ' curl
�� =

From Maxwell’s equations we obtain the wave equation (190)ñ �� 3!> � �� '�<C=
An analytical solution of this equation is only possible for a few cases, particularly if the surfaces

bounding the cavity are coordinate surfaces (allowing the separation of variables). Among such cavities
one should point out rectangular resonators (in a Cartesian coordinate system), and cylindrical and coax-
ial resonators (in a cylindrical coordinate system). In practice, cavities shaped close to cylindrical and
rectangular resonators are the most frequent design.

A simple approach for these types of cavities is to interpret them as waveguides with both ends
closed. This leads to a classification of the eigenmodes of the cavity, which is similar to the waveguide
one:� TM modes (

�
modes), characterized by a non-zero longitudinal component of the electric field

and by purely transverse magnetic fields,� TE modes (
�

modes), characterized by a non-zero longitudinal component of the magnetic field
and by purely transverse electric fields.
Note that one distinguished coordinate direction (‘longitudinal’) is introduced by this classifica-

tion. In the field of accelerator cavities this is usually the beam direction.

4.2 Rectangular cavities with perfectly conducting walls
If we superpose two waves in a loss-free waveguide, which have identical mode patterns

�� � � � � " but
propagate in opposite directions ( � � ), we obtain a standing wave:�� � � � � "^$ � k � I�� 3 � 3 k � I�� 3 � " ' �� � � � � "%$ � prqNs � > � � " = (283)

For TE waves, with
�� � � � � " having only transversal components, the electric field vanishes for all> � �É' � R � 3 ó � Ö prqNs � > � � " '�< � ó � ) " = (284)

(A similar condition can also be found for the transversal components of TM waves.) Thus, if we insert
perfectly conducting walls at a distanceñ � H ' h ' � �> � � � � � " � (285)

the fields do not change and build the electromagnetic fields of a corresponding mode in a cavity with
length h (see Fig. 30).

As the propagating constant > � of the waveguide modes depends on the frequency of the fields,
the condition (285) cannot be fulfilled at arbitrary frequencies if the geometry of the cavity (the lengthñ � ) is kept fixed. Instead of the dispersion relation (224) of the waveguide (with a continuous relation
between > � and

t
), we obtain the equation > �Í 3!> � 3!> �� ' > � ' � t � � �Ö � Ü �� � � 3 � ó �� � � 3 � � �ñ � � � ' � t � � � � (286)
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Fig. 30: Derivation of cavity modes: the fields of a standing wave (here, Ä 3 | ê � mode) are not changed if PEC walls are inserted

which defines a discrete (but infinite) set of eigensolutions in a cavity, including a discrete set of eigen-
frequencies or resonance frequenciesh � ø H ' �� � * � Ü �� � � 3 � ó �� � � 3 � � �h � � = (287)

For the field components in the cavity we obtain the following expressions, first for TM modes:� Í ' é Ü � � �� h �> �X � prqNs � Ü �� � � s�o º � ó �� � � s�o º � � �h � � � (288)�  ' é óÀ� � �� h �> �X � s�o º � Ü �� � � prqNs � ó �� � � s�o º � � �h � ��� (289)� � ' é X �> s�o º � Ü �� � � s�o º � ó �� � � prqNs � � �h � ��� (290)� Í ' ( é �X � ó �� s�o º � Ü �� � � prqNs � ó �� � � prqNs � � �h � ��� (291)�  ' é �X � Ü �� prqNs � Ü �� � � s�o º � ó �� � � prqNs � � �h � ��� (292)� � ' <>= (293)

And for TE cavity modes:� Í ' ( é �X õ ó �� prqNs � Ü �� � � s�o º � ó �� � � s�o º � � �h � ��� (294)�  ' é �X õ Ü �� s�o º � Ü �� � � prqNs � ó �� � � s�o º � � �h � ��� (295)� � ' < � (296)� Í ' ( é Ü � � �� h �X õ �> s�o º � Ü �� � � prqNs � ó �� � � prqNs � � �h � ��� (297)�  ' ( é óÀ� � �� h �X õ �> prqNs � Ü �� � � s�o º � ó �� � � prqNs � � �h � ��� (298)� � ' é >X õ prqNs � Ü �� � � prqNs � ó �� � � s�o º � � �h � ��� (299)

with the abbreviations X �þ' X õ ' Q �uÜ � Ré� " � 3 � ó � R � " � = (300)
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As we can see from these formulas, for TE modes �ëê � is required to obtain a non-zero field solution,
whereas

Ü '�< or ó�'�< is allowed (but, like for waveguides, not
Ü 'Ñó�'�< ).

For the TM case, we must have
ÜL� óWê � (as for waveguides). However, the case � 'o< is also

possible and leads to a three-component field (
� Í �-�  �-� � ), which cannot be derived as a superposition

of waveguide modes, but corresponds to the TM � ø waveguide mode at cutoff.

The cavity modes can be sorted by referring to their resonance frequency. When the resonator
dimensions are such that

� ê$�ìê h , the lowest resonance frequency is found to beh �#� {�' �� � * � � � � � 3 � � � � � (301)

with
Ü 'Hó¥' � and ��'å< , corresponding to the TM �#� { cavity mode. For a cavity with

� ' U cm and��' , cm the resonance frequency is
h �#� {�' � = � Á GHz.

The field distribution is illustrated in Fig. 31. We see that the electric fields are perpendicular to

E110 H110

a

b

L

x

y
z

Fig. 31: Electric and magnetic field pattern of the
ç 3 | êYê � mode in a rectangular cavity

the plate boundaries at �>'�< and �É' h and concentrate at the centre of the cavity so that the tangential��
field vanishes at the boundaries �;'�< ��� and �¿'Ñ< � � . This field can also be considered as a dominant

waveguide mode propagating in the � -direction and reflected at the walls � ' < and � 'í� to form a
standing wave. If the labels of the coordinate axes � and � are interchanged, this mode may also be called
a TE � { � mode. To have an unambiguous notation we have to refer to

� � w � { � .
4.3 Cylindrical cavities
A similar derivation can be performed for the fields in cylindrical cavities. Starting with the superposition
of TE and TM waveguide modes forming a standing wave and fulfilling the boundary conditions at two
electric walls, we again obtain discrete sets of cavity eigenmodes.

For the resonance frequencies in a cylindrical cavity with radius
�

and length h we get the TM
solutions h  TM ®� ø H ' �� � ¨ ° � ø� ª � 3 � � �h � � � (302)

where ° � ø is the ó th root of the Bessel function J � . For non-zero fields óîê � is required, whereasÜ '�< and � '�< are allowed.

The eigenfrequencies of the TE solutions areh  TE ®� ø H ' �� � ¨ ° ·� ø� ª � 3 � � �h � � � (303)
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where now ° ·� ø is the ó th root of J ·� , and
ÜL� ó � �ïê � is required.

The fundamental TM mode in a cylindrical cavity is the TM { � { mode, which corresponds to the
waveguide mode TM { � at cutoff (see Fig. 32). Its resonance frequency ish  TM ®{ � { ' � � = � < �� � � �

(304)

or
h  TM ®{ � { ' , = � � � GHz for a cavity with radius

� ' , cm.

E010 H010

L

Fig. 32: Electric and magnetic field pattern of the
ç 3 | � ê � mode in a cylindrical cavity

The lowest TE mode is the TE �#�#� mode. Its resonance frequency ish  TE ®�#�#� ' �� � ¨ � = ��� �� ª � 3 � �h � � � (305)

or
h  TE ®�#�#� ' � =Ã< � U GHz for a cavity with radius

� ' , cm and length h ' � cm.

For small h , the TM { � { mode is the fundamental mode in a cylindrical cavity. For large h ( h �� =Ã< , � ), however, we have
h  TE ®�#�#� � h  TM ®{ � { , and the TE �#�#� mode is the fundamental. Because the

frequency of this mode depends on the ratio
� R h , it is possible to provide easy tuning by making the

separation of the end faces adjustable.

Most cavities used in practice have a more complicated geometry, making analytical solutions
more difficult or even not accessible at all. For such cavities, the eigensolutions (fields and resonance
frequencies) can only be computed using numerical methods.

4.4 Losses in walls with finite conductivity, K values
In the preceding section we neglected all sources of energy losses in a cavity, like non-perfectly electric
conducting walls or conducting materials (e.g. a non-perfect vacuum) inside the cavity. Under this as-
sumption we obtained a discrete set of eigensolutions with eigenfrequencies

t I
, corresponding to electric

and magnetic fields oscillating at one specific frequency without any attenuation.

In the presence of losses, however, the cavity modes no longer have a sharp delta function singular-
ity on the frequency axes (at their resonance frequency), but rather a narrow band of frequencies occurs
around the eigenfrequency. In time domain with no excitations, this is equivalent to free attenuated
oscillations with a time dependency such as ���� �� � k I j M �DC M = (306)
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A measure of the sharpness of response of the cavity to external excitation is the quality factor K
of a cavity mode, defined as the ratio of the time-averaged energy � stored in the cavity to the energy
loss per cycle: K {�' t �| b � (307)

where
| b is the dissipated power in the cavity. From Eq. (306) and� � k �J�ÞC M Ö | b '�( î� ' � < � (308)

we find K {�' t� < = (309)

To calculate the K -value of a cavity mode due to wall losses, we again apply the power-loss
approach (see formulas (272)–(282)): we approximate the fields in the lossy cavity by the solution of the
loss-free case, and integrate the power loss of the wall currents over the surface of the cavity, and the
stored energy over the volume


of the cavity:� ' +8 � )  ' �� +8 � z� n �� n � 3 } � n �� n � � ) �� (310)| b ' +�.8 | ·b ) � ' �� +�.8 * t }� X n �CM Ì ø n � ) � = (311)

For rectangular and cylindrical cavities these integrals can easily be evaluated. The K -values for
some cavities with copper walls ( X ��� k . S/m) are summarized in the following table:

Rectangular
� � h Type

h K
6 cm 3 cm 2 cm TM �#� { 5.59 GHz 1.03e4
6 cm 3 cm 2 cm TE �#�#� 9.35 GHz 1.18e4
5 m 4 m 3 m TM �#� { 69.3 MHz 6.60e4

Cylindrical
� h

3 cm 2 cm TM { � { 3.83 GHz 1.15e4
1 m 1 m TM { � { 0.11 GHz 8.10e4
1 m 1 m TE �#�#� 0.17 GHz 9.22e4

The K -values of cavities with a more complex geometrical shape can be evaluated from the results
of a numerical field simulation.

Other sources of loss are the material filling of the cavity, surface irregularities of the cavity walls,
and the coupling between other systems. They all contribute to the power dissipation

| b and therefore
decrease Kg{ .
4.5 The main electrodynamic characteristics of accelerator cavities
In charged particle accelerators two types of operation are common, namely Travelling Wave (TW) and
Standing Wave (SW). In the TW case, the electrodynamic structure is an accelerating waveguide; in the
SW case, an accelerating resonator in the form of a single cavity or a chain of coupled cavities is used
[5].

The main characteristics of accelerating cavities are the resonant frequency, the quality factor
(307), the cavity-generator coupling factor, and the effective shunt impedance.
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In the absence of losses in the walls and the cavity-filling medium (or vacuum), the resonance
frequency of any mode is a real valued quantity. For the simple form cavities, e.g. the ‘pillbox’ cavity
(a circular cylindrical resonator), the frequency can be calculated analytically, as was shown above.
In resonators of intricate geometry, these frequencies have to be determined by numerical methods or
experimentally.

The cavity-generator coupling factor = { is the ratio of the unloaded quality factor K>{ to the external
quality factor Kg�QÍ M (a measure for the coupling of an excitation to the fields in the cavity):= {�' K {K ��Í M = (312)

As a rule, the coupling factor of the beam-loaded cavity must be close to unity [5] (critical cou-
pling), because then maximum power transmitted from the generator to the resonator. The power trans-
mission factor is > M ' � (*n ð I ø n ��' > M {� 3 � � � � (313)

where ð I ø is the reflection coefficient at the cavity input, > M { is the transmission coefficient at the reso-
nance frequency

t { , > M { ' � = {� � 3�= { " � � (314)

and
� � is the generalized detuning of the loaded resonator,� � ' � K � ñ tt { = (315)

In the last formula,
ñ t ' t ( t { is the frequency detuning, and K � is the loaded quality factor given by�K � ' �Kð{ 3 �K ��Í M = (316)

The effective shunt impedance in the accelerating cavity
� ¤ õ w ��ñ�ñ relates the equivalent voltage

j
between two points in the cavity over a given path to the power

| b dissipated in the cavity walls:2� ¤ õ w ��ñ�ñ '
j �� | b � (317)

where j ' ÚÚÚÚÚÚ � ë+� ê � � � � " Nrß�O � x(> � � " ) � ÚÚÚÚÚÚ = (318)� � � � " is the distribution of the longitudinal component of the electric field over the cavity axis, and � �
and � � are the points on the cavity axis such that � � (�� � ' h is the cavity length.

The effective shunt impedance, Eq. (317), takes into account the field variation in the cavity during
the passage of accelerated particles. The transit time factor is given by

Ù ' ÚÚÚÚÚ�òc { � � � � " Nrß�O � x(> � � " ) � ÚÚÚÚÚòc { n � � � � " n ) � (319)

2 Note that often the definition ó�°õô ëÞöø÷�ù is used, and thus the shunt impedance in other papers may be two times higher.
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with � ¤ õ w �úñVñ ' � ¤ õ Ù � � (320)

where the shunt impedance of the accelerating cavity is� ¤ õ '
j �{� | b ' �� | b ûü ò+ { n � � � � " n � ) �/ýþ � = (321)

The effective shunt impedance per unit length ! ¤ õ w ��ñVñ is given as follows:! ¤ õ w �úñVñ ' �� | b h ÚÚÚÚÚÚ ò+ { � � � � " Nrß�O � x�> � � " ) � ÚÚÚÚÚÚ � = (322)

Using the expressions for shunt impedance and quality factor we may write the characteristic
impedance as � ¤ õK ' �� t � ûü ò+ { n � � � � " n � ) � ýþ � = (323)

or � ¤ õ w �úñVñK ' �� t � ÚÚÚÚÚÚ ò+ { � � � � " Nrß�O � x(> � � " ) � ÚÚÚÚÚÚ � = (324)

The ratio
� ¤ õ R K depends on the cavity geometry and does not depend on the cavity’s material and

quality of element matching. This ratio is sometimes called the characteristic impedance.
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HIGH-FREQUENCY NON-FERRITE CAVITIES

J. Le Duff
IN2P3–CNRS and Paris-Sud University, Orsay, France

Abstract
High-frequency, high-

�
cavities are mostly used in electron accelerators. The

electrons radiate and lose part of their energy, therefore they need relatively
high RF voltages to remain on their stable orbit. Single cell and multicell
cavities operating either in a standing wave mode or a travelling wave mode
are presented.

1 ACCELERATORS: THE NEED FOR ELECTRIC FIELDS

Consider a rectangular coordinate system moving along the particle trajectory ‘s’ (Fig. 1),

 

z

s

ρ

θ

r

Fig. 1: Curvilinear coordinate system along the particle trajectory

and assume that the fields have single components:�� ������� ���	� (1)

The Newton-Lorentz force, 
 ��
����� ���� � ���� ����
(2)

can be expanded as follows: 
���� � ���
�� � �� �! � �#"�$ � ��&% �'� �(� � �� �)� � � �*�	� � ��&% � (3)

where $ is the local radius of curvature of the trajectory, and
�� � and

��&% are the unit vectors—tangent and
perpendicular, respectively—to the trajectory. By identification one gets:
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+-,*.+0/ � � �(�� �*1 � � �	� $ � (4)

showing that the electric field provides energy and momentum while the magnetic field bends the particle
trajectory. This result can be generalized to more complicated field patterns.

2 WHY RADIO FREQUENCY (RF) ELECTRIC FIELD ?

Assume a chain of electrodes (Fig. 2) fed by a high-voltage (HV) electrostatic generator.

E E E

HV V1 V2 V3 V4

particle

Fig. 2: Electrostatic acceleration

Since the DC voltage is shared between the electrodes in order to provide an electric field in each
gap, the generator voltage is the sum of the partial voltages:2 /435/4687 �:9<; 2 ; � (5)

Such a system will hence be limited by electrical breakdown at the HV terminal (as will the energy of
the electrostatic accelerator).

If we assume now that the electrodes are fed from an RF generator as shown on Fig. 3, the electric
field has reverse polarities in consecutive gaps.

E E E

L

RF

generator

Fig. 3: Radio frequency (RF) acceleration

If the synchronism condition = � �>@?&AB (6)

is fulfilled, where � is the particle velocity,
=

the distance between consecutive gaps and > ?&A the RF
period, then for a given voltage

2 ?&A all the gaps will accelerate the particle and provide energy. If the
particle velocity increases the drift tube length grows between successive gaps, and at very high velocities
it is worth considering higher RF frequencies.
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3 ENERGY GAIN

In relativistic dynamics the total energy and momentum satisfy�
=
�(CD�FE� " =
� "C � �&"HGI" ,

(7)

where
� C

is the rest energy and W the kinetic energy. Differentiating these expressions gives
 � � 
 E � � 
 � � (8)

From the Lorentz force 
 �
�J�'� �(�K� (9)

where
���

is the electric field along the linear particle trajectory1
 E �'� �(� 
#L (10)

one gets: E �'�NM � �*
�L ��O*P (11)

where in practice
2

would represent the gap voltage.

4 ELECTRIC FIELD FROM ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

As mentioned above, higher kinetic energies require higher operating frequencies to limit the drift tube
length. However, according to the accelerating concept described above, the current flowing on the
surface of the drift tubes will generate a radiated power in the free space, which will increase linearly
with frequency. Therefore it is advisable to enclose the gap in a cavity that will hold the electromagnetic
(EM) energy (Fig. 4).

L

RF source

Fig. 4: Single-gap cavity

Such single-gap cavities, resonating at the operating RF frequency, can be powered and phased
independently to ensure proper synchronism with respect to the particle velocity. The resonant standing

1 In a linear accelerator Q often refers to the longitudinal axis or direction of particle motion, while in a circular acceleratorQ can represent the vertical axis perpendicular to the plane of curvature.
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wave (SW) mode is a transverse magnetic (TM) mode with a longitudinal electric field component,
necessary for acceleration.

Efficient variants of the above scheme consist of placing the cavities adjacent to each other, either
in a R -mode (Fig. 5(a)) or a

B R -mode (Fig. 5(b)).

E E

j j j j

E E

j j j j

a) b)

Fig. 5: Multigap cavities ( S = electric field; T = wall current)

These modes can be obtained by suitable cavity geometry design leading, respectively, to the synchro-
nism conditions = � �@UWV�X" � R -mode)

= � �>@?&A � B R -mode) ,
where

=
represents the distance between the gap centres.

5 THE PILL-BOX CAVITY

The most simple accelerating cavity is the pill-box cavity, which has cylindrical symmetry of radius Y ,
and a relatively short active length l (Fig. 6)

a

l

Fig. 6: Pill-box cavity with TM Z\[]Z mode^`_Wa Scb _'_dade .gf
From Maxwell’s equations h � E � ih �H � ih � E �  !j Clk Hk /h � H � m C k Ek / � (12)

one can derive the wave equation
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h " A  m CIj@Con " An � " �'i (13)

where A represents either the electric field or the magnetic field vector.

The lowest frequency mode is the TM
CIp-C

with only two components for the EM field, providedqsr B Y ��� �dt C �vulw �xy� �  dz{ Z t p �vulw �}| � z�~ / � (14)

with � C ��� j Cm C�� p5� " ����<���u � B R� ��� G �
where

�
is the free space wavelength and � 1 B R is the RF frequency.

The amplitudes of the field components as function of the radial position are shown in Fig. 7. Since the
longitudinal electric field must vanish at

w � Y , one gets
� � B ��� B Y for the free space wavelength.

Hθ

J1

a rra

Ez

J0

Fig. 7: Field amplitude with radial position

6 TRANSIT TIME FACTOR

In a pill-box cavity the longitudinal field amplitude is constant along the axis (Fig. 8), provided the beam
tube is small enough. �(� � � C��H�� � � � 2 � �H�� � � (15)

where
2

is the gap voltage and

�
the gap length.

Consider a particle passing through the middle of the gap at
� �'i , such that its position is

L � � � .
The total energy gained by the particle is� E � � � "�� � � " �&� � �H�� � �� 
�L� E � � 2�� ;�� . �. � ��� 2 > � (16)
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z

E0

-g/2 +g/2

Ez z

Ez

Fig. 8: Cavity gap and approximate field amplitude

where � � ~ �� is the transit angle and > is the transit time factor ( i r > r¡ 
). For example, in the case

of a
B R -mode structure with

� �£¢ � (see Fig. 3), one has � � R and > = 0.637.

In the more general case where the electric field varies along the axis��� � �(� �`L � � �¤� (17)

the energy gain can be expressed as � E �'��¥¦O �M C � C �`L � � z�~ / 
�L (18)

� � � � L�  ¨§ , � (19)

where
§ , is the initial phase position of the particle. One can write� E �'�©¥(O¨ª« ¬ � � zg¯® �M C � C �`L � � z�~ b° 
�L@± ²³ (20)

or, expanding the complex integral in phase and amplitude� E �'�©¥(O ª« ¬ � � zg ® � zg�´gµ �M C � C �`L � � z0~ b° 
#L µ ± ²³ � (21)

Introducing ¶ � § ,  ¨§ ; , the total energy gain becomes� E �'� µ �M C � C �`L � � z�~ b° 
�L µ GH·<¸ ¶ (22)

while the transit time factor > , which corresponds to the maximum energy a particle can gain, becomes:> � µ � � C �`L � � z0~ b° 
�L µ� � C �`L � 
#L � (23)

This approach is particularly useful in case of multigap cavities, and also when using certain
computer codes to design a cavity.
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7 SHUNT IMPEDANCE

The shunt impedance ¹ � is a figure of merit that relates the accelerating voltage
2

in the gap to the
power º + dissipated in the cavity walls: º + � 2 "¹ � � (24)

An uncorrected shunt impedance

�
is also defined through the peak voltage (the integral of the field

envelope along the cavity axis) and then: ¹ � � � > " � (25)

It is also usual, especially in the case of travelling wave accelerating sections, to introduce the power lost
per unit length 
 º +
#L��  � "�w (26)

where
���

is the electric field along the axis and
w

the shunt impedance per unit length. The rate of power
lost depends on »5¼ , the wall current (related to H), and on

w ¼ the wall resistance per unit length,
 º +
�L¾½ » "¼ w ¼ � (27)

The wall resistance per unit length is equal to the resistivity divided by the area in which the current
flows w ¼ � $ 1 B R¿YlÀ � (28)

where a is the cavity radius Y ½   1 � �
(29)À the skin depth À � � B $ 1 � j�� p5� " � (30)

and
j

is the wall permeability of the material. The axial electric field is such that�(� ½ »Á¼ 1 Y � (31)

Combining the previous expressions shows thatw ½ � p5� " � (32)

hence power efficiency will favour higher frequencies.
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8 QUALITY FACTOR AND STORED ENERGY

The quality factor
�

of a cavity is defined as � � � E �º + �
(33)

where
E � is the stored energy in the cavity volume. Another quantity of interest is the ratio¹ �� � 2 "� E � � (34)

which only depends on the cavity geometry, and is directly accessible to measurement.

The stored energy in the cavity volume isE � � j B M� µ x µ " 
 2 � mB M� µ � µ " 
 2Â�
(35)

while the power loss in the walls is º + �  B MÃ ¹ ¼ µ x µ " 
lÄ � (36)

The surface resistance ¹s¼ for a layer of unit area and width À (skin depth) is¹Å¼ �  Æ À (37)

À �  Ç R j Æ@È (38)

with Æ the conductivity and f the frequency. Hence:º + � R j À ÈB MÃ µ x µ " 
ÉÄ �
(39)

and finally: � � B À �� µ x µ " 
 2�Ã µ x µ " 
lÄ � B À�Ê 2 Ä �
(40)

where Ê is a form factor for a given cavity geometry.

Considering the TM
CIp-C

mode in a pill-box cavity,

M� x "� 
 2 � q 6M C t "p �vulw � B R w<
w (41)

MÃ x "� 
lÄ � B 6M C t "p �vulw � B R w<
w � B R¿Y q t "p �vu Y �}� (42)

one gets
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 � � Àq 6� C t "p �vulw � w<
w � 6ÌË" t "p �vu Y �6� C t "p �vulw � w<
�w � (43)

From the relation 6M C t "p �vulw � w<
w � Y "B t "p �vu Y � (44)

one gets � � qÀ YY � q ½ � � p5� " � (45)

For a pill-box cavity, at 3 GHz, one gets from Section 5 radius Y �d�l��Í cm. With À �   i �ÏÎ m (copper)
and

q �ÑÐ cm one gets
� � B   Ð<Ò¯i . This shows that a simple pill-box cavity, with no lossy material in

the volume, has a rather high
�

value. An increase in the
�

value can be obtained by proper shaping of
the volume to minimize losses for a given stored energy. Following the same procedure one also getsw� � 2 "� E � q � B ��Ð<Í j È ½ � (46)

with w � ¹ �q � (47)

9 FILLING TIME

It is shown from the definition of
�

that the energy is dissipated at a rate proportional to the stored energyº + �  
 E �
�� � �� E � � (48)

If the cavity is initially filled with electromagnetic energy, that stored energy will decay as follows:E � � E � 3 � �(ÓÔ �
(49)

where Õ � � � (50)

Since the stored energy is proportional to the square of the electric field, then the field will decay with a
time constant

B Õ
. If the cavity is fed by an external RF source, then the stored energy will build up likeE � � E � 3¯Ö    � � Ó� Ôl× " � (51)

and

Õ
is called the filling time of the cavity. If the cavity is coupled to an external load,

�
should be

replaced by the loaded
�

,
� ¢ , to take account of the additional losses.
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10 CAVITY EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Solutions of Maxwell’s equations show that when the cavity resonates on a given mode, such as the
TM

CIp-C
, the time average energy stored in the electric field equals the time average energy stored in the

magnetic field: E �5Ø � E �-Ù (52)mÚ M� µ � µ " 
 2 � j Ú M� µ x µ " 
 2Û�
(53)

and within an RF period the energy oscillates between electric and magnetic. This is the case for a
lumped RLC parallel circuit at resonance (Fig. 9).

I

V R L C

Fig. 9: Resonant circuit

The time average energy stored in the electric field (capacitor) isE �5Ø �  Ú�Ü 2Ý2ÝÞ (54)

while the time average energy stored in the magnetic field (inductance) isE �-Ù �  Ú =�ß ¢ ß Þ¢ �
(55)

where
ß ¢ is the current in the inductance

=
.

At resonance � C � � = Ü � � p5� "2 � � C =Dß ¢ (56)

and the time average energy stored in the system isE � � E �5Ø �àE �-Ù �  B Ü 2á2âÞ � (57)

Since the power loss in the ‘equivalent’ resistance isº + �  Bcã 2Ý2 Þ ä(åçæ�è}é ��ê � p (58)

the quality factor of the circuit is � �ë� C Üã � � C ¹ Ü:� ¹� C = � (59)

From the knowledge of � C , � and ¹ 1 � , it is possible to build up the equivalent resonant circuit of a
cavity.
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11 INPUT IMPEDANCE

The impedance of the resonant circuit, as seen from the input, is� ;�� � �  ¹ �  ì � = � ì � Ü � � p (60)

with

� � � C � � � � (61)

Expanding for small values of
� � 1 � C gives� ;�� � � "C ¹ =� "C =¤� ì#B ¹ � � (62)

or � ;�� � ¹  � ì#B �îí ~~ Z � (63)

If
� � � C©1 � B � � � then

� � corresponds to iÉ�ï�Wi�� µ � ;�� µ Ù 6�ð , where
µ � ;�� µ Ù 6�ð � ¹ . The relative bandwidth

(BW) is defined as
B � � 1 � C so one can write� �   1W�ñE � (64)

If R represents the losses in the resonant circuit then
�

is the unloaded
�

. If additional losses come from
the coupling to an external load, represented by ¹ ¢ in parallel, the quality factor becomes� ¢ � ? Ó~ Z ¢¹ / � ?&?�ò?�ó¿?&ò � (65)

Introducing the external
�

,
� Ø � Ø � ¹ ¢� C = �

(66)

one gets  � ¢ �  � �  � Ø � (67)

12 MULTICELL STANDING WAVE CAVITIES

If the accelerator requires high accelerating voltages (such as electron linacs and storage rings) it is
often more efficient to use multicell (coupled together) cavities rather than many single-cell cavities (e.g.
pill-box cavities) powered separately.

Consider again a two-gap system enclosed in two metallic boxes and powered independently with
proper phasing to provide a

B R phase difference between gaps (Fig. 10).

Since the circulating currents compensate each other in the common wall, this wall is useless in terms of
boundary conditions for solving Maxwell equations. Hence a variant of this system consists of placing
the drift tubes in a single resonant tank. The corresponding accelerating section is well-known as the
Alvarez structure (Fig. 11) and is still used in proton linacs.
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E E

j j j j

RF
power

Fig. 10: 2 ô -mode in a two-cell cavity

βλ 0

RF generator

Fig. 11: Alvarez structure

There are other types of multicell standing wave (SW) structures used in modern accelerators,
such as the side-coupled structure shown in Fig. 12, where the coupling between cells is reinforced using
resonant cavities.

Fig. 12: Side-coupled structure
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13 TRAVELLING-WAVE STRUCTURES

For ultra-relativistic particles (electrons, positrons) travelling-wave (TW) accelerating structures are pre-
ferred to SW accelerating structures because:

– a particle can travel on the crest of the wave;
– there is no need to care about the transit time factor;
– there is higher shunt impedance (forward wave only dissipates); and
– there is continuous acceleration (no drift).

However, proper acceleration with a TW cavity requires the phase velocity � , of the wave to be equal to
the particle velocity � ( õ G ).

Since standard waveguides (e.g. cylindrical) have � ,ñö G , the trick of lowering the phase velocity
consists of loading the guide with iris. This has led to the concept of ‘iris-loaded structures’ (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13: Travelling-wave accelerating structure

Most electron linacs use these structures, operating on a ÷ " or " ÷ø mode, and they can be as long as 7 m.

14 THE TM
CIp

MODE

In a cylindrical waveguide the simplest mode with a longitudinal electric field that can propagate is the
TM

CIp
mode: �(� � � C t C �vu�ù0w � � � zgú �� % � ì úû�ü ��C t p �vu ù w � � � zgú �xñ� � p{ Z ì ûû ü �(C t p �vu ù w � � � z�ú �

± ýýýýý²ýýýýý³ � z�~ / � (68)

where

� C �Û��<��� is the vacuum impedance and þ is the propagation factor of the wave travelling in
the +

L
direction and satisfying the relation þ " � u "  u "ù (69)

with u � " ÷ÿ � ~ ùu ù � " ÷ÿ*ü � ~ üù � (70)

where
�

is the free space wavelength and � ù the cut-off frequency. Since
�s�

must vanish at
w � Y , whereY is the inner radius of the cylindrical waveguide, one has:
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t C �vuù Y � � iu ù Y � B � Ú (71)

In order for the wave to propagate, þ must be real and positive, henceu " ö u "ù� ö � ù � (72)

The velocity at which the wave propagates is just� , ���þ (73)

and the guided wave length,
� � , is such that þ � B R� � � �� , � (74)

15 PHASE VELOCITY AND GROUP VELOCITY

For propagating waves one has the relation � "� ", ��� "G "  � "ùG " �
(75)

showing that in a cylindrical waveguide � , ö G � (76)

In the Brillouin diagram this is represented by an hyperbola (Fig. 14).

α

P

ω/c

υp>c

 

ω
c

ω
c

c

θ

υp<c

υp=c

ω
υp

β = 

Fig. 14: Brillouin diagram

To lower the phase velocity the waveguide can be loaded with equally spaced disks (ultra-relativistic par-
ticles). In the Brillouin diagram a slow wave structure operates below the 45

�
line. If P( � � þ ) represents

the operating point, then æ���� � � ,G (77)æ�� � � 
�� ~ ù	�
�
 ~� ®� �  G 
 �
 þ �  G � � � (78)

where � � � 
 + ú+ ~ � � p is called the group velocity.
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16 ENERGY FLOW VELOCITY

The average power that flows through a transverse cross section of a waveguide is given by the integral
of the Poynting vector º �  B�� � MÃ � � U � x U � 
lÄ � (79)

For a TM mode the relation between the transverse field components is� Ux U � � C �� � (80)

hence º �  B � C uþ MÃ µ � U µ " 
ÉÄ � (81)

The energy stored in the magnetic field (purely transverse) per unit length is:� �-Ù � j Ú MÃ µ x U µ " 
ÉÄ � j Ú  � "C u "þ " MÃ µ � U µ " 
lÄ (82)

The energy stored in the electric field per unit length is equal to that of the magnetic field. Hence
the total energy stored per unit length is� � � � �5Ø � � �-Ù � B � �-Ù � (83)

The velocity of the energy flow is then� Ø � º� � �  j � C þ u � þ u G � (84)

Since

� � ��� 
 þ
 � � � p �
��� 
�
 ~ �ù �  u "ù � p5� "
 �

���� � p (85)

one finally gets � � � þ G "� � þ u G � � Ø � (86)

showing that in the particular case discussed the group velocity corresponds to the energy flow velocity.

17 SPACE HARMONICS IN LOADED WAVEGUIDES

In an infinite periodic structure (Fig. 15) the wave equation must satisfy the periodic boundary condi-
tions of the disk arrangement (equally spaced for ultra-relativistic particles). Floquet’s theorem suggests
solutions of the form � ��w � � � L � � � �� � � p ��w � � � L �x ��w � � � L � � � �� � x p ��w � � � L �}� (87)
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where
� p

and
x p

are periodic functions of
L
, with period



:� p ��w � � � L � 
 � � � p ��w � � � L �x p ��w � � � L � 
 � � x p ��w � � � L � � (88)

2b 2a
z

d

Fig. 15: Periodic iris loaded waveguide

The Fourier expansion of the field is� p ��w � � � L � � ó��9��� � � � p � ��w � � � � � z " � ÷ � � + (89)

and since for lossless structures � � ì þ C (with þ C real), one can write� ��w � � � L � � ó��9��� � � � p � ��w � � � � � z�ú � � (90)

with þ � � þ C � B"! R 1 
 � (91)

The wave can be looked at as the sum of ‘space harmonics’, each harmonic having a different phase
velocity, � , � � �þ C � " ÷ �+ �

(92)

but the same group velocity � � � � � 
 þ �
 � � � p � � 
 þ C
 � � � p � � � C � (93)

Since the same value of the group velocity repeats with a distance
B R 1 
 on the scale of the Brillouin

diagram (see Fig. 16), the dispersion curve passes though minima and maxima. The waveguide is of the
pass-band type.

In practice, with particle velocity c, the operating point P
C

should be on the 45
�

line. Most com-
monly R 1 B and

B R 1 � modes are used, which correspond to

 � � 1 Ú

or

 � � 1 � .

A periodically loaded waveguide can be represented by a chain of coupled resonant circuits
(Fig. 17). Each cell is represented by an equivalent RLC circuit while the electric coupling (iris) is
represented by an additional capacitor C # . The analysis of such a network, in the absence of losses
( ¹ ��i ), leads to the dispersion relation

� " � � "÷ � " �    Ê �H�� þ 
 �¤� (94)
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Fig. 16: Brillouin diagram for a slow wave structure

where Ê r� 
is the coupling factor.

R L C
C'

Fig. 17: Coupled resonant circuits

18 DEFLECTING CAVITIES

For the accelerating TM modes considered abhttp://mostinfo.net/hlam/test/ove, only the
� �

component
was non-zero on axis. However, higher order modes can show non-zero transverse components on axis
as well, which can then deflect particles.

a) Standing-wave cavities
Consider the TM

p0p-C
mode with components ( � , r, z):�(� � � C t p �vulw � �H�� � $ � C ulw �H�� � �&% O ')(*'"+ å]� �x % �  ì-, Z{ Z/. [10 û %32û % ��å % � $  ì-, Z{ Z ��å % � �&% O ')(*'"+ å]� �xñ� �  ì , Z{ Z t�4p �vulw � �H�� � $ i �&% O ')(*'"+ å]� � � (95)

Since
w �H�� � �65 and if one assumes

�gå % � �  
then

x % becomes
x87

and�(� � 
 k , bk ð � 5 �:9 O;( � � % '"+ å4� �x 7 �  ì<, Z{ Z �  z{ Z û 
 k , bk ð � �>=��i � % '"+ å4� � � (96)

Consider now a relativistic electron ( �@?FG ) traversing the cavity of length
=

on the axis. It gets a
horizontal impulse from the

x@7
component,� � ð �  � ¢M C � � � j@x 7 � 
�L� � � ì �� ¢M C � n �(�n 5 � 
�L �

(97)
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showing that a SW TM mode can deflect relativistic particles travelling on the axis. This transverse kick
is related to the transverse gradient of the longitudinal electric field.

b) Travelling-wave cavities
Consider now a TW structure with transverse field components and a particle travelling parallel to

the axis with �A?àG : B C � D C � 5 ��E � � z 0 ~ / � ú � 2F C � G C � 5 ��Eo� � z 0 ~ / � ú � 2 � (98)

where the phase velocity is � , � � 1 þ . The Newton Lorentz force perpendicular to the axis is

F C ��� ÖE C � � j � u � H C � × � z 0 ~ / � ú � óIH Z 2 � (99)

where u is the unit vector along the axis. Analysis of Maxwell solutions for TM modes gives the identityj �
u � H C � �   � , E C � ì�

h C E
� �

(100)

hence the force becomes

F C �'�8JLK    �� ,IM E C � ì ��
h C E

�ON � z 0 ~ / � ú � óIH Z 2 � (101)

If the particle is synchronous with the wave, � � � , , and since � � � � �� � þ L one gets:

F C � �þ h C �(�K� (102)

with the particle on the crest of the wave. In principle there will be no transverse deflection from the
TM

CIp
mode. In practice, however, input and output couplers can give a local field asymmetry that can

provide locally a non-zero

h C �(� . Higher order modes can deflect particles and as a matter of fact they
can be used as RF beam separators.

The relation between the transverse deflection and the transerve gradient of the longitudinal elec-
tric field is often referred as the Panofsky–Wenzel theorem. 2
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BASIC CONCEPTS I AND II

H. Henke
Berlin Technical University, Berlin, Germany

Abstract
This is as an introduction to microwave techniques. It does not treat active
devices nor special materials used in microwave components, but it deals with
the fundamentals of transmission lines, microwave networks, and cavity res-
onators. It also introduces some basic measurements closely related to this
material.

1 MICROWAVE ENGINEERING

The term microwave refers to high-frequency signals with short wavelengths. Because of the short
wavelengths standard circuit theory can no longer be used, since the size of components is comparable
to the wavelength. Standard circuit theory is a special case of Maxwell’s theory, where the components
are small in relation to the wavelength. Microwave components are distributed elements, where the
fields vary significantly over the physical length of the device. In general, they have to be computed
by applying Maxwell’s equations and thus the mathematical complexity arises. Microwave engineering
tries to reduce the complexity and expresses solutions found by field theory in terms of circuit theory.

The foundations of electromagnetic theory were laid down in Maxwell’s theory [1] and proven
experimentally by Heinrich Hertz in the years 1887–1891. After a long period of development, the birth
of microwave engineering is often attributed to the time of World War II when the Radiation Laboratory
was established at MIT, USA, to develop radar theory and technique. Brilliant scientists, including
N. Marcuvitz, I.I. Rabi, J.S. Schwinger, H.A. Bethe, E.M. Purcell, C.G. Montgomery, and R.H. Dicke
gathered to develop the field of microwaves. Their work is summarized in the 28-volume Radiation
Laboratory Series of books [2].

Passive microwave components are transmission lines, filters, couplers, junctions, antennas, fer-
rite devices and others. Active devices include tubes and solid-state devices, and are used for sources,
detectors, amplifiers, mixers, and so on. This paper is an introduction to microwave engineering, treating
passive components.

2 TRANSMISSION LINES

Transmission-line theory normally refers to cylindrical (constant cross section) waveguides that support
TEM modes or quasi TEM modes, i.e. modes with no (or negligible) longitudinal field components. The
field patterns are equal or close to static field distributions and propagate with the velocity of light. These
are two-wire lines, coaxial lines, parallel-plate lines, striplines, co-planar striplines and so on. However,
much of what we learn in the following can be extended, under certain restrictions, to other waveguides
(TM, TE, and hybrid lines) and is therefore of general importance.

2.1 Transmission-line equations
The wave propagation on TEM lines can be calculated, in a formal way, from Maxwell’s equations. Here,
however, we will used a more intuitive approach and derive it from a short piece of line of length d � ,
which is modelled as a lumped-element circuit. As an example we choose a two-wire line.

The current in the wire causes a magnetic field around the axis of the wire and experiences a
resistance in transporting the electrons. Therefore, the equivalent circuit has a series inductance

���
d �

and a series resistance � � d � (the prime indicates a quantity per unit length), Fig. 1. Likewise, the voltage
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between the conductors includes surface charges on the conductors and a leakage current between the
conductors due to dielectric losses. These effects are represented by a shunt capitance � � d � and a shunt
conductance � � d � .

Fig. 1: Equivalent circuit of a piece of line of length d �
Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law�
	 � � d ���	 � � d � � ���� 	��
	 � �� � d ����� (1)

and Kirchhoff’s current law ��	 � � d ���
	 � � d � � ���� 	��	 � �� � d ������� (2)

where we have neglected second-order terms, yields the time-domain form of the transmission-line equa-
tions � �� � ��	 � � ��	 � � � ���� � (3)� �� � ��	 � � ��	 � � � ������ (4)

The solution of Eqs. (3) and (4) plays an important role in the transmission of steps and impulses.
Here, we are interested in the sinusoidal steady-state condition with a time dependence exp  "!$# �&% , and
the equations simplify to � �� � �'	  (� �$) !*# � � % ��� (5)� �� � ��	  +� � ) !,#
� � % � � (6)

To solve Eqs. (5) and (6) we differentiate (5) and substitute (6):

d - �
d � - �/. - � (7)
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with the complex propagation constant.0�'1  (� � ) !,# � � %  +� � ) !,#
� � % �32 ) !�4 � (8)

The solution of Eq. (7) are travelling waves�5���768:9<;&=?>(@BADC ) � @8:9<;&=?> 6 ADC (9)

and �E� � 68F 8 9<;&=?> 6 ADC 	 � @8F 8 9<;&=?> 6 ADC � (10)

where we used Eq. (5) to find � , and
F 8 is the characteristic impedanceF 8 � � � ) !*# � �� � ) !*#
� � � (11)

The term
F 8 describes the ratio of the voltage and current amplitudes, either for the forward- or backward-

travelling wave.

The complex propagation constant (8) consists of the real part2G�IH JK  (� � � � 	 # - � � � � % ) JK:L  (��M - ) # - � M - %  +�NM - ) # - �OM - % � (12)

which is the attenuation constant, and the imaginary part4 � H 	 JK  (� � � � 	 # - � � � � % ) JKPL  (� M - ) # - � M - %  +� M - ) # - � M - % � (13)

which is the phase constant. As an example, the forward-travelling wave is shown in Fig. 2. It decays
with 2 along � and has a wavelength Q � KER�S 4 � (14)

The phase of each travelling wave is T � # �VU 4 �W� (15)

which after differentiation with respect to
�

determines the phase velocity:XZY\[]�_^ �^ � �3` #4 � (16)

2.2 Terminated lines
If one excites a wave at the input end of a semi-infinite line there will be only one wave travelling away
from the input. The second wave will not be excited (if it were, an infinitely strong source would have to
be present at the infinitely remote end of the line). The pattern of the wave is given in Fig. 2.

To treat lines of finite length a we express � , � in Eqs. (9) and (10) for instance, by their terminal
values (here and in the following we drop the time dependence)
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Fig. 2: Voltage of the forward-travelling wave along the line at a fixed time instant

�  (a % ���cbd��� 68 9e@BADf ) � @8 9gADf � (17)F 8 �  (a % � F 8 �hb��i�768�9 @BADf 	�� @8�9 ADf � (18)

yielding �j� JK  �cb ) F 8 �hb % 9gA$klf"@�C<m ) JK  �cbn	 F 8 �ob % 9$@BA$kpf"@�Cqm � (19)F 8 �E� JK  �7b ) F 8 �hb % 9 A$kpfr@�C<m 	 JK  �cb,	 F 8 �hb % 9 @BA$klf"@�C<m � (20)

First, let us consider a matched line where the terminating impedance
F b equals the line impedanceF 8 . Then, F bd� �7b�ob F 8 (21)

and the backward-travelling wave vanishes. Similar to the infinitely long line, there is only one forward-
travelling wave. At position �j� a , this wave is completely absorbed by the load impedance. The line
is matched. This is an important situation because an unwanted reflection of the wave is suppressed.
Furthermore, since

F 8 is essentially real the matched situation provides an optimal transfer of power to
the load.

In the general case of an arbitrary load impedance a part of the forward-travelling wave will be
reflected (Fig. 3).

At the end of the line � and � are connected by �VbW� F b��hb and we obtain for Eq. (19)�5� JK � b  J ) F 8 S F b % 9gA$klf"@�C<m ) JK � b  J 	 F 8 S F b % 9$@BA$kpfr@�C<m � (22)

i.e. the ratio of the backward to forward voltage wave at the end of the line issDbd� F b 	 F 8F b ) F 8 � (23)

This ratio is called the reflection coefficient. If the line is terminated by its impedance,  F bd� F 8 % , thensP�t� ; if it is short circuited  F bN�t� % , sP�u	 J ; and in the case of an open circuit  F bv�'w % , sP� ) J .
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Fig. 3: Line excited by an a.c. voltage and terminated with an arbitrary load

In the last two cases the wave is fully reflected with a cancellation of the voltage or the current for short
and open circuits, respectively.

In the case of an arbitrary termination, with the reflection coefficient Eq. (23), the voltage along
the line is made up by the two waves Eq. (22). They can be described by complex phasors:� 6  � % � � 6  (a % 9Dxykpf"@�Cqmz9q;&{zkpfr@�C<m � � 6  (a % � JK � b  J ) F 8 S F b % � (24)� @  � % � � @  (a % 9$@�xykpf"@�Cqm?9e@z;<{zkpf"@�Cqm � � @  (a % �|s�� 6  (a % � (25)

Going from the line end to the beginning, the phasor of the forward wave increases and rotates counter-
clockwise, while the phasor of the backward wave decreases and rotates clockwise. The projection onto
the real axis of the vector sum of both phasors is the real voltage.

2.3 Terminated lossless line
Typical transmission lines have small losses and for short lengths one can assume 2 a} J , then .�~ !*4
and the voltage and current waves can be written as�  � % �i� 6  (a %�� 9 ;<{zkpf"@�Cqm ) s 9 @z;<{?klf"@�C<m(� � � 6  (a % � �7bK  J ) F 8 S F b % � (26)F 8 �  � % �i� 6  (a % � 9 ;<{?klf"@�C<m 	�s 9 @z;<{?klf"@�C<m � � (27)

With the distance � from the line end, ��� a 	 � , and s���� s�� exp  "!$� % , the voltage magnitude is� �  � % �z�_�� � 6  (a % �� ��� J ) � s�� 9 ;Zkp��@ - {e�<m ��� � (28)

i.e. it oscillates between maximum values� �E�
max
� �� � 6  (a % �� � J ) � s��"� (29)

at positions
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� max
�  �� 	�� KER % SeK 4 � ������� J � K �"�"� (30)

and minimum values � �E�
min
�_�� � 6  (a % �� � J 	/� s��"� (31)

at positions � min
�  �� 	  K � ) J % R % SeK 4 � (32)

As � s�� increases, the ratio of � ��� max to � ��� min increases, so a measure of the mismatch of the line is the
standing wave ratio, defined as �,� � � � �E�

max� ���
min

� J ) � s��J 	i� s�� � (33)

The SWR is a real number between 1 and w , where 1 implies a matched line and w refers to an open or
shortened line. From Eqs. (29) to (32) it follows that the distance between subsequent maxima or minima
is
R�S 4 � Q SeK , while the distance between a maximum and a minimum is

R�SeK 4 � Q S�� .
While the voltage amplitude is oscillatory with position on the line, the time-average power flow

is constant. From Eqs. (26) and (27) follow���&� � JK Re � �  � % �o�  � %<� � JK F 8 �� � 6  (a % �� - Re � J 	�s�� 9<; - {zkpf"@�Cqm ) s 9e@z; - {?klf"@�C<m 	/� s�� -y�� � � 6  (a % � -K F 8 Re � J 	�� s�� - ) K ! Im � s 9$@z; - {zkpfr@�C<m�� �� JK F 8 �� � 6  (a % �� -0  J 	/� s�� -Z¡ � (34)

which shows that the average power flow is constant along the line and that the power delivered to the
load impedance is equal to the incident power � � 6  (a % � - SeK F 8 minus the reflected power � se� 6  (a % � - SeK F 8 .

As shown above, the voltage is oscillating on the line and the real power flow is constant. It
can therefore be concluded that the impedance seen looking into the line must vary with position. At a
distance � � J 	�� from the load the input impedance follows from Eqs. (26) and (27) and Eq. (23) asFE¢l£ � �  �� %�  �� %� F 8d¤g¥�¦  "!$4� % ) s ¤g¥�¦  	 !$4�� %¤g¥�¦  "!$4� % 	�s ¤g¥�¦  	 !$4�� %� F 8 F bv§g¨�© 4� ) ! F 8 ©&ªr« 4��! F b¬©<ªr« 4� ) F 8 §g¨�© 4��� F 8 F b ) ! F 8�&® « 4�F b ) F 8 &® « 4�� � (35)

This important result gives the input impedance of a length � of a transmission line with an arbitrary
terminating impedance.
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2.4 Impedance transformation
On a lossy line the voltage and current waves follow Eqs. (26) and (27) with !$4 replaced by . . Then, the
input impedance corresponding to Eq. (35) isF ¢l£ � F 8 F b ) F 8 &® «�¯�. �F 8 ) F b &® «�¯�. � � (36)

We write &® «�¯�. � � &® «�¯¬2 � ) ! &® « 4�J ) ! &® «�¯¬2 �O° &® « 4� � (37)F b S F 8 � &® «�¯  �± ) !,² % � (38)

and obtain for Eq. (36) F ¢l£F 8 � &® «�¯´³ ± ) 2 � ) !¬ �² ) 4�� %hµ � (39)

Six special cases are of interest:

1. The long lossy line, where 2 ��¶ J , then&® «�¯¬2 � ~ J � &® «�¯�. � ~ J (40)

and FE¢l£ ~ F 8 � (41)

The input impedance is independent of the terminating impedance and equals the line impedance.
2. A small mismatch with

F bd� F 8  J ) ± % , � ± � } J , thenFE¢l£F 8 � J ) ± S  J ) &® «�¯W. � %J ) ± &® «�¯W. � S  J ) &® «�¯�. � % ~ J ) ± J 	 &® «�¯W. �J ) &® «�¯W. � � J ) ± 9$@ - AD� � (42)

i.e. the smaller the mismatch ± and the larger the attenuation 2 � , is the better the input impedance
approximates the line impedance. The deviation depends on 4� , but is always smaller than� ± � ¤g¥�¦  	 K 2 � % . This is a good estimate for how strong a small mismatch appears at the input.

3. Line terminated in a short circuit,
F bd��� , thenFv·¢l£ � F 8�&® «�¯�. � (43)

4. Line terminated in an open circuit,
F b��¸w , thenFN·¢l£ � F 8 §g¨  ¯W. � � (44)

From Eqs. (43) and (44) follows F 8 � L F 8¢p£ F ·¢l£ (45)&® «�¯�. � � L F ·¢p£ S F 8¢l£ (46)

or
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9 - AD� �º¹ J ) L F ·¢l£ S F 8¢l£z» S ¹ J 	 L F ·¢l£ S F 8¢l£�» � (47)

and line impedance as well as propagation constant can be determined from measuring the input
impedance of the open and shorted line.

Particularly useful for impedance transformation are lossless lines (or short lines with small
losses). They transform impedances with no losses.

5. The

Q S��
-impedance inverter

A line of length � � Q S�� has 4�� � R�SeK and the input impedance (35) isF�¢l£ � F -8 S F b � (48)

A real load
F b�� � b can be transformed into any real impedance

Fn¢l£ � � ¢l£ by choosing
F 8 �¼ � b � ¢p£ . However, since 4 depends on # , the exact transformation is obtained only at the right

frequency. For a broad band transformation several cascaded

Q S��
inverters with different

F 8 are
used.

6. The

Q SeK
transformer

If the line has a length � � Q SeK , then 4� � R and the input impedance (48) equals the terminationF�¢l£ � F b � (49)

2.5 The Smith chart
The Smith chart was developed by P. Smith at the Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1939. It is a graphical
aid to solve transmission line problems.

We express the complex ratio of terminating impedance to line impedance byF bF 8 �3��� ± ) !�² (50)

and write the reflection coefficient (23) as a function of � :s]�isD½ ) ! s ; � ��	 J� ) J � (51)

Then, the Smith chart maps the complex � -plane into the polar plot of the voltage reflection coeffi-
cient, Fig. 4(a). We invert Eq. (51), ���ºJ ) sJ 	�s �
and split it into real and imaginary parts:± � J 	�s -½ 	�s -¢ J 	�s\½ % - ) s -¢ � ² � K s ¢ J 	�s\½ % - ) s -¢ �
The last two equations can be rearranged such that they represent two sets of circles in the s -plane:¹ s ½ 	 ±J ) ± » - ) s -¢ � J J ) ± % - � (52) s ½ 	 J % - ) ¹ s ¢ 	 J² » - � J² - � (53)
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Equation (52) defines resistance circles for ± = const. and Eq. (53) defines reactance circles for ² = const.
All resistance circles have centres on the horizontal s ¢ �t� axis, and pass through the point s:� J . The
centres of the reactance circles lie on the vertical s$½¬� J line, and the circles pass also through the points]� J .

Fig. 4: (a) Construction of a Smith chart; (b) Impedance transformation in the Smith chart

The Smith chart allows impedance transformations in a convenient way. Following the arguments
in Section 2.2 and defining the reflection coefficient at any position ���3¾?	 � as the ratio of backward to
forward voltage wave, we obtain from Eqs. (22) and (23)s  �� % � F b 	 F 8F b ) F 8 9e@ - AD� �is @ - x$�b 9e@z; - {¿� � (54)

Then, we find for the impedance at position �F�¢l£  �� % � �  �� %�  �� % � F 8 J ) s  �� %J 	�s  �� % (55)

or after inversion s  �� % � F�¢p£  �� % S F 8 	 JF�¢p£  �� % S F 8 ) J � (56)

The relations (55) and (56), together with the Smith chart (Fig. 4(b)), now allow the input impedance to
be determined when the terminating impedance � is given. We find � in the chart and read the corre-
sponding reflection coefficient s  � % . Corresponding to Eq. (55) we rotate s by 	 K 4� and demagnify it
by ¤g¥y¦  	 K 2 � % . The readings of the new point determine

F ¢l£  �� % S F 8 .
3 MICROWAVE NETWORKS

Microwave networks consist of different elements connected by lines. An element may have several
‘ports’ (connections with lines), Fig. 5. At each port we use the voltages and currents we have defined
previously. The relations between the port quantities define the element.
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Fig. 5: An À -port microwave network

3.1 Impedance and admittance matrices
Let us consider an Á -port network as shown in Fig. 5. At the � th port, in a well-defined terminal plane� £

, the voltage and current are given by� £ �i� 6£ ) � @£ � � £ �i� 6£ 	�� @£ � (57)

The terminal plane
� £

is important in providing a phase reference for the voltage and current phasors.
Then, assuming linear networks, the relation between the voltages and currents at the different parts can
be expressed by the impedance matrix

Â �ÄÃPÅ� ÃÆ�ÈÇÉÉÉÉÊ
FdËÌË F�Ë - �"�"� F�ËoÍF - Ë F -Ì- �"�"� ...

...
...F ÍÎË F Í - �"�"� F ÍdÍ
ÏpÐÐÐÐÑ � Â � ÇÉÉÉÊ �

Ë� -...� Í
ÏpÐÐÐÑ � ÅÎ� ÇÉÉÉÊ �

Ë� -...� Í
ÏpÐÐÐÑ � (58)

or admittance bmatrix ÅÎ�iÒ Â � ÒÓ�ÄÃ @ÕÔ � (59)

The elements of, for instance, the impedance matrix can be found asFE¢ ; � � ¢� ; � if �oÖ���� for ×�Ø� ! � (60)

that is by driving port ! with � ; , while all other ports are open, and measuring the open-circuit voltage at
port � . Thus,

F�¢l¢
is the input impedance of port � when all other ports are open-circuited, and

FW¢l¢
is the

transfer impedance between ports � and ! when all other ports are open-circuited.

In general, each
F*¢l¢

and Ù ¢l¢ may be complex, and an N-port network will have
K Á - independent

quantities. In practice, however, many networks are reciprocal or lossless, or both. If the network is
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reciprocal the impedance and admittance matrices are symmetric. If the network is lossless, the elementsFE¢l¢
, Ù ¢p¢ are purely imaginary.

A network is reciprocal if it does not contain active devices or non-reciprocal material such as
ferrites or plasmas. Reciprocity is a consequence of Maxwell’s equations (Lorentz reciprocity theorem)
and can be shown easily [3]. Here, we will only state the consequences. Let us shorten all ports but the
first and second. Then, a current � � Ë applied to port 1 will create a voltage � � - at port 2. Conversely, a
current � � �- at port 2 will create a voltage � � �Ë at port 1. Reciprocity means that the transfer impedances are
equal, � � -� � Ë � � � �Ë� � �- � Ú¿s F - Ë � F�Ë - �
and since this is valid for any two ports the impedance matrix Z is symmetric. Its inverse, the admittance
matrix Y is also symmetric.

In lossless networks the averaged real power delivered to the network must be zero. We start with
all ports but the � th open and obtain���&� � JK Re � � ¢ � �¢ � � JK Re � F�¢p¢ � � � Ë � - �3�
or Re � F�¢l¢ � ��� . Next, we drive the � th and ! th port with � ¢ and � ; ,� �&� �ÓJK Re � � ¢ � �¢ ) � ; � �; � �ÓJK Re � F ¢l¢ � � -¢ � ) F ;Û; � � ; � - ) F ¢ ; � ; � �¢ ) F ; ¢ � ¢ � �; �� JK Re � F ¢ ; � ; �o�¢ ) F ; ¢ � ¢ �o�; � � JK Re � F ¢ ;  � ¢ �o�; ) �o�¢ � ; %<� �����
and since � ¢ � �; ) � �¢ � ; is real it follows that Re � F ¢ ; �Ü� � . Here, we have used

F ¢ ; � F ; ¢ . That means
the elements of the impedance and admittance matrix are purely imaginary for lossless and reciprocal
networks.

Often, in practice, the network is a symmetric 2-port network and the impedance matrix reduces
to ÃÆ�ÞÝ FdËÌËßFdË -F - Ë F -Ì-qà � (61)

One possible equivalent network is the T-junction shown in Fig. 6(a). The elements are easily found by
applying open circuits: F�ËÌË � � Ë� Ë ��� ¢ráãâ 8 � F*� ) F*ä �F -Ì- � � -� - ��� ¢�åhâ 8 � F*æ ) F�ä � (62)F�Ë - � � Ë� - ��� ¢ å â 8 � F*ä �
The equivalent network for the admittance matrix is normally a

R
network, Fig. 6(b). The elements can

be found by short circuits:
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Fig. 6: (a) Equivalent T network with a symmetric impedance matrix; (b) Equivalent ç network for a symmetric admittance

matrix

Ù ËÌË � � Ë� Ë ��� è áãâ 8 � Ù � ) Ù ä �Ù -Ì- � � -� - ��� è å â 8 � Ù æ ) Ù ä � (63)Ù Ë - � � Ë� - ��� è å â 8 ��	 Ù ä �
3.2 Scattering matrix
The description of microwave networks by voltages and currents is not always the best choice. This has
to do with problems of measuring voltages and currents at high frequencies but also with difficulties in
defining voltages and currents for non-TEM lines (waveguides). Therefore, the description of networks
by impedance and admittance matrices becomes somewhat an abstraction. A representation more in
accordance with direct measurements is given by the scattering matrix S. The scattering matrix also
provides a complete description of the network as seen at its Á ports. It relates the incoming waves to
the reflected waves.

Consider the Á -port of Fig. 5, where � 6n and � @n are the amplitudes of the incoming and reflected
waves, respectively. Referring to Eqs. (9) and (10) and choosing the port plane

�
n as a reference plane we

can normalize the amplitudes of the voltage and current waves,é £ �i� 6£ S 1 F 8 � ê £ �i� @£ S 1 F 8 � (64)

such that the averaged real power delivered into port � is��<� � JK Re � � £ � �£ � � JK Re � 1 F 8  é £ ) ê £ % JF 8  é �£ 	´ê �£ %<�� JK R 9 � � é £ � - 	/� ê £ � - ) ê £ é��£ 	�é £ êg�£ � � JK   � é £ � - 	i� ê £ � - ¡ � (65)

i.e. the incoming power is given by � é £ � - SeK and the reflected power by � ê £ � - SeK .
The relation between the wave amplitudes é ¢ , ê ¢ is given by a system of Á linear equations
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ë �tì�í]� ì0� ÇÉÉÉÊ
� ËÌË � Ë - �"�"� � ËoÍ� - Ë � -Ì- �"�"� � - Í...

� ÍÎË � Í - �"�"� � ÍdÍ
ÏpÐÐÐÑ � í
� ÇÉÉÉÊ é

Ëé -...é Í
ÏpÐÐÐÑ � ë � ÇÉÉÉÊ ê

Ëê -...ê Í
ÏpÐÐÐÑ � (66)

and the system matrix is the scattering matrix. The elements are found by� ¢ ; � ê ¢é ; � �oî ézÖO��� îïÚ�s ×GØ� ! � (67)

That is,

� ¢l¢
is the reflection coefficient at port � when all other ports are matched, and

� ¢ ; is the transmis-
sion coefficient for a wave coming in at port ! and going out at port � when all ports are matched.

For networks satisfying reciprocity, the scattering matrix is symmetric, as are the impedance and
admittance matrices.

If the network is loss-free, then the real power coming out of the ports must equal the real power
delivered to the ports JK ë > ë �W� JK í > í���
which we write as  ìOí % >  ìOí % � ��í > ì > � � é � ��í > é � ��í > J é � �
Thus ì > ì � � J �
and the transpose is the conjugate of the inverse matrixì > �  ì @ Ë % � � (68)

which is called a unitary matrix. We can write these relations as sums,ÍðÖ âË � Ö ¢ � �Ö ¢ � J � (69)ÍðÖ âË � Ö ¢ � �Ö ; ����� � Ø� ! � �&� ! � J � K � �"�"� Á � (70)

stating that the columns of the scattering matrix are orthonormal.

Equations (69) and (70) reduce the number of independent quantities but they also impose restric-
tions on what can or cannot be done with loss-free junctions. Consider for instance the loss-free power
divider or power combiner of Fig. 7. If sources are introduced at ports 1 and 2 with the combined power
obtained at 3, one might wish to have

� Ë - � � - Ë ��� in order to eliminate direct interaction between the
sources. But Eq. (70) with ��� J , ! � K gives� ËÌË � �Ë - ) � - Ë � �-Ì- ) �ïñ Ë � �ñ - �3���
requiring either

� ñ Ë
or

� ñ - to be equal to zero and thus eliminating one of the two desired couplings.
The junction will act as a power combiner, but the sources will interact, and if they are not identical in
magnitude and phase, one source will feed power to the other.
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Fig. 7: A ò -junction power combiner

In dealing with cascaded circuits, the scattering formalism is not convenient. For that purpose we
restrict ourselves to 2-port circuits and rearrange the scattering matrix such that the amplitudes é - , ê - are
the independent and ê Ë , é Ë the dependent variables:Ý ê Ëé Ë à � Ýôó ËÌË ó Ë -ó - Ë ó -Ì- à Ý é -ê - à�õ (71)

with ó ËÌË � � Ë - 	 � ËÌË � -Ì- S � - Ë � ó Ë - � � ËÌË S � - Ë � ó - Ë �'	 � -Ì- S � - Ë � ó -Ì- � J S � - Ë �
Now, the output wave ê - of a first circuit is the input wave é � Ë of a subsequent circuit, and the input é - is
the output ê � Ë , see Fig. 8. Simple multiplication of the transfer matrices gives the overall matrixÝ ê Ëé Ë à � ó Ý é -ê - à � Ý ê � Ëé � Ë à � ó � Ý é � -ê � - à õ
and since Ý é -ê - à � Ý ê � Ëé � Ë à �Ý ê Ëé Ë à � ó0ó � Ý é � -ê � - à � (72)

Fig. 8: Cascade connection of two 2-port networks
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3.3 Some common microwave elements
T-junction power dividers, Fig. 9, are simple 3-port networks that can be used for power division or
combining. As mentioned above, such a network cannot be lossless, reciprocal and matched at all ports.
If it is lossless and reciprocal the scattering matrix must be symmetric and Eqs. (69) and (70) hold. In
case of the H-plane T, for instance, we can further assume that the waves going out from the ports 1 and
2 are symmetric if port 3 is driven, i.e.

� Ë ñ � � - ñ , and that port 3 is matched,

� ñÌñ �¸� . Then Eqs. (69)
and (70) reduce to � � ËÌË � - ) � � Ë - � - ) � � Ë ñ � - � J �� � Ë - � - ) � � -Ì- � - ) � � Ë ñ � - � J �K � � Ë ñ � - � J �� ËÌË � �Ë -nö � Ë - � �-Ì- ) � � Ë ñ � - �3���� ËÌË � �Ë ñ ö � Ë - � �Ë ñ ������ Ë - � �Ë ñ ö � -Ì- � �Ë ñ �����
which gives � ËÌË � � -Ì- ��	 � Ë - � � � Ë ñ ��� J S ¼ K � � � ËÌË �$� J SeK
and, after choosing the reference planes such that the elements are real,ìV÷/�ÓJK ÇÊ J 	 J ¼ K	 J J ¼ K¼ K ¼ K � ÏÑ � (73)

Fig. 9: Various T-junction dividers: (a) E-plane waveguide; (b) H-plane waveguide; (c) Microstrip

If the 3-port network is non-reciprocal,

� ¢ ; Ø� � ; ¢ , then the condition of input matching at all ports,

� ¢l¢ ��� , can be satisfied. We further assume a lossfree device and Eqs. (69) and (70) become
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� � - Ë � - ) � � ñ Ë � - � J � � ñ Ë � �ñ - ��� õ� � Ë - � - ) � � ñ - � - � J � � - Ë � �- ñ ��� õ� � Ë ñ � - ) � � - ñ � - � J � � Ë - � �Ë ñ ��� �
The equations can be satisfied in one of two ways� Ë - � � - ñ � � ñ Ë ����� � � - Ë ���I� � Ë ñ �$�I� � ñ - �$� J
or � - Ë � � Ë ñ � �ïñ - ����� � �ïñ Ë ���I� � Ë - �?�I� � - ñ �$� J �
The result is that

� ¢ ; Ø� � ; ¢ for � Ø� ! , i.e. the device is non-reciprocal. The two solutions are shown
in Figs. 10(a) and (b). The first solution is a device where the power coming in at port 1 exits at port 2,
and power coming in at port 2 will exit at 3 and so on. Such a device is called a circulator and allows the
separation of a source at port � from reflections coming from a load at port � ) J . In the second solution the
direction of power flow is changed. Circulators employ generally anisotropic materials, such as ferrites,
and can be realized in very different ways. Two solutions are shown in Figs. 10(c) and (d).

(c) (d)

Fig. 10: Different circulators. (a) Clockwise circulation; (b) counter-clockwise circulation; (c) waveguide circulator; (d)

stripline circulator.

Two examples of 4-port networks are directional couplers and hybrids, see Fig. 11. We assume a
reciprocal loss-free network with all four ports matched,

� ¢l¢ �t� . We further assume isolation between
the ports 1–4 and 2–3,

� Ë+ø � � - ñ ��� . Then, the scattering matrix reduces to

ì0� ÇÉÉÊ �
� Ë - � Ë ñ �� Ë - � � � - ø� Ë ñ � � � ñ ø� � - ø � ñ ø �

ÏpÐÐÑ (74)
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with four unknowns. Equations (69) and (70) yield for ��� !� � Ë - � - ) � � Ë ñ � - � J ��� � Ë - � - ) � � - ø � - � J ��� � Ë ñ � - ) � � ñ ø � - � J ��� � - ø � - ) � � ñ ø � - � J � (75)

implying � � Ë ñ ���ù� � - ø � and � � Ë ñ ���ú� � - ø � . Furthermore, we select the terminal plane
� - with respect to� Ë

so that

� Ë - is real and positive, and similarly 4 with respect to 3 so that

� ñ ø
is real and positive, i.e.� Ë - � � ñ ø �32 �

From Eqs. (69) and (70) with � Ø� ! remains� Ë - � �- ø ) � Ë ñ � �ñ ø ������ Ë - � �Ë ñ ) � - ø � �ñ ø �����
requiring

� Ë ñ �'	 � �- ø . � Ë ñ and

� - ø can only differ in phase, therefore� Ë ñ � 4 9 ;üû � � - ø � 4 9 ;<�
and the relation between phases is ý ) � � R ) K � R �
Ignoring integer multiples of

KeR
, there are two choices:þ symmetrical coupler,

ý � � � R�SeK ,þ antisymmetrical coupler,

ý �3� , � � R .

The related scattering matrices are

ì · � ÇÉÉÊ � 2 !�4 �2 � � !*4!*4 � � 2� !*4 2 �
ÏpÐÐÑ � ì � · � ÇÉÉÊ � 2 4 �2 � � 	 44 � � 2� 	 4 2 �

ÏpÐÐÑ � (76)

Note that the two couplers differ only in the choice of reference planes. Also, the constants 2 , 4 are not
independent because of Eq. (75), 2 - ) 4 - � J õ
therefore, an ideal directional coupler has only one degree of freedom. The coupling mechanism is either
hole coupling, Fig. 11, where the strength is adjusted by the number and the size of the holes, or coupled
transmission lines, where the distance between lines determines the strength.

Hybrid couplers are special cases of directional couplers, where the coupling factor is 3 dB, i.e.2�� 4 � J S ¼ K . There are two types of hybrid:þ Quadrature hybrid with 90 ÿ phase shift between ports 2 and 3 when fed at port 1. It is a symmetrical
coupler, see Fig. 12.þ Magic-T or rat-race hybrid with 180 ÿ phase difference between ports 2 and 3 when fed at port 4.
It is an antisymmetrical coupler, see Fig. 12.
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Fig. 11: Hole-coupled directional coupler

Directional couplers are usually characterized by three quantities:

coupling � � J �P¾"¨�� � Ë S � ñ ��	 K �P¾r¨�� 4 ^ � �
directivity � � J �P¾"¨�� � ñ S �ø � K �P¾"¨�� 4� � Ë+ø � ^ � � (77)

isolation � � J �P¾"¨�� �nË S �ø ��	 K �P¾r¨�� � � Ë+ø � ^ � �� indicates the fraction of the input power which is coupled to the output. � is a measure of the coupler’s
ability to isolate forward and backward waves, as is � . These quantities are related as follows:� � � ) � �
An ideal coupler [Eq. (76)] has infinite directivity and isolation.

4 CAVITY RESONATORS

Cavity resonators have an infinite number of oscillatory modes. Each mode is characterized by its res-
onant frequency, the stored electromagnetic energy and the losses dissipated in the walls and eventually
also radiated into external circuits. Near resonance, a mode can be modelled by an equivalent lumped-
element resonant circuit.

4.1 Lumped-element resonant circuits
Lumped-element resonant circuits can be series or parallel circuits (Fig. 13).

Series circuit
The input impedance is F�¢l£ � � ) !,# � ) J!*#
� (78)

and the complex power delivered to the circuit is�¢l£ � JK �¬� � � JK FE¢l£ � �<� �]� JK � �&� ��¹ � ) !*# � ) J!,#
� »� � f�� ·Û· ) K !*#� � 	 	 � b % � (79)
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Fig. 12: Top: 90 
 branch-line coupler; bottom left: 180 
 ring or rat-race hybrid; bottom right: Magic-T
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Fig. 13: Left: Series RLC resonator and its response; right: parallel RLC resonator and its response

where � f�� ·o· �ÓJK � � �ü� - (80)

is the power dissipated in the resistor, and� 	 � J� � � �ü� - � � b�� J� J# - � � �g� - (81)

are the average magnetic energy stored in the inductor and the average electric energy stored in the
capacitor, respectively. At the resonance frequency# 8 � J¼ � �
the stored electric and magnetic energies are equal,

� bd� � 	 , and the input impedance is
F,¢l£ � � .

A figure of merit of the losses in the circuit is the quality factor� 8 � # 8 � b ) � 	� f�� ·Û· � # 8 �� � J# 8 �]� (82)

which shows that
� 8 increases if � decreases.

Close to resonance # � # 8 )� # , the input impedance (78) can be written asF�¢p£ � � ) !,# � Ý J 	 J# - � � à � � ) !*# � # - 	 # -8# -~ � ) ! K �  # � � ) ! K � � 8  ## 8 � (83)

From Eq. (83) we find the bandwidth B of the resonator. If � F�¢l£ � - � K � - the real power delivered
to the circuit (79) is one half of that delivered at resonance. The corresponding

 # S # 8 defines the
half-bandwidth:
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���� � ) ! K � � 8  ## 8 ���� - � � - � J ) � � -8 ¹  ## 8 » -�� � K � - �K  # S # 8 � � � J S � 8 � (84)

Alternatively to Eq. (83), a resonator with losses can be treated as a lossless resonator whose resonance
frequency # 8 has been replaced by a complex resonant frequency:# 8�� # 8 ¹ J ) !K � 8 » � (85)

The input impedance of a lossless resonator becomes, after substitution of Eq. (85),F�¢l£ � ! K �  �# 	 # 8 % � ! K � ¹ # 	 # 8 	 ! # 8K � 8 »� # 8 �� 8 ) ! K �  �# 	 # 8 % � � ) ! K �  # �
which is identical to Eq. (83).

Parallel circuit
For a parallel circuit the input impedance isF�¢p£ � ¹ J� ) J!�# � ) !*#
� » @ Ë � (86)� ¢p£ �ÓJK �v� � �ÓJK � ��� - S F �¢l£ �ÓJK � �E� - ¹ J� 	 J!$# � 	 !*#
� » � (87)� f�� ·Û· �ºJK � �E� - S � (88)� b �ÓJ� � � �E� - � � 	 �ÓJ� J# - � � �E� - � (89)� 8 � # 8 � b ) � 	� f�� ·Û· � �# 8 � � # 8 �´� � (90)

near resonance, # � # 8 )� # , the input impedance is given byFE¢l£ ~ ¹ J� ) J!,# 8 � ¹ J 	  ## 8 » ) !*# 8 � ) !  #
� » @ Ë~ ¹ J� ) !  # ¹ J# 8 � ) � »Î» @ Ë �º¹ J� ) ! K �  # » @ Ë~ �J ) ! K � 8  # S # 8 � (91)� � J S � 8 � (92)
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Loaded
�

The above-defined quality factor is characteristic of the circuit itself, i.e. in the absence of any loading
effects, and is called unloaded

�
. In practice, however, a circuit is inevitably connected to other circuits

which will cause additional losses, thus lowering the overall, loaded
� f . For a series circuit the external

load resistor � f adds in series with � , and from (82) followsJ� f � # 8 �  (� ) � f % � J� 8 ) J� b�� > (93)

with
� b�� > � J S # 8 � f � .

For a parallel circuit the load resistor is parallel to � and one obtains from Eq. (90)J� f � J# 8�� ¹ J� ) J� f » � J� 8 ) J� b�� > � (94)

with
� b�� > � # 8 � f � .

4.2 Time response of resonators
In a free-running resonator the dissipated power must equal the rate of change of the stored energy:� f�� ·o· ��	 d

d
�  � b ) � 	 % ��	 d

�
d
� �

which becomes, with the definition of
�

in Eq. (82) or (90),

d

�
d
� ��	 # 8� � � (95)

Thus, the energy decays exponentially �  �Ì% � � 8 9$@ - >������ � (96)

where ó�� � K � S # 8 (97)

is the filling time. Since

�! � - or � - , the voltage or current in the circuit decays exactly with ó"� .
As an example, let us consider the parallel circuit in Fig. 13. The source may be an ideal current

source, with infinite internal resistance, and delivers a short (compared to the resonance wavelength)
pulse of total charge # �%$�� ^ � . The pulse charges up the capacitor instantaneously (with no current
through the inductance) to a voltage � 8 � # S � and a stored energy

� 8 � # - SeK � . Now, the resonator
starts ringing with its resonance frequency # 8 � J S ¼ � � and the envelope of the voltage decays withó&� , Eq. (97).

The other extreme is driving the resonator in steady state with a current ���t� 8 ¤g¥�¦  "!n# �Ì% . Then,
away from resonance, e.g. #Æ}Þ# 8 , the input impedance (86) is
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FE¢l£ � � ¹ J 	 ! �# � ) !*#P�´� » @ Ë� � ¹ J 	 ! � 8 # 8# ) ! � 8 ## 8 » @ Ë~ � S  J 	 ! � 8 # 8 S # %~ ! �� 8 ## 8(')' !n� � (98)

and the voltage is small and inductive. Near resonance, the impedance is given by Eq. (91) and the
voltage is �j� � � 8J ) ! K � 8  # S # 8 9 ;&=?> � (99)

i.e. it is � � 8 at resonance and decays fast off-resonance (for large-
�

circuits). At # 8 it changes from a
positive to a negative phase. The full behaviour is shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14: Magnitude and phase of the voltage across a parallel resonance circuit

Equation (99) shows a phase difference
 ý

between the driving current and the resonator voltage
of &® «  ý ��	 K � 8  ## 8 � (100)

This phase difference is zero at resonance and
U �+* ÿ for

 # � ` � SeK .
As a last example we consider the switching on of a harmonic current with frequency # 8 :�  �Ì% �-, � îïÚ¿s �/. �� 8 ©&ªr« # 8 � îïÚ¿s �/0 � � (101)

The differential equation of the circuit is�  �&% � J� �  �Ì% ) J�21 �  �Ì% d
� ) � d �  �Ì%

d
� � (102)

We apply the Laplace transform and obtain
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J� # 83 - ) # -8 � 8 � Kó&�54  3 % ) # -8 J3 4  3 % ) 3 4  3 %
or, after solving for 4  3 % , 4  3 % � 33 - ) # -8 ° J3 - ) K 3 S ó&� ) # -8 ° # 8� � 8 �
After decomposing the right side into partial fractions,

4  3 % � Ý # 83 - ) # -8 	 # 83 - ) K 3 S ó&� ) # -8 à � � 8 �
the inverse Laplace transform gives�  �Ì% �6,�©<ªr« # 8 � 	 ¤g¥�¦  	 � S ó&� %1 J 	 J S�� � -8 ©&ªr«0¹ # 8 L J 	 J S�� � -8 � »87 � � 8 �
which for high

�
-values can be written as�  �&% ~ , � J 	 9e@�>������e� ©<ªr« # 8 � ) �� ó�� 9e@�>������ §g¨�© # 8 � 7 � � 8 � (103)

In deriving Eq. (103) we put §g¨�©  � S�� ó9� % ~ J and ©&ªr«  � S�� ó&� % ~ � S�� ó�� , since these terms will vanish
owing to the exponential for large values of

� S ó:� .
As can be seen from Eq. (103) the resulting voltage consists of a transient part, which decays

exponentially, and the steady-state part, given by Eq. (99) for
 # ��� .

4.3 Transmission-line resonator
The most simple microwave resonator is one made of a transmission line. It is also an arrangement which
allows for the study of the filling of a resonator with microwave energy in a very intuitive way.

Fig. 15: (a) Shorted transmission line with iris; (b) equivalent circuit of a thin lossless iris parallel to electric fields

Let us consider a shorted transmission line with an iris a distance a away from the short, see Fig. 15(a).
If the mode on the line is such that the electric fields are parallel to the iris, the iris will concentrate the
electric fields and electric energy will be stored around the iris. Then, if we assume negligible losses
and a thin iris, the iris can be represented as a lumped capacitance, Fig. 15(b). The value of

�
has to be
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computed with field theoretical means and will not be derived here. The interested reader will find it in
Vol. 10 of Ref. [2]. Such an iris in an infinitely long transmission line causes a reflection, Eq. (23), ofs]� F b 	 F 8F b ) F 8 � Ù 8 	 Ù bÙ 8 ) Ù b � 	 ! �K Ù 8 ) ! � (104)

and has a transmission (see also Vol. 10 of Ref. [2]) of� � J ) s � (105)

Now, we turn on the RF and launch a wave down the line, toward the structure formed by the iris
and the short, as seen in Fig. 16. For a small iris opening one expects that most of the wave will be
reflected. Some will be transmitted through the iris. The transmitted part travels to the short, is reflected,
returns to the iris, where it radiates a little bit through, but most of it is reflected. With time, and if the
phases are right, the fields build up in the resonator. In steady state the incoming reflected wave interferes
destructively with the radiation from the cavity, and if the coupling of the iris and the dissipation in the
cavity are in a ‘matched’ condition the reflection disappears.

Fig. 16: Illustration of the filling of the cavity of Fig. 15

The process can be calculated in a step-by-step approach. The incident wave with complex ampli-
tude é is reflected by the iris with value s$é , while a fraction

� é is transmitted. This wave travels to the
short in a time ; � a S X�< , where X=< is the group velocity in the unloaded line, is reflected with s · �u	 J
and returns to the iris, where it is reflected and partially transmitted, and so on. Mathematically we find
for the wave on the right side of the iris and travelling to the righté 6 � � é�	�s 9e@ - ADf � é ) � s 9$@ - ADf � - � é�	 � s 9e@ - ADf �

ñ � é�` �"�"� � � éJ ) s 9 @ - ADf � (106)
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Similarly, we find for the wave on the left side of the iris and travelling to the lefté @ � sEé�	 9e@ - ADf � - é ) s 9e@ ø ADf � - é�	�s - 9$@?>ÛADf � - é�` �"�"�� sEé�	 9 @ - ADf Ý J 	�s 9 @ - ADf ) � s 9 @ - ADf � - U �"�"� à � - é� Ý sN	 � - 9 @ - ADfJ ) s 9 @ - ADf à é:� s )  s - 	 � - % 9 @ - ADfJ ) s 9 @ - ADf é � (107)

Making use of Eq. (105) the condition for zero reflection in steady state iss]� 9 @ - ADfJ 	 K 9 @ - ADf � (108)

which, substituted into Eq. (106), yieldsé 6 � J ) sJ ) s 9 @ - ADf é:� éJ 	 9 @ - ADf � (109)

The admissible parameter space which satisfies Eqs. (108) and (109) and the requirement � s�� ' J can be
shown graphically (Fig. 17). For given losses

K 2 a the dashed segment indicates the area where � s�� would
be larger than one. Any

K 4�a larger than  K 4�a % ä is allowed. The inverse of the magnitude of the phasor @A
gives then the build-up factor � é 6 S éï� in the resonator.

Fig. 17: Graphical solution of Eqs. (108) and (109). Any BDCFEHGJI�BDCFELKNM is admissible; admissible parameter GOI�BPCHEQKRM�SUTWVX T Y å
gives the field build-up in the resonator.
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4.4 Cavity-resonator parameters
Cavity resonators for acceleration are basically characterized by four parameters:þ The resonant frequency # 8 .þ The

�
-value.þ The � upon

�
, which is a measure for providing an accelerating voltage Z 8 with a certain stored

energy

�
: �� � Z -8# 8 � � (110)þ The shunt impedance � , which measures the efficiency to create an accelerating voltage Z 8 with

a certain dissipated power
�"[

: � � Z -8�9[ � (111)

Note that sometimes the definition � � Z -8 SeK �\[ is used, where the factor 2 is inserted for similarity with
a peak a.c. voltage Z 8 at a resistor � .

The accelerating voltage is given by the integration of the accelerating field over a typical length
�

:Z 8 � 1^]8!_  ��� �  � %Ì% d �W� (112)

where
�  � % is the time at which a particle is at location � , i.e.

�  � % � $ d � S=`  � % ) � 8 and
� 8 has to be

chosen such that Z 8 becomes maximum.

To illustrate Eq. (112) we take the example of a closed cylindrical cavity of length a which is
driven in the TM 8 Ë 8 mode, Fig. 18. The electric field is parallel to the cavity axis and is independent
of � : b � _ 8 §g¨�© # 8 �Hced �
Then, the accelerating voltage for a particle with constant speed

`
is given by

Z 8 � max>Wf , _ 8 1 <8 §g¨�©¿³ # 8  � S=` ) � 8 %hµ d � 7� _ 8 max> f , `# 8 ³ ©&ª « # 8  ga S=` ) � 8 % 	�©<ªr« # 8 � 8 µ 7 �
which is maximum for # 8 � 8 �'	 # 8 a SeK�` and has the valueZ 8 � _ 8 a ó � ó �3©&ªr« � # 8 aK�` � S � # 8 aK�` � � (113)ó is the transit time factor and takes into account the change of _ with time while the particle traverses
the cavity gap.

Often, instead of a single accelerating gap, there is a chain of cavities each of length
�

. Then, the
parameters (110) and (111) are given per unit length:
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� � � _ -8� �[ �_ 8 � Z 8 S � � (� S � % � � _ -8# 8 � � � (114)

The shunt impedance is a key parameter because it determines the accelerating voltage available from a
given input power

� ¢l£ � �9[ , if the cavity is not loaded by a beam. The � upon
�

, on the other hand, is
independent of the material losses and depends only on the cavity mode and geometry. It measures how
much stored energy is required for the wanted accelerating voltage.

One mode in a cavity resonator can be modelled by an equivalent circuit, as in Fig. 13. In the
case of the parallel circuit, for instance, the gap voltage Z 8 would be across the capacitor and the circuit
parameters follow from the cavity parameters as� ä�¢ ½ ä è ¢ > � JK � �� ä�¢ ½ ä è ¢ > � K# 8 � S � � (115)�,ä�¢ ½ ä è ¢ > � JK # 8 �� �

Finally, let us calculate the cavity parameters for a simple example, namely for the TM 8 Ë 8 mode
in a closed cylindrical cavity, Fig. 18. This is a good approximation for a cavity with small beam pipes
and is the most standard configuration.

Fig. 18: TM f å f mode in a pill-box cavity

The field components are
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_ C � _ 8\h?8  "! 8 Ëji S é % �F 8�k û � ! h Ë  "! 8 Ëji S é % � (116)F 8 � 1 l 8 S�m 8 �
where é is the cavity radius and ! 8 Ë is the first zero of the zero-order Bessel function.

The stored energy in the cavity is� � � 	 �Pn ) � b f � K � b f � K m 8� 1 �8 1 -po8 1 < � -@ < � - _ -8 h -8  "! 8 Ë i é % i d
i

d

ý
d �� m 8K KeR a é - _ -8 1 Ë8 ± h -8  "! 8 Ë ± % d ±� R K m 8 _ -8 a é - h -Ë  "! 8 Ë % � (117)

The losses are calculated by means of the power-loss method, that is from the wall currents of the ideal
conducting cavity:�\[ � JK�qsr , K 1 �8 � k û  ����� % � - KeR i d

i ) 1 < � -@ < � - � k û  i ��é % � - KeR é d � 7� Rqsr m 8l 8 _ -8 , K é - 1 Ë8 h -Ë  "! 8 Ë ± % ± d ± ) é a h -Ë  "! 8 Ë % 7� Rqsr ¹ _ 8F 8 » - é  é ) a % h -Ë  "! 8 Ë % � (118)

where
r � K  �# l 8 q % Ë � - is the skin depth.

The cavity voltage is given in Eq. (113). Then, shunt impedance,
�

-value and frequency become

� � Z -�\[ � JR qtr F -8  ga S é % -J ) a S é ©&ª « ×ea SeK×ea SeK Jh -Ë  "! 8 Ë %× � # 8 S �g8 � (119)� 8 � #"u�9[ � Jr aJ ) a S é �î � ! 8 ËKeR �é �
For a 3 GHz copper cavity with a gap of half a wavelength the values are:! 8 Ë � K � � � * , h Ë  "! 8 Ë % ��� � * Jwv�J q � *�xzy J � >9{N@ Ë m @ Ë ,é:�}| � x$K�x cm, a � *

cm,
r � J � K �+~ l m ,ó � ©&ªr« ×ea SeK×ea SeK � KR transit time factor �

� � � � S a � J �$� M { S m � � 8 � J ~ v�� |y� � � S � 8 � � � J k { S m � ó 8 � K � 8# � J � v l © �
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4.5 Cavity shape perturbation
Inserting small metallic objects into a cavity or slightly deforming the shape of the cavity can be treated
by the perturbation technique [4], [5].

Let us designate the fields and the resonant frequency of the unperturbed cavity by E 8 , H 8 , # 8 and
of the perturbed cavity by E, H, # ; then Maxwell’s equations are� y b�� � 	 !�# 8 l)� � � � y � � � !*# 8 m b�� � (120)� y b � 	 !�# l)� � � y � � !�# m b � (121)

Manipulating Eqs. (120) and (121) we find� °z � y b �� % 	 b �� °? � y � % � � °? b �� y � % � !*# 8 l)� ° � �� 	 !,# m b �� ° b �� �� °? � y b % 	 b °z � y � �� % � � °z b y � �� % ��	 !*# l)� �� ° � ) !,# 8 m b ° b �� �
and after adding both equations and integration over the volume Z of the perturbed cavity

1�� � °z b y � �� ) b �� y � % ^ Z �����  b y � �� ) b �� y � % ^ ì� �F�  b �� y � % ° ^ ì��'	 !� �# 	 # 8 % 1F�  m b ° b �� ) l)� ° ���� % ^ Z � (122)

In deriving Eq. (122) we used Gauss’ theorem and the fact that � y _ � � on the surface

�
of the

perturbed cavity. Referring to Fig. 19, we see that

� � � 8 	  � and write for the left side of Eq. (122)

�F�  b �� y � % ^ ì�� �F� f  
b �� y � % ^ ì0	 �H�"�  b �� y � % ^ ì��'	 1 �"�  b �� y � % ^ ì��

because � y E 8 = 0 on

� 8 . Substitution into Eq. (122) gives# 	 # 8 ��	 ! � �"�  b �� y � % ^ ì$ �  m b ° b �� ) l)� ° � �� % ^ Z � (123)

Fig. 19: Resonant cavity perturbed by a change in shape: (a) original cavity; (b) perturbed cavity
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Equation (123) is the exact expression for the change in the resonant frequency. However, it is of little
use since we do not know the quantities E, H of the perturbed cavity. But if the perturbation is small, E,
H can be replaced by E 8 , H 8 in the denominator of Eq. (123) because it is essentially the stored energy in
the cavity and this will not change much. In the numerator we approximate H by H 8 and use Poynting’s
theorem,

� �"�  b �� y � % ^ ì�~ � �"�  b �� y � � % ^ ì��'	 !*# 8 1 � �  m � b�� � - 	 l � � � � - % ^ Z �
which finally gives for Eq. (123)# 	 # 8# 8 ~ $ � �  l � � � � - 	 m � b�� � - % ^ Z$ � f  l � � � � - ) m � b�� � - % ^ Z �  � 	 	  � b� 	 ) � b � (124)

The terms
 � 	 ,

 � b are the changes in the stored magnetic and electric energy, respectively, and

� 	 ) � b is the total stored energy. The result shows that the frequency may either increase or decrease
depending on the location and the character of the perturbation.

The formula (124) was derived by pushing the cavity wall inwards by a small amount. It seems
reasonable to suppose that introducing a small metallic object into the interior of the cavity should perturb
the frequency in a similar way by an amount depending upon the local fields, and thus we could use the
frequency shift to measure the field strength at an interior point. This is in fact the case. We might
further suppose that we only have to perform the integration of the unperturbed fields over the volume
of the perturbing object. This, however, is far from the case because the object perturbs the field in
a way that is essential. In order to calculate the field perturbation we follow a procedure for a small
metallic sphere as outlined in Ref. [6]. With the well-known electric field of a metallic sphere in a
homogeneous electrostatic field the volume integral over the electric field was performed when changing
the sphere radius from s 8 to s 8 ) ^ s 8 . For the total perturbation caused by the sphere of radius s 8 the
resulting expression was integrated from zero to s 8 . In an analogous manner the volume integral over
the magnetic field was carried out. As a result form factors for the volume integrals in the numerator of
Eq. (124) were found: îebd��| SeK � î 	 ��| S�� �
In general, these form factors depend on the shape and orientation and material of the perturbing object.
For some geometries, like ellipsoids, they are calculated [6]; for other more complicated geometries they
can be determined experimentally [7].

5 MEASUREMENTS

Measurement techniques are a vast and complicated area. Here, I present a few basic techniques directly
related to the subjects treated in the previous section.

5.1 Line mismatch
An old-fashioned but instructive way to measure a line mismatch is with a slotted line, Fig. 20. A
movable capacitive probe measures the voltage standing wave ratio, Eq. (33), along the mismatched line.
This yields the magnitude of the reflection coefficient. We further know from Section 2.3 that the first
voltage minimum occurs at a distance � min from the loadK 4�� min

� � 	 R
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Fig. 20: Standing wave detector: left: complete device with slotted rectangular waveguide; right: probe in waveguide

which fixes the phase � of the reflection coefficient.

An alternative solution for measuring the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 21.
A fraction of the forward- and backward-travelling power is coupled out by two directional couplers, giv-
ing the measurements shown.

Fig. 21: Measurement of the ratio of backward ( � á ) to forward ( � å ) travelling power with two directional couplers � å , � á .
5.2

�
-value and coupling factor of a cavity [8]

Let us consider a cavity coupled to a signal generator via a piece of a transmission line and a coupling
device. The source has an internal impedance

F 8 equal to the line impedance. The equivalent circuits are
shown in Fig. 22.

�¬Ë
represents the self-inductance of the coupling device and � the mutual inductance

between it and the cavity inductance
�

. The terminal plane of the coupling device is presumed to be
located at some arbitrary position a–a near the cavity. The coupling device is assumed to be lossfree.
The circuit can be simplified further as shown on the right of Fig. 22.

The normalized impedance at the terminal plane a–a is thenF��<�F 8 � !�� ËF 8 ) JF 8  �#�� % -� · ) !v �# � J S #n� % (125)� ! � ËF 8 ) 4 ËJ ) !N �# � S � · % ³ J 	  �# 8 S # % - µ ~ ! � ËF 8 ) 4 ËJ ) ! K � 8 r �
where � Ë � # �ÎË , 4 Ë �  �#�� % - S F 8 � · , r �  �# 	 # 8 % S # .

The analysis can be simplified by shifting the reference plane to a location where the term with� Ë vanishes. Such a location is called the detuned-short position because a short circuit will appear
if the resonator impedance is far off-resonance. We find the detuned-short position by transforming the
impedance

F,�<�
with a piece of line of length a . From Eq. (35) follows
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Fig. 22: Cavity coupled to a generator through a line; left: equivalent circuit; right: equivalent circuit with the impedances

referred to the primary

F*æ�æF 8 � F �q� ) ! F 8�&® « 4aF 8 ) ! F��q� &® « 4a � (126)

which is zero at &® « 4�a � ! F*�<�F 8 ��	 � ËF 8 for
F*�<�F 8 � ! � ËF 8 � (127)

Substituting Eqs. (125) and (127) into (126) gives the simple expression for the impedance at the detuned-
short position: F*æ�æF 8 � 4J ) ! K � 8  r 	 r 8 % � (128)

with

4 � 4 ËJ )  � Ë S F 8 % - � r 8 � 4K � 8 � ËF 8 � 4 Ë �  �#�� % -F 8 � · �
Equation (128) represents the impedance of a parallel resonant circuit with a resonant impedance 4 F 8 .
In the Smith chart, Fig. 23, it is a circle with the centre located on the real axis and touching the points�� � S F 8 �|� . At resonance the circle cuts the real axis at the point s 8 � 4 . This determines the
coupling coefficient. If

s 8 � 4-��� �� ' J� J0 J the resonator is ��� ��
undercoupled
matched
overcoupled

with
� b�� > ��� ��

0 � 8� � 8 �' � 8
At certain frequencies the imaginary part of the denominator becomes equal to ` J , thenF�æ�æF 8 � 4J ` ! �
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Fig. 23: Identification of the half-power points from the Smith chart. The � f locus is given by ����� ; ��� by ������� � ; ��¡£¢D¤
by �t��� .
and the real part of

Fnæ�æ
equals the imaginary part. The locus of these points is the dashed segments s � ± % in Fig. 23. They cut the impedance circle at frequencies

r Ë
and

r - and determine the unloaded�
: K � 8  r Ë 	 r 8 % � JK � 8  r - 	 r 8 % �'	 J¦¥ � 8 � Jr Ë 	 r - � (129)

The coupling coefficient 4 is also the ratio of the power radiated from the resonator into the
external circuit to the power dissipated in the resonator4 � � b�� >�9[ � � 8� b�� > � (130)

Eq. (130) together with Eq. (93) gives for the loaded
�

J� f � J� 8 ) J� b�� > � J� 8 ) J� 8 � 8� b�� >
or � f � � 8J ) 4 � � b�� > � � 84 � (131)

We write Eq. (128) in terms of
� f and

� b�� > ,F*æ�æF 8 � 4J ) ! K � f  J ) 4 %  r 	 r 8 % � 4J ) ! K � b�� > 4n r 	 r 8 % �
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and see that for frequencies
rw§

,
r > at whichK � f  r 	 r 8 % �¸` J or

� f � J S  r¨§ 	 r > % (132)

the impedance is F�æ�æF 8 � 4J ` !c J ) 4 % ) JJ S 4 ` !� J ) J S 4 % �
The locus of these points is ± � J ) s and is given by straight lines in Fig. 23. They cut the impedance
circle at frequencies

rw§
and

r > and determine the loaded
� f . Finally, for frequencies

r ñ
,
r ø

at whichK � b�� >  r 	 r 8 % �¸` J or
� b�� > � J S  r ñ 	 r ø % �

the impedance is F*æ�æF 8 � 4J ` !*4 � JJ S 4 ` ! �
with the locus of the points given by ± � J (dot–dashed line in Fig. 23). The intersections with the
impedance circle determine

r ñ
,
r ø

and thus
� b�� > .

5.3 � upon
�

of a cavity [5], [9]
The measurement of the resonant frequency and

�
-value of a cavity is relatively easy. More difficult

is the measurement of the shunt impedance. We use the definition of the � upon
�

, Eq. (110), for a
standing wave cavity where the electric field is proportional to ¤g¥y¦  "!�# �Ì% . Then, Eq. (110), together with
Eq. (112), is equivalent to� � � J# 8 � ���� 1 _ C  � % 9 ;&=?> d � ���� - � J# 8 � ���� 1 _ C  � % 9 ; Ö > d � ���� - �
for a relativistic,

` ~ � , × � # S � , particle. This can be written as� � � JKeR î 8 � , ¹ 1 _ C §g¨�© × � ^ � » - ) ¹ 1 _ C ©&ªr« × � ^ � » - 7 � (133)

Next, we make use of the perturbation formula Eq. (124) where we choose a trajectory with zero
magnetic field, k 8 �Ä� , and where we write the integral over the perturbed electric field with the aid of
a form factor © b :  ## 8 � J� � © b m _ -8 � (134)

The term © b depends on the material, size, and shape of the perturbing object (bead). Since _ 8 is a
function of the position � ,  # �  #¬ � % . Identifying _ 8 in Eq. (134) as being the accelerating field _ C
in Eq. (133), we get after substitution
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� � � KR î 8 © b m ,«ª¬ 1  #¬ � %# 8 §g¨�© × � ^ �®¯ - ) � 1 H  ## 8 ©&ªr« × � ^ � � - 7 � (135)

Therefore the problem is reduced to the measurement of the frequency shifts
 # S # as a function of the

position z of the perturbing object. Instead of the frequency shift it is easier to measure the phase shift of
the signal which is related to the frequency shift by (see Eq. (99))&® « ý � K � f  ## 8 � (136)

A set-up to measure the phase shift with a network analyser is shown in Fig. 24. The perturbing bead
is pulled through the cavity by a stepping motor while the network analyser continuously measures the
phase.

Fig. 24: Bead-pull measurement set-up for measuring the ° upon � of a cavity
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IMPROVEMENTS IN CAVITY CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

Walter Wuensch
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Two machining techniques relevant to the construction of accelerator RF cavi-
ties, optical-quality diamond turning and Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM),
have undergone extensive evolution in recent years. The techniques are de-
scribed and examples of their use in RF structures are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

A comprehensive review of fabrication techniques relevant to the construction of RF cavities has already
been published [1] and this report represents an appendix to it. Because the majority of the techniques de-
scribed in the original publication have not changed much in recent years, they are not repeated here. This
report rather concentrates on two machining techniques, optical-quality diamond turning and electrical
discharge machining, where both the techniques and their application to the construction of accelerator
RF cavities have evolved substantially over the last decade.

2 OPTICAL-QUALITY DIAMOND TURNING

Diamond tools have been used for some time in the fabrication of accelerator RF cavities. An example
is the 3 GHz travelling wave accelerating structures of the LEP injector linac at CERN [2]. Using a
standard lathe and very careful tool adjustment, 0.01 mm precision and an N3 (Ra � 0.1 � m) surface
finish can be obtained in OFHC copper. The primary objective of such diamond turning has usually been
to obtain as high an RF quality factor, � , as possible.

Taking advantage of a relatively new and rapidly developing technology, RF cavities can now be
fabricated to much tighter tolerances and with a greatly improved surface finish (see Figs. 1 and 2). This
is possible on specialized sub-micron precision lathes using single point cutting with natural- diamond
tools. The combination gives an improvement over ‘classical’ diamond turning of a soft material like
copper of an order of magnitude in tolerance, to � 1 � m, and over an order of magnitude in surface
finish, to better than N1 (R � � 25 nm). These advantages are particularly important for high-frequency
accelerator applications, where the tolerances are critical for transverse beam stability and a high �
is difficult to achieve because of the high frequency and where precision assembly requires diffusion
bonding techniques.

The original motivation for the development of the precision lathes that give such a performance
was the direct turning of aspherical optical components and an important early application was germa-
nium infrared lenses for military applications. The range of materials that can be diamond turned has in-
creased and includes non-ferrous metals, crystals and polymers. Servo-controlled tool movement linked
to the rotation of the lathe spindle now also allow for the creation of ‘free-form’ optics—simultaneously
aspheric and acylindrical forms.

Application of the technology is now rapidly spreading and includes pick-up lenses for DVD and
CD players, lenses for fax machines and photocopiers, infrared lenses and mirrors, vision systems for
defense applications, semiconductor lithographic equipment, fibre optics and data transmission systems
and switches, scanner mirrors, X-ray telescope mirrors, hard disk drives, automotive fuel delivery sys-
tems, contact lenses, lens moulds and intraocular lenses.

A number of these applications now even require sub-micron tolerances, albeit for harder materials
than copper. For the machining of copper, the ubiquitous RF material, these developments at least provide
some margin in the capability of the machines themselves.
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Fig. 1: Prototype diamond-turned disk of a CLIC 30 GHz accelerating structure. The outside diameter is 35 mm. The RF

structure is in the 8.7 mm diameter cell and 4 mm diameter loading iris, which are the shiny features at the centre of the disk.

The outer features are for bonding the disks together.

Fig. 2: Prototype diamond-turned disk of an NLC X-band accelerating structure. The four holes coupled to the accelerating

cells are used for transverse wakefield suppression.

2.1 A description of the technology and the machines
There are some common characteristics among the specially designed lathes that are necessary for mi-
cron tolerances and optical (Ra values of less than 10 nm) surface finishes. The support structures of such
lathes are very stiff, have low coefficients of thermal expansion and are dimensionally stable. Supports
are often made from natural or synthetic granite and are vibration isolated from the ground. The indi-
vidual temperature components of the machine are very tightly controlled—this is accomplished through
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multiple temperature control loop systems. Hydrostatic bearings, usually either air or oil, are used for
the spindle of the lathes. The rotational accuracy is in the nanometer range. Tool motion is controlled
using laser interferometer feedback loops. The control loops are designed to give a very high ‘stiffness’.
Tool positioning resolutions are of the order of 1 nm.

In order to obtain micron tolerances, parts to be machined must be fixed to the lathe’s spindle in
such a way as to induce little stress. Typically a vacuum chuck is used. During the set-up of the machine
the vacuum chuck is turned using a diamond tool to ensure that it is flat and to provide a precise reference
surface.

Rough-machined blanks to be diamond turned are typically over-dimensioned by a few hundredths
of a millimetre. Care must be taken when machining the blanks to induce a minimum of stress. Blanks
are first diamond turned on a face so that the face can be fixed to the vacuum chuck with minimum
stress. The process of making a flat reference surface may have to be repeated a few times as induced
stresses are released. Diamond cutting forces are of the order of a few grams. Parts which can not be
vacuum chucked because the flat surfaces are not large enough to provide enough chucking force, or
parts with many holes can be glued to a backing plate. Gluing is not desirable for RF components, but
if it is unavoidable, the glue should be cleaned from the piece as soon as possible. Another important
issue to consider when designing parts for highest precision is that as many critical features be machined
as possible during a single chucking. This is especially important for maintaining concentricity between
internal RF features and external mechanical reference surfaces.

2.2 Examples of application in accelerator RF systems
One of the primary applications of diamond turning to accelerating RF cavities has been in the linear
collider studies at CERN [3], KEK [4] and SLAC [5]. All of the studies require travelling wave acceler-
ating structures with tolerances in the 1–10 � m range and as a consequence have pursued optical quality
diamond machining. Typical parts are 30–100 mm in diameter, with minimum turned inside diameters
of 4 mm. In addition to producing prototypes, the studies have shown that for mass production diamond
machining can be implemented at a reasonable cost.

3 ELECTRICAL DISCHARGE MACHINING

EDM is a process in which material is removed from a workpiece by electrical discharges. The technique
works for any material with electrical conductivity and includes metals, alloys, carbides, and graphite—
therefore almost all of the materials used in accelerator RF cavities. There are two distinct classes of
EDM: die sinking and wire cutting. In die sinking, the form of the machining reproduces the shape of an
electrode. In wire cutting a wire electrode cuts a programmed contour in the workpiece. The advantages
of EDM over more classical types of machining include:

� Its capacity to make complex shapes, especially those with small internal features. For example,
the internal radii of a milled rectangular hole are limited to the radius of the mill. A much smaller
radius, 0.1 mm, is possible with wire-cut EDM.

� The absence of cutting forces allows simplified jigging and the possibility to machine very delicate
structures.

� The absence of cutting forces gives the potential for very tight tolerances.
� Certain materials such as carbides and titanium are difficult to machine classically but present no

difficulty for EDM. Electrodes can be made from a material that is easy to machine.
� Simplified assembly. Since EDM can form complex inside shapes, parts can often be machined

from a single block of material. To make the same inside shape with classical machining may
require machining into a few blocks of material and then bonding.
The main disadvantages of EDM are that it is relatively slow (and consequently expensive) and

that it is not easy to produce a good surface finish (this is even slower). For these reasons EDM is not
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competitive with turning for producing the main inside RF surfaces of large and/or circularly symmetric
cavities. It can, however, prove a very competitive technique for the production of auxiliary features
such as power couplers, damping waveguides, cooling channels. It is, for example, ideal for producing
rectangular waveguide holes inside solid material. EDM is also interesting for very high frequency
(30 GHz and above) accelerating structures which have features smaller than a millimetre. EDM may
also be applicable to cavities of very complex geometry such as planar and muffin-tin structures.

Fig. 3: Close-up view of a 30 GHz test cavity with a wire-cut output waveguide

3.1 A description of the technology
EDM removes material by creating a succession of sparks between an electrode and a workpiece via
a pulsed DC voltage. Each spark makes a microscopic crater in the workpiece. The electrode and the
workpiece are immersed in a dielectric bath, either water or mineral oil. Because of the submersion in a
liquid bath, RF parts made with electrical discharge machining require an especially thorough cleaning.
With typical bias voltages of X to Y volts and gaps of a few microns to a millimetre, sparks with peak
temperatures of 8000–12 000 � C are produced. The liquid dielectric is used to flush away the metallic
particles produced by the sparks. Lower applied gradients produce a better surface finish but at the
expense of a lower machining speed.

Die sinking electrodes are typically made from copper, graphite, or tungsten copper and wire
electrodes from copper or brass. Wire electrodes have typical diameters of 0.2 to 0.1 mm. Electrode
wires can be shifted longitudinally during machining, renewing the part of the wire doing the cutting,
thus eliminating any effects of tool wear. This allows a very high degree of reproducibility over may
parts. Die sinking electrodes are eroded somewhat during machining, but the effect is usually much less
than the tool wear of mills.

3.2 Examples of application in accelerator RF systems
An example of wire cutting used in an RF application is shown in Fig. 3. It shows a 30 GHz high gradient
test cavity with its output waveguide and RF and vacuum flange facing the viewer. The dimensions of
the WR-28 standard waveguide are �	��
���������� mm. The waveguide and flange have been formed from
a single block of stainless steel and the waveguide itself has been formed by wire cutting. The cut was
made with a 0.2 mm diameter wire, which gives only 0.1 mm diameter radii in the waveguide corners.
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This allows connection with very small impedance mismatch directly to components made from extruded
waveguide tube. Because the piece was made from a single block of material, no intermediate brazing
steps were required.
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Abstract
This paper reviews the main types of RF power amplifiers used for particle
accelerators. It covers solid-state devices, tetrodes, inductive output tubes,
klystrons, and gyrotrons with power outputs greater than 10 kW CW or 100 kW
pulsed at frequencies from 50 MHz to 50 GHz. Factors affecting the satisfac-
tory operation of amplifiers, including cooling, matching, and protection cir-
cuits, are discussed. The paper concludes with a summary of the state of the
art for the different technologies.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many particle accelerators use high-power RF sources [1]. These sources must usually be amplifiers in
order to achieve sufficient frequency and phase stability. The frequencies employed range from about
50 MHz to 50 GHz or higher. Power requirements range from 10 kW to 2 MW or more for continuous
sources and up to 150 MW for pulsed sources. When sufficient power cannot be obtained from a single
amplifier then the output from several amplifiers may be combined. In some cases power is supplied to
a number of accelerating cavities from separate power amplifiers fed from a single low-power source.
Other important factors include power conversion efficiency reliability and, in some cases, bandwidth.

Several types of power amplifier exist. The two main categories are solid-state devices and vac-
uum tubes. The former can only yield quite low powers and large numbers must be operated in parallel
to reach even the lowest power levels required for accelerators. The vacuum tubes most commonly used
to power accelerators are tetrodes and klystrons. Newer devices including the diacrode, the Inductive
Output Tube (IOT), the Multiple-Beam Klystron (MBK), and the gyrotron may find applications in fu-
ture. This paper sets out to provide a review of these types of amplifier together with a discussion of
some of the factors affecting their successful operation.

2 SOLID-STATE AMPLIFIERS

Solid-state power amplifiers for use at high frequencies employ silicon bipolar transistors, silicon MOS-
FETs or silicon carbide Static Induction Transistors (SIT). An indication of the capabilities of UHF and
VHF power amplifiers can be obtained by studying the state of the art of television transmitters at these
frequencies [2]. The amplifiers used for accelerators are sometimes commercially available television
transmitters or derived from them. The power required is obtained by operating numerous transistors
in parallel. Reference [3] describes a 30 kW UHF television transmitter comprising six 6 kW power
amplifiers each made up of eight 800 W modules. Each module in turn has twelve 110 W bipolar power
output transistors, making a total of 576 transistors. A further seven power transistors of the same type
are used in the driver stages of each module. Table 1 shows the state of the art of the principal types of
transistor used in the UHF band.
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Table 1: Solid-state UHF transistors: state of the art

Si bipolar Si MOSFET SiC SIT
Peak power (W) 175 100 280
Mean power (W) 40 45 70
Operating voltage (V) 26 to 32 28 to 50 65
UHF gain (dB) 8 to 11 13 to 16 9 to 10
Maximum junction temperature (

�
C) 150 150 225

It is claimed that solid-state amplifiers are more reliable than their vacuum-tube counterparts by
a factor of as much as 2.5 [3]. Because many transistors are operated in parallel, the failure of one
produces a negligible drop in power output. However, the transistors are operated close to their design
limits and they are known to be vulnerable to accidental overloads. Appreciable power is dissipated in
the combining circuits and provision may be made to isolate a device that fails so that it does not ad-
versely affect the performance of others nearby. For this reason further increases in the power output
of solid-state amplifiers must be achieved by improvements in the transistors rather than by increasing
the number used. Other advantages claimed for solid-state amplifiers are their high stability, low main-
tenance requirements, absence of warm-up time and low voltage operation. The supply voltage is low
enough to avoid the safety problems associated with the HT supplies of tube amplifiers. The penalty
which must be paid for this is the need to supply and handle very large d.c. currents. The transmitter
described above requires a total current of the order of 2000 A. Such currents require large bus-bars in
which there will be appreciable ohmic losses. It is not easy to deduce information about the conversion
efficiencies of solid-state television transmitters from published information. This is because the figures
quoted are calculated for a standard TV test signal rather than for continuous high-power operation. The
transistors are operated in class AB (see Section 3.2) and it appears that the overall efficiencies of the
UHF amplifiers are around 40

�
.

3 TETRODE AMPLIFIERS

Tetrode vacuum tubes are well established as high-power RF sources in the VHF (30–300 MHz) band.
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic diagram of a tetrode. The voltages of the anode (known as the ‘plate’ in
the USA) and the screen grid are positive with respect to the cathode whereas that of the control grid is
normally negative. The current of electrons emitted from the cathode surface is controlled by the field of
the control grid modified by those of the other two electrodes. The screen grid, maintained at RF ground,
prevents capacitive feedback from the anode to the control grid. Figure 1(b) shows the characteristic
curves of a typical tetrode. It is clear that the anode current depends strongly on the control grid voltage
in a non-linear fashion. This voltage is normally negative with respect to the cathode to prevent electrons
being collected on the grid with consequent problems of heat dissipation. If the anode voltage falls below
that of the screen grid then any secondary electrons liberated from the anode are collected by the screen
grid. For this reason the characteristic curves show kinks in that region. When tetrodes are operated as
power amplifiers the anode voltage is always greater than the screen grid voltage. The curves show that
the anode current varies very slowly with changes in the anode voltage.

The arrangement of a 150 kW, 30 MHz tetrode is shown in Fig. 2 [4]. The construction is coaxial
with the cathode inside and the anode outside. This arrangement is necessary to enable the anode to
be cooled (see Section 8.1). The output power available from such a tube is limited by the maximum
current density available from the cathode and by the maximum power density that can be dissipated by
the anode. The length of the anode must be much less than the free-space wavelength of the signal to
be amplified to avoid variations in the signal level along it. The perimeter of the anode must likewise be
much less than the free-space wavelength to avoid azimuthal higher-order modes in the space between
the anode and the screen grid. The spacings between the electrodes must be small enough for the transit
time of an electron from the cathode to the anode to be much less than the RF period. If attempts are
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made to reduce the transit time by raising the anode voltage then there may be flashover between the
electrodes. Reference [5] is the standard text on gridded tubes.

Fig. 1: Tetrode: (a) schematic diagram and (b) characteristic curves

Fig. 2: Sectional view of a high-power tetrode (courtesy of Marconi Applied Technologies)

3.1 Tetrode amplifier circuits
Figure 3 shows the circuit of a grounded cathode tetrode amplifier with a tuned anode circuit. At lower
frequencies a resistive anode load is used but this is unsatisfactory in the VHF band because of the effects
of parasitic capacitance. The amplifiers used in accelerators are operated at a single frequency at any one
time so the limited bandwidth of the tuned anode circuit is not a problem. At the resonant frequency
the load in the anode circuit comprises the shunt resistance of the resonator ( ��� ) and the load resistance
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( ��� ) in parallel. If the load impedance has a reactive component then it merely detunes the resonator
and can easily be compensated for. The d.c. electrode potentials are maintained by the power supplies
shown and the capacitors provide d.c. blocking and RF bypass.

Fig. 3: Tetrode amplifier with grounded cathode

A commonly used alternative circuit is the grounded control grid circuit shown in Fig. 4. This
circuit is not as simple to analyse as the previous one but it is easier to construct using tetrodes with the
coaxial arrangement of electrodes shown in Fig. 2. Because both grids are at RF earth there is better
isolation between the input and the output circuits. The other important difference is that in this circuit
the full anode current flows in the input circuit, with the result that the input impedance and the gain are
both lower than for the grounded cathode circuit.

Fig. 4: Tetrode amplifier with grounded control grid
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3.2 Classes of operation
Tuned amplifiers are normally operated in one of three modes, designated classes A, B, and C.

3.2.1 Class A

Figure 5(a) shows the form of the characteristic curves of a tetrode most commonly used for circuit
design. The control grid voltage is plotted against the anode voltage with curves of constant anode,
control grid, and screen grid currents shown. Because the anode circuit is tuned to the signal frequency
the voltages on the two axes vary sinusoidally in antiphase with each other. The operation of the tube
throughout the RF cycle is therefore represented by points on the straight load-line shown. In class A
operation the tube conducts throughout the RF cycle, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The anode current curve is
not quite a pure sinusoid because of the non-linearity of the tube characteristics. The ends of the load
line are chosen so that the anode current is greater than or equal to zero at the maximum anode voltage
and the control grid voltage is zero or slightly positive at the minimum anode voltage. The tube must
then be biased so that in the absence of RF drive it sits at the quiescent (‘Q’) point shown at the centre of
the load line.

Fig. 5: Class A operation

This class of operation gives an output signal with low harmonic content, provided that the anode
resonator does not have any higher-order modes that coincide with the harmonics of the signal frequency.
The efficiency can be estimated easily if it is assumed that the amplifier is in linear operation with the
anode current swinging from zero to �	��
 . The mean anode current is then

���������������
 (1)

and the amplitude of the RF current is
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����������������
�� (2)

If the minimum anode voltage is close to zero then the amplitude of the RF voltage is given by

� � � � ��� (3)

where
� � is the anode voltage at the � point. The d.c. power input to the tube is then

 "!�# � � �$��%�&����� � �'����
 (4)

and the RF power output is

 "(*) �&����� � �+�����&����,-� � �'����
.� (5)

From Eqs. (4) and (5) the efficiency is

/ �  "(*)10� "!�# �&�2� � � (6)

The difference between the d.c. input and RF output powers is dissipated as heat in the anode.
A more exact analysis, taking into account the non-linearity of the tube and the actual values of the
voltages and currents, gives a lower figure for the efficiency. The calculation above therefore gives an
upper limit for class A operation. If the tube is operated in class A then power is drawn from the supply
and dissipated in the anode even when there is no RF drive and the tube is sitting at the � point.

3.2.2 Class B

In class B operation the tube is biased so that the � point lies on the curve of zero anode current. It
then conducts only during the positive half-cycle of the control grid voltage. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.
During the negative half-cycle of the control grid voltage the anode voltage swings to a voltage that is
nearly twice that at the � point because of the resonant output circuit. The anode current waveform has
a higher harmonic content than in class A operation.

The estimation of the efficiency of the amplifier follows the same pattern as in the previous Section.
Assuming that the tube is linear while it is conducting, the mean and RF currents can be found by Fourier
analysis of the waveform in Fig. 6(b):

���������
 0�3 (7)

and

� � ������������
 � (8)

while
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Fig. 6: Class B operation

� �4� � � (9)

as before. The d.c and RF powers are given by

 "!�# � � �$���� � �5����
 0�3 (10)

and

 "(*) �&����� � �+�����&����,-� � �'����
.� (11)

Comparison of Eqs. (10) and (11) with Eqs. (4) and (5) shows that the d.c. power is proportionately less
in this case because the mean anode current is lower. The efficiency is

/ � 360	7 �982:;��� � � (12)

This, again, is the upper limit of the possible efficiency of this class of operation. The example in
Section 3.3 shows the effect of taking non-linearity and other imperfections into account. Devices are
sometimes operated in a regime between classes A and B and this is described as class AB operation. It
represents a compromise between the requirements of low harmonic content and high efficiency.
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3.2.3 Class C

In class C operation the tube is biased so that it is cut off for more than half of the RF cycle, as shown in
Fig. 7. If it is assumed that the tube operation is linear when it is conducting, then the efficiency can be
estimated by the same method as before. For example if the angle of conduction is 90

�
then

��<�����>=@?-������
 � (13)

�����&����A�=$����
 � (14)

� �4� � � (15)

and

 6!�# �&���>=@?-� � � ����
.� (16)

So

 "BDC ������� � �+���������>=@�-� � �6����
 (17)

and

/ �9E 7 � � (18)

Evidently the efficiency increases as the conduction angle decreases, but with the penalty of greater
non-linearity and higher harmonic content in the output waveform. The other penalty to be paid for this
increase in efficiency is a reduction in gain because the tube must be driven harder. This is not a serious
penalty because the power consumed by the driver stages of the amplifier is a small proportion of the
whole power consumption.

3.3 Tetrode amplifier design
The process by which a tetrode amplifier can be designed is best explained by means of an example.
This is based upon a 62 kW, 200 MHz amplifier used in the CERN SPS [6]. The example was chosen
because sufficient information is available about the amplifier to verify the results of the calculations.
The amplifier uses a single RS2058CJ tetrode [7] operating with a d.c. anode voltage of 10 kV and
900 V screen grid bias. The design procedure described below is based upon that given in Ref. [8].

The actual amplifier is operated in class AB, but quite close to class B. For simplicity we will
assume class B operation in the calculations that follow. The first stage is to estimate the probable
efficiency of the amplifier. We know that this must be less than the theoretical limit given in Eq. (12) so
let us try 75

�
. Then the d.c. power input necessary to obtain the desired output power is

 "FHG �&?-, 0 ���I82�J�9:-ALKNM � (19)
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Fig. 7: Class C operation

The d.c. anode voltage was chosen to be 10 kV so the d.c. anode current is

����9:-A 0 =�J�&:;��A�OP� (20)

The theoretical value of �@��
 is given by Eq. (7) but Ref. [8] suggests that a factor of 3.5 to 4.5
should be taken as a first estimate of the ratio of the currents in place of

3
because of the non-linearity of

the tube. If we take the factor to be 4.0 then

����
Q� 7 �SRT:;��AJ�&A-A�OP� (21)

Next we construct the load line on the characteristic curves for the tube shown in Fig. 8 by choosing
the minimum anode voltage. To ensure that the anode voltage is always greater than the screen grid
voltage we select a value of 1.5 kV. The left-hand end of the load line is then fixed by this voltage and
the peak anode current of 33 A, as shown in Fig. 8. We note that this requires the control grid voltage to
swing slightly positive with a maximum of 60 V.

To find the anode current waveform we carry out the construction shown in the lower part of Fig. 8.
The radius of the arc is equal to the length of the load line from the � point to one end. From the arc we
construct lines from which the anode current can be found at 15

�
phase intervals of the anode voltage.

The results are shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 8: RS 2058 CJ characteristic curves (courtesy of Siemens AG)
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Table 2: Anode currents at 15
�

phase intervals taken from Fig. 8

Point Degrees �@U (A)
A 0 33
B 15 32
C 30 27
D 45 18
E 60 8
F 75 3

The d.c. and RF anode currents can be found by Fourier analysis of the current waveform using
the numerical formulae given in Ref. [8]:

����WVX������Y[Z�\9Z^][Z�_`Z�a&Zcbed 0 =@, (22)

and

�f�gVXY^Z&=2��E-A�\hZ�=2�I82Ai]�Z�=2� 7 =$_jZ�a�Z^�����-,�bed 0 =@,h� (23)

When these formulae are used with the data from Table 2 the results are:

� � �&:;�I8LO (24)

and

���4�g= 7 �I8LOk� (25)

The figures given by Eqs. (24) and (25) can be compared with the values of 8.3 A and 10.5 A given by
Eqs. (20) and (7), respectively. The amplitude of the RF voltage is

� � �g=���l�nmo=2���e�&:;���LKNpq� (26)

The d.c. input power is then

 "!�# �r=���l�SRs:;�I8e�&:t8"K;M (27)

and the RF output power is

 6(u) ������� � �+���4�&?-,;���LK;M � (28)

which is very close to the desired value. The efficiency is 72
�

, which is slightly less than the value
originally assumed. We can also calculate the input and output resistances of the tube. The output
resistance is
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�Qvxw�yz� � � 0 �����&� 0 :|{}� (29)

To find the input impedance we note that the amplitude of the RF control grid voltage is

� FHG �&, 7 ��Z^?2�J�&A2�t�Lp � (30)

and that for grounded grid operation the RF input current is

� FHG �����LZ^��~���r= 7 �I8�Z�����?J�g=@�;��A�O � (31)

where the control grid current � ~� , is obtained by reading the control grid currents off Fig. 8 at 15
�

intervals and employing Eq. (23). Then the RF input resistance is

� FHG � � FHG 0 � FHG �&,2�i{�� (32)

Finally we note that the input power is

 "FHG ������� ��FHG � FHG ��,-A-A-ALM (33)

and that the power gain of the amplifier is

Gain �g=���>�-�+V�?-,;��� 0 ,;��Atd��g= 7 ��A������ (34)

Table 3 shows a comparison between the figures calculated above and those reported in Ref. [6].
The differences between the two columns of Table 3 are entirely attributable to the difference between
the actual class AB operation and the class B operation assumed in the calculations.

Table 3: Comparison between actual and calculated parameters of the amplifier described in Ref. [6]

Parameter Actual Calculated Units� � 10 10 kV�� 9.4 8.7 A� ~�� 900 900 V� ~� – 200 – 245 V��~@� 105 600 mA L�1�@�
62 62.5 kW "���
1.8 2.3 kW

Gain 15.4 14.3 dB/ 64 72
�
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Fig. 9: Arrangement of a tetrode amplifier

3.4 Practical details
Figure 9 shows a simplified diagram of the arrangement of the tetrode amplifier for the RIKEN ring
cyclotron described in Ref. [9]. The tube is operated in the grounded grid configuration with coaxial
input and output circuits. The outer conductors of the coaxial lines are at ground potential and they are
separated from the grids by d.c. blocking capacitors. The anode resonator is a re-entrant coaxial cavity,
which is separated from the anode by a d.c. blocking capacitor. The output power is coupled through
an impedance matching device to a coaxial line. The anode HT connection and water cooling pipes are
brought in through the centre of the resonator.

The electrodes of the tube form coaxial lines with characteristic impedances of a few ohms. We
have seen above that the input impedance of the amplifier is typically a few tens of ohms and the output
impedance a few hundred ohms. Thus both the input and output lines are terminated in near open-circuit
loads. The anode resonator therefore has one end open circuited and the other short circuited and it
must be an odd number of quarter wavelengths long at resonance. Typically the resonator is 3/4 of a
wavelength long. In this case the point at which the output coaxial line is brought into the resonator
can be used to transform the impedance to provide a match. There is also a voltage node towards the
lower end of the outer part of the resonator, and this can be used to bring connections through to the
anode [10]. The higher-order modes of the cavity can be troublesome and it is usually necessary to damp
them by the selective placing of lossy material or of coupling loops connected to external loads within
the cavity [6, 9–11]. The tube heater connections must incorporate some means of decoupling from the
RF circuit [6, 9].
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It will be clear from what has already been said that the tube input and output are mismatched to
the external connections. It is therefore necessary to devise matching networks for these connections.
Figure 10(a) shows a simplified form of the input circuit of the amplifier discussed in Section 3.3. The
source (normally 50 { ) feeds the tube through a length of low impedance coaxial line. The line is
terminated by the tube input impedance shunted by the capacitance between the control grid and the
cathode. For the RS2058CJ tetrode this capacitance is 140 pF so that it has a reactance of 5.7 { at
200 MHz. This is comparable with the input resistance of 20 { so its effect must be allowed for. In
practice the connecting coaxial line is made up of several sections having different impedances [9, 10].

Figure 10(b) shows the output circuit of the amplifier. The output resistance is shunted by the
capacitance between the screen grid and the anode, which is 40 pF, with a reactance of 20 { at 200 MHz
in this case. The tube is connected to the coaxial cavity resonator by a coaxial line and the load is con-
nected by another line and, possibly, an impedance matching network. The effect of the anode/screen
grid capacitance will normally be to tune the frequency of the cavity somewhat. Variations in the load
impedance may have a similar effect, which can be compensated for by tuning the cavity. They may
also require a variable matching network so that the load can be kept correctly matched to the ampli-
fier [6, 9, 10]. If the impedance presented to the anode is too high the anode voltage swing may be
excessive with the possibility of damage to the tube through internal arcing.

3.5 Operation of tetrode amplifiers in parallel
When higher powers are required than can be obtained from a single tube, it is then possible to operate
several tubes in parallel. Two such systems are described in Ref. [11]. The original four 500 kW,
200 MHz power amplifiers for the CERN SPS each comprised four 125 kW tetrodes operating in parallel.
Figure 11 shows the arrangement of one amplifier. The loads on the fourth arms of the 3 dB couplers
normally receive no power. If one tube fails, however, they must be capable of absorbing the power from
the unbalanced coupler. The amplifier also contains coaxial transfer switches (not shown in Fig. 11),
which make it possible for a faulty tube to be completely removed from service. The remaining three
tubes can then still deliver 310 kW to the load. A more recent design of a 500 kW amplifier for the same
accelerator employs sixteen 35 kW units operated in parallel, with a seventeenth unit as the driver stage.
Both types of amplifier operate at anode efficiencies greater than 55

�
and overall efficiencies greater

than 45
�

.

3.6 The Diacrode �
A recent development of the tetrode is the Diacrode1 [12, 13]. In this tube the coaxial line formed by
the anode and the screen grid is extended to a short circuit, as shown in Fig. 12. The consequence of
this change is that the standing wave now has a voltage antinode and a current node at the centre of the
active region of the tube. The tetrode, in contrast, has a voltage antinode and current node just beyond
the end of the active region, as shown in Fig. 12. Thus, for the same RF voltage difference between
the anode and the screen grid, the Diacrode has a smaller reactive current flow and much smaller power
dissipation in the screen grid than a tetrode of similar dimensions. This means that, compared with
conventional tetrodes, Diacrodes can either double the output power at a given operating frequency or
double the frequency for a given power output. The gain and efficiency of the Diacrode are the same
as those of a conventional tetrode. Table 4 shows the comparison between the TH 526 tetrode and the
TH 628 Diacrode operated at 200 MHz.

1 The name Diacrode is the registered property of Thomson Tubes Electroniques.
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Fig. 10: Tetrode amplifier: (a) input circuit and (b) output circuit
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Fig. 11: Parallel operation of tetrode amplifiers

Fig. 12: Comparison between a tetrode and a Diacrode (courtesy of Thales)

Table 4: Comparison between the TH 526 tetrode and the TH 628 Diacrode

Parameter Units TH 526 TH 628
Pulse duration ms 2.2 2.5
Peak output power kW 1600 3000
Average output power kW 240 600
Anode voltage kV 24 26
Anode current A 124 164
Peak input power kW 64.9 122.5
Gain dB 13.9 13.9
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4 INDUCTIVE OUTPUT TUBES

The tetrode suffers from the disadvantage that the same electrode, the anode, is part of both the d.c.
and the RF circuits. The output power is, therefore, limited by grid and anode dissipation. To get high
power at high frequencies it is necessary to employ high velocity electrons and to have a large collection
area for them. It is therefore desirable to separate the electron collector from the RF output circuit. The
possibility that these two functions might be separated from each other was originally recognized by
Haeff in 1939, but it was not until 1982 that a commercial version of this tube was described [14]. Haeff
called his invention the Inductive Output Tube (IOT) but it is also commonly known by the proprietary
name Klystrode � 2. The basis of operation of the IOT is illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows how a current
is induced in a resonant cavity by the azimuthal magnetic field of a bunch of electrons passing through it
(hence the name of the tube). The bunches of electrons can be produced by a high-voltage electron gun
and the spent beam can be collected on an electrode with a large surface area.

Fig. 13: Current induced in a cavity resonator by a bunched electron beam

Figure 14 shows a schematic diagram of an IOT. The electron beam is formed by a gridded,
convergent-flow electron gun and confined by an axial magnetic field (not shown). The gun is biased
so that no current flows except during the positive half-cycle of the RF input. The resulting bunches of
electrons excite the cavity resonator in a manner analogous to class B or class C amplifier operation. The
operation of this tube can be understood by comparing it with that of a tetrode, as shown in Fig. 15. In
this figure the solid lines show the potentials at the peak of the current flow, and the broken lines show
them when there is no current flowing. In a tetrode amplifier the anode voltage is lowest at maximum
anode current so the electrons cross the tube relatively slowly. The gap between the screen grid and
the anode must therefore be kept small to minimize transit time effects and the peak anode voltage is,
accordingly, limited. In the IOT the electrons enter the gap with high velocity and encounter an opposing
electric field which extracts energy from them and transfers it into the RF fields in the cavity resonator.
Since the electron velocity is high it is possible to use a much longer output gap than in the tetrode.

Advantages of the IOT are that it does not need a d.c. blocking capacitor in the RF output circuit
since the cavity is at ground potential, and it has higher isolation between input and output and a longer
life than an equivalent tetrode. These advantages are offset to some extent by the need for a magnetic
focusing field. The typical gain is 24 dB, which is appreciably higher than that of a tetrode; high enough

2 The name Klystrode is the registered property of CPI Inc.
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Fig. 14: Schematic diagram of an inductive output tube

in fact for a 60 kW tube to be fed by a solid-state driver stage. The IOTs designed for television service
are operated in class B and have dual input and output cavities to give the necessary bandwidth. Tubes
currently available give up to 60 kW of power in the UHF TV bands (470–860 MHz). In principle the
efficiency can be still further enhanced by collector depression (see Section 5.3.1). A tube for use in an
accelerator does not need to have the additional cavities and can operate in class C with an efficiency of
around 70

�
. It has been suggested that IOTs could be useful from about 100 MHz to perhaps 3 GHz with

CW powers up to 1 MW at the lower frequencies and some tens of kilowatts at the higher frequencies.
Further information about the IOT can be found in Refs. [14] and [15].

5 KLYSTRONS

At frequencies of 300 MHz and above the power sources for accelerators are generally klystrons. The
klystron extracts power from a bunched electron beam in the same manner as an IOT, but the bunches
are produced by velocity modulation of the beam rather than by switching it on and off. Figure 16 shows
a schematic diagram of a two-cavity klystron. Most klystrons used for accelerators have four, five, or
even more cavities in order to get high gain and the highest possible efficiency. The long, high-current
electron beam is confined by an axial magnetic field throughout the interaction region.

5.1 Electron bunching in klystrons
The method by which the electron beam in a klystron is velocity modulated is illustrated in Fig. 17. The
beam passes through a cavity resonator, very like the output cavity of an IOT, which is excited in the
TM ����� mode so that there is an axial electric field across the gap in the drift tube. The electrons are
accelerated or retarded according to the phase of the RF field in the gap as they cross it. As the beam
leaves this cavity it is velocity modulated, but there is no current modulation.

Figure 18 shows the way in which the velocity modulation produces electron bunches. The motion
of a number of sample electrons is displayed in a frame of reference, which is moving at the initial beam
velocity. The peak accelerating phase is marked � and the peak retarding phase is marked O. Those
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Fig. 15: Comparison between (a) tetrode and (b) IOT operation

Fig. 16: Schematic diagram of a two-cavity klystron

electrons which cross the input gap at an instant when the field is zero proceed without any change in
their velocities and appear as horizontal straight lines. Retarded electrons move upwards and accelerated
electrons move downwards in the diagram. The velocity modulation causes the electrons to become
bunched together until further bunching is prevented by the space-charge repulsion between the electrons.
Under small-signal conditions the beam has current modulation but no velocity modulation at the plane
of the bunch. Figure 18 is an example of an Applegate diagram. In a simple klystron (Fig. 17) a second
cavity, tuned to the signal frequency, is placed at the plane of maximum bunching. This cavity presents
a resistive impedance to the current induced in it by the electron beam, so the phase of the field across
the gap is in anti-phase with the RF beam current. Electrons that cross the gap within � 90

�
of the

bunch centre are retarded and give up energy to the field of the cavity. Since more electrons cross the
second gap during the retarding phase than the accelerating phase there is a net transfer of energy to the
RF field of the cavity. Thus the klystron operates as an amplifier by converting some of the d.c. energy
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Fig. 17: Velocity modulation of an electron beam by a cavity resonator

input into RF energy in the output cavity. If the second cavity were removed the electron bunches would
disperse under the influence of space-charge, only to re-form further down the tube. Under small-signal
conditions this process is repeated periodically. From the point of view of an observer travelling with the
mean electron velocity the electrons would appear to be executing oscillations about their mean positions
at the electron plasma frequency. The plasma frequency is modified to some extent by the boundaries
surrounding the beam and by the presence of the magnetic focusing field.

Fig. 18: Bunching of a velocity modulated electron beam

The electron plasma frequency is given by

��� �`V /N� 0�� �	d ��� � � (35)

where / is the charge-to-mass ratio of the electron and � is the charge density in the beam. The distance
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from the input gap to the first plane at which the bunching is maximum is then a quarter of a plasma
wavelength ( � � ), given by

� � �&, 35� � 0 �+� (36)

where
� � is the mean electron velocity.

The bunching length is independent of the input signal except at very high drive levels, when it is
found that the bunching length is reduced. If attempts are made to drive the tube still harder the electron
trajectories cross over each other and there is less bunching. The transfer characteristic of a klystron
(Fig. 19) shows that the device is a linear amplifier at low signal levels but that the output saturates at
high signal levels. A tube used in an accelerator would normally be run at, or close to, saturation to
obtain the highest possible efficiency.

Fig. 19: Klystron transfer characteristics (courtesy of Thales)

5.1.1 The effect of bunching on efficiency

The conversion efficiency of a klystron depends upon the interaction between the bunched beam and the
electric field of the output cavity. This is illustrated in Fig. 20, which shows the waveform of the output
gap field (assumed to be sinusoidal) and a number of possible current waveforms [16]. To simplify the
discussion we assume that the electrons in the bunch all have the same energy

� � electron volts and that
the magnitude of the output gap voltage

� ~ is equal to
� � , as shown in Fig. 20(a). It follows that any

electron that crosses the gap when the field is at its maximum and retarding loses all its energy to the
field if transit time effects are neglected.

It used to be supposed that the maximum conversion efficiency would be obtained by maximizing
the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic component of the beam current. It can be shown that the ratio
of the RF current ��� , to the mean current � � , is 1.16. Figure 20(b) shows the normalized RF beam current
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when the ratio is 1.0 and no higher harmonics are present. Only a small proportion of the electrons cross
the gap when the field is close to its maximum retarding value, and those in the shaded region of the
diagram experience an accelerating field and remove energy from the cavity. The instantaneous power
flow from the beam to the cavity, normalized to the d.c beam power, is

 ¡0� � � �¢~ � ~�� � � ��£��t¤+¥�¦�=§Z�£��t¤+¥2¨ � (37)

where ¥ is the phase angle of the field. The mean power and hence the efficiency are obtained by
integrating Eq. (38) over one RF cycle to give

/ � =, 3
© �«ª
� £��t¤¬¥<¦>=§Z�£��t¤¬¥2¨ N¥n�������&� (38)

The theory of klystron bunching that ignores the effects of space-charge predicts the optimum
current waveform shown in Fig. 20(c). In this case some electrons also cross the gap at an accelerating
phase of the field. A calculation along the lines of that above shows that the maximum possible efficiency
is 58

�
. The identical figure is given by the calculation above if �D~ 0 �� is assumed to be 1.16.

Figures 20(d) and 20(e) show two possible waveforms in which all the electrons cross the gap
when the field is retarding. The waveform in Fig. 20(d), which is analogous to class B operation of a
tetrode, produces an efficiency of 71

�
, whereas that in Fig. 20(e) gives 90

�
. When the effects of circuit

losses are considered it is evident from the efficiencies measured that high-power klystrons commonly
operate under conditions close to those of Fig. 20(e) (see Section 5.3).

Fig. 20: Klystron output gap waveforms (courtesy of H. Bohlen)
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5.1.2 Formation of bunches

Figure 18 shows that the tightness of the bunches formed by velocity modulation is limited by space-
charge forces. It follows that it is easiest to obtain high efficiency with a beam in which the current
density is low and the velocity is high, that is, with a low perveance ( �-� 0-� �x� �� ). Figure 21 shows the
effect of perveance on efficiency for a particular klystron.

Fig. 21: Dependence of the efficiency of a klystron on the beam perveance

Figure 22 shows the Applegate diagram computed for a typical super-power klystron [17]. The
tube has five cavities placed as shown, and the peak accelerating and retarding fields are marked in the
same way as before. The bunching produced by the first cavity is imperceptible on the scale of this
diagram but it is sufficient to excite the RF fields in the second cavity. The second cavity is tuned to a
frequency above the signal frequency so that it presents an inductive impedance to the beam current. As
a result the bunch centre coincides with the neutral phase of the field in the cavity and further velocity
modulation is added to the beam, which produces much stronger bunching at the third cavity. The third
cavity is tuned to the second harmonic of the signal frequency, as can be seen from a careful examination
of the diagram. The principal purpose of this cavity is to cause the electrons lying farthest from the
bunch centre to be gathered into the bunch. The use of a second harmonic cavity increases the efficiency
of a klystron by at least ten percentage points. The splitting of the lines in the diagram that occurs at
this plane is caused by a divergence in the behaviour of electrons in different radial layers within the
electron beam. The fourth cavity is similar to the second cavity and produces still tighter bunching of the
electrons. By the time they reach the final cavity nearly all the electrons are bunched into a phase range
which is �®E2� � with respect to the bunch centre. The output cavity is tuned to the signal frequency so
that the electrons at the bunch centre experience the maximum retarding field and all electrons that lie
within a phase range of �rE2� � with respect to the bunch centre are also retarded. If the impedance of
the output cavity is chosen correctly then a very large part of the bunched beam’s kinetic energy can be
converted into RF energy. Computer simulations have shown that the ratio of the fundamental beam RF
current to the d.c. beam current can be as high as 1.6 to 1.7 at the output cavity.

5.2 Terminal characteristics of klystrons
The performance of a klystron is appreciably affected by variations in beam voltage, signal frequency,
and output match, and we now examine these in turn.

Klystrons for use in accelerators are normally operated at or close to saturation. Figure 19 shows
that the output power is then insensitive to variations in input power and, by extension, to variations in
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Fig. 22: Electron bunching in a high power five-cavity klystron (courtesy of Thales)

beam voltage. The effects on the phase of the output signal are more serious because of the distance from
the input to the output. If the distance from the centre of the input gap to the centre of the output gap is¯

then the phase difference between the input and the output is

° � � ¯�0	� � (39)

where the beam velocity is given by

� � �&±|²�=<m®³D=4Z&V�´ ��0	µ � ± � d«¶2· �¹¸ ��� � � (40)

Thus if the normal beam voltage is 90 kV, the tube length 1.17 m, and the frequency 500 MHz,
the sensitivity of phase to changes in the beam voltage is –5.8

�
per kV.

The transfer characteristic of a klystron with synchronously tuned cavities is essentially that of a
resonant circuit as far as changes in frequency are concerned, namely

º V � di�&� 0 ¦»=%ms¼N�SV � � 0 � m � 0 � � d�¨[� (41)

The effective � factor takes account of the combined effects of all the cavities and of any external
loading. The klystron used in the example above has a bandwidth of 1 MHz, giving an effective � factor
of 500. Small changes in the centre frequency are produced by changes in the working temperature of
the tube. If � � � �zZo½ � and if ½ � is small then

phase V º V � dxdi��¾2¿�£�ÀD¾-ÁLV«m�,t�Â½ � 0 � �	d � (42)
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giving a phase sensitivity of m�?-A � per MHz. If the cavities are made from copper, whose coefficient
of thermal expansion is 16 R 10 ·¬Ã K · � , then the sensitivity of phase to variations in temperature is
0.53 degrees/K.

Fig. 23: Equivalent circuits of the output of a klystron

The output circuit of a klystron can be represented by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 23(a).
The beam behaves as a current source with an impedance �eÄ , which is of the order of 20 k { . The shunt
resistance of the output cavity, �nÅ , is in the range 50 to 200 k { . The transformer represents the output
coupling and matching network required to match the load impedance Æ<� to the output impedance of the
klystron. Some klystrons incorporate arrangements for adjusting the coupling between the load and the
cavity. If the cavity is tuned to the signal frequency the equivalent circuit can be simplified to that shown
in Fig. 23(b). The load admittance is referred to the plane of the output gap as ÇÉÈ� �hÊ � ZË¼t\ � . When
the load is correctly matched to the tube Êe�Ì�`��Ä and \��Ì�`� . The effects of a mismatched load can
be deduced from the circuit in Fig. 23(b). The gap voltage is given by

��Í ��� Í�0 V¢Ê��4Z[ÊQÎnZÌ¼t\QÎ¬dÏ� (43)

When the load is matched

��Í � ��Í ����� Í20 ,tÊ��^� (44)

Thus

� Í 0-� Í � �&,tÊ � 0 V¢Ê � ZoÊ Î ZÌ¼Ð\ Î dz�9, 0 V«=�ZÒÑ Î ZÌ¼ÐÓ Î d � (45)
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in which the lower case symbols represent admittances that have been normalized to that of a matched
load. Then the normalized gap voltage has amplitude

Ô ��Í	0-��Í � Ô �&, 0JÕ V«=4ZcÑ�Î�d � Z^Ó �ÎNÖ �Ø×«� (46)

and phase

phase V ��Í	0-��Í � d§��¾2¿�£�ÀD¾-Áe¦�m¡Ó�Î 0 V«=4ZÒÑ2Î¬d�¨[� (47)

The power delivered to the load is

 ÎS������� Ô ��Í Ô � ÊQÎ (48)

and to a matched load is

 ���&����� Ô � ~�� Ô � Ê�� (49)

so that

 Î 0� �¡� 7 Ñ2Î 0JÕ V«=�ZÒÑ�Î¬d � Z^Ó �Î;Ö � (50)

Contours of constant gap voltage amplitude and of constant load power can be calculated from
Eqs. (44) and (48). Figure 24 shows these contours plotted on a Smith chart of normalized load admit-
tance for a typical klystron [18]. It is important to ensure that the working point remains in the region for
which the normalized gap voltage is less than unity in order to avoid the risk of voltage breakdown in the
output gap. If the gap voltage becomes too high it is possible for electrons to be reflected, reducing the
efficiency of the tube and providing a feedback path to the other cavities, which may cause the tube to
become unstable. A further complication is provided by the effect of harmonic signals in the output cav-
ity. Since the klystron is operated in the non-linear regime to obtain maximum efficiency it follows that
the signal in the output waveguide will have harmonic components. These are incompletely understood
but it is known that the reflection of harmonic signals from external components such as a circulator can
cause the klystron output to behave in unexpected ways.

5.3 Typical klystrons
5.3.1 UHF television klystrons

At moderate powers in the UHF band it is possible to use klystrons designed for use in UHF television
transmitters as power sources for accelerators. Tubes are available with output powers in the 10–70 kW
range and gains of 30–40 dB. The beam current can usually be controlled independently of the beam
voltage by the voltage applied to a separate modulating anode. The conversion efficiency is around 50

�
but in some modern tubes this is increased by the use of a multi-element depressed collector. This type of
collector has several electrodes at different potentials between ground and cathode potentials. The spent
electron beam can therefore be collected in a way that reduces both the heat dissipated in the collector
and the power supplied to the tube [19]. If greater power is required than can be supplied by one tube it is
possible to operate several tubes in parallel. A 450 kW, 800 MHz amplifier for the CERN SPS comprises
eight modified UHF television klystrons operated in parallel.
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Fig. 24: Typical Rieke diagram of a klystron (courtesy of Thales)

5.3.2 Super-power klystrons

Some klystrons, commonly known as super-power klystrons, have been developed specifically for use in
accelerators. Tables 5 and 6 give a summary of the characteristics of some typical tubes.

Table 5: Characteristics of typical CW super-power klystrons

Type TH2089B K351C YK1303 TH2103 Units
Frequency 352 352 508 3700 MHz
Beam voltage 100 100 90 60 kV
Beam current 20 20 18.2 20 A
Power 1300 1300 1 0.5 kW
Efficiency 65 65 61 43

�
Gain 40 40 41 45 dB
Length 4.8 3.8 3.75 2.0 m

Table 6: Characteristics of typical pulsed super-power klystrons

Type TH 2153 SLAC VKS Units
8333A

Frequency 3.0 2.87 2.998 GHz
Beam voltage 576 470 kV
Beam current 600 612 A
Power 150 150 150 MW
Pulse length 1.2 3 3 Ù sec
Efficiency 43 50

�
Gain 48 52 dB
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5.4 The SLAC Energy Doubler
Sometimes higher pulsed powers are required than can be obtained from a single conventional klystron.
One way of achieving this is the energy doubler devised at SLAC (SLED) [20]. The principle of operation
of this device is illustrated by Fig. 25(a). The input to the klystron is via a 180

�
switched phase shifter.

The output passes to a 3 dB coupler connected to a pair of cavities. If the cavity fields are initially zero
then part of the output power of the klystron goes into building them up while the remainder is reflected
and passes on towards the accelerator. As the cavity fields increase they re-radiate power in anti-phase
with the incident signal so that the mean power transmitted to the accelerator is small. The cavities are
over-coupled so that the peak re-radiated power rises to a level greater than the transmitted power. If the
phase of the klystron drive is then abruptly reversed the re-radiated and transmitted signals are in phase
with each other and the power transmitted to the accelerator rises steeply, as shown in Fig. 25(b). The
power level then decays as the energy stored in the cavities is discharged. The process can be repeated to
provide a train of very high energy pulses. The principle is similar to that of a pulse modulator with RF
storage in the cavities replacing d.c. storage in capacitors. The original SLED system [20] used a pulsed
30 MW klystron to produce SLED output pulses at 125 MW. More recently a similar system has been
suggested that employs a CW klystron [21].

Fig. 25: The SLAC Energy Doubler (SLED): (a) circuit diagram and (b) output waveform
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5.5 Multiple beam klystrons
We have seen that the efficiency of a klystron is determined by the perveance of the electron beam, so,
to get high efficiency, it is necessary to use a high-voltage, low-current beam. The use of high voltages
produces problems with voltage breakdown and it is therefore difficult to obtain very high power with
high efficiency, as can be seen by comparing Table 6 with Table 5. One solution to this problem is to
use several electron beams within the same vacuum envelope, as shown in Fig. 26. A klystron designed
in this way is known as a Multiple Beam Klystron (MBK). The principle of the MBK has been known
for many years [22] but, until recently, the only such tubes constructed were in the former Soviet Union,
for military applications. The first MBK designed specifically for use in particle accelerators is the TTE
type TH1801, whose performance is shown in Table 7 [23].

Table 7: Characteristics of a multiple beam klystron

Type TH 1801 Units
Frequency 1300 MHz
Beam voltage 115 kV
Beam current 133 A
Number of beams 7
Power 9.8 MW
Pulse length 1500 Ù s
Efficiency 64

�
Gain 47 dB

5.6 Relativistic klystrons
Some experimental work has been carried out on klystrons with very high energy beams produced by
induction linear accelerators [24]. Table 8 shows the results achieved in one such experiment.

Table 8: Characteristics of the LLNL SL-4 relativistic klystron

Type TH 1801 Units
Frequency 11.45 GHz
Beam voltage 975 kV
Beam current 625 A
Power 200 MW pk
Pulse length Ù s
Efficiency 32

�
Gain 55 dB

6 GYROTRONS

An alternative type of tube for producing very high pulsed RF power at high frequencies is the gyrotron.
This type of tube has been the subject of intensive developmental work mainly with a view to providing
RF power for plasma heating experiments. A good summary of this work and of the development of
other, novel, high-power RF sources is given in Ref. [25]. The gyrotron employs the interaction between
an annular electron beam and the azimuthal electric field of a circular waveguide mode, as shown in
Fig. 27. There is a strong axial magnetic field so that the electrons move in small orbits at the cyclotron
frequency within the beam (as shown). The cyclotron frequency is made equal to the signal frequency.

At frequencies above 60 GHz this means that a super-conducting solenoid is needed to produce
the magnetic field. It is essential to the working of the gyrotron that the electrons should have relativistic
velocities. The cyclotron frequency is then given by
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Fig. 26: Schematic diagram of a multiple-beam klystron (MBK) (courtesy of Thales)

� # �`V�´@\ 0	µ � d�V«=<mÒÚ � 0 ± � d ��� � (51)

so that it is a function of the electron velocity. As the electron velocity increases the cyclotron frequency
decreases so that the faster electrons lag behind the field. Slow electrons, similarly, lead the RF field and
phase bunching occurs with a net transfer of energy to the RF field.

Commercially available gyrotrons are oscillators with the general arrangement shown in Fig. 28.
The hollow electron beam is produced by a magnetron electron gun and confined by an axial magnetic
field whose strength varies as shown. The interaction takes place in a section of cylindrical waveguide
made resonant by the mismatches at its ends. The spent electron beam is allowed to spread sideways to
be collected on the wall of the larger, cylindrical, output waveguide. The RF output power passes down
this guide and through the output window. At millimetre wavelengths it is usual to use an over-moded
output waveguide to avoid problems with breakdown in it. Table 9 shows the characteristics of some
typical gyrotron oscillators.
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Fig. 27: Principle of operation of a gyrotron

Table 9: Characteristics of typical pulsed gyrotron oscillators

Type TH1504 TH1503B Units
Frequency 8 110 GHz
Beam Voltage 90 80 kV
Beam Current 27 15 A
Power 1 0.35 MW
Efficiency 41 29

�
Experimental gyrotron amplifiers have been made that are analogues of klystrons and travelling-

wave tubes. These tubes are potentially better than klystrons for producing multi-megawatt RF pulses at
frequencies of 20 GHz and above.

Fig. 28: Arrangement of a gyrotron oscillator
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7 LIMITATIONS OF MICROWAVE TUBES

The performance of microwave tubes is limited by a number of factors, which operate in much the same
way for both klystrons and gyrotrons. The chief of these are heat dissipation, voltage breakdown, output
window failure, and multipactor discharges.

The RF structures and the windows of microwave tubes generally scale inversely with frequency.
The maximum CW or average power that can be handled by a particular type of tube depends upon
the maximum temperature that the internal surfaces can be allowed to reach. Now this temperature is
independent of the frequency, so the power that can be dissipated varies inversely with the frequency.
Gyrotrons can handle a higher power of the same frequency than klystrons because they have simpler
structures and, if operated in a higher order mode, their structures are larger for a given frequency.

The power is also limited by the power that can be generated by an electron gun and formed into a
beam. The beam diameter scales inversely with frequency and the beam current density is determined by
the maximum attainable magnetic focusing field. Since the field is independent of frequency the beam
current scales inversely with the square of the frequency. The beam voltage is related to the current by
the gun perveance ( � 0-� �x� � ), which usually lies in the range 1.0 to 2.0 for power tubes. The maximum
gun voltage is limited by the breakdown field in the gun and so varies inversely with frequency for
constant perveance. These considerations suggest that the maximum power obtainable from a tube of
a particular type varies as frequency to the power –2.5 to –3.0, depending upon the assumptions made.
For pulsed tubes the peak power is limited by the considerations mentioned here and the mean power by
those mentioned above. The efficiencies of tubes tend to fall with increasing frequency. This is partly
because the RF losses increase with frequency and partly because of the design compromises that must
be made at higher frequencies.

The maximum power obtainable from a pulsed tube is often determined by the power-handling
capability of the output window. The output window of an external cavity klystron is in the form of a
cylinder within the cavity and close to the output gap. This arrangement is limited to powers of about
70 kW. At higher power levels integral cavities are used and the power is brought out through waveguide
or coaxial line windows. Very high power klystrons commonly have two windows in parallel to handle
the full output power. Windows can be destroyed by excessive reflected power, by arcs in the output
waveguide, by X-ray bombardment, and by the multipactor discharges described in the next Section. The
basic cause of failure is overheating and it is usual to monitor the window temperature and to provide
reverse power and waveguide and cavity arc detectors.

7.1 Multipactor discharge
Radio frequency vacuum breakdown can happen in a variety of ways, all described as multipactor dis-
charges. The basic mechanism is illustrated by Fig. 29, which shows a pair of parallel metal plates in
vacuum with a sinusoidally varying voltage between them. If an electron is liberated from one of the
plates at a suitable phase of the RF field it will be accelerated towards the other plate and may strike it
and cause secondary electron emission. If the phase of the field at the moment of impact is just 180

�
from that at the time when the electron left the first plate, then the secondary electrons will be accelerated
back towards the first plate. These conditions make it possible for a stable discharge to be set up if the
secondary electron emission coefficients of the surfaces are greater than unity. It is found that electrons
liberated at a phase of the RF field lying within a certain range of the ideal one tend to reach the other
electrode at a phase closer to the ideal.

The secondary emission coefficients of many materials vary with the energy of electrons with
normal incidence according to the universal curve shown in Fig. 30. The constants of this curve for a
number of materials used in vacuum tubes are given in Table 10.
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Fig. 29: Principle of the multipactor discharge

Fig. 30: Variation of secondary electron emission coefficient with primary electron energy

Table 10: Secondary electron emission coefficients of materials used in vacuum tubes

Material ½�Û a � Û (V)
Copper 1.3 600
Platinum 1.8 800
Carbon 0.45 500
Alumina 2.35 500

A two-surface multipactor discharge can, therefore, only occur within a fairly limited range of
voltages and products of frequency and electrode separation, as illustrated by Fig. 31. The limits in
the vertical direction are set by the need for the secondary electron emission coefficient to be greater
than unity. Table 10 shows that this happens for a small range of energies of the order of a few hundred
electron volts. The limits in the horizontal direction are set by the need for the correct phase relationships.
Figure 31 also shows the ranges in which higher order multipactor discharges can occur. The two-surface
multipactor discharge typically involves currents of less than 1 A and voltages of a few hundred volts,
so the power is moderate and the discharge is not normally destructive. It is probable that discharges of
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this kind occur in most microwave power tubes and their main effect is to cause some additional loss and
loading of the RF circuit.

Fig. 31: Ranges in which two-surface multipactor discharges can occur

A more serious kind of multipactor discharge can occur in the presence of a magnetic field, as
shown in Fig. 32. The electron trajectories are bent by the field so that the impacts made on the surfaces
are oblique. This type of discharge can involve impacts on either one or two surfaces. Figure 33 shows
the effects of oblique incidence on the secondary electron emission coefficient of a surface. First the peak
value of ½ is greater for oblique incidence than for normal incidence, and second, the range of energies
over which ½ is greater than unity is greatly increased. Thus crossed-field multipactor discharges can
occur at much higher energies than the simple multipactor and they are, in consequence, potentially much
more damaging. Because strong magnetic fields are used to focus linear-beam tubes it is quite possible
for the conditions for crossed-field multipactor to exist somewhere within the tube. The manufacturer
will normally have taken steps to ensure that this is not the case but, if the magnetic field around the
tube is disturbed in any way (by the field of a circulator for example), then it is possible for a destructive
discharge to occur.

It is also possible for multipactor discharges to occur on ceramic surfaces, with surface charge
providing a static field. The local heating of a window ceramic in this way can be sufficient to cause
window failure. Further information about multipactor discharges can be found in Ref. [26].

Fig. 32: Crossed-field multipactor discharges
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Fig. 33: Effect of the angle of incidence on secondary electron emission coefficient

8 COOLING AND PROTECTION

8.1 Cooling power tubes
The power tubes used in accelerators typically have efficiencies between 40

�
and 70

�
. It follows that

a proportion of the d.c. input power is dissipated as heat within the tube. The heat to be dissipated is
between 40

�
and 150

�
of the RF output power provided that the tube is never operated without RF

drive. If a linear beam tube is operated without RF drive then the electron collector must be capable of
dissipating the full d.c. beam power. The greater part of the heat is dissipated in the anode of a tetrode
or in the collector of a linear-beam tube. These electrodes are normally cooled in one of three ways:
by blown air (at low power levels); by pumped liquid (usually de-ionized water); or by vapour phase
cooling. The last of these may be less familiar than the others and needs a little explanation.

The electrode to be cooled by vapour phase cooling is immersed in a bath of the liquid (normally
de-ionized water), which is permitted to boil. The vapour produced is condensed in a heat exchanger,
either in the cooling tank or part of an external circuit. The cooling system therefore forms a closed
loop so that water purity is maintained. In all water cooling systems it is important to maintain the water
purity to ensure that the electrodes cooled are neither contaminated nor corroded. Either of these effects
can degrade the effectiveness of the cooling system and cause premature failure of the tube. In blown air
systems careful filtering of the air is necessary for the same reasons.

It is important to remember that, in a high power tube, appreciable quantities of heat will be
dissipated on parts of the tube other than the anode or collector, especially if a fault occurs during
operation. It is common to provide air or water cooling for these regions too. Inadequate cooling may
lead to the internal distortion or melting of the tube and its consequent destruction. Further information
on the cooling of tubes is given in Refs. [7, 8].

8.2 Tube protection
Power tubes are very expensive devices and it is vital that they are properly protected when in use.
The energy densities in the tubes and their power supplies are so high that it is easy for a tube to be
destroyed if it is not properly protected. However, with adequate protection tubes are in fact very good
at withstanding accidental overloads and may be expected to give long, reliable service.

Two kinds of protection are required. First, a series of interlocks must be provided to ensure
that the tube is switched on in the correct sequence. It must be impossible to apply the anode voltage
until the heater is at the correct working temperature, the cooling systems are functioning correctly, and
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so forth. The exact switch-on sequence depends upon the tube type and reference must be made to
the manufacturer’s operating instructions. The sequence must also be maintained if the tube has to be
restarted after tripping off for any reason.

The second provision is of a series of trips to ensure that power is removed from the tube in the
event of a fault such as voltage breakdown, excessive reflected power, and so forth. Again, the range
of parameters to be monitored and the speed with which action must be taken varies from tube to tube.
Examples are coolant flow rate, coolant temperature, tube vacuum, output waveguide reverse power, and
electrode over-currents. If a tube has not been used for some time it is sometimes necessary to bring it
up to full power gradually to avoid repeated trips. The manufacturer’s operating instructions should be
consulted. If a tube trips out repeatedly it is wise to consult the manufacturer to avoid the risk of losing
the tube completely by unwise action taken in ignorance of possible causes of the trouble. General
information about tube protection and safe operation is given in Refs. [7, 8].

9 CONCLUSION

This paper has set out to review the main types of RF power source used in particle accelerators. In
conclusion we review the state of the art of the different types of power source.

Figure 34 shows the state of the art for RF power sources in terms of their CW or mean powers
as a function of frequency. Solid-state sources can only compete with tubes at the lower frequencies
and power levels and even that requires massively parallel operation, as noted in Section 2. The fall-off
in power output at high frequencies for each type of tube is related to the fundamental principles of
its operation, as discussed in Section 7. The power achieved by klystrons at low frequencies does not
generally represent a fundamental limitation but merely the maximum that has been demanded to date.
For tetrodes and solid-state devices the maximum power is probably closer to the theoretical limits for
those devices. In any case higher powers can be produced by parallel operation.

Fig. 34: Output power of state of the art of continuous wave sources

Figure 35 shows the state of the art of the devices discussed in terms of their efficiencies as a
function of frequency. In general the efficiency of any kind of device falls with increasing frequency
for the reasons discussed in Section 7. The overall efficiencies of linear-beam tubes designed for the
lower power levels can be increased by collector depression. Super-power tubes do not have separately
insulated collectors.
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Fig. 35: Efficiencies of state-of-the-art continuous wave sources

Finally, Fig. 36 shows the state of the art for pulsed RF power sources. The figure includes
conventional microwave tubes, relativistic derivatives of conventional tubes and gyrotrons. It also shows
a number of other experimental devices which have not been discussed in this paper. Further information
is given in Ref. [25].

Fig. 36: Peak output power of state-of-the-art pulsed sources (Courtesy of Thales)

For further information on the theory of microwave tubes and for suggestions for background
reading see Refs. [27–29].
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LOW-LEVEL RF SYSTEMS FOR SYNCHROTRONS
Part I: the low-intensity case

P. Baudrenghien
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
The low-level RF system generates the drive sent to the high-power equip-
ment. It uses signals from the main bending magnet (

�
field) and from beam

pick-ups (radial and longitudinal positions). It must minimize the beam losses
and provide a beam with reproducible parameters (intensity, bunch length, av-
erage momentum and momentum spread) for either the next accelerator or the
physicists. This presentation is the first of two: it considers the low intensity
case where the voltage in the RF cavity is not influenced by the beam. The
feedback loops that do not include the beam (accelerating field amplitude and
cavity tuning) will not be presented.

1 BASIC NOTIONS ON ACCELERATION IN SYNCHOTRONS

1.1 The harmonic number
The RF system accelerates particles by producing a time-varying electric field in a cavity. At each turn
the particle crosses the cavity. The RF frequency ����� must stay locked in frequency to the revolution
frequency � ����� otherwise the accelerating voltage will average to zero,�	�
������ ������� (1)

The integer h is called the harmonic number.

1.2 The stable phase
At each traversal of the cavity the particle receives an energy kick [1]–[3]��� �����������! #" (2)

where � is the charge of the particle, � is the accelerating voltage and  " is the phase of the RF when the
particle crosses the cavity (synchronous phase or stable phase). The corresponding momentum kick is�%$ � ���&('*),+ � �����.- (3)

where
&('*) +

is the machine circumference. The rate of change of momentum is thus/ $/�0 � �%$ � �1��� �����������! " 2&('*)%+ � (4)

To stay on the centred orbit, the momentum must follow the
�

field [1]–[3]$ ���	3 � - (5)

where 3 is the bending radius. During acceleration the RF voltage and stable phase will thus obey the
relation �4�5���! " � &('*)%+ 3 / �/�06� (6)
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Once the RF voltage is defined, the above relation can be inverted to give the stable phase as a function
of the RF voltage and the time derivative of the

�
field " ��7(8:9<;:=?> @ &('*),+ 3BA:CA
D�.E � (7)

The above function is called the stable phase programme (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Variation of the stable phase during the proton cycle in the CERN SPS (acceleration from FHG GeV to GJILK GeV).

Transition energy (see Section 1.4) at M:N GeV crossed around time F�ILKLK ms with a phase jump from O�PQ to OSRQUTWV4X OYPQ ).

Courtesy of T. Bohl, CERN SL/HRF.

1.3 Synchrotron oscillations
By definition the synchronous particle is the particle that stays at the stable phase during the acceleration,
i.e. the RF phase when it crosses the cavity is  " . Its momentum,

$ " , is such that it stays on the
centre orbit.1 We define the synchronous RF frequency Z " as

&('  times the revolution frequency of
the synchronous particle. A bunch consists of many particles. Each particle is characterized by its
coordinates in phase and momentum: let  [�\ "^]`_  be the phase of the RF when the particle crosses
the cavity and let

$ � $ " ]`_ $ be its momentum. We now derive the equation of motion in the presence
of a small modulation of the RF frequency Za�
���bZ "!]�_ Zc�
� . First the momentum gain per turn://S0 _ $ � ���&('*)%+�d �5��� d  #" ]`_  feagh�����! #":eji ����kJlm� d  " e&('*),+ _  � (8)

The above linear approximation is valid for small phase deviations only. A second equation relates
the phase slip to the difference in beam frequency ��n and the RF frequency modulation://�0 _  U�\g &(' _ �(n ]�_ Z!�
� - (9)

where _ �mn is the particle frequency deviation that can be related to the momentum deviation via the
slippage factor (Eq. 10)2 o �\gWp �Hq� qpsrr � 2t#uD g 2t u - (10)

1 The subscript v refers to the synchronous particle.

2 Some authors define w as xsy{zy{zx?|| .
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where t � �~}	� +
(
� +

being the rest energy) and t D is the value of t at the transition energy. Recall
that  "j]�_  is the phase of the RF when the particle crosses the cavity while � "j]�_ �(n is the particle
frequency. A faster particle will cross the cavity earlier, i.e. with a negative _  . This explains the minus
sign in Eq. (9). By differentiating Eq. (9) and using Eqs. (10) and (8) we get/ u/S0 u _  ]�� u" _  U� / _ Zc�
�/�0 � (11)

Similarly, by differentiating Eq. (8) and using Eqs. (9) and (82) we get/ u/�0 u _ $ ]�� u" _ $ � ����kJlm� d  " e&('*),+ _ Zc�
� � (12)� " is called the synchrotron frequency� "��\� g ��(k&('*) u+^� "$ " o "L�4k�lm� d  #"Le - (13)

where � " is the normalized velocity � " } k of the synchronous particle. The equation of motion is one of
an undamped resonator excited by the RF frequency noise. Its resonant frequency � " varies during the
acceleration. It depends on the synchronous momentum via the parameters

$ " , � " and t " , and on the
RF parameters � and  " . Figure 2 shows a mechanical analogy of the longitudinal motion: an object of
mass � is free to move on an horizontal axis. It is subject to the force of a spring of strength � . Let � d 0 e

PSfrag replacements �� �
� �

Fig. 2: Mechanical analogy of the synchrotron oscillation

be its position at time
0
, the equation of motion is/ u �/�0 u ] �� ����� � (14)

Starting with an initial displacement � + and zero velocity, the solution is� d 0 e��b� + kJlm� d�� 0 e (15)

with � �.� �� . The oscillation lasts forever because there is no damping term (first order derivative) in
the equation of motion. The motion can also be represented in the d � - A��A�D e plane, called the phase plane.
Since / �/�0U�\g�� + � �5��� d�� 0 e - (16)

we have � �� +Y� u ] @ A��A
D� + � E u � 2 � (17)
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Fig. 3: Phase space trajectory in the �?OY����	���������  plane. Case above transition: The particles move clockwise along the trajec-

tories. The stable phase is F
I:K<¡ . The vertical axis can also be labelled in momentum, energy, frequency or radial position.

(Reproduced from Ref. [2]).

The trajectory is an ellipse in phase plane. Similarly the particles that have small phase and
momentum deviations with respect to the synchronous particle describe small ellipses around the d  " - �Sepoint in the d  -£¢¤ Q A
¥A�D e plane (Fig. 3). As we consider particles with

larger and larger deviations, their trajectory become less elliptic. Recall that we have linearized
the equation of motion (8). The largest trajectory shown is called the separatrix: its width depends on
the stable phase only. In normalized units ¢¤ Q A:¥A�D , its height, also depends on the stable phase only. One
often uses momentum or energy for the vertical axis. With these units the height of the separatrix is
proportional to the square root of the RF voltage [2]. Outside the separatrix the particle trajectories are
not closed: These particles are not captured by the RF and will be lost as the acceleration proceeds. The
area inside the separatrix is called the RF bucket. The formula for the synchrotron frequency (13) was
derived using the linearized equation of motion. It is exact for small trajectories around the synchronous
particle. For larger deviations, the frequency of the oscillation is decreased and finally vanishes on the
separatrix [2].

1.4 Transition energy
The slippage factor

o
is negative at low energy d t`¦�t D e and positive above the transition energy. This

change of sign is easily understood: a particle with a momentum in excess (positive p{rr ) will travel faster
than the synchronous particle but it will travel on an off-centred orbit since its mass is also larger. Its orbit
will thus be longer. At low energy the velocity increase wins over the orbit lengthening and the frequency
will increase (negative

o
). As the energy gets higher, the particle velocity approaches the speed of light

and the winning factor is the orbit lengthening (positive

o
). The equation of motion (11) will be stable

only if � u " is positive. We thus conclude from Eq. (13) that the sign of kJlm� d  " e must change at transition:
below transition the particles move counter-clockwise in phase space and kJlm� d  " e is positive (  " will
typically be between ��§ and ¨(��§ ). Above transition kJlm� d  " e is negative (  " between

2�© �S§ and
2�ª ��§ ).

The phase of the RF must jump at transition as shown in Fig. 1 for the proton cycle in the CERN SPS.
Such a critical RF manipulation is possible because the synchrotron frequency goes to zero at transition.
The dynamics of the bunch are thus very slow at that critical moment.
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1.5 The accelerating bucket
The bunch consists of many particles, each undergoing synchrotron oscillations in phase space. The
longitudinal emittance of the bunch is the area that it fills in (energy,time) space. It is often measured in
eVs. Given the triplet d � " - � -  " e we can compute the RF bucket area « in eVs [4]« d � " - � -  " e�� @ 2�¬� ®d &(' e(¯°   E²± @ � "  � "�	�
�Y³ ´ o "	´ E²±¶µ  ��· d  " eH¸ � (18)

The first factor is constant (if the harmonic number is kept constant). The second factor depends on the
energy only. The third factor shows the influence of the RF voltage and the stable phase: · d  fe is a non-
linear function of the stable phase angle. It is equal to one for �¹§ and

2�ª ��§ (stationary bucket) and drops
to � � ¨ for ¨ & § or

2JºSª § [4]. At injection, the energy spread and bunch length are defined by the injector.
We must match the RF bucket to these parameters and this defines the bucket area « + . From Liouville’s
theorem we know that the emittance is invariant during acceleration [2]. The bucket area should thus also
be kept constant. In practice, however, the RF manipulations will blow up the emittance and we wish
to increase the bucket area at some critical points in the cycle (just after transition for example). Once
the desired bucket area is defined through the cycle, we can merge Eqs. (18) and (6) to get a system of
two equations with two unknowns � and  " . By solving this we obtain the appropriate values for � (see
Fig. 4) and  " (see Fig. 1) through the acceleration cycle.
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Fig. 4: Variation of the RF voltage during the proton cycle in the CERN SPS (acceleration from FHG GeV to GJILK GeV. Transition

at M:N GeV). Courtesy of T. Bohl, CERN SL/HRF.

1.6 Bunch transfer function for dipolar motion
In Section 1.3 we examined the motion of a single particle. Let us now consider the bunch as a statistical
collection of many particles, each particle oscillating around the synchronous phase. We wish to derive
an equation for the motion of the centre of charge of the bunch. Let us freeze the motion at a given
instant

0
and let � d �fe be the probability density function for the phase  of the particles. ( � d �fe / � is the

probability that the RF phase be between � and � ] / � when the particle crosses the cavity.) The first
order moment (centre of charge) » is » ��½¼¾ #� d  #e /  (19)

where the integration covers the entire bunch. Let »_  be » ¿gÀ #" . We have»_  U�Á» ¿gÀ " �²¼Â #� d  fe /  bgh " � (20)
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By definition the probability density function integrates to 1¼Â� d  fe /  U� 2
(21)

so that Eq. (20) can be rewritten»_  Ã�½¼ d  ÄgÅ " eÆ� d  fe /  U�½¼ _  Ç� d  fe /  � (22)

Let us now assume a stationary distribution so that � d �*e does not depend on
0
. Taking the second

derivative of the above equation we get/ u »_  /S0 u �½¼ / u _  /S0 u � d  #e /  � (23)

Now using the synchrotron equation (11) for each particle in the bunch/ u »_  /�0 u �½¼ � g � u " _  ] / _ Zc�
�/�0 � � d  fe /  (24)/ u »_  /�0 u ]`� u" ¼ _  #� d  fe /  U� / _ Z!���/�0 ¼Â� d  fe /  (25)/ u »_  /S0 u ]�� u" »_  È� / _ Zc�
�/S0 � (26)

The above equation is identical to the synchrotron equation describing the motion of each particle. These
cannot be individually observed by the instrumentation. On the other hand the motion of the centre of
charge of the bunch, also called dipolar motion, can easily be monitored.

1.7 The RF frequency
During the acceleration the RF frequency must stay locked to the revolution frequency of the bunch�	�
������ ����� �� � "&('*),+ � �k&('*)%+ � " (27)

where the normalized velocity � " is a function of the momentum
$ "� "É� 2Ê 2 ] µfËÇÌÍ r Q ¸ u � (28)

During acceleration the momentum follows the
�

field according to Eq. (5) and we get�	���Î� �k&('*) + �Ê � u ] µ ¢Í�Ï Ë ÌÐ ¸ u ���mÑ � 2 g 2t u" - (29)

where t " � � "� + (30)

and � Ñ � ¹k&('*),+ � (31)

The above equation for �m�
� is called the frequency programme. We observe that:
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Ò the RF frequency varies with the energy (or the magnetic field) in a non-linear fashion;Ò it can be controlled from a measurement of the magnetic field;Ò the frequency swing depends on the range of t from injection to extraction. For a highly relativis-
tic machine (leptons) where tbÓ 2

, the RF frequency can be kept constant. On the other hand
low energy hadron machines need a precise frequency programme. This is also the case for ion
acceleration (large ËÇÌÐ ratio). Some examples:

Lepton (
� + ��� � ©Y2m2 MeV) acceleration in the CERN SPS from 3 GeV to 22 GeV at constant

frequency 200.395 MHz.
Proton (

� + ��Ôm¨ ª MeV) acceleration in the CERN LHC from 450 GeV (400.789 MHz) to 7 TeV
(400.790 MHz).

Lead ions (208Pb82+) acceleration in the CERN SPS from 5.114 GeV/u (energy per nucleon)
at 197.072 MHz to 160 GeV/u (200.393 MHz).

Original proton acceleration in the CERN PS (1959, h = 20) from 50 MeV (2.9 MHz) to 25 GeV
(9.54 MHz) [5];Ò the choice of accelerating cavity is dictated by the frequency swing: for a large frequency swing,

ferrite cavities are preferred for their important tuning range [6]. For relativistic beams, high Q
cavities operated at higher frequencies are the common choice [7].

2 WHY DO WE NEED A LOW-LEVEL SYSTEM?

2.1 The simplest RF system

(AM)

TX

drive

Modulator

Synthesizer

Ig

Frequency function

Voltage function

beam

RF Cavity
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Fig. 5: Simplest RF system. No feedback loop.

The simplest accelerating system for a circular accelerator or collider is shown in Fig. 5. It consists
of: Ò an accelerating cavity;Ò driven by a power amplifier (TX);Ò whose drive is adjusted in amplitude by a modulator (to vary the accelerating voltage during the

ramp in order to keep the desired bucket area « );Ò and whose frequency is controlled by a synthesizer to follow the desired function �Æ�
� d � e .
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2.2 What will go wrong?
In general the performance of the above low-level system will not be good for the following reasons:Ò The magnetic field fluctuates, so the RF frequency �S�
� is not correct. This causes a displacement

of the orbit _ ) given by Eq. (80) _ )) � t ut#uD g t u _ �	�
��	�
� (32)Ò If the transfer from the injector is of the bunch into bucket type, the parameters of the injected
beam will not be perfectly stable: the phase will be slightly wrong and the energy will not be
perfectly matched to the magnetic field of the receiving machine (radial position error on the first
turn).Ò The RF synthesizer injects phase noise that shakes the bunches as is evident from Eq. (26).Ò The power amplifiers have ripples at multiples of 50 Hz.Ò The gain and phase shift of the power amplifiers may drift.Ò The beam current will modify the accelerating voltage (beam loading).Ò etc ...

The classic control solution is to use feedback loops measuring the slowly drifting parameters and ad-
justing the RF settings accordingly.

3 WHAT CAN WE MEASURE?

3.1 The magnetic field
The magnetic field can be measured with a high precision: in the CERN SPS for example it is measured
with a precision of ¨ ± 2 �ÆÕ�Ö T over a range of

&
T.

3.2 The radial position
Three factors limit the precision of single turn measurements of the radial position of the beam:Ò The sensitivity to the beam intensity: in the SPS the precision is � � © mm for a

2
to
2 � range of

beam intensity [8]. In the LHC the design precision is � � 2 mm for a
2

to ¨(� (pilot to nominal)
range of beam intensity [9].Ò The transverse betatron oscillation: the RF is interested in the mean radial position of the beam
(that is related to the beam energy). If the beam is not injected on the centred trajectory, it will
execute a transverse betatron oscillation that must be filtered out of the part interesting the RF.Ò The local orbit distortion: usually we use only one or two radial pick-ups in the RF low-level
system. These sample the position at one point in the machine. As a consequence the measurement
will differ from the mean radial position in the case of a closed orbit distortion at the pick-up
location.

3.3 The beam phase (longitudinal position)
The phase of the beam is defined as the phase of the Fourier component of the beam current at the RF
frequency. (Note that the beam phase is defined by the beam current while the RF phase refers to the
voltage in the cavity. For a beam at stable phase zero below transition, the beam phase will thus lead
the cavity phase by

' } &
. Above transition, a beam at stable phase

'
will lag the cavity phase by

' } &
.)

If the buckets are not evenly filled around the machine the beam current will have a strong amplitude
modulation at the revolution frequency. Its spectrum thus shows side-bands at �Y�
�Ø×Ù�c� ����� . These must
be filtered out of the beam phase signal to avoid exciting higher order coupled bunch dipole oscillations,
( �ÛÚ 2

), with the phase loop.
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Fig. 6: Direct measurement of the beam/cavity phase. Processing at the RF frequency.

Figure 6 shows a method to measure the phase of the beam with respect to the cavity. The beam
signal is generated by a narrow-band pick-up (cavity resonator) centred at the RF frequency. It is followed
by a limiter (AVC) that provides a constant RF level at its output so that the phase measurement is
insensitive to the beam intensity. The signal from the cavity is processed in an identical chain with an
equal delay so that the signals at the input of the mixer stay in phase as the RF frequency varies. Let  an
be the phase of the beam and  Í be the phase of the cavity� d 0 e���kJlm� d &(' �	�
� 0 ]  Çn
e - (33)é d 0 e���kJlm� d &(' �	�
� 0 ]  Í e � (34)

The mixer multiplies the signals on its RF and LO portsê d 0 e���kJlm� d &(' �	��� 0 ]  Çn
eHkJlm� d &(' �	�
� 0 ]  Í ea� kJlm� d º�' �	�
� 0 ]  Çn ]  Í e ] kJlm� d  Çnagh Í e& (35)ë d 0 e�� kJlm� d  ÇnìgÅ Í e& � (36)

The Low Pass Filter (LPF) must provide a large attenuation at multiples of the revolution frequency. An
alternative is to sample its output at the revolution frequency to produce one phase information per turn.

In theory, phase measurements are insensitive to the beam intensity. In practice the phase shift
introduced by the limiter in the beam signal path will vary with the level of its input signal. The system
of Fig. 6 is used to accelerate the LHC proton beam in the CERN SPS. The frequency swing is only2 ¨(� kHz at

& �m� MHz. Narrow-band limiters have been designed with ×Î¨Y§ phase shift for
¬ � dB input

dynamic range in the above frequency range. When the frequency swing is large the system shown in
Fig. 7 is preferred. The beam signal from a wide band pick-up (Electrostatic or Wall Current Monitor)
is heterodyned to an Intermediate Frequency (IF) and followed by a fixed Band-Pass Filter (BPF) at
the IF. For large frequency swings this solution presents the advantage of processing the signal at a
fixed intermediate frequency (AGS booster at BNL [10], fixed target beam in the CERN SPS, CERN
PS [11]). The LO frequency remains at a fixed frequency offset with respect to the RF during the
acceleration: ��íïîÎ�.�	�
��g��	ð?� . The BPF at the intermediate frequency selects two bands in the pick-up
signal: �míïî ] �	ð?�����	�
� and �(íñîag[�	ð?�����	�
��g & �	ð?� . This latter band is called the image. If necessary the
noise present in this band can be rejected with the RF BPF. The IF BPF must be narrow enough to reject
the sidebands at �m���,×¶�c� ����� . (In the CERN SPS we use an IF at

2 � �ñò MHz. The BPF is a 10.7 MHz
crystal filter that rejects the 43 kHz side-bands.)
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Fig. 7: Heterodyne system for the measurement of the beam/cavity phase. Processing at the IF frequency.

4 WHAT SHOULD BE CONTROLLED?

4.1 Controlling the RF phase seen by the beam: the phase loop
Motivation: The noise in the RF system will excite coherent longitudinal oscillations of the beam. Such
an oscillation will also be triggered by a phase or energy error at injection if transfer is of the bunch-into-
bucket type. In lepton machines the synchrotron light may provide sufficient natural damping. In hadron
machines, however, these oscillations will persist, resulting in emittance blow-up due to filamentation
and finally beam loss because the bucket area will be too small. Figure 8 shows a simulation of the
injection into the 200 MHz LHC bucket with a small phase and energy error. The spread in synchrotron
frequency as a function of the deviation from the synchronous particle causes a filamentation of the
bunch: the particles with large deviations have smaller synchrotron frequencies and drag behind the core
of the bunch. The end result is a severe and often unacceptable blow-up of the emittance.
The cure is easily found if we refer to our mechanical analogy shown in Fig. 2. We must add a friction
term (i.e. a force proportional to the velocity as shown in Fig. 9) so that the phase or energy error is
quickly damped to zero.

The phase loop is shown in Fig. 10:

The phase of the beam  fn is compared to the phase of the RF in the cavity  Í and the error3_  �nHÿ Í �  Í g² Çn ] ' } & g² " is used to correct the frequency of the RF (generated by the Voltage
Controlled Oscillator, VCO) via the feedback _ Za�
� . By averaging over the bunches in the beam, Eq. (26)
for the synchrotron oscillation of the centre of charge of each bunch transforms into an identical equation
for the whole beam / u _  ÇnHÿ Í/�0 u ]�� u" _  ÇnHÿ Í � / _ Zc�
�/S0 � (37)

We now introduce a feedback term _ Z!�����\g�� ¥ _  ÇnHÿ Í (38)

3 The V � M term is due to the comparison of the phase of the beam current to the phase of the cavity voltage. For a beam at
stable phase zero below transition, the beam phase will thus lead the cavity phase by V � M .
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Fig. 8: Phase and energy error at injection into the LHC (450 GeV, 4 MV RF at 200 MHz, ������� T F�F kHz). Simulation of
the filamentation of the bunch. First turn at top left. Later plots to be read from left to right and from top to bottom. 50 turns

between plots. Courtesy of J. Tuckmantel, CERN SL/HRF.
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Fig. 9: Damping of our mechanical analogy for the synchrotron oscillation
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Fig. 10: Phase loop

and this provides the desired damping/ u _  ÇnHÿ Í/S0 u ] � ¥ / _  ÇnHÿ Í/S0 ]�� u" _  ÇnHÿ Í ��� � (39)

RemarksÒ The stable phase  " is computed from a measurement of the RF voltage and the rate of change of
the magnetic field (stable phase programme (7)) and fed as an offset in the phase discriminator so
that the range and linearity of this device are not important. (Note that the systems presented in
Section 3.3 generate a signal proportional to the cosine of the phase error).Ò A static error in the stable phase programme will introduce a frequency error if the phase loop
amplifier is DC-coupled. To avoid this, the phase loop can be AC-coupled. This method is used in
the PS accelerator at CERN. It is explained in detail in Ref. [12].Ò The phase of the RF must change by

2�ª � § at transition. The stable phase programme jumps from Õ" to  ��" � ' gh Õ" .
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Ò As already mentioned, the components at �c� ����� in the phase error signal _  fnHÿ Í must be carefully
filtered out to avoid exciting coupled bunch instabilities.Ò The poles of the closed-loop transfer function are$�� �\g � ¥& × � ¥& ���� 2 g @ & �Ø"� ¥ E u � (40)

For small phase loop gain � ¥ � & �Ø" we have two complex conjugate poles. The impulse response
is a damped sine wave. For � ¥ � & �Ø" the two poles merge on the real axis. The system is critically
damped and no oscillatory behaviour occurs. For larger gains � ¥ ! & ��" one pole moves to a large
negative value on the real axis (i.e. very fast damping) but the other pole moves to the origin. The
system becomes unstable at very low frequency. It presents the behaviour of an integrator. With
a phase loop alone one cannot increase � ¥ much above critical damping. But this limitation will
disappear when we combine the phase loop with another loop.Ò With a phase loop the RF noise is less likely to blow up the emittance (see Section 5.1).

4.2 Controlling the radial position: the radial loop
Motivation: In large machines the transverse aperture is usually very small. In the CERN SPS for
example (

) � 2m2 �m� m) we accept an average orbit displacement of a few millimetres only ( p#"" � 2 � Õ%$ ).
An error in the RF frequency will cause a displacement of the orbit given by Eq. (80)_ )) � t ut uD g t u _ �	����	�
� � (41)

The required precision for the RF frequency therefore depends on the energy. It is infinite at transition!
As a consequence it is difficult to control the beam radial position if the RF frequency is adjusted from a
measurement of the

�
field only (Eq. 29). With a radial loop the required precision can be much relaxed.

Method: Figure 11 shows the radial feedback loop. We measure the radial displacement of the beam
and correct the RF frequency accordingly.
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Fig. 11: Radial loop
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The radial displacement _ ) is proportional to the momentum deviation _ $ , Eq. (81)_ ) � )%+$ " t#uD _ $ (42)

With the above equation we can rewrite Eq. (12)/ u/�0 u _ ) ]`� u" _ ) � �m�4kJlm� d  " e&(' $ " t uD _ Zc�
�4�)( _ Zc�
� (43)

with (�� ���4kJlm� d  Ç"�e&(' $ " t#uD (44)

With the feedback loop ( _ Z^�
�4�\g�� � _ ) ) the equation of motion becomes/ u/�0 u _ ) ]`� u" _ ) � g*(è� � _ ) (45)

or / u/�0 u _ ) ] µ � u " ] (Y� � ¸ _ ) ��� � (46)

The radial loop does not provide damping since the above differential equation has no first order deriva-
tive term. It only reduces the effect of a frequency error on the radial position.

Consider a small static error +L�
� in the frequency programme ���
� d � e . This produces an error_ Zc�
�4� &(' +
��� in the right-hand side of Eq. (43). Without the radial loop the resulting radial error would
be d &(' (�+��
�Se } � u " wher as the radial loop will reduce it to d &(' (�+�����e }-, � u " ] (è� �'. . The radial loop gain � �
cannot be made arbitrarily large, however, because the transient response of the loop is indeed changing
the beam energy, and our derivation of the longitudinal dynamics assumed that the energy change per turn
was small, so the momentum increment of Eq. (3) could be approximated by the continuous derivative of
Eq. (4). This condition is called adiabatic evolution. The radial loop will respect this condition only if its
time constant is long compared to the synchrotron period

&(' } �Î" . A classic low-level system for hadron
machines will include both a fast phase loop and a slow radial loop as shown in Fig. 12. With these two
loops the equation of motion now becomes/ u _  ÇnHÿ Í/�0 u ] � ¥ / _  ÇnHÿ Í/�0 ] µ � u " ] (Y� � ¸ _  ÇnHÿ Í ��� � (47)

The poles of the closed-loop transfer function are$�� �\g � ¥& × � ¥& ���� 2 g º @ � u " ] (Y� �� u¥ E � (48)

If we choose � ¥ !/! � " and � u¥ !/! (Y� � we get$ Õ i\g�� ¥ (49)$ � i g � u " ] (Y� �� ¥ (50)

The first pole corresponds to the very fast transient defined by the phase loop gain � ¥ . Thanks to the
radial loop gain � � the second pole can now be placed on the real axis at the desired distance from the
origin. The corresponding time constant must however be long compared to the synchrotron period so
that the motion remains adiabatic � u " ] (è� �� ¥ � �Ø" � (51)

This places a bound on the gain of the radial loop.
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Fig. 12: Classic low-level system for hadron machines: phase loop and radial loop

RemarksÒ The phase loop/radial loop tandem has a very good behaviour during transients. At injection, for
example, if the beam is injected with a phase and energy error the first turn will be on an off-
centred orbit and the beam will see a non-zero RF voltage. The phase loop reacts in a few turns
and the RF jumps on the bunch, thereby preventing emittance blow-up. Thereafter the radial loop
will slowly modify the beam energy to drive it back to the centre orbit.Ò If one neglects the delays, the combination of phase loop/radial loop is unconditionally stable. A
comprehensive treatment of the low-level loops in the presence of long delays can be found in
Ref. [13]. Other interesting references are [14] (low-level loops with delays), [15] (application to
the CERN PS in during the 1970s), and [16] (application to the CERN PS Booster).Ò The gain of the radial loop amplifier must be inverted at transition because the sign of the coeffi-
cient ( then changes (Eq. 43).Ò With a radial loop, the noise in the loops changes the radial position and thus the beam momentum.
This may be a problem when the beam is transferred to the next machine or sent to the target.Ò One problem of the radial loop is that it estimates the mean radial position from one or two mea-
surements at discrete points in the machine. As mentioned in Section 3.2, eventual transverse
betatron oscillation and local closed orbit distortion at the pick-up location will introduce errors.

4.3 Controlling the beam frequency: the frequency loop
Motivation: The same dynamic behaviour can be achieved if the radial loop is replaced by a frequency
loop. The advantage of the frequency loop is the better dynamic range and lower noise achievable with
phase measurements than with radial position measurements.
Method: At constant

�
field the radial displacement _ ) is proportional to the beam frequency deviation_ Z!n Eq. (80) _ )) � t ut#uD g t u _ Z!nZ!n (52)
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We can thus replace the radial loop by a frequency loop as shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13: Alternative low-level system for hadron machines: phase loop and frequency loop

Remark: Although the transient behaviour of the systems Figs. 12 and 13 can be made identical by
varying the frequency loop gain as a function of the energy, to follow Eq. (52), there is no control of
the actual radial position with the frequency loop. Beam centring is a function of the accuracy of the
frequency programme �m�
� d � e only. The problem is particularly severe at transition where the beam orbit
can be displaced without any change in the beam frequency (Eq. 52).4 A variant of the system was used
in the CERN SPS when it was operating as a proton–antiproton collider: the measurement of the beam
frequency was replaced by a measurement of the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) frequency. The
beam was injected above transition.

4.4 Controlling the beam phase: the synchronization loop
Motivation: If the transfer is of the bunch-into-bucket type, the beam in the injector must be synchro-
nized with the RF of the receiving machine before transfer.
Method: We compare the phase of the beam with the phase of the external reference and feed the error
back into the VCO after proper filtering by the synchronization loop amplifier (Fig. 14). The overall
system is described by a third order differential equation. Its analysis is easier if we use Laplace trans-
forms. Taking the transform of both sides of Eq. (37) we derive the beam transfer function

� ¥ d �(e (dipolar
motion) _  ÇnHÿ Í d �	ej� �� u ]�� u" _ Zc�
� d �(ea� � ¥ d �(e _ Z!�
� d �	e (53)

with � ¥ d �(ea� �� u ]`� u" � (54)

In the above equation the same symbols are used for time domain signals and for their Laplace
transforms. The argument d �(e identifies the transform domain. Equation (9) can also be written for the

4 With very precise control of frequency and stable phase it is not impossible to accelerate through transition: this has been
done in the acceleration of ions in the CERN SPS.
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Fig. 14: Common low-level system for synchronizing two machines before transfer: phase loop and synchronization loop

beam frequency Z^n (in radian per second)/  ÇnHÿ Í/S0 �\g _ Z!n ]�_ Zc�
� (55)

After taking Laplace transforms and rearranging the terms we get the frequency response
�:9 d �(e

relating the beam frequency (actually its deviation with respect to the synchronous particle) to the RF
frequency modulation _ Zìn d �	ea� _ Zc�
�Îgh� _  ÇnHÿ Í d �	e (56)_ Zìn d �	ej� d 2 gÛ� � ¥ d �	e�e _ Zc�
�4� �;9 d �(e _ Zc�
� (57)

with � 9 d �	ea� � u "� u ]�� u" � (58)

We now redraw the phase and synchronization loops of Fig. 14 with the above transfer functions
(Fig. 15). The beam frequency deviation _ Z�n is integrated to give _  #n , that is, the beam phase minus the
linear ramp at the synchronous frequency _  �nj�² �nagÛZ " 0 � (59)

The phase loop is kept closed. We derive the open loop transfer function from the synchronization
loop correction _ Z "0<7= Í to the the phase of the beam _  fn

> î1í d �(ea� _  Çn d �(e_ Z "0<7= Í d �	e � 22 ] � ¥ � ¥ d �(e � 9 d �(e 2� � � u "� d � u ] � ¥ � ]�� u" e � (60)

The phase loop gain � ¥ is typically much larger than �%" so that the open loop can be approximated by
two integrators in series, i.e.

2�ª � § phase shift.
> î1í d@? Z�e is plotted in Fig. 16 after multiplication by � ¥ to

render it dimensionless.
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Fig. 15: Phase loop and synchronization loop in the Laplace domain
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Fig. 16: Nyquist diagram of G �IHKJ0L �NM7O   for G � T KIP QR�B�0�S� , T Q T M V M:K�K (rad/s). Case of the LHC proton beams in the SPS at

injection ( �B�0�S� T GJN kHz).
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Even with a very small gain, � "0<7= Í , the closed loop will be on the edge of instability. A clas-
sic indicator of stability is the phase margin, defined as the amount by which the phase of the open
loop response � ¥ > î1í d@? Z�e exceeds g 2�ª �S§ when the modulus of its gain is one [17]. The phase margin
should be minimum

ºS© § for reasonable stability. Figure 16 shows that this condition cannot be fulfilled
even for very small values of the synchronization loop gain � "0<7= Í . The solution is to introduce a lead
compensation network

> "�<U= Í d �(e in series with the open loop [17].> "0<7= Í d �(e���� "�<U= Í 2 ] ·WV¹�2 ] V¹� � (61)

It adds a positive phase shift (dependent on the value of · ), thereby increasing the phase margin.
In our case the desired phase shift is

ºS© § , achievable with a parameter · of 7 minimum [18]. We choose·W� 2 � . The time constant V adjusts the frequency Z � at which the phase shift is maximumZ � � 2
V  · � (62)

Using Kuo’s method [18]5 we get, for a strong phase loop ( � ¥ Ó �Ø" )
VÄi 2�Ø" � � ¥� "�<U= Í 2·YXBZ#[ � (63)

The open-loop response now becomes\ î1í d �(ea� � u "� d � u ] � ¥ � ]`� u" e 2 ] ·YV¹�2 ] V¹� � (64)

It is plotted in Fig. 17. With � "0<7= Í � ¢[ � ¥ and ·W� 2 � the phase margin is
©m© § .
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Fig. 17: Nyquist diagram of G �F]^J0L �NM7O   for G � T KIP QR� �0�S� , T Q T M V MLKLK (rad/s) with the lead compensation network ( _ T F1K ,` T Ì#a ¯5b�	� )

Figure 18 shows the corresponding step response: Beam phase  !n for a step in the reference phase ����H� .
Remarks:Ò The above design is used in the CERN SPS to accelerate the proton beam for the LHC [19],[20].
The phase loop must be much faster than the synchronization loop: in the above design its time
constant6 is

¬ �;c s while the synchronization loop responds in a few milliseconds (Fig. 18).
5 We choose ` such that the open loop gain, after compensation, will be F�P K at the frequency O%d , where the phase shift is

maximum (Eq. 62).
6 This means that it takes Q�K�e s to reduce a phase error at injection by a factor F �Uf .
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Fig. 18: Synchronization loop step response: beam phase O q for a step in the reference phase O ���5g . ( G � T K8P QR�B����� , T Q T M V M:K�K
(rad/s), G Q�hjiUk T �l G � , _ T F1K )Ò The use of a synchronization loop is common in injectors for bunch-into-bucket transfer. The

external frequency generator is then the RF of the receiving machine. Synchronization scenarios
comprise two steps [13]: the frequency of the injector is brought a desired offset

� Z from the
frequency of the receiving machine (step 1). The synchronization loop is kept open and the output
of the phase discriminator d  #���H��g` Çn�e is then a slowly-beating signal at the frequency

� Z . The
synchronization loop is closed on a zero crossing of this signal (step 2).Ò A synchronization loop can also be used during acceleration if the external frequency generator
implements the frequency programme ���
� d � e Eq. (29) [19],[20]. The time constant of the lead
compensation network is inversely proportional to �Î" and must be varied during the acceleration.
Acceleration with a synchronization loop is thus practical only if the synchrotron frequency does
not change too much during the acceleration ramp (i.e. injection well above transition).Ò One can also switch onto a synchronization loop before sending the beam to the targets. The
advantage of this is that the beam energy (radial position) is precisely defined by the external
frequency if the

�
field is assumed constant and stable. The noise and beam intensity-dependent

offsets in the low-level RF will not affect the momentum of the beam delivered to the physicist,
this being a weak point of the radial loop.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 The all-analog beam control
The all-analog beam control it is a straightforward implementation of the loops. The key component is
the Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO). At RF frequencies, varactor-tuned oscillators are common. An
external LC circuit (tank) sets the centre frequency and a variable capacitance diode is used to do the
tuning: By varying the DC voltage applied to this diode one varies the VCO output frequency (Fig. 19).

A typical component broadly used at CERN (PS and SPS) is the MC1648 from Motorola. Its
successor, the MC12149, can be tuned to oscillate at frequencies up to 1.3 GHz. Observed on a spectrum
analyser the output of the VCO is not a pure line but rather a narrow lobe, whose width is caused by the
phase noise. An essential figure of merit is the noise spectrum expressed in dBc/Hz as a function of the
frequency offset from the carrier (Fig. 20). (One plots the ratio of the Power Spectral Density (PSD) over
the power of the RF output on a logarithmic scale.)

Let us now study the effect of this noise on the beam in the presence of a phase loop.
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Fig. 19: Varactor-tuned oscillator (Motorola documentation)
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Fig. 20: Typical phase noise power spectral density m i �nO   for MC12149 with a centre frequency at 750 MHz (Motorola
documentation)
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Fig. 21: Phase loop with the VCO phase noise q
The phase noise is introduced as a small random signal � added at the VCO output (Fig. 21). This

noise modifies the driving term in Eq. (37). Since the RF frequency is the derivative of the RF phase the
noise appears as a second derivative in the right-hand side of the equation/ u _  ÇnHÿ Í/�0 u ]�� u" _  ÇnHÿ Í � / µ _ Zc�
� ] A =A�D ¸/�0 � / _ Z!���/�0 ] / u �/�0 u � (65)

With the phase loop closed we get/ u _  ÇnHÿ Í/S0 u ] � ¥ / _  ÇnHÿ Í/S0 ]�� u" _  ÇnHÿ Í � / u �/S0 u � (66)

The above equation tells us how the VCO phase noise � transforms into cavity/beam phase noise ÇnHÿ Í . From Eq. (66) we derive the PSD r ¥ d Z�e of the latter7

r ¥ d Z�e�� Z [d Z u g � u " e u ]�d � ¥ Z�e u r =#d Z�e � (67)

The second factor on the right-hand side is the spectrum plotted in Fig. 20. The first factor shows the
effect of the phase loop. We shall call it the noise enhancement factor (Fig. 22). It is equal to zero at DC
because slow drifts of the RF phase are followed by the beam and the cavity/beam phase remains zero.
At very high frequencies the factor equals one. The beam does not react any more and the VCO noise
is transmitted directly to the cavity/beam phase. Around the synchrotron frequency the enhancement
factor depends on the phase loop gain. With � ¥ ��� (no phase loop) it is infinite: the centre of charge of
the bunch will thus see large RF phase errors. This will cause filamentation and will result in emittance
blow-up and eventually loss of particle, as previously shown for an injection phase error (Fig. 8). As we
increase the loop gain � ¥ the factor is reduced in an increasing frequency band around the synchrotron
frequency (Fig. 22).

7 The PSD m h �nO   of the output s of a linear system with transfer function H �NM7O   is given by m h �nO   Tut H �NM7O   t ° mwv �nO  where m v �nO   is the PSD of the input x [21].
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Fig. 22: Enhancement of the VCO noise: vjy� v{z P �   z R}| z#v{z as a function of x T�~� � for different values of the normalized phase

loop gain � T����� � (from top trace to bottom: � T K8P I��
F��HF�P I���M )
A similar analysis can be done for the noise injected elsewhere in the beam control system: the

noise in the frequency programme, for example, is injected in the adder at the top of Fig. 21. The result-
ing PSD of the cavity/beam phase will be given by a formula similar to Eq. (67) but the numerator will
be Z u instead of Z [ because of the integrator characteristic of the VCO. The phase loop will also reduce
the damaging effect of this noise.

Nowadays the all-analog implementation is of limited use: the lack of precision in the analog
voltage provided by the frequency programme implies poor control of the orbit since the gain of the
radial loop cannot be infinite.

5.2 Analog beam control with DDS
To increase the precision of the frequency programme the analog VCO is replaced by a digital frequency
synthesizer with a high resolution (i.e. many bits in the frequency word). These are called DDS, for
Direct Digital Synthesizer. They present continuity in the phase of the RF output while the frequency
is changing during the acceleration ramp. Figures 23 and 24 explain the DDS principle: at each clock
pulse the content of the accumulator S is incremented by the digital frequency word F. The accumulator
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Fig. 23: Elementary block diagram for DDS. Reproduced from Ref. [22].
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Fig. 24: Signal generation in DDS. Reproduced from Ref. [22].

regularly overflows, creating a quantized sawtooth whose frequency is proportional to F. The sawtooth
is transformed into a sine wave by the Read Only Memory (ROM) and finally converted into an analog
output. The frequency resolution depends on the number of bits for the control word F and the frequency
range depends on the clock frequency � Í . For example, the AD9854, from Analog Devices, can be
clocked at 300 MHz and has a 48-bit frequency word, thus providing a

2 c Hz resolution for a 100 MHz
range. The noise at the output of a DDS has two components: the first comes from the division of the
phase noise of the clock. It is similar to the noise of an analog VCO but will typically be very small
because it is easy to get high spectral purity from a clock at a fixed frequency. The second component
comes from the non-linearity of the digital quantization: this produces spurious lines whose amplitude
varies in a complex fashion when changing the output frequency. Figure 25 shows the corresponding
spectrum. The Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) is the component’s important figure of merit:
it measures the minimal guaranteed attenuation of the spurious lines with respect to the desired output
signal.
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Fig. 25: Typical spectrum of the output of a DDS in a 500 kHz span centred on the carrier (0 dBm). Left: carrier at 112.499

MHz; right: carrier at 112.469 MHz. Notice the severe degradation of the spectrum for a small change in output frequency.
The Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) in this 500 kHz band is here about 65 dB (Analog Devices documentation).
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5.3 The digital beam control
In order to take advantage of the digital precision of the DDS, the low frequency part of the low-level
loops should also be digital. Only the fast acquisition part remains analog. Figure 26 shows the beam
control system used in the CERN PS [11]. The output of the Phase Loop Amplifier (PLA) is digitized
by a 10 MS/s (

2 ��� samples per second) 12-bit ADC and added to the Digital Frequency Program (DFP)
output in the Digital Loop Processor (DLP). The digitally generated frequency is sufficiently accurate to
centre the beam in the vacuum chamber so there is no need for a radial loop. Correction of the frequency
programme is achieved with the Digital Recorder (DR), which reproduces the correction memorized
during a reference acceleration where the beam was accurately centred. This correction is added in the
Digital Arithmetic Unit (DAU).8 In this design the PLA is analog. One could also digitize the phase error
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Fig. 26: Digital beam control system used in the CERN PS (reproduced from Ref. [11])

at the output of the phase discriminator and implement the low frequency part of the phase loop in digital
[24].

8 Performances were, however, much more reproducible with the radial loop in service. At present, this is the case with
most beams accelerated in the CERN PS [23].
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5.4 State variable and DSP implementation
We started our analysis with the description of the beam motion using a second order differential equa-
tion (Eq. 11). Alternatively we can keep the two first order differential equations. Let us use the variablesd�_  - _ ) e 9 . From Eqs. (9) and (80) we get//�0 _  U�\g  � "
k) u+ @ t uD g t ut u E _ ) ]�_ Zc�
�4�)� _ ) ]�_ Zc�
� (68)

with ���\g  � "Lk) u+ @ t uD g t ut u E � (69)

and from Eqs. (8) and (81) //�0 _ ) � ����kJlm� d  " e&(' $ " t#uD _  È��( _  (70)

with (�� ���4kJl(� d  " e&(' $ " t#uD � (71)

The state of the beam is now given by the vector d�_  - _ ) e . Its time evolution follows the equations//S0 @ _  _ ) E � @ � �( � E @ _  _ ) E ] @ 2� E _ Zc�
� (72)

The coefficients of the square matrix vary slowly with time since ( and � vary during the acceleration.
Of course ( � �ú� g � u " . The phase loop and radial loop feedback can now be introduced_ Z!�����\g µ � ¥ � � ¸ @ _  _ ) E (73)

and the equations become //�0 @ _  _ ) E � @ g�� ¥ �úgÛ� �( � E @ _  _ ) E � (74)

The transient behaviour of the system is determined by the eigenvalues � of the above matrix. The
characteristic equation is � u ] � ¥ � ]�d (Y� � g�(��Jej��� � (75)

The eigenvalues are identical to the poles of the second order differential equation (47). We can
choose the eigenvalues and compute the gain coefficients � ¥ and � � during the ramp in order to keep
the same loop behaviour through the cycle. This method is called pole placement in control theory [17]
: one first chooses a cost function that measures the error between the desired and actual responses of
the system in presence of a perturbation. The optimal positions of the poles minimize this cost function.
The use of state variable is somewhat academic for the phase loop/radial loop system. For more complex
loops (synchronization loop with lead compensation for example) a set of four first order differential
equations is required. Pole placement with the above formalism should then bring a more exact derivation
of the optimal values of the gains than the Nyquist analysis presented in Section 4.4. The design of a
beam control using state variables was first proposed at BNL for the AGS [25].

To implement pole placement we need a processor that adjusts the feedback gains during accel-
eration. Nowadays this can easily be done using a Digital Signal Processor (DSP). A DSP is a micro-
processor optimized for fast-floating point operations. The ADSP-2106x from Analog Devices and the
TMS320C6x from Texas Instruments are used in particle accelerators. Figure 27 shows the hardware
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Fig. 27: Beam control system with DSP used at Fermilab for the RHIC (reproduced from Ref. [26])

used at BNL for the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [26]. One DSP computes the frequency
(frequency programme) from a measurement of the B field (in fact the magnet current). It also receives
a correction called the radial steering. The output is a 32-bit word providing 6 mHz resolution at 28
MHz. A second DSP, called the State-Variable Feedback DSP in the figure, implements the feedback
loops. The beam phase and radius are measured once per turn (every 12 c s). The feedback gains are
recomputed 200 times during the 74 s acceleration ramp. The output is the frequency error added to the
DDS control word. The loops implemented by the DSP can be switched on and off at will. This is simply
programmed as a C-language if/then statement. The phase loop is normally closed with either the radial
loop (during acceleration) or the synchronization loop (before colliding) [26]. A similar system is in use
in the Fermilab main ring and Tevatron [27].

6 ANNEXE

6.1 Differential relations
Among the four variables

� - $ - ) - � only two can be chosen independently. The other two are then
functions of these. Differential relations describe the variations of any three of these around a valid
working point [3],[4] : _ $$ � t uD _ )) ] _ �� (76)_ $$ � t u _ �� ] t u _ )) (77)_ �� � t uD _ �� ] t u g t uDt u _ $$ (78)_ �� � t u _ �� ] µ t u g t uD ¸ _ )) (79)

For example, from Eq. (79) we derive that, at
�

constant, an error in the RF frequency creates a radial
position error _ )) � t utfuD g t u _ �� � (80)

9 To simplify the notations the subscripts �:�5� are dropped in this section so that ��O now represents �LO q5� k .
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From Eq. (76) we can relate the radial displacement to the momentum deviation at
�

constant_ )) � 2t uD _ $$ � (81)

The slippage factor

o
is defined as the opposite of the ratio of the relative frequency deviation to the

relative momentum deviation at constant
�

. From Eq. (78) we geto �\gWp ��psrr � 2t uD g 2t u � (82)

6.2 Notation #" the stable phase. Í the phase of the RF in the cavity. the phase of the RF in the cavity when the particle crosses it._  U�½ ¿gÀ " �» the phase of the RF in the cavity when the centre-of-charge of the bunch crosses it. Çn the phase of the beam = the phase-of-the Fourier component of the beam current at the RF frequency. ÇnHÿ Í cavity/beam phase. (  fnHÿ Í �½ Í gÀ Çn ] ' } & )._  �nHÿ Í cavity/beam phase minus the stable phase. ( _  nHÿ Í �� Í gÀ �n ] ' } & gh " ).�Ø" the synchrotron frequency in radian/s (Eq. 13).Zc�
� the RF frequency in radian/s. ( Za����� A
¥ kA
D ).Zì" the synchronous frequency in radian/s = the RF frequency that keeps the beam on the centre orbit. It
is a function of the

�
field: Z " � &(' �	��� d � e with �(��� d � e given by Eq. (29)._ Zc�
� a small modulation of the RF frequency around the synchronous frequency. _ Z��
�4�bZc�
�,gWZ " .Z!n the beam frequency =

&('  times the revolution frequency ( Zjn�� A:¥ qA�D )._ Z!n a small modulation of the beam frequency around the synchronous frequency. _ ZúnÎ� Zìn�gÅZ " �A p ¥ qA�D ._  �n the deviation of the beam phase from the linear ramp at the synchronous frequency. ( _  ìnÎ�  ÇnÉgZ " 0 ).
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LOW-LEVEL RF SYSTEMS FOR SYNCHROTRONS
Part II: High intensity. Compensation of beam-induced effects

P. Baudrenghien
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
The high-intensity regime is reached when the voltage induced by the beam
in the RF cavities is of an amplitude comparable to the desired accelerating
voltage. In steady state this beam loading can be compensated by providing
extra RF power. Transient beam loading occurs at injection or in the presence
of a beam intensity that is not uniform around the ring. The transients are pe-
riodic at the revolution frequency. Without correction transient beam loading
can be very harmful: the stable phase and bucket area will not be equal for
all bunches. Strong beam loading often occurs with longitudinal instabilities
because the RF cavities are a large contributor to the total ring impedance.
The low-level systems that reduce the effect of transient beam loading will
also increase the threshold intensity of longitudinal instability caused by the
cavity impedance at the fundamental RF frequency. Four classic methods are
presented here: feedforward, RF feedback, long delay feedback, and bunch-
by-bunch feedback. The first three fight against both transient beam loading
and longitudinal instability, if caused by the cavity impedance (at the funda-
mental). The last cures longitudinal instability (dipole mode) caused by any
impedance in the machine but has no effect on beam loading. These techniques
have been made possible by the recent advent of fast digital circuitry and an
emphasis will be put on implementation.

1 THE PROBLEM OF BEAM-INDUCED VOLTAGE

1.1 Transient beam loading
This Section is a brief presentation of the basics of beam loading. Refer to the literature for more details
[1]–[5].

The beam crossing the RF cavity induces an electromagnetic field within it, thereby creating a
decelerating voltage

���
acting on the beam in return (Fig. 1). The accelerating voltage seen by the beam

is thus the vector sum of the voltage produced by the generator
���

and the beam-induced voltage
���

�����	����
��������������
��������
(1)

where
���

is the RF drive and
���

is the beam current.

In the case of a standing wave cavity1, the voltages
���

and
���

are simply the accelerating voltages
at the cavity gap created by the generator and by the beam, respectively [6]. Around one resonance��� the standing wave cavity can be modelled as a lumped Resistor–Inductor–Capacitor (RLC) parallel
circuit. The two impedances

� �
and

���
are proportional, with a ratio that is a function of the main

coupler transformation ratio. To simplify the notations, we will make them equal
����� ��� ����� � ��� (2)

���!� ��� � "# 
%$!&('*)�++(, (3)

1 This applies to ferrite-loaded cavities as well.
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Fig. 1: Left: principle of beam loading. The beam current F9G induces a voltage in the cavity that modifies the total accelerating
voltage HJI . Right: vector diagram relevant to stationary beam loading in a standing-wave cavity.

where
'

is the quality factor and K � � �MLN��� .
For a travelling-wave cavity, which looks like a matched transmission line for the power generator,� � � ��� is proportional to OQPSR�T�UCT , with T being the transit time factor.

� � � ��� is purely real. First it
decreases for increasing V K � V ; it crosses zero at a frequency offset equal to the inverse filling time of the
cavity; and it changes sign thereafter (deceleration) [7]. The impedance

�W��� ��� is also a function of T but
it is not simply proportional to

��� � ��� . It has both real and imaginary parts.

If the bunch intensity is uniform around the ring and if we analyse the situation well after injection,
we are in the stationary situation. In the frequency range of the RF system, the beam current

� �
is a single

spectral line at the RF frequency X(Y�Z . The currents and voltages of Eq. (1) can be represented as vectors
in the complex plane (Fig. 1). Consider a standing-wave cavity. Let [ � ��� be the cavity admittance

[ � ��� � # U �\� � ��� � # U " 
]$(^*� ��� (4)

with ^*� ��� ��& '
"
K �
� �`_ (5)

Making
���

=
�\�

, Eq. (1) can be rewritten

����
a���b� [ ���*c
(6)

���
must compensate

���
to keep the modulus of the total accelerating voltage

�d�
at the desired value

(desired bucket area). This is done by adjusting the amplitude of the generator drive and by detuning
the cavity (angle e�f in Fig. 1). This latter changes the value of the cavity susceptance

^
, while the

conductance
# U " remains constant. In the vector diagram of Fig. 1 the vector

� � �g� � 
h���
follows the

dashed line perpendicular to
�i�

as the cavity tune is changed. The amplitude V �j� V is minimum when
���

and
���

are in phase. This is the desired working point for the power generator. If the stable phase angle
e�k is not zero (acceleration), extra RF power is needed to compensate stationary beam loading. For a
standing-wave cavity, the low-level system needed includes a so-called cavity field amplitude loop, which
adjusts the amplitude of the generator drive V � � V to get the desired V � � V , and a slow cavity tuning loop,
which maintains

���
and

���
in phase (matched conditions at the cavity input minimizing the generator

drive V ��� V ) [1],[3],[5]. No tuning loop is needed with a travelling-wave cavity. It remains a matched
load in the presence of beam loading [7]. Stationary beam loading is compensated by the cavity field
amplitude loop (identical to the one used with standing-wave cavities).

A transient situation is encountered at injection. In the time domain, the beam current suddenly
jumps from zero to the ring distribution and we cannot, in the frequency domain, reduce our analysis to
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the single spectral component at X(YQZ . Equation (1) is still valid, but the two sides are Fourier transforms
with a broad frequency spectrum. Because the RF system is only reacting to a narrow band around X�YQZ we
can consider these signals as a band-limited modulation of the carrier frequency X5YQZ . When injecting a
bunched beam, the voltage

���
varies from zero to the full beam loading. The low-level system must react

in a short time compared with the synchrotron period, to restore the proper bucket area and the correct
phase of the total voltage

�i�
with respect to the beam current

�j�
. Two loops come into action. The fast

beam phase loop, present in most hadron machines [8], tries to restore the stable phase between
� ��� � YQZ �

and
� � � � YQZ � , while the cavity field amplitude loop adjusts the drive amplitude V � � � � Y�Z � V to restore the

desired V ��9� � YQZ � V . For the beam phase loop,
�i�

is the vector sum of the total voltages in all the cavities.
In the case of a standing-wave cavity a third loop (cavity tuning loop) tries to keep the generator current���!� � YQZ � in phase with the total voltage

���9� � YQZ � (matched conditions at the cavity input). The argument� YQZ �l&Jm XCYQZ emphasizes that these loops work on the carrier component only, i.e. the component at
the exact RF frequency. This works fine for small beam current, that is, when the accelerating voltage
is predominantly determined by the generator current. For higher beam currents, a variation of the
amplitude of

� � � � Y�Z � not only results in a variation of the amplitude of
� � � � YQZ � but also of its phase. The

loops that were independent at low beam currents become coupled, and unstable behaviour of the system
results above a certain beam current threshold. Let

� � be the generator current required to produce the
accelerating voltage V �i� V without beam loading and with the cavity tuned to resonance:

� � � V �� VnU " . The
beam loading is characterized by the ratio V �C� VnU � � , which is called the relative beam loading. It can be
shown that the loops become unstable when this ratio approaches two [9]. The result is that the loops do
not lock at injection: the beam is not captured.2

Transient beam loading also occurs if the ring is not filled uniformly (such as in the presence of a
hole reserved for the possible triggering of a beam dump) or if the filling time of the cavities is not very
large compared to the revolution period o Y�prq . The value of

���
will vary in amplitude and phase along

the batch because of the modulation of the beam current
�J�

. The bucket area and the phase of the bunch
with respect to

���
will also be modulated along the batch. They will not be correct for some bunches in

the batch since the beam phase loop and the cavity field amplitude loop only adjust their average values
(values at the carrier frequency X(YQZ ). Modulation of the bucket area may result in a loss of particles from
some bunches in the batch because the bucket area is too small (Fig. 2).

In the case of a collider the modulation of the longitudinal position of the bunches (phase of the
bunch with respect to

�i�
) will displace the collision point for some bunches. In the case of an injector

it will reduce capture efficiency when the bunched beam is injected into the receiving machine because
some bunches will not see the correct RF phase (if the transfer is of the bunch-into-bucket type). For
high-intensity proton machines, the beam loading can be greater than the RF voltage. The nominal LHC
beam in the CERN SPS, for example, (

# _ts(u]v # sw�w protons per bunch, DC current 0.67 A) inducesx _yu MV total in the RF cavities, compared with a matched capture voltage of s5_yz{u MV (bunch emittance
s5_y|{u eVs, bunch length

x
ns). Fortunately transient beam loading compensation is only needed at a few

discrete frequencies: as explained in Section 4.1 (Eq. (69)), the voltage induced by the beam in the cavity
consists of a line at the carrier frequency X!YQZ (stationary beam loading) plus sidebands at multiples of the
revolution frequency on each side of the carrier (transient beam loading). The strength of the sidebands
decreases as we move away from X(YQZ with an envelope that is a function of the ring pattern. Therefore,
transient beam loading compensation is only needed at the frequencies

X � XCYQZ~}a��X Y�prq _ (7)

In the above equation the index � goes from s to � . In practice, however, the spectrum of the beam-
induced voltage is limited to the bandwidth of the RF cavities. Ideally the compensation should cover a
significantly larger bandwidth to get a good correction of the fast components present when the head of
the batch enters the cavity, or when the beam is injected into the machine.

2 If we avoid the strong transient beam loading at injection, by slow accumulation scheme for example, the loops would still
become unstable above the same beam current threshold.
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Fig. 2: Beam loss due to transient beam loading in the CERN SPS (proton beam for LHC, ��� �������C��� protons per bunch in

one batch of ��� bunches). The beam consists of one batch filling 1/11 th ring ( �	�Q� s). The cavity filling time is ���0� ns

(much shorter than the revolution period �0�\� s). Each trace shows the envelope of the bunch intensity along the batch. The

bottom trace shows the first turn ( �0� GeV/c). Traces are separated vertically by 200 turns. The capture voltage is ���9� kV. No

acceleration. A modulation of the bunch intensity develops along the batch after about �9���0� turns.
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1.2 Longitudinal instabilities
This Section is a brief qualitative presentation of the longitudinal instabilities caused by cavity impedance
at its fundamental resonance. A complete theory can be found in Ref. [10]. At high beam current, the
interaction between a bunched beam and an RF cavity can lead to longitudinal instabilities. This process
can be broken down into three steps:� Step 1: when crossing the cavity, the beam induces an electro-magnetic wave called wakefield.� Step 2: this wakefield modifies the accelerating voltage seen by the beam (phase of

���
when the

beam crosses the cavity and bucket height) and acts in return on the current profile along the beam.� Step 3: this modifies the wakefield created on the next crossing.

If the gain and phase shift of the above natural beam/cavity feedback is unfavourable, instability will
grow. The bunches start a longitudinal oscillation at the synchrotron frequency X�k (Fig. 3).

PSfrag replacements

Fig. 3: Mountain range display of a positron bunch in the CERN SPS, from ����� ms after injection ( ��� � GeV/c, bottom trace) to

�Q�0� ms after injection ( �j� � GeV/c, top trace). Time goes from bottom to top. Ten turns ( ��� �0� ms) between traces. Horizontal

window = ��� ns. �9�������0� Hz (1 synchrotron period = 100 turns = 10 traces). The amplitude of the dipole oscillation rises to

3 ns maximum. The RF consists of a fixed ��� �0�0� MV at ����� MHz, plus a second harmonic at �0�0� MHz whose amplitude is zero

on the bottom trace, and rises to ��� � MV on the last trace. The oscillation is here excited by an external cause. Its amplitude (in

ns) decreases as the acceleration proceeds thanks to the addition of the higher frequency RF and natural damping (synchrotron

radiation). A strong quadrupole oscillation is also present.

In the presence of dipolar motion the bunches create a beam current that is periodic at X Y�p�q with
a phase modulation at the synchrotron frequency X k . In Section 4.1 (Eq. (78)) we show that its spectral
power is concentrated at the frequencies

X � XCYQZ�}a��X Y�prq }���X{k (8)
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with dominant sidebands at � � #
. Pure dipole oscillation goes without change in the bunch shape.

But the cavity impedance can excite higher order shape oscillations of the bunch. Figure 4 shows a
quadrupole oscillation: there is (almost) no motion of the centre of the charge distribution but the second
order moment (related to the bunch length) oscillates at twice the synchrotron frequency. Higher order

PSfrag replacements

Fig. 4: Quadrupole oscillation (plus a small dipole oscillation) of a proton bunch at injection from the CPS into the CERN SPS
(26 GeV/c, �0�0� MHz RF). The first non-zero trace at the bottom shows the first turn of the injected beam. Horizontal window

= 10 ns. Proton beam for the LHC. Note that this oscillation is not due to an instability but to an RF mismatch.

modes can also be excited: sextupole, octopole, etc. [10]. Several modes can occur at the same time. The
oscillation shown in Fig. 3 is the superpositions of a dipole and a quadrupole mode. These oscillations
will sample the cavity impedance at the frequencies (Eq. (79))

X � XCYQZ�}a��X Y�prq }���X{k (9)

and the low-level system must thus reduce the apparent cavity impedance there.3 Comparing the above
equation to Eq. (7) we notice that it is more difficult to prevent the longitudinal instabilities than to correct
the beam loading: the synchrotron frequency X7k is typically much smaller than the revolution frequency
X Y�p�q and a complete prevention of the instabilities calls for a reduction of the cavity impedance at closely
spaced frequencies around each revolution frequency line. Fortunately, higher order modes of oscillation
are not as easily excited by cavity impedance (at the fundamental frequency) due to the form factor
and are usually damped by the ever-present synchrotron frequency spread, so impedance reduction is
hopefully only required on the first few synchrotron sidebands [10].

3 The fundamental resonance of the RF cavity is most efficient at driving mode � , when the bunch width is comparable to� times �!�r �¡�� [10]. The quadrupole mode (or even higher modes) can thus be excited by the cavity fundamental with a full
bucket, as is often the case at injection into a hadron machine [11]. In lepton machines the bunches are typically much shorter
than the bucket width and the cavity will mainly excite the dipole mode. Higher order modes can always be excited by the
undesired high-frequency resonances in the cavity or elsewhere in the beam pipe. The low-level systems presented here have
no action on these external causes.
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2 CURES

2.1 Feedforward
Method: Figure 5 shows the feedforward technique: the beam current

�{�
measured by a pick-up is

filtered by a Bandpass Filter (BPF) centred at the centre frequency of the cavity response X � and fed into
the feedforward filter. The feedforward transfer function ¢¤£¦¥ � corrects the generator drive such that the
resulting generator current

�5§ £©¨�¥� gives a cavity voltage
� �

equal but opposite to
���

.

BPF

+
Feed−forward

TX

PU

beam

Drive producing

RF Cavity

+
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Fig. 5: Block diagram of the feedforward method

From Eq. (1) we get

�\��� § £©¨�¥� � L ������� _ (10)

For a standing-wave cavity
�b���±���

so ¢²£°¥ � is a constant gain. In the case of a travelling-
wave cavity perfect compensation is impossible because

�³�
is zero at frequencies where

���
is non-zero

[7]. But partial correction is possible with the help of a more complex filtering function ¢´£°¥ � [12] (see
Section 3.4). In practice the delays in the cables and in the electronics do not permit measurement of
the beam current and correction of the cavity voltage in the same turn. An intentional delay of one full
turn is thus implemented in the chain.4 Advantage: The feedforward loop is closed through the beam,
but from the electronics point of view it is an open-loop system. As such it is not limited by the time
constant inherent in a closed-loop system such as the long delay feedback (Section 2.3). At injection the
beam current is measured on the first turn and the full compensation can be applied on the second turn.
This makes locking of the beam phase loop possible at injection, even with high beam currents.
Limitation: The drawback is that this open-loop system is very sensitive to gain and phase drifts of
the RF generator. This limits the long-term performance of the method. It is also difficult to set up
for a varying RF frequency (acceleration ramp) because the pick-up to cavity delay must be varied
continuously. A phase error of u!µ at the RF frequency will degrade a perfect beam loading compensation
to only 91% compensation (

& OQP¶R & _yu µ � s5_ts(· ).
Example: Figure 6 shows results obtained with the feedforward system installed on the 200 MHz
travelling-wave cavities in the CERN SPS [12],[13].

4 The synchrotron frequency �9� is typically much smaller than the revolution frequency � ��¸¦¹ . The current profile along the
beam therefore varies very little in one turn.
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Fig. 6: Transient beam loading voltage measured in the CERN SPS 200 MHz TWC cavities with the LHC beam (1 batch =

81 bunches spaced by 25 ns, �~�º��� �¼» protons total, 500 ns/div). Left: feedforward OFF. Right: feedforward ON. The bottom

trace is the beam current F G measured with a wide-band pick-up, the upper two traces are the I and Q components (AC coupled)

obtained by demodulating the total cavity voltage H I with a Local Oscillator (LO) at the RF frequency (see Section 3.1 for

details on I/Q demodulation). F »½²¾b» measures the power of the cavity voltage error.

2.2 RF feedback
Method: RF feedback around an amplifier is generally used to reduce the effects of the drifts in gain
and phase encountered with power amplifiers. It also reduces distortion by flattening their response: this
closed loop makes the overall response substantially independent of the response of the amplifier itself
[14]. We can use it here to reduce the influence of the beam-induced voltage by effectively reducing
cavity impedance. The principle is shown in Fig. 7. A probe measures the total accelerating voltage in
the cavity

���
. It is compared to the desired voltage

� Y�p�Z and the error is used to regulate the drive of
the power amplifier. The RF feedback is a closed-loop system. As such it is relatively insensitive to the

+

−

beam

TX

delay  T
Loop

Desired voltage

RF Cavity
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Fig. 7: Block diagram of the RF feedback method

small drifts of the gain and phase of the power generator. It is very easy to implement on a single-cell
cavity. RF feedback on a multi-cell cavity is much more complex: a cavity consisting of Ã identical
cells coupled together will show Ã closely spaced resonances corresponding to its Ã modes (phase shift
of

&Jm ��U�Ã between cells). Since the coupling between two adjacent cells is slightly different for the
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different modes, the phase shift from
���

to
��

will be different. A filter must be placed in the probe
signal to adjust the open loop gain and phase independently for each resonance within the bandwidth
of the system [15]. Otherwise the undesired resonances will make the loop unstable even though the
corresponding field in the cavity may be harmless to the beam.
Limitation: The unavoidable loop delay o clearly appears in Fig. 7 because it limits the achievable
impedance reduction. Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the RF feedback in the Laplace domain: Ä is
the gain of the return path, Å is the amplifier gain and Æ7Ç�È k is the delay operator.
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+
+
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Desired voltage
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Fig. 8: Block diagram of the RF feedback in the Laplace domain

The beam current
���

is an added perturbation at the input of the standing-wave cavity of impedance�\�!� ��� �Ï����� ��� �Ï�º� ��� . The overall delay in the loop is o . It is the sum of the cable delay and the
delay in the electronics (inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the amplifier).

Near its resonant frequency � � a standing-wave cavity can be represented as an RLC circuit

�º� ��� � "# 
]$ &('*)�++(, (11)

where
'

is the quality factor and K � � �ºLº��� . With the feedback loop closed, the beam loading voltage
is ����� ��� � �º� ���

# 
 ÄÐÅÐÆ Ç ÑQÈ )�+ �º� ��� ����� ��� _ (12)

In the above we have assumed that the phase of the return path has been adjusted so that the phase shift
of the total loop is zero degrees at the frequency ��� . Therefore a large open loop gain ÄÐÅ " leads to a
good impedance reduction. The stability of the loop imposes a limit: outside the �³� U ' band the cavity
is purely reactive �º� ����Ò "$ &(' )�++(, _ (13)

The phase shift is thus L�Ó Ô . A classic indicator of stability for a feedback loop is the phase margin,
defined as the amount by which the phase of the open loop response exceeds L m when the modulus of
its gain is one [16]. To keep a phase margin of Ó Õ , the open loop gain must have decreased to 1 when the
delay o has added an extra L Ó Õ phase shift, that is at K � � ÓÕ È

ÄÐÅÖV �º� mx o � V5× #
(14)

ÄÐÅ " ×
m
&
'
���

#
o

� ÄÐ¨�ØQÙ(Å " _ (15)
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Let
� Z ��Ú5� ��� be the apparent cavity impedance with the feedback loop. From Eq. (12) we get

� Z ��Ú5� ��� ������� ��� U ����� ��� �
�º� ���# 
 ÄÛÅÜÆ Ç Ñ�È )�+ �º� ��� _ (16)

Using the dimensionless variable Ý � K � o and the value of ÄÞ¨�Ø9Ù(Å given by Eq. (15) we can rewrite� Z ��Ú7� ��� as
� Z ��Ú7� ��� � wßáà

wßáà�â 
 Æ Ç Ñ Ù 
]$ ÕÓ
ßáã�ä�å�àßáà Ý _ (17)

At resonance, we have � Z ��Ú�� �æ��� � "# 
 ÄÐÅ " _ (18)

A reduction of the apparent cavity impedance is thus possible only if ÄÐÅ " is larger than
#
. As-

suming that ÄÐÅ "èçéç #
, the first term in the denominator of Eq. (17) can be neglected and

� Z ��Ú can
be plotted as a function of Ý � K � o for different values of Ä (Fig. 9). For Ä � Äº¨�Ø9Ù ( ê � #

), the
frequency response presents a | dB overshoot on the edges of the passband. This is avoided by reducing
the gain to s5_ìë ÄÐ¨�ØQÙ ( ê � s5_ìë ). This flattens the frequency response in the passband, but the achieved
value of the impedance at resonance ( Ý � s ) is | dB larger. The figure also shows the effect of increasing
the feedback gain above ÄÛ¨�ØQÙ ( ê � # _y| ): the strong overshoot in the frequency response indicates that
we are approaching the instability limit.
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Fig. 9: Modulus of the apparent cavity impedance for three values of the normalized feedback gain û³�¤ü�¡�ü ã�ä�å as a function

of ýW�¤þ�ÿ��

The minimum achievable value for the apparent cavity impedance at resonance ( K � � s ) is 5

" ¨���� � "# 
 ÄÜ¨�Ø9Ù(Å " Ò &
m "' ��� o _ (19)

The ultimate performance depends only on the cavity geometry " U ' and the loop delay o . The lesson
is that the delay must be kept short, i.e. a broadband amplifier located as close to the cavity as possible.
The achievable bandwidth is a function of the loop delay only. For the flat frequency response ( Ä �
s5_ìë ÄÜ¨�ØQÙ ) we get

K � Ç ����� Ò # _y|o _ (20)

5 If the flat frequency response ( ü��*��� ��ü ã�ä�å ) is preferred, the impedance will be � dB higher.
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Examples: The present RF system of the storage ring at the Synchrotron Radiation Research Center
(SRRC) in Taiwan consists of two independent and identical chains [17]: a zJs kW klystron is connected
to a warm pill-box cavity via a circulator (Doris cavity, uJs{s MHz centre frequency,

'
	 � # x uJs{s ). It has
been decided to replace this system by a single superconducting cavity [18]. As a first step in this upgrade
project, an RF feedback has been tested on the warm cavities. Figure 10 shows the apparent impedance� Z ��Ú with a feedback gain ÄÐÅ " � #{# _ & (or

& #
dB). This measurement is obtained by sweeping the

frequency of the klystron drive and recording the amplitude of the cavity voltage: it is the transfer
function from

� Y�p©Z to
��

in Fig. 8 and it is proportional to V � Z ��Ú V , with a proportionality factor equal to
ÄÐÅÐÆJÇ�È k . The most important parameter is the loop delay o , here equal to

x uJs ns, including the
# uJs ns

group delay of the klystron. From Eq. (15) we derive the maximal loop gain Ä ¨�Ø9Ù(Å " � Ó Ô��+ , wÈ �
# z7_ #{#{# . The flat response of Fig. 9 should thus be obtained with a |Js % lower gain, that is ÄÐÅ " � #{# _ &� ,
in good agreement with the experiment ( ÄÐÅ " � #{# _ & ). Eq. (20) predicts a bandwidth of · & s kHz (two
sided), that is a

'
equal to u x | . This again is in good agreement with the measured

'
of u{z & _ & · . On this

system, the RF feedback reduces the apparent cavity impedance by
#{# _ & .

PSfrag replacements
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Fig. 10: Apparent cavity impedance of the SRRC RF system with an open-loop gain ü���� �N�0��� �

Another example is the RF feedback installed in the CERN PS on the
x s MHz cavities [19]. A

tube amplifier is connected to the warm re-entrant cavity (
' 	 � # s{s{s{s ) via a short ( zJs cm) coaxial

line. The total loop delay, including the amplifier group delay, is only
&{& s ns. The maximal loop gain

is derived from Eq. (15) and we get Äé¨�Ø9Ù(Å " � Ó Ô �+(, wÈ � &�Cx
or

x · dB. The system is operated with a
gain of

x | dB, i.e. half the maximal value. This feedback reduces the cavity impedance at the resonance
by a factor of

# x s .

2.3 Long delay feedback
Method: In the previous section it was concluded that the amplifier was best located close to the cavity
for a good reduction of beam-induced effects with RF feedback. The amplifier is, however, often placed
outside the accelerator tunnel in order to ease maintenance and reduce down-time in case of failure. In
that case, impedance reduction is still possible if the cavity is not narrow band. It is first noted that beam
loading needs only to be compensated at the frequencies (Eq. (69))

X � XCYQZ�}a��X Y�prq (21)
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while the prevention of instability calls for a reduction of the cavity impedance at the frequencies
(Eq. (79))

X � XCYQZ�}a��X Y�p�q }���X k _ (22)

The synchrotron frequency X k is typically much smaller than the revolution frequency X Y�prq . We thus
conclude that our feedback needs gain around the revolution frequency lines only, and in a bandwidth
sufficient to include the first synchrotron sidebands. The long delay in the loop will not affect the phase
at these frequencies if it is an exact multiple of the revolution period o Y�p�q . Figure 11 shows the block
diagram of the long delay feedback [20]: the cable and electronics delay o is extended to one full turn
in the feedback loop. The phase of the correction is thus s µ at multiples of X Y�prq . It is wrong by

#  s µ at
the centre, between two revolution frequency lines. The open-loop gain must have dropped to a value
smaller than

#
in order to maintain the stability of the loop there. The frequency response of the filter

(including the delay of one turn) is shown in Fig. 12. It is similar to a comb with high gain plus zero
phase shift on the revolution frequency lines, and low gain plus

#  sµ phase shift in between.
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Fig. 11: Block diagram of the long delay feedback method

The comb filter is easily implemented with digital technology.6 The clock X § , used to sample the
input signal, is obtained by division of the RF frequency X YQZ so that

X § ��� X Y�prq _ (23)

Inside the digital filter a delay of
�

clock periods therefore implements an exact revolution period, i.e. a
delay of one turn. And this remains true with the RF frequency varying during acceleration. The transfer
function of the filter7, including the one-turn delay, is

¢ § £©¨ ����� � � Ä
# L��# L�� � Ç�� � Ç�� (24)

6 Section 4.2 presents the basics of digital filters.
7 Transfer functions and z-transforms are explained in Section 4.2.3.
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Fig. 12: Frequency response of the revolution frequency comb &('*) ã G�+-,/. ( 0��N�Q�0¡���� ). Although the phase slips by 1 halfway

between two successive revolution frequency lines, the gain has decreased enough to maintain stability.

Limitation: The parameter � fixes the bandwidth of the filter around each revolution frequency line

K²X Ç ��� � Ò #
&Jm2� � # L���� X § � #

&Jm � # L���� X Y�p�q (25)

where the approximation holds for a value of � close to
#

(small passband). It also fixes the reduction of
the transfer function at half distance between passbands (where

� � � L #
)

¢²¨3��� � Ä
# L��# 
 � Ò Ä � # L4�5� U & _ (26)

To maintain reasonable stability, the open-loop gain must be significantly below
#

when the phase ism
[16]. It is usual to impose a gain margin of

# s dB ( Ò # U | linear). We get

Ä � # L���� U & × # U |�_ (27)

The impedance reduction in the passbands is equal to Ä . Equation (27) shows that a large reduction
is possible with a value of the parameter � close to

#
. However, Eq. (25) shows that the passband then

vanishes. This may not be a problem for the compensation of the transient beam loading (except at
injection, see below) but a bandwidth covering at least the first synchrotron sidebands is necessary if the
long delay feedback is to act against longitudinal instabilities. The optimal value of � therefore depends
on the synchrotron tune

' k � X{k0UJX Y�prq . The smaller the tune, the more efficient the long delay feedback
can be.

Another solution is to use a dedicated system to compensate the beam loading with a transfer
function ¢ § £©¨ ����� � given by Eq. (24) and a parameter � very close to

#
. A second system with a different

transfer function having gain only on the first synchrotron sidebands (double peaked comb filter) will
fight against the dipole mode longitudinal instabilities [21]. An implementation of this double-peaked
comb filter is presented in Section 3.3. The transient response at injection may also limit the value of� even though we are only concerned by beam loading. The time needed at injection to compensate
beam loading is inversely proportional to the bandwidth K²X Ç ��� � . If this time is too long compared to
the synchrotron frequency, the mismatch between the bunch emittance and the beam loaded bucket will
last sufficiently to create loss of particles. It may even prevent the locking of the beam phase loop.
This is unlike a feedforward compensation, which corrects the transient beam loading on the second turn
(Section 2.1).
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Fig. 13: Long delay feedback and RF feedback on a high ¾ cavity

Remark: In this section we have not included the cavity impedance
�~�

in the open-loop response.
If the long delay feedback is used alone on a narrow band cavity, the open-loop response will be modified
by the cavity impedance

�b�
and the gain and phase shift will not be equal on all frequency lines. Good

and stable overall performances will not be easily achieved. In the case of a high
'

cavity the long
delay feedback is best used in conjunction with an RF feedback (Section 2.2) that effectively transforms
the narrowband impedance of the cavity into a broadband response. The long delay feedback is then
further reducing the impedance on the revolution frequency lines, in the band where the RF feedback has
flattened the cavity response. The whole system is shown in Fig. 13. The drive producing

� Y�p�Z will be
generated by the slow cavity amplitude loop and the beam phase loop of the low-level system, which,
respectively, try to keep the modulus and phase of

�d�
at the desired values. They only act on the line

at the exact RF frequency X(Y�Z . In order to avoid the interference of the long delay feedback with these
loops the passband, centred on X(YQZ , is best cancelled in the comb response. An elegant way of rejecting
this band is presented in Section 3.1. This combination of RF feedback and long delay feedback is used
on the |{u & MHz superconducting cavities in the CERN SPS. In the CERN PS it is used on the ferrite
cavities [22]. Travelling-wave cavities are different [7]: their bandwidth is large enough for a long delay
feedback alone, without RF feedback. As seen from the generator they present a matched load even in
the presence of beam loading, so no tuning is needed. The two impedances

�~�
and

���
are, however,

different and vary in a complex fashion with frequency. When designing the long delay feedback it is
therefore necessary to consider the

� �
impedance. The

& s{s MHz travelling-wave cavities of the CERN
SPS are equipped with a long delay feedback whose response includes a Post Filter ¢ ¥ Z ��� � in series with
the classic comb ¢ § £©¨ ����� � . The Post Filter compensates the effects of the cavity response

�³�
[12],[13].

2.4 Bunch-by-bunch feedback
Method: The last method does not involve the RF cavity, neither as a probe nor acting on the beam. It
will have no effect on beam loading: its goal is to prevent dipole mode instabilities. It is broadly used
in high-intensity lepton machines (synchrotron light sources). The principle is shown in Fig. 14. The
longitudinal oscillation of each bunch (dipole mode, shown in Fig. 3) is measured independently. The
corresponding signals are processed in parallel in order to generate a dedicated longitudinal kick on each
bunch. The kicks are adjusted so that they reduce the amplitude of the oscillations [23].

Let 6e Ú be the phase of the RF when the centre of charge of the bunch of index ê crosses the
pick-up. We saw in the first part of these two lectures that, in the presence of a modulation of the RF
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Fig. 14: Block diagram of the bunch-by-bunch feedback method ( M bunches)

frequency N � YQZ , the longitudinal motion of the centre of charge of each bunch obeys the equationO Ô NP6e ÚORQ Ô 
TS Ô k N 6e Úé� O N � Y�ZORQ U (28)

where N
6e Ú�� 6e Ú L e�k . e�k is the stable phase and
S k � &Jm X{k [8]. A similar equation can be written if

the driving term is a small momentum kick K?VO Ô NP6e ÚOWQ Ô 
TS Ô k NP6e ÚÛ�YX[Z ��\9] � Ô&Jm " Ô� V K?V^U (29)

where X is the slippage factor related to the energyX � #_ Ô� L #_ Ô (30)

with _ �a` U ` � (
` � being the rest energy), _ � is the value of _ at the transition energy, Z is the har-

monic number,
\

is the normalized velocity (
\M�cb U ] ), ] being the speed of light,

&Jm " � is the machine
circumference, and V is the average momentum of the bunch. To obtain damping, we must introduce a
term proportional to the first derivative of Nd6e Ú . This is achieved if we make the momentum kick K?V Ú
proportional to the derivative of the phase error Ne6e Ú

K?V ÚÐ� � O NP6e ÚOWQ _ (31)

The equation of motion then becomesO Ô N 6e ÚOWQ Ô 
TS Ô k NP6e Úé� Lgf Z O N 6e ÚOWQ (32)

or O Ô NP6e ÚORQ Ô 
 f Z O NP6e ÚOWQ 
hS Ô k Ni6e Úé� s (33)

with f Z � Lg� XCZ ��\j] � Ô&Jm " Ô� V _ (34)

Taking as initial conditions for bunch ê a non-zero phase error and a zero frequency error, the
feedback would make the phase error go to zero with a time constant T(Z � & U f Z (if f Z´× &�S k ) in the
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absence of the instability mechanism. The dipole mode instability can be modelled as an additional term,
proportional to the first derivative of Ne6e Ú , with a negative factorO Ô N 6e ÚOWQ Ô 
�� f Z L4f � � O N 6e ÚORQ 
kS Ô k NP6e Úé� s�_ (35)

If the damping rate f Z(U & is larger than the instability growth rate f � U & the feedback will keep the centre
of charge of the bunches stable: no dipole mode instability will occur.
Advantage: Bunch-by-bunch feedback fights against all sources of dipole mode instabilities no matter
where they are located in the machine.
Limitation: Beam loading is not compensated. There is no effect on the instabilities of modes higher
than one either (quadrupole mode, sextupole mode, etc.).
Remark: If the feedback filter has the characteristic of a pure differentiator, the high-frequency noise
in the pick-up signal will severely degrade the performance (emittance blow-up and reduction of life-
time). Since the bunches oscillate at the synchrotron frequency, we can use a bandpass centred at the
synchrotron frequency X!k and implement a phase shift of

m U & . For the synchrotron oscillation the band-
pass will act as a differentiator and the noise present outside the band will be rejected. Rejection of the
DC component is also desirable. We actually measure 6e Ú but must provide a kick proportional to the
derivative of NP6e Ú � 6e Ú L e k . The stable phase offset e k appears as a DC component in the signal 6e Ú
and the filter will automatically remove it. Other offsets in the acquisition electronics will also have no
consequence for the kick. A large bandwidth is required for the acquisition of the phase of each bunch
and for the generation of the kicks. Assuming Ã evenly spaced bunches, the minimum bandwidth is
half the bunch frequency ÃNX Y�p�q U & (250 MHz for PEPII and for the Japanese b-Factory KEKB [24]). At
first sight the requirement for processing power seems discouragingly high. The synchrotron frequency
is, however, much smaller than the revolution frequency (small

' k ). For a given bunch, the momentum
kick need not be recomputed at each turn. We can thus reduce the sampling rate (downsampling), i.e.
acquire the phase of a bunch only every l turns, compute the corresponding kick, and apply the same
kick on the bunch for the coming l turns (interpolation). It may be sufficient to process the signal ten
times per synchrotron period instead of every turn. This would result in a large saving if

' k is small.
The downsampling/interpolation method is treated in detail in Section 3.6.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Heterodyning
Motivation: The feedforward and long delay feedback imply complex signal processing in a relatively
narrow band around the fundamental RF frequency X Y�Z . The bandwidth is rarely more than a few tens
of MHz. It is limited by the bandwidth of the RF power chain. On the other hand, the RF frequency
can be as high as uJs{s MHz. When using a digital filter, the processing bandwidth is typically limited
to one third of the sampling frequency (see Section 4.2.1). If the RF frequency is low, the cavity signal
can be sampled directly. This is the case in the long delay feedback of the CERN PS. The RF frequency
remains below

# s MHz. The cavity voltage is sampled at
 s X Y�p�q (from |{|7_ & MHz at lower energy to

|  _ x MHz at higher energy) [22]. Treatment is thus possible up to
# | MHz. The RF frequencies used in

the CERN SPS are
& s{s MHz (travelling-wave cavities) and |{u & MHz (superconducting standing-wave

cavities). They are both equipped with a long delay feedback whose processing bandwidth covers about# | MHz on each side of XJYQZ . The sampling frequency should thus be around
#

GHz (for the |{u & MHz
cavities) if the cavity signal was processed directly, while a more reasonable sampling rate of

x s MHz
will be sufficient for the heterodyne system.
Method: The input signal Ý � Q � at the RF frequency is either the cavity voltage

���
(the long delay feed-

back of Fig. 11) or the beam current
�j�

(feedforward of Fig. 5). It is fed into the RF input of the I/Q
demodulator (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 15: Heterodyning: bandpass filtering at the RF frequency using two identical low pass filters

A pure sine wave
��� Q � at frequency XR| £ is fed into the LO input. The demodulator decomposes the

signal Ý � Q � into two components that are in phase and in quadrature with
��� Q � , respectively

Ý � Q � � Ýy� � Q � O9P¶R ��&Jm X5| £ Q � 
 Ý�} � Q ��~{� O ��&Jm X5| £ Q � (36)

with
Ýy� � Q � � Ý � Q � OQP¶R �Â&Jm X5| £ Q � (37)

Ý�} � Q � � Ý � Q ��~{� O ��&Jm X5| £ Q � _ (38)

Let � � X � be the Fourier transform of Ý � Q � ; the Fourier transforms of Ý9� � Q � and Ý�} � Q � are�i� � X � � � � X L X5| £ �æL � � X 
 X5| £ �&�$ (39)�P} � X � � � � X L X5| £ � 
 � � X 
 X5| £ �& _ (40)

The signals Ý�� � Q � and Ý�} � Q � are fed into two identical Low Pass Filters (LPF) whose outputs are �C� � Q � and�R} � Q �
[y� � X � � ¢ � X � �i� � X � (41)

[�} � X � � ¢ � X � �P} � X � _ (42)

The I/Q modulator receives on its LO input the sine wave at XF| £ shifted in phase by � . It produces an RF
output signal � � Q � � � Q � � ��� � Q � OQPSR ��&Jm X5| £ Q 
 � � 
 �R} � Q ��~{� O ��&Jm X5| £ Q 
 � � _ (43)

The Fourier transform of � � Q � is

[ � X � � [ � � X L X5| £ � Æ0Ñ�� L [ � � X 
 X5| £ � Æ{Ç Ñ��&�$ 
 [ } � X L X5| £ � Æ0Ñ�� 
 [ } � X 
 X5| £ � Æ{Ç Ñ��& _ (44)

Now using Eqs. (39)–(42) in (44) we get, after simplifications

[ � X � � ¢ � X L X5| £ � Æ9Ñ�� 
 ¢ � X 
 X5| £ � Æ{Ç Ñ��& � � X � _ (45)
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Fig. 16: Top: low pass model. Bottom: BPF implemented by the heterodyne system.

Figure 16 illustrates the above equation: the response at the top is the modulus and phase of the
frequency response of the LPF ¢ � X � . The response at the bottom is the filtering described by Eq. (45).
The response ¢ � X L XR| £ � is identical to ¢ � X � , but shifted by XW| £ , while ¢ � X 
 X5| £ � is identical to ¢ � X �
shifted by L X�| £ . The result is a BPF centred at XW| £ with an amplitude response, in the band, identical to the
low pass model while the phase response is shifted by a constant value � . In a heterodyne implementation
of the long delay feedback, Ý � Q � is the total cavity voltage

� �
. The signal at the LO input of the modulator

and demodulator is the RF frequency ( XA| £ � XCYQZ ). The signals Ý�� � Q � and Ý�} � Q � are AC-coupled to the
digital LPF ¢ § £©¨ ����� � (z-transform given by Eq. (24)). The AC coupling introduces a zero in the overall
filtering at the exact frequency X(YQZ so that the long delay feedback does not interfere with the other
low-level loops (cavity field amplitude loop, beam phase loop, and the possible cavity tuning loop). The
clock frequency for the digital filters is a multiple of the revolution frequency. It is obtained by dividing
the RF frequency. The leakage of the LO at the output of the modulator is not important. It introduces
a small error in the cavity voltage at X(YQZ , but this is corrected by the other low-level loops. The phase
shifter between the LO references fed into the demodulator and modulator is an easy way to finely adjust
the phase of the output at the RF frequency. This implementation is used in the CERN SPS for the long
delay feedback on the 200 MHz travelling-wave cavities. The digital filters are clocked at

x s MHz. The
processing bandwidth is

# | MHz on each side of the RF frequency [12]. In a heterodyne implementation
of the feedforward, the input Ý � Q � is the beam current after bandpass filtering to isolate the interesting
band around the cavity centre frequency X � . The signal at the LO inputs is a sine wave at X � . The digital
filters are DC coupled and implement the delay of one turn. Their clock frequency X § must be a multiple
of the revolution frequency so that the overall delay remains one full turn when the RF varies. In the
case of a travelling-wave cavity the response ¢*£¦¥ � is more complex (see Section 3.4). The leakage of
the LO at the output of the modulator must be minimized because it is not at the RF frequency X�YQZ and
will thus not be corrected by the low-level loops. The CERN SPS

& s{s MHz cavities are equipped with
a feedforward working in tandem with a long delay feedback for the acceleration of the proton beam for
the LHC. The RF frequency ramps from

& s{s5_ & z x MHz to
& s{s5_y|{·{u MHz. The cavity centre frequency

( X5| £ ) is constant at
& s{s5_ &{&{& MHz. The digital filters are clocked at

# U # s the RF frequency (
& s MHz) [12].
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In the range of frequencies used in particle accelerators, I/Q modulators and demodulators are
readily available, for example:� MIQ family from Mini-Circuits: RF/LO · MHz to

# _y· GHz, I/Q DC to u MHz,
x s dB sideband

rejection.� IM/ID family from Pulsar: RF/LO
# s MHz to

# _y· GHz, I/Q DC to uJs MHz, |Js dB sideband
rejection.� QM/SM family from Synergy: RF/LO

& s MHz to
# _y· GHz, I/Q DC to uJs MHz, |Js dB sideband

rejection.

The heterodyne system of Fig. 15 implements an RF bandpass filter using two identical digital low pass
filters. An alternative is shown in Fig. 17: instead of mixing the carrier frequency down to DC, we mix it
down to an intermediate frequency (IF). In order to implement the IF bandpass filter ¢ � Z � X � with digital
technology, the IF output of the mixer must be sampled.

Band Pass filter
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RF IF
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Fig. 17: Heterodyning: Bandpass filtering at the RF frequency using a BPF at the IF frequency

Let us take, as an example, the long delay feedback presented above. The desired bandwidth is# | MHz on each side of the RF frequency at
& s{s MHz. The use of an IF frequency at

# | MHz, that is
X5| £ � #  ë MHz, is not recommended because the noise in the band from

# z # MHz to
#  ë MHz will

create, at the mixer output, image signals corrupting the interesting signal band (from DC to
& z MHz).

The RF bandpass filter centred at
& s{s MHz first selects the desired signal band with minimal distortion

(from
#  ë MHz to

& # | MHz), and ideally rejects the rest of the spectrum so no image signals are present
at the mixer output. In practice, accepting

#
dB attenuation at the extreme of the signal band ( XYQZ }# | MHz), we will get

& s dB attenuation at X(YQZé} & u MHz using an RF bandpass filter available from
industry (of

x
to u sections).8 The image at the mixer output will thus be rejected by

& s dB if we use
an intermediate frequency at

& u MHz ( XA| £ � # ëJu MHz). At the input of the digital filter the signal will
cover the band from

# &
MHz to |  MHz, implying a minimum sampling frequency of around

# s{s MHz,
compared to the

x s MHz sufficient in the system of Fig. 15. This example shows that the system using
the I/Q demodulator and modulator is less demanding on digital bandwidth. But two identical digital
filters are needed while one is sufficient in the system of Fig. 17.

8 Theoretical attenuation curves give, respectively, ��� dB and ��� dB attenuation at ���0� MHz for a five section Butterworth
and a four section ��� � dB passband ripple Chebishev, with � dB attenuation at ����� MHz. In practice, given these passband
specifications, companies designing custom RF filters (RLC Electronics for example) will propose a ���æ� section filter providing�0� dB attenuation at ���0� MHz.
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In the following sections, we study heterodyne implementations of the feedforward and long delay
feedback systems. One could also implement an RF feedback using an I/Q demodulator, followed by
two digital low pass filters and an I/Q modulator, as shown in Fig. 15. The I and Q components of
the desired accelerating voltage should be subtracted from the I and Q output of the demodulator (cavity
voltage) so that the loop gives precise control of the accelerating voltage [25]. This architecture is used to
linearize power amplifiers in mobile communication systems, where it is called Cartesian feedback [26].
For its application to an accelerator cavity, and if the main concern is beam loading, one must make sure
that the digital processing does not contribute significantly to loop delay, thereby limiting the achievable
impedance reduction. A variant of the I/Q feedback is proposed for the RF cavities of the synchrotron
light source Soleil [27].

3.2 Analog-to-digital conversion and back
The performance (speed and resolution) of the Analog to Digital and Digital to Analog Converters (ADC
and DAC) available on the market are sufficient for our applications. State-of-the-art examples are avail-
able from Analog Devices: 12-bit ADC at

# s(u Msamples/s (AD9432), 14-bit DAC at
# & u Msamples/s

(AD9754). Note that, with a 12-bit ADC covering the analog range of 1 V peak-to-peak, one Least
Significant Bit (LSB) corresponds to

& uJs�� V, i.e. L z{u dBm. The noise in the RF signal plus eventual
glitches on the power supply lines and noise because of poor grounding must stay below that level to
take full advantage of the digital resolution. An efficient ground plane is essential to prevent the pollu-
tion of the sensitive analog signals by the noise due to the fast commutations of the digital circuitry. The
designers of the ADC and DAC provide valuable information (see for example Ref. [28]).

3.3 Implementation using discrete numerical operators
Principle: The filtering realized by a digital filter can be represented as a difference equation relating the
output sequence �W� to the input sequence Ý�� . In our applications � will be the time index: Ý2� � Ý � �áo § � ,
where o § is the period of the clock ( o § � # UJX § ). For example, the output � � of the comb filter ¢ § £©¨ �
(z-transform given in Eq. (24)) is related to the input Ý2� by the difference equation� � � � � � Ç�� 
 Ä � # L��5� Ý � Ç�� U (46)

where the sequence Ý<� Ç�� is obtained by delaying the sequence Ý�� by
�

samples. (Section 4.2.4 shows
how to derive a transfer function from the difference equations.) A linear, constant-coefficients, differ-
ence equation can be implemented with only three basic operations: addition, delay and multiplication
by a constant. The digital filter can thus be realized using three discrete components:� Addition/Subtraction using

# z -bit Arithmetic/Logical Units (ALU) such as IDT7381 (Integrated
Device Technology) or L4C381 (Logic Devices). Operation in

# u ns.� Delay of any depth using First-In First-Out memories (FIFO) such as CY7C42X5 (Cypress) or
IDT722X5 (Integrated Device Technology). An

# 
-bit FIFO of variable depth up to

x
k words.

Operation in
# s ns.� Multiplication using

# z´v # z -bit multipliers such as IDT7216 (Integrated Device Technology).
Operation in

# z ns.

Example: As an example we present the double-peaked comb filter installed on the |{u & MHz super-
conducting cavities of the CERN SPS. Four cavities providing a total accelerating voltage of | & MV
were installed to accelerate leptons to

&{&
GeV for LEP. They are equipped with a strong RF feedback

(Section 2.2) that flattens the cavity response in a band of
#

MHz around |{u & MHz [15]. The tetrode
amplifiers are located next to the cavities and the overall loop delay is uJs{s ns. The SPS is also acceler-
ating a high-intensity proton beam and the impedance of these cavities triggers longitudinal instability
for this beam. Beam loading is not a problem. The ring is almost completely filled with bunches spaced
by u ns, so that the beam current

�j�
has very little power around |{u & MHz. An additional long delay
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feedback was designed to further reduce the cavity impedance at the synchrotron sidebands of the rev-
olution frequency lines. The two systems work together as shown in Fig. 13. The long delay feedback
uses the heterodyne method shown in Fig. 17. The intermediate frequency (IF) is

x
MHz. The LO is

thus at a
x

MHz offset from the centre frequency |{u & MHz. The RF bandpass filter selects a band of
} # _ & MHz around |{u & MHz (

#
dB bandwidth) and gives

# | dB attenuation at } x MHz. Note that the
interesting band is rather small (

& _ x MHz). The digital filter is clocked at
& s MHz. It is a variant of

the double-peaked comb filter proposed in Ref. [21]. The synchrotron tune is so small ( X�k*× #
kHz,

X Y�p�q Ò x | kHz) that the peaks on the sidebands can be realized by placing zeros and double poles on the
revolution frequency lines. The z-transform is9

¢ k � � ��� � � # L � Ç��� # L�� � Ç�� � � # L�� � Ç�� � � Ç�� (47)

with
� � x z & , X § �l& s MHz. The parameter � can be varied. As it gets closer to

#
, the achievable

impedance reduction increases but the peaks move closer to the revolution frequency lines. We use� � | # U | & or � � z{| U z x providing an impedance reduction of
& s dB and

& z dB respectively on the
synchrotron sidebands with the classic

# s dB gain margin. Figure 18 shows the modulus of the frequency
response.
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Fig. 18: Frequency response of the double-peaked comb filter, showing peaks on the synchrotron sidebands of the revolution

frequency lines. Left: ���0� kHz span, � dB/div. Right: enlargement ( � kHz span, � dB/div) around one � ��¸¦¹ line, showing the

two peaks on the sidebands ( 0��¤����¡0���/�©� ��¸¦¹ � ��� kHz).

The corresponding impedance reduction is shown in Fig. 19. The smooth trace shows the cav-
ity impedance with the RF feedback. The comb shows the additional reduction achieved around the
revolution frequency lines with the double-peaked long delay feedback.

In the time domain, the filtering realized by ¢ k � � ��� � can be implemented as the following set of
difference equations (see also Section 4.2.4). The term Ý � is the input and � � the output:b � � � b � Ç�� 
 Ýy� (48)� � � ��� � Ç�� 
hb � L b � Ç�� (49)� � � � � Ç�� _ (50)

Figure 20 shows a direct implementation of the above equations. The delays are implemented us-
ing FIFOs. The multiplications by | # U | & are replaced by subtraction of a shifted version of the operand

9 This z-transform is analysed in Section 4.2.3.
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Fig. 19: Apparent impedance of the CERN SPS ���0� MHz superconducting cavity. The smooth trace shows the impedance

with the RF feedback alone. The second trace shows the additional reduction around the revolution frequency lines with the

double-peaked long delay feedback: 0������Q¡0��� , ���0� kHz/div, � dB/div. The resolution of the measurement is not sufficient to

show the full �0� dB reduction or to separate the sidebands.

from itself. (In two’s complement arithmetic a scaling by | & is easily implemented by shifting the binary
word five positions towards the LSB, with extension of the most significant bit.) Additions and subtrac-
tions are realised in the ALUs.
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Fig. 20: Implementation of the double-peaked comb filter using ALUs and FIFOs

The advantage of such an implementation using discrete numerical operators is its speed. A new
output signal is available on each clock pulse. A uJs MHz clock rate is easily achievable with

# z -bit
words. It is a straightforward implementation for digital filters containing loops, i.e. with poles in their
z-transform (also called Infinite Impulse Response filters or IIR).
The main limitation is related to the use of fixed-point arithmetic:� Rounding noise: after the shift by five positions (multiplication by

# U | & ) in the above loops, the
binary word must be truncated (or rounded) to remain a

# z -bit word. This rounding creates an
error (called rounding noise) that will propagate to the output of the filter.� Rounding of filter coefficients: the coefficients of the filter must also be quantized. In the above
design we chose � � | # U | & , which can be implemented exactly with

# z bits but, in general, the
coefficients must be rounded to fit the binary word and this will modify the filter response.� Scaling: the input must be scaled properly to guarantee that the outputs of the ALUs do not over-
flow.
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� Choice of structure: given a z-transform, many sets of difference equations can realize it. But
the choice of the realization is important because some structures are much more sensitive to the
negative effects of fixed-point arithmetic than others. In general, if the filter has a high order (many
poles and zeros), a cascade of low-order sections is preferred (bi-quad sections having a maximum
of two zeros and two poles) instead of direct form realization.

This type of implementation does not have much future. There is no new development from
chip designers regarding discrete ALUs and multipliers. New FIFOs are, however, periodically being
introduced.

3.4 Implementation with video products
Principle: Recently (end 1998) a new family of products was introduced for digital image processing
in High Definition TV (HDTV) applications. Their speed and resolution make them ideal for our appli-
cations. The LF3320 (Horizontal Digital Image Filter) from Logic Devices implements a 32-tap Finite
Impulse Response filter (FIR, see Section 4.2.2) at data rate of

 | MHz with a resolution of
# &

bits for
data and coefficients Z � U�Z w U _ _ _ U�Z 	 Ç w��� � Z � Ýy� 
 Z w Ýy� Ç w 
 Z Ô Ý�� Ç Ô 
©¨/¨/¨J
 Z 	 Ç w Ýy� Ç 	Fª w _ (51)

The advantages of such an implementation are� Accuracy: if the input data Ý<� and the coefficients Z � U�Z w U _ _ _ U�Z 	 Ç w are
# &

-bit words in the above
equation, the result �W� must be extended to

& · bits to avoid overflow and rounding (for « � | & ).
Internally, the chip keeps all these bits, and by programming the output scaling one chooses which# z bits come out.� Flexibility: by programming (with an on-board ROM for example or external host), one changes
the filter coefficients, the output scaling and the output limiting. This facility to bound the output
is very attractive in set-ups where the filter output is the drive to a power amplifier. An overflow in
two’s complement arithmetic results in the output of the DAC dropping from the maximum positive
value to the minimum negative value. This fast transient is likely to trip the power amplifier.� It is cascadable for larger filters (more than | & coefficients).� It supports decimation up to

# z :
#

with a correspondingly increased number of filter coefficients.� It is targeted at a promising new market and new developments can be expected.

The disadvantages are� It can implement FIR filters only. These have only zeros in their transfer function (no pole).� The range is limited by the use of fixed-point arithmetic (
# &

bits). It suffers from the need to
quantize the coefficients. Rounding noise is not a big problem. It is here limited to one LSB at the
output since the FIR keeps all bits in the computation.

Example: The performance of the feedforward on the CERN SPS
& s{s MHz travelling-wave cavities

was presented in Section 2.1 (Fig. 6). The implementation uses the heterodyne method shown in Fig. 15.
Each of the two identical digital filters is realized using two FIRs (LF3320) clocked at X § � & s MHz.
The optimal transfer function ¢ £¦¥ � is complex for a travelling-wave cavity because

���
is not equal to

���
.

We have [29]
���!� K ��� �¬¯® � �{° Ô& ± OQP¶R~T�U &T�U &³² (52)

where the phase slip T � K ��� is

T � K ��� � ¬bJ�´± # L bJ�b
²AK � (53)
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with K � � �öLö�æ� . The term �æ� is the angular frequency of the cavity fundamental resonance,
¬

is the
interaction length of the cavity,

b
is the particle velocity,

b5�
is the group velocity in the cavity, ° Ô is the

series impedance (
S Uj� Ô

), and
� � is the characteristic impedance of the RF chain ( uJs S ). Notice that

� �
is purely real but its sign changes periodically as a function of frequency. The impedance

�E�
is

����� K ��� � L ¬ Ô ° Ô µ�± OQPSRT�U &T�U &¶² Ô L &�$ ± T L OQP¶R~T
T Ô ²¸· (54)

It has both a real and an imaginary part. The naive solution ¢*£°¥ ��� L ��� U ��� will not work for a
travelling-wave cavity because

�b�
vanishes at frequencies where the imaginary part of

�~�
is non-zero.

Let us decompose ¢ £°¥ � into a real and an imaginary part:

¢²£°¥ ��� ¢ Y�p£°¥ � 
]$ ¢ � ¨£°¥ � _ (55)

Since
���

is real valued, our design goal is

¢ Y�p£°¥ � ����
N$ ¢ � ¨£°¥ � ��� ÒgL " ÆA¹ ����º L $!� �4¹ ����º _ (56)

By inspection of
���

, (Eq. (52)), and
�b�

, (Eq. (54)), it follows that the real parts on the two sides can be
made identical:

¢ Y�p£¦¥ � �
¬
x¼» ° Ô&(� � ± OQP¶R~T�U &T�U &½² (57)

and the compensation of the resistive part of beam loading is exact. The impulse response of ¢ Y�p£°¥ � is
rectangular (inverse Fourier transform of ¢ Y�p£°¥ � ), lasting for a time equal to |q¯¾ < # L q ¾q D . In the case of
the SPS cavities this corresponds to

# &
samples at

& s MHz. This is implemented with the first FIR filter
(
# &

coefficients are equal to
#
, the other coefficients being s ). The value

$ ¢ � ¨£°¥ � is implemented with a
second FIR filter. Its impulse response Z � ¨� is limited to | # samples ( L # u × �a× # u ) and must be odd-
symmetric ( Z � ¨Ç � � L Z � ¨� ) so that its frequency response is purely imaginary. Perfect compensation is
not possible, however, because

�b�
is zero at frequencies where the imaginary part of

�³�
is non-zero. We

must therefore choose a criterion for computing the optimal coefficients Z � ¨w U�Z � ¨Ô U _ _ _ U�Z � ¨w!¿ . The details
are presented in Ref. [12]. The outputs of the two FIR filters are finally added together using an ALU
(IDT7381 or L4C381).

3.5 Implementation with Programmable Gate Array (PGA)
The PGA (or Programmable Logic Device, PLD) is a high-density gate array (up to

& s{sÖs{s{s gates on
one chip) that the user can configure to implement the desired function. Modern devices also include a
memory and some specialized functions on the chip (embedded programmable logic arrays).

The advantages of the PGA are:� It helps ensure very compact hardware by minimizing the external connections between chips.� It can be re-configured on the board.� Powerful development and debugging tools are available. It is possible to simulate both the logic
function and the delays to evaluate the possible overall processing rate.� PGAs are widely used and we can therefore expect new developments in the field.

The drawback is that the resulting design will implement fixed-point arithmetic only.

The bunch-by-bunch feedback at the Japanese b-Factory KEKB is an example of an implementa-
tion with PGA [24].

Figure 21 shows a block diagram of the feedback filter. The longitudinal position of each bunch is
measured with a wide band phase detection system (not shown here) capable of distinguishing individual
bunches spaced by less than

&
ns (maximum bunch frequency uJs(· MHz) [31]. The result is an analog
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Fig. 21: Digital filter of the KEKB bunch-by-bunch feedback (reproduced from Ref. [30]). The Field Programmable Gate

Array (FPGA) implements the 2-tap filtering of Eq. (58).

signal whose average value, in each
&

ns window, is a measurement of the phase 6e Ú of the corresponding
bunch. This signal is fed, on the left, into the digital filter shown on the figure. The ADC output is first
demultiplexed in 2 channels, each being further demultiplexed in 16 channels. The processing rate is
thus finally reduced to

# z MHz. The Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) QL
# z v &Cx

B made by
Quick Logic [32] implements a subtraction between its two


-bit operands. These are actually the same

time sequence Ý�� , but one is delayed by « samples with respect to the other, thereby implementing a
two-tap FIR filter with fixed coefficients

#
and L # . The output of the subtractor �À� is related to its input

Ýy� by the difference equation � � � Ý � L Ý � Ç 	 _ (58)

The delay « is adjusted to get the required ·Js µ phase shift at the synchrotron frequency. With these
coefficients (

#
and L # ) the FIR filter also eliminates the DC component (stable phase).

The outputs of the | & channels are finally multiplexed and converted into analog (the output signal
is shown on the right of the figure). This analog signal is fed into the IF port of a mixer, receiving
twice the bunch frequency on its LO (not shown here). The RF output drives the amplifiers feeding the
wide band kicker. The design of the digital filter dates from the mid-1990s. The FPGA is only used to
implement the subtraction between two


-bit words, which are properly aligned in time by the memories

(Static Random Access Memories, marked SRAM on Fig. 21). These two functions could be integrated
in a single Embedded PGA chip nowadays, which would make the implementation more attractive. Since
the speed of the components has improved, using the latest technology would also reduce the number of
channels. As an example of the power of modern PGAs, Altera proposes software called MegaCore to
implement FIR filters using its FLEX10KE family. With this tool, it quotes the realization of a

# · -tap
FIR filter (


-bit input) at

# s # MHz throughput rate [33]. In the CERN SPS we have used this technology
to upgrade the electronics of the transverse damper for the LHC beam: a digital filter for closed-orbit
rejection10 has been designed with a single chip FLEX 10K100E from Altera. It works with

# &
-bit inputs

and has a throughput of
 s MHz [30].

10 The minimal digital filter of a transverse bunch-by-bunch feedback produces notches at the multiple of the revolution
frequency and introduces a delay of one full turn [34]: & +-,/. � + �3� ,�ÁRÂg.�,§ÁRÂ¸Ã » . The required ���{Ä phase shift can be
obtained from the betatron phase advance between pick-up and kicker.
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3.6 Implementation with digital signal processors
Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) are microprocessors that specialize in performing repetitive mathemat-
ical operations. Most DSPs are based on the Harvard architecture. The core processor is connected to
two separate memories by two separate buses so that two memory accesses can be made in one cycle.
For example a new instruction can be fetched from one memory while data is fetched from the other. In
the implementation of an FIR (Eq. (81)), one item of data Ý2� Ç � can be fetched from one memory and
one coefficient Zy� fetched from the other memory (if the instruction is already in a third smaller memory
called the cache). All DSPs incorporate a hardware multiplier/accumulator unit, which, combined with
the Harvard architecture, makes it possible to perform a complete floating-point multiply-accumulate
operation in a single clock cycle, including the fetch of the two operands. Older DSPs implement only
fixed-point arithmetic. The ADSP-2106x from Analog Devices and the TMS320C6x from Texas In-
struments are in use in particle accelerators. In the first part of these two lectures [8] the beam control
system of the RHIC at Brookhaven National Laboratory was presented. It uses two DSPs (TMS320C40)
clocked at uJs MHz [35]. Some of the systems presented here can also be implemented with DSPs.

The advantages of the DSPs are:� Modern DSPs implement floating-point operations in the | & -bit IEEE standard. It was shown
above that the limited dynamic range of fixed-point arithmetic results in the need for careful scaling
of inputs and intermediate signal levels to avoid overflow. Here, the need for such scaling is
essentially eliminated by using floating-point arithmetic. Rounding noise is still introduced at each
operation but the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the filter is significantly better for floating
point arithmetic as compared with fixed-point arithmetic.11 The filter coefficients still need to be
quantized but this is done at constant relative precision.� The industry provides complete DSP systems. For example a printed circuit board containing
several DSPs linked together, external memories, input/output ports and a VME bus for connection
to an external host. Very complete software tools are also provided, such as extensive signal
processing libraries to implement FIR and IIR filters, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The prototype
can be tested in an emulator. Debugging tools are also available. The algorithm implemented by
the DSP can be re-programmed at will.� The filtering realized by the DSP can be very complex. For example one could imagine adjusting
the coefficients of the bunch-by-bunch feedback BPF continuously (Fig. 14) so that it remains cen-
tred on the synchrotron frequency X7k during the acceleration. The low-level system developed at
RHIC and presented in the first part of these two lectures [8] is a good example of the sophistica-
tion made possible by DSPs: the feedback gains (radial loop, beam phase loop and synchronization
loop) are varied during the acceleration to keep the poles of the closed-loop response at the optimal
location while the synchrotron frequency varies. Notice, however, that these gains are adjusted at
a very slow rate: only

& s{s times during the ë x s long acceleration ramp [35].� Control and diagnostic functions can easily be integrated. Additional software code can be added
to change the filtering function or to read interesting signals (see the example of ALS shown
below).� The market for DSPs is growing fast. We can expect continuing improvements in their performance
over coming years.

The drawback is that the DSPs are still very slow for RF applications. They may have a very
fast clock frequency, they still have only one multiplier/accumulator unit and will perform only one
multiplication at a time.12 It therefore takes many clock cycles to produce a single output sample when

11 This is obvious if we compare the ��� -bit floating point IEEE standard ( �0� -bit in the mantissa) to the classic � - or ��� -bit
fixed point format. But even with a fair comparison taking the same number of bits in the mantissa of the floating format as in
the fixed-point format one concludes that the output signal-to-noise ratio is better with the floating point implementation [36].

12 The Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD) DSPs from Analog Devices have two arithmetic units executing the same
instruction. But performance increases only if two independent filtering channels have to be implemented.
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the DSP must implement a filtering operation. For example, suppose that we wish to use a DSP to
implement a « taps FIR filter for the feedforward presented in Section 3.4 (feedforward on a travelling-
wave cavity). Generating the code using the optimized assembly-language library of the ADSP-21000
family, it takes u 
 « cycles to compute a single output value �C� [37]. Thirty-six cycles are needed to
generate one output of the | # -tap FIR. If the DSP is clocked at

# s{s MHz,13 we get an output signal
every |{zJs ns, compared with the

# &
ns needed by the video filter LF3320 clocked at

 | MHz. In this
application, the sampling rate of the DSP implementation would be

& _  MHz and the useful bandwidth
less than

#
MHz (one-third the sampling rate). In our RF applications DSPs are only a good candidate

if the processing rate can be much reduced by downsampling and interpolation. If parallel processing
is possible, one could also compensate the low rate by using several DSPs in parallel, as shown in the
following example.

The bunch-by-bunch feedback system of the ALS (synchrotron light source) at LBNL is imple-
mented using DSPs (Fig. 22) [23].

PSfrag replacements

in dB

Gain [linear]

Phase [deg.]

Fig. 22: Block diagram of the longitudinal bunch-by-bunch feedback used at ALS (reproduced from Ref. [23])

The machine parameters are | &� bunches,
&

ns spacing, revolution frequency X Y�p�q � # _yu MHz,
and synchrotron frequency X k � #{#

kHz. The acquisition part is similar to the one implemented at KEKB
and we shall not detail it. The bunch phase signal 6e is fed into the ADC. Recall that, for each bunch ê , the
bunch-by-bunch feedback must implement a separate BPF processing the average bunch phase 6e Ú . Since
the processing of each bunch is independent of the others, we can treat them in parallel, using a bank
of DSPs, each branch implementing one BPF with an « -tap FIR. The throughput rate could be reduced
to a comfortable

# _yu MHz ( X Y�p�q ) with | &� DSPs. Realization becomes possible once we notice that the
synchrotron tune is small (

' k � X k UJX Y�p�q � ë _y|�v # s Ç � ). The phase of each bunch does not change
much between two turns. Let us therefore reduce the processing rate by a factor l : for each bunch,
we treat its signal every l turns only. This process is called downsampling. A reasonable value for the
downsampling ratio l is a fraction of

# U ' k . For Ã bunches the total number of multiply–accumulate

13 Texas Instruments advertises a new ����� MHz DSP including four multiplier/accumulator units [38] (TMS320C64x). We
have not evaluated it yet.
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cycles per second (MAC/s) using an « -tap FIR is14

ÃÅ«�X Y�prql _ (59)

In the case of the ALS, taking
# s samples per synchrotron period ( l � # U � # s ' k ��Ò # x

) and with
a
& s -tap FIR, the processing power required is ë _ts(|³v # sFÆ MAC/s. Considering a modern DSP clocked at# s{s MHz, realizing one multiply–accumulate per cycle, we see that the above bunch-by-bunch feedback

can be implemented using only eight such DSPs, each one processing the signal from
x #

bunches and
producing one output per bunch every

# x
turns. The kick value for each bunch will thus be kept constant

over
# x

turns (Hold–Buffer DAC).15 This derivation is, however, overly optimistic: the ALS design
actually uses

x s DSPs in parallel. In addition the DSPs provide a powerful diagnostic tool. The phase
signal from each bunch can be observed individually. The growth rate of each mode of instability can
be measured by switching the feedback off, letting the oscillation develop, and switching the feedback
back on. This allows measurements in the small-signal regime [23]. Acquisition of these signals is easily
achieved through the existing interface between the DSP and its host computer.

4 ANNEXE

4.1 Spectrum of the beam-induced voltage
First consider a uniform ring distribution with all buckets filled and suppose that the bunch length is
infinitely short. The beam current measured in a pick-up then consists of a series of infinitely narrow
pulses spaced in time by the RF period.Ç!È

� Q � � � � o�YQZ
ª�ÉÊ|vË Ç É N � Q L ¬ oáYQZ � (60)

where
� � is the DC component of the beam current. Using the identityª�ÉÊ|ÌË Ç É N � Q L ¬ o � � #

o
ª�ÉÊ

¨ Ë Ç É Æ Ñ
Ô Ó ¨ �%Í È (61)

the beam current can be rewritten Ç�È
� Q � � � �

ª�ÉÊ
¨ Ë Ç É Æ Ñ

Ô Ó ¨ Z �r  � _ (62)

The corresponding spectrum is an infinite set of discrete lines at the RF frequency and its harmonics:
X � }Ð��XCY�Z . In practice the bunches are not infinitely short. Let Î � Q � be the normalized longitudinal
charge density, the beam current isÇ!Ï

� Q � � � � oáY�Z
ª�ÉÊ|vË Ç É Î � Q L ¬ oáYQZ � �

Ç!È
� Q ��Ð Î � Q � _ (63)

The current

Ç�Ï
is the convolution of the two time domain signals

Ç�È
� Q � and Î � Q � . The spectrum of

the result is thus obtained by multiplying the spectrum of

Ç�È
by the Fourier transform of the bunch charge

density Î . This spectrum still consists of a set of discrete lines at X � }Ü� _ X7YQZ but the amplitude of the
spectral lines in the frequency domain will decrease with an envelope equal to the Fourier transform of
the charge density Î � Q � . The width of the envelope is inversely proportional to the bunch length. The

14 We have neglected the small overhead of � cycles in the total number of cycles � ½iÑ .
15 A proper downsampling/interpolation filter (also called multirate filter) is somewhat more complex. See Section 4.2.5 for

more details.
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bandwidth of the accelerating system around X!YQZ being much narrower than the RF frequency we can
neglect all the harmonics. The non-zero bunch length then only introduces a scaling factor in the spectral
component at XJYQZ . For our analysis the beam current can thus be simplified to

Ç!Ò �§� Z £ Y ¨ � Q �¼Ó O9P¶R �Â&Jm XCYQZ Q 
 e � _ (64)

that is, a single line at the RF frequency. This remains valid if the bunch spacing is a multiple of the RF
period (uniform ring but not all buckets filled), assuming that the bunch frequency (inverse of the bunch
spacing) is much larger than the bandwidth of the RF system so only the spectral component at X�YQZ need
to be considered.

We now consider a non-uniform ring distribution. This is the case if the ring pattern consists of
one or several batch(es) of bunches and one (or more) hole(s) without bunches. As seen in a pick-up (or
in a cavity), the beam current is then modulated by a function � � Q � representing the batch envelope

Ç
� Ø � §!Ô � Q �3Ó� � Q � OQP¶R ��&Jm XCYQZ Q 
 e � _ (65)

The same bunch pattern periodically crosses the pick-up. The modulation function � � Q � is thus periodic
in time with a period equal to the revolution period o Y�prq . We can expand it as a Fourier series and the
beam current becomes

Ç
� Ø � §ÕÔ � Q �ÖÓ ¹ �7� 
 �

w
~{� O ��&Jm X Y�p�q Q � 
 � Ô ~{� O �¦x(m X Y�p�q Q � 
 � � ~{� O � z m X Y�prq Q � 
©¨/¨/¨


Ø×
w OQP¶R

�Â&Jm X Y�prq Q � 
T× Ô O9P¶R �¦x(m X Y�p�q Q � 
T× � OQP¶R � z m X Y�prq Q � 
¨/¨/¨�º OQP¶R ��&Jm XCYQZ Q 
 e � (66)

where �5� U � w U � Ô U _�_�_ U × w U × Ô U _�_�_ are the coefficients of the Fourier series. The amplitude of the coefficients
will typically decrease with increasing index in a manner that is a function of the shape of the batch.
Consider the classic situation where only a fraction f of the ring is evenly filled. By choosing the time
origin so that � � Q � is even-symmetric, we get � � � OQP¶R m f �m f � (67)× � � s�_ (68)

Figure 23 shows the spectrum of the beam current

Ç
��� Q � in that case. It consists of the carrier

frequency XJYQZ plus a set of sidebands at X{YQZW}a� _ X Y�prq . The voltage
�i�

induced by the beam in the cavity
will thus consist of a discrete set of lines at the frequencies

X � XCYQZ~}a��X Y�prq _ (69)

We now return to the uniform ring distribution and consider a beam undergoing longitudinal dipole
oscillations, as shown in Fig. 3. Consider a single infinitely narrow bunch undergoing a pure dipole
oscillation, the measured current isÇ

�
Ò � §ÕÔ5Ù � �n¥�£ |ìp � Q � ��� � o Y�p�q

ª�ÉÊ|ÌË Ç É N � Q L ¬ o Y�prq L 6T�OQP¶R ��&Jm X{k Q 
 � �Q� U (70)

where 6T is the amplitude of the synchrotron oscillation (in time) and Xk is the synchrotron frequency.
Using the identity from Eq. (61) we rewrite the bunch currentÇ

�
Ò � §ÕÔ�Ù � �n¥�£ |yp � Q � � � �

ª�ÉÊ� Ë Ç É Æ Ñ
Ô Ó � Z �Â¸°¹ Ú � Ç¼ÛÜ/Ý�Þ�ß§à Ô Ó Z � �%ª �[á-â _ (71)

Now using the identity

Æ Ç Ñ Ù Ý�Þ�ß{ã � ª�ÉÊ
¨ Ë Ç É � L # � ¨�ä ¨ � Ý � Æ Ñ ¨ ã (72)
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Fig. 23: Frequencies where beam loading must be compensated: spectrum of the beam current F G in the case where only a

fraction è of the ring is filled with bunches ( èÞ� �Q¡Q� )

we get
Ç
�
Ò � §ÕÔ5Ù � �n¥�£ |ìp � Q � ��� �

ª�ÉÊ� Ë Ç É Æ Ñ
Ô Ó � Z �Â¸°¹ � ª�ÉÊ

¨ Ë Ç É � L # � ¨�ä ¨ ��&Jm ��X Y�prq 6T � Æ Ñ Ú Ô Ó ¨ Z � �%ª ¨ �Wâ (73)Ç
�
Ò � §ÕÔ5Ù � �n¥�£ |yp � Q � � � �

ª�ÉÊ� Ë Ç É ª�ÉÊ
¨ Ë Ç É � L # � ¨ ä ¨ ��&Jm ��X Y�prq 6T � Æ Ñ Ú Ô Ó à � Z �Â¸°¹ ª ¨ Z � á �%ª ¨ �Wâ (74)

Around each harmonic of the revolution frequency (at ��X Y�prq ) there is an infinite number of syn-
chrotron sidebands (at ��X Y�p�q 
 ��X{k ). The spectral amplitude of the � th sideband of the � th revolution
line is given by ä ¨ ��&Jm ��X Y�prq 6T � (Bessel function of order � ). The spectral lines falling in the RF cavity
impedance (near the fundamental) have index � Ò Z (where Z is the harmonic number). The amplitudes
of their sidebands are proportional toä ¨ ��&Jm ��X Y�prq 6T ��Ò ä ¨ ��&Jm ZiX Y�p�q 6T � � ä ¨ ��&Jm 6ToáYQZ � _ (75)

When the instability starts growing, the amplitude of the longitudinal oscillation is much smaller
than the RF period. The dominant sidebands are thus the first ones (at ��X Y�prq }*X k ) since, for a small value
of their argument N , the Bessel function of higher order are close to zero ( ä ¨ � N ��Ò � NCU & � ¨ Uj�êé ). Taking,
for example, an oscillation of } # s µ in the RF bucket ( T�U�odYQZ � # s U |{zJs ), the strength of the sidebands
relative to the revolution frequency line will be s5_ts(· for � � #

, s5_ts{s x for � ��&
, s5_ts{s{s # for � � | , etc.

Figure 3 shows an oscillation of larger amplitude: } # _yu ns in the
# s{s MHz bucket ( T�U�o\YQZ � # _yu U # s ),

and the sidebands of large index are not negligible. Relative to the revolution frequency line we get
an amplitude of s5_yu{| for � � #

, s5_ # | for � � &
, s5_ts & for � � | , etc. We show only one bunch in

Fig. 3. The other bunches execute similar dipole oscillations at the same frequency X�k but each bunch ê
has its own phase � Ú . For Ã evenly spaced bunches of equal intensity, each bunch executing a dipolar
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longitudinal oscillation of the same amplitude but with different phases, the beam current isÇ
� p Ø9¨ Ù � �n¥�£ |yp � Q � � � � o Y�prq U�Ãìë Ç wÊ

Ú Ë � ª�ÉÊ|vË Ç É N � Q L ¬ o Y�prq L ê
Ã o Y�prq L 6T�O9P¶R ��&Jm X{k Q 
 � Ú �Q� _ (76)

Following the derivation used for a single bunch, we can rewrite the beam current asÇ
� p Ø9¨ Ù � �n¥�£ |yp � Q � � � �

ª�ÉÊ� Ë Ç É ª�ÉÊ
¨ Ë Ç É � L # � ¨�ä ¨ ��&Jm ��X Y�p�q 6T � Æ Ñ Ú Ô Ó à � Z �Â¸°¹ ª ¨ Z � á � â ë Ç wÊ

Ú Ë � Æ Ñ Ú ¨ �Aí�Ç Ô Ó Ú � Í ë â _ (77)

The spectrum is similar to the one created by a single bunch. The only difference is the last factor,
which combines the phases � Ú of the dipolar oscillations of the individual bunches to enhance or reduce
the spectral lines. We conclude that the spectrum of the voltage

���
induced in the cavity by a beam

undergoing a small longitudinal dipole oscillation contains power only at the frequencies

X � XCYQZ�}a��X Y�prq }���X{k (78)

with the amplitude of the sidebands decreasing quickly with increasing index � .

The quadrupole oscillation shown in Fig. 4 does not modulate the phase of the beam current but
only its amplitude. Since the frequency of the quadrupole mode is twice the synchrotron frequency we
can expect that this mode of oscillation will create dominant sidebands at the frequencies X � X�YQZé}
��X Y�p�q } & X{k . Generalizing to the higher order modes, we conclude that the voltage

���
induced in the

cavity (around its fundamental resonance) by a beam undergoing a longitudinal oscillation has power
only at the discrete frequencies

X � XCYQZ�}a��X Y�p�q }���X k _ (79)

4.2 Digital filters
4.2.1 Nyquist rate

Nyquist theorem states that a continuous-time signal can be sampled without loss of information if the
sampling rate is at least twice the highest frequency present in the signal spectrum. In a mixed signal
set-up, one first filters the analog signal with an analog anti-aliasing filter (low pass filter). This filter
has a stop band starting at a frequency lower or equal to half the sampling frequency. In order not to
distort the signal band, some frequency margin must be left for the transition band (between passband
and stop band), so that the maximum interesting frequency in the continuous-time signal does not exceed
one-third of the sampling frequency.

4.2.2 Finite Impulse Response and Infinite Impulse Response filters

A digital filter is an operator that maps an input sequence Ý9� to an output sequence �W� . If the filter is
linear and invariant in time, the output � � is related to the input Ý � via the convolution� � � Z � Ð Ý � U (80)Z � is the filter impulse response, defined as the output when the filter is excited by a Dirac pulse N � at its
input ( N{� � s for �ïî� s , and N � � #

). If the impulse response is of finite duration the filter is called a
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter. Otherwise it is called an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter. An
FIR filter, of impulse duration « samples, realizes the following filtering operation��� � Z � Ýy� 
 Z w Ýy� Ç w 
 Z Ô Ý�� Ç Ô 
©¨/¨/¨J
 Z 	 Ç w Ýy� Ç 	Fª w (81)

It is easily implemented with a tap delay line of length « , fed at its input by the signal Ý�� , and with an
adder that computes the weighted sum of the tap outputs, the weights being the values of the impulse
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response. IIR filters have feedback loops relating the value of the output at time � with the past values
of the output. For example, the filter implementing the recursion��� � � ��� Ç w 
 Ýy� (82)

has the impulse response Zy� � � � for ��ð s and ZÀ� � s for �êñ s . The impulse response lasts forever.

4.2.3 z-transform

The Laplace transform is a very powerful tool for analysing continuous-time linear time-invariant sys-
tems. It provides answers to important questions of stability and frequency response. The equivalent for
the analysis of discrete-time linear time-invariant systems is the z-transform, defined as� ��� � � ª�ÉÊ� Ë Ç É Ýy� � Ç � _ (83)

The transfer function of the filter is the z-transform of its impulse response

¢ ��� � � ª�ÉÊ� Ë Ç É ZC� � Ç � _ (84)

Because the z-transform of the convolution of two sequences is the product of the z-transforms of the
two sequences, it follows from Eq. (80) that the z-transform [ ��� � of the filter output is the product of
the z-transform of its input and the transfer function ¢ ��� � ,

[ ��� � � ¢ ��� � � ��� � _ (85)

The variable
�

is the equivalent of the variable ò for the Laplace transform. It is complex valued. The
poles (zeros) of the transfer function are defined as the values of

�
for which the denominator (numerator)

of ¢ ��� � equals zero. Let us consider the double-peaked comb filter of Eq. (47). We have
�

zeros at�jÚÐ� Æ Ñ
Ô Ó íÂ (86)

for ê � s U # U & U ¨/¨/¨ U � L #
. And

�
poles at� ¥ � � �Â Æ Ñ

Ô ÓôóÂ (87)

for V � s U # U & U ¨/¨/¨ U � L #
. Each pole has a multiplicity of two: it appears twice in the denominator.

Recall that, for continuous-time filters, the frequency response is obtained by evaluating the Laplace
transform on the imaginary axis. This gives the Fourier transform. Similarly, the frequency response of
the digital filter is obtained from the evaluation of its transfer function on the unit circle. Let

S � ZZ '
be the normalized frequency of the input sine wave. The filter output will be a sine wave at the same
frequency, but its amplitude and phase are given by the modulus and phase of ¢ � ÆjÑ

Ô Ó�õ � . Let us consider
the double-peaked comb filter again. Because the zeros are located on the unit circle (Eq. (86)), the filter
will show zeros of transmission at the exact multiples of the revolution frequency as shown in Fig. 18.
The parameter � is very close to one, so that the pairs of poles (Eq. (87)) will be located very close to the
corresponding zero but slightly inside the unit circle. This produces the desired pair of resonances on the
synchrotron sidebands (Fig. 18).

4.2.4 From difference equations to transfer function

From a set of difference equations, we can easily get the filter transfer function by applying the z-
transform to both sides of the equations. Two properties of the z-transform must be recalled:
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Linearity: the z-transform of a sum of two sequences Ý9� and ��� is the sum of the z-transform of each
sequence, � ��� � 
 [ ��� � .

Delay property: the z-transform of a sequence delayed by one sample is
� Ç w times the z-transform of

the original sequence.
Using these properties, we derive from Eqs. (48),(49) and (50)

�A��� � � � � Ç�� �A��� � 
 � ��� � (88)ö ��� � � � � Ç�� ö ��� � 
ì÷ # L � Ç��dø �A��� � (89)

[ ��� � �� Ç�� ö ��� � U (90)

where � ��� � , [ ��� � , � ��� � and
ö ��� � are the z-transforms of the sequences Ý2� , ��� ,

b � and � � respectively.
We can now eliminate

�A��� � and
ö ��� � from the above three equations and we get

[ ��� � � # L � Ç��� # L�� � Ç�� � � # L�� � Ç�� � � Ç�� � ��� � _ (91)

This gives the transfer function ¢ k � � ��� � of Eq. (47). Notice, however, that several different sets of
difference equations will lead to the same transfer function and they therefore realize the same filter. For
example ¢ k � � is also realized by the following difference equation��� ��& � ��� Ç�� L�� Ô ��� Ç Ô � 
 Ýy� Ç�� L Ýy� Ç Ô � _ (92)

However, some realizations will be much more sensitive to quantization effects and the cascade form of
Fig. 20 is often preferred.

4.2.5 Multirate filters

Throwing away l L #
data out of every l data as proposed in Section 3.6 will unavoidably worsen

the signal-to-noise ratio. Also, simply holding the output constant for l turns will introduce distortion.
It is, however, possible to reduce the necessary processing without loss of precision [39]. The input
sequence Ý�� is first processed by a so-called decimation filter (impulse response Z �� ). It is a low pass
filter with a passband extending to the maximal synchrotron frequency Xk Ù ¨�ØQÙ (so that it covers the band
of the BPF) and a stopband starting at X Y�prq U�l L X k Ù ¨�ØQÙ . This puts a first limit on the downsampling
ratio lÖñ X Y�p�q U & X{k � # U &(' k . All input data is used as input to the decimation filter but its output is
computed every l turns only (downsampling). This sequence is fed into the original BPF, called the
kernel filter in multirate filtering, and now operated at the reduced rate X Y�p�q U�l (rejection of the DC
component and of the noise outside the synchrotron frequency band,

m U & phase shift at the synchrotron
frequency). The saving in processing time in the BPF only is proportional to l Ô

because the number
of coefficients required to implement a given passband characteristic (in Hz) scales linearly with

# U�l
if the transition bandwidth is kept constant (from passband to stopband in Hz). We here assume that
all filters are implemented as FIR. The original sampling rate is recovered at the BPF output using an
interpolation filter Z Ò� (upsampling) that produces an output, at every turn, from its input sequence at the
rate X Y�p�q U�l . The interpolation filter must reject the image spectra created by the upsampling process.
This requirement is satisfied if we choose the same filter for interpolation and decimation ( Z Ò� � Z �� ).
Notice that, out of every l samples at the input of Z Ò� (rate X Y�p�q ), l L #

samples are equal to zero. The
unnecessary multiplications by zero are not performed, thereby saving on the overall processing time.
With this multirate scheme there is no degradation in performance compared to the implementation of
the BPF at the rate X Y�p�q , but a significant saving in processing time is possible if X Y�p�q�çéç & X{k Ù ¨�Ø9Ù .
While the processing time required by the BPF decreases as

# U�l Ô
, the time spent computing the outputs

of the decimation and interpolation filters increases with l and the overall processing time is therefore
minimal for some optimal value of l .
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Abstract
We deal primarily with the practice, as opposed to the theory, of high-power
RF transmission systems. The emphasis is on commercially available power
transmission components, with an explanation of their functioning.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the means of transmission of RF power from the source to the accelerating structure
or other load. The discussion cannot be comprehensive due to limitations of space, but the intention is to
give a discussion in sufficient depth that the reader will have a feeling for what is really involved in trans-
mitting high powers of RF. At a minimum the reader should feel comfortable picking up a manufacturer’s
catalogue and understanding what it is that all those devices do.

2 CHOOSING THE TRANSMISSION LINE

The first choice that has to be made in putting together a transmission system is that of selecting what
kind of transmission line to use. There are really only two choices: coaxial line and waveguide. For the
waveguide one can choose between rectangular, elliptical, or circular waveguides. Only the rectangular
waveguide is discussed here, since it is by far the most common choice and has the greatest availability
of circuit devices. Figure 1 shows the nomenclature used to described coaxial lines and rectangular
waveguides.

Fig. 1: Coaxial line and rectangular waveguide

∗ Work supported by the US Department of Energy, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics.
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2.1 Coaxial line

The coaxial transmission line supports a TEM mode which has no cut-off frequency, that is, coax can be
used down to d.c. This mode, in which the electric field is radial and the magnetic field azimuthal, has
phase velocity and characteristic impedance given by

νp = c/
√

εr , (1)

Z0 = 60 ln(b/a) , (2)

where c is the velocity of light in free space and εr is the relative permittivity of the material filling the
space between the conductors. For high powers it is usual to use air-spaced lines to minimize the losses,
but these require the use of dielectric spacers to support the inner conductor, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Typical high-power coaxial components

Coaxial transmission lines for high-power transmission are commonly available in 50 Ω and 75 Ω charac-
teristic impedances, the former representing a compromise between breakdown field strength and power
handling capacity, and the latter being selected for minimum attenuation. The ratio b/a is fixed by the
characteristic impedance of the line at 2.3 for the 50 Ω line and 3.49 for the 75 Ω line. Propagation on a
coaxial line is as expj(ωt− γz) where γ = α + j β. The loss parameter is given by

αcoax =
1

2ζ0 log(b/a)

(

Ra

a
+

Rb

b

)

, (3)

where Ra and Rb are the surface resistances of the outer and inner conductors, respectively, and ζ0 is
the wave impedance of free space ( = 377 Ω). The large coaxial transmission lines used for high-power
transmission may use copper for the inner conductor and aluminium for the outer conductor to save
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weight. The use of aluminium as the outer conductor increases the transmission losses by about 10%.
The average power carried on a coaxial line is related to the peak electric field by

P̄coax =
E2

0a2

ζ0
π log

(

b

a

)

. (4)

The derivations of Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) are given in Appendix A. It is customary to assume that the
peak electric field is the breakdown electric field strength in dry air at standard pressure and tempera-
ture, 3 MV/m. It must be remembered that this figure provides no margin of safety and that allowances
must be made for changes with altitude, humidity and for the presence of dust particles in the air.

Higher-order modes (TE and TM modes) can propagate in coax at higher frequencies, and one
wants to avoid these modes because mode conversion from TEM to TE or TM modes represents a source
of power loss. The cut off wavenumber for the mode with the lowest cut off frequency, the TE11 mode,
is approximately given by

k2
c (b + a)2 ≈ 4

[

1 +
1

3

(

b− a

b + a

)2
]

. (5)

As a numerical example, let us consider a 500 MHz power system using a rigid, air-filled, 75 Ω
aluminum 14 inch outer diameter outer conductor transmission line. The radii of the outer and inner
conductors are then a = 51 mm and b = 178 mm. Neglecting higher order waveguide mode effects and
σCu = 5.8 × 107 mhos/m and σAl = 3.5 × 107 mhos/m, so that the surface resistances are Ra = (σCuδCu)

−1

= 5.8 × 10−3 Ω per square and Rb = (σAlδAl)
−1 = 7.5× 10−3 Ω per square, the attenuation constant is

αcoax =
1

2 · 377 · 1.25

(

5.8 × 10−3

0.051
+

7.5× 10−3

0.178

)

= 1.66 × 10−4 m−1 (6)

The power handling capacity is (with no safety factor or allowance for variation of breakdown
field strength due to elevation, say)

P̄coax,max =
(3× 106)2π(0.051)2

377
1.25 = 244 MW (7)

The cut-off wavenumber is obtained from Eq. (5) as

k2
c ≈

4

[

1 + 1
3

(

17.8−5.10
17.8+5.10

)2
]

(17.8 + 5.10)2 = 8.41 × 10−3 cm−2 . (8)

Whence

k2
c = 0.092 cm−1 (9)

and

fc =
c

2π
kc = 439 MHz . (10)

Thus we would not want to use this particular coaxial line much above 400 MHz, for example. Raising
the TE11 cut-off frequency to 550 MHz for the same characteristic impedance would require a = 41 mm
and b = 142 mm, yielding α = 2.1 × 10−4 m−1 and a maximum average power of 155 MW.
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2.2 Rectangular waveguide

Standard rectangular waveguides have aspect ratios close to 2:1, but reduced-height waveguides are
sometimes used for special purposes. The propagation constant in rectangular waveguide is given by

β2 = β2
0 − k2

c , (11)

where the cut-off wavenumber kc = π/a and the cut-off frequency fc = c/2a for the lowest mode of
propagation. In this mode, the TE10 (or H10) mode, the electric field is normal to the broad wall and the
magnetic field is parallel to the broad wall. Assuming that b = a/2 the attenuation constant is found to
be

αwg =
2Rs

[

1 + (fc/f)2
]

αζ0 [1− (fc/f)2]0.5 (12)

and the maximum power is

P̄wg =
E2

0a2

ζ0
ab
√

1− (fc/f)2 . (13)

The derivations of Eqs. (12) and (13) are given in Appendix B. The power-handling capacity of a trans-
mission line decreases with increasing altitude [1] because the breakdown field strength is a decreasing
function of pressure. This is sometimes counteracted by pressurizing the waveguide. Thus, for example,
the 1300 MHz RF power system of the Los Alamos (elevation 7000 feet = 2134 m) free-electron laser
linac is pressurized to 10−12 psig with SF6. Such pressurization is the exception rather than the rule.
For one thing, pressurization may cause the waveguide to deform, thus altering the propagation constant,
which might then become a function of atmospheric pressure. (To counter this effect the waveguide
manufacturers produce heavy-wall high-pressure waveguides.) It is, however, fairly common practice to
pressurize the waveguide system with approximately 1 psig or so of dry nitrogen, to serve as a monitor
for the tightness of the system, under the philosophy that if there are no air leaks there will be no RF
leaks. This has the added advantage of ensuring that the accelerator structure is filled with dry nitrogen,
rather than atmospheric air, if a high-power window should fail. That significantly reduces the time
needed to recommission the accelerator following the failure.

Higher order waveguide modes are also a consideration in using rectangular waveguides. For the
conventional choice of a 2 : 1 aspect ratio in the transverse dimensions, the first higher order mode is
the TE20 mode (H20 mode), for which the cut-off frequency is just twice the cut-off frequency of the
dominant TE10 mode (H10 mode). Common practice is to use a rectangular waveguide with a ±20%
bandwidth about a centre frequency which is 1.5 times the waveguide cut-off frequency. Roughly put,
one operates in a band from approximately 1.25 fc to 1.90 fc. Table 1 shows the standard waveguides
for high-power transmission in the frequency range commonly used for particle accelerators.

In the grey area around 200 to 400 MHz, where one might want to choose either coaxial transmis-
sion line for its more compact size, or a waveguide for its lower attenuation, one must bear in mind both
attenuation and power-handling capacity.

For the high-power transmission system discussed previously but using a WR1800 waveguide
made of aluminium, with a = 18 inches = 0.457 m, the attenuation constant is

αwg =
2 · 7.5 × 10−3

[

1 + (327.9/500)2
]

0.457 · 377 [1− (327.9/500)2 ]0.5 = 1.65 × 10−4 m−1 (14)
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Table 1: Standard waveguide characteristics

Waveguide Inside TE10 mode Cut-off Cut-off
designation dimensions operating Range frequency wavelength

(inches) (MHz) (MHz) (cm)
WR2300 23.0 × 11.5 320–490 256 116.84
WR2100 21.0 × 10.5 350–530 281 106.68
WR1800 18.0 × 9.0 410–625 328 91.44
WR1500 15.0 × 7.5 490–750 393 76.20
WR1150 11.5 × 5.75 640–960 513 58.42
WR975 9.75 × 4.875 750–1120 605 49.53
WR770 7.7 × 3.85 960–1450 766 39.12
WR650 6.5 × 3.25 1200–1700 908 33.02

frequency (MHz)
102 103 104

α 
(1

/m
)

10
-5

10
-4

Coax

Waveguide

Fig. 3: Attenuation constants for a 14 inch coaxial line and for WR1800 waveguide

and the maximum power is

P̄wg,max =
(3× 106)2 0.457 · 0.229

4.377

√

1− (327.9/500)2 = 471 MW . (15)

Thus at 500 MHz choosing a waveguide over a coax line is fairly clear cut. In order to avoid higher order
waveguide mode losses, the diameter of the coax must be reduced, leading to higher attenuation and
lower power-handling capacity as shown above. For short distances of transmission, however, the higher
losses of coaxial transmission lines may be acceptable. Figure 3 shows attenuation versus frequency for a
14-inch coaxial line and a WR1800 waveguide. The figure is intended to show the frequency dependence
of both coaxial line and waveguide and should not be interpreted as implying a choice between these two
transmission lines. The attenuation constant α of a coaxial line increases with increasing frequency as
the square root of the frequency, because of the surface resistance term, which contains a skin-depth
factor. The attenuation constant for a waveguide has a more complicated frequency behaviour, as given
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in Eq. (12) and shown in Fig. 3. As a function of frequency, the attenuation constant has a minimum at
2.471 fc [2], but this frequency is not used for transmission, because several higher order modes can also
propagate at the same time.

Figure 4 shows the attenuation constant α versus frequency for standard waveguides throughout
their recommended frequency bands. The attenuation increases with frequency because of the decrease
in the skin depth. Figure 5 shows the power-handling capacity of standard waveguides assuming a
breakdown field strength of 3 MV/m.

frequency (MHz)
102 103

α 
 (

1/
m

)
10

-4
10

-3

WR2300
WR2100

WR1800

WR1500

WR1150

WR975

WR770

WR650

Fig. 4: Attenuation constant vs frequency for standard waveguides

Figure 6 shows a 425 MHz system set-up for evaluation of its performance. At the left is seen a
klystron with its output to waveguide. Up from the klystron is a 90◦ mitred H-plane bend. Just before
the Y-shaped circulator is a dual directional coupler. In the horizontal direction after the circulator is
a 90◦ mitred E-plane bend. Following the bend is a broad-wall directional coupler. The operation and
characteristics of these components, and more, are discussed in the remainder of this paper.

3 TWO-PORT DEVICES

3.1 Bends

Bends in waveguide systems typically leave the plane of the top (broad) waveguide wall undisturbed, or
they leave the plane of the side (narrow) wall unchanged. Bends of the former type are known as H-plane
bends, while the latter type are known as E-plane bends. In practice, both E-plane and H-plane bends
commonly come in two forms, swept and mitred.

A swept bend forms a gradual change of direction. Figure 7 shows schematically a swept H-plane
bend and a mitred H-plane bend. Swept bends tend to be rather long; a bend of two guide wavelengths
in length is common and is good engineering practice. The reasoning behind this last statement is based
on the observation that if two transmission lines of characteristic impedance Z0 are connected by a
transmission line of characteristic impedance Z1, then there will be no reflection arising from the change
of impedance if the length of the intermediate line is an integral number of half guide wavelengths long.
That is, the impedance seen looking into the first junction between Z0 and Z1 is, assuming the second
Z0 line is properly terminated and the length of the intermediate line is L,

Zin =
Z0 cos βL + jZ1 sinβL

j0(Z0/Z1) sinβL + cos βL
, (16)
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Fig. 5: Waveguide power handling capacity at a beakdown voltage of 3 MV/m

Fig. 6: A 425 MHz system set up for evaluation
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Fig. 7: Outline of a swept H-plane bend (left) and a mitred H-plane bend (right)

which will have the value Z0 whenever βL is a multiple of π.

A mitred bend, on the other hand, can be quite compact, slightly longer than one electrical wave-
length. A 90◦ H-plane bend is essentially a right-angled junction with a reflecting plane replacing the
outer corner. The location of this plane is discussed in Ref. [1]. Other mitred bends have both corners
replaced by 45◦ planes.

Commercially available swept H-plane bends have a maximum Voltage Standing Wave Ratio
(VSWR, the ratio of the sum of the incident and reflected wave amplitudes to the difference of the
incident and reflected amplitudes) of 1.03 over the 40% waveguide band, while the mitred bends have a
maximum VSWR of 1.02, but only over a 10% band.

Essentially the same remarks can be made about the swept E-plane bends and the mitred E-plane
bends as were made about the H-plane bends, including performance characteristics.

3.2 Twists and tapers

It is often the case that the plane of polarization of the electric field must be rotated by 90◦. One can
choose to make a gradual change (twist) of the waveguide, or one can make the change of plane in a series
of discontinuous rotations. The problem with gradual changes in general is that they take up length in
the transmission system. The step twist, on the other hand, accomplishes the rotation in a distance as
short as three-quarters of a guide wavelength. Figure 8 shows a 90◦ step twist. The basic idea of the

Fig. 8: Outline drawing of a 90◦ step twist

step twist is that the discontinuities in the orientation of the component waveguide sections should occur
at one-quarter guide wavelength separation, so that reflections from the discontinuities are allowed to
cancel. If we denote by θ the rotation angle between the sides of two sections of waveguide, then the
reflection coefficient arising from the discontinuity will be proportional [3] to θ2 for small enough θ. If
we want to accomplish a 90◦ twist with, say, three rotations of angles θ1, θ2, and θ1, then we would want
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the reflection coefficients to be in the ratio 1:2:1 for pairwise cancellation of the reflected waves. Thus
we want to have:

1 : 2 : 1
θ2
1 : θ2

2 : θ2
1

26.4◦ + 37.2◦ + 26.4◦ = 90◦ .

In practice these angles need to be adjusted slightly for optimum performance. One expects to obtain
a VSWR resulting from reflection from a step twist of the order of 1.05 or less over a bandwidth of at
least 10%. Step twists with five rotations are also available for broader-band performance and higher
power-handling capacity. Other angles of twist such as 30◦, 45◦, and 60◦ are also available. The power-
handling capacity of the step twist is about half that of the waveguide to which it is mated, and therefore
may represent the weakest link in the transmission chain.

Fig. 9: Outline drawings of gradual and stepped height tapers

Where it is necessary to make a transition from standard waveguide to reduced-height waveguide
we may use either a gradual or a step taper, as shown in Fig. 9. The gradual taper must have a length of
at least three guide wavelengths to achieve an acceptable VSWR. The step taper, employing three or four
quarter-wavelength steps, is much shorter and can be made with good VSWR if it is only to operate over
a narrow band. Figure 10 shows a waveguide system with swept and mitred bends and a step transformer
to reduced-height waveguide.

3.3 Windows

Since the high-power waveguide system is normally at atmospheric pressure, it is necessary to provide
RF windows between the waveguide and the accelerating structure. There are, of course, similar windows
on the outputs of high-power klystrons, which are an integral part of those tubes. The RF windows are
often the most critical part of a high-power RF system, since their failure will cause the high vacuum
system to go ‘down-to-air’, leading to the need for a lengthy period of reconditioning before the system
is fully operational again.

Figure 11 shows the arrangement of a number of common types of RF window. The window is
typically made from high purity alumina ceramic which is brazed into the transmission line. The simplest
are those in coaxial line [Fig. 11(a) and circular waveguide Fig. 11(b)]. These have the advantage that the
thermal stresses produced in the window by dielectric heating are symmetrical and that the field pattern in
the ceramic matches that in the empty transmission line, avoiding mode conversion. To achieve a good
match the window must either be thin, half a wavelength thick, or provided with additional matching
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Fig. 10: Arrangement of a typical high-power waveguide system

elements. The lighthouse window [Fig. 11(c)] employs a cylindrical ceramic around the junction between
a coaxial line and a waveguide. This arrangement is particularly suitable when the coupler that feeds RF
power into the accelerator is in coaxial line. The creation of a window in a rectangular waveguide by
fixing a rectangular piece of ceramic into the waveguide is not suitable for use at high power levels
because of the stress concentrations that occur at the corners of the ceramic. A possible alternative is to
use an iris window, as shown in Fig. 11(d). The iris is designed to be resonant at the centre frequency
of the band of frequencies required. Additional matching elements must be used if broadband operation
is required. Finally, the pill-box window [Fig. 11(e)], is essentially a circular waveguide window placed
between a pair of transitions from circular to rectangular waveguide. Because the ceramic is larger than
that of an iris window, the power-handling capacity is higher. With careful design a pill-box window can
give a good VSWR over a band of frequencies.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig. 11: Various types of RF windows
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Because the consequences of window failure can be catastrophic, it is usual to take precautions
against such an event. Common precautions are provision of air-blast cooling on the air side of the
window, monitoring of the window temperature, and the use of double windows in series.

3.4 Mode transformers

It is sometimes necessary to couple power from one type of transmission line to another with a low
VSWR. In order to achieve this, the basic principle is to try to ensure that the electric and magnetic field
patterns on the two sides of the junction are roughly similar. Since the field patterns are not normally
an exact match, some of the RF power is scattered into higher order modes. Provided these are cut off,
no power can propagate in them and it therefore remains stored as reactive energy in the region close
to the junction. The mismatch caused by this reactance can be tuned out by the addition of matching
elements (posts or irises) to give a good overall VSWR. Rather different problems arise when the higher
order modes can propagate because significant power can then be scattered into undesired modes. This
should not normally happen at the fundamental frequency, but it can cause serious problems at harmonic
frequencies. A high-power RF system always contains some harmonic power from the output of the RF
source or from power induced in the accelerating structure by beam bunches. Harmonic power can cause
standing waves in the waveguide and trigger waveguide breakdown.

Figure 12 shows, as an example, how power can be coupled from the TE10 rectangular waveguide
mode to the TM10 circular waveguide mode (or vice versa). When the rectangular waveguide is termi-
nated in a short circuit the resulting standing wave has magnetic field lines, which are approximately
circular, as shown on the left of Fig. 12. These are a good match to the magnetic field in the circular
waveguide. In order to match the electric field lines it is necessary to add a post to the junction, as shown
on the right of Fig. 12. The dimensions of the post are adjusted to match the junction and additional
matching elements can be added in either, or both, of the waveguides if necessary.

Fig. 12: Arrangement of a transition from rectangular to circular waveguide

The most common types of mode transformer are those for coupling power from a coaxial line to
a rectangular waveguide. There are a number of ways of achieving this but the only ones that are really
suitable for use at high power levels are the door-knob transition and the tee bar transition illustrated in
Fig. 13. Note that in this case part of the problem arises from the mismatch of impedance between the
waveguide (typically 200 Ω) and the coaxial line (50 Ω or 75 Ω).
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Fig. 13: Arrangements of high-power transitions from coaxial line to waveguide

4 THREE AND FOUR-PORT DEVICES

4.1 Directional couplers

In waveguide transmission systems it is often useful and necessary to couple energy from one waveguide
system into another system. Such coupling might be to provide power to the second system, or to provide
a measure of the power flow in the first system. Consider, first, two rectangular waveguides side by side
with a common side wall, with a hole connecting the two waveguides, as shown in Fig. 14. The action
of the hole can be described by considering it as a dipole radiator that is excited by the wave S0 in the
primary waveguide. The dipole radiates waves symmetrically into both waveguides as shown, with the
condition that the sum of the powers emerging from the four ports is exactly equal to that in the incident
wave (for a theoretical lossless device). Since the action of the hole is to couple some of the incident
power to ports 3 and 4 and some power re-emerges from port 1, it follows that the wave S1+ must
combine destructively with S0 so that the power emerging at port 2 is reduced by the presence of the
hole. By using two or more coupling holes it is possible to make devices, known as directional couplers,
which couple power selectively to particular ports.

Fig. 14: Waveguides coupled by a hole in their common wall
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Fig. 15: Directional couplers

The principle of two common types of directional coupler is illustrated in Fig. 15. The left-hand
diagram shows two waveguides coupled by a pair of identical holes in their common, narrow wall. If we
treat port 1 as the input port then hole B will be excited with a phase shift φ relative to hole A, where
φ is the electrical length of the guide between the holes. Thus the forward waves radiated by the two
holes into the second guide are always in phase with each other and add together, and the amplitude of
E3 is non-zero. If we choose φ = π/2 then the backward wave in the second guide radiated by hole B
is in antiphase with that radiated by hole A at the plane of A and E4 = 0. Thus the power input at port
1 has been divided between ports 2 and 3 in a proportion determined by the sizes of the holes. Since
the device is symmetrical, the same argument can be applied to power input at any of the ports. It is
important to note that, as described, this coupler works perfectly at only one frequency. The coupling
can be increased and made broadband by the use of arrays of holes. For details on the theory of design
of multihole couplers see Ref. [4]. The S matrix of a directional coupler has already been given in these
proceedings by Caspers [5]. The coupler described is known as a ‘side-wall coupler’. It is also possible
to make couplers with holes in the common broad wall. Couplers for use at low power levels often have
three ports, since one port is terminated in an internal matched load. This is not normally suitable for
high-power use, where a four-port coupler with an external high-power load is required. The properties
of a directional coupler excited at port 1 are described by

Coupling = 20 log10

∣

∣

∣

∣

E1

E3

∣

∣

∣

∣

(17)

and

Directivity = 20 log10

∣

∣

∣

∣

E3

E4

∣

∣

∣

∣

. (18)

The coupling measures the transfer of power to the second guide. For purposes of monitoring and control
this is normally quite small and the coupled power is typically 30 dB or 40 dB below that in the main
guide. A special case is the power divider, with 3 dB coupling, which splits the power equally between
ports 2 and 3. This is examined further in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The directivity is a measure of how
close the coupler is to perfection. It is usually at least 30 dB and exceeds 40 dB for couplers designed
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for measurement systems. Typical characteristics of a commercially available coupler over a bandwidth
of 10% are VSWR, 1.05; directivity, 30 dB; coupling variation ±0.5 dB; coupling factor range, 6 dB
to 50 dB (a fixed value of, for example, 20 dB for any individual coupler).

The diagram on the right of Fig. 15 shows the arrangement of a cross-guide coupler. These cou-
plers do not have good broadband characteristics because they normally have only two coupling holes.
The principle of operation is similar to that already described. Cross-guide couplers have the advantage
of being very compact. They are particularly useful in situations where accuracy is not critical, such as in
the monitoring of reflected power to detect waveguide arcs. See Ref. [6] for details of various directional
coupler schemes.

In the larger waveguide sizes another form of directional coupler is available. This type of coupler,
described by Klein [6], consists of a circuit loop penetrating into the waveguide top wall. The loop will
have currents induced in it both by the electric field of the waveguide mode and by the magnetic field
of the mode. By proper orientation and termination of the loop, the electric and magnetic currents can
be made to be equal in magnitude. Then a wave in the forward direction, say, will produce a current
in the loop, which is the constructive sum of the electric and magnetic currents, while a backward-
travelling wave produces no current in the loop because the electric and magnetic currents cancel each
other. See Ref. [7] for a circuit analysis of the operation of these loop-type couplers. These couplers
are commercially available packaged singly (for power monitoring) and doubly (for reflectometer use).
Typical characteristics of such couplers over a 10% bandwidth are coupling factor range, 40–75 dB (a
fixed value for any particular coupler); VSWR, less than 1.05; directivity, greater than 25 dB; insertion
loss, less than 0.1 dB.

4.2 The Riblet coupler

We discuss next the short-slot hybrid coupler. To quote from Harvey [7]: “The hybrid junction is a four
terminal-pair device which ideally has the property that power supplied to a given terminal is divided,
usually equally, between two of the three remaining terminal-pairs and nothing is coupled to the fourth
terminal-pair.” The Riblet short-slot hybrid coupler [8] is one of these devices and forms the basis of a
number of useful waveguide devices, such as the phase shifter and the variable attenuator. Note also that
the magic tee, described below, is also a hybrid junction according to this definition. The Riblet coupler
is depicted in Fig. 16. Two waveguides with a common side wall have a section of that wall removed.

1

2

3

4

Fig. 16: Outline drawing of a Riblet coupler
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Table 2

Location Port 1 Port 2 Port 3 Port 4
Entering E0 0 0 0
Leaving 0 E0/

√
2 0 j E0/

√
2

Entering 0 ρejφ E0/
√

2 0 j ρejφ E0/
√

2
Leaving 0 0 j ρejφ E0 0

In that portion of the coupler with the side wall removed there is a double-width waveguide in which
both the TE20 mode and the TE10 can propagate. (The width is sometimes narrowed, as shown, to keep
the H30 mode from propagating.) By choosing the length of the removed wall section properly, an equal
division of the power incident in the first guide can result. The forward-going wave in the coupled guide
has in addition a phase shift of 90◦, whereas there is no backward-going wave in the coupled guide. The
scattering matrix for the Riblet coupler is given by

S =
1√
2









0 1 0 j
1 0 j 0
0 j 0 1
j 0 1 0









. (19)

As an illustration of a simple application of the Riblet coupler and to introduce a form of analysis to be
used later, consider using the coupler to split power equally from a source to two identical loads. The
table below shows how the power is first split from port 1 equally into ports 2 and 4, how the reflected
powers from the identical loads (reflection coefficient ρ, overall phase shift from coupler to load and
back φ) re-enter the coupler at ports 2 and 4, and how the reflected powers recombine in the coupler to
exit at port 3. Thus no reflected power comes out from port 1, so that the source is isolated from the load
reflections.

For purposes of typography and explanation, let us consider instead of the customary S matrix definition,

Escattered = S Eincident , (20)

where the E’s are column vectors with entries representing the amplitudes of the fields at the respective
ports, the transposed equation

Ẽscattered = Ẽincident S̃ , (21)

where the tilde represents the transpose of the indicated quantity. Thus we have an equation relating row
vectors instead of the more commonly used column vectors. If we have a wave incident only on port 1,
the incident vector is given by (E0 0 0 0), and the scattered vector is given by

S = (E0, 0, 0, 0)
1√
2









0 1 0 j
1 0 j 0
0 j 0 1
j 0 1 0









(22)

= (0, E0/
√

2, 0, j, E0/
√

2) .

We see that each row of Table 2 above labelled ‘leaving’ can be obtained from the row above it labelled
‘entering’, simply by multiplying the entering row into the transpose of the scattering matrix.
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4.3 The magic tee

H-plane and E-plane tees have already been discussed by Caspers [5] who has also given the S matrix
characterization of these junctions. In high-power systems these junctions are used mainly to provide
opportunities for matching loads to sources, and will not be discussed further here.

Fig. 17: Arrangement and principle of operation of a magic tee

Figure 17(top) shows the arrangement of a ‘magic tee’ which comprises an H arm, an E arm, and
two co-linear arms. The properties of a magic tee can be illustrated simply by considering the effect
of exciting ports 1 and 2 in phase and in anti-phase. When they are excited in phase (Fig. 17, left) the
resulting signal is coupled to the TE10 mode of the H arm (port 3) but not to that of the E arm (port
4). When the excitation is in antiphase (Fig. 17, right) the coupling is to port 4 but not to port 3. The
magic tee is therefore another example of a hybrid junction as defined in Section 4.2. Since it is a passive
device, its properties must be symmetrical so that power entering at port 3 excites waves at ports 1 and 2
in phase with each other and power entering at port 4 excites outputs at ports 1 and 2 in antiphase. The
scattering matrix of a magic tee is

S =
1√
2









0 0 1 1
0 0 1 −1
1 1 0 1
1 −1 0 0









. (23)

As an application of power splitting and combining, consider the output waveguide system of the
SLAC 5045 klystron. The output power of 67 MW (peak power) exceeds the capacity of a single ceramic
window, so a magic tee is used to split the power equally between the co-linear arms, the power is passed
equally between two windows, and then recombined in a second magic tee.

In a load-isolation application, one may input power in the H arm, split it equally between the
colinear arms, and thereby send equal power to equal loads. If one of the loads is located an electrical
distance 90◦ further from the magic tee than the other load, then any reflection common to the two loads
will combine to go up the E arm.

Commercially available magic tees for high-power application have the following typical charac-
teristics over a 10% bandwidth: balance between the colinear arms, ±0.1 dB; insertion loss, less than
0.1 dB; isolation of the E and H arms, 30 dB minimum; VSWR, less than 1.10. Folded magic tees are
also commercially available (Fig. 18); these tees have slightly poorer characteristics than the standard
magic tee, but have the advantage of a more compact structure. These tees are commonly used, for
instance, in circulators (see Section 6).
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Fig. 18: A folded magic tee

5 PHASE SHIFTERS AND VARIABLE ATTENUATORS

At low power levels it is possible to make phase shifters and attenuators by placing dielectric or lossy
vanes within the waveguide. At high power levels this is not possible because the vanes are incapable of
handling the power required. An alternative approach that is satisfactory for use in high-power systems
is to make use of the properties of hybrid junctions.

Fig. 19: A Riblet coupler with short circuit terminations

If the ‘loads’ of the Riblet coupler load isolation system are in fact shorts, then ρ = –1 and the
result is that the action of the coupler with two identical shorts is represented by the diagram in Fig. 19.
The information in the diagram can be summarized by writing

Eincident,port 1 = E0 (24)

Eoutgoing,port 3 = −j E0 Ejφ .

Thus the phase of the outgoing wave depends upon the distance between the short circuits and the coupler
and can, therefore, be adjusted by moving the short circuits. A word must be said about the phase of
the outgoing wave. The scattering matrix given for the Riblet coupler makes an assumption about the
reference planes at which the S parameters are measured. These reference planes may not (and most
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Table 3

Location Port 1 Port 2 Port 3 Port 4
Entering E0 0 0 0
Leaving 0 E0/

√
2 0 j E0/

√
2

Entering 0 −j ejφ ej∆φ E0/
√

2 0 −j ejφ ej∆φ E0/
√

2
Leaving −j ejφ E0 sin∆φ 0 −j ejφ E0 cos ∆φ 0

likely do not) correspond to the actual bounding planes of the physical coupler. Thus there are some
phase shifts in waves moving through the coupler that have not been properly taken into account, so that
the φ was to account for the electrical phase to the ‘load’ and back must be modified to take into account
a fixed phase shift due to electrical lengths in the coupler. In the following analyses what matters is in
fact the relative change in phases, so that an overall constant phase need not concern us, and we continue
to disregard common constant phases.

What is done in practice to make a practical phase shifter is to make up movable shorts in parallel
waveguides attached to the short-slot hybrid coupler, to locate the shorts the same distance from the
coupler, and to gang them mechanically so that they move together. The ganged combination is then
moved in and out to accomplish a phase shift linear with distance moved. In high-power systems this
movement is commonly accomplished by a motorized drive mechanism. Commercially available phase
shifters of the type described here have typical performance characteristics over the waveguide band of
VSWR, less than 1.05; insertion loss, less than 0.1 dB; total phase shift available, more than 190◦.

d/2 d/2

L/2

load

output

main RF
power line

input

12

34

Fig. 20: Attenuator and phase shifter with reflection to the source

Two novel arrangements of Riblet couplers to produce a phase shifter/attenuator combination have
been described by Ohsawa et al. [9] of KEK. If one can tolerate reflection back to the source, the first
arrangement is very simple, as shown in Fig. 20. The arrangement consists of the two sliding shorts as
in the phase shifter, but in this arrangement the location of one short is further from the phase shifter
position by a distance d/2, say, while the other short is closer than the phase shifter position by the same
amount. Thus the phase of the wave reflected from the more distant short and arriving back at the coupler
is given by φ + ∆φ, where ∆φ = d/λg , while the phase of the reflection from the nearer short is given
by φ−∆φ. An analysis similar to that given for the power distribution system above shows the result of
the differential shift ∆φ (Table 3).

Notice, as a check, that if ∆φ = 0 we obtain the result for the straight phase shifter. Thus
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Table 4: Action of the attenuator and phase shifter with load isolation

Top coupler Port 1 Port 2 Port 3 Port 4
Entering E0 0 0 0
Leaving 0 E0/

√
2 0 j E0/

√
2

Bottom coupler Port 1 Port 2 Port 3 Port 4
Entering j ejφ e−j∆φ E0/

√
2 0 j ejφ ej∆φ E0/

√
2 0

Leaving 0 j ejφ E0 sin∆φ 0 j ejφ E0 cos ∆φ

the differential distance d between the two sliding shorts controls the amplitude of the output (port 3),
multiplying the input amplitude by cos ∆φ, while at the same time generating a reflection directed back
to the input, with amplitude sin∆φ times the input amplitude. This configuration thus gives independent
control of amplitude and phase; the mean position of the two shorts controls the overall phase shift and
the difference in positions controls the amplitude. In the KEK application this attenuator/phase shifter
was used for a prebuncher, which did not need particularly high power, and the input power was derived
from the main RF power distribution system via a 20 dB directional coupler. Because of the directional
coupler, at most 1/10,000th of the input power could be reflected back to the klystron.

Input

Output

right phase shifterleft phase shifter

3 dB hybrid 3 dB hybrid

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

L/2
L/2 d/2

d/2

3 dB
hybrid

3 dB
hybrid

Fig. 21: Attenuator and phase shifter with load isolation

The second configuration of couplers to produce independent phase and amplitude controls re-
ported by the staff of KEK involves the use of four Riblet couplers and completely isolates the power
source from the load(s). Figure 21 shows the configuration; the top coupler splits the power equally, the
left coupler is configured as a phase shifter with phase shift φ −∆φ, the right coupler is a phase shifter
with phase shift φ + ∆φ, and the bottom coupler recombines the power. Table 4 describes the action
of the device. As before, phase shifts that are common to all signal paths are ignored. Thus once again
we have independent controls on amplitude and phase; the phase shift common to both phase shifters
controls the overall phase shift, while the difference in phase between the two phase shifters controls the
amplitude of the output (either port 2 or port 4 of the bottom coupler).
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6 NON-RECIPROCAL DEVICES

The need to isolate sources from the reflections caused by mismatched loads historically prompted the
development of non-reciprocal devices at microwave frequencies. The post-war availability of ferrites,
with their low electrical conductivity and high permeability, as discussed by Caspers [5], made such
devices possible.

The basic property of ferrites used in non-reciprocal microwave devices is the ferrimagnetic reso-
nance, in which the spinning electrons of the ferrite interact strongly with circularly polarized RF mag-
netic fields at a frequency approximately given by

fL =
e

2πme
B , (25)

where me is the mass of the electron and B is the strength of the magnetic field. The factor in front of
B is approximately 2.8 MHz/G in practical units. In a waveguide one finds circularly polarized RF H
fields at a particular distance from the side wall. Referring to Appendix B, where expressions for the RF
magnetic fields of the H10 waveguide mode are given, we see that if we require that the magnitude of Hz

equals that of Hx, this requirement can be met if the condition

sin
πx

a
=

π

βa
cos

πx

a
(26)

is met. This condition becomes

tan
πx

a
=

π

βa
=

1
√

(f/fc)2 − 1
. (27)

At the centre of the waveguide band, where f = 1.5 fc, this condition yields x = 0.232a, i.e. the
position at which circularly polarized RF magnetic fields are found is nearly half-way between the side
wall and the centre of the waveguide. Thus if a piece of magnetized ferrite with biasing B field chosen
for resonance at the waveguide operating frequency is placed in this location, there will be a strong
interaction between the RF wave and the spins of the ferrite, for waves travelling in one direction. For
waves travelling in the opposite direction, the sense of the circular polarization is opposite, and only a
weak interaction results. Isolators use just this principle of operation, namely a slab of ferrite with a
biasing magnetic field placed in the position of circular polarization, such that waves travelling in one
direction are passed with minimal interaction, while those travelling in the opposite direction are strongly
absorbed due to the resonant interaction. Figure 22(a) shows the arrangement of an isolator of this kind.
The device passes power in one direction with very little loss but with a loss of 20 dB or more in the
opposite direction. In moing to high-power operation, it becomes necessary to remove the heat from
the ferrite, and designs to do this place the ferrite in maximum contact with the metallic walls of the
waveguide, as shown in Fig. 22(b).

Although isolators are used to protect klystrons from reflections (the Los Alamos FEL linac has
an isolator at the output of each klystron), it has become more common in high-power systems to use
a circulator, since the reflected power is sent to a load rather than dissipated in the ferrite. Circulators
come in four-port and three-port varieties. The four-port varieties use Riblet couplers or magic tees to
divide the power, and then waveguide sections with low-loss non-reciprocal phase shifts totalling 180◦

carry the power to a second magic tee or Riblet coupler. The low-loss operation of the non-reciprocal
phase shifters results from operating some distance from the resonance of the ferrite spins, where one
still has significant interaction with the resonance but minimal loss.
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Fig. 22: Outline drawings of ferrite isolators

1

3

4
2

0o
90o

90o
0o

Fig. 23: A four-port (phase shift) circulator

Figure 23 shows a circulator based on a Riblet coupler and a folded magic tee. A commercial
isolator of this design made for operation at 2856 MHz has the following characteristics: 10 MHz band-
width, peak power rating 6 MW, average power rating 6 kW, 0.3 dB maximum insertion loss, 25 dB
minimum isolation, VSWR less than 1.10. This water-cooled unit weighs 49 pounds (22.25 kg). A
commercially available four-port circulator using two Riblet couplers and operating at 500 MHz has the
following characteristics: 10 MHz bandwidth, 0.15 dB insertion loss, 20 dB minimum isolation, 4 MW
CW maximum forward power, 600 kW CW maximum reflected power, VSWR less than 1.10. This
water-cooled circulator weighs 6000 kg.
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Fig. 24: Arrangement of a ferrite junction circulator

Three-port circulators are typically made with three waveguides symmetrically placed about a
circular ferrite disk or stack of disks, as shown in Fig. 24. If one imagines the disks as constituting a
resonator that supports the E110 circular cavity mode, then the ferrite disks when biased will split the
two-fold degeneracy of this mode into modes having positive and negative circular polarization. The
RF frequency of operation is then chosen to be midway between the resonant frequency of the positive
and negative circularly polarized modes. This driving of the resonant modes off resonance produces a
standing wave that couples the input port to only one of the two other ports. A commercially avail-
able three-port circulator designed for use at 352.2 MHz has the following characteristics: 10 MHz
bandwidth, 0.15 dB maximum insertion loss, 20 dB minimum isolation, 1.2 MW CW maximum for-
ward power, 600 kW CW maximum reflected power, VSWR less than 1.2. This water-cooled circulator
weighs 1800 kg. Figure 25 shows part of the high-power waveguide of the CERN LEP system with a
three-port circulator in the foreground. Note that the connections to the circulator are made in reduced-
height waveguide.

Fig. 25: View of a high-power waveguide system with a ferrite junction circulator in the foreground.
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APPENDIX A: TEM MODE IN COAXIAL LINE

For a coaxial line with inner radius a and outer conductor radius b, the electric and magnetic fields of the
dominant TEM mode are given by

Er(r, z, t) = E0
a

r
cos(ωt− βz) , (A.1)

Hφ(r, z, t) = −
E0

ζ0

a

r
cos(ωt− βz) , (A.2)

where ζ0 is the characteristic impedance of free space. Corresponding to these field quantities one can
calculate the integrated quantities of voltage and current (with a somewhat cavalier treatment of algebraic
sign):

Vr(z, t) =

∫ b

a
Er(r, z, t) dr = E0 a log

(

b

a

)

cos(ωt− βz) (A.3)

and

I(z, t) =

∫ 2π

0
Hφ(a, z, t) dφ = 2π a

E0

ζ0
cos(ωt− βz) , (A.4)

where the voltage and the current on the inner conductor are positive for positive E0.

Taking the ratio of V to I yields the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line

Zc =
ζ0 log(b/a)

2π
. (A.5)

The Poynting vector for this mode is

~S(r, z, t) = ~E × ~H =
E2

0

ζ0

(

a

r

)2

cos2(ωt− βz) ẑ . (A.6)

Integrating over the cross sectional area of the coaxial line gives the power flowing at each longitudinal
value as a function of time:

P (z, t) =

∫ b

a
rdr

∫ 2π

0
dφSz =

=
E2

0 a2

ζ0
2π log

(

b

a

)

cos2(ωt− βz)

= V (z, t) I(z, t) . (A.7)
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so that the relationship between the maximum electric field strength E0 and the average power transmit-
ted in the coaxial line is

P̄ =
E2

0 a2

ζ0
π log

(

b

a

)

. (A.8)

If the inner conductor is made of a material with conductivity σa, and δa is the skin depth, then Ra is the
surface resistance (σaδa)

−1 of the inner conductor, so the power dissipated in this conductor in a length
λg = 2π/b = λ0 = c/f is

P = Ra

∫ λg

0
2πadzH2

φ

= Ra 2π a
E2

0

ζ2
0

∫ λg

0
cos2(ωt− βz) dz

=
πaλgRaE

2
0

ζ2
0

(A.9)

which is independent of time. Thus the power dissipated per unit length in the inner conductor is

dP

dz

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inner

≈
P

λg
=

πaRaE
2
0

ζ0
∝ ω1/2 (A.10)

The outer conductor may be made of a material different from that of the inner conductor. For example,
the inner conductor is most often made of copper, while the outer conductor may be made of aluminum to
save weight (at a slight increase in attenuation per unit length). If the conductivity of the outer conductor
is σb, the power dissipated per unit length turns out to be

dP

dz

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inner

≈
P

λg
= π b

a2

b2
Rb

E2
0

ζ2
0

(A.11)

=
Rb

Ra

(

a

b

)

dP

dz

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

inner

.

To calculate the attenuation constant for this TEM mode we must divide the power dissipated per unit
length by the power being transmitted:

α =
1

2P̄

dP

dz
=

1

2ζ0 log(a/b)

[

Ra

a
+

Rb

b

]

. (A.12)

This attenuation constant agrees with that given by Marcuvitz [10].

APPENDIX B: DOMINANT MODE IN A RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE

The fields of the H10 (TE10) mode in a rectangular waveguide [width a and height b (usually b = a/2)]
are given by

Ey(x, y, z, t) = E0 sin
πx

a
cos(ωt− βz) (B.1)

Hx(x, y, z, t) = −
E0

ZH
sin

πx

a
cos(ωt− βz) (B.2)

Hz(x, y, z, t) = −
π/a

β

E0

ZH
cos

πx

a
sin(ωt− βz) , (B.3)
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where β2 = (k2 − (π/a)2), k = ω/c, and

ZH ≡
ωµ0

β
=

kζ0

β
= ζ0/

√

1− (fc/f)2 , (B.4)

where fc is the waveguide cut-off frequency. The Poynting vector for this mode is

~S(x, y, z, t) = ~E × ~H =
E2

0

ZH
sin2 πx

a
cos2(ωt− βz) ẑ (B.5)

When integrated over the cross section of the guide the power transmitted as a function of z and t is:

P (z, t) =

∫ b

0
dy

∫ a

0
dxSz =

E2
0

2ZH
ab cos2(ωt− βz) , (B.6)

which, when averaged over time, gives the relationship between average power and maximum electric
field strength,

P̄ =
E2

0

4ZH
ab . (B.7)

The power dissipated on one side wall in a guide wavelength, λg, is

Pside = Rs

∫ b

0
dy

∫ λg

0
dz H2

z (a, y, z, t)

= Rs b
E2

0

Z2
H

(

π/a

β

)2 ∫ λg

0
sin2(ωt− βz)dz

=
λgb

2
Rs

E2
0

Z2
H

(

π/a

β

)2

=
λgb

2
Rs

E2
0

ζ2
0

(

π/a

k

)2

=
λgb

2
Rs

E2
0

ζ2
0

(

λ

λc

)2

, (B.8)

which is not a function of time. In this last equation λc is the cut-off wavelength of the guide. Note
that this loss component, arising from transverse wall currents, decreases with increasing frequency as
ω−3/2. The power dissipated in a length λg in the top wall is

Ptop = Rs

∫ a

0
dx

∫ λg

0
dz
(

H2
z (a, y, z, t) + H2

x(x, b, z, t)
)

= Rs
E2

0

Z2
H

∫ ∫

[

(

π/a

β

)2

cos2
(

πx

a

)

sin2(ωt− βz) + sin2
(

πx

a

)

cos2(ωt− βz)
]

dxdz

= Rs
E2

0

Z2
H

aλg

4

[

(

π/a

β

)2

+ 1
]

= Rs
E2

0

Z2
H

aλg

4

(

k2

β2

)

=
aλg

4
Rs

E2
0

ζ2
0

. (B.9)

The power dissipated in a length λg includes that dissipated in the top and bottom walls and the two side
walls,

P = 2× λg Rs
E2

0

ζ2
0

[a

4
+ b

(

λ

λc

)2 ]

. (B.10)

Thus the power dissipated per unit length is

dP

dz
≈

P

λg
= Rs

E2
0

ζ2
0

[a

4
+ b

(

λ

λc

)2 ]

. (B.11)
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For the usual case in practice, b = a/2, so that the power dissipated per unit length is

dP

dz
= Rs

a

2

E2
0

ζ2
0

[

1 +

(

λ

λc

)2
]

. (B.12)

The surface resistance Rs, being inversely proportional to the skin depth, increases as the square root
of the frequency, while the quantity inside the brackets decreases with increasing frequency. Note that
the contribution to the loss per unit length attributable to the transverse wall currents (arising from Hz)
decreases with increasing frequency as ω−3/2, while that contribution from the longitudinal currents
(arising from Hx) increases with increasing frequency as ω1/2 (for ω � ωc). This observation suggests
that a mode inducing only transverse wall currents would have wall losses that decrease with increasing
frequency. Such a mode is the H01 (TE01) mode in circular waveguide. This mode has been the subject
of considerable attention for many years for its potential for low-loss transmission. The fact that it is a
higher order mode means that any imperfection in the waveguide will result in energy being converted
from the desired H01 mode into other propagating modes, thus providing an energy loss mechanism other
than Joule heating.

Finally, the attenuation constant is calculated by taking the ratio of the power dissipated per unit
length to the power being transmitted (for the case b = a/2),

α =
1

2P̄

dP

dz
=

2Rs
[

1 + (fc/f)2
]

aζ0

√

1− (fc/f)2
(B.13)

where the relation ZH = ζ0√
1−(fc/f)2

has been used. This expression for the attenuation constant agrees

with that given in Marcuvitz [10].
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CAVITIES WITH A SWING 

A. Schnase 
Jülich Research Centre, Jülich, Germany 

Abstract 
A description is given of the basic configurations used in variable frequency 
accelerating cavities and drift tubes that use ferrite. The relevant ferrite 
parameters that determine cavity performance are discussed. Equivalent 
circuits for the load on the RF power source and the ferrite biasing source are 
given. New aspects are cavities filled with amorphous alloys that show 
broadband behaviour without tuning loops. This text is a rewritten and 
updated version of ‘Ferrite dominated cavities’ by I.S.K. Gardner [1]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ferrite cavities are the devices that transfer energy to the beam in proton and ion synchrotrons. The 
particle velocity starts from the non-relativistic region and may reach the relativistic region. Depending 
on the circumference of the machine and the harmonic used, the frequency swing is within the 
approximate range of 10 kHz to 10 MHz. A simplified structure of an RF system is shown in Fig. 1. An 
oscillator generates a frequency derived from the radial beam position and actual dipole field. The signal 
is amplified and drives a cavity, where the beam sees the acceleration voltage. 

 

variable
oscillator

dipole field B

amplitude

cavity beam
radial beam-position

amplifier
 

Fig. 1: Simplified structure of an RF system 

To create the acceleration voltage along the beam pipe, a gap is inserted (see Fig. 2(a)). This 
device will radiate, so screening is necessary (see Fig. 2(b)). The outer shielding is a short circuit for the 
acceleration voltage, so it is inductively isolated from the gap by the use of ferrites (see Fig. 2(c)). Then 
the inductance, L, of the ferrite combined with the capacitance, C, of the gap forms a resonant circuit, 
whose frequency has to be tuned to the velocity of the circulating beam. 

E

beam pipe

acceleration
voltage  

Fig. 2(a): Insertion of an isolating gap into the beam pipe to create a connection for the acceleration voltage 
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E

beam pipe

shielding

 

Fig. 2(b): Screening against RF radiation 

 

E

ferrite etc. ferrite etc.

 

Fig. 2(c): Inductive isolation of the acceleration gap from the beam pipe and outer shielding 

An incomplete list of ferrite-filled accelerating structures used in accelerators is given in Table 1. 
The ferrites for these systems are supplied by a variety of manufacturers. The frequency swing required 
varies widely. A large frequency swing is required for heavy-ion synchrotrons and a rapid frequency 
swing is needed for rapid-cycling synchrotrons. Large accelerators have long straight sections with 
room for many cavities. Other accelerators have little room, few straight sections, or even have stacked 
rings with small vertical separations, like the PS Booster at CERN. These differences lead to various 
solutions to the cavity or drift tube design. However, the designs can in general be described by five 
basic configurations. Finally, designs using materials such as VitroVac, FineMet, and VitroPerm are 
presented—these achieve broadband behaviour and reduced size compared with ferrite-filled cavities. A 
comparison between ferrite and VitroVac can be found in Table 2. 

2. FERRITE 

2.1 Relevant parameters 

Naturally occurring ferrous ferrite has the formula Fe3O4, often written as Fe3+(Fe2+Fe3+)O4 to show the 
distribution of the metal ions in the crystal structure [2]. A range of ferrites can be produced by 
replacing the Fe2+ ion by any other divalent metal, as long as the ion diameter is comparable to that of 
the Fe2+ ion. Typical divalent metals fulfilling this requirement are nickel, manganese, magnesium, 
cobalt, copper, zinc, and cadmium. 

Ferrite materials with a wide range of magnetic, electrical and mechanical properties can be 
produced by mixing these different ferrites [2, 3]. The main properties that must be considered for use in 
RF cavities are magnetic permeability, dielectric constant, resistivity, thermal conductivity, and the 
effects of temperature and electromagnetic fields on these properties. 
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Table 1: Parameters of some synchrotrons that use ferrite-tuned cavities 

Synchro-
tron 

No. 
of 

cavs. 

No. of 
gaps 
per 

cavity 

Tuning 
range 

 
(MHz) 

Accel-
erating 

time 
(s) 

Max. 
df/dt 

 
(MHz/s) 

Gap 
capacity 

 
(pF) 

Ind. 
range 

 
(µH) 

Type of 
ferrite 

B
max

 in 

Ferrite 
(mT) 

Bias 
current 
range 
(A) 

Tuning 
system 

bandwidth 
(kHz) 

ISIS 6 2 1.3–3.1 0.01 325 2200 6.8–1.3 Philips 
4M2 

10 200–
2300 

6 

CERN PS 11 2 2.8–9.6 0.7    Philips 
4L2 

 3100  

CERN 
PSB before 
1998 

1 / 
ring 

1 3–8.4 0.45  80  Philips 
4L2 

 60–800 15 

CERN 
PSB_C02 

 1 0.6–1.8     Philips 
4A11 

12   

CERN 
PSB_C04 

  1.2–3.9     Philips 
4L2 

9.4   

CERN 
PSB_C16 

  6.0–
17.0 

    Philips 
4M2 

3.2   

CERN 
LEAR 

2 1 0.38–
3.5 

0.10  500–
3000 

 Philips 
8C12 / 

Toshiba 
PE17 

   

DESY-III 1 2 3.27–
10.33 

3.6      160–
2000 

 

SACLAY 
MIMAS 

2 1 0.15–
2.5 

0.2 14   TDK C4 
SY7 

 0–400  

SACLAY 
SATURNE 

2 1 1.7–8.3 0.5    Philips 
8C12 

 -10–200 1–10 

COSY 1 1 0.45–
1.6 

1–3 1.6 1000  Philips 
8C12 

 -10–100 1–10 

CELSIUS 1  0.4–2 
1–5 

      1500  

KEK PS 4 2 6–8 0.8 14.5 100 7–4 Toshiba 
M4B23 
µ ~100 

7 80–400 3 

KEK 
BOOSTER 

2 2 2.2–6 0.025 265 650 8–1 Toshiba 
M4A23 
µ ~150 

10 250–
2200 

1 

FNL 
BOOSTER 

18  30.3–
52.8 

0.033 3000   Stack-
pole and 
Toshiba 

 50–2250  

BROOKH
AVEN  
AGS 

10 4 2.52–
4.46 

0.6        

BROOK-
HAVEN  
BOOSTER 

2 4 2.4–4.2 0.062  395 115–37 Philips 
4M2 

 145–900  

GSI–SIS 2 1 0.85–
5.5 

    Philips 
8C12 
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The hysteresis loop followed by a ferromagnetic material when subjected to a large field variation 
is shown in Fig. 3. Added to this is the effect of a smaller, rapidly varying RF magnetic field Hac. As can 
be seen, the incremental permeability µr = Bac/(µ0 Hac) varies when the operating point on the hysteresis 
loop is moved. Thus an inductor made with a ferrite core will have a different value of inductance 
depending on the magnetic biasing field, and also on the magnitude of the applied Hac. The variation of 
µ that can be achieved in a particular type of ferrite determines the inductance change that can be 
obtained. The variation of the incremental permeability with applied field for several grades of ferrite is 
shown in Fig. 4 [3]. 

 
Table 2: Comparison between a ferrite- and a VitroVac-filled cavity 

 (h = 1)-cavity VitroVac-cavity 
Material ferrite 8C12, Philips VitroVac 6025F 
Number of toroids 46 24 
Frequency range 0.44–2 MHz 0.2– 8 MHz 
Tuning current -20–70 A 0–10 A 
Duration of a phase jump 10–50 periods 2 periods 
Impedance ca. 1 k  ca. 300  
RF power up to 50 kW 10–50 kW 
Max. RF amplitude 7100 V peak 2450 V peak 
Signal shape Sinusoidal Sinusoidal + harmonics 

 

 

 

Tesla

H 
A/m

Hac

B

Hac

ac

B

B
ac

µ  = 
µ

B

· Hr
0

 
Fig. 3: Ferrite B-H loop with added AC field Hac at two different working points 
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Fig. 4: Plot of µr against magnetic bias field Hp for different grades of Philips NiZn ferrite (see also Fig. 6) 

2.2 Ferrite inductors 

Inductors with ferrite cores offer an increased inductance value compared with an air-cored version, and 
will also have increased losses due to hysteresis and eddy current loss in the core. The loss can be 
represented by assigning a complex value to the magnetic permeability: 

 µ = µ  - jµ  . (1) 

The real part µ  measures the increase in inductance. The imaginary part µ  is a measure of the 
core loss. Thus the impedance of the inductor is 

 Z = j µL0 (2) 

    = j L0 (µ  - jµ ) 

    = j µ L0 + µ L0 

    = j L + R , 

where L0 is the value of the air-cored inductor. 

 L = µ L0 (3) 

 R = µ L0 . (4) 

The quality of this series circuit is defined as 

 Q = L / R = µ L0 / µ L0  (5) 

 Q = µ  / µ  . 
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If this ferrite-loaded inductance is connected across a lossless capacitor, as in Fig. 5, then the impedance 
of the circuit at resonance can be written as 

 Z = Q L = Q µ L0 (6) 

 Z = (µ Qf) 2 L0 . 

The factor (µ Qf) can be regarded as a figure of merit for ferrite materials in a given set-up. Plots of µ  
and µ  against frequency are shown in Fig. 6 for different grades of Philips Ferroxcube 4 [3]. The 
specifications of the material 8C12 are shown in Fig. 7 [4]. 

 

Z C

L

R

 
Fig. 5: Parallel resonant circuit with ferrite-cored inductor 

 

 
Fig. 6: Plots of µ  and µ  against frequency for different grades of Philips ferrite 
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Fig. 7: Specifications of Philips ferrite 8C12 

2.3 Dielectric constant of ferrite 

The dielectric loss in ferrite can be treated in the same manner as the magnetic loss by assigning a 
complex value to the permittivity , such that 

  =  - j  . (7) 

This results in a resistance in parallel with a ferrite filled capacitor: 

 R= 1/ C0  (8) 

where C0 is the value of the air-filled capacitor. The Q-value obtained when the ferrite-filled capacitor is 
resonated with a lossless coil is then 

 Q =  / j  . (9) 
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However, with NiZn ferrites,  remains constant at a value of about 10 and does not vary with 
electric or magnetic fields [5]. At frequencies of up to 30 MHz the value of  has not been found to be 
significant [5]. This is particularly the case with resonators that use metallic cooling plates between the 
ferrite toroids, when there is very little electric field penetration of the ferrite. 

3. COAXIAL RESONATORS 

3.1 Characteristic impedance and resonance conditions 

Most of the variable frequency RF systems found in accelerators use shorted, ferrite-loaded, coaxial 
transmission lines as inductors to resonate with the accelerating gap or drift tube capacitance. In the case 
of the coaxial cavity the beam passes through the hollow central coaxial conductor and is accelerated by 
the electric field across the end capacitive gap. With the drift tube, the beam is accelerated by the 
electric fields across the gaps at each end. The drift tube forms a capacitor that is connected to the end of 
the resonator. The energy gain is dependent on the phase change in these electric fields during the transit 
time of the beam through the drift tube. In both cases the circuit is tuned to the required accelerating 
frequency by changing the biasing magnetic field in the ferrite of the resonator. In Fig. 8, Cg represents 
the gap or drift tube capacitance. 

 

 

Fig. 8: Basic coaxial resonator circuit as short-circuited transmission line 

The reactive part of the impedance of such a resonator at the points AB is 

 Z = j  Z0 tan ( l / v) (10) 

where l is the length of the line, v the velocity of the signal in the line, and Z0 the characteristic 
impedance of the transmission line. 

With  = 2 f and the wavelength  = (v / f) the relation 

 ( l / v)  <  / 2 (11) 

is equivalent to (2 l / ) <  / 2 

  l /  < 1 / 4 . (12) 

 

Then Z is inductive Z = j L = j  Z0 tan ( l / v) (13) 

with L = (Z0 / ) tan ( l / v) . (14) 

The resonance condition 

 2
=

1

LCg
  (15) 

with the gap capacitor Cg gives the length of the line to reach a desired frequency 
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 l =
v
arctan

L

Z0

 

 
  

 
 =

v
arctan

1

Z0 Cg

 

 
 

 

 
  . (16) 

The inverse function to obtain the frequency has to be solved numerically.  

A typical resonator structure is shown in Fig. 9, where the ferrite is in the shape of toroids and 
each is separated from the next by an air-cooled gap or a water-cooled metal plate. A gap between the 
inner tube and the cooled metal discs prevents voltage breakdown. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Typical resonator structure 

The capacitance of this line (with the effective e) in farads/metre is 

 

  Ct =
2 e 0

ln
r3
r1

 (17) 

and the inductance (with the effective µe) in henrys/metre is 

  Lt =
1

2
 µe µ0 ln

r3
r1

 . (18) 

The effective permittivity e is: 

• case 1 for an air-filled gap 

 e = k + 1 k( )
 

d1

d1 + d2
 (19) 

• case 2 for a resonator with cooled metallic plates 

  e =
1

1 k
 (20) 
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The effective permeability µe is in both cases  

 µe = 1+ k  µ' 1( )( )  
d1

d1 + d2
 (21) 

with (derivation in Appendix A)  

 k = ln
r3
r2

  ln
r3
r1

 . (22) 

 

Example: material grade 8C12 used in COSY (h = 1) ferrite cavity: 

 r1 = 0.1 m, r2= 0.125 m, r3 = 0.25 m, gives k = 0.76, e = 4.1 

 d1 = 25 mm, d2 = 6mm, µ =700, gives µe = 427 (e.g. 60%). 

The wave velocity (with c0 = velocity of light) in such a line is 

 v =
1

Lt Ct

=
c
0

µe e

 . (23) 

The characteristic impedance of this loaded line is 

 Z0 =  
Lt
Ct

=
1

2
 ln

r3
r1

 
µe µ0

e 0
 = 60 ln

r3
r1

  
µe

e
 . (24) 

 

If the voltage at the capacitor is given as a complex vector Vg(t) = Vg e
j t , the voltage V(t, x) and 

current i(t, x) are given by 

 V(t, x) = Vg  e j t  
sin

x

v

sin
l

v

  , (25) 

 i(t, x) = jVg  e j t  
cos

x

v

Z0 sin
l

v

 (26) 

(derivation in Appendix B). 

The current is at a maximum at the short circuit where x = 0 and the ratio of the current at 
(x = –l) to the current at (x = 0) is 

 
i(x = l)

i(x =  0)
 =  

cos 
l

v
1

= cos 
l

v
 . (27) 

This ratio determines the difference in the RF magnetic fields in the toroids at both ends of the 
resonator. Resonators are usually designed to keep this difference within about 10%, indicating a value 
of ( l / v) < arc cos (0.9) = 26°. 
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3.2 RF magnetic induction in the ferrite 

In Fig. 10 the magnetic field H at radius r and the induction B due to the current i are 

 H(r) =
i

2 r
         B(r) = µµ0

i

2 r
 .  (28) 

The maximum induction Brfmax is at the radius r = r2 and longitudinal at the short circuit where i is a 
maximum in the resonator (I is the current at x = -l):  

 Brf max = µµ0
I

2 rcos
l

v

 .  (29) 

 
Fig. 10: Magnetic induction in the ferrite at radius r 

In NiZn ferrites, where the saturation field is 0.2–0.3 T, the maximum value of Brf is usually kept 
below 0.01 T. The Q-value of the ferrite will decrease as Brf is increased. A typical graph of (µ Qf) 
against Brf is shown in Fig. 11. [6] 

 
Fig. 11: Plot of (µ Qf) against peak RF field at 2.0 MHz 
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The required resonator length (derivation in Appendix C) for a given cap voltage Vg is estimated from 

 l =
Vg  µ

µe r2 ln
r3
r1

 Brf max

  . (30) 

3.3 Power dissipation in the ferrite 

The equivalent circuit of the resonator in Fig. 12 describes losses with R = Q L. 

 
Fig. 12: Diagram of transmission line with Cg and resistor R. 

The power dissipation in the resonator is 

  P =
Vg
2

2R
=

Vg
2

2Q L
 , (31) 

where P is the total power in the resonator, and Vg the peak RF voltage (amplitude) on the end of the 
resonator. The mean power per unit length in the resonator is 

  Pmean =
Vg
2

2 lQ L
  [W/m] , (32) 

where Q will vary with voltage and frequency. The power dissipation along the resonator, P(x), depends 
on the square of the current, i2. 

 P(x) = Pmax cos
2 x

v
  [W/m] (33) 

 Pmean =
Pmax

2
1 +  

sin
2 l

v
2 l

v

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

  [W/m] . (34) 

The maximum power density in a ferrite toroid and the temperature rise T is given by 

 Pdmax = Pmax
d1 + d2

 r3
2 r2

2( )d1

  [W/m3] (35) 

 T =
Pd
k

 
d1

2

4
  [degrees] ,  (36) 

where k is the thermal conductivity of the ferrite in (W/mK), and Pd the power density in the ferrite in 
(W/m3). 
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With thermal conductivities of k = (3.5 W / mK) and a toroid thickness of 25 mm the power 
density is limited to 100–300 W/l for most NiZn ferrites. The usable power density depends on ferrite 
properties and mechanical design. A rise in the ferrite temperature increases the µ-value and decreases 
the Q-value [5]. Finally, the µ-value decreases rapidly as the Curie temperature of the ferrite is reached. 
This can lead to thermal runaway in the ferrite. 

3.4 High loss effect 

High loss effect is exhibited as a time-dependent phenomenon, and it occurs when the stored energy in 
ferrite is raised above a threshold level of (3 ± 1) x 10-7 J/cm3 [7]. At this power density the Q of the 
resonator drops after a period of time and the voltage across the resonator becomes unstable. 

4. THE EFFECT OF MAGNETIC BIAS FIELDS ON FERRITE 

4.1 The comparison of parallel and perpendicular magnetic bias fields 

The application of a magnetic field to ferrite leads to a change in the incremental permeability, and this 
field can be applied either parallel or perpendicular to the RF field. As most of the systems in use today 
use parallel bias this will be discussed first. Plots of the incremental permeability, µ, as a function of the 
magnetic biasing field were shown for five grades of ferrite in Fig. 4. In general the ferrites with high 
values of initial permeability will change the permeability at lower values of applied bias field. The 
frequency range over which the system can be tuned is given by the change in µ  value. 

  2
=

1

LCg
      tan 

l

v
 
 

 
 
=

1

Z0 Cg
  (37) 

Relations to the permeability µ : 

  v
1

µ'
      

1

µ'
      Z0 µ'  . (38) 

So the ratio of maximum to minimum frequency is given by   
µmax

µmin
 , (39) 

where µmax is the maximum value of µ  at the minimum bias field, and µmin is the minimum value of µ  
at the maximum bias field. 

It has been demonstrated [5, 8, 9] that the use of a bias field perpendicular to the RF field 
significantly reduces losses in the ferrite. It has also been found that the change in µ for a given value of 
perpendicular bias field is much reduced compared with that for a parallel bias field. This lower loss is 
explained by the fact that the ferrite is operated closer to magnetic saturation. There is great interest in 
this type of biasing for resonators working at the higher frequency end of the spectrum (around  
50–80 MHz) [8]. 

4.2 Dynamic loss 

Dynamic loss in a resonator is observed as a decrease in Q of the resonator subject to changing bias 
field as compared with that of a resonator with a fixed bias field [7]. This loss is not associated with the 
bandwidth of the resonator but is very dependent on the ferrite mixture used. It is therefore important to 
measure ferrite performance at the rate of change of bias field at which it will be used.  
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5. COMMON DESIGNS AND THEIR EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS 

5.1 General considerations 

Accelerating structures can be divided into two main types, depending on whether the system uses drift 
tubes plus coaxial resonators or coaxial cavities. A third type, which needs to tune over only a small 
frequency range, uses a coaxial cavity with a loosely coupled external resonator. Most other variations 
are introduced by the necessity of providing a variable bias field to change the ferrite µ  value. A further 
division can be made between those that apply the bias field in parallel with the RF field and those that 
apply it perpendicularly to the RF field. 

A typical synchrotron RF system is shown in Fig. 13. The cavity is kept in tune with the 
frequency required for acceleration by the servo control of the cavity bias field current. When in tune, 
the cavity presents a purely resistive load to the tetrode. To achieve this, the servo keeps the cavity 
voltage in antiphase to the grid voltage of the tetrode. The bias field current may swing from a few amps 
to a few thousand amps while covering the frequency range of the RF [10]. 

 

 
Fig. 13: Servo control of cavity tuning 

5.2 Type 1 cavity 

Figure 14 shows the main elements of an ISIS cavity. It is very similar to the design of a CERN PS 
cavity. The water-cooled plates, which provide the ferrite cooling, can be seen separating the 35 ferrite 
rings in each resonator. The centre tube of the co-ax is made from two coaxial tubes. The outer tube is 
made from copper to provide low impedance for the bias field current and the RF. The inner tube is 
made from nickel-plated mild steel to provide the vacuum pipe and to shield the beam aperture from any 
magnetic field produced on the beam axis by the bias field. The two accelerating gaps are ceramic, 
metallized at the ends and welded to the mild steel. 

The simplest equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 15. The total capacitance at a gap is represented 
by Cg, and includes the cap capacitance, the added capacitance, and the stray capacitance. The two gaps 
are connected in parallel by two 70  coaxial lines that carry both the bias field current and the RF 
voltage. The RF by-pass capacitor, Cb, forms a low impedance for the circulating RF current in one of 
the resonators but allows the bias field current to be fed around both resonators, which are in series with 
the bias current. The bias field is parallel to the RF field but in the opposite direction in each resonator. 
With a gap voltage of 14 kV, peak Cb must be about 10,000 Cg to limit the RF voltage appearing across 
the bias field supply to less than a few volts. 
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Fig. 14: Type 1 cavity (ISIS) 
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Fig. 15: Type 1 cavity (ISIS) equivalent circuit 

The load presented to the RF amplifier is that of the two cavities in parallel. The bandwidth of this 
circuit is just f0/(2Q) and the minimum value for this on ISIS is 6.5 kHz in the swept condition. The 
capacitor Cb and the two resonators also form a tuned LC load for the bias field system. The resonance 
frequency is 

  f =
1

2 2 LCb
  . (40) 

In ISIS this frequency has a minimum value of 10.4 kHz. Thus any control loop on the bias 
supply involving phase modulation of the cavity voltage will incorporate two bandwidth limiting time 
constants. In ISIS the Q of the resonance produced by Cb is reduced to near unity by a 6  resistor in 
parallel with Cb. The time constant associated with Cb will decrease as L reduces. The time constant 
associated with the cavity Q will vary with frequency and gap voltage, and will also depend on whether 
the cavity is sweeping or not. If stable operation in all conditions is required then the worst-case 
bandwidths must be catered for. These limiting bandwidths should be taken into consideration in the 
design of the RF system. An approximation of the phase error in the cavity tuning caused by bandwidth 
limitations is given by the response to a ramped frequency input. 

Phase error 

   e = K  t + e t 1( )[ ]   (41) 

and e steady state will be 

  e = K  , (42) 
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where 1/(2 ) is the tuning system bandwidth, and e the cavity voltage phase error. 

The constant K describes the relation to the acceleration ramp 

  K =
df

dt
 

Q

2 f0
 .  (43) 

There (df/dt) is the maximum rate of chance of RF frequency, and f0 the frequency at which (df/dt) is a 
maximum. 

5.3 Type 2 cavity 

Figure 16 shows the main elements of an FNL Booster Synchrotron RF drift tube accelerating system. 
Each resonator consists of two resonators joined in parallel at the high-voltage end. The bias field is 
parallel to the RF field and is in the same direction through each resonator half. The RF currents are in 
opposite directions in each half. The RF voltage induced in a bias winding is zero. There are three 
resonators in parallel around the drift tube (only one is shown here). The three parallel resonators reduce 
the minimum inductance value at high bias field to a lower value than could be achieved with a single 
resonator. The series inductance is minimized between the resonators and the drift tube, and the power 
tetrode anode and the drift tube. The resonators each have 10 turns for the bias field windings. 

 

 
Fig. 16: FNL Booster drift tube system 

The equivalent circuit in Fig. 17 is similar to that of the Type 1 system, if a single-turn bias field 
winding is used. No RF bypass capacitor is used. The inner conductor of the resonator is resistive and 
the turn formed by the inner and outer resonator conductors is driven by the bias field supply. For 
multiple-turn bias field windings the induced current is proportionally reduced. The bandwidth limit set 
by the cavity load for the tuning system is determined only by f0/(2Q). 
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Cg = drift tube Capacity  Rw = wall resistance inside co-ax in resonator 

R = ferrite loss in resonator  Lb = bias winding inductance 

L = inductance of resonator  Ls = series inductance to drift tube end 

Fig. 17: Drift tube system equivalent circuit 

5.4 Type 3 cavity (PS Booster, COSY, SATURNE) 

In this type of cavity (Fig. 18), which is typified by the former CERN PS Booster cavity, a virtual RF 
ground exists in the middle of the accelerating gap and the voltages on the resonators are in anti-phase. 
The bias field is parallel to the RF field but in opposite directions in each half of the cavity. The RF 
currents are in the same direction in each half of the cavity. The RF amplifier can have a single-ended or 
differential output, as there is strong coupling between the two cavities via the bias field winding. The 
bias field windings are arranged as a figure of eight to produce balanced RF voltages on each winding 
and no RF voltage on the ferrite bias source. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 19 with the circuit 
as seen by the bias supply in Fig. 20. More information about the status of the CERN Booster cavities 
operating at different harmonics can be found in Ref. [11]. A view of the installation of the ferrite cavity 
of COSY is given in Fig. 21. Figure 22 shows the arrangement of ferrites, tuning loop, and cooling discs 
near the acceleration gap. 

 

 
Fig. 18: CERN PS Booster/COSY/SATURNE cavity 
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Fig. 19: CERN PS Booster cavity equivalent circuit 

 

 
Fig. 20: CERN PS Booster equivalent load for bias field supply 

The bandwidth limits set by the cavity on the bias field tuning system are as for Type 1, f0 / (2Q) and  

  f =
1

2  2LCb
      K =

df

dt
 

 Q

2 f0
      e = K  . (44) 

Example for a COSY cavity, shown in Figs. 21 and 22: 

(df / dt) = 1.6 kHz / ms at f0 = 655 kHz, 

Q = 10,  = 1ms    gives K = 0.038 / ms, e = 2.2° 

As RF voltage is carried by the bias field, winding care must be taken to avoid voltage breakdown 
from the bias conductors and to avoid RF resonances involving the bias conductors. This becomes 
increasingly difficult with higher numbers of turns. 
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Fig. 21:  (h = 1) ferrite cavity of COSY  

 
Fig. 22: Arrangement of gap, 8C12 ferrites, and cooling plates in COSY (h = 1) cavity 
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5.5 Type 4 cavity 

This type of cavity (CERN LEAR-type), shown in Fig. 23, is asymmetric and uses a single gap. With 
this arrangement of bias winding, the induced RF voltage on the winding is constrained to be zero at the 
bias field supply feed point by splitting the winding at the mid-voltage point on the cavity. The two 
windings are then crossed in a figure-of-eight mode as in Type 3. In the equivalent circuit (shown in 
Fig. 24), the parallel bias produces a field that changes direction at the crossover point of the bias 
winding. 

 

 

Fig. 23: CERN LEAR-type cavity 

 

 

 
Fig. 24: CERN LEAR-type equivalent circuit 

5.6 Type 5 cavity 

In this cavity another solution for the single-gap cavity is obtained by using a perpendicular bias field on 
the ferrite. This is the Los Alamos/TRIUMF type of cavity (Fig. 25). Perpendicular bias and the use of 
microwave ferrite resulted in a compact cavity with high Q in the 46–61 MHz frequency range. The 
high Q allows a higher gap voltage and reduces the number of cavities required in the accelerator. The 
power tube is capacitively coupled to the cavity, whereas the coupling in Types 1 to 4 is a combination 
of inductive and capacitive coupling. 
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Fig. 25: Los Alamos/TRIUMF cavity 

The ferrite is located at the short circuit end of the cavity and the bias field is applied by a 
solenoidal winding. The cavity outer conductor and short circuit require cuts to reduce the eddy current 
heating caused when the bias field is changed. The eddy current load is supplied by the bias field 
supply. This arrangement precludes the use of metallic cooling plates between the ferrite toroids. 
Furthermore, because a perpendicular bias field is used with low values of µ, then a high value of bias 
field must be supplied, and this results in some stray field on the beam axis. Figure 26 shows the 
equivalent circuit. Another possible way of creating a perpendicular field involves the use of a 
quadrupolar field. An example of this [9] is shown in Fig. 27, a cavity built at the Indiana University 
Cyclotron Facility. The principle of such a cavity was first demonstrated in 1989 at MPI, Heidelberg. 

 

 
Fig. 26: Los Alamos/TRIUMF cavity equivalent circuit 
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Fig. 27: RF cavity of CIS, Bloomington, Indiana, tuned with a quadrupole field 

6. HIGH-ORDER MODES 

Unwanted high-order modes in ferrite cavities are only briefly mentioned here. The first resonant mode 
above the fundamental mode will occur at such a frequency that the resonator appears to be 180° long. 
As resonators are, in general, designed to be less than 26° long in order to maintain a low variation in 
BRF in the ferrite, then the next mode is likely to be more than five times the frequency of the 
fundamental. Additional resonant modes are likely to be caused by multi-turn bias field windings and 
coaxial coupling arms. 

7. BROADBAND CAVITIES  

Traditionally, radio-frequency accelerating structures in accelerator rings are made from one or more 
cavities. Consequently, these structures can transmit only narrow-band frequency signals to the particle 
beam. While such narrow-band structures require dynamic tuning during the acceleration cycle of a 
synchrotron, they limit noise transfer to the particle beam to a narrow frequency regime. Moreover, the 
generation and amplification of harmonic RF signals is a standard procedure, and resonant cavities offer 
considerable efficiency with respect to power utilization. These are some of the reasons why resonant 
cavity structures have been used throughout and are used (with very few exceptions) as accelerating 
structures in accelerators. 
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Increasing demands on specific accelerating voltage waveforms have led to the installation of 
more complex accelerating systems, whether they use a set of cavities to run at harmonics [11, 12], or a 
broadband electrostatic structure [13]. 

Such specific demands on accelerating voltage waveforms of more than one frequency 
component, or even strictly non-harmonic waveforms, such as the saw-tooth type, may stem from the 
need to tailor particle bunch shapes or dynamics, e.g. for the passage of points of instability, or the 
synchronized transfer to another accelerator [12–14]. 

In addition to the accelerating structure and the associated power amplifiers, the low-level signal 
generation and dynamic control has to comply with these specific voltage waveform demands. Because 
of the broadband feature, signal generators must have unprecedented purity or lack of spurious 
frequency emissions at high frequency variability. 

At CRYRING, a small ring for many different ion species, experiments were performed with a 
double-gap drift-tube structure without material [15]. A simplified layout is shown in Fig. 28. After the 
particles cross the first gap, they fly through a drift tube and then cross the second gap. The particles 
gain an amount of energy determined by the voltage on the central drift tube and the change of the 
signal during the flight through the drift tube. This structure is broadband (10 kHz to 1.5 MHz) without 
tuning, so one can apply a waveform that is a repeated sequence of parabolas (Fig. 29), and the particles 
will experience an energy gain, as if they had seen a saw-tooth signal at a single gap. 
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resistive
divider

 
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0
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delayed function (cable)
sawtooth-like acceleration voltage

time [µs]   

Fig. 28: Drift tube structure at CRYRING  Fig. 29: Application of a parabolic waveform 

 

Another approach to broadband operation is to apply a load resistor in parallel to the gap of a 
ferrite cavity [16]. This reduces the external quality of the resonator, so one therefore has to balance 
power efficiency with broadband behaviour. 

7.1 VitroVac cavity  

Instead of ferrite, one can use amorphous magnetic materials that are wound like magnetic tapes to 
obtain a toroid shape. A cavity with VitroVac 6025F was constructed at SATURNE for MIMAS as 
proof-of-principle [17]. A cut-away drawing of this cavity is shown in Fig. 30 and the system layout is 
described in Fig. 31. The hysteresis curve of the material 6025F is displayed in Fig. 32. 

This cavity still needs tuning, but the current is lower compared to a ferrite-filled cavity. The 
impedance as a function of the tuning current is displayed in Fig. 33. Such a cavity allows almost 
arbitrary waveforms if enough RF power is available for the higher harmonics, which have to be 
adjusted in amplitude and phase, is available. Examples are shown in Figs. 34(a) and 34(b).  
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Fig. 30: Cut-away drawing of a VitroVac cavity, showing inner and outer conductor, toroids,  
and cooling and tuning bars 
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Fig. 31: Layout of the RF system of the VitroVac cavity for operation from 0.2 to 8 MHz 
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Fig. 32: Hysteresis curve for VitroVac 6025F 
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Fig. 33: Absolute value of impedance as a function of frequency and tuning current 
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The quality of the VitroVac cavity is much lower than the quality of a ferrite cavity. This is 
shown in Fig. 35, where a 180° phase jump in 20 ns is applied to the cavity. It takes less than three 
periods to reach a steady state. The same phase jump applied to the COSY ferrite cavity (Fig. 36) shows 
a much stronger ringing due to the higher quality. Table 2, above, compares some parameters of the 
VitroVac 6025F-filled cavity with a ferrite 8C12-filled cavity. 
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Fig. 35: A rapid 180˚phase jump applied to the VitroVac cavity. Upper trace: synthesizer; lower trace: gap-signal. 
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Fig. 36: A rapid 180˚ phase jump applied to an 8C12 ferrite-filled cavity at different frequencies 

7.2 Magnetic alloy-filled cavities 

In studies for the Japanese Hadron Facility (JHF) [18, 19], NiZn cores were compared with soft 
magnetic cores made of FineMet. This amorphous material has a very high Curie temperature of about 
600°C and allows operation in excess of 100°C. Cores with 67 cm outer diameter and 2.5 cm thickness 
present an impedance of about 83 . This results in 10 kV/m at 3.4 MHz with 24 cores driven by a 30 
kW amplifier.  

The broadband behaviour of the impedance of cavities filled with FineMet was clarified in a 
comparison between cavities for the Barrier Bucket Experiment at AGS, Brookhaven [20, 21]. In the 
case of ferrite cavities [21], there were eight cells with six cores per cell (one cell reaches 10 kV). In 
total 80 kV were generated at 3.7 MHz with a 600 kW TH 558 single tetrode amplifier. With the 
magnetic alloy (MA)-filled cavity [20], a total voltage of 40 kV was obtained with a 60 kW push–pull 
amplifier. 

A cavity filled with high-permeability magnetic alloy was proposed for a high-intensity proton 
synchrotron [22]. A prototype of only 40 cm in length reached a voltage of 20 kV, which is a gradient of 
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50 kV/m. Only six cores were used. These were placed directly in a water bath without cooling discs. 
The prototype and the measured impedance of a half-cavity are plotted in Figs. 37(a) and 37(b). Figure 
38 shows the (µ Qf) product for SY-2 ferrite compared to FineMet FT3 cores. The MA cores exhibit 
constant shunt impedance up to 2 kG.  

 

    

Fig. 37(a): High gradient prototype cavity [23] Fig. 37(b): Impedance curve of a half-cavity [22] 
 

 

Fig. 38: Dependence of (µ Qf) values on the RF magnetic field strength (Brf) for Ni Zn ferrite (SY-2)  
and magnetic alloy (FineMet FT3) cores. FT3-small and -large are cores of 570 mm O.D. and  

70 mm O.D. respectively [23].  

According to Ref. [23], the characteristics of MA cores can be summarized as follows: 

– The (µ Qf) product of MA cores does not depend on the flux density. Among them, FineMet cores 
have a large saturation flux density and can be used at the high RF flux density of 2 kG. 

– The intrinsic Q-value of the MA core is 0.6–1. It is suitable for a wide frequency sweep without 
tuning system, barrier bucket, and multiharmonic RF acceleration. 

– The permeability of the MA core is about 10 times higher than that of ferrite. Although the Q-value 
is low, the (µ Qf) product is high enough to be used for an RF cavity. 

– The MA core has a very high Curie temperature of 570°C. The characteristics of the core remain 
constant at temperatures above 100°C. 

– The Q-value of the core can be increased to more than 10 by using the cut core technique. The R/Q-
value of the cavity is a variable without changing the shunt impedance. 
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– The core consists of thin MA tape coated against electrical breakdown by a thin silica insulator. It is 
possible to manufacture large cores of about 100 cm diameter. 

The operation of a High Gradient Cavity (HGC) at HIMAC is described in Ref. [24]. With 60 kW 
of RF power, a maximum voltage of 4 kV is obtained with a cavity only 40 cm in length. The frequency 
range is 1–8 MHz; the maximum impedance is 400  between 2–3 MHz. 

Another MA-loaded cavity proved the feasibility of barrier-bucket voltages [25]. Because of the 
high beam current (8 x 1012 to 3 x 1013) protons and the broadband behaviour of the cavity, a 
feedforward system is necessary. The feedforward system has to compensate for the effect whereby the 
cavity ‘talks’ to the beam at several harmonics [26]. Some examples of non-sinusoidal waveforms 
applied to MA-loaded cavities are given in Ref. [27]. 

7.3 VitroPerm cavity  

At COSY, we want to replace the 2.1 m long ferrite cavity (using Philips 8C12) with a much shorter 
broadband cavity, to gain space for insertions that preserve polarization during acceleration [28]. We 
have therefore developed the cavity shown in Fig. 39, filled with VitroPerm [29], and which is only 
about 80 cm long and allows the use of non-sinusoidal waveforms, mentioned above. 

 

 

Fig. 39: Layout of a broadband cavity filled with VitroPerm 

The parameters of different materials and different cooling media were measured with a small test 
cavity, shown in Fig. 40 [30]. The measured impedance of a group of three cores as a function of 
medium is plotted in Fig. 41. 

 

 

Fig. 40: Small test cavity filled with three cores 
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Fig. 41: Impedance of three VitroPerm sample cores as a function of cooling medium 

The cooling medium Fluorinert FC_77 [31] with its dielectric constant r = 1.86 leaves the 
impedance almost untouched compared to air. When using water as a coolant, it is important to use low-
conductivity water instead of tap water in order to obtain a high impedance value. The layout of the 
combination of the VitroPerm-loaded cavity and the tube amplifier is sketched in Fig. 42. The cavity is 
connected to the amplifier with 200  coaxial transmission lines, shown in Fig. 43. For lower voltages 
in the kV range, it is sufficient to drive the cavity with a total of four 500 W transistor amplifiers (two 
per side), connected to (1:4) impedance transformers.  

The impedance of the installed air-filled cavity is plotted in Fig. 44. The impedance of the cavity 
filled with low conductivity water is displayed in Fig. 45. The measurement values for the left and the 
right half of the cavity are not equal because the value depends on the distribution of the toroids 
between the left and right sides. Between 500 kHz and 1.6 MHz (the operatimg range of COSY) the 
total impedance of the cavity is over 500 . An example of the voltages that can be generated with such 
a cavity, and the reaction of a proton beam at 300 MeV/c, are shown in Fig. 46. As expected, this kind 
of cavity allows modifications of the longitudinal phase space [32]. 
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Fig. 44: Impedance of air-filled VitroPerm cavity 
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Fig. 45: Impedance of VitroPerm cavity cooled with low-conductivity water 

 

   

Fig. 46: RF voltage (upper trace) and longitudinal beam signal (lower trace) at COSY injection (500 kHz) with 
harmonic (h = 1) only (left) and combined harmonics (h = 1) and (h = 2) (right). 
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APPENDIX A: THE EFFECTIVE PERMEABIILITY AND THE EFFECTIVE PERMITTIVITY 
OF A RESONATOR WITH MIXED AIR AND FERRITE FILL 

A.1  GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

It is important to differentiate between resonators in which the ferrite rings are separated from each 
other by electrically conducting material, like cooling plates, and those separated by an insulator. In the 
former case very little of the electric field penetrates the ferrite. 

A.2  CAPACITANCE PER UNIT LENGTH 

Case 1. Ferrite separation by insulator 

If we consider a section of the line as in Fig. 9 with a charge (q/m) on the inner conductor then the 
electric field E at radius r is given by 

  E =
q

2  
0
r

 , (A.1) 

where  is the permittivity of the material at radius r and 0 the permittivity of free space.  
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The potential V on the inner conductor is given by 

  V = Edr
r1

r2

+ E dr
r2

r3

 , (A.2) 

where r
1
, r

2
, and r

3
 are the radii of the inner conductor of the co-ax, the inner surface of the ferrite, and 

the outer surface of the ferrite and the outer conductor respectively. 

Then 

  V =
q

2 0
ln
r2
r1

+
1

 ln
r3
r2

 

 
  

 
  .  (A.3) 

The capacitance per metre is 

 Ct =
2 0

ln
r2
r1
+

1
 ln

r3
r2

=
2 e 0

ln
r3
r1

 , (A.4) 

where e is the effective permittivity of the combined air and ferrite. 

Comparing 

  e

ln
r3
r1

=
1

ln
r2
r1
+

1
 ln

r3
r2

  (A.5) 

gives  

  e = k +  1 k( )
  , where  k  =  

ln
r3
r2

ln
r3
r1

 .  (A.6) 

Case 2. Ferrite separation by metallic cooling plates 

In this case the capacitance per unit length is assumed to be just that of an air-spaced coaxial line with 
an outer radius r2. This gives the capacitance Ct : 

  Ct =
2 0

ln
r2
r1

=
2 e 0

ln
r3
r1

  . (A.7) 

From  

  e

ln
r3
r1

=
1

ln
r2
r1

  and  k  =  

ln
r3
r2

ln
r3
r1

   (A.8) 
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follows   

  e =
1

1 k
 .  (A.9) 

A.3  INDUCTANCE PER UNIT LENGTH 

For a current i flowing in the coaxial line the inductance per unit length Lt is given by 

  Lti = Bdr =
r1

r3

µ0
r1

r2 i

2 r
dr  +  µ' µ0

r2

r3 i

2 r
dr   (A.10) 

  Lt =
µ0

2
 ln

r2
r1

+ µ'  ln
r3
r2

 

 
  

 
  , (A.11) 

where B is the magnetic field at radius r, µ0 is the permeability of free space, and µ  the permeability of 
the ferrite. 

This can be written as 

  Lt =
µeµ0

2
 ln

r3
r1

  (A.12) 

where µe is the effective permeability of the air and ferrite. 

Then 

  µe ln
r3
r1
= ln

r2
r1
+ µ'  ln

r3
r2

      µe = 1+ k  µ' 1( )  .  (A.13) 

The values of µe and e will be further reduced if there are insulator-filled gaps with  = 1 and µ = 1 and 
of thickness d2 separating the ferrite rings of thickness d1.  The effective values then become 

  e =
d1

d1 + d2
 
k +  1 k( )

  (A.14) 

 µe =
d1

d1 + d2
 1 + k  µ' 1( )( )  ,  (A.15) 

and µe remains unaltered by changing the insulator-filled caps to metal-filled gaps. 

 

APPENDIX B: THE CURRENT AND VOLTAGE VARIATION ALONG A RESONATOR 

The voltage V and the current i on the transmission line of Fig. 5 are given by the superposition of two 
waves in opposite directions 

  
V = A e j t x v( ) + A' e j t+x v( )

Z0i = A e j t x v( ) A' e j t+x v( ) .
 (B.1) 

The Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) of a line with a short circuit at x = 0 is 
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  SWR =
0 Z0
0 + Z0

= 1 , (B.2) 

so the incident and reflected waves have the same magnitude and different sign 

  A  = –A  (B.3) 

  

V = A e j t  2 j sin
x

v

Z0i = A e j t  2cos
x

v

  . (B.4) 

For a complex definition of the voltage V = Vg e
j t at x = –l the results are 

  A =
Vg

2 j sin
l

v

  (B.5) 

  V  = Vg e j t  
sin

x

v

sin
l

v

  (B.6) 

 i = jVg e j t  
cos

x

v

Z0 sin
l

v

 .  (B.7) 

 

APPENDIX C: ESTIMATION OF REQUIRED FERRITE QUANTITY 

From Section 3.2: 

  Brf max = µµ0  
I

2  r2 cos
l

v

  ,  (C.1) 

and, as I is the current at x = -l, then: 

  

Vg = I L

=
2 r2 cos

l

v
 Brf max Z0 tan

l

v
µ  µ0

=

r2 ln
r3
r1

 Brf max sin
l

v
 

µe

e

 
µ0

0

µ  µ0

.

 (C.2) 

For 
l

v
< 26° , sin

l

v
  approximates to 

l

v
 so that 
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Vg approximates to   Vg =

r2 ln
r3
r1

 Brf max l  µe

µ
 .  (C.3) 

Vice-versa l approximates to   l =
Vg µ

µe r2  ln
r3
r1

 Brf max

 .  (C.4) 

By choosing Brfmax (typically 0.01 T for NiZn ferrites), an estimate of the total length of ferrite 
required for an RF system can be made. New materials may achieve higher values of Brfmax. 
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SERVO CONTROL OF RF CAVITIES UNDER BEAM LOADING 

Alexander Gamp 
DESY, Hamburg, Germany 
 

Abstract 
I begin by giving a description of the RF generator–cavity–beam coupled 
system in terms of basic quantities. Taking beam loading and cavity 
detuning into account, expressions for the cavity impedance as seen by the 
generator and as seen by the beam are derived. Subsequently methods of 
beam-loading compensation by cavity detuning, RF feedback and 
feedforward are described. Finally, a dedicated phase loop for damping 
synchrotron oscillations is discussed. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In modern particle accelerators RF voltages with an extremely large amplitude and frequency range, 
from a few hundred volts to hundreds of megavolts and from several kilohertz to many gigahertz, are 
required for particle acceleration and storage. 

The RF power needed to satisfy these demands can be generated, for example, by triodes, 
tetrodes, or klystrons. The Continuous Wave (CW) output power available from some tetrodes used at 
DESY is 60 kW at 208 MHz and 500–800 kW for the 500 MHz klystrons. Such RF power generators 
generally deliver RF voltages of only a few kilovolts because their source impedance is small 
compared with the cavity shunt impedance. For the TeV Energy Superconducting Linear Accelerator 
(TESLA) project a prototype pulsed L-band Multibeamklystron has delivered up to 10 MW peak 
power for 0.5 ms long pulses, and at 3 GHz 150 MW were achieved for pulses of 3 µs in length. 

Typically, a tetrode has its highest efficiency for a load resistance of less than 1 k  ,whereas the 
cavity shunt impedance usually is of the order of several megaohms. This is the real impedance, which 
the cavity represents to a generator at the resonant frequency. It must not be confused with ohmic 
resistances. 

Optimum fixed impedance matching between generator and cavity can be easily achieved with a 
coupling loop in the cavity. There is, however, the complication that the transformed cavity impedance 
as seen by the generator depends also on the synchronous phase angle and the beam current and is 
therefore not constant (as we shall show quantitatively). The beam current induces a voltage in the 
cavity that may become even larger than the one induced by the generator. Owing to the vector 
addition of these two voltages the generator now sees a cavity that appears to be detuned and 
unmatched except for the particular value of beam current for which the coupling has been optimized. 
The reflected power occurring at all other beam currents has to be handled.  

In addition, the beam-induced cavity voltage may cause single- or multi-bunch instabilities, 
since any bunch in the machine may see an important fraction of the cavity voltage induced by itself 
or from previous bunches. This voltage is given by the product of beam current and cavity impedance 
as seen by the beam. Minimizing this latter quantity is therefore essential. It is also called beam-
loading compensation, and some servo control mechanisms, which can be used to achieve this goal, 
will be discussed in this lecture.  
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2. THE COUPLING BETWEEN THE RF GENERATOR, THE CAVITY, AND THE BEAM 

For frequencies in the neighbourhood of the fundamental resonance, an RF cavity can be described [1] 
by an equivalent circuit consisting of an inductance L2 , a capacitor C, and a shunt impedance RS, as 
shown in Fig. 1. In practice, L2 is made up by the cavity walls, whereas the coupling loop L1 is usually 
small compared with the cavity dimensions. 

In this example a triode with maximum efficiency for a real load impedance RA has been taken 
as an RF power generator. For simplicity we consider a short and lossless transmission line between 
the generator and L1. Then there is optimum coupling between the generator and the empty (i.e. 
without beam) cavity for 

 N 2
= RS / RA = L2 / L1 , (1) 

where RA equals the dynamic source impedance R1. The term N is the transformation or step-up ratio.  

 

Fig. 1: Equivalent circuit of a resonant cavity near its fundamental resonance. In practice, the inductance L2 is 
made up by the cavity walls, whereas L1 is usually a small coupling loop. 

Since, in general, there may be power transmitted from the generator to the cavity and also, in 
the case of imperfect matching, vice versa, the voltage 

  

r 
U 1  is expressed as the sum of two voltages  

 
  

r 
U 1 =

r 
U forward +

r 
U reflected  , (2) 

whereas the corresponding currents flow in the opposite directions, hence 

 
  

r 
I 1 =

r 
I forward

r 
I reflected   . (3)  

The minus sign in Eq. (3) indicates the counterflowing currents, while voltages of forward and 
backward waves just add up.  

So, in the simplest case, where the beam current 
  

r 
I B = 0  and where the generator frequency  

fGEN = fCAV, there is no reflected power from the cavity to the generator, and 
  

r 
U 1and 

  

r 
I 1 are identical to 

the generator voltage and current, respectively. One has  

 
  

r 
U CAV = N

r 
U 1 . (4) 
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Now we can derive an expression for the complex cavity voltage as a function of generator and beam 
current and of the cavity and generator frequency.  

According to Fig. 1 the cavity voltage 
  

r 
U CAV  can be written as  

 

  

r 
U CAV = L2

r ˙ 
I 2 +

r ˙ 
I 1

N

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 (5)  

 

  

r 
I 2 =  

r 
I B +

r 
U CAV

RS +C
r ˙ 

U CAV

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 . (6) 

All voltages and currents have the time dependence 

   

r 
U =

r ˆ 
U ei t

. (7) 

  

r 
I B =

r 
I B( )  is the harmonic content at the frequency  of the total beam current. Throughout 

this lecture we consider only a bunched beam with a small bunch spacing compared to the cavity 
filling time. In this case   

r 
I B( )  is quasi sinusoidal. We also restrict the discussion to the interaction of 

the beam with the fundamental cavity resonance. Dedicated damping antennas built into the cavity can 
minimize the interaction with higher-order cavity modes.  

Inserting Eq. (6) in Eq. (5) and using 

 2 fCAV = CAV =
1

L2C
 (8) 

one finds  

 
  

CAV
2

r 
U CAV =

1
C

1
N

r ˙ 
I 1

r ˙ 
I B

1
RS

r ˙ 
U CAV

 

 
 

 

 
 

r ˙ ̇ 
U CAV  . (9) 

We define  

 =
1

2CRS
= CAV

2Q
 (10) 

where the quality factor of the cavity can be expressed as 2  times the ratio of total electromagnetic 
energy stored in the cavity to the energy loss per cycle.  

Here we would like to mention that the ratio  

 
RS
Q

=
L2
C

 (11) 

is a characteristic quantity of a cavity depending only on its geometry. 

We can rewrite Eq. (9) as  

 
  

r ˙ ̇ 
U CAV + 2

r ˙ 
U CAV + CAV

2
r 

U CAV = 2 RS
1
N

r ˙ 
I 1

r ˙ 
I B

 

  
 

  
 . (12) 

This equation describes a resonant circuit excited by the current 
  

r 
I =

r 
I 1 N

r 
I B( )( ) . The minus sign 

occurs because the generator-induced cavity voltage has opposite sign to the beam-induced voltage, 
which would decelerate the beam. It can be shown that the beam actually sees only 50% of its own 
induced voltage. This is called the fundamental theorem of beam loading [2, 3].  
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In order to find the cavity impedance as seen by the beam we make use of Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) 
to express the generator current term of Eq. (12) in the form  

 

  

1
N

r ˙ 
I 1 =

1
NRA

2
r ˙ 

U forward
r ˙ 

U 1[ ] =
1
N
2

r ˙ 
I forward

r ˙ 
U CAV
NRA

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 . (13) 

This leads to a modification of the damping term in Eq. (12)  

 
  

r ˙ ̇ 
U CAV + 2 1+( )

r ˙ 
U CAV + CAV

2
r 

U CAV = 2 LRSL
2
N

r ˙ 
I f

r ˙ 
I B

 

  
 

  
 . (14) 

 

With the coupling ratio  

 = RS / N
2RI( )    (15) 

we can introduce the ‘loaded’ damping term 

 L = 1+( )   (16) 

and consequently, in accordance with Eq. (10), the loaded cavity Q and loaded shunt impedance are 

 QL =Q / 1+( ) and RSL = RS / 1+( )  . (17) 

In the case of perfect matching in the absence of beam, i.e.  = 1, the damping term simply doubles 
and Q  and RS  take half their original values. This is because the beam would see the cavity shunt 
impedance RS  in parallel or loaded with the transformed generator impedance N 2RI = RS . Therefore 
we find in Eq. (14) that the transformed generator current  

 
  

r 
I G = 2

r 
I f / N   (18) 

gives rise to twice as much cavity voltage as a similar beam current would do. Here and in Eq. (15) we 
assume that the transformed dynamic source impedance N 2RI  is identical to the generator impedance 
seen by the cavity. This is strictly true only if a circulator is placed between the RF power generator 
and the cavity. Without a circulator it may be approximately true if the power source is a triode. 
Owing to its almost constant anode-voltage-to-current characteristic the impedance of a tetrode as seen 
from the cavity is, however, much bigger than the corresponding RI and therefore RSL RS  here, 
where a short transmission line (or of length n /2, n integer) is considered.  

Following Ref. [4] we write the solution of Eq. (14) in the Fourier–Laplace representation 

 
  

r ˆ 
U CAV =

i

CAV
2 2

+2i L

2 LRSL
r ˆ 
I G

r ˆ 
I B

 
  

 
  
.  (19) 

For CAV  this can be approximated by  

 

  

r  ̂
U CAV

RSL

r  ̂
I G

r  ̂
I B

 

  
 

  

1 + iQL2
CAV

  , (20) 

where = CAV + . 

For a resonant cavity the beam-induced voltage 
  

r 
U B , or the beam loading, is thus given by the 

product of loaded shunt impedance and beam current:  
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r 
U B = RSL

r 
I B   (21) 

The ideal beam loading compensation would, therefore, minimize RSL  without increasing the 
generator power necessary to maintain the cavity voltage. 

Having just discussed the impedance that the combined system generator and cavity represents 
to the beam, we would like to discuss the impedance Z, or rather admittance Y = 1/Z, which the 
combined cavity and beam system represents to the generator. 

From Eqs. (1), (5), and (6) one sees [5] that 

 
  

Y =

r 
I 1r 

U 1
=

N 2

RS
+

r 
I BN 2

r 
U CAV

+
N 2

i L2
1

2

CAV
2

 

 
 

 

 
  . (22) 

which reduces to Y = 1/RA for a tuned cavity without beam current in the case of  = 1.  

As we are now going to show, a non-vanishing real part of the quotient 
  

r 
I B

r 
U CAV will necessitate 

a change in  to maintain optimum matching, whereas the imaginary part can be compensated by 
detuning the cavity. In order to work out Re and 

  Im(
r 
I B

r 
U CAV), we define the angle s  as the phase 

angle between the synchronous particle and the zero crossing of the RF cavity voltage. The 
accelerating voltage is therefore given by 

 
  

r 
U ACC =

r 
U CAV sin s   (23) 

and the normalized cavity voltage and beam current are related by  

 

  

r 
I Br 
I B

=

r 
U CAVr 
U CAV

e
i
2

s
 

 
 

 

 
 

.  (24) 

Consequently 

 

  

Re

r 
I Br 

U CAV

 

 
 

 

 
 =

r 
I Br 

U CAV
sin s  (25) 

and  

 
  

Im 

r 
I Br 

U CAV

 

 
 

 

 
 =

r 
I Br 

U CAV

cos s . (26) 

The real part of the admittance seen by the generator then becomes 

 

  

Re(Y) =
N2

RS

1+
RS

r 
I B

r 
U CAV

sin s

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
  . (27) 

We see that the term in the bracket describes the change of admittance caused by the beam. In order to 
maintain optimum coupling the coupling ratio   must now take the value 

 

  

= 1+
RS

r 
I B

r 
U CAV

sin s

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 . (28) 

This result tells us that the change in the real part of the admittance is proportional to the ratio of 
RF power delivered to the beam to RF power dissipated in the cavity walls. For circular electron 
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machines, where the considerable amount of energy lost by synchrotron radiation has to be 
compensated continuously by RF power, values of s   30° and   1.2 are typical for high beam 
current and normally conducting cavities. A typical set of parameters for this case would be 
RS = 

  6M ,
r 

U CAV  = 1 MV and   

r 
I B = 30 mA. This implies, of course, that for a  that has been 

optimized for the maximum beam current, there will be reflected generator power for lower beam 
intensities. If the power source is a klystron, this can be handled by inserting a circulator in the path 
between generator and cavity or, in the case of a tube, by a sufficiently high plate dissipation power 
capability. 

From the imaginary part of Eq. (22) and from Eq. (26) we find that the apparent cavity detuning 
caused by the beam current can be compensated by a real cavity detuning (for example, by means of a 
mechanical plunger cavity tuner) of the amount  

 

  
CAV

= 1
RS

r 
I B

Q
r 

U CAV
cos s  . (29) 

 

Expanding the square root to first order we find a cavity detuning angle  

 

  

tan
RSL

r 
I B

r 
U CAV

cos s 2QL
CAV

.  (30) 

This is essentially the ratio between beam-induced and total cavity voltage. 

In order to calculate the maximum amount of reflected power seen by the generator as a 
consequence of beam loading we consider, for  = 1, a tuned cavity, i.e. = CAV . Then, with 
Eqs. (25) and (26), Eq. (22) reads 

 

  

Y =
1
RA

1+
RS

r 
I B

r 
U CAV

sin s + i
RS

r 
I B

r 
U CAV

cos s

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 .  (31) 

Solving for   
r 

U refl .  by means of Eqs. (2) and (3) the reflected power 
  Prefl . =|

r  ̂
U refl . |2 /2 RI becomes 

 
  Prefl. = RS

r  ̂
I B

2 /8 . (32) 

This corresponds to half of the power given by the beam to the coupled system cavity and 
generator. The second half of this power is dissipated in the cavity walls. All we found is that two 
equal resistors in parallel dissipate equal amounts of power. As pointed out above, this is strictly true 
only if a circulator is placed between the RF power source and the cavity. Nevertheless, the amount of 
reflected power can be quite impressive. For an average DC beam current of, say 0.1 A, the harmonic 
current   

r ˆ 
I B ( )  may become up to twice as large. Then, taking RS = 8 M , for example, we find 40 kW 

of reflected power have to be dissipated.  

For a cavity where only the reactive part of the beam loading has been compensated by detuning 
according to Eq. (30), but  = 1, the reflected power is given by 

 
  Prefl. = RS

r  ̂
I B

2 sin2
s /8 .  (33) 

Summarizing the results of this section we state that the beam sees the cavity shunt impedance in 
parallel with  the  transformed  generator  impedance.  The resulting  loaded  impedance  is   reduced 
by the factor 1/(1 + ). The optimum coupling ratio between generator and cavity depends on the 
amount of energy taken by the beam out of the RF field. The coupling is usually fixed and optimized 
for maximum beam current. The amount of cavity detuning necessary for optimum matching, on the 
other hand, depends on the ratio of beam-induced to total cavity voltage. 
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3. BEAM-LOADING COMPENSATION BY DETUNING 

As we have shown in the previous Section, stationary beam loading can be entirely compensated by 
detuning the cavity, provided that the synchronous phase angle is small or zero. This is usually the 
case in proton synchrotrons during storage, where the energy loss due to the emission of synchrotron 
radiation is negligible. Here, the RF voltage is needed only to keep the bunch length short. Energy 
ramping also takes place at very small s . 

In the following we restrict ourselves, for simplicity, to hadron machines. Consequently  = 1, 
s 0 , and the generator- and beam-induced voltages are in quadrature. 

There are, however, also limitations to detuning as the only means of beam-loading 
compensation. One is known as Robinson’s stability criterion [6]. If the amount of detuning calculated 
by Eq. (30) becomes comparable to the revolution frequency of the particles in a synchrotron, the 
beam will become unstable. Another one is the finite time of, say, a second, which is needed for the 
tuner to react. Actually, the time scale of the cavity voltage transients, which may cause beam 
instabilities, is much shorter. The cavity filling time CAV  is given by  

 CAV = 2QL / CAV  . (34) 

The cavity voltage rise after injection of a bunched beam with a current 
  

r 
I B( CAV)  can be 

approximated by 

 
  

r 
U B RSL

r 
I B 1 e t /( )  . (35) 

This voltage will add to the cavity voltage produced by the generator, and after a time t 3  the total 
cavity voltage becomes  

 
  

r 
U CAV RSL

r 
I g

2
+

r 
I B

2
  (36) 

with a phase shift given by Eq. (30). 

Since typical values of  are below 100 µs and therefore much smaller than the proton 
synchrotron frequency in a storage ring (TS  is usually  several ms), these transients will, in general, 
excite synchrotron oscillations of the beam with the consequence of emittance blow-up and particle 
loss. Additional compensation of transient beam loading is therefore necessary. This will be discussed 
in the following paragraphs.  

In Fig. 2 a diagram of a tuner regulation circuit is shown. The phase detector measures the 
relative phase between generator current and cavity voltage which depends, according to Eq. (20), on 
the frequency , by which the cavity is detuned. The phase detector output signal acts on a motor 
that drives a plunger tuner into the cavity volume until there is resonance. An alternative tuner could 
be a resonant circuit loaded with ferrites. The magnetic permeability µ of the ferrites and hence the 
resonance frequency of the circuit can be controlled by a magnetic field. This latter method is 
especially useful when a large tuning range in combination with a low cavity Q  is required.  

If proper tuner action is necessary in a large dynamic range of cavity voltages, limiters with a 
minimum phase shift per dB compression have to be installed at the phase detector input. Since this 
phase shift is decreasing with frequency, all signals should be mixed down to a sufficiently low 
intermediate frequency.  

The signal proportional to the generator current   

r 
I forw.  can be obtained from a directional 

coupler. In case the RF amplifier is so closely coupled to the cavity that no directional coupler can be 
installed, the relative phase between RF amplifier input and output signal can also be used to derive a 
tuner signal [7].  
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4. REDUCTION OF TRANSIENT BEAM LOADING BY FAST FEEDBACK 

The principle of a fast feedback circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2. A small fraction  of the cavity RF 
signal is fed back to the RF preamplifier input and combined with the generator signal. The total delay 
 in the feedback path is such that both signals have opposite phase at the cavity resonance frequency 
CAV . For other frequencies there is a phase shift  

 = .  (37) 

Therefore the voltage at the amplifier input is now given by 

   

r 
 U in =

r 
U in e i

r 
U CAV .  (38) 

 

With the voltage gain K of the amplifier we can rewrite Eq. (20) and obtain for the cavity voltage with 
feedback  

 

  

r 
U CAV

K
r 

U in e i
r 

U CAV[ ]
r 

U B

1+ iQL2
CAV

  (39) 

or 

 

  

r 
U CAV

K
r 

U in
r 

U B

1+ iQL2
CAV

+ e i K
 . (40) 

 

 

Fig. 2: Schematic of servo loops for phase and amplitude control of the HERA 208 MHz proton RF system 

For = 0  and AF »1 this reduces to 

 
  

r 
U CAV

r 
U in

r 
U B

K
.  (41) 
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The open loop feedback gain AF is defined as  

 AF = K .  (42) 

One sees that there is a reduction of the beam-induced cavity voltage by the factor 1 /AF  due to the 
feedback. This is equivalent to a similar reduction of the cavity shunt impedance as seen by the beam.  

 ZL
RSL

1+ iQL2
CAV

RSL

1+ iQL 2
CAV

+AFe
i

 . (43) 

The price for this fast reduction of beam loading is the additional amount of generator current 
  

r 
I BN  

that is needed almost to compensate the beam current in the cavity. In terms of additional transmitter 
power  P  this reads  

    P = RS

r ˆ 
I B

2 /8 .  (44) 

It is the power already calculated by Eq. (32). As there is no change in cavity voltage due to  P  
this power will be reflected back to the generator, which has to have a sufficiently large plate 
dissipation power capability. Otherwise a circulator is needed. This critical situation of additional RF 
power consumption and reflection lasts, however, only until the tuner has reacted, and it may be 
minimized by pre-detuning. The generator-induced voltage is, of course, also reduced by the amount 
1 /AF , but this can be easily compensated on the low power level by increasing 

  

r 
U in  by the factor 1/  as 

Eq. (41) suggests. The practical implications of this will be illustrated by the following example. 

Let the power gain of the amplifier be 80 dB. For a cavity power of 50 kW an input power PIN of 
0.5 mW is thus required. This corresponds to a voltage gain of 104 so, for a design value of AF = 100,  
becomes 10–2. Hence the power that is fed back to the amplifier input, is 5 W. In order to maintain the 
same cavity voltage as without feedback, PIN has to be increased from 0.5 mW to 5.0005 W. This 
value can, of course, be reduced by decreasing . But then the amplifier gain has to be increased to 
keep AF constant. This leads to power levels in the 100 µW range at the amplifier input. All this is still 
practical, but some precautions, such as extremely good shielding and suppression of generator and 
cavity harmonics, have to be taken.  

The maximum feedback gain that can be obtained is limited by the aforementioned delay time  
of a signal propagating around the loop. According to Nyquist's criterion, the system will start to 
oscillate if the phase shift between 

  

r 
U in  and 

  

r 
U CAV  exceeds  135°. A cavity with high Q  can produce 

a ±90° phase shift even for very small . Therefore, once the additional phase shift given by Eq. (37) 
has reached ± /4, the loop gain must have become  1, i.e.  

 AF max( )
K

1+ iQL2 max

CAV

1  (45) 

where  

 max = ±
4

 . (46) 

Here we assume that all other frequency-dependent phase shifts, like the ones produced by the 

amplifiers, can be neglected. Taking   

r 
U B = 0 and inserting Eq. (45) we can solve Eq. (39) for AF:  

 AF =
QL

4 fCAV
 . (47) 
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This is the maximum possible feedback gain for a given .  

A fast feedback loop of gain 100 has been realized at the HERA 208 MHz proton RF system. 
With a loaded cavity QL of  27000 the maximum tolerable delay, including all amplifier stages and 
cables, is  = 330 ns. Therefore all RF amplifiers have been installed very close to the cavities in the 
HERA tunnel. 

In addition, there are independent slow phase and amplitude regulation units for each cavity 
with still higher gain in the region of the synchrotron frequencies, i.e. below 300 Hz. Without fast 
feedback these units might become unstable at heavy beam loading [8, 9] since changes in cavity 
voltage and phase are then correlated, as shown by Eqs. (30) and (36).  

The effect of a fast feedback loop is revealed in Fig. 3, where the transient behaviour of the 
imaginary (upper curve) and real (middle curve) part of a HERA 208 MHz cavity voltage vector is 
displayed. The lower curve is the signal of a beam current monitor, which shows nicely the bunch 
structure of the beam and a 2 µs gap between batches of 6  10 bunches each. A detailed description 
of this measurement and of the IQ detector used is given in Ref. [10]. In this particular case the upper 
curve is essentially equivalent to the phase change of the cavity voltage due to transient beam loading, 
and the middle curve corresponds to the change in amplitude. 

 

Fig. 3: Transient behaviour of the cavity voltage under the influence of fast feedback.  
This figure is taken from Ref. [10]. 

The apparent time shift between the bunch signals and the cavity signals is due to the time of 
flight of the protons between the location of the cavity and the beam monitor in HERA. The transients 
resulting from the first two or three bunches after the gap cause step-like transients, which accumulate 
without significant correction. Later the fast feedback delivers a correction signal, which causes the 
subsequent transients to look more and more saw-tooth-like. From this one can estimate the time delay 
in the feedback loop to be of the order of 250 ns. After about 1 µs equilibrium with the beam is 
reached. Similarly, one observes in the left part of the picture that the feedback correction is still 
present for 250 ns after the last bunch before the gap has left the cavity. The equilibrium without beam 
is also reached after about 1 µs. Without fast feedback the time taken to reach equilibrium is about 100 
times longer, as one would expect for a feedback gain of 100. 

To summarize this Section we state that fast feedback reduces the resonant cavity impedance as 
seen by an external observer (usually the beam) by the factor 1/AF. It is important to realize that any 
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noise originating from sources other than the generator, especially amplitude and phase noise from the 
amplifiers, will be reduced by the factor 1/AF because the cavity signal is directly compared to the 
generator signal at the amplifier input stage. Care has to be taken that no noise be created, by diode 
limiters or other non-linear elements, in the path where the cavity signal is fed back to the amplifier 
input. This noise would be added to the cavity signal by the feedback circuit.  

5. FEEDBACK AND FEEDFORWARD APPLIED TO SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES 

So far, we have only considered normally conducting cavities in a proton storage ring, where the 
protons arrive in the cavities at the zero crossing of the RF signal, i.e. at 

  s
= 0o  or a few degrees.  

In the following I would like to present an example of the other extreme: superconducting 
cavities in a linear electron accelerator where the electrons cross the cavities near the moment of 
maximum RF voltage, i.e. at 

  s
90o . (Note that for linear colliders a different definition of s  is 

usually used, namely 
  s

= 0o  when the particle is on crest. In this article we do not adopt this 
definition.) 

A test facility for TESLA is currently being built at DESY. We refer to the special example of 
the TESLA Test Facility cavities, which are 9-cell cavities made of pure niobium. The operating 
frequency is 1.3 GHz.  
 

 

Fig. 4: Schematic of the low-level RF system for control of the TESLA Test Facility 1.3 GHz cavities.  
This figure is taken from Ref. [11]. 

The unloaded Q-value of these cavities is in the  range 109–1010, or even higher. Hence the 
bandwidth is only of the order of 1 Hz, and also the shunt impedance of these cavities exceeds that of 
normally conducting cavities by many orders of magnitude. Therefore, we have a coupling factor 

  1000 in this case, which also reflects the fact that the ratio of the power taken away by the beam to 
the power dissipated in the cavity walls is much larger for superconducting cavities than for normally 
conducting ones. Owing to the coupling, the nominal loaded Q-value is only 3  106, and the loaded 
cavity bandwidth seen by the beam is 433 Hz. Since in this case there is a circulator with a load to 
protect the klystron from reflected power, this loaded bandwidth is also seen by the RF generator, 
which is a klystron. Since the particles are (almost) on crest, only the real part of the admittance 
[Eq. (27)] seen by the generator is changed due to beam loading. This means that in this example 
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beam loading causes a change only in the cavity impedance seen by the generator and detuning plays 
no role as a means of beam-loading compensation. Therefore there is only perfect matching for the 
nominal beam current to which the cavity power input coupler has been adjusted. 

From the circuit diagram in Fig. 4 we see that one RF generator is planned to supply up to 
32 cavities with RF power. The RF power that is needed per cavity to accelerate an electron beam of 
8.5 mA to 25 MeV, is close to 215 kW, hence a klystron power close to 7 MW is needed. This power 
is entirely carried away by the beam. In contrast to the previous example, where all the RF power was 
essentially dissipated in the normally conducting cavity walls, the power needed to build up the RF 
cavity voltage in the superconducting cavities is only a few hundred watts. A high-efficiency, 10 MW, 
multibeam klystron has been developed for this project. For completeness we mention that this is 
pulsed power, with a pulse length of 1.5 ms and a maximum repetition rate of 10 Hz. So the maximum 
average klystron power is 150 kW.  

The RF seen by the beam corresponds to the vector sum of all cavity signals. Therefore for the 
RF control system such a vector sum needs to be generated. This is done by down conversion of the 
cavity signals to 250 kHz intermediate frequency signals that are sampled in time steps of 1 µs. Each 
set of two subsequent samples corresponds to the real and imaginary part of the cavity voltage vector. 
The vector sum is generated in a computer and is compared to a table of set point values. The 
difference signal, which corresponds to the cavity voltage error, acts on a vector modulator at the low-
level klystron input signal. In addition to this feedback a feedforward correction can be added. The 
advantage of feedforward is that, in principle, there is no gain limitation as in the case of feedback. If 
the error is known in advance, one can program a counteraction in the feedforward table. Examples of 
such errors could be a systematic decrease in beam current during the pulse due to some property of 
the electron source, or a systematic change in the cavity resonance frequency during the pulse. This 
effect does indeed exist. The mechanical forces resulting from the strong pulsed RF field in the 
superconducting cavities cause a detuning of the order of a few hundred hertz at 25 MV/m. This effect 
is called Lorentz force detuning.  

From Eq. (47) one might infer that, because of the large value of QL, the maximum possible 
feedback gain in this case could become significantly larger than for normally conducting cavities. 
However, one has to check whether there are poles in the system at other frequencies, and, at least in 
this case, there is a fairly large loop delay of about 4 µs caused by the 12 m length of the cryogenic 
modules in which the cavities are placed and by the time delay in the computer. This results in a 
realistic maximum loop gain of 140.  

So far, we have demonstrated for up to 16 cavities that all this really does work in practice. The 
impressive phase and amplitude stability of 0.1 degree and 0.5% that has been reached with this 
feedback system is shown in Fig. 5. There one also sees that the addition of feedforward improves the 
amplitude and phase stability to 0.05% and 0.03 degrees respectively.  

6. DAMPING OF SYNCHROTRON OSCILLATIONS OF PROTONS IN THE PETRA II 
MACHINE  
 

In the preceding sections phase and amplitude control of the cavity voltage was discussed. In this last 
Section we would like to give an example of beam control by looking at the dedicated RF system for 
the damping of synchrotron oscillations of protons in the PETRA II synchrotron at DESY.  

Prior to injection into HERA, protons are pre-accelerated to 7.5 and 40 GeV/c in the DESY III 
and PETRA II synchrotrons, respectively [13]. Timing imperfections during the transfer of protons 
from one machine to the next and RF noise during ramping were observed to cause synchrotron 
oscillations that, if not damped properly, may lead to an increase in beam emittance and to significant 
beam losses. Therefore a phase loop acting on the RF phase to damp these oscillations of the proton 
bunches is a necessary component of the low-level RF system. The PETRA II proton RF system, 
which consists of two 52 MHz cavities, each with a closely coupled RF amplifier chain and a fast 
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feedback loop of gain 50, is similar to the one shown in Fig. 2. The block diagram of the PETRA II 
phase loop, on which I shall now concentrate, is shown in Fig. 6.  

 

 

Fig. 5: Phase and amplitude stability achieved by digital feedback and feedforward in a 1.3 GHz cavity of the 
TESLA Test Facility. The obtained phase and amplitude stability with feedback alone is 0.5% and 0.1 degrees. 
With feedforward an improvement to 0.05% and 0.03 degrees was reached. This figure is taken from Ref. [12]. 
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of the PETRA II phase loop. In the phase detector, synchrotron oscillations of the bunches 
are detected by comparing the filtered 52 MHz component of the beam with the 52 MHz RF reference source. 

An average phase signal for each of the eight batches of ten bunches is phase shifted by 90° with respect  
to the synchrotron frequency, stored in its register, and properly multiplexed to the phase modulator acting  

on the RF drive signal. 

6.1 Loop bandwidth 

The maximum number of bunches is 11 in DESY III and 80 in PETRA II, so eight DESY III cycles 
are needed to fill PETRA II. If synchrotron oscillations arise due to injection timing errors, all bunches 
of the corresponding batch are expected to oscillate coherently. Therefore one single correction signal 
can damp the bunch oscillations in that batch and in total up to eight such signals are needed, one for 
each batch. This phase loop is a batch-to-batch rather than a bunch-to-bunch feedback. Ideally, the 
correction of expected errors of about two degrees in the injection phase has to be switched within the 
96 ns separating the last bunch of batch n from the first bunch of batch n + 1. Owing to the fast 
feedback of gain 50, the RF system has an effective bandwidth of about 1 MHz. However, it is capable 
of performing small phase changes of the order of 1° per 100 ns, which should be sufficient for 
damping synchrotron oscillations also in the multibatch mode of operation. 

6.2 The phase detector     

Each bunch passage generates a signal in the inductive beam monitor, also shown in Fig. 6. A passive 
LC filter of 8 MHz bandwidth filters out the 52 MHz component. The ringing time is comparable to 
the bunch spacing time as shown in Fig. 7. Amplitude fluctuations of this signal are reduced to 
±0.5 dB in a limiter of 40 dB dynamic range. So the amplitude dependence of the synchrotron phase 
measurement between the bunch signal and the 52 MHz RF source signal is minimized. The phase 
detector has a sensitivity of 10 mV per degree. By inserting a low pass filter one can directly observe 
the synchrotron motion of the bunches at the phase detector output. This is shown in Fig. 8(a) for one 
batch of nine proton bunches circulating in PETRA II with a momentum of 7.5 GeV/c a few 
milliseconds after injection. The observed synchrotron period TS = 5 ms agrees with the expected 
value for the actual RF voltage of 50 kV.  
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Fig. 7: Filtered signal of a batch of nine proton bunches circulating in PETRA. The bunch spacing time is 96 ns. 

 

Fig. 8(a): The synchrotron oscillation measured at the phase detector output a few milliseconds after injection of 
a batch of nine proton bunches into PETRA II. It is smeared out by Landau damping after several periods.  

The damping loop is not active. 

 

Fig. 8(b): Same as Fig. 8(a) but with the phase loop active. The synchrotron oscillation is completely damped 
within half a synchrotron period of 5 ms. 

6.3 The FIR filter as a digital phase shifter 

A feedback loop can damp the synchrotron motion if, as is indicated in Fig. 6, the synchrotron phase 
signal is shifted by –90° relative to the synchrotron frequency fS, delayed properly, and fed into a 
phase modulator acting on the 52 MHz drive signal. The necessity of the –90° phase shift relative to fS 
can be seen from the equation of damped harmonic motion ˙ ̇ x + a ˙ x +bx = 0  with the solution 
x = Asin ( St )e at .  The damping term a˙ x  is proportional to the time derivative of the solution x, 
i.e. a phase shift of –90°. The correction signal will coincide with the corresponding batch in the 
cavity if the total delay  = tf + nTrev, where tf  is the transit time from the beam monitor to the cavity, n 
an integer, and Trev = 7.7 µs is the particle revolution time in PETRA. Since TS » Trev, a delay even of 
more than one turn (n > 1) would not be critical. 
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Rather than using a simple RC integrator of differentiator network as a 90° phase shifter, which 
is not without problems [14], a more complex digital solution with a software controlled phase shift 
has been adopted. This is very attractive since during injection, acceleration, and compression of the 
bunches the synchrotron frequency varies in the range from 200 Hz to 350 Hz. In addition, storing and 
multiplexing the eight correction signals for each of the eight possible batches in PETRA II can also 
be realized most comfortably on the digital side. The phase shifter has been built up as a three-
coefficient digital Finite-length Impulse Response (FIR) filter according to  

 
=

=
2

0k

kk
fhg µµ  (52) 

with an amplitude response  

 H( ) = hke
ik TS

k=0

2

  , (53) 

where f and g are input and output data respectively. Using the coefficients h0 = 2 sin , 
h1 = cos , h2 = 2 sin  one obtains a phase shift that, in the frequency range of interest 200 Hz  fS   
359 Hz, deviates by less than ±0.4 from the nominal value = /2  in accordance with Eqs. (52) and 
(53). The frequency dependence of the phase shift is mainly due to the delay in the filter, which is of 
the order of 1 ms, i.e. two sampling periods. It can always be corrected by software, if necessary. The 
amplitude response is constant within a few per cent for all frequencies.  

A block diagram of the filter is shown in Fig. 9. The synchrotron phase information of the eight 
batches is sampled at intervals TS = 0.5 ms and passed through eight times three shift registers. The 
three coefficients are stored in ROMs and are appropriately combined with the phase information. So 
the first filter output is available after three sampling periods and is then renewed every 0.5 ms.  

 

Fig. 9: Block diagram of the FIR filter. From three successive sampling periods the averaged phase signals for 
the eight proton batches in PETRA II are stored in shift registers and combined with the three coefficients, which 

are stored in ROMs. The first phase-shifted output is available after three sampling periods of 0.5 ms and is 
renewed every sampling period. 

6.4 Performance of the phase loop 

The performance of the loop is demonstrated in Fig. 8, where the phase detector output recorded by a 
storage scope is displayed. Complete damping of the synchrotron oscillation is achieved within less 
than one period. This corresponds to a damping time of less than 4 ms. If the loop is operated in the 
antidamping mode, the beam is lost within some milliseconds. With the loop, losses of the proton 
beam in PETRA II during energy ramping could be significantly reduced.  
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RF GYMNASTICS IN SYNCHROTRONS 

R. Garoby 
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

Abstract 
The RF systems installed in synchrotrons can be used to change longitudinal 
beam characteristics. ‘RF gymnastics’ designates manipulations of the RF 
parameters aimed at providing such non-trivial changes. Some keep the 
number of bunches constant while changing bunch length, energy spread, 
emittance or distance between bunches. Others are used to change the 
number of bunches. After recalling the basics of longitudinal beam 
dynamics in a hadron synchrotron, this paper deals with the most commonly 
used gymnastics. Their principles are described as well as performance and 
limitations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

RF systems in synchrotrons are primarily specified for beam acceleration in variable energy machines 
or for bunching in accumulators. At a later stage of design, and quite often after the machine is built, it 
frequently becomes necessary to tailor further the longitudinal beam characteristics like bunch length, 
energy spread, distance between bunches, number of bunches etc. ‘RF gymnastics’, involving the 
modulation of the RF parameters, are then considered to help obtain the required performance [1]. 

As the high-energy frontier gets higher and higher, the cost of an accelerator complex increases, 
as does the interest in gymnastics, which allows the adaptation of such a facility for purposes not 
originally foreseen. 

2. LONGITUDINAL BEAM DYNAMICS 

2.1 Conventions 

Synchrotron radiation will not be considered, so the following analysis is only relevant for hadrons. 

The longitudinal phase plane has time (or phase) as the x-axis and energy (or momentum) as the 
y-axis. The following variables characterize a particle: 

- Charge: q 

- Rest energy, energy: E0 , E  

- Speed, momentum: v, p 

- Relativistic parameters:  ( = / E0),  ( =v/c) 

- Revolution period in the synchrotron: T 

The synchrotron parameters are the following: 

- Momentum compaction factor, transition gamma: P, T  

- Parameters of the synchronous particle: ES , vS , pS , S ,, S , TS . The synchronous particle is defined 
as the particle whose energy ES and phase S (measured with respect to the zero crossing with 
positive slope of the sinusoidal RF waveform at the lowest harmonic, h1) are such that the particle 
sees the same accelerating voltage over successive turns in the accelerator. 

The total voltage V(t) results from the contributions of RF systems with voltages V1(t), V2(t), etc: 
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If resonant structures are used, the voltage functions are sine waves with hi periods per 
revolution and a relative phase i. 
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2.2 Motion in the longitudinal phase plane 

2.2.1 Equations of motion 

The motion of particles is analysed in the frame of the synchronous particle. The x-coordinate is the 
phase difference  =  – S measured at the lowest harmonic (h1), and the energy coordinate is  

E = E – ES (or p = p – pS). The tracked and the synchronous particles having different revolution 
periods, the phase difference   changes at every revolution according to Eq. (3):  
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The rate of change of the phase is then: 
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In a synchrotron the relative difference in revolution period is proportional to the relative 
difference in momentum or energy: 
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From Eqs. (4) and (5), the x component of the particle speed is given by  
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The y component of the particle speed is the rate of change of its energy with respect to the 
synchronous particle and is given by 

 [ ])()( SS

S

VV
T

q

dt

Ed
+=  . (7) 

2.2.2 Case of a single RF harmonic 

When a single RF system is used, the voltage can be expressed as 

 sinˆ)( VV =  (8)   

and Eq. (7) simplifies into 
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The motion described by Eqs. (6) and (9) has the following first integral characterizing closed 
trajectories of particles oscillating around the synchronous one: 
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2 h1 q ˆ V 

2TS
2ES

cos( + S ) + sin S[ ] = constant  . (10) 

There is a limit to the amplitude of these oscillations. The corresponding trajectory is called the 
separatrix, and the enclosed region is the bucket, whose area is the acceptance. The separatrix crosses 
the phase axis at the extreme phase elongation 

 SEXT 21 = . (11) 

The other extreme phase elongation is the solution of: 

 cos( EXT 2 + S ) + EXT 2 sin S = cos S + ( 2 S )sin S  . (12) 

The extreme excursion in energy is obtained when  = 0 rad 

 EMAX =
ES

2

h1

q ˆ V ( 2 S )sin S 2cos S[ ]   . (13) 

Figure 1 illustrates the case of a stationary bucket (constant B field in the main dipoles and no 
acceleration of the synchronous particle) below transition energy ( S = 0 rad). The separatrix extends 
from –  to +  radians. The speed of a moving particle inside the bucket is shown. If it is an extreme 
particle of a stable population, its trajectory is the contour enclosing all others. This set of particles is 
called a bunch and the area inside the contour is its emittance. 

-π +π0

0

∆E

d∆φ/dt
d∆E/dt

V

φ

 

Fig. 1: Trajectories in a stationary bucket 

For small amplitude of oscillation, Eqs. (6) and (9) represent a simple harmonic oscillator at the 
synchrotron frequency S 

 S =
2 h q ˆ V cos S

2TS
2ES

 (14) 

At constant emittance, the peak excursions in phase and energy scale like 

RF waveform

Longitudinal
phase plane
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2.3 Effect of changing RF parameters 

2.3.1 Adiabaticity 

If the RF parameters are changed at a slow rate with respect to the smallest frequency of oscillation of 
the particles in the bunch, the distribution of particles is continuously at equilibrium and only depends 
upon the instantaneous value of these parameters. Such an evolution is called ‘adiabatic’. The degree 
of adiabaticity is assessed with the adiabaticity parameter [2] defined as 

 
dt

d S

S

2

1
=  (16) 

A process is typically considered adiabatic when  < 0.1 . 

2.3.2 Liouville’s Theorem 

The longitudinal motion that we consider is conservative (i.e. there is no energy dissipation effect like 
synchrotron radiation). Liouville’s Theorem is therefore applicable. This states that the local density of 
particles in the longitudinal phase plane is always constant [3]. An implicit consequence is that any RF 
gymnastics is in principle reversible. 

When an adiabatic process is used, this helps determine the particle distribution (or bunch 
shape) in the final state without having to take into account intermediate states (Fig. 2). The area 
occupied by particles (‘emittance’) is constant and always limited by a stable trajectory. 
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Fig. 2: Adiabatic RF voltage reduction 

When a non-adiabatic gymnastic is applied, the consequences are less obvious and detailed 
tracking is required to evaluate the final particle distribution (Fig. 3). Although the area occupied by 
particles is also constant, its contour is usually not a stable trajectory in the final state. The final 
emittance generally has to be considered as increased to the value of the smallest area, limited by a 
stable trajectory that contains all particles (‘macroscopic’ emittance). 
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Fig. 3: Non-adiabatic RF voltage reduction 

3. SINGLE BUNCH GYMNASTICS 

3.1 Bunch compression 

To preserve the longitudinal emittance and guarantee reproducible beam performance, the contour of 
the bunches entering a synchrotron must correspond to stable trajectories in the longitudinal phase 
plane of that machine. Such a condition is called ‘longitudinal matching’. This often requires changing 
the ratio bunch length/energy spread of the bunches in the previous machine, and generally bunches 
must be made shorter. When adiabatic variation of the RF voltage cannot be used to provide the 
proper beam characteristics, non-adiabatic processes are applied. The corresponding gymnastics are 
called ‘bunch compression’, ‘bunch rotation’ or even ‘phase rotation’ [4, 5]. 

The principle (Fig. 4) is to let a bunch, initially elongated in phase, rotate in a maximum height 
bucket, and to eject it when it is at its shortest. Even with a single RF system, various techniques can 
be used for stretching the bunch: 

- Reducing adiabatically the RF voltage V, the bunch length increases in proportion to V -1/4 (Eq. 
(15)). This technique has the drawback of requiring a very large dynamic range in V and of 
becoming very slow in order to remain adiabatic at low voltages (see Eqs. (14) and (16)). 

- Reducing abruptly the RF voltage, a bunch rotation is triggered, which provides, after a quarter of 
a turn in the phase plane, a bunch length proportional to V -1/2. This process is more rapid and 
efficient than the previous one, but it is more demanding for the transient response of the cavity 
and the beam servo-loops. 

- Switching by  radians the phase of the RF, the bunch becomes centred on the unstable phase and 
stretches quickly along the separatrix. This technique is also rapid and does not in principle 
require any voltage change, but it needs a rapid response from the RF system. The fact that the 
resulting bunch is tilted with respect to the phase axis implies that it will suffer more from non-
linearities when rotating in the phase plane for compression. 
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Initial Final
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Fig. 4: Bunch compression 

The performance of the compression process depends upon the bunch length and the normalized 
bunch emittance (ratio between emittance and acceptance) during the rotation of the elongated bunch. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the bunch at the beginning and at the end of rotation. An 
initially extreme particle along the energy axis (B0) becomes extreme in phase after rotation (B1) 
under the effect of a quasi-linear focusing voltage, approximated by the tangent at zero phase of the 
RF sine wave. In contrast, an initially extreme particle along the phase axis (A0) experiences a non-
linear focusing voltage during rotation that is always smaller than the previous tangent, and results in a 
slower motion. In the time it takes for B0 to move to B1, A0 only moves to A1. 

For a given normalized emittance, the minimum bunch length is obtained approximately when 
A1 and B1 are at the same phase. This defines an optimum initial bunch elongation, represented in 
Fig. 6. This figure also shows the minimum length achieved after rotation and the equilibrium length 
of a bunch of the same emittance in the rotation bucket. A compression efficiency can be defined as 
the ratio between that equilibrium bunch length and the length after rotation in optimum conditions. 
This efficiency is also shown.  
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Fig. 5: Optimum bunch rotation 
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Fig. 6: Bunch rotation parameters 

Numerous refinements are possible, using multiple RF harmonics or applying phase and 
amplitude modulations. 

3.2 Longitudinal controlled blow-up 

Blow-up techniques have been developed to help stabilize the beam in high-intensity accelerators. 
They increase the ‘macroscopic’ emittance in a controlled way while providing an adequate 
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distribution of particles with sharp edges and no tails. A typical and commonly used technique is 
based on the superposition of a phase-modulated high frequency (VH, hH) on the RF normally holding 
the beam (V1, h1<< hH) [6, 7].  

The high frequency phase-modulated voltage can be expressed as 

 )sinsin(ˆ
HMRHHH tthVV ++= , (17) 

 being the peak phase modulation, R the modulation frequency, and  a phase constant. 

This acts as a perturbation to the motion of particles in the bucket of the main RF system. 
Resonances can be induced that create a redistribution of density in the bunch. Large non-linearities in 
the motion accelerate filamentation and contribute to the fast disappearance of the density modulations 
induced by the high-frequency carrier. Of the different distributions that can be obtained, parabolic 
ones are generally preferred. 

The blow-up parameters are in practice optimized either on the real accelerator or using 
computer simulations. The typical range of values applied in such cases is shown in Table 1. 

Smaller harmonic ratio are sometimes used because of hardware constraints, and good quality 
blow-up can still be obtained after a longer duration. 

 
Table 1: Typical blow-up parameters 
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4. MULTI-BUNCH GYMNASTICS 

4.1 Debunching–rebunching 

Debunching–rebunching is the most conventional way to change the number of bunches [5, 8]. It has 
to take place at constant energy and hence at constant field in the main bending dipoles because of the 
absence of RF for a significant period of time. At the end of debunching the beam is continuous and 
ideally has not undergone any azimuthal modulation of the linear density of particles. Rebunching is 
the reverse process, during which a different RF harmonic number is used, and the beam progressively 
gets an azimuthal modulation of density and is finally fully bunched on the new harmonic. 

Iso-adiabatic debunching is generally used to minimize longitudinal emittance blow-up. The 
reduction of the RF voltage from VI_deb to VF_deb occurs at constant adiabaticity (see Eq. (16)): 
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where tR is the moment of suppression of the RF voltage after reaching the minimum controllable level 
VF_deb. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. The process takes more time when VF_deb is made smaller:  
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Fig. 7: Voltages for iso-adiabatic debunching–rebunching 

During this voltage reduction, the bunch progressively lengthens (proportionally to V –1/4 at the 
beginning according to Eq. (15)). Under the voltage VF_deb the beam is generally still bunched and 
some time, tD, is required without voltage for the particles to drift in azimuth and for debunching to be 
obtained. This results in a blow-up of the macroscopic emittance, which depends upon the normalized 
bunch emittance in the final bucket (as shown in Fig. 8). In the typical case, where the bunch finally 
completely fills the bucket, the emittance is multiplied by /2. 
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Fig. 8: Emittance blow-up after iso-adiabatic debunching 

A reference debunching time can be defined as the time taken for the particles of successive 
bunches to begin to overlap in azimuth: 
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R

classicD =_  (20) 

where  and p are the full spreads in phase and momentum of the bunch under VF_deb. 

A proper debunching requires tD >> tD_classic. 

Iso-adiabatic rebunching is generally used after debunching is completed. It is a time-reversed 
version of iso-adiabatic debunching, starting abruptly at VI_reb and rising progressively to VF_reb. Similar 
formulae apply.  

4.2 Splitting (Merging) 

Splitting is used to multiply the number of bunches by two or three and merging is the reverse process 
[9, 10]. Although limited in use to circumstances where such ratios are possible, it is an interesting 
technique compared to iso-adiabatic debunching–rebunching because it can really be made quasi-
adiabatic and preserve the emittance. 

Splitting bunches in two is obtained using two RF systems with an harmonic ratio of two 
simultaneously. The bunch is initially held by the first system (V1, h1) while the second (V2, h2=2 h1) is 
stopped. The unstable phase on the second harmonic is centred on the bunch. As the voltage V2 is 
slowly increased and V1 is decreased the bunch lengthens and progressively splits in two as illustrated 
in Fig. 9.  

V (h )1 1

V (h =2 h )2 2 1

Time

 

Fig. 9: Bunch splitting in two 

When two separate bunches have just begun to form, the voltage on the first harmonic is V1_sep. 
The normalized emittance at that time is defined as 

 sep= [Total emittance/Acceptance(V1_sep, h1)] . (21) 

The ratio V2/ V1_sep at this moment is given in Fig. 10. Good results are consistently obtained for 
sep ~1/3 and using voltage variations thar are linear functions of time with a total duration larger than 

five synchrotron periods in the bucket (V1_sep, h1). Each final bunch has half the emittance of the initial 
bunch, and almost no blow-up is observed. 
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Fig. 10: V2 /V1_sep at the time of bunch separation 

An operational implementation of double splitting in the CERN PS is illustrated in Fig. 11. A 
bunch on h = 8 is split in two on h = 16 within 25 ms and no blow-up can be observed. On the left side 
of the same figure, the evolution of particle density in the longitudinal phase plane during the process 
is reconstructed using longitudinal tomography [11]. 

Fig. 11: Example of bunch double splitting from h = 8 to h = 16 in the CERN PS at 3.57 GeV/c 

Splitting bunches in three has also been demonstrated using three simultaneous RF systems. The 
relative phases between harmonics as well as the voltage ratios must be precisely controlled for the 
particles to split evenly into the new bunches and longitudinal emittance to be preserved. As good 
results as for bunch double splitting have been achieved, and final bunches are one-third the emittance 
of the original one. 
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4.3 Batch compression 

Batch compression is a process that keeps the number of bunches constant while concentrating them in 
a reduced fraction of the accelerator circumference [12]. When exercised at a slow enough rate it can 
be adiabatic and consequently preserve longitudinal emittance. 

The principle is slowly to increase the harmonic number of the RF controlling the beam, as 
shown in Fig. 12. Starting from harmonic h0, voltage is progressively increased on harmonic h1 > h0 

and decreased to 0 V on h0, so that harmonic h1 finally holds the bunches. The phase on h1 with respect 
to h0 must be such that the bunches converge symmetrically towards the centre of the batch. 

Fig. 12: Batch compression 

The amount of compression achievable in a single step is limited by the need to maintain a large 
enough acceptance for the buckets holding the edge bunches. A consequence is that large compression 
factors are only obtained after multiple batch compression steps, and complicated manipulations of RF 
parameters are involved. A typical application is given in Fig. 13, where four bunches on h = 8 are 
finally brought into four adjacent buckets on h = 20: three groups of RF cavities are used, which help 
sweep progressively the harmonic seen by the beam from 8 to 20 in steps of two units. 

Fig. 13: Example of batch compression from h = 8 to h = 20 in the CERN PS at 26 GeV 
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4.4 Slip stacking 

Slip stacking is used to superimpose two sets of bunches and double the bunch population [13, 14]. It 
is non-adiabatic and leads to large emittance blow-ups. 

The principle is sketched in Fig. 14. Two different RF frequencies are simultaneously applied. If 
their difference is large enough ( f > 2fs, where fs is the synchrotron frequency in the centre of an 
unperturbed bucket of one family), two families of buckets coexist, which drift towards each other 
because of their frequency difference. Consequently, and provided the acceptance of these buckets  
(f = h0 fREV ± f ; Vdrift) is large enough (acceptance > 2  emittance ), the bunches drift with them and 
tend to slip past each other. When they are superimposed in azimuth, pairs of bunches can be captured 
in large buckets centred at the middle frequency (f = h0 fREV ; Vcapture).  

Fig. 14: Slip stacking 

Although improvements can be made, like reducing the frequency difference towards the end of 
the process, the longitudinal contour enclosing a pair of bunches in the final bucket also contains a 
large area without particles. After filamentation, the macroscopic emittance is much more than 
doubled and longitudinal density is accordingly reduced. 

5. DEBUNCHED BEAM GYMNASTICS 

5.1 Barrier / isolated bucket 

A single sine wave pulsing at the revolution frequency of the beam generates either an isolated or a 
barrier bucket, depending upon its polarity and the sign of  (Fig. 15). 

In the case of the isolated bucket there is a stable (‘synchronous’) particle at the central zero 
crossing of the sine wave. Particles inside the sine wave period can be captured and execute closed 
trajectories around the particle. Particles outside this bucket move along the full circumference. 

In the case of the barrier bucket, the central zero crossing of the sine wave is an unstable 
position. The stable region is limited by the other zero crossings and extends over all the 
circumference except the sine wave. 

Such a voltage can be obtained from a wide band resonator driven by a high power amplifier or 
from a limited bandwidth resonator driven by a large current generator. 
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Fig. 15: Isolated / suppressed bucket 

Beam dynamics is governed by the equations derived in Section 2.2. An isolated bucket is 
useful to capture a single bunch of small emittance in the debunched beam stack of an accumulator 
[8]. Barrier buckets are also typically used for high intensity accumulation, to preserve gaps without 
beam, and to permit lossless beam transfers [15]. 
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5.2 Phase displacement acceleration 

A debunched beam is accelerated (or decelerated) when being traversed by empty RF buckets [16]. 
This is due to emittance preservation for the empty volume captured by the RF buckets. The resulting 
change of the stack mean energy is given by 

 RFbucketbucketStack fA
T

h
AE ==  (22)   

A small voltage and a limited frequency range (of a few per cent) are sufficient, while a large 
beam current and emittance can be handled. However, the acceleration rate is small and the stack 
tends to degrade progressively as the number of traverses increases. 

6. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The possible implementation and the effective performance of RF gymnastics in synchrotrons are 
constrained by a number of practical limitations. In addition to those resulting from the basic hardware 
capabilities (number of simultaneous frequencies, minimum controllable voltages, etc.) a number of 
others must also be mentioned: 

- Maximum duration at constant field in the dipoles. This may force the use of fast and non-
adiabatic techniques or a degraded adiabaticity. 

- Beam stability. The quality and reproducibility of performance of the final beam depends on the 
reproducibility of the initial conditions and the absence of collective beam instabilities during 
the process. 

- Control of the RF parameters. The proper operation of the servo-loops (beam phase, radial, or 
synchronization loop) all along the gymnastics is critical for performance, and unavoidable 
transients must be minimized, with their delayed effect quickly damped. Moreover, for good 
performance at high beam intensity, beam loading in the RF cavities must be minimized, so 
local RF feedback and ‘one-turn delay feedback’ are often necessary. 

- Variation of the dipole field during the gymnastics. This can be due to drift or ripple of the field 
in the main dipole, but also to changes of the orbit length induced by orbit bumps. 

Solutions exist, but much time can be gained during setting up by a preliminary analysis of the 
likely disturbances and the direct implementation of adequate corrective measures. 
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RADIO-FREQUENCY QUADRUPOLE LINACS 

A. Schempp 
Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main, Germany 

Abstract 
Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) linacs are efficient, compact, low-
energy ion structures, which have found numerous applications. They use 
electrical RF focusing and can capture, bunch, and transmit high-current ion 
beams. Some recent developments and new projects such as heavy-ion 
injectors replacing Tandems as injectors for cyclotrons and linacs, RFQ 
post-accelerators, and the status of the work on high-energy implanters and 
small neutron sources are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Injectors are combinations of an ion source, a Low-Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) system, an 
electrostatic pre-accelerator or an RFQ, and an intermediate section that matches the beam to a 
following structure, for example an IH- or an Alvarez accelerator. 

The pre-accelerator defines the phase space for the following stages, in which the effective 
emittance will possibly increase. In the design of a high-current accelerator, the emittance and the 
current have to be optimized. The injector is the bottleneck because focusing forces are weak and the 
defocusing effects and non-linearities caused by space charge are strongest at low energies. 

The development of the RFQ structure with its ability to bunch and accelerate low-energy, high-
current ion beams opens new parameter possibilities for accelerator designs. 

The variety of RFQ accelerators covers the full ion mass range from hydrogen to uranium, in 
the 5–500 MHz frequency range and duty factors up to 100%. The physics of the transport and 
acceleration of high-current ion beams in RFQs has been solved to such an extent that high-brilliance 
and high-current beams produced by ion sources and tranported in an LEBT can be captured, bunched, 
and transmitted with very small emittance growth by RFQs, as shown schematically in Fig. 1 

 

Fig. 1: Layout of an RFQ injector 

 

Basically the RFQ is a homogeneous transport channel with additional acceleration. The 
mechanical modulation of the electrodes as indicated in Fig. 2 adds an accelerating axial field 
component, resulting in a linac structure that accelerates and focuses with the same RF fields. 
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Fig. 2: RFQ electrodes  

For a given injection energy and frequency the focusing gradients G = X*U0/a2, (X < 1 for 
modulated electrodes) determine the acceptance in a low-current application. A maximum voltage U0 
has to be applied at a minimum beam aperture a if the radial focusing strength is the limiting factor. 
The highest possible operation frequency should be chosen to keep the structure short and compact. 
After the choice of U0 and operating frequency, the ‘RFQ design’, the values of aperture a, modulation 
m, and the lengths Lc along the RFQ determine the electrode shape (pole tips), the ratio between 
accelerating and focusing fields, as indicated in Figs. 2 and 3, and hence the beam properties. 

 

Fig. 3: Electrode designs of the first DESY RFQ and the GSI–HLI RFQ 

The optimum frequency depends on many factors. In smaller projects it is the availability of the 
transmitters or a matching post-accelerator. Lower frequencies provide stronger focusing, less 
difficulties with power density and mechanical tolerances, and generally a higher current limit. Higher 
frequencies are favourable for compact designs with highest brilliance because the charge per bunch 
and the frequency jump to a final linac stage are smaller, but the currents are limited by the maximum 
focusing fields and sparking. 

The RF structure has to generate the quadrupole fields with high efficiency and stability. The 
four-vane structure, which is mostly used in proton and H– acceleration, is basically a TE211-mode 
structure, in which the resonator has been loaded with electrodes to increase the quadrupole field, as 
shown in Fig. 4. The end region has to be modified to allow the magnetic fields to turn around and to 
shift the mode into a TE210 with a constant quadrupole field along the structure. Radio-frequency 
stability and thermal symmetry of the cavity, which can also be treated as four weakly-coupled 
resonators, are the reason for very tight mechanical tolerances that are a particularly limiting factor in 
high duty factor operation. 
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Fig. 4: The four-vane RFQ and a view of the CERN RFQ2 structure 

The four-rod structure, shown in Fig. 5, consists of a linear chain of stems that form a chain of 
strongly coupled /2 resonators. By the direct connection of the electrodes with the same polarity, 
dipoles cannot be excited and tolerances are less stringent. The length of the stems can be changed to 
give compact resonators with rather low frequency that can also be used for low frequencies for low 
charge-to-mass-ratio heavy ions.  

  

Fig. 5: The four-rod RFQ and a view of the DESY RFQ2 structure 

The RFQ rods are driven by periodically arranged support stems that exite the electrodes in a 
TE210-like mode. Inherently there are some longitudinal currents on these rods and a few per cent 
voltage modulation between the support stems. Like the azimuthal symmetry, this cannot be changed 
(improved or made worse) by tuning or heating during operation. 

The rod electrodes can have a circular cross section (as used in the first low average power 
structures), parallel cooling channels, or a vane-tip shape to give a good approximation to the ideal 
two-term potential. In any case, as long as the field coefficients are calculated correctly, the electrode 
shape has no influence on the beam properties. 

Generally, the required RF power N is independent of the frequency, whilst the acceptance and 
the maximum ion current are proportional to the electrode voltage and N2, which is not a big issue in 
pulsed injectors with low average power. High duty factor operation is the present area of 
development. A first class of structures, which will be used as spallation source-linac injectors with 
duty factors of up to 10%, is presently being built, but more difficulties still have to be resolved for 
Continuous Wave (CW) RFQs.  
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2. RFQ APPLICATIONS 

The standard application is operation as a pre-injector for an Alvarez linac feeding a synchrotron. 
These systems are easily matched to ion sources and RFQ designs because they have a low duty 
factor, which allows pulsed, high power-density operation. Examples are the injectors at BNL, DESY, 
CERN, IHEP and KEK. Higher duty factors have been favoured by the development of high-brilliance 
beams for ATS, GTA and CWDD, based on the LANL developments in structures and beam 
dynamics. The final version of this injector is an RFQ for 8 MeV protons, which is made of eight 
resonantly-coupled pieces, as shown in Fig. 6, each individually furnace-brazed, aligned, and tuned.  

 

  
Fig. 6: The segmented CW RFQ and a view of a brazed LEDA RFQ prototype module 

The LEDA RFQ is a part of the front-end demonstrator for a future accelerator-driven system, 
for example to transmute nuclear waste. It has successfully accelerated output beams of 100 mA in 
CW operation. 

Somewhat smaller, but not unimportant, are projects which can be grouped as spallation neutron 
sources: designs for 5 MW (5–10% duty factor) have been made for H– beams of  
30–100 mA for new machines (ESS, NSNS, JHP) and the upgrade of existing high-power linacs like 
LAMPF and ISIS. The beam dynamics design has matured to rather small emittance growths  
(10–20%) which stretch the limits of simulation results. The advances in structure development are 
slow and reflect the limits of the technology. Present examples are the new ISIS injector and the RFQ 
for SNS, which uses non-resonant magnetic stabilizers as shown in Fig. 7. 

 

   
 

Fig. 7: The LBNL SNS RFQ  
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Short prototype RFQs for even higher duty-factors and CW operation have been set up in CRNL, 
LANL, KEK, JAERI and also in IAPF. A parallel development aims to build a 120 mA, 35 MeV, CW 
deuterium accelerator (IFMIF) for material testing of fusion devices.  

3. HEAVY-ION ACCELERATORS 

RFQs are also very attractive for low-energy, heavy-ion accelerators. They cannot replace static 
injectors and Van de Graaff generators in terms of energy resolution and beam quality, but are 
favoured for applications using high-current beams or combined with sources like an ECR, because 
the source can be close to ground potential and is easy to operate and service. The RFQ concept of 
spatially-homogeneous strong focusing proposed by Kapchinskiy and Teplyakov employs strong 
focusing with RF focusing that is independant of velocity, so the acceleration can start at low energy 
with rather short cells. This allows adiabatic capture of the DC beam from the ion source.  

Heavy-ion RFQs have been built at LBL, INS, ITEP, GSI, Saclay and IAPF, for example, for 
atomic and nuclear physics research. They can be distiguished by the lowest specific charge they can 
accelerate and by the operational duty factor. Storage-ring and synchrotron injectors have a favourably 
low duty factor. New machines are the new HIMAC injector at NIRS, which is very similar to the 
TALL RFQ at INS, and the new injectors at CERN, MPI Heidelberg, and LMU Munich. 

The RFQ of the CERN Pb injector is fed by a pulsed ECR source and operates at 101 MHz. It is 
designed to accelerate Pb25+ ions from 3 to 250 keV. The RFQ was built at INFN Legnaro, and is a 
symmetric four-rod RFQ with small vanes (Fig. 8), similar to those investigated at CRNL and IAPF.  
 

   
Fig. 8: The CERN heavy-ion RFQ 

Less complex is the high duty factor HLI RFQ at GSI, which routinely operates at 25% duty 
factor. The HLI RFQ is 3 m long (designed for 108.5 MHz and U28+ ions q/A = 0.117) and accelerates 
from 2.5 to 300 keV/u. The high RF efficiency (figure of merit: shunt impedance) of the HLI RFQ is 
important for high duty factor structures in which technological problems like cooling and thermal 
stress control dominate, whereas this is not a major concern for synchrotron injectors. 

The high-current injector at GSI has been designed for U4+ ions. The layout consists of an RFQ 
(2.2–120 keV/u, length 9.2m) for 15 mA beam current and an IH structure (0.12–1.4 MeV/u).It 
operates at 36 MHz, without an intermediate stripper as in the previous designs for U2+, which had a 
spiral RFQ (27 MHz) injecting into the existing Wideröe part of the UNILAC. The IH RFQ with a 
special matching section for a bunched output beam (Fig. 9) consists of 10 modules (Fig. 10) with a 
length of 0.92 m each. It has been commissioned successfully. 
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Fig. 9:  The design for the GSI–HSI RFQ  

                  

Fig. 10: The structure of the GSI–HSI RFQ  

Van de Graaff Tandem machines have been the workhorse for nuclear physics research. Their 
limitations are low currents and low energy per nucleon for the heaviest ions, which led to the various 
heavy-ion RF accelerators and Tandem post-accelerators. An RFQ, although a low-velocity structure, 
can be applied as a post-accelerator for a Tandem installation if very heavy particles and a fixed output 
energy/u are not a restriction for the experiments. 

For some time RFQs have been regarded as possible replacements for Tandem injectors for 
post-accelerators, but the first to be actually built was a superconducting heavy-ion linac bypassing the 
EN Tandem for uranium beams at ANL.  

At MPI, Heidelberg, many experiments at the TSR storage ring were limited by the low currents 
delivered by the MP Tandem. A high-current injector for singly-charged light ions, consisting of a 
CHORDIS source, two RFQs, which are based on the GSI HLI design, and seven-gap resonators, as 
shown in Fig. 11, provides an increase in intensity higher by up to three orders of magnitude, and this 
is especially important for laser cooling experiments. A much more difficult task is to design an RFQ 
as the injector for a cyclotron. A first project was the conversion of the ISL at the HMI, Berlin (the 
former VICKSI machine), which is an isochronous cyclotron with four separated sectors. It had 
external beam injection with variable energy from either a CN Van de Graaff or an 8UD Tandem.  

To inject into a separated-sector cyclotron, the RFQ has to provide a bunched beam at a well-
defined injection energy given by the inner radius of the SSC. The operating frequency of the RFQ 
must be synchronized with the cyclotron frequency, which for RFQs normally means a fixed output 
energy per nucleon, which could be a possible solution only for fixed energy cyclotrons. 
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Fig. 11: The TSR injector at MPI 

A fixed-velocity profile is typical for RFQs. It can only be changed by varying the cell length L 
or the frequency f. The possibility of changing the Wideröe resonance condition, L = ßp 0/2 = vp/2f,  
has been used for RFQs with variable energy (VE RFQ). For this reason it is possible to change the 
output energy using the same electrode system by varying the resonance frequency of the cavity:  
vp ~ f, T ~ vp2. 

A type of RFQ resonator that can be capacitively or inductively tuned has been developed to 
change the frequency of the four-rod RFQ in Frankfurt. Figure 12 shows the method of tuning by 
means of a movable plate, which varies the effective length of the stems. 
 

 
Fig. 12: The VE RFQ resonator insert 

In Frankfurt the VE RFQ was first developed for application as a cluster post-accelerator at the  
0.5 MV Cockroft–Walton facility at the IPNL, Lyon, France. It was designed for an input energy  
Ein = 10 keV/u and an output energy between Eout = 50–100 keV/u for m = 50 u. Heavy and low-
velocity particles are accelerated in the second VE RFQ, with an energy range of 
2–10 keV/u for singly-charged metallic clusters up to mass m = 1000 u (frequency range 5–7 MHz). 

Another VE RFQ combined with an ECR ion source was built for the IKF at Frankfurt. The 
design values are a minimum specific charge of 0.15, an output ion energy of Eout = 100–200 keV/u, a 
maximum electrode voltage of 70 kV, and a structure length of 1.5 m. VE RFQs have a fixed ratio of 
output to input energy given by the length of the first and last modulation cell. This is similar to the 
energy gain factor of an SS-Cyclotron, and makes them well suited as injectors. To cover the energy 
range of 1.5–6 MeV/u, the injection energy of the ISL must be between Ein = 90–360 keV/u 
(maximum accelerating voltage Um = 2.9 MV), at cyclotron frequencies of 10–20 MHz. 

The ISL tandem injector at HMI in Berlin, as shown in Fig. 13, has been replaced by a 
combination of an ECR ion source on a 200 kV platform, which will produce highly charged ions with 
charge-to-mass ratios between 1/8 and 1/4, and a VE RFQ. To stretch the energy range the RFQ is 
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split into two RFQ stages. Each stage has a length of 1.5 m and consists of a ten-stem, four-rod RFQ 
structure. With an RF power of 20 kW per stage an electrode voltage of 50 kV is possible. In the first 
mode of operation both RFQs accelerate and the output energy of the cyclotron is between 3–6 MeV/u 
with a harmonic number of 5 for the cyclotron. For the low-energy beam only RFQ1 accelerates, while 
RFQ2 is detuned to transport the beam. In this mode the energy range of the cyclotron is between 
Eout = 1.5 to 3 MeV/u. The cyclotron works on the harmonic number 7. In both modes the RFQs are 
tuned to the eighth harmonic of the cyclotron. 
 

 

Fig. 13: The VE RFQ injector at ISL 

The ECR source is mounted on the 200 kV platform formerly used for the Tandem. The vertical 
beam is bent through 90°, passes through the buncher–chopper system, and will be injected into the 
RFQs. The final matching into the RFQ will be by a triplet lens approximately 1 m in front of the RFQ 
to allow for diagnostics and a Faraday cup. The beam from the RFQ is transported into the injection 
beamline of the cyclotron, to which a rebuncher has been added to make a proper time focus for the 
cyclotron. The RFQ output emittance depends largely on the input conditions. For matched input 
beams with E/E  1, normalized emittance n < 0.5 mm mrad, and a bunch length t < 1 ns a 
transmission of 100% is expected. To reach this beam quality it is necessary to have a buncher–
chopper system between the ECR and the RFQ. As with the cluster linac at IPNL, there is no bunching 
in the RFQ. To save length and power the RFQ starts with stable phase S = 50° and at ISL the 
bunching is done by an existing bunching stage left over from the Tandem injector.  

At RIKEN a similar problem had to be solved. The injector was formerly a variable frequency 
Wideröe-type linac. The 450 keV CW injector has now been replaced by an RFQ that is tunable from 
8–28 MHz to match the VE linac and RRC cyclotron. An asymmetric four-rod-type RFQ, excited by 
one /4 resonator is used for this large frequency range. The electrodes must be supported by ceramic 
stems and, especially for the higher frequencies when the electrodes themselves are a major part of the 
/4 line, the tuning is difficult and the field distribution becomes unbalanced. This system matches the 

RIKEN linac very well and increases the experimental possibilities.  

4. NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

There are a number of studies making use of RFQ ion injectors and the proposals to build accelerators 
for radioactive beams seem to be of the highest interest in nuclear physics research. The typical RB 
facility starts from an ISOLDE type of ion source with singly-charged ions. To obtain a reasonable 
amount of ions, CW operation is planned. This favours superconducting structures. However, the low-
energy part must use much lower frequencies for RF acceleration than is suitable for SC cavities, so 
room is left for NC RFQ structures to accelerate and form the beam, as shown in Fig. 14 for the ISAC-
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RB accelerator at TRIUMF. The various systems can be distinguished by the heaviest mass number 
planned to be used and the accelerator system to be employed. For masses between 30 and 60 u, INS, 
TRIUMF, and ANL all have normal conducting RFQ linac-based systems. 

    

Fig. 14: TRIUMF RB accelerator   

A very interesting concept is being pursued by groups from LMU Munich and MPI. It consists 
of a Penning ion trap followed by an EBIS ion collector–charge breeder with pulsed extraction, and a 
small compact pulsed accelerator of the MPI high-current injector or post-accelerator type to be 
installed at the CERN ISOLDE facility, as shown in Fig. 15 (see also Fig. 16). 
 

 

Fig. 15: The REX-ISOLDE principle  

There are many applications of RFQs in industry. The first group is used for material 
improvement such as ion implantation in silicon, together with machines for 1 MeV boron and 6 MeV 
phosphorus. A second group are involved in the medical field, for example parts of PET isotope 
production units and medical synchrotrons such as Loma Linda and NIRS. New projects for using 
these therapy machines are presently under discussion at GSI, CERN, and Prague. Another application 
of high-current RFQs is as a compact radiation source for radiography with neutrons or resonant X-
rays similar to those proposed for material detection. 
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Fig. 16: The REX-ISOLDE RFQ 

New developments in particle dynamics designs aim to reduce emittances while at the same 
time reducing the voltage and RF power requirements, but with only a minor reduction in beam 
quality. This would be especially important for high duty factors and industrial applications. 

The matching between RFQ stages and the following accelerator stage has also been improved. 
The first step is optimization of the end cell to shape the transition fields. Recent designs also shape 
the bunch to make it appear that it has drifted longitudinally (e.g. the HSI project at GSI) and focus it 
longitudinally and radially (e.g. the funnel experiment at IAPF). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

There are many new developments in the field of RF ion accelerators that will promote new 
experimental parameters for atomic and nuclear physics. Injectors into cyclotrons, Tandem 
replacements, and new compact ion accelerators are attractive applications of RFQs. 
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SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES

G. Bisoffi
INFN, National Laboratories, Legnaro, Italy

Abstract
The main features of superconducting cavities are discussed. Their advan-
tages with respect to the normal-conducting cavities as well as the basics of
RF surface resistance are treated first. Then, design, construction and surface-
treatment issues are addressed, together with the particular methods used to
assess the quality factor and accelerating field of superconducting cavities.
Anomalous losses, related to the surface electric and magnetic fields, are dis-
cussed in detail. A description of the present state of the art concludes the
lecture notes.

1 INTRODUCTION

The interest in superconducting (SC) resonators shown by the community of elementary particle physi-
cists is steadily increasing. Colliding beam storage rings, recirculating linacs and free electron lasers gain
significantly from the high energy, high intensity and small emittance that can be achieved by using SC
cavities. On the low-energy side in continuous wave (CW) mode, the SC boosters of heavy-ion Van de
Graaf accelerators can maintain the excellent beam properties of their injectors, allowing them to probe
nuclear structure around the Coulomb barrier between projectile and targets of all elemental species. On
the application side (e.g. material studies, transmutation of nuclear wastes and subcritical reactors), SC-
resonator-based accelerators of high-intensity protons (at least for the medium and high energies) were
quite recently considered.

The basic aspects of SC resonators are described in this lecture. Their main advantages with re-
spect to the normal-conducting (NC) option will be presented (Section 2) and some fundamental aspects
of RF superconductivity will be recalled (Section 3). The design and construction of SC resonators (Sec-
tion 4) as well as measurement techniques used to assess their performance (Section 5) will be reviewed.
To conclude the lecture, the most important limitations to accelerating fields currently attainable will be
summarized (Section 6) and some of the most recent advances in the field will be highlighted (Section 7).
Some important ancillary topics, such as high power and high order mode couplers, cavity frequency
stabilization techniques, especially with respect to microphonics and Lorenz-force detuning, can not be
treated in a one-hour lecture. The interested reader should consult the more specialized literature [1].

2 ADVANTAGES OF SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITIES

The most striking advantage in using superconducting cavities is the possibility to work in a CW mode
or at least at a significantly higher duty cycle than with NC cavities. Power dissipation on the wall of
SC cavities is typically 10

�
times smaller than in the NC case. This is expressed in terms of the quality

factor
���

, the universal figure of merit of resonators, which is the ratio between the stored energy � and
the power dissipated by the cavity ��� in one RF cycle of the resonant angular frequency � � :�	��
 � � �����

If we take the linac definition of shunt impedance per unit length, ��� 
������� �	�� , we can easily see
that the dissipated power per unit length in a linac � �� can be expressed as:

� �� 
 � �� �������� "!$# ��� (1)
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where � � � �	� is the geometric shunt impedance in % /m, which depends basically on the structure ge-
ometry. The main attraction of superconductivity for RF cavities can be expressed in terms of �&�� . For
example, an accelerating field of 5 MV/m typically corresponds to a power dissipation of ' 40 W/m for
SC structures (

����
)(+*&,.-$/
) versus ' 4000 kW/m for NC structures (

�0�1
2(3*4,.-65
). The latter is not

a practical value since, beyond 7 ,.-$-
kW dissipation in a Cu cell, heat removal becomes a concern and

problems related to the temperature (T) increase (e.g. mechanical stress, thermal expansion, outgassing)
become prohibitive.

SC structures are not intrinsically limited by the cooling capability when pushing to higher � � ���
values. They are limited rather by anomalous losses (e.g. field emission or quenches), which nowadays
imposes an ultimate limit at � � ��� ' 40 MV/m (see Sections 6 and 7). Fields as high as these can also be
reached with NC cavities, but only for microseconds because of the prohibitive power requirements.

Clearly, as far as the overall mains power is concerned, the situation is less advantageous than
previously depicted, because of the refrigeration cost. Carnot efficiency 89� 
;: � ��< :�=?>1: �A@ , :B= = 300 K
and

: � 
4C  ( K, as well as thermodynamic efficiency 8EDGFH7 - JI (ratio of the compressor power needed
for the ideal reversible case to the real power) must be considered, giving8 
 8K�L8$DGF 
MC JN *O,.-QP9R  (2)

On the NC side, the efficiency of the klystron source (typically 0.5) must be considered. Even-
tually, an AC power saving factor of ' 200 is obtained for SC cavities, just taking cavity operation
into account. This is true, for example, for heavy-ion structures, where the beam current is negligible.
However, including the power necessary to accelerate, say, a 5 mA beam (and benefiting from a factor
3 higher field with SC cavities) the cavity-plus-beam power load is significantly higher and the power
saving factor reduces to about 5, which is still a significant value.

The possibility of increasing inter-cell iris openings and making them rounded is another important
advantage of SC cavities in many applications. The associated decrease in the cavity shunt impedance is
not a concern, since it is dominated by the much larger quality factor. One advantage is that the cavity
impedance S can be typically 10 times smaller, which pushes the threshold of beam instabilities to higher
currents T (the growth time of instabilities being UWVYX$Z D4[ , � S\T ). SC cavities are also interesting for
intense proton beam linacs, since beam halos are less prone to scrape on accelerator components and
activate them.

3 RF SURFACE RESISTANCE AND ULTIMATE FIELD LIMITS

3.1 The RF resistance of a superconducting surface
The microwave surface resistance of normal metals is expressed by ]^Z 
;_ `badcb� �fe 
g, ebh , e being
the electrical conductivity,

a
the RF and h the penetration of the EM fields (skin depth), h 
i, �9j `badcb� e

. At low
:

and high frequency ( e increases by lowering the temperature) h may become shorter than the
mean free path of an electron. In this case the electrons spend only part of the time between collisions in
the field penetrated region. Consequently the electrons become less effective in shielding the field and,
somehow counter-intuitively, longer mean free paths lead to higher surface resistance than expressed
above (‘anomalous skin effect’).

In computing the anomalous-skin-effect limit for copper at microwave frequencies and cryogenic
temperatures, one can see that, although the DC conductivity increases by a factor 100, the anomalous
skin effect allows only a decrease of a factor 6 in the surface resistance. This shows that it is definitely
not convenient to cool an NC metal to cryogenic temperatures.

The SC regime is completely different. Following the London ‘two-fluid’ model [2], we can view
the situation for superconductors at

:ikl: � as the coexistence of two fluids, a superfluid of paired elec-
trons (Cooper pairs) and the normal fluid of free electrons: a ‘supercurrent’ and a normal current flow in
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parallel. In this situation all DC current is carried by the supercurrent and the DC resistance of a super-
conductor below

: � is exactly zero. In AC regime, however, the surface resistance of a superconductor
is always larger than zero, albeit very small compared to NC metals. In fact, although Cooper pairs
move without resistance even when exposed to RF fields (no power dissipation) they have inertia. This
means that the time-varying surface magnetic field mnZporqKsp�pt < m&Z being the magnetic field at the metal
surface and � the angular frequency) must extend beyond the surface of the material to create the forces
which can provide back-and-forth acceleration of the pairs and oppose the RF surface currents. This is
expressed in terms of an induced electric field� [vu mu t [ ��m&Z (3)

inside the material. Once time-varying electric fields are present in the skin layer, they will act on the
unpaired electrons as well and the latter can interact with the lattice and produce losses, following the
anomalous skin effect. The equivalent ‘superconducting skin depth’ is about as large as the London
penetration depth wdx (depth of penetration of the magnetic field in a superconductor, ranging from 15 to
110 nm, depending on the particular metal), and is about a factor 100 smaller than h .

For frequencies below 10 GHz and
:4ky: � � ( , experimental data are well described by the empir-

ical relation ]	Z 
Mz � �:;{ P9|"}�~}�� ] ��� Z�� (4)

where
z

and � depend on material parameters [3].

The most noticeable features of this expression are that ]�Z increases with the square of the RF and
decreases exponentially with temperature. This suggests that high-frequency cavities (e.g. 1.5 GHz) need
to be cooled below

:
= 2 K to give acceptably low surface resistance. The first term of this expression,

coming from the two-fluid model (also called Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer, or BCS resistance), is in
excellent agreement with experimental results for frequencies below ' 10 GHz, which is also the range
of practical interest for nearly all SC cavities.

Figures showing the temperature dependence of surface resistance of niobium (Nb) at, for exam-
ple, 3 GHz nicely demonstrate the existence of the residual resistance which appears in the formula above
(see, for example, Fig. 1). ] ��� Z is temperature-independent and accounts for residual loss limitations of
actual SC cavities, which will be discussed in Section 6.1. Typical values of ] ��� Z are 10 to 20 n % . ] ��� Z
is usually the dominating resistance limitation in low-frequency low- � resonators (

an
 N - to 150 MHz),
for which simpler cryogenic operation at 4.2 K is sufficient.

3.2 Intrinsic field limitations in SC cavities
When a magnetic field is present at the SC to NC phase transition (as is the case when raising the
EM fields in a cavity), a latent heat exists which is related to a discontinuity in entropy. As a result
the transition requires some finite amount of heat input to compensate for the change in entropy. NC
nucleating centres are created, beyond

: � , in an overall SC regime.

For typical SC cavity frequencies, the wave period ( ' ,.- P /
s) is much shorter than the time it

takes to creates the nucleation centres ( ' ,.- P9�
s). Therefore, it seems possible for the SC state to

survive beyond m�� , up to a ‘superheating’ critical field m Z F , exceeding m�� for type I superconductors
and m&� = for type II superconductors [2]. Nowadays m Z F is rated as the maximum theoretical limitation
for SC resonators.

A dependence of m Z F on the ratio � 
 w�x �W� (where � is called the ‘coherence length’ and rep-
resents a sort of spatial extension of the Cooper pair which carries the supercurrent) was calculated [5]
with a phenomenological theory of superconductivity, showing that
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Fig. 1: Surface resistance of a 3 GHz niobium sheet cavity (RRR = 40) plotted against � ~�� � . The residual resistance is 4 n �
[4].

m Z F�7 - J�$�j � m�� ��q$����� , �m Z F�7 ,  ( m&� ��q$����' , � (5)m Z F�7 - ��6N m&� ��q$����� , m&� has been exceeded in some cases, while m Z F has never been exceeded experimentally, which seems
to be an experimental indication that m Z F is the fundamental limit to the performance of an SC resonator.
For Nb at

:
= 0, for example, m�� = 200 mT and m Z F = 240 mT.

There exists no known theoretical limitation to the peak surface field, �\�¡  , whereas the well
known, often encountered, practical limitations connected with electron field emission will be discussed
in Section 6.

4 DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND TREATMENT ISSUES

4.1 Design
When addressing the basic design of a new SC resonator, a small flowchart of the most significant issues
could be followed.

4.1.1 � and frequency

The bunch length determines an upper limit to the frequency of a resonant structure, which should be
much smaller than the wavelength. To gain as much as possible from the accelerating voltage present on
the various gaps of a resonant structure, the bunch should cross them while the electric field is closest to
its maximum value. Consequently the resonant frequency

aQ�
has to be related to the inter-gap distance ¢

and the bunch velocity �¤£ through a6� ¢�7 �¤£(  (6)
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At low values of � , the need of useful accelerating lengths ( �Bw�' 5 to 10 cm) implies that the
wavelength w has to be large and therefore that the resonant frequency has to be small. Low- � resonators
hence tend to be large in size (see two examples in Fig. 2). The condition �)' 1 (typical of electron
cavities) calls instead for frequencies in the range of 300 to 3000 MHz for accelerating lengths of 5 to
40 cm.

Fig. 2: Two examples of low- ¥ SC resonators for heavy ions: a split-loop resonator (left) and a quarter wave resonator (right)

Within the somewhat broad frame mentioned above, a lower resonant frequency would imply
smaller BCS resistance, calling however for a larger cryostat and higher associated fabrication costs.
Larger surface cavities, moreover, increase the probability of introducing surface defects, which are a
source of lower performance.

4.2 Number of gaps
As far as heavy-ion SC structures are concerned, it is convenient to build them with a small number of
gaps, so as to accommodate the largest possible acceptance in the natural spread of � -values coming
from the typical injectors of these machines.

This inconvenience does not arise in the design and production of SC cavities for �¦' 1, in which
multigap resonators are the natural choice. They are built as a chain of § quasi-pillbox cavities, coupled
through the iris openings. While the angular frequency of the lowest mode of a single simple pillbox
without beam ports is � �?
¨(  CK- N £ �f© ( © being the pillbox radius), which approximately sizes the cavity
as a function of the chosen frequency, with § coupled cells the angular frequency is��ª 
 � � < , �y« orqKs���ª @ � (7)

where ��ª 
 ª¬® <°¯ 
±, � ²² �B§ @ and « is the coupling factor between adjacent cells, dependent on the iris
diameter and geometry. Among the § fundamental resonant frequencies, it is useful to operate in the
‘
`

’ mode <°¯ 
 § @ , which has the highest shunt impedance. The field pattern of the
`

-mode is shown in
Fig. 3.

Lower manufacturing costs, more efficient use of the accelerating voltage, smaller fringing field
effects and fewer inter-cavity drift spaces are points in favour of having a large number of coupled cells.

A flatter electric field from cell to cell and lower overall power from the input coupler are points
in favour of a small number of coupled cells.

The choice depends on each application.
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Fig. 3: ³ -mode of a ¥ = 1 multicell cavity

4.3 Iris aperture
A large and rounded iris opening will increase uniformity in the field distribution from cell to cell, and
will also offer a smaller impedance to the beam (implying better beam quality and larger currents).

On the other hand the shunt impedance will be lower (more refrigeration power needed) and the
accelerating field will be smaller. Again the particular application will indicate the ideal choice.

4.4 Construction technologies
4.4.1 Full niobium

Once the geometric design of an SC cavity has been basically fixed, the material must be chosen, which
is associated with a particular construction expertise.

Pure Nb is the most widely used material, supplied in sheets then shaped, cut and joined by
electron-beam welding (EBW). This will be considered as the ‘default’ choice in the following discussion
on construction and treatment. Niobium is a good choice since it has a quite high critical temperature
(
: � = 9.2 K) and lower RF resistance, see Eq. (4). Expertise in the production of very pure (high residual

resistance ratio or ]	]	] ) sheets and bars, the shaping of cavity parts and EBW has reached a high level
and can be applied to almost any complex geometry with little additional R&D.

High- ]	]	] Nb is obtained by boiling out impurities in an electron-beam furnace, in several stages,
at a base pressure of 10

P 5
to 10

P �
Torr. C, N, H and O are quite efficiently removed in this way. These

are by far the worst impurities from the point of view of electron mobility. High- ]	]	] Nb ingots are
laminated in subsequent stages, annealed, and delivered by the supplier.

Deep drawing or drop-hammer-forming, using dies made out of aluminium can accomplish form-
ing. These dies are easy to make and any aluminium sticking on the Nb surface during machining can
be removed by subsequent chemical etching. Trimming Nb parts to their final pre-EBW shape should
ideally be done by a computer-controlled milling machine, operated at very low speed to avoid heating
up the part beyond 100 ´ C (otherwise they would again be contaminated by gaseous impurities in the
bulk). Prior to EBW, components must be degreased and lightly etched on the edges to be welded by a
buffered chemical polishing (BCP) solution, made out of one part hydrofluoric acid, one part nitric acid
and two parts phosphoric acid (the so-called 1:1:2 solution). In this process 5 to 20 mm material removal
seems sufficient.

Typical EBW parameters are a pressure below 2 to 4
*µ,.- P �

Torr in the welding chamber, and a
50 kV/ 40 mA electron-beam current at 1 cm/min velocity on the joint (usually the electron beam stays
fixed and the parts are moved in the EBW vacuum chamber). Experience with EBW has shown that a full-
penetration joint with a smooth ‘underbead’ (the welded part opposite the beam side) can be obtained by
either defocusing the electron beam or by making it oscillate with an elliptical or rhombic pattern along
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the joint. If EBW is performed from the ‘inside’ of the resonator being built, full penetration is not an
issue and the EBW parameters are somewhat more relaxed.

Rough tuning to the final frequency (after carefully predicting subsequent changes due to chemical
etching, resonator evacuation and temperature change) is usually performed at the end of the construction
procedure. Each cell of a multicell cavity, for example, can be squeezed or stretched by gripping the
irises, which also improves the field flatness as desired.

After the final geometry has been obtained, final purification of the Nb by means of solid-state
gettering might be applied [6]. This can increase the ]	]	] up to values of the order of 1000.

4.4.2 Alternatives to full electron-beam-welded niobium

Construction technologies alternative to solid Nb are discussed in the following.

For low- � applications, for example, the residual resistance almost always dominates the BCS
resistance: lower

: � and easier cryogenic operation at 4.2 K can be allowed. Electroplating lead onto
a copper substrate is in this case a simple, less expensive choice, which can also be adapted to rather
complicated geometry [7].¶ Sputtering of Nb onto a Cu substrate is becoming a more and more interesting alternative to solid

Nb, since performances have been demonstrated to be almost comparable. The technique has been
developed with success for both �l· 0.8 [8], [9] and � = 0.13 cavities [10]. One can save on the
significant cost of the high- ]	]	] Nb and profit from the excellent thermal stabilization offered
by the Cu substrate, thanks to which quenches are virtually never the field limit for Nb-sputtered
resonators. A value of ]	]	]¸' 30 can be reached, which minimizes the BCS contribution to
surface resistance. Nb-sputtered cavities still generally suffer from a non-negligible drop of the
quality factor versus increasing accelerating field. It is being discussed at present whether this is
related to the weak links between SC grains on the cavity surface or to problems of the Nb-to-Cu
interface.¶ Nb R Sn coatings (obtained by evaporated and heated up Sn on a pure Nb surface) are extremely
promising because of their higher critical temperature (

: � = 18 K). � � ����' 15 MV/m is the present
practical limitation.¶ High-

: � superconductors, such as YBCO, might be interesting if epitaxial films are made to grow
on a monocrystalline substrate [11], in which case the residual resistance is not expected to increase
with the RF field. However, the development of this technology is still limited to samples of very
small area.¶ Within the full-Nb choice, promising techniques are being developed in building seamless res-
onators by either hydroforming [12] or spinning [13] (Fig. 4). Reducing EBW costs seems
mandatory in future high-energy accelerators, like TESLA, where a significant reduction in the
cost of the whole machine could be thus obtained. Seamless resonators were also developed in Cu,
then sputtered with an SC Nb layer.

4.5 Surface treatments
Coming back to full Nb, the interior of the surface needs to be chemically etched (e.g. by the same
1:1:2 solution mentioned above) so as to remove the layer damaged during the mechanical construction.
It has been shown [14] that removal of 100

c
m is, in most cases, appropriate. An increase of the bath

temperature beyond 18 to 20 ´ C might trap H in the material bulk, affecting the final quality factor (see
Section 6.1.2): hence temperature control appears to be a very important precaution.

Complementary to BCP, electropolishing (EP) has recently gained great attention since it seems
necessary to adopt it in order to push the maximum accelerating fields of multicell cavities far beyond
25 MV/m [15]. In EP, Nb is the anode, the cathode is made of Al and the electrolyte consists of a
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Hydroforming [12] and spinning [13] represent the most advanced technologies to produce niobium resonators without

electron-beam welding.

solution of H � SO 5 and HF. The cavity is gently rotated during the treatment. The smooth mirror-like
surface finishing seems responsible for the lower resistance, at grain boundaries, than that achievable
with the rather rough BCP.

After polishing, rinsing with pure water ( ¹ = 18 M % -cm) for several hours is necessary. High-
pressure water rinsing (HPWR) with ultra-pure water is a recent and well-established technological de-
velopment. 60 to 100 bar water jets, sprayed through 0.2 mm nozzles, seem to remove the most adherent
contaminants and might be beneficial to the removal of defects in regions of both high magnetic field
(quenches) and high electric field (field emission).

After HPWR, the SC cavity must be dried and assembled with the utmost care in a clean environ-
ment (class 10 or 100), so that no dust is allowed to settle on the SC surface and become the cause of
field emission during tests.

5 MEASUREMENT OF THE PERFORMANCE OF A SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITY

The quality factor
�

gives an overall assessment of the cavity performance, since all power losses are
taken into account. On some occasions, if the results need to be improved, investigations of sources of
local power dissipations are possible by other means (e.g. temperature mapping [16], [17]).

For
�

measurements, a resonator is equipped with an input coupler port, driving the power coming
from the RF source, and a pickup port, which typically samples a small fraction of the resonator stored
energy. The TEM line field is coupled to the cavity field. The further in the position of the coupler,
the stronger the coupling between the field coming from the RF drive and the superimposed cavity field
components in the coupler port. Since the cavity field decays exponentially in the port it is possible to
adjust the position of the coupler mechanically for a critical matching of the two fields (the line sees the
cavity as a perfectly matched load).

It is worth underlining that the
���

value of an SC cavity cannot be measured through the formula�	�l
ºa6� �6» a (
a$�

being the cavity resonant frequency and » a the resonance bandwidth) since the
latter—at a

���
value of 10

/
or higher—could be as small as a few hertz or less. Hence the evaluation of

the decay time of the cavity stored energy is the only accurate measurement technique.
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5.1 Definitions
Let us recall the main parameters involved in the assessment of the quality factor, obtained from the
decay time of the cavity stored energy, once the cavity is fed by rectangular forward power pulses. At
RF drive switched-off, the total power lost by the cavity ( � D ) is that dissipated by the cavity itself ( ��� )
plus that emitted from the coupler ( � � ) and the pickup ( � �¡¼ ) ports: � D 
 � � � � � � � �.¼ .

While the intrinsic
���

of a resonator is defined as
���	
 � � � � �B� ( � being the angular frequency

and � the stored energy), we can define a loaded quality factor as
� x 
 � � � � � D . A measurement of� x can be deduced by a measurement of the decay time of the cavity stored energy � , throughu �u t 
i> � D 
i> � � �� D �n½K¾²¿�¾GÀÁ½M� < t @ 
 � � { P�Â !�ÃÄQÅÇÆ À u U.x 
 � x� � 

However
� �

(and not
� x ) is the interesting parameter in order to assess the resonator performance;

we can extract it through,� x 
 � �� � � � � �� � � � � �.¼� � � 
 ,�	� � ,� � � ,� �.¼ 
 ,�	� < , � � � � � �.¼ @ � (8)

where the coupler and pickup quality factors
� � and

� �.¼ are contextually defined, together with the
coupling factors � � and � �.¼ of the two antennas,� � 
 �	�� � 
 � ���� Æ À u � �.¼ 
 �	�� �.¼ 
 � �.¼�B�¨

The only role of the pickup coupler is that of sampling a portion of the stored energy, which can
then be calibrated to give indications on the entity of the accelerating field: it is hence reasonable to
design it such that � �.¼ � ,

. Hence in the following we shall take � 
 � � and consider the coupler-
plus-cavity ensemble as an overall driven harmonic oscillator (at the resonant frequency of the cavity),
the steady state and the transient behaviour of which can be investigated.

5.2 Response of a cavity to rectangular RF pulses
A complete treatment of the equivalent circuit and of the response of a resonator to rectangular for-
ward pulses is given in Ref. [18], in which the switching-on and switching-off conditions are treated as
particular examples.

A very useful expression of the reflected power is derived from the switching-on treatment:

� � 
ÉÈÊ,?> ( �, � �3Ë ,+> { P ÃÌ°Í ÅpÎ�Ï �  (9)

The behaviour of the reflected power during switch-on regime can be viewed on an oscilloscope,
together with the pickup signal and the signal from the forward power. This gives an immediate vi-
sual assessment of the coupling strength and provides a direct measurement of its value with sufficient
accuracy.

At � = 1 and at resonance (at t 
 * @ � � 
 � � = 0, meaning that all forward power goes
into cavity power (critical coupling) and the cavity is a perfectly matched load to the transmission line.
This condition is normally the preferred one for

�0�
measurements. The loaded decay time UWx can be

measured by either the reflected (emitted) or the pickup signal after having switched off the forward-
power rectangular pulse: �	�?
 � � U.x < , � � @ 
¨( ��U.x < ¾GÀ�or�Ê¾²ÐÑ¾Go Æ$Ò orqKÓÁÔ Ò ¾GÀÁ½ @  (10)
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5.3
�	�

measurements require frequency locking
Given the extremely narrow bandwidth, it is necessary to keep the circuit frequency locked to the resonant
frequency

a$�
in the course of the measurement, since

a��
will be made to vary by the smallest mechanical

vibrations.

Fig. 5: Schematics of the phase-feedback control circuit for the Õ ! measurements of an SC cavity

A circuit similar to the one shown in Fig. 5 is used. A mixer compares the signal feeding the
cavity (

afÖ
) with that transmitted by the cavity. The two signals will have a phase difference × bounded

to the difference of frequency between the feeding signal and the actual resonant frequency (
a � ) of the

cavity: t�Ø�× 
Ù� < a � � afÖ @ � < �lÚÜÛ ¾GÀÁ½ÝÐÑÞ Û � Û s�qKÀ Æ Ð�q$��ßQÓ Æ$Ò ¾GÐ�à�� Æ orÐ�q$� @ 
If, at resonance, the phase difference between the two signals is set at

` � ( , small changes in the reso-
nant frequency produce an output signal of the mixer which is proportional to the phase changes and,
consequently, to the difference between the driving frequency and the resonant frequency. Such a signal,
suitably amplified, can be used to modulate continuously the frequency output of the generator, keeping
the � 
 � � condition locked.

5.4 Plotting quality factor versus accelerating field
As long as losses are ohmic at constant surface resistance,

�^�
is constant with increasing � (or � � ��� ),

since � � �B� 
 £ráfâ¤ã¡t .
At high fields, however, losses tend to be non-ohmic. This is why it is necessary to measure

���
by the decay-time method at very low fields, i.e. to be sure to be in the region of purely ohmic losses.

Figure 6 shows a typical SC cavity performance curve, in which
� �

is plotted versus the peak sur-
face field. The significant

���
drop at high fields (accompanied by higher power dissipated by the cavity)

is explained by field emission electron loading (see Section 6). Peak surface field ( �Ý�A  ) and accelerating
field ( � � ��� ) are proportional to j � , through constants which are normally derived by appropriate simu-
lation codes or bead pulling measurements. This defines the abscissa in the

�H�
vs. � � ��� plot. Ordinate

values (
� �

at increasing fields) can be found by scaling the U/Pc ratio with the low-field
� �

measured
via stored-energy decay time.
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Fig. 6: Õ ! plotted against peak surface field: a typical example [19]

6 PRACTICAL LIMITATIONS TO ACHIEVABLE FIELDS

The theoretical maximum field limits, mainly correlated to the critical field of the superconductor, are
not normally achievable in practical SC resonators. The various causes can be approximately grouped
into (a) those which are correlated with the surface magnetic field (Section 6.1) and (b) those linked to
the local electric field (Section 6.2).

Representatives of the first group are distributed anomalous losses connected to trapped magnetic
flux or precipitated Nb hydrides, and local anomalous losses connected to the presence of defects on the
cavity surface, driving to thermal breakdown.

Representatives of the second group are resonant field emission (also called ‘multipacting’) at
relatively low EM fields, and non-resonant field emission at the highest fields.

6.1 Anomalous losses related to the surface magnetic field
6.1.1 Distributed losses related to a DC magnetic field

Distributed losses related to a DC magnetic field (like the Earth’s magnetic field) give rise to an overall
contribution to the surface resistance, which can be expressed by]Ýä�� Ö 
 m ��å D( m&� � ] X � (11)]ÝX being the normal state resistance and m ��å D the external magnetic field [20].

External magnetic field is expelled from the superconductor, except from the contribution given
by distributed lattice defects or surface irregularities, which can act as distributed trapping sites.

If one takes the typical values for ]	]	] = 300 Nb (H � � = 2400 Oe and ]ÝX = 1.5 m % at 1 GHz)
the result is ] ä�� Öæ
M- JI < À9% @ m ��å D <°ç�è Û @ _ a <�éæê�ë @ 

These residual losses can be practically eliminated by providing proper shielding around the cavity
and are not a fundamental problem.

6.1.2
�

-disease

Hydrogen is usually dissolved in the bulk of the newly bought material in negligible concentrations (
k

1 ppm wt). However, its concentration may be increased if, for example, the temperature rise during
chemical etching is not kept below 20 ´ C: in this case some ppm of H (by weight) can be present in the
bulk.
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Whereas at room temperature three orders of magnitude higher concentrations are necessary to
form hydrides, a concentration of H of 2 ppm wt becomes critical below 150 K. Moreover, between 150
and 60 K the mobility of H is still quite significant, allowing the formation of sites of high hydrogen
concentration. The part of the Nb hydride which forms on the surface exposed to RF fields can cause
significant depression of the resonator

�
even at quite low fields (

�
-disease).

Two methods are known to prevent or avoid the problem. The first involves carefully heating
the cavity up to 700–900 ´ C to facilitate hydrogen outgassing as much as possible. The second requires
cooling down the cavity more rapidly than the time necessary for H precipitation in the range 150 K to
60 K (1–2 hours are usually sufficient). Below 60 K the mobility of H becomes negligible and the new
formation of hydride is no longer a concern.

6.1.3 Local defects

Local thermal breakdown starts at micrometric sites on the SC surface where the RF losses are much
higher than those due to the surface resistance of the SC material.

While DC currents flow around defects, the reactive part of the impedance causes AC currents to
also flow through a defect. Joule heating can locally increase the temperature. When the temperature at
the defect border is higher than the critical field of the superconductor, the NC region grows in size, and
for further increases of the applied EM fields a thermal instability may develop, eventually driving the
whole resonator into the NC state (quench).

A quench is normally observed as a saw-tooth pattern in both the signal from the pick-up probe
and the reflected signal during a

�
-curve measurement carried out in critical coupling conditions. This

shows that all the power is reflected once the thermal instability shows up, but goes back to its original
value when the SC state is restored after some cooling of the resonator.

Typical local defects can originate from imperfections caused by EBW. Examples are microscopic
holes on the welding path, and Nb material which evaporates from the weld and then condenses some-
where else on the cavity surface in the form of small spheres. Other causes are chemical residues,
foreign-material inclusions (e.g. embedded abrasives, see Fig. 7) or simply micrometric particles which
fall in a high-H field region during cleaning or assembling of the resonator (unless particular care is taken
in these delicate phases, the number of these dust components increases).

The previously mentioned temperature-mapping technique can be applied to multicell cavities, or
other cavities of simple geometry, to detect the position and the relevance of the effect of a particular
defect. In fact this method is rarely adopted and the identification of the size and material of the defect
can only be made by scanning-electron-microscope investigation of the suspected zone. This requires
that the cavity be cut at the equator: another practice which one also tends to avoid on a production scale!

Fig. 7: Scanning-electron-microscope image of an embedded abrasive in a Nb surface [21]
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6.1.4 Increasing the cavity RRR

A method often applied to increase m ä�� å in the presence of small defects is to raise the thermal con-
ductivity of Nb. As long as heat is transferred away from the location of the defect with more efficiency,
it will be at higher local m -field (and corresponding � � ��� field), such that the neighbouring SC material
will exceed

: � .

The higher the RRR of the material, the higher its thermal conductivity � . The formula� 
 ]	]	]C ËyìçHí Îïî ($(Wð
holds approximately; as a matter of fact, the correlation between electrical and thermal conductivity,
which is well known for metals at room temperature, still holds true down to about 4 K, as long as elec-
trons are still the dominant heat carriers. Below that temperature, at around 2 K, the density of phonons
has a peak and lattice vibrations become the dominating phenomenon (at even lower temperatures the
density of phonons also drops).

The ]	]	] of Nb can be increased in several ways.¶ Heating in very good vacuum up to ' 2000 ´ C for some hours can outgas even O from the film and]	]	] = 1200 can be reached; however, the loss of mechanical properties and the risk to deform
the resonator often make this a not very recommendable practice.¶ Solid-state gettering is now widely applied: It consists in coating the exterior of a cavity with
either yttrium or titanium, materials with a higher affinity to O than Nb, while warming up the
resonator to 1200–1400 ´ C to increase the mobility of O itself. Then the getter is removed by
external chemical etching. ]	]	] higher than 1000 can be obtained in this way.

With increasing ]	]	] a linear increase was observed, over the last two decades, in the reachable
accelerating gradient of SC structures, making it possible, nowadays, to exceed � � ��� 
 I - MV/m with]	]	]ñ' 300. The main drawbacks of the ]	]	] increase after cavity fabrication are an increase in the
BCS surface resistance, due to increased electron mean free path (low-field

�
-values by about a factor

of two smaller should be expected), and a drop in the yield strength of the material following any of the
heat treatments needed for this purpose.

6.1.5 Global heating

SC cavities based on films of either Pb or Nb deposited onto Cu substrates do not generally show any
thermal breakdown limitations, due to the excellent thermal properties of the substrate.

Whether a resonator is made of an SC layer coated onto Cu or it is defect free, the ultimate
observable behaviour is a global heating, supposedly driven by a large number of extremely small defects
in high magnetic field regions. This can be distinguished from a local effect either via thermometry
methods or via the observation of a

�
-decrease with temperature increase (before any local quenches)

and without photoemission (no FE).

6.2 Anomalous losses related to the surface electric field
The electric component of applied EM fields can also extract a large number of electrons from an SC
surface, and they may absorb a large part of the power driven to the resonator.

Electron field emission can be either a resonant or a non-resonant phenomenon, the former being
usually relevant for rather low EM fields, the latter being the practical cause of performance limitation
for the largest number of SC resonators.
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6.2.1 Resonant field emission (multipacting)

The resonant field emission (RFE) is a dissipative process preventing the resonator from increasing its
energy in spite of the increase of the feeding power.

The phenomenon is triggered by a low-energy electron (few eV) which is released from the SC
surface for some reason, such as photoemission, cosmic rays or electrons from non-resonant FE. The
electron gets accelerated by the local electric field and can be bent back to the surface by the local
magnetic field. On impact with the surface, this may cause the emission of other electrons, whose number
depends basically on surface features, such as the emitting geometry and its coefficient of secondary-
electron emission, and on the impact energy. As long as the coefficient is larger than one and the electrons
hit the surface at the same EM field phase, with the same energy and approximately in the same region,
the process leads to resonant multiplication of the number of electrons involved. An avalanche develops,
which absorbs all the power additionally fed into the cavity, preventing the resonator stored energy from
increasing and hence freezing the EM fields at the values that determine the resonant process (see Fig.
8).

H

E

Fig. 8: Schematic of a first-order multipacting orbit. In one RF cycle the electron is bent back by the local electromagnetic

fields onto the same emitting point, where it can extract secondary electrons and initiate an avalanche process.

Assuming that the electrons follow simple cyclotron orbits, the fundamental orbit frequency is��� [ m { �Wò �?m being the local magnetic field, { and ò the electron charge and mass. To allow the
resonant condition, m has to be such that emitted electrons are always in phase with the extracting EM
field. The resonant condition can be satisfied clearly also for higher resonance orders: � Ö�
 â"�B� (RFE
of â th order).

These considerations explain why a number of RFE levels have usually to be overcome in a res-
onator. Of course the geometry of a cavity crucially affects the number of levels, their position versus
input power and the ease with which they can be conditioned.

The coefficient of secondary-electron emission is peaked around 300–800 eV for most materials,
while beyond 2000 eV it is lower than 1 for the large majority of them. That is the reason why RFE is a
relatively low surface electric field phenomenon.

Ideal sites for RFE development are those regions in which the magnetic field does not vary sig-
nificantly along the surface. Rounding off the equatorial region of multicell cavities to spherical (or
elliptical) shape resulted in the complete elimination of multipacting, since the avalanche phenomenon
is forced towards the equator line. This is where the magnetic field would allow RFE to develop, but the
extracting electric field tends to zero, thus suppressing secondary electron multiplication.

Cleaning, baking, and applying gas discharges are known methods to reduce the secondary-
electron coefficient. Furthermore, an RFE barrier is quite often overcome just by staying at an RFE
level in high vacuum for minutes or hours (without any special discharge gas inlet).
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RFE levels are easily recognisable in both steady-state and pulsed operation of the resonator, since
one observes that the pickup signal on the oscilloscope remains locked at a certain level, while more
power is driven from the input coupling line. One observes that the signal suddenly jumps to a higher
value when the level is overcome (in some cases directly to the next level!). It is good practice to
decrease the field to the same RFE level again and again until the level is actually cleaned. Computer-
controlled procedures can replace the operator very efficiently and spare him this tedious work [23]. It
is also advisable, whenever possible, to perform multipacting processing with the cavity in the NC state
because of the larger resonator bandwidth and possible high power dissipation in the NC regime.

It should be finally mentioned that two-point multipacting has been observed when the resonance
develops between two different points on the SC surfaces, e.g. mirror points around the equator in
multicell cavities.

At present multipacting is not generally linked to the actual performance limitation of the cavity.
It can be eliminated in multicell resonators by applying dedicated codes to find particular cavity shapes
for which the phenomenon does not appear at all. However, it can still be an issue for low- � resonators,
which can be described only by 3-D codes. In such a case the coarse definition of the EM fields makes
it more difficult to determine the electron trajectories with sufficient accuracy. Hence there is no elegant
means of trying to deal with RFE, other than to go through experimental tests. However, in most cases,
RFE presents soft resonant levels, which can be overcome with properly devoted conditioning (taking
maybe hours or days).

Nowadays RFE seems to play a more fundamental role in couplers, waveguide windows and
coaxial lines (determining a maximum travelling-power limit) than in cavities themselves.

6.2.2 Non-resonant field emission: the phenomenon

The limit imposed by the Nb superheating field on the maximum achievable peak surface fields in � =
1 resonators is about 100 MV/m, which is still somewhat larger than the best updated performances ( '
80 MV/m). By far the most typical limiting mechanism to high fields in SC cavities is electron field
emission (FE). In high electric field regions, electrons are emitted via quantum-mechanical tunnelling,
which can dissipate a large part of the energy driven to the cavity. In some cases the limitation cannot be
overcome, i.e. when the power absorbed by field-emitted electrons induces a quench.

The mechanism is usually explained by the modified Fowler–Nordheim (FN) equation, in which
the emitted current density is given, in the RF regime, by [24]ó�ô ® 
öõ ÷�ø"ù ô < � ù ô � ù ô @ �ûú � Ûrü Ô Ë > ý ÷ RÑþ �� ù ô � ù ô ÎHÿ� ù ô is the macroscopic electric field in V/m (i.e. assuming a smooth surface);

÷
is the material work

function in eV; � ù ô is the local field enhancement factor, which might be bound to the pin-like geometry
of the emitting site (enhanced field emission – EFE); õ is a constant which depends both on

÷
and � ù ô ;ø"ù ô

is the emitting area in m
�
; and ý is a numerical constant.

Some results show that at least half of FE sites can be well fitted with the modified FN law, whereas
micron-sized particles are generally accepted to be the other most widely diffused cause of FE.

Field emitters vary substantially both in morphology and behaviour; hence, it is difficult to give a
comprehensive description of the variety of experiments carried out so far on very different resonators.
It is only possible to report here what are nowadays believed to be the most convincing explanations of
the phenomenon.

First of all, the RF FE process has now largely been demonstrated to be similar to DC FE, except
that the latter has an � � and not an � �ûú � dependence [25]: this resemblance induced many researchers to
conduct experiments on the fundamental phenomena underlying FE in a DC regime. The onset time of
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many discharges investigated in the DC regime was of the order of nanoseconds or less, with the initiation
time decreasing with increasing field. These results are compatible with what would be allowed in the
case of a typical SC RF cavity.

It was shown [26] that emission is certainly pushed to higher fields in a properly chemically etched
surface, and that a high- ]	]	] material and long (more than 3 h) heating at 1400 ´ C can strongly reduce
FE.

In some cases, the computed enhancement factors from FE current turned out to be much larger
that the measured geometric irregularities of the surface in these regions. A micron-sized dust particle
sitting on a geometric asperity was in similar cases proposed as an explanation (a multiplication of two
enhancement factors � = � � would be present). Where pure geometrical explanations fail, locally reduced
work function (e.g. by contaminants) and the influence of the particle-substrate interface are proposed
as a more complex explanation [26].

When the cause for FE appears clearly to be a foreign particle with poor thermal contact to the
surface, thermionic emission (TE) is proposed as the explaining phenomenon [27], where the thermionic
current density can be written as ó���� 
 © � � Ûrü Ô Ë > �� � Î 

Very revealing microscopic investigations of field emitters located by thermometry in 1.5 GHz
cavities were done at Cornell [28], [29]. Emitters could be examined, at various processing stages, on
the whole cavity surface (see also Fig. 9). It is deduced that the evolution of FE, increasing the applied
field, consists of three phases:¶ a pre-melting phase, in which FE is active, capable of degrading the

�
, but where the current is

still insufficient to melt the emitter;¶ a melting phase, where the local � field is high enough that the current density exceeds about
10
=�=

A/m
�

and the emission tip begins to melt;¶ a third phase, in which the Joule losses of the emission current become so high that the emitter
explodes and extinguishes.

Fig. 9: Pictorial view of the macroemitter field-emission conditioning process, as proposed by J. Knobloch & H. Padamsee [29]

It is believed that initial electron emission causes, locally, sufficient heat to desorb gas, which
is then ionized by the emission current. The ions are then accelerated towards the RF surface, thus
reinforcing the process. The development of this large plasma would explain why melting phenomena
are so much larger, in size, than the obviously small initial emitters.
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6.2.3 Non-resonant field emission: the cures

Prevention is clearly the best cure for FE. This implies avoiding scratches or reducing their effect by
means of a proper chemical treatment of the surface; on the other hand much effort is put into cleaning
SC cavities prior to their installation, to minimize the number of particulate contaminants. The last step
in cavity manipulation is an ultra-pure high-pressure rinsing with demineralized water (HPWR): this
proved to be very effective in pushing the process to higher surface fields.

Before operating the cavity, RF processing can also be applied, with, for example, 60 kW/ 120
c

s
long pulses, allowing the necessary local current density for processing field emitters effectively to be
provided. Gaseous He at a pressure around 5

* ,.- P �
Torr is often added to the FE conditioning recipe

(He-conditioning). These processes lead to the destruction of FE sites and push the accelerating field
further.

Perhaps the latest and most remarkable achievement, as far as overcoming FE is concerned, is the
demonstration that ‘nowadays’ careful electropolishing (EP) allows the highest accelerating gradients by
far to be reached and that it is superior to chemical polishing in the last treatment step. The formula
for success, originally applied at KEK [15] and then adopted by other laboratories, is approximately the
following: half-cell annealing (at 1440 ´ C with Ti cage), followed by BCP and 100

c
m EP. Annealing at

750 ´ C and high-pressure rinsing complete the treatment. Acceptable drawbacks are that EP is somewhat
slower than BCP (0.4 versus 1–2

c
m/min) and that subsequent annealing is needed to outgas hydrogen,

which is otherwise trapped in the bulk material during EP and can give rise to
�

-disease.

7 STATE OF THE ART

Superconducting resonators have now been extensively adopted for the most various applications, from
low- � heavy-ion linacs, to high-energy and high-current storage rings, recirculating linacs and free-
electron lasers. The resonator developments are still very pronounced and this is the major reason why
new projects have been funded or are proposed for funding.

I would like to recall here only those work-in-progress issues which look most striking to me.

7.1 Highest achievable gradients
The steady increase in the accelerating field has been impressive. Ten years ago � � ���M' 7 MV/m was
the limit. But then 10 MV/m was reached at TJNAF in Virginia, USA in 1992, 16.7 MV/m in 1996 and
23.9 MV/m in 1997 at DESY, Germany. While the present performances of multicell cavities seem to
have settled around 25 to 30 MV/m worldwide, a recent jump in single-cell cavity field beyond 40 MV/m
was obtained by means of electropolishing (pioneered at KEK, Japan and soon followed by many others).
It remains to be seen whether (or when) this technology will also prompt a jump in the performance of
multicell cavities.

For a very long time, the community of SC heavy-ion resonators has demonstrated its ability to
reach, in a reproducible way, peak surface fields in excess of 50 MV/m (corresponding to � � ' 25 MV/m
for � = 1 cavities). It should be emphasised that extreme performances have never been its main goal.

7.2 Reproducibility of excellent results
Beyond world records, it is crucial to demonstrate that the best results can be obtained with a large
number of resonators, meaning that the various technological steps are under firm control.

This was demonstrated for example at TJNAF: The machine was designed for average accelerating
fields of about 7 MV/m, but it has now been demonstrated that all their numerous cavities can reach
fields between 25 and 30 MV/m very reliably. The same can be said with the experience gained by the
TESLA test facility developments, with the additional merit that the goal of average fields between 20
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and 30 MV/m has been reached through the technological transfer of the resonator production to several
industries in different European countries.

7.3 New applications and new resonator shapes
The interest in intense proton accelerators for the treatment of nuclear waste, materials research and
energy production has triggered the development of multicell resonators. These include modified shapes
(matched for � -values from 0.5 to 0.8) [30–32] or rather old cavity shapes whose development had been
left in an initial phase (spoke resonators [33] or re-entrant cavities [34], [35]). These resonators are
susceptible to appreciable gradient increase in the next few years.

In the low- � cavity community, the development, construction and tests of SC RF Quadrupoles
(RFQs) represent an extreme of complexity in the successful development of the technology of full Nb
[19]. They feature a very large number of EBW joints and extremely high accuracy is required in the
positioning of the RFQ electrodes (see Fig. 10).

7.4 Cost-reducing technologies
Last but not least, one should mention those technologies, the development of which would imply a
significant cost reduction in the production of a large number of cavities. The proposed SC linear collider
TESLA aims at producing 20 000 nine-cell resonators (obviously on an industrial scale): all R&D steps
in the cost-cutting direction increase the probability of approval of that project. The technology of Nb
sputtered onto Cu resonators is extremely interesting in order to minimize the amount of Nb used. The
problems of the rather steep

���
drop at high fields must be solved. The development of hydroformed or

spun resonators would be extremely valuable to eliminate the expensive EBW of multicell-cavity parts,
once high � � ��� values have been reliably reached. It should be emphasized that some multicell-spun
resonators already exceed 30 MV/m, after significant chemical polishing (see Fig. 11). EP might also
prove to be beneficial in this case.

Fig. 10: The recently built and tested SC RF Quadrupole, part of the SC heavy-ion injector at INFN-LNL, exceeded a peak

surface field of 28 MV/m CW and showed excellent alignment of the electrodes [19]

Hydroformed single-cell resonators very recently exceeded � � ���+' 40 MV/m (once EP had been
done at the end of the cavity treatment) [37]. Successful hydroforming of multicell cavities might follow
quite soon.
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Fig. 11: Summary of the best performances achieved with five seamless monocell cavities made from high-purity niobium of�������
250. All Õ ! vs. 	 � ~ ~ dependencies are taken at a temperature of 2 K [36].
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CHOICE OF RF FREQUENCY

W. Pirkl
�

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
A broad overview of effects and considerations that have a bearing for the
accelerator environment is presented, and ‘frequency’ as a common input pa-
rameter. Aspects of beam dynamics, RF, and mechanical technology are briefly
discussed to illustrate some contradictory requirements of accelerator design.
While RF considerations are rarely a determining factor in that context, some
trends can nevertheless be identified.

1 INTRODUCTION

In most situations the choice of RF frequency in an accelerator is determired by constraints that dictate a
certain frequency or frequency band. This is particularly true for improvement programmes in existing
machines. Rather than choices there are mostly contradicting trends in the choice of frequency, which
will be discussed in what follows.

Most of the material presented is well known and has been published by other authors in internal
reports or conference papers. In particular the scaling of cavity parameters vs frequency, cavity/beam
interactions, properties of components, etc. have been the subject of extensive studies at CERN and
elsewhere in the context of proposals for new machines.

This article does not pretend to present any new material, but intends to give a broad overview of
a range of disjoint topics, with frequency as a common denominator.

2 REMINDER OF LONGITUDINAL PHASE SPACE PROPERTIES — RF VOLTAGE RE-
QUIREMENTS

From a beam dynamics point of view the tendency is towards lower frequencies, as can be illustrated for
the case of a synchrotron. It is assumed that the basic properties such as kinetic energy, transition energy,
revolution frequency

���������
	
are frozen. The harmonic number � remains a free parameter and determines

the operating frequency �� ������� .
For a single stationary full bucket, bucket half-height BHH and bucket area � scale as a function

of RF voltage � and harmonic number � :������� ����������������� �! #"%$'& � �(�)��� �*�� � � ����� ��� �,+!��� � � � � ��� + &
Therefore, the RF voltage requirement increases linearly with the harmonic number for a given

bucket height. Similary, the required voltage increases with the cube of the harmonic number, for a given
bucket area. Figure 1 shows the bucket shape for different combinations of � and � .

If, however, the total longitudinal phase space area of the beam is distributed over � bunches, the
required individual bucket area is reduced by a factor of � . In this case the required voltage for a given
bunch area increases only linearly with the harmonic number.

The conditions are different if short bunch lengths are required. Suppose that a bunch of length- � , held by a voltage � � , is adiabatically compressed to a bunch length - � . The required voltage � � in
the central bucket region where the synchrotron frequency is constant is given by.

Formerly member of the CERN/PS Division. Now retired, member of the physics collaboration ASACUSA
of the University of Tokyo at CERN.
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Fig. 1: Stationary bucket parameters for two different RF voltages (horizontal) and two different harmonic numbers (vertical)

� � / � � � � - � / - � 	�01/ �2&
The voltage requirement is reduced if high harmonic numbers are used, i.e. if the bucket is not

unnecessarily wide. This consideration is, however, of a more theoretical nature since adiabatic bunch
compression generally leads to prohibitively high RF voltages. Non-adiabatic methods like bunch rota-
tion are then preferred.

2.1 Space charge
The usual figure of merit for evaluating space charge effects is the transverse tune shift 354 , which scales
as 354 � 1/( 67 � 	 . The beam energy at the critical point, which is generally at the machine input, should
therefore be as high as possible. Since the frequency in a synchrotron is proportional to 6 , there is a
trend to extend the frequency range of the injector synchrotron to higher frequencies. While this will
rarely lead to a different frequency band, it may be an important consideration for the improvement
programmes of existing machines.

3 INFLUENCE OF THE TRANSVERSE PHASE SPACE — APERTURE

Frequency
�

and free-space wavelength 8 are related by 8 = 9;: /<� , therefore the two quantities may
be used interchangeably for the argument. The electrical properties of of an RF structure with a given
geometry are always determined in relation to the operating wavelength, hence dimensional constraints
have a direct impact on the applicable wavelength or frequency. The cavity aperture plays a key role in
this context.

Transverse phase space dynamics determine the beam size and the required aperture of the accel-
erating structure is determined by the radius of the good field region, i.e. the region around the beam axis
where the RF accelerating field is sufficiently uniform for the application. The accelerating field tends
to increase from the centre to the aperture radius and too large differences may lead to synchrotron–
betatron coupling and other unwanted phenomena. Large beam tube radii and/or large good field regions
consequently lead to large wavelengths, i.e. low frequencies, by essentially geometric considerations.

The trend wards to lower frequencies is enhanced by the transit time effect (see below). The
gap width = should be as small as possible compared to the beam wavelength 6>8 . Therefore 8 should
preferably be large. In addition, large apertures increase the effective gap width, since the RF field
extends deeper into the vacuum chamber than the geometric gap width. This is particularly true for
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buncher cavities at the low-energy end of an accelerator, where the relative velocity 6 is small but the
transverse dimensions of the beam are large.

Transverse focusing elements are often an integral part of the RF structure that necessitate a com-
promise between longitudinal and transverse performance. Examples include the drift tubes holding the
focusing quadrupoles in an Alvarez structure and the electrode design in an RFQ whose modulation
depth determines the ratio between longitudinal and transverse electric field strength. In general these
compromises set a lower limit to the operating wavelength in some proportion to the transverse beam
emittance.

Conversely, if the frequency is given by other considerations, the influence of the aperture on the
remaining machine parameters is of paramount interest (see below).

4 REMINDER OF THE BASIC RF CAVITY SCALING LAW

The properties of the intrinsic cavity can be fully described by three independent parameters obtained
from the electromagnetic field pattern, namely resonant frequency, stored energy ? , and power losses@

. The resonant frequency
�����BA

, is defined by the condition that the electric and magnetic stored energy
are the same, each occurring only twice during a cycle, their sum being constant at any moment. ? is
obtained by integrating the electric or magnetic field energy over the volume. Similarly,

@
is obtained

by integrating of the losses over the volume and the conducting surface. ? and
@

are normalized for a
gap voltage � (more precisely the integral of the electric field strength along a defined path, generally
the beam axis). These three parameters may be converted to other parameters such as the 4 -factor and
are in a one-to-one relation with the well-known equivalent circuit of the three lumped elements C , D ,
and E connected in parallel with

F �G�HA>I(J<K 9 : / 8 �G�BALI(J<K'�;���BALINM1/�O DPE�Q ? I � � E /<J Q"SRUTWVUXZY\[�$] #^W_�V,`a �QZb�cedfb�ghceij^W lk,VWYmX!Ymn
V)C I �o� /p��J @ 	`qRW_<�S_�`aX% l�SYr"%X!Y\`fY\[s$t #^,_�VW`a vu I F �G�HA D IwM1/p� F �G�HA E 	LIwx D / E I C / 4
Please note that for historical reasons the LINAC definition of the shunt impedance y ( y upper

case!) is still widely used. There the cavity voltage is considered as an RMS quantity, hence the required
power

@
for a given intrinsic cavity voltage � is

@ I � � / y . In the preferred CIRCUIT definition of C
( C lower case!) the cavity voltage is realistically taken as the peak value of a sinusoidal waveform, which
then leads to

@ I � � /p��J C 	 . It follows that y IzJ�{ C .
Many definitions of the shunt impedance are based on the effective cavity voltage � ��| seen by the

beam. It is different from the intrinsic cavity voltage � because the RF field changes during the transit
by time of a particle through the gap region. This is conveniently expressed by the transit time factor}f}h~ I � ��| / � ,

} � M
. It depends on the ratio effective gap length = to beam wavelength 6�8 and is

approximatively given by

}f}h~N� "!Y\V5� K���<�W�
� K���<�W� &

There are three scaling laws that permit complete determination of the electric parameters if all
cavity dimensions are changed (blown up) by some factor in all dimensions:� cavity dimensions/ 8 �G�HA = constant,� characteristic impedance C / 4 I

constant,� 4 -factor
{

skin depth/ 8 �G�HA = constant.
For a given cavity wall material, the skin depth is proportional to

O 8 , therefore the 4 -factor
increases according to the third scaling law by the same proportion. If a given geometry such as a pill-
box cavity is scaled for higher frequencies or lower wavelengths, the shunt impedance y I 4 { C / 4
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decreases in proportion to
M1/ O � . This basic tendency is enhanced by additional loss mechanisms at

high frequency, in particular surface roughness, which increases the geometrical path length of the RF
currents on the surface. It appears therefore that higher frequencies would be counterproductive as far as
single-cavity performance is concerned.

5 SCALING OF CAVITY PARAMETERS PER UNIT LENGTH

The picture changes if assemblies of cavities are considered. Suppose that a certain RF voltage require-
ment � is distributed over � cavities of the same type. Then the individual cavity voltage becomes � / � ,
the individual power dissipation becomes

� � / � 	 � /<J C , and the total power becomes � � � / � 	 � /p��J C 	�I�o� /p��J �C 	 , i.e the power needed is reduced by a factor of � with respect to a single-cavity configuration.

It therefore makes sense to see how many cavities can be stacked per unit length � , in order to
evaluate the performance of a cavity assembly rather than a single cavity, in other words to normalize the
cavity parameters by axial length.

Commonly used parameters used in this context are� y�� : effective shunt impedance (LINAC definition) per unit lengthy � I y { }f}h~ � / � I�� � / @ � ,� TTF: transit time factor,
��I � { }f}h~ / � : gradient (effective voltage per unit length)@ � : power per unit lengthC � : characteristic impedance per unit length, C � I y � / 4 .

Figure 2 gives the characteristics of a travelling-wave structure at 29 GHz.

Fig. 2: �>�\�H�>� /Q, Q, group velocity v � /c as function of aperture. Reproduced from Ref. [1].

The curve for y�� is approximately inversely proportional to the beam hole or aperture � normal-
ized to the wavelength 8 . This behaviour is confirmed by similar calculations at different wavelengths.
It is therefore common practice to consider y � proportional to

M1/p��� 8 	 in general, or alternatively to take
the quantity y�� �p/ 8 as a figure of merit for comparisons.

A comparison of accelerating structures in different machines is given in Fig. 3.

It shows that y�� ��/ 8 scales approximately as F ����� . For cavity assemblies, the use of higher fre-
quencies is therefore advantageous from the point of view of power consumption.
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y � I C � 4 � F ����� ���p/ 8 	 ��

Fig. 3: Structure parameters of different machines vs frequency. Reproduced from J.-P. Delahaye et al., Ref. [2].

6 VOLTAGE HANDLING CAPABILITY

One of the most quoted figures of merit for the voltage handling capability of vacuum is the ‘Kilpatrick
criterion’, published in The Review of Scientific Instruments, Vol 28, No. 10:

?��1� � �1� ����  ¡�¢�£ �r¤ ¢¥ IwM &§¦�� Ml¨ � 0
where ? is the impact energy of an electron in [eV] and � is the local field strength in [V/m].

The physical mechanism behind this empirical formula consists of two parts: first the impact of an
electron of kinetic energy ? on the cavity surface, second the re-acceleration of the liberated secondary
electrons by the local field strength � . For DC fields without local field enhancements, ? I �©��ª ,
where ª is the distance between the electrodes. As the frequency increases, a transit time factor starts to
act, resulting in ? «¬���Pª ; the same is true for local field enhancements.

To solve this implicit formula, the use of a numerical root finder is necessary. Under much simpli-
fied assumptions an often used approximation is

�® J�¯ � � ����� � �°YrV²±´³ / [´Q � Y\V�µ�¶¸· 	
The important fact is that the voltage handling capabilty in vacuum increases at high frequencies.

This is the key argument for going to very high frequencies in proposals for linear accelerators/colliders
at very high energies, where the necessary overall length of the accelerating structure for a given final
energy becomes a determining cost factor.

The voltage handling capability is usually expressed as the net overall gradient in units of MV/m
of a given configuration. It should be kept in mind that the internal cavity field strengths are higher by a
factor of about two, partly due to a geometric factor (cavity length)/(gap length), partly due to local field
enhancement on the edges of the gap.

The practical voltage limit is influenced by many factors such as vacuum condition, surface
smoothness, surface deposits, and temperature. The Kilpatrick criterion is therefore considered more
as a generally accepted figure of merit than a hard limit. It can be exceeded in practical designs by ‘brav-
ery factors’ of about 1.5 (current in RFQ designs) or up to 2.5 (short pulses). It should also be mentioned
that the Kilpatrick criterion is pessimistic at lower frequencies and corrections to the formula have been
proposed.

One important factor is the RF pulse length. Experience shows that single-pulse voltage limits
decrease with longer pulse duration. One possible mechanism for this effect is the heating of microscopic
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whiskers on the cavity surface that then act as thermal emitters, with time constants in the range of
microseconds to milliseconds. On the other hand, the electric breakdown is statistical by nature and the
ratio (pulse length)/(average time between sparks) determines the likelihood of a breakdown.

Increased voltage breakdown limits can only be exploited up to a certain point, then thermal effects
become the limiting factor (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Limitations on gradient as a function of wavelength due to electric field breakdown and surface heating in a SLAC-type

disk-loaded structure. Reproduced from Ref. [3].

The average power density at the cavity surface increases with frequency due to the combined
effects of reduced skin depth, reduced cavity dimensions and reduced shunt impedance. In addition,
it is not sufficient to consider only the average power dissipation integrated over the pulse repetition
time, but the thermal transient must also be taken into account. As the heat wave cannot be dissipated
immediately from the outer layers to the inside of the walls, the surface attains dangerously high tem-
peratures. Permanent damage such as roughening or cracking of the copper surface takes place above
certain gradients.

7 WAKEFIELDS: ANOTHER LIMITING FACTOR TOWARDS HIGHER FREQUENCIES

Intense particle bunches create longitudinal and transverse wakefields, which dilute the time structure
and/or may lead to transverse beam loss. For a given cavity geometry, the wakefield effects scale as F � ,F + , or F 0 , depending on different simultaneous scaling of the beam parameters. Increasing the aperture
reduces the transverse wakefield effect, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Transverse wakefield for the structure given above. From Ref. [4]
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Opening the aperture leads in turn to decreased shunt impedance and potentially other undesirable
effects (increased group velocity, which in turn may lead to increased spark damage). The best overall
compromise must take into account many contradictory requirements. This is the subject of very detailed
ongoing studies in many laboratories, the details of which are beyond the scope of this article.

8 HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS WITH LIMITED INFLUENCE ON THE CHOICE OF
FREQUENCY

Under this heading there are two hardware-oriented issues, which demand different technical approaches,
but which rarely play a determining role in the choice of frequency:

Superconductivity: Proof-of-principle SC cavities have been built to operate between about
80 MHz and 30 GHz, with plans to go to up to 80 GHz. Outside these rough limits, considerable
R&D efforts may be necessary for new projects.

The superconducting material is mostly pure niobium, but niobium alloys and lead have also
been used. The superconducting material may be either in bulk or applied in a thin sheet by sputtering
or electrolysis. Simply stated, the dominant factor at high frequency is the achievement of low BCS
resistance, which requires very low cryogenic temperatures. The dominant factor at low frequencies is the
residual resistance of the SC conductor, which in turn requires special material properties (pure niobium
is preferred). Another concern at low frequency is the large surface of the cavities, with associated
difficulties with the rinsing, etc., which may lead to unusual cavity shapes.

Gradients of 44 MV/m have been attained at 1.3 GHz and the limit continues upward as more
sophisticated methods of surface cleaning are developed and progress is made in materials science.

Fig. 6: Sketch of the DA ¹ NE RF cavity. From Ref. [5].

Higher-order-mode (HOM) damping: the operating frequency of a cavity is usually the funda-
mental mode at the lowest frequency, amongst a host of other unwanted resonances of higher order. To
come close to the cavity designer’s dream of a ‘monochromatic’ cavity, a either high-pass coupler, acting
only on the HOMs, or a bandstop filter damping all frequencies except the fundamental, is necessary.
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The technology to achieve this depends strongly on frequency, but solutions are known for all usual
frequency ranges.

An example that fulfils an extreme requirement is shown in Fig. 6. The spectrum of ultrashort
bunches in the DA º NE and PEP machines extends to very high frequencies. Three waveguide couplers
stretching out to the left in parallel to the beam line provide the necessary HOM damping and characterize
the overall shape of the assembly.

9 RAPIDLY TUNABLE AND » -LOADED CAVITIES

Certain applications require a rapid change of frequency. Examples include beam acceleration in rapidly
cycling synchrotrons or longitudinal beam gymnastics with a change of orbit. Only a very limited range
of a fixed-tuned cavity, the instantaneous (power) bandwidth, is directly usable for this purpose. Larger
deviations require a dedicated fast tuning mechanism of some kind.

Slater’s theorem relates the change in frequency ¼ � to the corresponding change in cavity-stored
energy ¼]? for infinitesimally small changes:

¼ �� I MJ � ¼]?? n�� 35? ½ J �<?�� 3 �� &
This relation provides a first estimate of the total amount of stored cavity energy to be changed.

For a frequency-agile cavity the overall stored energy ? should therefore be kept as small as possible.
The total necessary variation 35? has a tendency to be much larger than the estimate from the above
relation, since optimal power transfer from the generator to the cavity is difficult to achieve over the
additional bandwidth.

The stored energy can be changed either capacitively or inductively. In practice, capacitive tuning
can only be achieved by mechanical means since no static components are known to vary capacitance
at high power. For inductive tuning, ferrites allow variation of their incremental permeability » � as a
function a biasing magnetic field. However, their energy storage capability is rather limited, as shown in
the following table

Material Operating conditions Stored energy/Volume [J/cm + ]
Vacuum � IwMl¨�¨

kV/cm ¾�¾ ¨�{¿Ml¨ �,À
Ferrite

��Á,Â IÃ¨ & ¨�M T, » IwMl¨ ¾ {¿Ml¨ �,À
The active volume of an inductive tuner is therefore about two orders of magnitude larger than that

of the capacitive counterpart.

9.1 Mechanically tuned cavities
Mechanically tuned cavities have the virtue of small size and low losses, but compromises between
size and speed have to be made due to mechanical constraints. Therefore they are best suited to high
frequency–slow speed applications. The concept of mechanically tuned resonators has gained a rather
bad reputation, following negative experience with large rotatable capacitors. However, recent motion-
control technology could bring a change.

9.2 Ferrite-tuned cavities
Ferrite-tuned cavities dominate the field of fast cycling machines. Ferrite cores, mostly of the nickel–zinc
variety, can be arranged as integrating part of a cavity or as separate tuners. In either case provisions to
apply the bias magnetic field have to be made using bias windings or external electromagnets with an
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iron core. The biasing magnetic field is oriented in parallel to the RF field. Tuning speed limits occur
because of intrinsic ferrite effects flipping the microscopic magnetic domains, but also because of power
supply limitations and eddy current effects in the tuner walls.

The product »Ä4 � is a figure of merit for ferrites. It attains
J<¨�¨Å{ÃMl¨pÆ

for low induction, but
generally drops for practical RF amplitudes because of eddy currents. Therefore the core losses increase
much faster than Ç��Á,Â . The frequency swing obtainable in practice is determined by the obtainable» -range, in other words the highest (unbiased) » , since the lowest obtainable relative permeability for
infinitely strong bias is 1.

The highest practical RF induction in a ferrite core is around 0.01 T or 100 G. Excessive losses,
non-linear effects, instabilities, and thermal runaway may start above this approximative limit. This
limit is responsible for the modest capability to store/shift energy. It also sets a practical limit for the
lowest operating frequency at reasonable dimensions, since for a given geometry and induction limit the
applicable RF voltage is directly proportional to the frequency. Since ferrite material is brittle, care must
be taken in the design of the cooling system to avoid thermal gradients that typically lead to radial cracks
in ferrite rings.

Within the constraints sketched above, ferrites are available for the use in frequency range of a
few hundred kilohertz to a few hundred megahertz. The demand for ferrites for switched-mode power
supplies at ever increasing frequencies has led to improved ferrites up to the MHz range with slightly
higher saturation limits.

9.3 Orthogonally (transversely) biased ferrite tuners
Special ferrite compositions, in particular garnets originally intended for microwave applications, rely on
a different mechanism to change permeability, namely on precession effects. These ferrites are character-
ized by very low losses at low permeability, but require very strong biasing fields oriented orthogonally
to the RF field. These ferrites are an attractive alternative for applications above about 50 MHz.

9.4 Glaseous metal cores (FINEMETTM, VITROVACTM)
In recent years a new type of material, consisting of amorphous and galseous metals, has found in-
creased applications. It is obtained by special thermal treatment of the basic high- » metal to suppress
the crystalline structure. Thin metal bands are then wound together with insulating layers to form rings
of appreciable diameters (50 cm and more). The result is a core with very high permeability that can be
used up to 5–10 MHz, with saturation limit in the kilogauss range, however with much higher losses than
ferrite cores.

Two big advantages can be gained in accelerating cavities with this material.� The obtainable cavity gradient is more than one order of magnitude higher than in ferrite cavities,
i.e. several hundred kV/m compared to about 10–20 kV/m, depending on frequency. This is a
decisive feature for applications where the space in the accelerator is limited. Also fixed-tuned
cavities for constant low frequency can be built to deliver high RF voltage with reasonably small
dimensions.� The cavity bandwidth is inherently very large. In addition the required tuning bias field is much
smaller than with ferrite cavities. The tuning system for frequency-agile cavities is therefore dras-
tically simplified. Due to the very large instantaneous bandwidth, the implementation of multi-
harmonic accelerating waveforms instead of pure sinusoids is possible with a single cavity. This
is an important factor for more sophisticated applications such as beam gymnastics using barrier
buckets. Last, but not least, the low cavity shunt impedance reduces the risk of instabilities due to
beam–cavity interaction.
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The price to pay is the much higher RF power requirement. Compared to ferrites, the rings have
better thermal conductivity combined with higher possible operating temperatures and reduced suscept-
ability to thermal gradients. The increased injected power is therefore more easily dissipated by a cooling
system.

10 MISCELLANEOUS TECHNOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

10.1 Availability of RF amplifier equipment
There are mainly three overlapping frequency ranges that determine the choice of RF power equipment
for the main line of accelerator applications.

Figure 7 resumes the situation. The figure dates from the 1970s, but it still reflects the basic
physical limitations.

Fig. 7: Approximate limits of different RF amplifiers. From Ref.[6].

10.1.1 Up to  300 MHz: Electron tube technology

This is the oldest technology, used almost exclusively for communications, TV etc. until the 1950s.
The amplification mechanism is based on the ideally powerless density modulation of an electron beam
through a control grid. The RF structure thus obtained converts DC power to useful RF power. Con-
tinuous power outputs up to about 1 MW, or peak powers of about 5 MW can be obtained from single
tubes.

At high frequencies, transit time effects appear that necessitate a reduction in the dimensions,
which in turn leads to a reduction in power handling capabilities. In addition, the control of the electron
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beam density can no longer be achieved without power losses. Parasitic capacitive coupling reduces
stability margins, forcing the use of such tubes in grounded grid configurations which additionally reduce
the obtainable gain.

Practical amplifications are 10–20 dB per stage, with DC /AC efficiencies at 40–80%.

A large fraction of tube manufacturers has gone out of business in the last ten years, including
the firm that originally created Fig. 7. This is a sign of the outmoded technology and a general trend in
telecommunications towards higher frequencies.

10.1.2  300 MHz to  10 GHz: Klystrons

Klystrons are the preferred power sources above about 300 MHz due to their large amplification and
high power capabilities. Contrary to ‘gridded’ electron tubes, the electron beam is initially modulated
in velocity (rather than density) by an RF cavity. The density structure ultimately required builds up
after a well-defined drift length, where the faster electrons meet and overtake the slower ones. Passive
RF cavities are situated at these spots to reinforce the velocity/density modulation. Each intermediate
passive cavity adds about 10 dB of gain. An output cavity finally collects the resulting RF component.
The required drift distances depend on the beam wavelength 6>8 , where 6 represents the relative velocity
of the electron beam and 8 the free-space RF wavelength. 6 is limited by the applicable beam acceler-
ating voltage (300–400 kV), hence the required klystron length is almost directly proportional to the RF
wavelength and the required gain. This sets a low-frequency limit for these devices.

The gain is usually 40–60 dB, the efficiency 40–65 %. The output power attains several megawatt
CW and tens of megawatts for short pulses. The output cavity and output ceramic window are the main
power limiting factors.

10.1.3 Above  10 GHz : Gyrotrons, two-beam accelerators

The Gyrotron principle is based on a tubular and gyrating electron beam. This allows for the use of
higher-order azimuthal modes in the output cavity to circumvent the limitations of the fundamental-
mode cavities used in klystrons. Gyrotrons are mainly used for plasma heating applications, e.g ECR
particle sources.

In the context of TeV linear accelerators the principle of a two-beam accelerator was proposed for
the Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) working at 30 GHz that is presently under study at CERN. The low-
intensity, high-energy electron beam used for physics is driven by a high-intensity, low-energy proton
beam running along the main structure in a separate beam pipe. Dedicated transfer structures extract the
30 GHz component from the tightly bunched drive beam and feed it to the accelerating structures. This
concept minimizes the number of active elements in in the tunnel. Ingenious schemes are used for the
compression and the time-wise distribution of the drive beam (see Ref. [7]).

10.1.4 Semiconductors for all frequencies

The rapid progress in semiconductor technology that started with the transistor has led to a large family
of devices that cover practically all frequencies from DC to the optical range. RF semiconductors, which
are inherently low-power devices due to their small dimensions, have nevertheless made large inroads in
the medium-and high-power range due to power-combining techniques. A single amplifier or generator
may be composed of dozens or hundreds of individual modules that may in turn consist of many basic
cells.

In view of the continuing progress in this field, it is impossible to state precise limits. The present
state of the art is represented by a multi-kilowatt pulsed amplifier at X-band (10 GHz).
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10.1.5 Two exotic active elements for the microwave range

There are active elements in widespread use in general microwave applications, but they are seldom
found in the accelerator world. Examples are the magnetron and the TWT. The former is mass produced
for microwave ovens and similar appliances, extremely cheap and powerful, but lacking the necessary
linearity and phase stability. The latter is a wideband device but this main advantage is of little importance
for high-energy accelerators where high Q structures of moderate passband are normally used.

10.1.6 An emerging technology: Laser acceleration

Beam acceleration by femtosecond laser beams of extremely high instantaneous power has been achieved
in recent years. Ultrahigh gradients over fractions of a millimetre have been demonstrated and “acceler-
ation gradients a million times larger” compared to classical means seem possible [8].

10.2 Radio-frequency interference (RFI), electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
The reduction of spurious emission from RF equipment was of minor concern in the past, since most RF
amplifiers on the market were intended to operate close to the transmitting antennas designed to radiate
the available power with maximum efficiency into the environment. Transmitter halls in accelerators
were known as electrically noisy places, where low-power equipment had to be adequately protected. In
other words, emphasis was put on reduction of equipment susceptability rather than reduction of emitted
fields. This situation has gradually evolved, and the meeting of applicable international regulations
limiting the maximally admissible field strength has become a serious issue.

Accelerators fall into the IMS (Industrial Medical Scientific) category. Inside closed areas the
interference level may be very high, up to the (medical hazard) limit of 1V/m or 120 db » V, provided that
mutual agreement between transmitter and receiver can be achieved and the limiting values outside the
closed area are met.

Emission to the outside world is regulated according to frequency bands and geographic location.
There are industrial frequency bands where higher than normal emissions are tolerated. Inversely there
are protected bands where special lower limits apply, e.g the different air traffic NAV bands (in particular
140–160 MHz ), the hydrogen window at 1542 MHz or GPS in the same L-band. However, the ever
changing technology, in particular the communications revolution, leads to varying regulations. As ex-
amples the 2.4 GHz band, formerly reserved for microwave ovens, is now widely used for Bluetooth and
WiFi. The 27 MHz band, formerly reserved for wireless home telephones, is now reserved for industrial
remote control.

As a general recommendation, the applicable RF interference regulations and possible local re-
strictions (e.g. in sensitive experimental areas) should be carefully identified and followed to avoid
retrofitting of already installed equipment.

10.3 Dimensional constraints
While RF structures can be scaled over a wide frequency range, there are nevertheless soft limits on
either side of the spectrum that determine the practical feasibility of a design.

10.3.1 Towards low frequencies

Towards low frequencies, the sheer size of the usual resonating structures becomes a limiting factor.
Beam lines in accelerators usually run at heights of 1–1.5 m, and this is at the same time the maximum
practical radius for a cavity. A pure pill-box type cavity of this radius resonates at 120.80 MHz. For
any lower frequency some capacitive or inductive loading becomes necessary. Inductive loading can
be achieved by the introduction of high- » material (ferrites of amorphous metal, see above), whereas
dimensional loading (coil) is excluded due to the necessity of transmitting the resonator voltage to the
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beam. Capacitive loading can be implemented by inclusion of materials of high dielectric constants such
as ceramics, but these materials risk being destroyed by a single voltage breakdown. The usual way is to
provide dimensional loading in the form of integrated capacitors, ranging from nose cones to large plates
(see Fig. 8 for an extreme example).

Fig. 8: Capacitively loaded high-power cavity for 500 kV gap voltage. From Ref. [9]

10.3.2 Towards high frequencies

Towards high frequencies, several phenomena come into play:� Mechanical tolerance: structural tolerances become generally more critical for smaller dimensions
of RF resonators at very high frequencies. In particular, careful alignment of the whole structure
with reference to a nominal beam axis is mandatory to avoid the excitation of transverse deflecting
modes. The ”kick factor” È �%É which characterizes this potentially lethal effect, scales as

� + for a
given ratio of aperture a to wavelength 8 . Even if its impact is counteracted by larger aperture and
other means, the required prealignment tolerances decrease with frequency. Figure 9 gives an idea
of the tolerances required by different machines.� Required surface finish: the well-known skin effect limits the penetration depth of RF fields into
matter. At 10 GHz the skin depth in copper is  ¨ &§Ê ¯ » m, i.e. of the order of optical wavelengths,
and this scales as

� ������ . If the surface roughness is of the same order as the skin depth, the effective
path length for RF currents along the surface is increased and so are the losses. Mirror-like surface
finish is therefore required for cavities working above the cm-wavelength range.� Pumping performance: the molecular conductance E¸ËLÌ per unit length of vacuum ducts of diam-
eter ª scales as

EÍËLÌ � ª + &
Providing adequate vacuum quality becomes increasingly difficult with the smaller beam pipe
diameters at very high frequencies.

11 MACHINE ENVIRONMENT: IMPACT OF PHYSICS REQUIREMENTS,
NUMEROLOGY AND BUNCH TRANSFER SCHEMES

The determining factors for the choice of an RF frequency stem from the requirements of the physics
experiments, together with the characteristics of existing machines in an accelerator chain that must be
preserved.
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Fig. 9: Aperture and alignment tolerances in different machines

The influence of these parameters is best illustrated by the improvement programme of the PS and
SPS synchrotrons at CERN for the LHC project [10]. The range of possible bunch spacings is primarily
determined by luminosity requirements. This favours the concentration of the total number of available
particles in a small number of bunches, leading to large bunch spacing. The characteristics of the particle
detectors have also to be considered; their maximum data rate and dead time lead to another set of
constraints. Within the basic acceptable range, a multiple of 5 ns must be taken to preserve the 200 MHz
system of the SPS (5 ns bunch spacing). The value of

¯�{´¯oI(J�¯
ns has finally been chosen.

Where to create the 40-MHz bunches that correspond to the 25 ns bunch spacing? In this case,
it was decided to include 40 MHz and 80 MHz systems in the PS. The numerology, i.e. the ratio of
the respective diameters of the three machines involved, allowed the approach of batch transfer of a
number of bunches of the right spacing from in a single shot. The injection/ejection kicker rise times
in the different machines determine the kicker gaps, i.e. the number of lost or missing bunches. In
addition, the position of these missing bunches in the resulting bunch train has to obey certain criteria to
avoid instabilities due to transient beam loading (Pacman effect). Under less favorable conditions, single
bunch transfer may become necessary.

The luminosity requirements of the LHC demand a higher intensity than the four booster rings
can provide in a single cycle. The PS can accept a total of eight high-intensity booster bunches (albeit at
higher injection energy) and the most attractive solution was a two-batch filling scheme, whereby each
batch of four bunches occupies one-half of the PS circumference. This scheme requires operating the
Booster synchrotron at harmonic number � I M

rather than at � I ¯
. Consequently the basic RF

system was redesigned to work at one-fifth of the previous frequency.

12 CONCLUSION

Considerations of beam dynamics and accelerator physics are the key factors for the choice of RF fre-
quency in accelerators. Questions arising from RF technology are secondary considerations. As a soft
general statement it can be said that innovations in RF technology and the quest for higher beam energy
push towards higher frequencies, whereas beam dynamics considerations tend to favour lower frequen-
cies.
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H-TYPE LINAC STRUCTURES

U. Ratzinger*

GSI Darmstadt, Darmstadt, Germany

Abstract
H-type cavities have been successfully developed over the last 25 years to
serve for a large variety of applications in the field of ion acceleration. Radio
Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) and Drift Tube Linac (DTL) versions were
designed in the H11- as well as in the H21-mode. The Interdigital H-type (IH)
drift tube structure (H11(0)-mode) is efficient for an energy range from 100
keV/u to 30 MeV/u, especially when combined with KONUS beam dynam-
ics. In overall power consumption the IH-DTL can compete with existing
superconducting linacs up to beam energies of around 2 MeV/u. Addition-
ally, effective voltage gains as high as 10.7 MV/m were demonstrated in
pulsed operation. The GSI High Current Linac has reached new marks for
drift tube structures with (A/q)max  60 and Imax/emA = 0.25·A/q. The effec-
tive voltage gain of that 36 MHz, 80 MV IH-linac is 4.2 MV/m. The IH-
RFQ (H110-mode) is well suited for heavy-ion beams with A/q  10, and the
four-vane RFQ is very well established for proton and light-ion acceleration.
At beam energies between 5 MeV/u and 150 MeV/u the Cross Bar H-Type
(CH) drift tube structure (H210-mode) also shows great potential for room
temperature and for superconducting designs.

1. INTRODUCTION

H-type cavities are characterized by the direction of the RF magnetic field, which is parallel and anti-
parallel with respect to the beam axis. Closed field loops are provided by connecting field lines with
opposite orientation at the cavity ends.

At present RFQ and DTL versions exist for the H110-mode as well as for the H210-mode (Fig. 1).
The Interdigital H-type drift tube structure (IH, H110-mode) was mentioned as an attractive solution for
proton acceleration up to 30 MeV at the 1956 CERN Symposium by J.P. Blewett [1]. Several groups
have studied the capabilities of this structure [2–5] and important improvements and innovations were
achieved during the design phase of many H-linac projects [6–12], including the RFQ developments at
the very beginning. H-type cavities are characterized by a high capacitive load contribution of the
accelerating electrodes that provide the longitudinal electric field components for beam acceleration.
To minimize the electric capacitance of H-DTLs, KONUS beam dynamics was developed [11–14].
These allow the design of lens-free multigap sections transversally matched by quadrupole triplet
lenses.

This article will describe a simple analytical approach suited to estimate the RF field distribu-
tion and the main geometrical and RF parameters of H-cavities. Necessary input parameters result
from beam simulations using codes like PARMTEQ for RFQs and LORASR for H-DTLs. These
codes allow the design of the accelerating electrodes that dominate the capacitive load of the cavities.
Fairly exact cavity designs for an IH-RFQ [15] as well as complex IH-DTL cavities resulted from RF
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field calculations with MAFIA [16, 17]. In the latter case additional investigations of RF models were
very helpful. Several aspects and details of IH-RFQs and of IH- and CH-DTLs are discussed.

Fig. 1: H-type structure family

2. ANALYTICAL APPROACH TOWARDS H-TYPE CAVITIES

As E-modes by definition provide a dominant E-field component parallel to the beam axis, most ac-
celerator cavities are related to that mode family. At beam velocities 0.5, however, H-mode cavi-
ties as shown in Fig. 1 provide excellent capabilities for ion acceleration. In RFQs the transverse elec-
tric quadrupole field components dominate, therefore the choice of H-modes is natural. For H-DTLs a
number of developments were necessary to reach the present state of the art in terms of efficiency, ion
current, beam quality, and reliability. Some effort is necessary to compute the characteristic parame-
ters of H-structures. For the IH-DTL [18, 19] as well as for the four-vane RFQ [20] lumped circuit-
based models were derived beforehand.

In this Section, a simplified model of the electromagnetic field distribution in H-cavities is de-
scribed [14]. This allows the deduction of formulas for the estimation of all geometric and RF pa-
rameters. Optimization concepts can be deduced from these equations. Final cavity layouts, however,
should be based on RF model measurements and on numerical field calculations with three-
dimensional codes like MAFIA.

2.1 Field distribution

H-type accelerator structures are characterized by a very high capacitive load when compared with the
corresponding mode in an empty cylindrical cavity. For example, the 202 MHz cavity shown in Fig. 2
has an averaged cavity diameter of 335 mm and length of 1.42 m. The H1,1,1-mode of the correspond-
ing empty cylinder has a resonance frequency of 535.3 MHz! The situation is quite different for Alva-
rez cavities (E010-mode), where the resonance frequency of the empty cylinder is only reduced by
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5–10% when inserting the drift tube structure. The frequency in H-type RFQs is degraded by factors
of five (four-vane RFQ) to six (IH-RFQ) when inserting the structure.

A

A

Cut A - A E B

B

30
0

IH - Cavity, H , 202 MHz11(0)

Fig. 2: Top: view of the 202 MHz drift tube structure of the CERN Pb25+ IH-DTL, tank 2. Bottom: a cross sec-
tional view of this cavity as well as the electric and magnetic field distributions at characteristic regions.

This strong influence of the accelerating structure leads to a very different RF field distribution
than the corresponding waveguide modes. The distribution can be characterized in good approxima-
tion in the following way:

– The cylindrical outer wall (r = R2) stays on ground potential; E (r = R2)  0; the electric field is
concentrated at the accelerating electrodes. Between R1 und R2 (Fig. 3) exists only an electric field
component E (r), with the boundary condition

E (R2) = 0 .  (1)

– When integrating along E (see Fig. 3), the induction law leads to the equation

  

E (r) r d =
d

dt
1

2 r 
B d

r 
A 

A

;  (2)

where A  denotes the segment from r  to 2R .
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– The magnetic flux density Bz shows a very homogeneous distribution throughout the cavity cross
sectional area between R1 and R2 (compare the MAFIA result shown in Fig. 4 for half the cross
sectional area of a 36 MHz IH-DTL [12]):

., constBB zoo    for   21 RrR  .  (3)

While in empty cylindrical cavities the zero modes Hmn0 are non-existent [21], they can be real-
ized for the H-structure family discussed here by appropriate shaping of the geometry at the cavity
ends (see Fig. 2 and Section 3.1.1).

R

ϕ1

ϕ
2

Beam
Axis

TR

2R

ZB

ϕE1R

Fig. 3: Approximation of an IH-type structure one-chamber cross section by R1, R2, 1, 2, and field orientation

Fig. 4: Magnetic field distribution within one chamber of the 36 MHz IH-DTL, tank 2 of the GSI High Current
Linac. The z-coordinate corrresponds to the stem mirror plane of a drift tube connected to the right hand girder.

The peak is related to the closed field lines around the stem with conical shape.
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Fig. 5: Equivalent circuits connecting the capacitive and inductive load of one chamber with the corresponding
parameters of the whole cavity ( H110- and H210-modes)

The main features of Hmn0-type linac cavities can now be deduced by investigating the RF field
distribution within a slice of the cavity that has unit length. Taking symmetry into account, only half
the cross sectional area for H11-modes and a quarter cross sectional area for H21-modes needs to be
considered. The resulting parameters can be related to the complete cavity using the simple lumped
circuit schemes shown in Fig. 5.

We first divide the tank chamber into two parts. The segment with < R1 is treated separately at
the end of the process and refers to the accelerating electrodes and (partially) to the stems. The seg-
ment with R1  r  R2 and 1 2 is an approximation to the real geometry (see Fig. 4).

We next calculate E (r). The RF field components are described by

E (r,t) = E0(r) e
i t ; Bz(t) = B0 e

i
2

+ t
 

 
 

 

 
 

. (4)

Eq. (2) with

=

2 2

1

11)(),(

R

r

z ddrrtBtr  (5a)

results in ˙  (r,t) = i Bz (t) (R2
2 r2) ( 2 1) /2 . (5b)

The corresponding voltage is given by the integral

Ui(r) = ˙  (r,t) = E0(r)
1

2

r d .  (6)

Equating gives the result

;2/)()()()( 12
22

20120 = rRBerrEe
titi  (7)

E0(r) =
B0(R2

2 r2)

2 r
.  (8)
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We next calculate the stored magnetic field energy per chamber unit length,

 W m =
B0
2

2μ0
r dr d =

B0
2

4μ01

2
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R2
2 R1

2( ) 2 1( ) ;  (9)

and for the electric field
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While the magnetic field energy within r < R1 can be neglected for the moment, the electric
contribution is estimated by assuming a constant field strength )( 100 REE =  for this volume. Co m-
parisons with MAFIA simulations have shown that this method produces good results as soon as the
accelerating structure is included, but that it underestimates the corresponding field contribution when
no electrodes are mounted.

Fig. 6: IH-RFQ: (a) equivalent chamber geometry; (b) the first two of the ten modules from the 9.4 m GSI
IH-RFQ, and illustration of the electrodes and carrier rings.

To gain more flexibility in approximating a given cavity geometry, the area within r < R1 is
matched by introducing a factor F (see Fig. 6).

Aa = F
R1
2

2 2 1( ) .  (11)
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For the electric field energy, neglecting 4

1R -terms, this finally gives
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We can now estimate the resonant frequency of the cavity when the part with r < R1 is omitted.
The balance of field energies now leads to the resonance frequency by equating Eqs. (9) and (12):

T = 2c
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.  (13)

It should be noted that T does not depend on ( 2 – 1). By reducing ( 2 – 1) the inductivity is
decreased in the same way as the capacitance is increased. The capacitive load per unit length fulfils
the equation

;
2

1 2
0UCWel =   with  Uo = Eo(R1) R1 2 1( ) .  (14)

With Eq. (12) this results in
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Including the resonance condition 12 )(= CL , one gets from Eqs. (13) and (15)

( )( )
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12
2
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2
2μ

=
RR

L o   (16)

Now follows the calculation of the complete cavity parameters by including the real installa-
tions around the beam axis (equivalent magnitudes for the capacitive and inductive load within R1 are
determined). This step has to be done separately for every type of accelerating structure.

The capacitance of so-called mini-vane quadrupoles (Fig. 7) can be estimated by the semi-em-
pirical formula [22]

414.0/
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+
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Q
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++
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h
(17)

In the case of the IH-RFQ, the stem structure leads to an additional capacitive load (see Section 2.1.2).
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Fig. 7: Illustration of the main parameters defining a mini-vane array

For drift tube structures with diameter ratios a / i > 1.5 a semi-empirical formula for calculating the
capacitive load is given by Ref. [23]. As H-type DTLs profit significantly from minimizing a, the
recommended range is a / i 1.4 for that geometry—including the dipole field correction in the
case of IH-structures (Section 3.4)—and the following concept is useful:

The capacitance of a massive cylinder with radius ra and length de, shielded by two parallel, conduct-

ing planes with distance ge/2 is given in good approximation [24] by

C
2 o ra

2

ge
2 +

4 ge
ra

ln 2 + Fd (x)( )
 

 
 

 

 
 ,  (18)

where Fd is defined by Eq. (19a).

When the shielding planes are positioned in the gap centres, the mirror images produce the
neighbouring cell (Fig. 8). The gap voltage is twice the voltage between tube and shielding plane,
therefore the capacitance of two /2-cells with  = 2 (g + d) corresponds to C*/2.

Fig. 8: IH-type drift tube structure and equivalent geometry to calculate capacitive load
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The capacitive load per unit length of the drift tube structure results in
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with Fd (x) = (1+ x)ln (1+ x) x ln x ; x =
de
2ge

. (19a)

The following examples will demonstrate the application of this formalism to realized H-cavities.

2.1.1  Four-vane RFQ (H210)

The modulated vane tips are treated by Eq. (17), see also Fig. 9 for an image of the RFQ. To reduce
the stray field contribution h = 0 is used. As the total capacitance for r < R1 is included in this geome-
try one has additionally to insert F = 0. The cavity parameters are then given by

;44 QVane CCC +=  (20)
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Good results were obtained when comparing to realized structures with the parameter choice

)(2 01 RR + .  (23)

d

INS four - vane RFQ ; f = 100 MHz

R2

R1

R = 280T

1

Fig. 9: Equivalent chamber geometry of a four-vane RFQ
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2.1.2  IH-RFQ (H110)

The mini-vane capacitance is described by Eq. (17). Additionally, the stem structure has to be in-
cluded. The capacitance CD between neighboured stems can be estimated by Eq. (19). The contribution
CQD between the vane carrier ring and the oppositely charged pair of mini vanes can be deduced by
treating each array ring-electrode as a segment of a cylindrical capacitor. Ultimately one gets

;2 QDDQIHQ CCCCC +++= (24)

=
2

1
2

2

2
2

2 RR

RL
LIHQ  ; and (25)

  ;
2

2
2/1

2
2

2
1

2
2

2/1

+++
=

R

RR

CCCC

C

QDDQ

TIHQ (26)

Fig. 6 shows the geometry approximation corresponding to the GSI 36 MHz IH-RFQ [25], as
well as a three-dimensional view of two of the ten cavity modules. The individual contributions to the
capacitive load of that tank are estimated to be

./9.22;/2.43;/5.108;/84.112 mpFCmpFCmpFCmpFC QDDQ ====

2.1.3  IH-DTL (H110)

� � � � �� � � � �� � � � �� � � � �

� � � � �� � � � �� � � � �� � � � � R2

R1

RT
_

CERN IH 2

~

S

ϕ1

ϕ2

Fig. 10: Equivalent chamber geometry for an IH-DTL

The capacitive load of the drift tubes is estimated by Eq. (19) and the choice of a ‘typical’ cell geome-
try for the investigated cavity. The results for the IH-DTL are

.2 DIHD CCC +=  (27)

The capacitance ratios for cavities with slim drift tubes are in the range
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;0.22/6.0 << CCD  (27a)
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Figure 10 shows an example of a choice of equivalent chamber segment, and Table 1 summarizes
parameters for a number of realized cavities.

Table 1: Cavity parameters and measured quantities Z0,  R p0,Q , with resulting loss factors 2c for constructed
cavities

Machine

H-Type

GSI-HLI

IH-DTL

CERN-LINAC 3

IH-DTL, Tank 2

GSI-HSI

IH, DTL, Tank 2

GSI-HSI

IH-RFQ

INS-Tokyo

four-vane RFQ

MHzf 108.4 202.06 36.1 36.1 100

mmR2
367 172.5 1017 345 277.4

mmR1
60 47.5 120 70 14.6

mmR0
5.8 4.1

mm 4.9 4.1

mmS 130 90 280 140

mmra
16.9 20.2 44

mma
24 29 56

mmi
18 22 46

mm 1.5 1.5 5.0

0.045 0.072 0.049 0.0128 0.0137

mMZ /0
650 278 390

mkRp0
620 225

Q 20000 12550 39000 13000 11000

SN 26 14 26.5

j

jLN ,
5 0 3

LF 0.67 1 0.8

1c 1 1 1 1.13

2c 1.47 1.66 1.47 1.31 1.51
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2.1.4  CH-DTL

This structure has so far been investigated by MAFIA simulations [26]. Investigations of RF models
and prototype cavities are planned in a next step. The corresponding equations for this structure are:

;4 DCHD CCC +=  (30)

;
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2

2
2

=
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LCHD and (31)
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1/ 2

. (32)

2.2 Acceleration efficiency

The efficiency of drift tube structures is characterized by the resulting effective voltage gain, while the
main criterion for RFQs is the achieved vane voltage. As the corresponding parameters are not inter-
preted in the same way everywhere the used definitions are given by Eqs. (33)–(35) for DTLs and by
Eq. (36) for RFQs.

Shunt impedance:

2

0

,

0

)(

lP

dzzE

Z

l

zo

= ; (33)

transit time factor:

;

)(

)(cos)(

0

,

0

,

=
l

zo

l

zo

dzzE

dzztzE

T  (34)

effective shunt impedance:

;2
0 TZZeff =  and (35)

specific shunt resistance

.
2
0

0
P

lU
Rp = (36)

The term 0U  denotes the gap voltage and vane voltage amplitude, respectively, while P denotes the
RF wall losses. The dimension of 0Z  and effZ  is /m, and pR  has the dimension m.

The numerical calculation of RF wall losses for complex geometrical structures is not trivial. In
addition, contact losses at RF joints and the inclusion of locally enhanced surface current densities
along corners etc. are difficult to include. In practice, good results have been obtained by applying the
following concept:
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– take the parameters from a known cavity of the same type as the one to be calculated;

– derive the equivalent geometrical parameters R2, R1, 2, 1 for both cavities;

– the ratio of shunt impedances between both cavities can then be calculated by using Eq. (50) for
DTLs and Eq. (55) for RFQs.

These equations are now derived following in part the concepts of Refs. [5] and [6]. The trans-
versally directed surface current is related to the magnetic field by

.
1

0 o

o

o BHI ==
μ

 (37)

The current path length in the corresponding cavity sector is given by

dI = R2 ( 2 1 + 2c1) .  (38)

The losses within the region r < R1 are estimated by assuming a homogeneous surface current density
from 0=r  to 1Rr =  along virtual surfaces that close the sector under consideration. The
value 1c allows us to regard effective path extensions for ‘long’ drift tubes and for mini-vanes,
and 1c covers the range

2.11 1c  . (39)

The ohmic resistance of a sector length dz is then given by

dR =
R2( 2 1 + 2 c1) c2

dz
 ,  (40)

with skin depth
2/1

2

1
= μo  , (41)

and a loss coefficient of ;2 gc ccc =  (42)

where cc stands for a reduction in conductivity caused by surface quality, tank flanges and RF joints;
and gc allows us to include the additional losses caused by the cavity ends, especially by the girder
and vane undercuts, with their high current densities.

The power losses within a cavity sector amount to

( ) ;
2

1 2
0 dRdzIdPs =  (43)

and with Eqs. (37) and (40)

( ) .
2

2
2

1
2/1

2
22112 dzHRccdP o

os +=
μ

 (44)

The corresponding losses within the complete cavity cross section are given by

sm dPNdP =  (45)

with Nm = 2 for H11-cavities and Nm = 4 for H21-cavities.
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The voltage amplitude is estimated using Eq. (6) with r  0

2
2

2

1
RHU ooo μ= ( )12  .  (46)

Now the shunt impedance and the pR value, respectively, can be deduced for all H-type structures
discussed here.

2.2.1  Drift tube structures

From Eq. (33) one gets for NG gaps with gap voltage amplitude 0U  along cavity length l

Z0 =
NG

2 Uo
2

P l
.  (47)

The distance between gap centres corresponds to /2. In non-relativistic approximation one can cal-
culate a velocity parameter , which is valid for the cavity centre, from given values i and f at the
cavity ends, by the formula

 =
i
3

+ f
3

2

 

 

 

 

 

 

1/ 3

.  (48)

It is assumed that the drift tube structure covers the whole cavity length: the number of gaps within l
is estimated by

NG

2 l

 
=

l

 c
;  (49)

Finally, using Eqs. (45)–(49) the shunt impedance results in

( )

( ) 2
2112
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2/72
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3
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2/12/3

0
22

μ

ccNc

R
Z

m

o

+
.  (50)

At a typical operating temperature of 30°C with Cu  ~ mS /1056 6  one gets

Z0,Cu /m 8.4 10 24 R2
3 ( 2 1)

2 7 / 2

Nm ( 2 1 + 2c1) c2  
2 ;  (51)

We can now calculate 0Z  exclusively from geometric cavity parameters by including Eqs. (13) and
(29) with 2=mN , and Eq. (32) with can be used to calculate .

The quality factor of the cavity can be calculated using the definitions

P =
W

Q
; P =

NG
2 U0

2

Z0 l
; and W =

1

2
Ct
' l U0

2 ;

and inserting Eq. (49). The result is

2

22
0

2
cZC

Q t   .  (52)
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Table 1 (above) shows all relevant parameters for realized structures. By comparing the measured
values one gets the following range for the loss coefficient 2c .

7.13.1 2c  . (53)

Typical transit time values, Eq. (34), are within the range 0.8–0.84 for an averaged gap/period to
length ratio of 0.5. This results in effective shunt impedances

0.64 Z0 Zeff 0.70 Z0 .  (54)

Acceleration efficiencies of operated IH-structures, including the synchronous RF phase angle s from
the beam dynamics design, are plotted in Fig. 11.

RF Power Efficiency
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Fig. 11: RF power economy of multicell structures. The advantage of H-type cavities, especially at low beam
velocities, is evident. Linacs no. (3) and (4) do not include focusing elements inside the cavities; no. (6) uses

conventional beam dynamics ( s = -30°) with quadrupoles in every second drift tube ( a = 100 mm). The 700
MHz CCDTL and BCDTL structures were recently proposed at Los Alamos [27].

2.2.2  RFQ structures

Starting from Eq. (36), poR  is given by

( )

( ) 2112

2/32
12

3
2

2/12/3

0
22 ccN

R
R

m

o
p

+
=

μ
,  (55)

when inserting Eqs. (44)–(46). Again, using Cu ~ mS /1056 6  at a typical operating temperature of
30°C, one gets
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The geometric parameters of the cavity are sufficient to calculate poR  by obtaining  from Eqs. (13)
and (26) with 2=mN  and Eq. (22) with 4=mN , respectively.

The quality factor for RFQs results in

Q =
 C t  R p0
2

.  (57)

The parameters of two RFQs that have been constructed are contained in Table 1 (above).

3. DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR H-CAVITIES

Section 2 explained why a capacitive load reduction of the accelerating structure is especially effective
in H-type linacs. This fact has provoked the development of several structure-specific solutions. The
examples given here relate to the IH-DTL, but—with the exception of Section 3.4—the concepts can
be applied to other H-structures as well.

One main step in the design of efficient H-type DTLs is the application of KONUS beam dy-
namics to create long, quadrupole-free drift tube sections with small outer drift tube diameters
[11–14]. Additionally, a number of specific technical solutions have been developed and are described
below.

3.1 Adjustment of the voltage distribution along the cavity

Two powerful concepts are now described that allow the tuning of the cavity with only modest techni-
cal effort.

3.1.1  Undercuts

This geometry at the cavity ends (compare Figs. 2 and 12) is most suited to creating the zero mode.
The short circuit action of the end walls with respect to H-modes is suppressed by the geometry if the
undercuts are large enough.

A lumped circuit equivalent is shown in Fig. 12(a). The centre part of the cavity is represented
by CM and LM, and the corresponding quantities of one cavity end are denoted by CE and LE, and de-
pend on the undercut size. The magnetic field that penetrates the undercuts was measured for a 52-cell
IH-DTL in dependence on the window depth LI (using metallic and dielectric beads [28]).

Figure12(b) shows the conditions for LI = 60 mm (zero mode) as well as for smaller and larger
window sizes. Figure 12(c) plots the magnetic field strength distribution along three paths marked in
Fig.12(a) at a fixed window depth.

Figure 13 demonstrates the influence of the undercut depths LI at the left-hand cavity end on the
gap voltage distribution of a 52-cell structure. It becomes obvious that, besides the zero mode, ramped
gap voltage distributions can be also be created by this tuning method.

A disadvantage, however, is that considerable RF power is lost with large undercuts because of
the high local magnetic surface fields. Therefore many DTL designs prefer to keep the windows below
‘zero mode size’ and to add a second technique for tuning the voltage distribution (described below).
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Fig. 13: Variation of the gap voltage distribution along a 52-cell IH-type cavity when changing the
undercut depth LI (see Fig. 12(a)) at the left-hand cavity end. The distributions are normalized at an

identical field level in the final gap.

3.1.2  Capacitive load distribution along the drift tube structure

Local gap voltage changes in the range ±20% can be achieved by varying the drift tube geometry
along the resonator. The options for this are:

– variation of the gap-to-periodic length ratio;

– variation of the drift tube diameters.

As a consequence one gets a modulation of the capacitive load. To understand the influence on the
voltage distribution we start with a zero mode cavity.

Local increase of the drift tube capacitance between z1 and z2, with clzz =12  from the initial
value C  to ( )cC +1 , results in a change of the cavity frequency

f = i 1 c lc
2 lR

 

 
 

 

 
 . (58)

The parameters: charge density, voltage amplitude and surface current, are related by

)()()( 00 zUzCzQ = , (59)

)()()( 00 zUzCzI =  ,  and (60)

.)()(0 zILzU o= (61)

If one still assumes a constant voltage distribution, the corresponding surface current results in

;
2

1)()( ,0,0 =

R

cc
if

l

l
zIzI   for  1zz  and z z2 ; (62)
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1)()( ,0,0 c

R
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l
zIzI +=   for  .21 zzz <<  (63)

This current distribution leads, with Eq. (61), to a voltage increase within 
c

l :

if UzU ,0,0 )( =   for  1zz  and 2zz , (64)

( );1)( ,0,0 cif UzU +=   for  21 zzz <<  ,  (65)

leading to a further current increase in this region, etc.

This simple model explains why the voltage can be increased locally by an increase in the cor-
responding capacitive load. It can not explain the mechanism quantitatively.

In reality not only transverse, but also longitudinal components of the electric surface currents are
induced, as indicated by Fig. 14, which shows that distortions of the capacitive load along a cavity
tuned to the H110-mode induce admixtures of 

l11H -modes. The most frequently used tuning steps are
shown in Fig. 15. Besides the zero-mode needed for RFQs, there is a range of gap voltage distributions
indicated in Fig. 15(a), which is used for DTLs in practice. An example of an 

l11H  dispersion curve is
plotted in Fig. 16.

Fig. 14: Electric currents and magnetic field lines induced by increasing the drift tube capacitance locally.
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Fig. 15: Top: range of typical voltage distributions along multicell IH-type structures; bottom: superpositioning
of H11l-modes, induced by local variations of the capacitive load.
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Fig. 16: Measured dispersion diagram for H11l-modes of a cavity with /l = 0.2, containing 53 gaps and
three triplet lenses.
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3.2 Cavity internal lenses

At the DTL front end the voltage amplitude and the corresponding gap number within one KONUS
period is relatively small, according to beam dynamics rules. In many cases the resulting geometries
correspond to cavity length-to-diameter ratios considerably below 1.0. Such short cavities can be re-
alized. However, the housing of two or more short KONUS periods within one cavity has the follow-
ing advantages:

– The number of RF amplifier chains required is reduced and the linac cavities can be designed for
one RF power class by assigning the corresponding number of KONUS sections to each cavity.

– There is a reduction in low-level RF equipment.

– Simplification of the accelerator structure; short H-cavities are not trivial with respect to RF and
mechanical design aspects;

- intertank sections need some care during design and construction as well as during installa-
tion and alignment; and

- the costs of vacuum equipment for short tanks are higher.

Compared with the advantages mentioned above, the extra efforts involved in housing quad-
rupole triplets within a cavity are not significant.

Remark: Only if continuous flexibility of the beam energy is needed must one use short cavities. One
example of achieving continuous energy variability above 150 keV/u and applying the
KONUS beam dynamics is described in Ref. [16].

We now describe two proven concepts for the integration of quadrupole triplets into IH-cavities.

3.2.1  RF-grounded lens housing

At cavity diameters below 1 m and corresponding RF frequencies above 75 MHz, it is desirable to
connect the voluminous lens housing to RF ground potential. This allows a match with the capacitive
load of the neighbouring drift tube structures. The concept was developed and realized for the 108
MHz High Charge State Injector at GSI [11]. Figure 17 shows the drift tube structure of that cavity as
well as a cross sectional cut along the circular stem of one lens, including the adjusting device. The
triplet housings are water cooled. The stems are connected to the cavity end by bellows, and the ad-
justing devices are screwed to the robust main frame. This concept is attractive for cavities with high
duty cycle operation, while at low duty cycle the lenses can be connected directly to the cavity without
any risk of mechanical displacements during operation.

As the mechanical tolerances of quadrupole lenses are typically ± 0.1 mm, the lens stems should
be oriented vertically and point towards the bottom. At the same time the lens is connected to RF
ground potential when the accelerating structure is mounted in the horizontal plane (Fig. 17). Match-
ing with the drift tube structure is achieved by the following:

– the distances between girder and lens housing (the left- and right-hand gaps act as series capaci-
tance) cause a capacitive load close to that along the adjacent drift tube structures;

– the two neighbouring drift tubes are at opposite RF potential; RF currents along the lens housing
are driven by that array, while the lens stem is transporting no net current if the gap capacities on
both sides are equal.

The total length of the j ’th lens housing is roughly given by

LL, j NL , j j g j .  (66)
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The reduction factor of shunt impedance by installing j triplet lenses in a cavity, Eq. (50), is given by

FL = 1
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1

.  (67)

The notation is explained in Appendix A. At moderate tank sizes (   1 m, l  4 m) a well-proven
technique is to divide the tank into an upper and a lower shell, plus the centre frame containing the
girders as well as the drift tube structure (Fig. 17). Metal sealings are used throughout for all joints
(silver, copper, aluminium).

Fig. 17: View of the 108 MHz IH-cavity of the GSI High Charge State Injector containing two quadrupole trip-
lets. Cut A-A shows that the stem causes RF grounding of the corresponding lens housing.
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3.2.2  Lens housing on RF potential

In the case of large cavity diameters it is preferable to install all accelerating and focusing elements in
the vertical plane to achieve sufficient mechanical stability. Moreover, when mounting all lenses of a
cavity on top of the bottom girder this girder acts like an optical bench. A flat distribution of the ca-
pacitive and inductive load is achieved by creating deep recesses in the top girder and by elongating
the lens supports close to the lens ends (Fig. 18). The length of a lens housing j  is now roughly given
by

LL, j = NL , j + 1
2( ) j g j  ,  (68)

and the shunt impedance when compared to Eq. (50) is reduced by the factor
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Fig. 18: First module of the 36 MHz High Current IH-DTL, containing one quadrupole triplet mounted on the
bottom girder. The pronounced top girder recess is necessary to match the capacitive load.

It should be noted that the length of focusing elements is also an issue if they are mounted out-
side the cavity. But then the shunt impedance is not affected when the definition as given by Eq. (33)
is used.

Each of the two GSI 36 MHz IH-cavities consists of four cylindrical modules, which are bolted
together and sealed by aluminum wires. This design is recommended for large tanks.
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Remark: The need to integrate lenses into CH-type structures is of less importance as this structure
is more often used at higher beam energies. Nonetheless, it is assumed that the concepts
described above are applicable to CH-structures as well.

3.3 Electric dipole compensation of the gap fields

IH-type DTLs contain a remaining contribution from the transverse electric field orientation—from
stem to stem across each gap. The dipole orientation is inverted from gap to gap and causes either a
parallel displacement of the beam or an oscillation around the beam axis (if the beam is injected at an
angle relative to the beam axis, or if the voltage of the first and last gap equals just half the voltage of
the intermediate gaps).

In non-relativistic approximation the parallel displacement of an axially injected beam after pas-
sage of two gaps and of two drift tubes is given by

;2 dg YYY +=  with  (70)
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Fig. 19: Drift tube geometry for IH-type structures, reducing the electric dipole content and symmetrizing the
field around the beam axis
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Fig. 20: Angle  0 between electric field and beam axis at the gap centre as a function of g/Lp and of the bulge
geometry. The plot is valid for the case a / Lp = 0.48, a / i = 1.4 [29].

Compensation of the dipole component at the low energy end of each linac section correspond-
ing to the same resonance frequency was achieved by developing the drift tube geometry illustrated by
Fig. 19. Only at these low energy regions can the conditions

5.0;6.0 PaP
LLg  (73)

be fulfilled fairly well. Figure 20 shows the 0-dependance on the parameters g/Lp and . For the other
parts the remaining steering effects have to be investigated, and sufficient steering power within the
intertank sections has to be ensured.

A second advantage of the proposed drift tube geometry (Fig. 19) is the improved axial gap
field symmetry: the pronounced field maxima within the aperture are shifted radially outwards by the
bulges.

3.4 Voltage gain per unit length

The effective voltage gain of an IH-DTL with slim drift tubes as described above is surprisingly high.
At the 202 MHz tank 2 of CERN Linac 3 (Fig. 2), an effective voltage gain of up to 10.7 MV/m be-
tween end flanges was achieved for 500 μs pulse length and 0.83 Hz repetition rate [30]. Only a few
days were available to perform these tests, with voltage levels of up to a factor of 1.82 above the
regular operating value (Fig. 21). At the maximum level, about 14% of the RF forward power was
absorbed by dark currents. With 1300 kW forward power, 16.5 MV in effective voltage gain were
achieved within a total tank length of 1.54 m. Voltage gains of up to around 9 MV/m in the dark cur-
rent contribution remain in the 1% region. Figure 22 shows MAFIA results for the gap with maximum
surface fields. Reasons for the high sparking resistance of the structure when compared, for example,
with an Alvarez cavity are assumed to be explained by:

– multipacting at low power levels only (typically in the P ~ 100 W region);

– no high field regions with homogeneous electric field distribution (slim tubes); and

– low stored field energy (modest damages from sparking).

High voltage gains per metre are useful for KONUS structures as they provide sufficient longitudinal
focusing power.
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Fig. 21: Gap voltage distribution and on-axis field distribution along the 202 MHz CERN Pb-Linac, tank IH2
(see Fig. 2) at maximum amplitude.
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CERN Pb-LINAC, IH2, Gap No. 9, MAFIA Field Calculation

Vo = 830 kV; Mesh sizes in z-direction: 3mm; in x,y-direction: 0.6mm.

Position/ Surface Field:

Edge radii:

Real geometry: = 1.5mm.

Calculation: = 0.
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Fig. 22: Calculated electric field distribution at gap no. 9 for the case illustrated in Fig. 21.
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4. POTENTIAL OF THE CH-DTL

Analytical estimations and investigations with MAFIA have shown that drift tube structures up to
0.5 become accessible with the CH-DTL mode. Operating frequencies can be as high as 700 MHz.

A parallel, two-directional investigation is envisaged:

– the development of room temperature prototype cavities; and

– the design and construction of a superconducting prototype cavity [31].

Preliminary beam dynamics investigations with LORASR [32] show that this structure is espe-
cially attractive for p and light-ion acceleration including high (100 mA) beam currents. It can be used
from the RFQ exit (typically 5–7 MeV/u beam energy) up to injection into a Coupled Cavity Linac
(CCL). It is assumed that high voltage gains—similar to IH-DTLs—can be realized. Because of the
stem array, no transverse dipole components are contained in the gap field of that structure.

5. CONCLUSIONS

H-type modes are by definition desirable in building RFQs. The IH-RFQ and four-vane RFQ together
cover the whole frequency range of interest. By the use of slim drift tubes with adequate stem geo-
metries, matched cavity ends, and application of the KONUS beam dynamics, efficient beam accel-
eration of up to  ~ 0.25 by the IH-DTL and  ~ 0.5 by the CH-DTL can be ahieved. Because of the
high capacitive load, the magnetic field distribution becomes very homogenous and realization of the
zero mode is possible. These consequences allow for an analytical approach to calculate the RF field
distribution.

Three-dimensional codes, together with RF models, are very helpful in the design of H-type
structures. Four-vane RFQs were very successful from the beginning. They are the only choice at fre-
quencies above 250 MHz. A number of IH-DTLs are successfully used in routine heavy-ion accelera-
tion operations. The CH-DTL may become the missing link between RFQ and CCL for proton linacs.
This structure also provides good mechanical and RF conditions for the development of supercon-
ducting CH-cavities.
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APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS

a aperture radius in RFQs
A atomic mass number

aA geometric area (see Fig. 9(a))

zBBB ,00 ,, magnetic flux, amplitude, amplitude of z-comp.

c velocity of light in vacuum

1c loss factor for extra paths along electrodes

2c loss factor regarding surface quality, RF joints, cavity ends

C capacitance per unit length in one chamber, without electrodes

DC capacitance per unit length of a drift tube structure and of the stems with carrier rings
for IH-RFQs, respectively

QC capacitance per unit length of a quadrupole, consisting of mini vane

QDC capacitive contribution ‘stems with carrier rings’—‘mini vanes’ in IH-RFQs

tC total capacitance per unit length for a cavity

d drift tube length

ed d  without rounded ends

Id path length of the electric current

zEEE ,00 ,, electric field, amplitude, amplitude of  z-comp.

f resonance frequency

F ratio of geometric areas

LF reduction factor of 0Z

g gap length
g average value of two neighbouring gap lengths

eg eddg +

h mini vane geometric parameter (see Fig. 6)

0, HH magnetic field, amplitude

I electric current
I electric surface current, A/m

fi II ,0,0 , amplitude of I  before and after a modification

l cavity length
l longitudinal mode index

IL depth of undercuts (see Fig. 12(a))

L chamber inductance per unit of a H-cavity without electrodes

LL length of lens housing

PL cell length · /2

TL tank length between end flanges

m mode index with respect to  
n mode index with respect to  r

GN gap number of a cavity
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jLN ,
cell number in units of /2 corresponding to the length of lens no. j , including both
gap half-lengths

SN cavity length in units of /2

PP, RF power losses, per unit length

sP RF power losses within one resonator chamber

q ion charge state
Q quality factor

0Q amplitude of electric charge per unit length

ar
equivalent outer drift tube radius (see Fig. 8), including the contribution of stems
within 1R

R ohmic resistance

LR ohmic res. per unit length of a cavity at the position of internal lenses

SR ohmic res. per unit length of a cavity along the accelerating sections

0pR specific shunt resistance of RFQs, defined by Eq. (36)

0R geometric vane parameter (see Fig. 7):
averaged aperture radius of a modulated electrode

TRRR ;, 21
inner and outer radius of the equivalent segment to approximate a cavity chamber
cross section; outer chamber radius

T transit time factor

0,UU voltage amplitude

fi UU ,0,0 , voltage amplitude before and after a modification

dg YY , transverse beam excursions in IH-DTLs along gaps and drift tubes

0z shunt impedance of DTLs (Eq. 33)

effZ effective shunt impedance (Eq. 35)

)1( deflection angle of the beam caused by a dipole field component after passage of one
gap
relativistic parameter

-value in the centre of a multicell structure (Eq. 48)

skin depth

C
variation of the capacitive layer

eff
reduction of 0  when integrating along the whole gap field

0
angle of the electric field direction against the beam axis at the gap centre

bulge parameter (see Fig. 19)

0
absolute permittivity

electric conductivity

0μ absolute permeability

vane parameter (see Fig. 7)
magnetic flux
2  f

ai , inner and outer drift tube diameter
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE USE OF ACCELERATORS FOR
RADIATION THERAPY

E. Pedroni
Paul Scherrer Institute,
Villigen, Switzerland

1 INTRODUCTION

This is a write-up of a seminar given in the framework of the CERN School for accelerator specialists
in Darmstadt (April 2000). The intent of the presentation is to give a brief overview of the use of
accelerators for cancer therapy. It focuses mainly on the utilization and the respective merits of different
types of accelerators for radiation therapy (RT), but not on the accelerator technology itself. The first
half of the work contains a superficial introduction to RT. In the second half the emphasis is put on the
most recent developments in this field. For time reasons we do not discuss other medical applications
of accelerators, for example isotope production or the use of synchrotron light. For a comprehensive
historical review we refer to some excellent textbooks and to the specific literature [1],[2].

A major intention of the presenter’s own work (the advanced use of proton therapy) is to show that
research in accelerator technology continues to play an important role in the progress of medicine.

2 THE ROLE OF RADIATION THERAPY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF CANCER

Cancer is the second major cause of death (after cardiovascular diseases) in developed countries. The
total cure rate is nowadays about 45

�
(of all cancer patients). This is the result of a slow but steady

improvement recent decades.

For about two-thirds of the patients the disease is still well localized within a specific region of the
body when the patient is confronted with the diagnosis of cancer. For these patients the chances of cure
using a local therapy are reasonably high.

2.1 Cancer therapy modalities
The following therapeutic strategies are presently available:

� Surgery

Whenever it is possible a radical surgical excision of the disease is the preferred therapeutic choice. The
earlier the diagnosis and the smaller the tumour, the better the chances of a good therapeutic outcome.
In this context screening plays an important role in the early detection of the disease. Surgery is the most
successful therapy and it accounts for 22

�
of all cures (this includes early cases, small tumours and skin

cancer).
� Radiation therapy (RT)

This is the second choice. RT is used with a curative intent when the tumour is inoperable but still well
localized. Radiation therapy alone accounts for 12

�
of all cures, and a further 6

�
in combination with

surgery.
� Chemotherapy

When the disease has already spread to the whole body (with distant metastases) the chances of cure are
correspondingly lower. Chemotherapy is then used with the intent of eliminating microscopic distant
metastasis. This accounts for the remaining 5

�
of the cure rate.
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� New biological methods

The largest effort in cancer research today is being made by the big pharmaceutical companies on devel-
opments based on new biological sciences, mainly with the aim of controlling the distant spread of the
disease. At present, the highest hopes are placed in immuno and genetic therapies. Systemic therapies
usually have to cope with the unwanted side effects of the drugs, which are distributed to the whole body.
The difficulty of transporting the drug into the core of the tumour and the extremely large number of can-
cer cells involved in a solid tumour represent major problems for the utilization of systemic therapies for
the elimination of advanced solid tumours. For these reasons the new biological methods still aim, in the
first place, at the inactivation of isolated cancer cells (the microscopic spread of the disease).

It is likely that, in the foreseeable future, surgery and radiation therapy will continue to play a
major role in the control of the primary solid tumour. Whilst waiting for big breakthrough from genetic
technologies, it is reasonable to continue to improve traditional established methods, such as surgery and
radiotherapy.

2.2 Radiation therapy: a local treatment
It is important to note that the different types of therapy are often complementary and not necessarily
exclusive. Many recent successes in cancer management are in fact based on the combined use of differ-
ent modalities. In addition to the use of radiation with a direct curative intent, radiotherapy is also used
for palliation (release of pain, prolongation and maintenance of the quality of life) and for prophylactic
purposes (sterilization of localized zones with a suspected microscopic invisible spread of the disease).

Nowadays about two-thirds of all cancer patients receive radiation therapy alone or in combination
with other modalities.

Radiation therapy is a local treatment and as such it will continue to play a very important role in
the fight against cancer in the future. About 15

�
of all patients die from failure to control the primary

tumour. In Germany alone the cancer registry indicates about 340 000 new cases per year. A total of 210
000 patients still die from their disease [3]. Additional progress in radiation therapy, even by a few per
cent, could have a positive impact on the quality of life of a large number of patients. Improvements, as
discussed below, could be achieved by using more advanced treatment techniques (for example intensity
modulated radiation therapy) and/or by using unusual types of radiation sources (such as external therapy
with protons or light ions).

3 RADIATION THERAPY CONCEPTS: AN OVERVIEW

The action of radiation on a biological target is a chain of effects, initiated by the beam. Through
ionization (physics) we have the production of radicals (chemistry) causing reparable and irreparable
errors in the genetic code (DNA) at the cellular level (biology). For cancer therapy the most important
endpoint is to stop the capability of the cancer cells to replicate and thus prevent the tumour from growing
further. Unfortunately, not only the cancer cells are damaged by radiation. The dose burden on healthy
tissue is the other important effect to consider when planning a radiation treatment. The dose in the
tumour is usually chosen as a function of the tolerance of the surrounding healthy tissue. There a delicate
balance between the chances of a cure and treatment morbidity due to acute and late reactions.

The following are important concepts in radiation therapy:
� Therapeutic ratio

A necessary condition for success of treatment is an inherent higher sensitivity to radiation of the cancer
cells compared to the healthy cells. The most important mechanisms are the capability of the healthy
cells to repair radiation damage spontaneously and for the healthy tissue to repopulate the irradiated
organs with new non-irradiated cells.
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� Fractionation

Fractionation is the repeated application of the treatment with a fractionated dose at time intervals long
enough for repair and repopulation mechanisms to take place (the assumed minimum interval is of the
order of 6 h or more). In this way the effects of a positive therapeutic ratio are repeatedly applied and the
chances of the outcome are correspondingly improved.

Radiation therapy is typically applied 5 days per week over 5–6 weeks. The fraction dose is
typically 2 Gy and the total dose applied is around 50–70 Gy. It is generally believed that the cure
is reached by the inactivation over the course of the full treatment of each single cancer cell in the
body. Eventually the immune system of the body contributes to the cure at the level of the very last
few remaining cancer cells. Usually the dose is chosen as a balance between the chances of eradicating
the tumour and the risk of producing complications in the healthy tissue. The desired precision for the
prescription of the dose and for the homogeneity of the dose distribution within the target volume is
(ideally) of the order of a few per cent (altogether the combined errors should be less than 5

�
).

� Physical selectivity (dose localization)

The success of RT is based on the ability to confine the dose delivery to a small region of the body, which
contains the whole tumour. Ideally one would like to deposit only the minimum necessary dose inside
the target volume and zero dose outside. In practice this is technically impossible. The most recent
strategy is to confine the dose as strictly as possible to the target volume by shaping the dose in all three
dimensions to conform to the shape of the target volume (3D dose conformation).

Historically, most of the improvements in RT were achieved by increasing the dose localization
using different technologies. This includes computer-based treatment planning, better target delineation
using modern diagnostics, advanced beam delivery treatment techniques (conformal therapy), and the
use of exotic types of radiation.

� Radiation quality: the dependence on Linear Energy Transfer (LET)

The efficacy of only a given type of radiation in destroying the reproductive capability of a cell does
not only depend on the applied dose (the energy per mass). The mechanism details of the deposition of
the ionization at a microscopic level play an important role as well. The LET describes the density of
ionization around the track of the primary ionizing particles measured at the typical size of the cell (of the
DNA). The ‘dose quality’ (expressed by the LET) depends on the type and on the energy of the ionizing
particles and has a strong influence on the biological effects. (This is a major subject of radiobiology.)

� Conventional therapy: low LET radiation as the reference

The most commonly used sources for external radiation therapy are photon and electron beams deliv-
ered by electron linacs. This technology is now substituting cobalt sources almost entirely. Radioactive
sources today are often used for interstitial therapy (using afterloading techniques and radioactive im-
plants). All these conventional sources are very similar in their radiobiological effects and represent the
standard reference in radiobiology (low LET radiation).

� High LET radiation: the exotic type of radiation

The higher cell-killing efficiency of high LET radiation is usually characterized by a radiobiological
efficiency (RBE) value higher than 1 (of the order of 2 to 5). The RBE is defined as the ratio of the dose
of non-conventional radiation compared to the standard (photons) necessary to obtain the same biological
effect. The highest cell-killing efficiency is found at LET values of the order of 100 keV per micron.
Above this value the effect drops again (overkill).

Another important radiobiological quantity is the so-called oxygen enhancement ratio (OER).
Cells with a deficit of oxygen are usually more resistant to radiation than well-oxygenated cells. The
OER expresses this difference. The oxygen-deficient cells are suspected to be the cause of tumour re-
lapse when the tumour is treated with a low LET radiotherapy (an attempt to get rid of this effect is
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through the use of special drugs, the so-called radiosensitizers). The negative effect represented by a
high OER value at low LET disappears gradually with increasing LET. High LET radiation is therefore
potentially more efficient for treating large radio-resistant tumours, when the poor vascularization of the
tumour implies the presence of anoxic tumour cells as a potential cause for a treatment failure.

A good classical textbook on radiobiology can be found in Ref. [4].

4 CLASSIFICATION OF ACCELERATOR-BASED RADIATION SOURCES

An excellent introduction to the field of radiotherapy, mainly from the point of view of charged particles
therapy, can be found in Refs. [5],[6].

4.1 Low LET beams
The most commonly used low LET radiation sources are:

� Photons and electrons

Photons and electrons are classified as low LET radiation beams (the LET distribution is below 20 keV
per micron). This radiation type represents the standard used in hospitals. Conventional therapy is
discussed in more detail in Section 5.

� Protons

Protons are considered to be biologically similar to photons. They are potentially interesting for their
superior physical selectivity. The significance of proton therapy in the world is slowly increasing. This
is where accelerator technology is expected to contribute most in the future (see Section 6).

4.2 High LET beams
Classified as high LET beam therapies, with a clearly different radiobiological behaviour than conven-
tional therapy, are the following radiation beams:

� Neutron therapy

Neutron therapy has been an active field of research over the last two decades. The depth dose curve
behaviour for the neutron is exponential with depth (similar to photons). Its physical selectivity is there-
fore similar to photon therapy. A dozen facilities worldwide are applying neutron therapy (mainly using
a dedicated cyclotron). The clinical results were partially encouraging but not enough to justify the in-
stallation of new dedicated facilities. The most cited success of neutron therapy has been achieved for
the treatment of salivary gland tumours. Owing to its superior physical selectivity, light ion therapy is
now slowly replacing neutron therapy.

� Pion therapy

Pion therapy is mentioned here only for historical reasons. High LET beams were explored in the 1980s
at the so-called pi meson factories at Los Alamos, U.S.A., Triumf, Canada, and at PSI (formerly SIN)
in Switzerland. The trials were abandoned mainly due to the difficulty of obtaining beams with a high
enough intensity. Another reason was the superiority of the physical selectivity of light ion beams: pions
show an excellent behaviour with respect to the dose profile in depth, but multiple Coulomb scattering
spoils the quality of the penumbra in the lateral direction of these beams.

� Light ions (mainly carbon)

Therapy with high LET radiation is now being proposed again, particularly in the context of light ion
therapy. The rationale for the use of ion beams resides in the combination of the high LET with an
excellent physical selectivity. The world-wide situation of ion therapy is described in more detail in
Section 7.
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� BNCT

A special role—due to the potential selectivity at a cellular level of the drug (for example antibodies)
carrying boron—is played by Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) [7]. Accelerator technology
could play a role in the production of thermal neutrons with dedicated cyclotrons, instead of nuclear
reactors.

5 CONVENTIONAL THERAPY WITH LINACS

5.1 Standard therapy
Today the use of electron linacs represents the state of the art in radiation therapy (low LET radiation
with electrons and photons). One should not forget interstitial radiotherapy with radioactive sources and
therapy with radioactive isotopes. Linacs can be found in every major hospital and their total number
is probably in the order of many thousands worldwide. The electron beam energy can be chosen in the
range of 6–25 MeV. The accelerator size is typically less than 1 m long and is mounted on the head of
a rotating gantry. The electron beam is bent by a magnetic channel in the direction of the patient. The
photon beam is created by bremsstrahlung of the electrons impinging on a metallic target in the head
of the gantry. Figure 1 shows a photograph of a modern linac, a Varian machine at the Radiotherapy
Department of the Triemli Hospital in Zurich.

Fig. 1: Photograph of a modern electron linac (courtesy of U. Schneider)

The photons are emitted from the head of the gantry with a homogeneous flux in the solid angle
used for the treatment (this covers target sizes of maximally 40 cm at a distance of 1–1.5 m from the
source, the so-called source-to-isocent distance). The dose in the patient arises from the secondary
electrons created by the photo- and Compton effect. After a build-up region in the first few centimetres
below the patient’s skin, the dose falls exponentially with depth (see Fig. 2). In order to deposit more
dose into the target volume than the surrounding tissue, it is necessary to apply the beam from several
directions. For this the gantry is rotated around the patient table. The patient remains immobilized
in his treatment position on the treatment couch (preferably in the supine position). An alternative to
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the delivery of single static dose fields is the use of a continuous rotation with the beam switched on
(arc therapy). The individual dose fields are shaped in the direction transverse to the beam by using
individually shaped collimators (designed by the treatment planning programme). So-called Multi-Leaf
Collimators (MLC), with a dynamic computer-controlled movement of the leaves, are nowadays slowly
replacing fixed collimators. Through the convergent superposition of the dose fields on the target volume
and by distributing the entrance and exit doses over several organs, it is possible to apply the necessary
(homogeneous) dose to the target volume, whilst maintaining the burden on the healthy tissue below
the tolerance limit. The data used for defining the target volume in modern radiotherapy are nowadays
obtained directly from computer tomography.

After removal of the bremsstrahlung target from the beam path, the electron beams can be used
directly for electron therapy. The depth dose curve of an electron beam entering the patient shows a shal-
low bump with a limited depth of penetration. The electron range is only several centimetres depending
on the initial energy of the beam. Electron therapy is used for treating superficial tumours. Another im-
portant application of electron therapy is for intra-operative applications (open body irradiation during
surgery, mainly for sterilizing the region where the tumour has been removed).

The accelerators used in hospitals are based on very advanced technology (standing wave electron
linacs) and are produced commercially (this has an important impact on cost). The beam is pulsed
(with typically 1000 pulses of a few microseconds duration per second). This kind of technology is
definitively replacing other, historical types of radiation sources used in the past (X-rays, cobalt sources,
and betatrons).

5.2 Most recent developments in conventional therapy: Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy
(IMRT)

The use of sophisticated beam delivery techniques, support by computer technology, and the information
gained with modern diagnostic techniques (Computer Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) and Positron Emisson Tomography (PET)) have been at the origin of the progress achieved in RT
in the last decade. The dynamic use of multi-leaf collimators and the control of patient positioning using
portable imaging devices are the most important technical developments today [8].

The common goal of all developments is to give enough (homogeneous) dose to the target volume
whilst reducing as much as possible the dose outside the target volume. Another possibility is to choose
where to deposit the unwanted dose (selection of gantry angles). The most promising but also the most
challenging approach is to shape the geometrical distribution of the dose such that it conforms as much
as possible to the three-dimensional shape of the target volume (3D conformal therapy).

The dynamic use of multi-leaf collimators offers additional possibilities. The most interesting is to
apply the dose with a non-uniform distribution of the photon fluence. The flux is varied across the cross
section of each dose field. This is IMRT. The superposition of intentionally non-homogeneously shaped
dose distributions can result in a homogeneous dose distribution of superior quality (with a higher degree
of conformity, especially in the case of target volumes with concavities). This is made possible by the
use of advanced optimization algorithms in treatment planning using modern computer technology. The
optimization of the delivery of radiation using multiple beam ports is a typical ‘inverse problem’ with a
strong analogy to CT. With CT one uses multiple projections (from many angles) to reconstruct complex
density images. With IMRT one uses complex dose projections to produce more ideal dose distributions.

Figure 2 shows an IMRT example of the dose distribution for a tumour near the base of the skull.
The calculation has been made with the treatment planning package of PSI (courtesy of T. Lomax).
The dose is delivered using nine photon fields. Each field is modulated in intensity. One recognizes
immediately that the optimization algorithm avoids sending photons towards the brain stem in each of
the fields. The dose delivered to this sensitive organ is reduced considerably in this way. The availability
of a large amount of degrees of freedom and the strength of the mathematical methods make it possible to
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Fig. 2: An example of intensity-modulated radiation treatment planning with photons. Through the addition of nine fields it is

possible to construct a highly conformal dose distribution with good dose sparing in the region of the brain stem (courtesy of

T. Lomax).

produce a very good dose distribution, shaped in all three dimensions to conform precisely to the target
volume with a sufficient homogeneity.

The obvious but most tedious way of applying intensity-modulated photon beam delivery is by
using absorbing filters of variable thickness in the path of the beam (individually shaped filters). A more
modern approach is to change the position of the leaves of an MLC under computer control as a function
of time during beam delivery: this is what is usually meant by IMRT [9]. Another way is to use an array
of individual beam shutters in one lateral direction and to work on the dose deposition slice by slice
and angle by angle in the other directions. This is called tomotherapy [10]. Tomotherapy is where the
analogy with CT is the closest, also from the point of the beam delivery (full rotation and slice by slice
beam delivery).

The fashionable keywords in medical physics nowadays are ‘inverse planning’, ‘intensity modula-
tion therapy’, ‘tomotherapy’ and ‘computer-controlled multi-leaf collimators’. These ideas are however
not very new. A first example of computer-optimized dynamic beam delivery of conformal radiation
goes back as early as 1981 with the pion therapy project of PSI. Pion therapy was delivered to about
500 patients using a dynamic beam delivery technique. The pions were applied simultaneously from
60 concentric pion beams. The patient was moved under computer control along a three-dimensional
path inside a cylinder bag filled with water. The degrees of freedom for the optimization algorithm were
chosen by changing the velocity of the movement of the hot spot of the dose (fixed at the iso-centre of
the machine). From the point of view of the technology this was similar to tomotherapy, but 20 years
in advance [11]. Unfortunately, the spot used for pion therapy was rather large (5 cm FWHM). This
was because of the large size of the target used for the production of the pions, a problem related to the
difficulty in obtaining a sufficiently high number of pions for therapy. Pion and neutron therapy trials
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were necessary experiments, which would have to be repeated today if they had not already been done.
It is now difficult to prove how these early developments at physics laboratories had an influence on
later developments in hospitals. Applied research activities at scientific laboratories are often too far
ahead in time to have a direct impact on contemporary life. But the methods are often rediscovered
in a slightly modified form at a later time. Wide acceptance is achieved only at the moment of their
availability on a large scale through industrial production. Many professionals working in hospitals are
now convinced that thanks to this recent technological progress in beam delivery, photons will soon be
competitive enough to beat proton therapy. Can IMRT make proton therapy obsolete? This is probably
the new crucial question for all centres investigating the potential of proton therapy.

6 PROTON THERAPY

6.1 The Bragg peak
The advantage of proton therapy is given by its superior physical selectivity. Protons have a well-defined
penetration range in biological tissue and they deposit the maximum of their energy in the region where
they stop. This gives rise to the so-called Bragg peak. Figure 3 shows the dose deposition of a monoen-
ergetic proton beam as a function of the depth. This must be compared with clinical photons, which have
a characteristic exponential fall-off of the dose. Protons also offer the possibility to localize the dose
as a function of the depth and not only in the lateral direction. Compared to photons and using similar
techniques, one can expect to achieve with protons a general reduction of the integral dose outside the
target volume by a factor of 2 or 3 (additional dose sparing).

Another potential advantage is given by the electric charge of the particle beams, which creates
the possibility to scan the beam by using magnetic scanning techniques (this is probably a more practical
alternative to multi-leaf collimators).

Fig. 3: Comparison of the depth dose profiles of proton and photon beams. The photon dose falls off exponentially with depth.
A mono-energetic proton beam is characterized by the presence of the Bragg peak in the region where the protons stop. Through

the superposition of many proton beams of different residual range it is possible to deposit a homogeneous dose Spread-Out

Bragg Peak (SOBP) in the regions of the tumour (in this case from 15 to 25 cm depth). One can recognize from the picture the

potential of dose sparing of the protons in the entrance and exit regions of the beam.
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Protons are expected to produce superior results for the treatment of large tumours of complex
shape, where a significant reduction of the dose outside of the target volume is clinically desirable. On
the other hand, the disadvantage of proton therapy is given by the large size of the accelerator and of the
beam lines needed for the transport of the beam. The maximum energy of the beam is chosen at around
230–250 MeV (corresponding to a penetration depth of 33–37 cm in water). Owing to the high magnetic
rigidity of the beam the minimal bending radius that can be applied to the beam is around 1.3–1.5 m
using conventional magnets close to the saturation limit.

6.2 Beam delivery techniques for protons
For a more detailed discussion on beam delivery we refer to Ref. [12].

The main techniques are:
� Passive scattering

Figure 4 shows schematically the principles at the base of the beam delivery with passive scattering.

range-shifter wheel

scattering foils

collimator

compensator

targetentrance dose

high dose

target

patient

Fig. 4: Elements necessary for beam delivery using passive scattering techniques. Scatter foils are used to produce a homoge-

neous proton flux. A range shifter wheel is used to produce a SOBP of given dose homogeneity thickness (at a given depth).

These hardware elements are selected as a function of the beam energy and target size. Individually shaped collimators are

used to shape the dose laterally. A compensator shifts the edge of the dose distribution to conform to the distal side of the target

volume. The fixed range of modulation implies an unnecessary deposition of dose at the 100 � level outside the target volume.

This technique is the traditional established beam delivery method. The proton beam is scattered
by material in the beam ahead of the patient in order to produce a homogeneous flux of protons in the
solid angle used for the irradiation (in close analogy with the point source of radiation of conventional
therapy). The dose is then shaped in the lateral direction using individual collimators.

A fast spinning wheel of variable thickness (range shifter wheel) introduces a variable amount
of absorbing material in the beam as a function of time. The resulting modulation of the proton range
is chosen so as to produce a homogeneous region of the dose in depth (SOBP). The SOBP ‘thickness’
must be chosen to cover the whole target volume. With protons one can deposit a homogeneous dose
distribution from just a single beam direction. This is already an improvement compared to photon
therapy, where the dose homogeneity can be achieved only by using several beam directions.

An individual compensator bolus can optionally be added to this set-up. The variable thickness of
the bolus is machined to shift the distal edge of the dose field to conform more closely to the deepest side
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of the target volume. This improves the degree of conformity of the dose distribution. All the necessary
hardware must be adapted and in part created individually for each single field.

This method produces by default a homogeneous dose field of fixed SOBP thickness in depth
(fixed range modulation). Without additional devices the passive scattering method is not capable of
delivering IMRT methods. One could envisage implementing IMRT with protons by using an additional
multi-leaf collimator. In this case one would not make use of the potential to modulate the dose in depth
by changing dynamically the proton range (variable range modulation).

The most elegant, flexible, and efficient method for providing inverse planning with protons
(IMPT) is by magnetic beam scanning.

� Beam scanning

Figure 5 shows the basic principles of beam scanning technology.

Fig. 5: Basic principles used for beam scanning with protons. Through the delivery of individual proton pencil beams one can

shape the distribution of the dose in three dimensions at will, directly under computer control.

In this case the proton pencil beam coming from the accelerator is delivered directly to the pa-
tient. Individual pencil beams are added under computer control to provide an individually shaped dose
distribution with maximal conformity with the target volume (using variable modulation of the range).

In the lateral direction the beam is usually scanned by magnetic deflection in the beam line ahead
of the patient. The modulation in depth is achieved by changing the range of the protons dynamically. A
high conformity is achieved by changing the dosage and the position of each pencil beam individually
under computer control.
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At present the proton facility of the PSI is the only one capable of delivering proton therapy using
a dynamic beam scanning technique [13]. The design of the PSI scanning system is based on maximal
simplicity without compromising for the flexibility of the dose delivery.

6.3 IMPT: an example
Figure 6 shows, as an example, the potential use of the spot scanning technique for delivering Intensity
Modulated Therapy with Protons (IMPT) (courtesy T. Lomax of PSI). With only four modulated fields
one can deliver a highly conformal dose to the primary target and a reduced dose to the affected lymph
nodes (the secondary target) with a maximal sparing of the organs at risk (brain stem and parotid glands).
All this can be designed and delivered simply under computer control, without the need for specific
hardware.

Fig. 6: Example of intensity modulated therapy with protons. A high degree of conformity is achieved using a low number

of dose fields. The advantage compared with photons is the general reduction of dose burden outside of the target volume

(courtesy of T. Lomax).

6.4 Proton gantries
In order to be able to apply the beam from many directions onto the supine patient, it is desirable to apply
the dose using a rotating beam line. This implies the use of a proton gantry. All new dedicated facilities
today are designed with gantries.

The proton gantries constructed up to now include that at Loma Linda University, the first place
in the world where a proton gantry was developed. The facility started operation in 1991. The second
design is the compact gantry at PSI (patient treatments started in 1996). A third type of gantry was
recently built at Kashiwa (Japan), where operation started in 1999. A very similar gantry design is ready
to go into operation in Boston (USA) and a fourth gantry type is being assembled in Tsukuba (Japan).

Typical gantry designs can be assigned into the following categories:
� Cork-screw gantry (example: Loma Linda University, USA) [14]

This gantry is dedicated to beam delivery with passive scattering. The diameter of the rotating structure
is 12 m. The double bending of the beam line (first into and then inside a flat rotating structure) with a
cork-screw design makes the gantry more compact longitudinally at the expense of a longer beam line.
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� Compact eccentric gantry (PSI, Switzerland) [12],[15]

This gantry in dedicated to (Cartesian) beam scanning and IMPT. Part of the beam scanning is performed
before bending the beam towards the patient. The eccentric mounting of the patient table reduces further
the gantry diameter which, at only 4 m, is the most compact of all the known designs. Figure 7 shows
the PSI proton gantry.

Fig. 7: Photograph of the PSI proton treatment room with the head of the compact gantry dedicated to proton beam scanning

An improved version of this design with the patient table mounted at the isocentre is anticipated
for use in hospitals.

� Barrel gantries (examples: Kashiwa, Japan, and Boston, USA)

Beam delivery by passive scattering is necessarily performed after bending the beam towards the patient.
The space needed for spreading the beam must be added to the gantry radius. The gantry diameter is
therefore at least 10 m. A large gantry radius is the price of maintaining the possibility to use the passive
scattering technique on the gantry. A large throw gantry can be used for beam scanning. The NPTC crew
in Boston is planning to implement beam scanning on their gantry at a later stage.

6.5 Proton facility design
The investments for proton therapy equipment are high. For this reason all dedicated proton facilities are
designed with an accelerator serving several treatment rooms simultaneously. The first dedicated proton
therapy facility in a hospital was installed at the Loma Linda University Hospital in the USA.

Figure 8 shows, as an example, the layout of the new facility at the Massachusetts General Hospital
in Boston, expected to become operational this year.

6.6 Choice of accelerator
The energy of the protons is in principle low enough to allow the use of several types of accelerator. The
accelerator types presently used in dedicated facilities are the following:
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Fig. 8: Layout of the NPTC proton therapy facility at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston USA (courtesy of J. Flanz)

� Cyclotrons (examples: Kashiwa and Boston)

� Synchrotrons (examples: Loma Linda University and Tsukuba University)

� Linacs (a proton linac with a sufficiently high repetition rate of the pulse frequency to be used for
beam scanning is under development in Rome, Italy) [16]

� Synchrocyclotrons (Orsay, Uppsala)

At present, the major competition concerning the choice of accelerator is between cyclotrons and syn-
chrotrons. The main advantage of a proton synchrotron is the variable choice of the beam energy ex-
tracted from the machine. The main disadvantage is the pulsed nature of the beam, which is not well
suited to beam scanning. One can, however, overcome parts of the problem by providing a stable slow
extraction of the beam.

The advantage of the cyclotron is the high duty factor of beam (DC beam)— which is well-suited
beam scanning, the high proton current, and the inherent stability of the beam (including a possible easy
control of the beam intensity at the ion source). The active modulation of the intensity at the ion source
could also be used as an aid for the scanning of the beam. The main disadvantage is the fixed energy,
which requires the use of a degrader followed by an analysing beam line. This implies a higher activation
of components in the initial region of the facility.

There have been several other propositions:
� H � synchrotrons [17],[18]

The advantage of this approach is the expected easy extraction of the beam from the ring by foil stripping.
The idea is to provide a separated extraction for each (short) beam line used for feeding the protons into
several treatment rooms, which are ordered radially around the synchrotron ring. The radius of the ring
is quite large (the magnetic bending must be maintained low to avoid magnetic stripping of the negative
ions).
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� Separated sector cyclotrons [19]

By having a large separation between the sectors using superconducting magnets, one could provide
variable beam energy extracted from different orbits. This would combine the advantages of a cyclotron
with the advantage of a variable energy machine.

� Superconducting cyclotrons [20]

Possible advantages of superconducting cyclotrons are the reduction in the size, the lower power con-
sumption, and possibly the better efficiency of extraction. In the same context there have been proposi-
tions to rotate a very compact cyclotron on a gantry. The idea has already been successful implemented,
but at a lower beam energy, in the Detroit Facility for Neutron Therapy [21]. Whether this is a good
solution for proton therapy is a matter for debate.

� Variable energy cyclotron using H �� sources?

The costs for the accelerator are similar to the costs for the beam line switchyard and to the cost of one
single treatment room. The accelerator is an important component in the economics of a proton facility.
The reliability of the system is a major factor in the specification list of the system.

6.7 List of proton and ion facilities in the world
A regularly updated list of links to the existing charged particle therapy centres of the world can be found
at our home page [15].

Table 1 shows the latest update of the statistics of patients treated with charged particle beams
(taken from Particles, the journal edited at the Harvard cyclotron on behalf of the charged particle therapy
community) [22]. This list includes patients treated with light ions and pions. Ion therapy will be
discussed in Section 7. Table 2 gives a list of the centres proposing new dedicated facilities for proton or
ion therapy.

6.8 Indications for proton therapy
One of the most important indications for proton therapy is the treatment of ocular melanomas. This
method was developed at Harvard in Boston. The treatment of ocular melanomas was introduced in Eu-
rope for PSI in 1985 (it was actually the great success of this programme and the previous experience with
pions that made it possible for PSI to start the construction of a new gantry project for treatment of deep-
seated tumours). Up to now, more than 3000 patients have been treated at PSI for ocular melanomas.
In Europe the method used for ocular treatment is now also applied at other places: UK (Clatterbridge),
Sweden (Uppsala), France (Nice and Orsay), and Germany (Berlin).

The best known example of superior results with protons on deep-seated tumours was demon-
strated at the Harvard cyclotron with treatments of tumours close to the base of the skull (chordomas and
chondrosarcomas).

Well-documented clinical results were obtained at Tsukuba on liver cancer. Loma Linda is today
the only dedicated hospital-based facility that has been operational for many years. LLUMC has recently
shown the capability of treating about 1000 patients per year. The majority of these treatments are
prostate cancers. This is becoming a true speciality of this centre. Loma Linda has clearly shown that
proton therapy is feasible on the basis of commercial and scientific criteria.

There are many other possible therapies waiting to be explored. Proton therapy should be applied
in all situations where conventional therapy is encountering difficulties and where a reduction in treat-
ment morbidity is desirable (for example pediatric tumours). PSI is trying to contribute to the field with
the development of compact gantries dedicated to beam scanning techniques capable of delivering proton
therapy for ‘inverse proton planning’ in order to compete with the most advanced photon beam delivery
methods in the future.
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Table 1: World-wide charged particle patient totals January 2000 (from Ref. [22])

Institution Country Type Date Date Recent Date
first last patient of
Rx Rx total total

Berkeley 184 CA, USA p 1954 1957 30
Berkeley CA, USA He 1957 1992 2054 June 1991
Uppsala Sweden p 1957 1976 73
Harvard MA, USA p 1961 8372 Dec. 1999
Dubna Russia p 1967 1974 84
Moscow Russia p 1969 3100 Dec. 1998
Los Alamos NM, USA ��� 1974 1982 230
St. Petersburg Russia p 1975 1029 June 1998
Berkeley CA, USA Heavy ion 1975 1992 433 June 1991
Chiba Japan p 1979 96 Oct. 1996
TRIUMF Canada ��� 1979 1994 367 Dec. 1993
PSI (SIN) Switzerland � � 1980 1993 503
PMRC, Tsukuba Japan p 1983 629 July 1999
PSI (72 MeV) Switzerland p 1984 3014 Dec. 1999
Dubna Russia p 1987 43 Dec. 1999
Uppsala Sweden p 1989 215 Oct. 1999
Clatterbridge UK p 1989 960 Dec. 1999
Loma Linda CA, USA p 1990 4726 Dec. 1999
Louvain-la-Neuve Belgium p 1991 1993 21
Nice France p 1991 1350 June 1999
Orsay France p 1991 1522 Sept. 1999
N.A.C. South Africa p 1993 341 Dec. 1999
MPRI IN, USA p 1993 34 Dec. 1999
UCSF CNL CA, USA p 1994 246 Dec. 1999
HIMAC, Chiba Japan Heavy ion 1994 473 Sept. 1998
TRIUMF Canada p 1995 55 Dec. 1999
PSI (200 MeV) Switzerland p 1996 41 Dec. 1999
GSI Darmstadt Germany Heavy ion 1997 46 Dec. 1999
Berlin Germany p 1998 105 Dec. 1999
NCC, Kashiwa Japan p 1998 18 Dec. 1999

1100 pions
3006 ions
26104 protons

TOTAL 30210 All particles
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Table 2: Proposed new facilities for proton and ion beam therapy, January 2000 (from Ref. [22])

Institution Country Type 1 	�
 Comments
Rx

INFN-LNS, Catania Italy p 2000 70 MeV; 1 room, fixed horiz. beam.
NPTC (Harvard) MA, USA p 2000 At MGH; 230 MeV cyclotron;

2 gantries + 2 horiz.
Hyogo Japan p, ion 2001 2 gantries; 2 horiz; 1 vert;

one ���� ; under construction.
NAC, Faure South p 2001 New treatment room with beam

Africa line ����� off vertical.
Tsukuba Japan p 2001 270 MeV; 2 gantries; 2 fixed

(research); under construction.
CGMH, Taiwan p 2001? 250 MeV synchrotron/230 MeV
Northern Taiwan cyclotron; 3 gantries, 1 fixed.
Wakasa Bay Japan 2002 Multipurpose accelerator;

building completed mid. 1998.
Bratislava Slovakia p, ion 2003 72 MeV cyclotron; p; ions;

+BNCT, isotope prod.
IMP, Lanzhou China C-Ar ion 2003 C-ion from 100 MeV/u at HIRFL

expand to 900 MeV/u at CSR; clin.
treat.; biol. research; no gantry;
shifted patients.

Shizuoka Cancer Center Japan 2002? Synchrotron 230? MeV;
2 gantries; 1 horiz; funded.

Erlangen Germany p 2002? 4 treatment rooms, some with
gantries.

CNAO, Milan � Pavia Italy p, ion 2004? Synchrotron; 2 gantries; 1 fixed
beam room; 1 exp. room.

Heidelberg Germany p, ion 2005?
AUSTRON Austria p, ion – 2 p gantry; 1 ion gantry; 1 fixed p;

1 fixed ion; 1 exp room.
Beijing China p – 250 MeV synchrotron.
Central Italy Italy p – Cyclotron; 1 gantry; 1 fixed.
Clatterbridge UK p – Upgrade using booster linear

accelerator to 200 MeV?
TOP project ISS Rome Italy p – 70 MeV linac; expand to 200 MeV?
3 projects in Moscow Russia p – Including 320 MeV; compact,

probably no gantry.
Krakow Poland p – 60 MeV proton beam.
Proton Development IL, USA p – 300 MeV protons; therapy �
NA Inc. lithography.
PTCA, Tenet USA p – Several systems throughout
HealthSystem the USA.
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Close to 10 hospital-based proton therapy facilities are approved for construction or already avail-
able in the USA and Japan. There are several propositions for dedicated facilities in Europe but none
seems to be starting at this time.

7 ION THERAPY

7.1 Rationale for light ion therapy
As stated in Section 3, the main advantage of ion therapy is expected from the use of the high LET
character of the beam. High LET should have a positive impact on the treatment of very radio-resistant
tumours and could be used to eliminate potentially surviving anoxic cells (by virtue of the low OER).

Concerning the physical selectivity, ions have excellent properties, well suited for precision ther-
apy. This is due to the large inertial mass of the ions: multiple Coulomb scattering and range straggling
effects are very much reduced compared to protons. A factor adding confusion, however, is the problem
of the fractionation of the projectiles. Together with the strong variation of RBE with depth, this makes
the dosimetric characterization of ion beams a difficult task.

A major practical disadvantage of this therapy is the higher magnetic rigidity of the beam by a
factor of 3 compared to protons (energies up to around 400 MeV per nucleon are necessary for the treat-
ment of deep-seated tumours). This makes the accelerator and the beam lines more bulky and therefore
ion therapy more expensive than proton therapy. Owing to the high magnetic rigidity of the beam only
synchrotrons are taken into consideration for the acceleration of clinical ion beams.

High LET is, on the other hand, not expected to do better in every clinical situation. What matters
in the end are the differential effects between cancer cells and healthy tissue. The cell repair capability
of the healthy cells and the amplification of the therapeutic ratio with the fraction number are known to
be less pronounced with high LET than with low LET (high LET is for this reason usually applied with
a lower number of fractions). Eventually one expects more late reactions. The use of high LET does not
automatically imply, as often stated, a generic ‘radiobiological advantage’. There could be disadvantages
as well. Whether the use of high LET radiation is indicated or not depends on how much the therapeutic
ratio improves compared with conventional therapy for a given clinical situation (type of tumour, organs
at risk, oxygen content of the tumour). Ion therapy represents new radiobiological ground and the use of
high LET is still in a very experimental stage. This is the risk but also the big challenge of this new type
of therapy.

The conditions under which high LET radiation is expected to bring superior results under are for
the treatment of slowly growing radio-resistant tumours. This concerns a limited but significant number
of patients. According to estimates of the German Cancer Research Institute in Heidelberg (DKFZ)
about 8000–11000 patients could benefit from proton and ion therapy in Germany alone. According to
these figures this would account for the need of typically one or two ion machines and several proton
machines in each large country of the Western world.

7.2 Ion beam facilities
Most of the pioneering work on ion therapy was carried out at the Bevalac at Berkeley, USA. Unfor-
tunately, in 1992, for financial reasons, the Department of Energy withdrew its support for the project
(mainly because of the high costs of running an old physics accelerator).

In Chiba, Japan, the Institute of Radiological Sciences took over the pioneering role by creating
a dedicated facility for ion therapy. This rather expensive facility has two synchrotrons on top of each
other. It has been in operation since 1994. The beam is delivered with the passive scattering technique
through several fixed horizontal and vertical beam lines.

In Germany ion therapy was started at GSI in 1997. The most important feature of the beam de-
livery system developed at GSI is the very advanced beam scanning technique [23]. The raster scanning
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method of GSI is done on a dedicated fixed horizontal beam line. Transverse scanning is performed by
a double magnetic deflection of the beam. The shaping of the dose is achieved by adapting the speed of
scanning to the beam intensity delivered by the synchrotron during a slowly extracted beam spill. The
energy of the beam is varied on a pulse by pulse basis by changing the settings of the whole synchrotron
after completion of the painting of a monoenergetic dose layer. The dose is shaped in all three dimensions
through the delivery of many differently shaped iso-energy layers. This is probably the most advanced
example of the integration of the accelerator into the beam delivery to the patient. The GSI (with ions)
and the PSI (with protons) are the only places in the world where charged particle therapy is applied
dynamically using scanning beams. The use of the raster scanning technology on a dedicated ion gantry
has been proposed for a dedicated hospital ion facility at the DKFZ in Heidelberg.

In Japan another ion facility (dedicated to both proton and ion therapy) is being assembled near
Kobe (the Hyogo facility).

In Europe there are several propositions for ion therapy: the Tera project in Italy, the Austron
project in Austria, and the ion-proton facility in Heidelberg. None of these have been approved at the
time of writing.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Radiotherapy represents an important instrument in the fight against cancer and is a field of continuous
evolution. In the field of conventional therapy we expect to be able to observe, in the near future, sig-
nificant progress using very advanced beam delivery techniques with photons (IMRT). Similar more ad-
vanced developments are also possible with charged particle beams (IMPT). The combination of the new
technologies with the physical advantages of charged particles is expected to produce superior results. In
this future scenario new technical developments are necessary for both sides to remain competitive. This
is why we believe that beam scanning will soon become the generic beam delivery method for proton
and ion beam therapy. This strategy must be considered when designing accelerator and beam delivery
systems for future planned dedicated facilities.

Radiotherapy with charged particles is the field that can probably profit most from accelerator
technology. In the near future the accelerator will no longer be considered a separate entity for the
delivery of beam, but will be more and more directly involved with the task of delivering the dose safely,
reliably, and precisely to the patient.
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STOCHASTIC COOLING AND RELATED RF COMPONENTS

F. Nolden
Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung, Planckstraße 1, D-64291 Darmstadt, Germany

Abstract
This paper describes some of the pick-up and kicker structures that are cur-
rently in use for stochastic cooling. The emphasis is on the general physical
properties of the devices.

1 QUALITATIVE INTRODUCTION TO STOCHASTIC COOLING

Stochastic cooling is a powerful method of decreasing the phase space volume of coasting beams. In-
vented by Simon van der Meer in 1969, the first successful cooling experiments were performed in the
1970s at CERN. Important physics experiments such as the detection of the W and Z bosons at CERN
and the top quark at Fermilab depended crucially on the stochastic cooling of antiproton beams which
were needed in colliders like the SPS and the Tevatron. An extensive bibliography can be found in Dieter
Möhl’s lecture at the 1993 CERN accelerator school [1]. Nowadays, the scope of stochastic cooling has
been extended to different particles and different laboratories, such as proton cooling at COSY [2] and
heavy ions at GSI (Darmstadt) [3]. A radioactive beam facility with stochastic cooling is planned at
RIKEN in Tokyo [4].

The principal idea of stochastic cooling is to make use of the information inherent in the fluctua-
tions of a coasting beam, in order to derive a correction signal which is applied to the beam very shortly
after detection. These fluctuations are unavoidable because beams consist of a finite number of parti-
cles. The signal is detected by pick-up electrodes, processed in order to extract the desired information
(momentum deviation or transverse emittance), amplified and transmitted to kicker electrodes, where the
properties of the beam are changed in order to decrease the phase space volume. The kick is applied
in the same revolution as the signal is detected. The principal layout of a stochastic cooling system is
shown in Fig. 1. For an introduction to the physics of stochastic cooling, the reader should refer again to
Ref. [1].

Pick-up

Signal
Processing

Kicker

Amplification

Beam orbit

Fig. 1: Principal layout of a stochastic cooling system.

An important figure of merit for the quality of the signal as well as the efficiency of the cooling
system is the temporal resolution of signal detection. The higher the resolution, the smaller are the parts
of the beam to be observed simultaneously and the more informative is the fluctuating signal. Because
of the uncertainty relation between the time and the frequency domains, a high temporal resolution is
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equivalent to a large frequency bandwidth
�

. Indeed, it can be shown rather easily that the optimum
cooling rate ����� of a stochastic cooling system is � � ��� , where � is the number of particles in the
beam.

In order to get reasonable cooling times, practical stochastic cooling systems are usually run with
bandwidths in the range 0.5–8 GHz. They are therefore based on microwave technology. Inside and
outside the beam chamber, careful impedance matching is a necessary prerequisite for effective cooling.
Fast signal transmission is performed either through air-filled coaxial lines, or even, if long transmission
lengths are used, by optical systems [5]. Large signal amplifications 	
���� dB are common and broad-
band power amplifiers with good linearity needed. Travelling wave tubes are used at Fermilab, whereas
amplifiers based on gallium arsenide power FET’s developed for the first time at CERN [6] are common
in the European laboratories. The very large bandwidths 	�� GHz are realized using several sub-bands.

Another important issue is the signal-to-noise ratio at the input port of the first (low noise) pream-
plifier as well as the noise figure of the preamp. The signal is proportional to the sensitivity of the pick-up
structure and the noise is proportional to the effective temperature of the pick-up-preamplifier system.
Expensive low-temperature systems have been built for antiproton and proton cooling systems. Even for
heavy ions with their intrinsically large Schottky signals (see below) thermal cooling is being considered
at GSI for second-generation machines, where very short cooling times are envisaged for rare secondary
nuclear species with short half-lives.

The purpose of this paper is to present a few of the common pick-up and kicker devices and,
with more emphasis, to explain some general physical relationships. It will be shown that reciprocity
enables one to consider pick-up and kicker structures using a common formalism based on the notion of
sensitivity. Sensitivity will be defined for the longitudinal response and this treatment will be generalized
to betatron motion.

The simplest way to define sensitivity is to look at the fields excited by a kicker and calculate
the integrated longitudinal field a particle experiences during passage. Later, we will show how the
reciprocity theorem (or rather, the assumption of reciprocity) can be used to describe the signal induced
by a particle inside a pick-up structure which is built identically. In order to calculate transverse kicks,
we will apply the Panofsky–Wenzel theorem.

For a different view of the subject, the reader is referred to related lectures by C.S. Taylor [7],
F. Caspers [8], G. Lambertson [9], or J. Bisognano and C. Leeman [10]. Many of the ideas presented
here originate from these texts.

2 KICKERS

2.1 Sensitivity
It will be useful in the following chapters to perform some of the calculations with the vector potential �� ,
because it turns out to be very straightforward to formulate the Panofsky–Wenzel theorem with �� . The
electric RF field is �������� �� � ��� . We shall use the coordinates �������� for the longitudinal, horizontal,
and vertical directions, and neglect effects of orbit curvature. Indeed, most of the pick-ups and kickers
are installed in straight sections (an exception is the system at the ESR storage ring at GSI). Let us
assume short structures where the variations of � and  are negligible during one passage. The signal
at the entrance port of the device, located at �! , can be described by a voltage "$# ��% . Inside the kicker
structure there is an electromagnetic wave propagating with (positive) signal velocity &(' . For large
particle velocities the wave is usually chosen to be counter-propagating. It gives rise to a longitudinal
field component �*) #+�,���-�� .� ��%/�10 #+�������� % "2# �43 � � ��!& ' % � (1)
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where the plus sign is used for co-propagating and the minus sign for counter-propagating waves. If the
velocity of the particle is & , then the integrated field seen by the particle becomes576 � �*) #+�,���-�� .� �-8 � � � !& %9� 576 �;:<#=���� (�>� % "?# �@� � %A� :B#=�-�� .� ��%@C "$# �>% � (2)

where we have introduced the sensitivity:<#=�-�� .�>� %D� &�EGF 0 #+�H! � &IE+F(�J������ %DK (3)

The effective velocity is defined by �&IE+F �L�&?M �&�N K (4)

The last equation of Eq. (2) shows that the vector potential can be calculated from the sensitivity via a
convolution. Hence, with the help of the Fourier convolution theorem Eq. (A.1.8), it is easy to switch
to the frequency domain where products of the Fourier transforms of : and " can be used. The reader
should verify the fact that :<#=�-�� .� ��% is a dimensionless number. It is easy to calculate from Eq. (2) the
integrated electric field: 5O6 � � ) #+�,���-�� .� �-8P� � ��!& %A�
� � :<#=���� (� �>%��� C "2# �>%AK (5)

We therefore define a longitudinal electric sensitivity via:RQS#=���� (� �>%D�
� � :<#=���� (� �>%��� K
(6)

In order to descibe spectra, later on we will need the Fourier transform :TQ�#=���� (�VU % of :@Q�#=���� (� �>% , which
is again a dimensionless quantity.

In order to calculate the transverse kicks, we define the transverse sensitivities:.W�#=���� (� �>%X� � :<#=���� (� �>%� � (7):ZY�#=���� (� �>%X� � :<#=���� (� �>%�([ K
(8)

2.2 Electrostatic approximation
For highly relativistic beams, the electric near fields of a beam particle are disk-shaped and the sensi-
tivity can be calculated using electrostatic field models. For kickers, Lambertson [9] has shown that the
transverse variation of the accelerating voltage \ �P]^� ) 6 � is governed by the equation�(_ \� � _ 8 �(_ \�  _ 8 �#=`4a.b % _ �(_ \��� _ � �c� (9)

which looks very much like a two-dimensional Poisson equation in the relativistic limit &ed b . Note
the appearance of the factor ���J#=`fa % which can be attributed to the relativistic shrinking of the Coulomb
field. As a typical application of Eq. (9) we calculate the field of a stripline electrode.

2.3 Stripline or quarter-wave electrode
2.3.1 Geometry of the device

A stripline electrode consists of an interruption of the upper or lower part of the vacuum chamber of widthg and length h (see Fig. 2). The longitudinal electric field only penetrates into the vacuum chamber at
the two ends of the device. Let us use the electrostatic approximation to derive a common model of the
sensitivity. In the following, we examine this structure in some detail in order to illustrate some typical
problems and applications.
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Fig. 2: Schematic sketch of a quarter-wave electrode.

2.3.2 Solution of the electrostatic problem

In order to solve the electrostatic problem, we use a simple two-dimensional model which is depicted
on the left in Fig. 3. The plates of width g are symbolized by the thick lines around � � � . They are
at a potential " , whereas the rest of the � -axis and the parallel walls at  �ji

are at zero potential. In
order to compute the potential inside the vacuum chamber, we apply a conformal mapping. The reader
who does not wish to go into the details should skip the following derivation and continue with the result
in Eqs. (19) and (20). The prescription for the conformal mapping is adapted from Ref. [11]. We use
complex variables

[k� � 8ml  and a conformal mapping to the plane n �poq8mlGr vian �ts # [u%D�pvxwJy{z�| [i~} K (10)

A geometrical sketch of this mapping is shown in Fig. (3). The
[
-plane is shown on the left-hand side,

the n -plane on the right-hand side. The shaded areas are potential-free. The (complex) potential in the

x
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Fig. 3: Electrostatic model of quarter-wave electrode and conformal mapping.n -plane is the superposition of the potentials from the upper and lower electrodes:� #+n %A��������� EG��#+n %43����x�x� EG� #+n %9K (11)

The positive sign is valid if the device is used as a longitudinal pick-up or kicker, i.e. if the upper and
lower plates are operated in the sum mode. For operation in the difference mode (vertical pick-ups or
kickers), the negative sign is valid. The constituent potentials are������� EG��#+n %�� � " l|O���� n � nH�n � n _ (12)� �x�x� EG� #+n %�� � " l| ���� n � n��n � nx� (13)
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with nH� � s # � g �I� % (14)n _ � s # g �I� % (15)nx� � s # � g �I� 8ml�i(% (16)n�� � s # g �I� 8ml�i(%9K (17)

Because the mapping is conformal, the potentials in the
[
- and n -planes are equal, and the electric

potential is "$#=�-�� %9�1��v��f��� s #=� 8�l  %����
K
(18)

The calculation of "$#=���� % from the complex functions involved is somewhat lengthy. The result is again
the superposition of the two potentials"$#=�-�� %9� "c�9#=���� %9� " � � ����� E���#=�-�� %43 � �x��� EG� #=���� % � � (19)

with � ����� EG��� ���x� E���#=�-�� %9� �| �I¡�¢x£>�¤~¥ ¦V§ ¤ # |  ¨� i.% ¦>§ ¤�© # | g �I� i(%¢ � ¦ © # | �Z� i.% M�¢ � ¦ # |  ¨� i.% ¢ � ¦ © # | g �I� i(%ª � (20)

where the negative sign applies to the lower plate and the positive sign to the upper one. In the mid-plane,
both potentials are equal:� ����� EG��#=�-� i �I� %/� � �x�x� EG� #=�-� i �I� %/� �| �I¡V¢x£>�¤ ¥ ¦>§ ¤�© # | g �I� i(%¢ � ¦ © # | �Z� i.% ª K (21)

In the sum mode, the maximum voltage in the mid-plane is found at � � � and is ��" if g¬« i
.

2.3.3 Time domain versus frequency domain picture

If an RF voltage is applied at the upstream end of the device, a wave with velocity & ' will propagate
down the electrode and dissipate in the terminating resistor (see Fig. 2). The electric fields inside the
vacuum chamber, due to a positive voltage between the electrode and the ground plane, point in opposite
directions at the two ends. In order to obtain a net accelerating effect, the length of the electrode must be
adapted to the beam and signal velocities in such a way that the beam particle arrives at both ends of the
device at the right moment, when the wave amplitude has changed sign. We assume that the interaction
time between the beam and the field at the end of the device is short compared to the characteristic time� �®�� h��H&IE+F (refer to Eq. (4) for the definition of &,E+F ). Then we can approximate the interaction by
delta functions in the time domain and obtain for the sensitivity:RQS#=�-�� .� ��%/� �9#=�-�� %;�A��¯ # �>%48°¯ # �A� � �  %±�
K

(22)

The origin of time is defined such that the exciting voltage "$# ��% is measured at the upper port of the
electrode. In order to get the response in the frequency domain, one has to take the Fourier transform of
Eq. (22). This is given by : Q #=�-�� .�VU %9�
� � l �9#=�-�� % ¦>§ ¤ #+U �  %®²³�´�µ¨¶¸·>¹ _ K (23)

Up to a phase the response is therefore essentially sinusoidal with a maximum at the frequencyº�»9¼±½ ��U »9¼±½� | � �¾�  K (24)

If &�' � & � b , then
º »9¼±½ �¿¾ bS��h . The stripline electrode is therefore also called the quarter-wave

electrode.
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2.3.4 Superelectrodes

A superelectrode is generated by connecting two quarter-wave electrodes in series, with a delay � � 
between the exit port of the first and the entrance port of the second one (the dashed line in Fig. 4).

beam

Fig. 4: Principal sketch of the lower half of a superelectrode kicker with delay line.

The sensitivity is then: Q #=�-�� .� ��%/� �9#=�-�� % � �q¯ # �>%48°¯ # �A� � �  %@�e¯ # �A�À¾�  %48°¯ # �A�eÁ��  % � (25)

with the frequency response:RQS#=���� (�VU %D�
�<¾l �9#=���� % ¦>§ ¤ #+U �  % ¢ � ¦ #+�U �  %®²I³ � ´�µ¨¶¸·>¹ _ K (26)

At mid frequency, this is twice the value of a normal electrode, but the bandwidth is smaller, which can be
attributed simply to the increased duration of the accelerating pulse train. Adding even more electrodes is
even more obstructive to the bandwidth and has therefore never come into practice in stochastic cooling
systems. Instead, power combination is used, as will be discussed later on.

2.3.5 Finite ` correction

As can be seen from Eq. (9), the electrostatic approximation no longer holds if the beam velocity & � `-b
is substantially smaller than b . As the electrostatic aproximation is intimately related to the relativistic
shrinking of the Coulomb field, a generalization of the material presented above can be found in Ref.
[12], where the point-like interactions in Eqs. (22) and (25) are replaced by the typical temporal variation
of the Coulomb field at finite ` , ¯ # �>%9Âd Ã � 8 # � �IÄ � �x� ��Å E % _xÆ ³ � ¹ _Ä � �x� ��Å E K

(27)

At a distance
6

from the particle, the finite length of the pulse is Ä � �x� ��Å E � 6 �J#=`fa.b % . The Fourier
transform of the right-hand side of Eq. (27) isÇº #+U %9� UBÄ � �x� ��Å E9È � #+U�Ä � �x� ��Å E % � (28)

where È{� is a modified Bessel function. In order to make the finite ` correction effective, the idealized
frequency response of Eqs. (23) and (26) must be multiplied by

Çº #+U % . The effect of the correction is
always a reduced sensitivity compared with the case & � b . Some estimates are given in Ref. [12]. This
simple correction comes close to the results of sophisticated field theoretical models [13].
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2.4 Planar loops
Planar loops [14] have been used extensively in the Fermilab stochastic cooling systems. They are
fabricated completely with the microstrip line technique. The ground plane of the microstrip plate is
cut in order to interrupt the image current of the particle [see Fig. 5]. On the opposite side, where the
microstrips are situated, there is a tapered connection [the dashed trapezoid in Fig. 5] from the 50 U
signal line. A hole is drilled through the dielectric in order to produce a galvanic connection between
the end of the tapered microstrip and the ‘electrode’. The electrode itself can be interpreted as a 100 U
structure. On the other side of the ‘electrode’, a terminating resistor is soldered on the connection using
standard microstrip technology. The structure is rather similar to the usual quarter-wave electrodes, but
more easily constructed. However, it depends on the UHV requirements, whether a suitable dielectric
can be found. For a mathematical analysis of planar loops, refer to Ref. [14].

Fig. 5: Schematic view of a planar loop structure.

2.5 Slotted structures
In a slotted structure, a rectangular waveguide is coupled to the vacuum chamber by a regular array of
slots (see Fig. 6). The effect of the slots is not only to couple the beam to the structure, but it also
decreases the wave velocity inside the waveguide. The addition of an internal conductor transforms the
waveguide into a coaxial line. Such devices were conceived by L. Faltin at CERN in the 1970’s [15]. At
Fermilab, slotted waveguides are used in the 4–8 GHz debuncher upgrade [16]. For a discussion of these
and other structures, the reader is referred to C.S. Taylor’s lecture on the same subject at the first CAS
[7].

Fig. 6: Schematic view of a slotted waveguide. By inserting an inner conductor inside the waveguide, the principal layout of a

Faltin type structure arises.
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2.6 Signal combination
Whenever distributed pick-up or kicker structures such as striplines or planar loops are used in stochastic
cooling systems, the sensitivity of one such element is seldom sufficient in practice. Therefore one uses
several electrodes connected to standard microwave power combiners in order to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio on the pick-up side, and the efficiency of turning power into accelerating voltage on the
kicker side. A schematic view is shown in Fig. 7. The length of the connecting cables must be adapted

beam

Power combiner

Fig. 7: Schematic view of power combination from distributed pick-up electrodes.

to the beam velocity in order to yield a synchronous addition for signals from the individual pick-ups.
Neglecting losses, the output voltage of an É -fold power combiner is" � ��Ê � �Ë ÉÍÌÎÏ�Ð � " Ï � (29)

where the " Ï are the voltages at the input ports. The average power isÑ � ��Ê � �É�Ò ��Ó�Ô E ÌÎÏ � Õ Ð ��Ö " Ï ";Õ�× K (30)

If the cable lengths are adjusted correctly, the input voltages are equal and one gets
Ñ � ��Ê � É Ñ�Å=Ó�Ô�Ø�� E ,

where
Ñ�Å=Ó�ÔxØ�� E is the beam power from a single pick-up electrode. But the noise voltages from the indi-

vidual terminating resistors, " Ï and ";Õ , are uncorrelated for ÙÛÚ�¬Ü , and there is no increase of the output
noise power in comparison to the individual noise. (This would violate the second law of thermodynam-
ics!.) Therefore one gets an optimum increase of the signal-to-noise ratio by a factor É .

3 RECIPROCITY

Pick-ups and kickers are usually constructed in the same way. This makes sense because of reciprocity.
The reciprocity theorem of antenna theory can be proved directly from Maxwell’s equations. For this
proof, the reader is referred to Ref. [10]. Here we limit ourselves to the physical contents of the theo-
rem. This refers to a given volume with ‘metallic’ boundaries on which the tangential electric field is
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perpendicular to the magnetic field. The pick-up case is treated with fields ��DÝ , �ÞßÝ and a beam current
density �Ù Ý . Fields �� Õ and �Þ Õ apply to the kicker, and there is no driving current density in this case.
The connection between the pick-up and kicker fields is only given by the fact that they rely on equal
boundaries. For illustrative purposes, imagine a geometry as in Fig. 8. This figure is adapted from Ref.
[10]. The boundaries are sketched by thick lines, there are open surfaces :�� K�K�K :Z� for the signal and ter-
minating resistors, and the surfaces :�à®����:Zà _ symbolize the boundary between the ‘electrode’ and the the
rest of the vacuum chamber. The reciprocity theorem, stated as an integral equation, relates the pick-up
and kicker fields by 5âáSã 6 : z ��DÝ�ä �Þ Õ � �� Õ ä �Þ�Ý } � 5âã �� Õ�å �Ù ÝcK (31)

S c0 S c1

S 1 S

SS

2
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Fig. 8: Schematic view of a pick-up or kicker structure relevant to the discussion of reciprocity.

In this equation, æ is the volume bounded by
� æ . So far everything can be derived strictly from

Maxwell’s equations. The surface integrand on the left-hand side of Eq. (31) vanishes everywhere except
on the open surfaces described above.

An important assumption is that the vacuum chamber boundaries :@à®� and :Zà _ can be placed so
far away from the electrode that their contribution to the surface integral can be neglected. If these
propagating modes are damped by attenuating material inside æ , the contribution of the vacuum chamber
modes is negligible, too. Dampers of this kind are symbolized by the filled areas at the ends of the
structure in Fig. 8. The second assumption is that the fields at the ports : � K�K�K : � can be described by
TEM waves, as they exist in coaxial cables. Then the fields can be desribed using RF voltages "RÕ or " Ý .
In Ref. [10] it is shown that in certain circumstances where an outcoming wave �� Õ and an incoming
wave ��DÝ are considered, the reciprocity theorem can be reduced to the equation" Ý #+U %D� � Ò ��Ó�Ô E��"�ÕJ#+U % 5uã �� ÕJ#=�-�� .�V�,�VU % å �Ù Ý #=�-�� .�V���VU % � (32)

where Ò ��Ó�Ô E is the line impedance of the coaxial line. We shall show that Eq. (32) can be related to the
definition of sensitivity in Eqs. (5) and (6). The point-like current density of a single particle on the
right-hand side of Eq. (32) can be represented by delta functions:�Ù Ý #=���� (�V�,� �>%D�¬² �& ¯ #=� � � ! %®¯ #= �  ! %®¯ #+� � � ! � `-b ��%9K (33)
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We have assumed that �& points essentially in the � direction and that the change in � and  can be
neglected during the flight of the particle through the structure. Equation (33) describes just a single
passage. In Eq. (32), we need the Fourier transform of the current density:�Ù Ý #=���� (�V�,�VU %9��² �&& ¯ #=� � �(! %®¯ #= �  �! %uvxwâyèç �<l Ue#G� � � ! %& é K

(34)

The integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (32) yields5uã �� ÕJ#=�-�� .�V���VU % å �Ù Ý #=�-�� .�V�,�VU %D� 5 6 � � ÕH� ) #=� ! �� ! �V�,�VU %uvxwJyêç �<l U~#+� � ��! %& é K
(35)

This is the Fourier transform of 576 � � Õ�� ) � �(!I�� �!��V�,� �A� � � �H!& �
K
Comparing with Eq. (5) and using the Fourier convolution theorem, we conclude that" Ý #+U %9� �Bë² Ò ��Ó�Ô E� :RQ�#=�(!��� �!I�VU %9K (36)

This equation shows that the sensitivity we defined in Eq. (3) to describe the action of a kicker is also
useful for the description of pick-ups, if both are built identically. The factor 2 in the denominator can be
explained qualitatively in the following way: A kicker is usually excited by a counterpropagating wave.
On the other hand, a particle passing through a pick-up produces waves in both directions, of which only
one is used because of the need to synchronize the wave with the particle velocity.

In the time domain, the signal due to a single passage of the particle is, according to Eq. (36):" Ý # �>%9� �Bë² Ò ��Ó�Ô E� : Q #=�(!��� �!I� �>%AK (37)

We shall use this result in the following chapter. An approach to reciprocity, where far-fields are also
taken into account, was presented by F. Caspers and G. Dôme in Ref. [17].

4 SIGNAL FROM A CIRCULATING BEAM

4.1 Simplified one-particle signal
In Eq. (36) we have learned how to calculate the pick-up spectrum for a single passage through the
device. In a beam coasting in a storage ring, each particle passes through the pick-up periodically. In
order to get an easy-to-use mathematical description, we approximate the particle arrival at the pick-up
by an infinite train of delta functions:º # �>%A� ìÎ

Ì Ð ³ ì
¯ # �R�í� ! � ÉZî %�K (38)

Here
� ! denotes the time of arrival at revolution number É � � . This time is different for each particle in

the beam. î is the revolution time, which is normally distributed around a mean revolution time with a
certain spread which is proportional to the momentum spread of the beam. The Fourier spectrum of

º # ��%
is also an infinite train of delta functions, but this time in the frequency domain:º #+U %A�tï �ðEGñ ìÎò Ð ³ ì vxwây # l U � ! %J¯ #+U �~ó ï �=E+ñ % � (39)
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where
ï �ðE+ñ � � | ��î is the (angular) revolution frequency. The time

� ! is expressed by a phase in the
spectrum. In order to understand the Fourier pair in Eqs. (38) and (39) properly, it helps to note that
the infinite number of frequencies in Eq. (39) is due to the infinitely sharp pulses in the time domain.
The reader who is interested in what happens if one or both of these idealized assumptions are dropped,
may find it interesting to follow Feynman’s rule ‘The same equations have the same solutions’, and
re-examine a well-known analogy in optics: the diffraction pattern of a diffraction grating, which is
the Fourier transform of the optical transmission function of the grating. In our case, the number of
diffraction slits is mapped to the number of revolutions, whereas the role of the transmission through
a single slit is played by the sensitivity :<#=�-�� .� ��% . Working out the details of the analogy is left as an
exercise to the reader.

The signal of a pickup with a circulating particle can be modeled in the time domain as the con-
volution of

º # �>% with Eq. (37). Therefore the spectrum of a single circulating particle becomes:" Ý #+U %9� �Bë² Ò ��Ó�Ô E ï �=E+ñ� ìÎò Ð ³ ì vxwJy # l U � ! % :RQS#=�(!I�� �!��VU %®¯ #+U �~ó ï �=E+ñ %ôK (40)

The spectrum consists of sharp lines at each harmonic of the revolution frequency, with an amplitude
that is given by the sensitivity, and a phase that depends on the position of the particle.

4.2 One-particle signal including betatron motion
In deriving Eq. (40) we have tacitly assumed that at each revolution, the particle passes through the
pick-up at the same position in � and  . However, this assumption does not hold in general, because
particles in a storage ring perform betatron oscillations. The pick-up produces a stroboscopic view of
these oscillations because it does not observe the transverse motion directly, but can detect the position
only revolution by revolution. The position at the É th revolution can be written� Ì � � ! 8 � W ¦>§ ¤ #+� | É�õ W 8mö W % (41) Ì � �q÷ ¦>§ ¤ #+� | É�õ ÷ 8øö ÷ %�K (42)

The quantities
� W and

� ÷
denote the amplitude of the oscillations, and the quantities õ W and õ ÷ are

the number of oscillations per turn, a very important quantity for the beam dynamics in a storage ring.ö W and
ö ÷

quantify the phase of the oscillation during revolution number É � � . Usually the beam is
centred with respect to the electrode, but in the case of horizontal motion there can be a systematic shift�(! which is caused by the fact that the particle momentum differs from the design momentum. This
effect is called dispersion. For the vertical motion, the effect of dispersion can usually be neglected. In
order to calculate the pick-up spectrum with arbitrary sensitivity :<#=���� (� �>% including betatron motion,
there is an elegant mathematical method [10]. It begins with a wavelength decomposition of : Q , i.e. we
calculate the spatial Fourier transform of :DQ :Ç:@Q�# Ü WJ� Ü ÷ � �>%9� 5 6 � 6  �:RQS#=�-�� .� ��%J² ³�´ðù Õ�ú W�û Õ�ü YVý (43)

or, alternatively :RQS#=���� (� �>%D� �#+� | % _ 5 6 Ü W 6 Ü ÷ Ç:RQ�# Ü WJ� Ü ÷ � ��%J² ´=ù Õ ú W�û Õ ü ÷ ý K (44)

The advantage of this representation is that the oscillating quantities � and  appear in an exponential,
which can be developed in a series of Bessel function, using the well-known identity familiar to RF
engineers from the spectrum of a frequency-modulated signal:vxwây # l�0 ¦V§ ¤ � %9� ìÎþ Ð ³ ìøÿ þ # 0¨%J²�´ þ W K
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Inserted in Eq. (44), this yields: Q #=� Ì �� Ì � ��%D� ìÎþ ú Ð ³ ì ìÎþ ü Ð ³ ì : ù þ W � þ
÷ ýQ # � WJ� �q÷ � �>%âvxwJyc� � | l Éô#���W�õ W 8 � ÷ õ ÷ %�� (45)

with the important sensitivity coefficients: ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ # � W¨� �q÷ � �>%A� �#+� | % _ 5 ì³ ì 6 Ü W 6 Ü ÷ ÿ þ ú<# Ü W � W % ÿ þ ü/# Ü ÷��q÷ % Ç: Q # Ü WJ� Ü ÷ � �>%®² ´ Õ ú W��®û ´=ù þ ú��Hú û þ ü��Hü ý K(46)
These coefficients depend only on constants of the motion and on time.

Let us derive the signal from a single circulating particle. Using the reciprocity theorem Eq. (37)
and the pulse train from Eq. (38) yields:" Ý # ��%A� ��ëI² Ò ��Ó�Ô E� ìÎþ ú Ð ³ ì ìÎþ ü Ð ³ ì : ù þ W � þ

÷ ýQ # � WJ� ��÷ � ��%uvxwJyc� � | l Éô#��¸W,õ*W 8 � ÷ õ ÷ %±�¨C º # ��%AK (47)

The exponential in Eq. (47) produces a modulation of the delta peaks in
º # �>% , which leads to a new

sequence of sidebands. Indeed, if we insert
º # �>% from Eq. (38) and transform the exponential in Eq. (47)

according to ìÎ
Ì Ð ³ ì :

ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ # � WJ� ��÷ � ��%âvxwJyc� � | l Éô#��¸W,õ*W 8 � ÷ õ ÷ %±�¨C�¯ # �A� ÉZî �í� ! %� ìÎ
Ì Ð ³ ì :

ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ # � W � � ÷ � �R�À� ! %�CDvxwJyc� lGï �ðE+ñ � #�� W õ W 8 � ÷ õ ÷ %��I¯ # �A� ÉZî % �
then the Fourier transform of this expression becomesï �ðEGñ ìÎò Ð ³ ì : ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ # � WJ� �q÷ �VU %J²S´�µ¨¶ � ¯ � U �Àï �ðE+ñ # ój8 ��W�õ W 8 � ÷ õ ÷ % �
with the spectral coefficients: ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ # � WJ� �q÷ �VU %D� 5 ì³ ì 6 � : ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ # � Wâ� �q÷ � �>%¨²³�´ µ�¶�K (48)

Therefore the spectrum consists of lines at each revolution harmonic with a series of betatron sidebands
at a distance #��ðW,õ*W 8 � ÷ õ ÷ %Jï �=E+ñ :" Ý #+U % � ìÎò Ð ³ ì ìÎþ ú Ð ³ ì ìÎþ ü Ð ³ ì " ò � þ ú�� þ ü,#+U %J¯ #+U �Àï �ðEGñ # ój8 ��W�õ W 8 � ÷ õ ÷ %�% (49)

" ò � þ úH� þ ü,#+U %
	 � �Bë² Ò ��Ó�Ô E ï �ðE+ñ� : ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ # � Wâ� �q÷ �VU %âvxwây # l U � ! %ôK (50)

This is the general expression for a pick-up with arbitrary sensitivity including betatron motion. Equa-
tions (49) and (50) resemble the simplified expression [Eq. (40)], except that the sensitivity has been re-
placed by the more complicated coefficients [Eq. (46)], and that all the betatron sidebands have emerged.

In order to see how the formalism presented above works, let us investigate Eq. (46) for the case
where the betratron amplitudes

� Wâ� �q÷ are small compared to the physical dimensions of the electrode.
The Fourier transform

Ç:B# Ü W¨� Ü ÷ � ��% is negligible for large wave numbers
Ü � � | ��� where the wavelength� is much smaller than these physical dimensions. Therefore only small arguments

Ü W � W and
Ü ÷���÷

of
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the Bessel functions contribute significantly to Eq. (46), and we can use the approximation ÿ þ # g %�g þ �J#+� þ ��� % . This yields factors
Ü þ

in front of the
Ç: in Eq. (46). Using Eq. (A.1.7), we get the approximate

coefficients: ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ # � WJ� ��÷ �VU %� � þ úW � þ ü÷#+� l®% þ ú û þ ü ��W���� ÷ � ² ´=ù þ ú���ú û þ ü���ü ý � þ ú � þ ü :<#=���� (�VU %� � þ ú �([ þ ü ���� W Ð W�� � ÷ Ð ! ���¸W�� �J��� ÷ � � K (51)

For negative indices, there is a general relation that follows from the properties of the Bessel functions:: ù�³ þ ú � þ ü ýQ � # � � % þ ú : ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ �/: ù þ ú � ³ þ ü ýQ � # � � % þ ü : ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ K
(52)

In particular, we get the approximate amplitudes at the revolution harmonics and the first betatron side-
bands " ò � ! � !�#+U %� �Bë² Ò ��Ó�Ô E ï �ðEGñ� ² ´�µ¨¶ � :B#=�(!I�>�J�VU % (53)" ò � � � � ! #+U %� M ë² Ò ��Ó�Ô E ï �ðEGñ � W¾l ² ´�µ¨¶ � � ´ � ú � :B#=�-�� .� ��%� � ���� W Ð W�� � ÷ Ð ! (54)" ò � ! � � �H#+U %� M ë² Ò ��Ó�Ô E ï �ðEGñ �q÷¾l ² ´�µ¨¶ � � ´ ��ü � :<#=�-�� .� ��%�  ���� W Ð W�� � ÷ Ð ! K (55)

In the case of small betatron amplitudes, we have rediscovered Eq. (40) for the signal at the revolu-
tion harmonics. The signal at the horizontal [Eq. (54)] and vertical [Eq. (55)] betatron sidebands is
proportional to the betatron amplitude and the slope of the sensitivity.

After having shown that the general expression for the sensitivity coefficients, Eq. (46), yields
rather simple expressions in the case of small betatron amplitudes, we recall how the coefficients : ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ
are calculated in general:

1. Take the spatial Fourier transform
Ç: of the sensitivity.

2. Multiply by the weights ÿ þ ú<# Ü W � W % and ÿ þ ü/# Ü ÷���÷ % .3. Calculate the inverse transform at the point � � �-!��� � � .
4. Take into account the initial betatron phases

ö W and
ö Y .

The coefficients : ù þ W � þ ÷ ýQ are a generalization of the approximate relations Eqs. (53)–(55) to the case that
the betatron motion becomes so large that it begins to feel the non-linearities of the sensitivity. Indeed, it
can be shown that Eqs. (53)–(55) are exact if the sensitivity is linear. As the formalism relies on Fourier
transforms, it will be easy to implement on a computer as soon as useful sensitivity models are available.
It is useful for the geometrical design of the electrodes. During the design procedure, the aim will be to
produce reasonable sensitivities even for the largest betatron amplitudes expected.

It can be seen from Eq. (51) that the signals at the higher-order sidebands � ��W � ÷ � ��� are directly
proportional to higher derivatives of the sensitivity and higher powers of the betatron amplitude. For the
practical application of stochastic cooling, they should never play a role. However, they are observed
(for example at GSI) in spectra of beams with collective transverse instabilities.

4.3 Spectral density and total power
4.3.1 Schottky signal

The total signal from the beam is the superposition of the single particle signal, Eq. (49), of all particles
circulating in the storage ring. It is very important to distinguish between bunched beams and coasting
beams. Here we treat only the latter, because stochastic cooling is only switched on after the injected
beam has been debunched.

In a coasting beam the particles are distributed randomly. This randomness holds for the time
� !

[compare Eq. (38)] which measures the particle position during a given revolution, and the initial betatron
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phases
ö W and

ö Y [see Eqs. (41) and (42)]. The distribution in
ï �ðE+ñ , and in the betatron amplitudes

� W
and

�q÷
at the pick-up, can be expressed by a distribution function ��# ï �=E+ñ � � W¨� ��÷ % which is normalized

to the number of particles � in the ring. Because the signal consists of contributions with random phases
due to

� ! , ö W and
ö Y , the output voltage from a pick-up disappears on the average, but fluctuates around

zero. Therefore the average power is non-zero.

The signal from a coasting beam is called a Schottky signal. In 1918 W. Schottky published a
paper [18] in which he showed that the current in semiconductors is never exactly constant, but that there
are statistical fluctuations which he attributed to the fact that the current consists of individual electrons
with a finite elementary charge that are randomly distributed.

The signal from the beam fluctuates, as well. We pointed out in the introduction to this paper that
these fluctuations are the very basis of stochastic cooling. In order to describe the signal quantitatively,
we briefly recall some common definitions of signal theory [19].

4.3.2 Basic definitions from signal theory

The Schottky signal from a coasting beam is a stochastic voltage "$# ��% . It is characterized statistically
by its autocorrelation function, which is defined as the expectation value of the product of " at times

�
and

�-8 � . "2# ��% is a representative of a stationary process because the autocorrelation function does not
depend on

�
(This is no longer true for a bunched beam!). Therefore the autocorrelation can be written

in the form Ö "$# ��% "2# �-8 � % × ��� # � %DK (56)

The spectral density � is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function

� #+U %D� 5 ì³ ì 6 � � # � %®²³�´ µ� ßK (57)

One should bear in mind that � is defined as a voltage density. For a stationary process the Wiener-
Khintchine-Theorem holds: ! Ç"$#+U % Ç"#"#+U%$ %�&$� � | �ô#+U %J¯ #+U � U%$ %9K (58)

In this notation,
Ç"$#+U % is the Fourier transform of "$# ��% and " denotes the complex conjugate.

The average total electric power is

' Ñ 	 � �Ò ��Ó�Ô E)( "$# �>% _+* � � # � %Ò ��Ó�Ô E � �� | Ò ��Ó�Ô E 5 ì³ ì 6 U,� #+U %9K (59)

4.3.3 Schottky spectral density

The Schottky spectral density � Ý at the output port of a pick-up electrode can be derived from the single
particle signal Eq. (49) using the distribution � and the assumption of a smooth distribution in

� ! , ö W
and

ö ÷
, as discussed above. In Eq. (49) we saw that each particle produces signals at frequenciesU � # ój8 �¸W,õ*W 8 � ÷ õ ÷ %âï �=E+ñ K (60)

The mathematical description of the power density can be complicated due to the possibility of Schottky
band overlap. Let us call the maximum width of the distribution in revolution frequencies Ä ï �=E+ñ . Then,
if
ó Ä ï �=E+ñ � ï �ðEGñ 	 � , the extreme parts of the frequency distributions begin to overlap for neighbouring

harmonics. Already, at lower harmonics, betatron sidebands overlap with revolution harmonics, and with
one another.
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To be complete, it should be noted that in the following we neglect chromaticity, which would
introduce a correlation between

ï �ðE+ñ and õ W or õ ÷ . For the Schottky power density, we get

� #+U %A� Îò � þ ú � þ ü 576 � W 6 � ÷ � ç U� ó 8 �¸W,õ*W 8 � ÷ õ ÷ � � � W � � ÷ é �� " ò � þ ú � þ ü #+U % �� _ K (61)

The sum has to be taken over all bands that contribute to U and one has to integrate over betatron
amplitudes. Let us derive from Eq. (61) some useful approximations. If

1. the approximation Eq. (53) holds for all betatron amplitudes, and
2. if : ò � ! � ! does not depend on

ï �=E+ñ , and
3. Schottky bands do not overlap,

then the following proportionality holds for the integrated power
Ñ ò � ! � ! over one band at harmonic

ó
:Ñ ò � ! � !)- � ë _ K (62)

Under these assumptions, the Schottky power in one band is proportional to the number of particles and
to the square of the charge state. It can serve to measure the beam current, if it is properly calibrated. Ob-
viously, the signal-to-noise ratio of heavy ion beams is intrinsically much higher than for singly charged
particle beams, if one assumes identical electrodes and the same number of particles. The signal from
a beam of fully stripped uranium ions is 39 dB higher than the one from a corresponding (anti)proton
beam.

For the power in the betatron sidebands
Ñ ò � � � there is a similar relation if one assumes : ò � � � � !

or : ò � ! � � � to be constant and that they can be described by Eq. (54) or Eq. (55), respectively:Ñ ò � � � ! - � ë _ ( � _W * (63)Ñ ò � ! � � - � ë _ ( � _÷ * K (64)

The integrated sideband power is therefore a useful diagnostic for the mean betatron amplitude.

4.3.4 Noise spectral density

The noise power of a source at temperature î-E+F in a frequency interval Ä º can be approximated byÑ Ôx��Ó�Å E �¬Ü/. îZE+FfÄ º K (65)

The noise spectral density � Ôx��Ó�Å E inside Ä º is constant:

� Ôx��Ó�Å E #+U %9� �� Ò ��Ó�Ô E Ü0. îZE+F K (66)

The factor ���I� stems from the necessity to integrate over both positive and negative values of U , when
one deals with Fourier transforms.

4.4 Transverse pick-up designs
For a good betatron signal the sensitivity should be zero for a centred beam and approximately linear up
to the highest betatron amplitudes to be expected [compare Eqs. (54) and (55)]. A vertical pick-up, for
example, could consist of two stripline electrodes operated in the difference mode. A horizontal pick-up
would be obtained by turning this device around by 1I�32 . If large horizontal apertures are required, a more
effective solution consists of two pairs of stripline electrodes. Each pair is operated in the sum mode,
and then one takes the difference of the sum signals. Such a geometry is sketched in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9: Schematic sketch of horizontal pick-up. The useful beam aperture is shaded.

4.5 Momentum signal
4.5.1 General requirements

The momentum correction signal at the kicker should carry information about the deviation
¯54

of the par-
ticle momentum from the design momentum

4 ! . Ideally it should be proportional to
¯�4 � 4 ! . Two methods

have been developed to extract this information. The Palmer method relies on dispersion, whereas the
notch filter method operates completely in the frequency domain.

4.5.2 Palmer pick-ups

In the Palmer method, the momentum correction signal is derived from the position of the particle as it
passes through the pick-up. The dependence of position on momentum is called dispersion. It can be
written in the form � ! �76 ¯�44 ! � (67)

where
6

is a quantity measured in metres and is called the dispersion function. It is caused by the fact
that the orbit curvature in a dipole magnet is proportional to momentum. In a storage ring,

6
varies

around the ring. Therefore, an appropriate location must be chosen for the Palmer pick-up. Palmer pick-
ups are transverse pick-ups like the one shown in Fig. 9. The signal can be described approximately by
Eq. (53). The proportionality to

¯�4 � 4 ! is caused by the �Z! dependence of the sensitivity. In order to get a
clean signal from the device, the horizontal betatron amplitude

� W at the location of the Palmer pick-up
should be small compared to the dispersion amplitude �-! .
4.5.3 Thorndahl notch filters

The pick-up for the notch filter method has constant sensitivity. The signal is derived by electronic
post-processing. It relies on the fact that the revolution frequency depends on momentum:¯�ï �=E+ñï �ðEGñ �1r ¯�44 ! � (68)

where
r

is a quantity called frequency dispersion. It is explained in every introductory text on longitu-
dinal beam dynamics, because it is important for the description of what happens to a bunch in an RF
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field.

In a notch filter the signal is split in a power splitter. The two components pass a short and a long
delay line and are then fed into to a ��8I�92 hybrid. If the time difference of the signal transmission in the

power
splitter hybrid

180
-

+

o

Fig. 10: Schematic sketch of a notch filter.

two cables is
�®Ôx� Ê;:�<

, the output voltage will take the form";!>= ² ´�µ¨¶@?BA�CEDEF � ��G � � l "�! ² ´�µ¨¶@?BA�CHDEF�¹ _ ¦>§ ¤ U ��Ôx� ÊI:I<� K
(69)

If
��Ôx� ÊI:I< �I� is made equal to the revolution frequency, the transmission will be periodic with the revolution

frequency and exhibit zeros at all harmonics of the revolution frequency. This is due to destructive
interference between the waves from the short and long cables. These zeros are often called notches.
The device is also known as a comb filter. The quality of the cancellations depends on the attenuation
of the two waves in the two cables which must be equalized over the whole useful bandwidth. The
transmission : _ � of the notch filters fulfils the requirements of a momentum signal for stochastic cooling
in a frequency interval of half a revolution frequency at most. Therefore, the frequency spread of the
Schottky signal should be smaller than that at the highest frequency used in the cooling system. The
decision to use notch filters in stochastic cooling systems has an important impact on the ion optical
design of the cooler ring, because of the constraints on the frequency dispersion

r
. The appplication of

notch filters for momentum cooling was invented by L. Thorndahl and G. Carron at CERN in the 1970s
[20]. It played a major role in the successful stochastic cooling of antiproton beams.

An important advantage of notch filters is the suppression of thermal noise around the notches.
As the length of the long cable is usually of the order of a few hundred metres, notch filters tend to
be sensitive to thermal variations. A modern solution to this problem has been worked out at COSY
[21]. They replace the long cable by a fibre-optic, which is connected to an optical modulator and
demodulator. The optical devices are less sensitive to thermal variations, and the electric length can be
tuned by movable mirrors.

5 TRANSVERSE KICKS

5.1 Panofsky–Wenzel theorem
Transverse kicks to particles moving in an RF field are described by the Panofsky–Wenzel theorem [22].
To every newcomer in the field, this theorem appears to come as a surprise, because it maintains that
transverse electric fields are not needed to describe the transverse kick. A proper understanding of the
Panofsky–Wenzel theorem is a necessary prerequisite for the design of transverse kicker electrodes. At
first we present a straightforward derivation where the electric and magnetic fields are used directly. The
equations needed are the Lorentz force equation6 �46 � �1ë²*z ��t8 �& ä �J } (70)
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and Faraday’s law of induction �K�ä �� �
� � �J��� K (71)

It will soon become clear that the magnetic component of the Lorentz force is as important as the electric
one in the derivation. Remember that the fields seen by the particle depend on the space coordinates and
on time, i.e. they must be written as �� # �L # �>% � ��% and �J # �L # �>% � ��% . Then the time derivative of the electric
field is 6 ��6 � � � ���;� 8 z �&kå��K } ��
K

(72)

Because we are dealing with sinusoidally varying fields, we investigate the partial time derivative of the
Lorentz force, making use of Eqs. (71) and (72):��;� z ��18 �& ä �J } � � ����� � �& ä1z �KOä �� }� � ����� 8jz �&kå/�K } �� � �K7z �&kå �� }� 6 ��6 � � �K z �&kåq�� } K (73)

We assume sinusoidally varying fields �� � �� !# �L %uvxwJy�l U �48 ¢ K ¢ K and �J � �J !# �L %uvxwây�l U �-8 ¢ K ¢ K , where
c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. With Eq. (73), the integrated change of momentum in a kicker over
a length ( ��� � �H! ) can be writtenÄ �42� ëI²l U¿¥ �� #+� � %A� �� #+� ! %@� �& 5 )5M) � 6 � �K z �&ßå �� } ª 8 ¢ K ¢ K (74)

The velocity change in an RF kicker is usually small, and therefore �& has been assumed to be approxi-
mately constant in the integrand. The entrance and exit points may be moved to a place where the electric
field can be neglected. For a kick in the � -direction, Eq. (74) yieldsÄ 4 W � l�ë²UT& 5 ) M) � 6 � ç &IW �;� W� � 8 & ÷ �(� ÷� � 8 & �(� )� � é 8 ¢ K ¢ K (75)

In most practical field configurations, the terms &uW �;� Wu� � � and & ÷ �(� ÷ � � � can be neglected because the
velocity points mainly in the � direction. ThenÄ 4 W � lU � Ä �� � � (76)

where Ä � is the change of energy in the kicker. This relation looks very unfamiliar at first sight. The
following comments should clarify the physical meaning of Eq. (76):N The transverse kicks are proportional to the transverse gradient of the longitudinal electric field.N No transverse fields are needed for a complete description of the transverse kick.N Even if a particle passing through a transverse kicker on-axis does not feel an accelerating voltage,

off-axis particles do.N For a given transverse deflection, the necessary transverse field gradient of the longitudinal electric
field is proportional to the RF frequency.N There is a 1I�/2 phase difference between the maximum transverse kick and the maximum (off-axis)
energy change.N In the low-frequency limit, the longitudinal electric fields do not play a practical role.N As Panofsky and Wenzel pointed out in their concise original paper, there can be no transverse
deflection in a pure TE field.
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Tracing back the derivation of Eqs. (73)–(76), it becomes obvious that the effective transverse kick is
produced by a component of the magnetic force. Because of the law of induction, it can be described
in terms of the electric field. There is no net effect of the actual electric force because there is a second
component of the magnetic force which adds up to the electric field to produce a total time derivative of�� , the effect of which vanishes under suitable boundary conditions.

A more elegant, perhaps somewhat less instructive way to derive the Panofsky–Wenzel theorem
makes use of the vector potential �� and the relations �� �
��� �� � ��� , as well as �J � �Ktä �� in the Lorentz
force term. Doing so, there is no need to operate with the partial time derivative of the Lorentz force.
Instead of terms like ���J# l U %®�;� ) � � � [see Eq. (75)] the simpler, equivalent terms

� � ) � � � turn up. The
reader should try and derive this as an exercise. This is the main reason behind defining the sensitivity
via the vector potential in Eq. (2). Definitions in the time domain as Eqs. (7) and (8) would have become
too cumbersome without using the vector potential.

It is rewarding to compare the order of magnitude of the transverse kick to the longitudinal kick
for off-axis particles. Let the beam be centred with respect to the transverse kick electrode and let
the longitudinal kick to particles in the centre vanish. Let the transverse kick be constant inside an
aperture Ä�� . According to the Panofsky–Wenzel theorem, a transverse kick by an angle Ä^� $ must be
accompanied by an off-axis energy change Ä � . Both are related byÄ^� $ �OÄ 4 W4 ! � �l U ó `faZb Ä �Ä^� K

(77)

On the other hand, Ä �ó aZb _ � Ä �� ! � ` _ Ä 44 ! K (78)

Combining Eqs. (77) and (78) one gets an easy-to-use relation between the transverse and longitudinal
kicks: Ä 44 ! � l UBÄ^�`-b Ä^�O$ K (79)

For Uq�I� | � 1 GHz, Ä^� = 10 mm, and ` � � , we get UBÄ��Z�H`-b � � K �I�01 Á , i.e. a kick by 1 mrad would
be accompanied by a change in relative momentum of � ä ��� ³ � at a beam radius of 10 mm. With Eq.
(79) this relation can easily be scaled.

6 BEAM DYNAMICS WITH KICKS

A quantitative description of the beam response to the voltages applied at the kicker(s) is beyond the
scope of this lecture because of the complicated beam dynamics involved. At this point, a few general
remarks should be sufficient. The reader is advised to consult the literature. As already mentioned, a
good introduction can be found in Ref. [1]. The ambitious reader interested in the physics of fluctuating
signals should consult Ref. [23].

A particle circulating in the ring can get into resonance with the applied kicker signal. In the long
term, it will be most sensitive to signals at the frequencies given by Eq. (60), i.e. at the same frequencies
that it produces a signal at a pick-up. For the longitudinal response, the most important effect occurs at
the frequencies

ó ï �ðE+ñ . It is proportional to the kicker sensitivity : ù ! � !>ýQ . Neglecting the effect of betatron
oscillations, this is roughly the quantity : Q .

The change of the betatron amplitudes occur mainly because of the signal at the betatron sidebands# ój3 õ W %Jï �=E+ñ and # ój3 õ ÷ %uï �=E+ñ . Because of the Panofsky–Wenzel theorem, it is proportional to� :4� � � and
� :4� �  [see Eqs. (7) and (8)].
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APPENDIX - FOURIER TRANSFORMS AND NOTATION

The Fourier transform is defined as a transformation between the time domain and the frequency domain.
In this paper, we consistently use the definitions from Ref. [19]. Time is denoted by

�
and angular

frequency by U . The original function and its Fourier transform are denoted by the same letter, e.g."$# ��% and "$#+U % . This is mathematically not quite correct, but saves a lot of nasty indices. A localized
exception to this rule is the spatial transform

Ç: used in Eqs. (43)–(46). The Fourier transform is defined
as º #+U %A� 5 ì³ ì 6 � º # �>%uvxwJy # �<l U �>% (A.1.1)

The Fourier inversion theorem yieldsº # �>%A� �� | 5 ì³ ì 6 � º #+U %uvxwây # 8*l U �>% (A.1.2)

If
º # �>% and

º #+U % are related by a Fourier transform, we writeº # �>%QP º #+U % (A.1.3)

The following theorems are used in this paper

1. the linearity theorem 0 º # �>%f8SRVs # �>%�P 0 º #+U %f8SRVs #+U % (A.1.4)

2. the shift theorem º # �@�~0¨%QP º #+U %uvxwJy # �<l U 0J% (A.1.5)

3. the modulation theorem º # �>%uvxwây # l�ï ! �>%QP º #+U �Àï ! % (A.1.6)

4. the theorem on derivatives 6 Ì º # �>%6 � Ì P # l U % Ì º #+U % (A.1.7)

5. and, perhaps, the most important of them all, the convolution theorem5 ì³ ì 6 � º # �>%�s # �A� � %�P º #+U %�s #+U % (A.1.8)

The convolution is often written in short-hand form5 ì³ ì 6 � º # ��%�s # �@� � %T	 � º # �>%-CAs # ��% (A.1.9)

A very useful identity concerns the convolution with a delta function¯ # �A�~0¨%�C9s # �>%9�ps # �@�e0J% (A.1.10)

Most often the quantities
º # �>% in the time domain refer to physically measurable quantities , i.e they

are represented by real numbers. The negative frequency components of the Fourier transform of a real
function

º # �>% can easily be calculated from the positive frequency components:
º # � U %@� º " #+U % .
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE RF AND MICROWAVE 
MEASUREMENT TUTORIAL 

F. Caspers 
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
G. Hutter 
GSI, Darmstadt, Germany 

Abstract 
For this practical tutorial using (vector) network and spectrum analysers 
detailed instructions are given on how to operate these sophisticated 
instruments, avoiding the need for reading heavy instruction manuals. The 
tutorial is basically split into two parts, namely network analysis and 
spectrum analysis. In the network section the reflection and transmission 
characteristics of passive and active one- and two-ports are measured with a 
particular emphasis on resonators and cavities as well as calibration 
procedures. Spectrum analysers are used to examine amplitude- and 
frequency-modulated (AM, FM) signals, signal strength measurement, non-
linear behaviour of amplifiers via intermodulation and the evaluation of 
noise and noise-figure properties.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Radio-frequency (RF) spectrum analysers (SPA or SA) can be found in virtually every control room of 
a modern particle accelerator. They are used for many aspects of beam diagnostics, including Schottky 
signal acquisition and RF observation. We discuss here only the application of classical super-
heterodyne SPAs and not systems based on the acquisition of time-domain traces and subsequent 
Fourier transform (FFT analysers). Such a super-heterodyne SPA is very similar (in principle) to any 
AM or FM radio-receiver. The incoming RF signal is moderately amplified (sometimes with 
adjustable gain) and then sent to the RF port of a mixer. A mixer is a non-linear element (containing 
one or more fast diodes) and acts like an analogue multiplier. The output signal of a local oscillator 
(LO) is connected to the LO input of the mixer and superimposed on the RF. As a consequence we 
obtain (non-linear) mixing products at the sum and difference frequency between RF and LO which 
appear at the intermediate frequency (IF) port of the mixer. This IF signal is subsequently band-
filtered and sent to the vertically deflecting plates of the cathode ray tube (CRT) in the SPA (or via a 
demodulator to the loudspeaker in a radio-receiver). The word ‘super-heterodyne’ is a mixture of Latin 
and Greek meaning adding (super) a different (hetero) force (dyne), where the different force is no 
other than the LO signal, superimposed (added) in a non-linear fashion on the RF signal.  

A network analyser can often be found in a control room but its real home is the RF laboratory. 
There are two kinds of instrument, namely the Scalar and the Vector Network Analysers (SNA and 
VNA, respectively). The SNA can only display the magnitude of some property (e.g. reflections or 
transmission coefficient) versus frequency. It basically consists of a tunable RF generator and a power 
detector. Often SPAs with a tracking generator (tracking to the actual frequency shown in the display) 
are used for scalar network analysis. However, with its additional phase display capability and much 
higher dynamic range with a simple power detector, the VNA offers a much wider range of 
applications than the SNA. The higher dynamic range (around 100 dB) is also linked to the fact that 
VNAs apply the mixing concept mentioned above. We are only using VNAs in this tutorial, but if a 
spectrum analyser with tracking generator is available one may also try using it as a scalar analyser. A 
typical RF laboratory application of a VNA is the measurement of the scattering parameters  
(S-parameters) of some device under test (DUT). In this tutorial we will perform most of the standard 
measurements on objects such as cavities, complex impedances including non-ideal resistors, 
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capacitors and inductors, filters and amplifiers. It will also be possible to do some ‘fun’ experiments 
(not described in this paper), e.g. using a coaxial waveguide transition as an antenna and building a 
simple radar system.  

2. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE VECTOR NETWORK ANALYSER 

2.1 General information about the VNAs used here 

We use three different models of the HP8753 VNA, namely types B, C, and E. All have similar 
functions and frequency, power, and dynamic range, but use different software and have slightly 
different control menus. So, for example, the desired output power of the HP8753C is obtained by 
applying an external attenuator to an output power from –10 dB to +20 dB. For the HP8753D an 
output power range is selected (which internally switches attenuators) and then the desired output 
power is chosen. However, the instructions given here are also ‘in principle’ applicable to comparable 
instruments from other manufacturers. 

The HP8753 has two kinds of control buttons: hard keys on the front panel, which are used to 
set the kind of measurement, the frequency range and other functions, and soft keys on the right-hand 
side of the display. In the following descriptions bold letters are frequently used to denote hard keys 
while normal letters denote soft keys: MEAS, REFL., FWD S11 (A/R), etc. 

The HP8753 analysers have two display channels, which can be displayed in parallel in two 
modes: split screen and common screen. Each channel can be processed using mathematical functions, 
memory, data/memory display and other features. 

Only one channel at a time responds to control inputs. Changes to some settings act only on the 
active channel, whereas frequency range and other principal parameters remain unchanged for both 
channels. For critical measurements the noise level can be improved either by averaging or reducing 
the IF bandwidth or by increasing the output power to the maximum allowed level. The VNAs have 
powerful marker functions to simplify search operations such as 3 dB bandwidths, maxima and 
minima and desired power levels. These can be combined with special mathematical functions to 
allow the calculation of the Q-factor of a resonator, for example. 

All analysers used in the tutorial have a tome-domain option, which can be found under 
SYSTEM, TRANSFORM MENU. A frequency range up to 2 GHz with 801 data points is selected 
for these measurements and FORMAT, MORE, REAL is used to adjust the display format. Note that 
the frequency range is automatically adapted to the values required for the transformation (chirp–Z 
type) when using the ‘low pass’ time-domain mode. 

The ‘power-sweep’ function for a fixed Continuous Wave (CW) frequency can be applied for 
measuring the 1 dB compression point of an amplifier. 

All new measurements are started with a PRESET of the VNA, and the desired type of 
measurements (S11, S21, or other) are to be keyed in. Then the frequency range is set and the 
measurement is calibrated with the proper choice of the calibration kit, for example N 50  or 3.5 mm 
for SMA, depending on the connector required to connect the DUT. 

2.2 Becoming acquainted with the HP 8753 (first VNA lesson) 

First of all, it is very important to define the kind of measurement (e.g. reflection, transmission) to be 
performed. 

The VNA provides the following basic choices:  

MEAS S11 (A/R) REFL.: FWD for impedance, VSWR, etc. at port 1. 

S21 (B/R) TRANS.: FWD for attenuation or gain, phase, group delay etc. 
between ports 1 and 2 (not from 1 to 2!). 
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S12 (A/R) TRANS.: REV for attenuation, gain etc. between ports 2 and 1. 

S22 (B/R) REFL.: REV for impedance, VSWR, etc. at port 2. 

The notation A/R and B/R refers to the coaxial connections between the S-parameter test set and 
the actual VNA. These connections are externally accessible for certain instruments and permit special 
configurations. Here the letter A stands for the input to channel A and similarly B denotes the input of 
channel B. R is the reference channel. The instrument will essentially display (in complex formats 
such as real and imaginary or magnitude and phase) the (complex) ratios A/R or B/R. The S-parameter 
test basically set contains two directional couplers and several remotely controlled RF relays in order 
to establish the required connections between the two S-parameter ports (port 1 and port 2 at the front 
panel) and the connections A, B, R, and signal source. FWD stands for ‘forward’ measurement and 
REV for ‘reverse’.  

The desired frequency range must be set once the type of measurement has been defined. The 
analysers start with their full range sweep, which is likely to be too high for measuring lumped 
elements like resistors and capacitors. 

The following possibilities are available for setting frequencies: 

either 

 START and 

 STOP 

or 

 CENTER and 

 SPAN 

Having set the frequency range, the influence of the mismatch in the connecting cables between 
the ports of the VNA and the DUT should be eliminated, as well as the impact of generator mismatch 
and finite directivity of internal couplers of the VNA. In addition, the reference plane will be moved to 
the end of the cable. In other words, the typically applied application for a reflection measurement 
(open, short, load) eliminates errors resulting from generator and cable mismatch, electrical length and 
losses, as well as finite coupler directivity. Of course the imperfections mentioned above cannot be 
suppressed by themselves, but by inferring the results from the calibration measurements a software 
routine allows for numerical correction.  

The calibration procedures will be described in more detail in the first measurements, but one 
should always remember that the calibration can only de done AFTER having defined the frequency 
range (except for the interpolation mode when using frequency ranges smaller than the calibrated 
range) 

– As an exercise, PRESET the instrument (push the green button on the HP8753). 

The VNA starts with full range sweep, CH1 active in S11 mode with logarithmic magnitude (log 
mag) and reference level at 0 dB (REF). Dial a frequency span from 0.5 to 5 MHz using the Start 
and Stop controls. 

Set start frequency to 0.5 MHz  START; 0.5; M/u. 

Set stop frequency to 5 MHz STOP; 5; M/u. 

– Calibrate S11 (port 1) with the reference plane at the end of the cable. Typical RF cables are 
equipped with M-type (male) N-connectors on either end. Hence components in the calibration kit 
have F-type (female) N-connectors. During the calibration procedure a question will appear on the 
screen of the instrument asking which component of the calibration kit is being used. It should be 
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remembered that the kind of calibration is defined for the type of connector you are doing the 
calibration on (i.e. the end of the cable), NOT for the calibration-kit component itself! 

By the way, the term N for the type of cable connector we are using here has its historical 
roots in the word navy, since this kind of connector was first used by the US Navy more than 
50 years ago. The frequently applied competitor, the BNC connector, comes from the same shop 
(Bayonet Navy Connector). But the BNC has much lower performance than the N-connector. 

– Now follow the menu on the calibration page and attach the open, short, and load as requested by 
the system.  

– Don’t forget to confirm that the calibration is done; you may want to store it for later use. 

– For very critical and accurate measurements you may calibrate the system using the trace average 
function, but this is rather time consuming. However, you may reduce the IF bandwidth from 3 
kHz (standard setting) to 100 Hz (in the average menu) and note the difference. 

– As a next step select in the display menu the split screen display and then activate channel 2. For 
channel 2 we are measuring now in transmission from port 1 to port 2, i.e. S21. Connect the end of 
the cable where you just did the S11 calibration to port 2 of the VNA. 

– Carry out a ‘response’ calibration for transmission (not full two port) and store the result. 

Now you are well prepared to measure simultaneously some DUT in reflection and transmission 
with a calibrated system. As a DUT you can use the 10  resistor in a SUCO (blue) box. This DUT 
contains a simple 10  carbon resistor between the inner conductors of the input and output 
connector. You can check now up to what frequency this test object looks like a pure resistor and 
what kind of parasitic effects occur. Despite the fact that the geometrical length of the DUT is just 
a few centimetres you will already see a considerable inductive component at 5 MHz. The free 
space wavelength of 5 MHz amounts to 60 m! For the next exercise disconnect the cable from port 
2, attach the DUT and terminate the open connector of the DUT with a short (from the calibration 
kit). 

– Using channel 1, select as display format the Smith Chart and look at the read-out of the marker on 
top of the screen: it gives a reading of the resistance and inductance of the lumped resistor. Which 
read-out changes significantly with frequency? Discuss the results. 

– Exchange the blue test box for another one, look at the results in different formats, and turn the dial 
to measure at different frequencies. 

– Now you may try a further method to measure the frequency-dependent complex impedance of the 
10  test box (leaving the DUT connected to the cable to port 1 with a short at its end). The 
instrument provides a conversion menu that allows direct display from the S11 measurement of the 
real and imaginary parts of the DUT’s complex impedance as a function of frequency. This kind of 
conversion is possible from both the reflection and the transmission measurements. Try both 
techniques and discuss the reason for possible discrepancies. Play with the electrical-delay 
correction in the transmission-type test. How can you explain the (of course unphysical) negative 
real parts for certain electrical-delay settings?  

2.3 Demonstration of calibration effectiveness 
– Display the locus of S11 of a 25  DUT in the Smith Chart for the frequency range 600– 

1200 MHz after having done a reflection calibration. This 25  DUT may be made by using two 
50  terminations and a coaxial T-piece to connect them ‘in parallel’. 

– Now produce a severe generator mismatch with another coaxial T-piece inserted at port 1, between 
port 1 and the coaxial cable. The open port of this T-piece will be terminated with another 50  
load. In this configuration we have artificially modified the generator impedance from about 50  
to around 25 . 
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– As a next step perform the usual open, short, load calibration at the end of your (say 1 m long) test 
cable. Reconnect the 25  DUT at the end and display its characteristic in the Smith Chart. You 
should not now be able to see any significant difference from the result found in the first step. 

– Then insert the triple-stub tuner between the end of the calibrated test cable and the 25  load and 
by adjusting the length of the three stubs (cut and try method) try to achieve an impedance match 
(S11 = 0) around 900 MHz. 

Sometimes one is not really sure whether a certain calibration procedure, in particular in 
reflection, has been done well. There are many possible ways of making a mistake and an 
independent cross-check is desirable. A rather sensitive test consists of connecting a short piece of 
coaxial cable with its end left open or shorted and then displaying the reflection coefficient in the 
Smith Chart. In case of a poor calibration you may find the locus of S11 exceeding the boundary of 
the Smith Chart, which would only be valid for an active element with a reflection coefficient 
larger than unity. For a passive device this kind of negative resistance response is impossible and 
indicates a calibration or display error. However, in the past reflection amplifiers were used for 
special applications (certain parametric amplifiers or negative resistance devices containing tunnel 
diodes). 

2.4 Time-domain measurements 
When using the time-domain option of the VNA the ‘low-pass’ or the ‘band-pass’ modes are 
available. The low-pass mode can only be used for equidistant sampling in the frequency domain 
(equidistant with respect to DC), since the Fourier transform of a repetitive sequence of pulses has a 
line spectrum with equidistant spacing of the lines including the frequency zero. This implies that for a 
given frequency range and number of data points the instrument must first work out the exact 
frequencies for the low-pass mode (by using the soft key: set frequency Low-pass). Once these 
frequencies are defined, calibration can be applied. For a linear time-invariant system, frequency- and 
time-domain measurements are basically completely equivalent (excepting signal-to-noise ratio issues) 
and may be translated mutually via the Fourier transform. Note that the Fourier transform of a 
spectrum with constant density over a given frequency range (rectangular spectrum) has a sin(f)/f 
characteristic in the time domain. This characteristic shows undesired ‘side-lobes’ and thus an 
(amplitude) weighting function (= window) is applied in the frequency domain before entering the 
FFT. This weighting function is typically sin2 or Gaussian and helps to strongly suppress side-lobes in 
the time domain. Within the low-pass mode we can use the pulse and step function. The step function 
is nothing other than the integral over the pulse response. When using the gating function, keep in 
mind that gating is a non-linear operation and thus may artificially generate frequency components 
that were not present before gating. In the band-pass mode the spectral lines (frequency-domain data 
points) need no longer be equidistant with respect to DC but just within the frequency range of 
interest. The corresponding time-domain response for the same bandwidth is twice as long as in the 
low-pass mode and we get, in general, complex signals in the time domain. These complex signals are 
equivalent to the I and Q signals (I being in phase and Q quadrature) often found in complex mixer 
terminology. They can be directly displayed using soft keys ‘real’ or ‘imaginary’ in the format menu. 
The real part is equivalent to what one would see on a fast scope, i.e. an RF signal with a Gaussian 
envelope. The meaning of the time-domain band-pass mode response in linear magnitude format is the 
‘modulus of the complex envelope [SQRT{(re2(t)+imag2(t)}] of a carrier modulated signal’. Note that 
the time-domain mode can also be applied for CW excitation from the VNA, but to analyse a slowly 
time-variant response of the DUT (up to the IF bandwidth of 3 kHz). 

To start with the time-domain option, follow these instructions. 

– Preset the instrument, dial a frequency range of 300 kHz to 3 GHz (801 data points) and go into the 
time-domain, low-pass mode, step function. By this operation the VNA sets a frequency range, 
which is required for the low-pass mode Fourier-transform calculation. Check the frequency 
reading. 
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– Now you have to calibrate S11 as you did before, with the only difference being that you have to 
use the ‘OPEN’ from the calibration kit, as you are now measuring up to about 3 GHz. (Refer to 
the above descriptions of calibrating S11 if you do not remember.) 

– Read out the pulse amplitude with the end connector of the cable open. 

– Now connect a SHORT and read the signal. 

– Discuss the meaning of the sign from the read-out for the reflected wave.  

– Connect the 10  test box with a SHORT at the end to the THRU. 

Can you calculate the resistance from the read-out? 

Remember the definition of S11 and which simple formula you have to apply:  = (Z – ZC)/(Z + 
ZC); this is the reflection coefficient as seen in the reference plane of the DUT. ZC stands for the 
characteristic impedance of the cable and usually amounts to 50 . Note that  and r can also be 
used to denote the reflection coefficient. 

– Repeat the experiment with the 100  blue box using a SHORT at the end. 

Look at the 12(18) pF and 100 pF capacitor boxes (end = open). Discuss the traces and 
remember that it is a single-step response. The two numbers (12 and 18) for the capacitance 
indicate that a 12 pF capacitor mounted inside the test box returns a total capacity of 18 pF because 
of the connector feed-throughs and other parasitic capacitances. 

– Now apply a 25  DUT in the calibrated reference plane instead of the capacitor, using two 50  
loads connected in parallel via a coaxial T-piece. 

– Use an appropriate vertical scale factor to obtain a good resolution on the screen. 

– Store the result in the memory and display memory and data. 

– Put a SHORT on the end of the calibrated cable (instead of the previously used 25 ) and compare 
the data trace with the memory trace.  

– Plot the results (if a plotter is available) and discuss them. 

– You may also try building a simple notch filter by attaching the T-piece to your calibrated 
reference plane and a 50  load to one connector of the T-piece and an open (and later shorted) 
stub (say about 1 m of cable) to the other connector of the T. 

– If you are interested in going further, repeat all the time-domain measurements mentioned above in 
the pulse mode (low-pass) instead of the step mode.  

There is a wide range of applications for this synthetic pulse time-domain technique. A VNA in 
the time-domain, low-pass step mode has a very similar range of applications to a sampling scope 
(Figs. 1 and 2). However, it must always be kept in mind that carrying out a measurement in the 
frequency domain and then going via FFT or similar into the time domain implies strict linearity of the 
DUT. Thus a transient on a non-linear system, such as the onset of oscillations on some microwave 
oscillator with active elements after turn-on of the supply voltage, would not return meaningful results 
when using the technique mentioned above. The dynamic range of a typical sampling scope is limited 
at about 60 dB with a maximum input signal of 1 V and a noise floor around 1 mV. The VNA can 
easily go beyond 100 dB for the same maximum level of the input signal of about +10 dBm. Both 
instruments are using basically the same kind of detector, either a balanced mixer (four diodes) or the 
sampling head (two or four diodes), but the essential difference is the noise floor and the average 
power arriving at the receiver. In the case of the VNA we have a CW signal with bandwidth of a few 
hertz and thus can obtain with appropriate filtering a very good signal-to-noise ratio, since the thermal 
noise floor is –174 dBm/Hz. For the sampling scope we get a short pulse with a rather low repetition 
rate (typically around 100 kHz) and all the energy is spread over the full frequency range (typically 
20 GHz bandwidth). With this low average power (around 1 µW) the spectral density is orders of 
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magnitude lower than in the case of the VNA and this ultimately makes the large difference in 
dynamic range (even without gain switching). Furthermore, the VNA permits a wide range of band-
limited RF pulses to be tailored in the band pass, which would be very tedious with a sampling scope. 

2.5 Amplifier measurements (second VNA lesson) 

The description here is for the HP8753C. If you use another instrument you may have to adapt certain 
measurement parameters. 

Whenever you measure medium- or high-power amplifiers, be sure that the power level 
cannot destroy the input of the VNA. For example, even measuring the input impedance of an 
amplifier may destroy the VNA, if the amplifier produces parasitic (self) oscillations. 
 

– Preset the VNA. To protect the VNA against overload from the amplifier output, start with the 
following set-ups: 

Output power:  –10 dBm 

Attenuator port 1: 20 dB; this leads to an input power of –30 dBm for the amplifier. 

Never remove the fixed 30 dB attenuator from the output of the amplifier. Assume that its 
attenuation is exactly 30.0 dB, constant over the complete frequency range. 

– Carry out a response calibration in S21. 

– Measure the transmission coefficient from port 1 to port 2 ==> S21 (B/R) not S12! 

– Display the response using the auto-scale function; select trace averaging with an averaging factor 
of 10; measure the response (in this case the isolation) at 1 GHz; produce a hard copy (plotter) of 
the screen. 

– Reduce the IF bandwidth (IF-BW) to 100 Hz; compare the result with the above hard copy. 

– Go back to IF-BW = 3000 Hz and connect or turn on the DC voltage of 15 V to the amplifier. Use 
the full-screen display for a single channel; determine the small signal gain of the amplifier at 1 
GHz; with marker1. Produce a hard copy. 

– Measure the 3 dB bandwidth (and also 1 dB BW) of the amplifier (determine the frequencies where 
the gain is 1 dB lower than at 1 GHz) using marker functions. Use two markers and the statistic 
function. Produce a hard copy!  

Test other possibilities to determine the 1 dB and 3 dB bandwidth of this amplifier: 

– Determine the 1 dB compression point of the amplifier at 1 GHz. Go via MENU to CW frequency 
and power sweep. Use marker functions. Produce a hard copy! 

– Measure the frequency range over which the gain compression of 1 dB occurs, first in the specified 
frequency range of the amplifier using the CW mode at the lower, mid-band and upper frequency 
of the amplifier. Apply the display features of the 8753 for this measurement and the marker search 
function. Produce a hard copy! 

– Now return to the frequency sweep display, set a suitable range (response calibration) to cover the 
3 dB bandwidth of the amplifier and store the response trace for a small input signal (small enough 
that the output power is well below the 1 dB compression point). Select a vertical resolution of 
1 dB/div and an adequate reference level to position the trace approximately in the middle of the 
screen.  

– Now increase the input power until the read-out is approximately 1 dB below the previous trace. 
Note that the 1 dB compression level is frequency dependent. Copy the result. 
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Fig. 1: Step-function response for different terminations on a VNA 
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Fig. 2: Step-function response for different terminations on a sampling scope (through sampler) 

Preset the VNA, set the power and attenuator of port 1 as at the beginning, set the frequency range and 
carry out an S11 one PORT calibration. Measure the Standing Wave Ratio (SWR) of the input of the 
amplifier in the specified frequency range. Determine the maximum SWR or Voltage Standing Wave 
ratio (VSWR). 

Measure the deviation from linear phase and the group delay in transmission. 
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2.6 Directional couplers and cavities (third VNA lesson) 

Now you have the choice of carrying out measurements on directional couplers, on cavities, or on a 
transmission line over a ground-plane (with an EMC probe). 

In the directional-coupler section you will become familiar with the working principle of loop 
couplers, how to perform a precision calibration and how to measure the relevant parameters of 
different couplers. 

Cavity measurements include different ways to determine the loaded and unloaded Q of a 
cavity; tuning the coupling loop to critical coupling; measurements of the resonance frequencies of a 
pillbox for different modes in comparison with MAFIA calculations, and perturbation measurements. 

With the EMC probe you can measure the effectiveness of RF shielding and the standing waves 
on a wire over a ground-plane. Decide yourself whether you will do a little of each or focus on your 
particular points of interest. 

2.6.1  Directional couplers 

The principle of a directional loop coupler is very simple. The capacitive coupling and the inductive 
coupling of the loop should be tuned to have exactly the same magnitude at the outputs of the coupling 
loop, terminated with 50 . 

From the capacitive part of the coupling we get equal output voltage at either end of the loop. 
The induced current, however, flows through the loop and leads to a positive voltage (with respect to 
ground at this location) at one end and a negative voltage at the other (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3: Construction principle of a directional coupler 

At the positive end (port 1), capacitively coupled and induced voltages combine, while on port 2 
they cancel each other. This is valid for an incident (from the coupler main line input) wave in the 
forward direction. 

Let us say that port 1 of the coupler then measures a proportional part of a wave in the forward 
direction, while port 2 does not see it. For a wave in the reverse direction it is just the opposite, as the 
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induced current in the loop flows in the opposite direction to the capacitively coupled part. Thus a 
backward-moving wave is proportionally measured on port 2, while port 1 does not see it and the 
directional coupler is ready. 

The directivity is a measure of how close capacitive and inductive coupling match in magnitude 
and also in phase (or 180 degrees offset). For perfect balance the directivity is infinite. In this case you 
measure only the forward wave on port 1 and only the reflected wave on port 2. 

In practice, you will always have a finite directivity, which implies that you measure a (small) 
part of the forward wave on port 2 and vice versa. The directivity of a directional coupler in your 
amplifiers should be better than 30 dB at the centre frequency.  

Note that the 50  terminations are also required to have a matching better than –30 dB as they 
directly influence the effective directivity! 

The measurement error of the coupling coefficient should be below ±0.1 dB.  

As directional couplers of high-power amplifiers have coupling coefficients in the range from  
–30 to –60 dB, it is not easy to calibrate these levels to 0.1 dB to absolute accuracy, as the strongly 
different input levels of the VNA have an impact on the uncertainty. Therefore it is necessary to 
calibrate the response with a known attenuator in the vicinity of the coupling coefficient.  

Thus, for example, if you do not have attenuators calibrated in accordance with the Physikalisch 
Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Germany or the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) in the US, with a certificated attenuation at the desired frequency, you can help yourself by 
measuring attenuators up to 10 dB directly and add them until you get close to the coupling 
coefficient.  

2.6.1.1 Precision calibration of a 108.406 MHz coupler with –30 dB coupling coefficient 

(This procedure also applies, of course, for other adjustable, narrow-band couplers at different 
frequencies.)  

– Preset the VNA. For all precision measurements the VNA should have had a warm-up time of at 
least 10 minutes, but two hours is better.  

– Set the CW frequency to the centre frequency of the coupler. 

– Disconnect the short cables from ports A and B of the analyser (not from the S-parameter test set). 

This procedure allows simultaneous reading of the coupling AND the directivity when changing 
the orientation of the coupling loop. It is applicable to VNAs where the connections between the S-
parameter test and the VNA unit are accessible. However, there also exist instruments that have two 
receiver input ports and thus allow true three-port measurements.  

– Select input ports A/R for CH1 (channel 1) and B/R for CH2 (channel 2). (You have to monitor 
coupling and directivity at the same time.) 

– Display: Dual channel on, split screen off. 

The following section on the calibration of attenuators may be skipped or postponed if time is 
short. 

– Do a response calibration for CH1 (A/R), Cal Type N 50 , with port 1 of the S-parameter test set 
connected directly to input A of the VNA unit.  

– Now insert (only one at a time) the three 10 dB attenuators into this signal path. Measure the 
attenuation of the three 10 dB attenuators and add the measured values numerically. 

– Measure the attenuation of all three attenuators mounted together in the same signal path. 
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– Measure the attenuation of all three attenuators together with 0 dBm and +10 dBm output power. 
You will notice minor changes in the readings as a function of the generator power. Try to explain 
that effect. 

– Repeat the last four steps, but now using channel CH2 (B/R). 

– Average the result of the two channels (i.e. find the mean value between both channels). The 
purpose of this procedure is to get the maximum precision possible. 

– Measure the loss between coupler input and output (main line) and note the value. 

– Connect all three attenuators to the output of the coupler. 

– Menu power: +20 dBm. 

– Calibrate CH1 and CH2 (response) with the coupler and the three attenuators inserted. You may 
wish to use the average function for highest precision. 

– Which reading from the VNA do you expect to give exactly –30.0 dB on your DUT?  

Now we are ready for the actual tuning of the coupler. 

– Connect the VNA input A to port 1 of one of the two coupling loops of the coupler. 

– Connect the VNA input B to port 2 of the same coupling loop. 

– Remove the three 10 dB attenuators at the output (main line of the coupler) and terminate this 
output with the 50  load from the calibration kit. 

– Turn the average off in both channels and set the REFERENCE POSITION to 9 vertical units. 

– Now rotate slowly the coupling loop until you get the desired reading of ______dB at CH1. 

– The reading on channel CH2 gives the directivity. (It is not worth correcting the small difference of 
the reference to –30.0 dB.) 

– Do the same for the other coupling loop. 

– Reconnect input A to the S-parameter test set. 

– Calibrate S11 in the frequency range 20 MHz to 220 MHz (801 points). 

– Measure the input matching of the coupler at 108.4 MHz using the termination resistor of the 
calibration kit at the output. Write down the matching in dB. How is the matching at other 
frequencies? 

– Measure the coupling from 20 MHz to 220 MHz; note that the coupling is increasing by 
approximately 6 dB per octave. Can you explain why? Measure the remaining couplers (if time 
allows). 

2.6.2 Cavities 

We have three cavities available in this course: two pillbox cavities (cylindrical resonators) and one 
coaxial cavity. 

The first pillbox cavity has a diameter of 30 cm; the second has a diameter of 31.5 cm, and its 
length is variable. The coaxial resonator is short-circuited at one end, while the capacitively loaded 
open end is variable at the location of the capacitor plates. This resonator was built to determine the 
dielectric losses of isolators.  

2.6.1.2 Pillbox measurements 

– PRESET the instrument. Set the frequency to between 500 MHz and 1.2 GHz. (There is no 
resonance below 500 MHz and there is no time available here to look for higher modes above 
1.2 GHz.) 
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– Set the number of points to 1601 (to have enough data points at a high Q-resonance). 

– Choose two small probes with N-connectors, look at how they are constructed. 

– Calibrate (N) S11 on CH1 and S21 on CH2. 

– Set the reference position of both channels to 9 vertical units. 

– Connect the cables to the two installed inductive or capacitive probes and determine the frequency 
of all resonances you can find at S21 in the selected frequency range. (Display only CH2.)  

– Calculate the length (actual length for pillbox 2) using the given mode patterns in your handouts 
and determine the type of the modes. Compare with results obtained using Figs. 4 and 5.  

– Set the marker on the peak of the E010 mode (TM010) and adjust it to the centre of the screen 
(MARKER => CENTER). For pillbox 2 (with variable length), the E010 mode is that which does 
not change its frequency if the length of the cavity is altered.  

– Reduce the SCALE/DIV stepwise to 0.5 dB/DIV and the SPAN to fill the screen with the 
resonance curve. You may use the marker functions MARKER SEARCH MAX, MARKER => 
CENTER and MARKER => REFERENCE to do this.  

– Then press MKR; MKR ZERO to define the maximum of the resonance curve with, as reference, 
the marker read-out about zero.  

Now you can use the width function to automatically get the –3 dB points. (Marker search, 
width on, width value –3 dB. You measure the nearly unloaded Q if both of the used probes are so 
small [noise level] that you get the result only by setting the following values: output power to 
20 dBm, IF bandwidth to about 300 Hz, and the averaging on. It is also useful to insert a low-noise 
amplifier in front of port 2.)  

– Write down the centre frequency, 3 dB bandwidth and the measured Q.  

– Now try to reach a critical coupling with a bigger loop or a capacitive pick-up. Use channel 1 with 
increased bandwidth (as the new loop may shift the resonance frequency). Go to 10 dB/DIV and 
display S11 in the formats LOG MAG and Smith Chart. Adjust a circle that goes through point 1 
(50 ). Turn the circle with the function PHASE OFFSET to the left side of the screen until it is 
symmetric to the locus of real impedance (de-tuned short position). Measure the loaded and 
unloaded Q using the markers. The points where the real and imaginary parts are equal give the 
bandwidth for the unloaded Q. (See RF cavity higher order mode measurements by J. Byrd and 
R. Rimmer in the appendix given to students participating in this tutorial and Basic concepts I and 
II by Heino Henke in this Report). You can find these points in the de-tuned short position looking 
at the real and imaginary parts of the marker.  

The loaded Q can be found at the crossing point of the circle with ±45 degree lines starting at 
the zero point. This can be easily done on paper but not on the analyser screen. It helps to know 
that the loaded points are always (not only at critical coupling) the highest and the lowest points of 
the circle, if this is brought to the de-tuned short position. For critical coupling you will find the 
points 10  (or 0.2 when normalized to 50 ) for the real part and ±20  for the imaginary part.  

But there is an even easier method for reading out the loaded and unloaded Q, if you turn the 
circle with the phase offset (do not use the electrical delay as it would deform the circle) to the de-
tuned open position. For critical coupling the circle lies directly on the circle of the Smith Chart, 
where the (normalized) real part is 1. Therefore you find the points of the unloaded Q at the 
crossing to the lines where the (normalized) imaginary part is 1 too (X = R) and the loaded Q at the 
crossing to the lines where the (normalized) imaginary part is 2 (X = R + 1).  

Make sure that the de-tuned short and de-tuned open positions are well adjusted by checking for 
symmetry of the maxima of the imaginary parts using appropriate marker functions.  
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– Determine the loaded Q also by the –3 dB points of S11 for the critical coupling in the format LOG 
MAG.  

– Determine the loaded Q in transmission by the 3 dB points of S21 with one probe in critical 
coupling and the other very small. 

– Move your coupling loop to over-critical and under-critical coupling and calculate the coupling 
coefficient from the formula k = 1/(2/D – 1). D is the diameter of the circle; its unit is the radius of 
the Smith Chart. If D = 1, then the coupling is 1 and you have critical coupling with the centre 
frequency point at the centre of the Smith Chart. Weakly coupled resonators have small Q-circles, 
strongly coupled have large ones. 

 
Fig. 4: Mode lattice for cylindrical resonators (reprinted from R.N. Bracewell, ‘Charts for resonant 

frequencies of cavities’, Proc. IRE, August 1947). 
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Fig. 5: Mode chart for a pillbox-type cavity (reprinted from Microwave engineers handbook, Vol. 1). 
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3. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE SPECTRUM ANALYSER  

3.1 Becoming familiar with the spectrum analyser  

– Display the spectrum of the signal coming from the ‘CAL’ output of the spectrum analyser (SPA). 

– Display the spectrum of RF signals present in the classroom (using a short wire as an antenna). 

– Measure the spectrum of an output signal from a signal generator (CW mode, no modulation) and 
look for second and third harmonics. How can you discriminate against SPA input mixer-related 
harmonics? (Do not exceed 0 dBm generator output power.) 

– Measure the frequency response of an amplifier (scalar network analyser mode); if no tracking 
generator is available, measure 10 frequency points (100 MHz – 1 GHz) manually. 

– Measure the 1 dB compression point (i.e. small signal gain reduction by 1 dB due to the beginning 
of saturation effects of the amplifier under test) at three different frequencies (low, mid-band, 
high). 

– Measure the second-order intercept point (non-linear products at sum and difference frequency of 
the two input signals; both input signals (= tones) should have equal amplitude; select suitable 
frequencies for input signals in order to be able to display the sum and difference frequencies). 
Measure at three different amplitude levels; watch out for second and third order generator 
harmonics; you may use low-pass filters at the input. 

– Measure the Third-Order Intercept (TOI) point (use two frequencies about 50 MHz apart). The IM3 
products appear separated by the frequency difference from each tone. Use the automatic function 
(meas/user) button and TOI on (if available). 

3.2 Noise and noise-figure measurements 

– Make sure you are familiar with the most important functions of the SPA (frequency setting, 
Resolution Bandwidth, RBW, Video Bandwidth, VBW, amplitude scale). Note that the spectrum 
analyser should be used in the sample mode and not the usual peak detector mode. 

– With resolution BW = 1 MHz, Start = 10 MHz, Stop = 1000 MHz, Video BW = 100 Hz, input 
attenuator = 0 dB display the baseline and read the power. How many dB is it above the thermal 
noise floor (thermal noise at 290 K = –174 dBm/Hz)? 

– For the same settings, now connect the solid-state noise source (to be powered with +28 V DC via 
rear BNC connector) to the SPA input. The Excess Noise Ratio (ENR) of this device is close to 
16 dB or a factor of 40 in spectral power density greater than the thermal noise of a common 50  
load. Use the table below to correct for absolute power reading. Note that for absolute power 
measurements with the spectrum analyser close to the noise floor the reading is too high by the 
amount indicated in the right column. The analyser should be set for this measurement in ‘sample’ 
mode and not in ‘peak hold’ mode, which may be a default setting. 

– Load the noise measurement option software to the SPA (if available). Otherwise skip the next five 
points.  

– Calibrate the SPA with the preamplifier. Record the measured noise figure of the system (SPA + 
preamplifier) from the reading on the CRT after calibration. 

– Measure the gain and noise figure of some amplifiers. Convert noise figure into noise measure. 

– Measure the gain and noise figure of some attenuators. 

– Measure the noise figure of two amplifiers in cascade by the method already described. Measure 
the noise figure of an attenuator in the same way. 
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Fig. 6: Corrections for absolute noise power measurements on a spectrum analyser close to the instrument noise 
floor (from: A. Moulthrop, M. Muha, ‘Accurate measurements of signals close to the noise floor on a spectrum 
analyser’, IEEE Transactions MTT, Vol. 39, No. 11, 1991, pp. 1882–1884). 

– Connect to the input of the preamplifier with a coaxial cable of 1–2 m length terminated by a short 
or open. Discuss the results observed (frequency range 10 MHz – 1 GHz). Also use a 50  load or 
a triple stub tuner. Try to tune the 50  input termination into an optimum noise source match 
using the triple stub tuner. 

– If the noise measurement option is not available, connect a preamplifier to the SPA (input 
attenuator = 0 dB) and record the two traces ‘noise source on’ and ‘noise source off’. Calculate 
from those traces the noise figure of the DUT. Convert noise figure into noise measure. 

3.2.1 Some useful equations for noise-figure evaluation 

There is frequently confusion over how to handle the dB (deci-Bel). The dB is used to describe a 
power ratio and thus is a dimensionless unit. As the power dissipated in a resistor is proportional to the 
square of the voltage or the square of the current, one may also take the ratio of these quantities into 
account. The dB is also used to describe absolute signal levels, but then there must be an additional 
letter to indicate which reference one refers to, e.g. +10 dBm (= 10 mW) is a power level of 10 dB 
above 1 mW (+20 dBm = 100 mW). 

[dB] =10 log P1
P2

 

 
 

 

 
 = 20 log

V1
V2

 

 
 

 

 
 

10
[dB ]

1 0 =
P1
P2

10
[dB ]

2 0 =
V1
V2

 

The terms ‘noise figure’ and ‘noise factor’ are used to describe the poise properties of 
amplifiers. The term F is defined as signal-to-noise (power) ratio at the input of the DUT versus 
signal-to-noise power ratio at the output. F is always >1 for linear networks, i.e. the signal-to-noise 
ratio at the output of a two-port or four-pole is always more or less degraded. In other words, the DUT 
(which may be also an amplifier with a gain smaller than unity, i.e. an attenuator) always adds some of 
its own noise to the signal.  
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F [dB] is called the noise figure, 

F [linear units of power ratio] is sometimes called noise factor, 

F [dB] = 10 log F [linear units]. 

F[linearunit]=
ENR[linearunit]
Y[linearunit] 1

=
Tex

To Y 1( )
  with  Tex = TH T0  . 

ENR is the excess noise ratio delivered by the noise diode and tells us how much ‘warmer’ than room 
temperature the noise diode appears. For an ENR of 16 dB this amounts to roughly a factor of 40 in 
power, or 40  300 = 12 000 K. 

The quantity Y is the ratio of noise power densities measured on the SPA between the settings: 
‘noise source on’ and ‘noise source off’.  

As shown in the equations below, the gain of the DUT can also be found from the two readings 
on the SPA. Thus one can simultaneously measure gain and noise figure.  

The technique for noise-figure measurement described above is commonly used for noise-figure 
evaluation of an amplifier in the RF and microwave range for frequencies higher than about 10 MHz. 
For lower frequencies the characterization of noise properties is normally done in terms of specifying 
the (input) noise voltage and the (input) noise current of some amplifier, by placing a short between 
the input terminals or leaving the input open, respectively. Obviously one can define an optimum 
generator impedance (noise match) for which the combined effect of voltage and current noise is at 
minimum. This noise voltage and current may also be converted into an equivalent noise temperature. 
The noise temperature of an electronic amplifier at room temperature may be surprisingly low 
(depending on the technology applied) in the range 1 kHz to about 10 MHz: values below 1 K have 
been reported. This is not a contradiction to basic thermodynamic concepts, since a device like an 
amplifier (or also a forward-biased diode) connected to a power supply is no longer in thermo-
dynamical equilibrium and may show equivalent noise temperatures well below its physical 
temperature. For the frequency range 100 MHz to about 10 GHz noise figures of 1 dB (= 70 K) and 
better are available over an octave bandwidth for non-cooled amplifiers (e.g. the low noise module of 
12 GHz satellite receivers has a noise figure of around 1 dB and the antenna, looking into cold (3 K) 
space, has a noise temperature of about 30 K due to the losses of the atmosphere).  

  

Y =
measured  DUT  output  power  (density)  with  noise  source = hot

measured  DUT  output  power  (density)  with  noise  source = cold

ENR  [linear  unit] =
TH T0( )
T0

ENR  [dB] =10 log
TH T0( )
T0

 

 
 

 

 
 

G(DUT )  [lin] =
N(SPA + DUT,  Diode  on)  [lin] N(SPA + DUT,  Diode  off )  [lin]

N(SPA,  Diode  on)  [lin] N(SPA,  Diode  off )  [lin]

N =  noise power measured on the SPA for, e.g., 1 MHz resolution bandwidth

Ftotal  [linear  units] = F1[linear  units]+
F2[linear  units] 1

G1[linear  units]
+LL
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SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTRON LINEAR ACCELERATORS AND 
RECIRCULATING LINACS 

H.-D. Gräf and A. Richter 
Darmstadt Technical University, Darmstadt, Germany 

Abstract 
As LEP reached the high-energy limit for electron–positron storage rings it 
was realized that linear accelerators, so-called linear colliders, would be the 
next generation of accelerators in high-energy physics. In nuclear physics 
the scheme of recirculating linacs dominates the scenario of accelerators 
producing continuous wave electron beams for coincidence experiments, 
while superconducting electron–positron accelerators in a certain energy 
regime offer a possibly superior alternative to normal conducting 
accelerators. Superconducting accelerator technology is presently the only 
choice for recirculating electron linacs at energies above 2 GeV. Both types, 
superconducting linacs and recirculating linacs, are analysed with respect to 
their special characteristics, and existing accelerators of both kinds are 
discussed. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The properties of particle accelerators are always dictated by the special requirements of the 
experiments using their beam. Experiments in elementary particle physics usually require beam 
energies as high as possible, pushing the accelerators to their technical limits. Therefore elementary 
particle physics has for decades worked in the domain of circular accelerators and storage rings 
usually providing two beams of different particles that hit each other head-on in colliding beam 
experiments. 

The obvious advantage of these accelerators is that non-interacting particles are not ‘wasted’, 
they are circulated again and only the energy lost due to synchrotron radiation has to be supplied by 
radio frequency (RF) cavities in the storage ring. Accelerators of this type provide fairly high beam 
currents (in the range of several mA) and thus a sufficient rate of events. However, there is a 
fundamental limit for storage rings set by the laws of electrodynamics: the energy loss per turn due to 
the emission of synchrotron radiation is inversely proportional to the radius of curvature of the particle 
trajectory, but proportional to the fourth power of , the relativistic Lorentz factor (the ratio of total 
energy to energy at rest). For electrons and positrons the Large Electron–Positron collider LEP II has 
reached this limit despite its impressive circumference of 27 km. Therefore, at least for light particles, 
the successors of the high-energy storage rings will be linear colliders: two linear accelerators (linacs) 
pointing at each other with their beams hitting head-on at almost unbelievably small cross sections, 
generated in sophisticated final focus systems. 

Pioneering work on linear colliders was performed at SLAC, where the existing 50 GeV 
electron linac was modified to accelerate electron and positron beams of very much improved quality. 
Two arcs were added to enable head-on collisions between the electrons and positrons in a final focus 
arrangement. 

To date, competitive design studies for electron–positron colliders in the energy regime up to 
1 TeV have been completed for normal conducting linacs such as the Next Linear Collider (NLC, a 
joint American–Japanese effort), and for superconducting linacs such as the TeV Energy 
Superconducting Linear Accelerator (TESLA, a joint European–American effort). For 
superconducting accelerating cavities, the critical magnetic field of the material from which they are 
fabricated sets an upper limit to the achievable accelerating gradient. For niobium (still the most 
common material for superconducting cavities in electron accelerators) the gradient will be limited to 
some 50 MV/m. Therefore, for linear colliders considerably exceeding an energy of 1 TeV, normal 
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conducting cavities at very high frequencies may be chosen. A study of such a collider, the Compact 
Linear Collider (CLIC), using the two-beam accelerator technique at frequencies of 30 GHz and 
extremely high accelerating fields, is presently under way at CERN. It seems therefore that high-
energy physics will need linacs in the near future. 

In Section 2 superconducting electron linacs and their basic properties are discussed. Section 3 
is devoted to the schemes and related properties of recirculating linacs. A variety of examples for both 
superconducting electron linacs and recirculating linacs is presented and discussed in Section 4 and 
followed by some concluding remarks. 

2.  SUPERCONDUCTING ELECTRON LINACS 

Basically, electron linacs are simple devices since, due to their small rest mass (mc2 = 0.511 MeV), 
electrons move at a speed close to the speed of light (c) once they have gained a kinetic energy of a 
few MeV (e.g.  = v/c  0.99 for Ekin  3.1 MeV). Therefore, in an electron linac (with the exception 
of its very front end where the electrons enter from the source) the accelerating structures 
(electromagnetic resonators oscillating at microwave frequencies) can all operate at the same phase 
velocity vph = c in synchronicity with the speed of the electrons; they are therefore all identical in 
geometry. Since the topic of accelerating cavities is covered by several lectures (see the contributions 
by J. LeDuff and W. Wuensch in this report) we restrict ourselves here to considerations that apply to 
superconducting electron linacs and recirculating superconducting linacs in particular. For general 
information on superconducting accelerators we refer the reader to Ref. [1], and for the historical 
development of recirculating linacs to Ref. [2]. 

2.1  Why superconducting linacs? 

The properties required of an accelerator designed for nuclear physics experiments are quite different 
than those of an accelerator for high-energy physics. In high-energy physics, it is most important to 
have as high an energy as possible available in the centre-of-mass system, thus colliding beam 
experiments are chosen. In addition the rate of events, dn/dt, has to be high enough to achieve 
significant results in a reasonable time. Since the event rate is equal to the product of the luminosity L 
(a property of the accelerator) and the cross section of the investigated reaction  (a quantity given by 
nature), the accelerators have to produce high luminosities. 

In nuclear physics (investigation of excitation and decay of nuclei, and properties and 
interaction of elementary particles in nuclear matter) it is commonly more important to have 
maximum luminosity rather than the highest possible energy. Therefore, the combination of a single 
beam hitting a fixed target is the usual choice in nuclear physics, since in this way luminosities can be 
reached that exceed those of colliding beams by three orders of magnitude. For modern experiments in 
nuclear physics there is one more important requirement: in order to optimize the ratio of truly 
coincident to accidentally coincident events, the time structure of the beam has to be as uniform as 
possible. Accelerators using electromagnetic fields at microwave (RF) frequencies always produce a 
beam consisting of bunches separated by at least one RF period. 

 

Fig. 1: Macroscopic time structure of a beam from a pulsed accelerator 
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Since the bunch repetition rate usually exceeds the maximum counting rate of the detectors by a 
long way, this so-called microstructure is neglected. If the accelerator is operated in a pulsed mode 
and produces (as indicated in Fig. 1) trains of bunches with a duration , separated by a time interval 
T, the macroscopic duty factor DFmacro of the beam is defined by DFmacro = /T. If the accelerator 
produces a continuous train of bunches without any superimposed macrostructure, DFmacro = 1, the 
time structure is called Continuous Wave (CW). Continuous wave beams can either be achieved by 
expanding a pulsed beam in a stretcher ring, or naturally, by running the accelerator continuously. As 
will become clear in the following sections, the continuous operation of accelerating cavities at 
gradients of many MV/m is the natural domain of superconducting cavities. 

2.2  Basic considerations 

For an electric current oscillating at microwave frequencies, the surface resistivity of a superconductor 
does not vanish. According to BCS theory it has a finite value, depending on frequency and 
temperature. For temperatures below half the critical temperature of the superconductor (T  Tc /2) the 
surface resistivity Rs amounts to 

 Rs = A (f /T) e-(( /kTc) (Tc /T)) ,  (1) 

where f is the operating frequency (GHz), T the temperature (K),  the energy gap of the 
superconductor (eV), k the Boltzmann’s constant, and Tc the critical temperature of the 
superconductor (K). 

The quantities A and  are usually determined experimentally. For niobium, which is still the 
only material in use for superconducting electron linacs (even in cavities with niobium sputtered on 
copper as is the case for most of the LEP cavities) values of A = 9.0  10-5  K/(GHz) ,  = 1.9, 

/k Tc = 1.9, and Tc = 9.2 K are found. Since the RF power dissipated in an accelerating cavity is 
proportional to Rs, Eq. (1) favours low operating frequencies (in contrast to normal conducting copper 
cavities), which unfortunately result in large cavities, cryostats, RF couplers, and other associated 
equipment. However, since the excitation of wakefields is very much reduced in cavities with large 
apertures, the final choice of the operating frequency will always be a trade-off between physics and 
financial considerations. In practice it has turned out that superconducting accelerating cavities for 
storage rings operate at frequencies below 1 GHz at temperatures of 4.2 K, whereas cavities for 
electron linacs operate in the range of 1.3–3 GHz at temperatures between 1.8–2 K. The fact that all 
superconducting accelerating structures operating in electron linacs are standing wave cavities is also a 
consequence of the low surface resistivity resulting from Eq. (1): the RF power dissipated in the cavity 
walls is only a small fraction of the power delivered to the beam and therefore, even in a pulsed 
application (as in a linear collider), the standing wave cavity has advantages over its travelling wave 
counterpart. 

Beam dynamics in an electron linac is less complicated than in a circular accelerator. 
Longitudinally the electrons are synchronized to the phase velocity of the accelerating RF field and the 
electron bunches are usually positioned ‘on crest’ (at the maximum accelerating field) in order to 
minimize the effect of finite bunch length to energy spread (as discussed in Section 4.2, this can be 
different in recirculating linacs). The transverse focusing strength of the cavities (since they are 
standing wave cavities) is on the order of accelerating gradient/electron energy and is therefore only 
important at quite low energies. Quadrupoles, arranged in a FODO lattice, are the common choice for 
transverse beam optics, where in superconducting linacs they can either be positioned between or (in 
the case of very long cryomodules) inside cryogenic modules. In the latter case superconducting 
quadrupoles are used.  

2.3  CW linacs: normal conducting vs superconducting 

The following estimate of RF power, dissipated in a continuously running accelerating cavity, shows 
that it was the requirement for CW beams that led to the concept of recirculating linacs and in 
particular to superconducting recirculating linacs. The dissipated power Pdis per unit length (as 
sketched in Fig. 2) is given by 

 Pdis = E 2

acc
/(R/Q) Q0 , (2) 
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where Eacc is the accelerating gradient, (R/Q) the normalized shunt impedance (depending on the 
geometry of cavity), and Q0 the unloaded quality factor (depends on surface resistivity of material). 

 

Fig. 2: Sketch of RF power distribution in CW linacs 

Table 1 contains typical figures for well optimized normal conducting copper cavities and 
superconducting niobium cavities (both operating in S-band) as well as the dissipated power resulting 
from Eq. (2) for both cases. 

 
Table 1: Comparison of typical S-band cavity parameters  

Parameter Normal conducting cavities Superconducting cavities 

(R / Q)  4 103 /m  2 103 /m 

Q0  2.5 104  3 109 

Eacc  1 MV/m  5 MV/m 

Pdis  104 W/m  4.2 W/m 

 

Table 1 clearly indicates that the assumed gradient for normal conducting cavities is close to the 
technical limit and also that a linac, producing a beam of, for example, several hundred MeV would 
become unreasonably long. 

For superconducting niobium cavities the small value of Pdis = 4.2 W/m indicates that gradients 
much higher than 5 MV/m are still reasonable. On the other hand, even at 10 MV/m a linac would still 
become very long. As a consequence, for both scenarios (normal conducting and superconducting 
linacs producing CW beams), a recirculating linac configured as described below is appropriate. 

3.  RECIRCULATING LINACS 

The basic concept of a recirculating linac is that a beam of particles is accelerated several times in the 
same linac. Since the phase velocity of the accelerating field in the linac is fixed this scheme 
obviously only works for highly relativistic particles moving at velocities close to the speed of light, 
almost independent of their energy. Therefore, all the existing recirculating linacs are electron 
accelerators. 

3.1  Basic schemes  

The general layout of such a machine is indicated in Fig. 2. The accelerator consists of a linac placed 
between two ‘return devices’ (beam transport systems) that take the individual beams from the linac 
exit back to its entrance for the subsequent acceleration. (If the return devices are designed in such a 
way that the individual beams have a common return path between the two devices, a second linac can 
be placed there, essentially doubling the energy gain of the particles for each round trip in the 
accelerator; see for example the accelerator at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility—
TJNAF, or the fourth stage of the cascaded microtron MAMI C at Mainz, both discussed in Section 
4.1). Two more devices are essential for a recirculating linac: one magnet system to inject the beam 
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from a source (usually an injector linac) into the recirculating linac and another magnet system for 
extraction of the beam after its final acceleration. 

Return
Device

Return
Device

Injection

Extraction

Linac
 

Fig. 2: Basic scheme of a recirculating linac 

The final energy Ef of the recirculating linac is given by 

 Ef = N Elinac + Einj. ,  (3) 

where N is the number of passes through the linac(s), Elinac the energy gain in the linac(s), and Einj the 
particle energy at injection. 

Two basically different schemes exist for recirculating electron linacs: the polytron scheme and 
the scheme of ‘independent orbit recirculation’. In a polytron a relatively small number of (large) 
dipole magnets forms the return devices. All of the recirculated beams pass through the same dipoles. 
The order of a polytron is usually indicated by an even number, p, which is equal to the number of 
dipoles. Each dipole bends the beams by an angle of 2 /p. Figure 3 shows sketches of the lowest order 
polytrons, the racetrack microtron (p = 2), the double-sided racetrack microtron (p = 4), and the 

Race Track Microtron
p = 2

Double Sided Microtron
p = 4

Hexatron
p = 6

 

Fig. 3: Lowest order members of the ‘polytron family’ 

hexatron (p = 6). The recirculating electron accelerator MAMI B at Mainz consists of three cascaded 
racetrack microtrons. A fourth stage is currently being developed and will be added to form MAMI C. 

In a polytron, due to its high symmetry and the fact that the dipoles are common to all orbits, a 
relatively small number of parameters fixes the design of the accelerator. In a racetrack microtron (see 
Fig. 4 for a definition of quantities), two fundamental laws are obvious: 
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Fig. 4: Basic scheme of a racetrack microtron 

i) the length of the first orbit must equal an integer number m of RF wavelengths  
2 r1 + 2L = m  , with r1 being the radius of first orbit in dipole magnets and L the distance 
between dipole magnets; 

ii) the length of each successive orbit must be longer than the previous orbit by an integer number 
 of RF wavelengths  

2 r = 2 W/ecB =  , with 2 r being the spacing of orbits, W the energy gain in the linac, 
and B the magnetic field in dipoles. 

As a consequence, once parameters  and  are chosen, the ratio of W/B is fixed. Then 
selection of B fixes W (or vice versa) and (for a given value of r1) the injection energy. Finally, the 
number of recirculations, N, determines the size (weight and cost) of the dipole magnets. 

The fundamentally different scheme of ‘independent orbit recirculation’ is sketched in Fig. 5. 
Here, many small dipole magnets are used in the return devices and, except for the splitters and 
recombiners (close to the entrance and exit of the linac), there are individual dipoles for each beam. 
The superconducting recirculating electron accelerators S-DALINAC at Darmstadt and the 
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF, the accelerator at the TJNAF) are examples 
of this scheme. 

 

Fig. 5: Independent orbit recirculation 

There is much more freedom in the design of the accelerator in the independent orbit 
recirculation scheme. Of course, the length of each orbit has to be equal to an integer number of RF 
wavelengths , but this number can be chosen independently for each orbit. 

3.2  Efficiency of recirculating linacs 

A brief analysis of the efficiency of recirculating linacs shows that different schemes are necessary for 
normal conducting and for superconducting linacs. Let  be the efficiency, defined as beam power 
divided by the electric power necessary to provide the RF power for acceleration. Then, for normal 
conducting linacs  is given by 
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  = ( rfEaccIbeamN)/[(Eacc)
2/((R/Q) Q0) + EaccIbeamN] ,  (4) 

where rf is the power conversion efficiency (electric to RF), Eacc the accelerating gradient, Ibeam the 
beam current, N the number of times the beam is accelerated in the linac(s), (R/Q) the normalized 
shunt impedance, and Q0 the unloaded quality factor. 

For superconducting linacs Eq. (4) has to be modified. The RF power dissipated in the 
accelerating cavities has to be taken away at a temperature of 1.8 or 2 K and thus must be divided by 
the efficiency cryo of the helium refrigerator, typically cryo = 3.3 x 10-3 for helium refrigerators of 
reasonable size. Then  is given by the expression 

  = ( rfEaccIbeamN)/[(Eacc)
2/((R/Q)Q0)(1 + rf / cryo) + EaccIbeamN]. (5) 

The result as shown in Fig. 6 is quite surprising, assuming rf = 50% and cryo = 0.33% for both 
types of accelerators, a beam current of 100 µA, and accelerating gradients of 1 MV/m and 5 MV/m 
for normal conducting and superconducting linacs, respectively. The normal conducting linac needs 
many recirculations in order to become effective (the upper limit of  is 50% since rf was chosen to 
be 50%!). This is the reason that the racetrack microtron configuration is very appropriate for normal 
conducting recirculating accelerators. 
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Fig. 6: Efficiency of recirculating linacs  

The curve for superconducting accelerators (Fig. 6) shows that even a simple linac (N = 1) is 
effective and that a very small number of recirculations yields very good efficiencies. 
Superconducting recirculating electron linacs use recirculation schemes with independent optics on the 
individual recirculating beam lines. 

3.3  Beam dynamics in recirculating linacs 

In beam optics individual particles are described with respect to a reference particle that moves along 
the ideal trajectory with the correct longitudinal momentum p0. For convenience a rectangular 
coordinate system x, y, z is used, whose origin moves along with the reference particle and whose z-
axis is always tangential to the reference trajectory. Individual particles are then described in six-
dimensional phase space by their spatial coordinates x, y, and z, and their corresponding momenta px, 
py, and pz, or more commonly pz = pz – p0, the deviation from the correct longitudinal momentum. 
This characterization of individual particles is sketched in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7: Characterization of particles in phase space 

 In beam optics it is quite common for the inclination of the real trajectory with respect to the 
reference trajectory, given by x’ = px/p0 and y’ = py/p0, to be used instead of the transverse momenta. 
Whereas for the longitudinal coordinates the RF phase deviation (  = 2 z/ ) and the relative 
momentum deviation ( pz/p0) are used. For particle ensembles suitable momenta of the whole 
ensemble have to be employed. 

3.3.1 Longitudinal motion 

The sketch in Fig. 8 illustrates the situation of a recirculating linac: particles are accelerated in the 
linac and after leaving it are returned to the entrance to be accelerated again. Even though the linac is 
always the same for each of the successive passes the energy gain of a particle (as indicated in the 
lower part of Fig. 8) depends on its phase with respect to the accelerating RF field, which in general 
will be different for each pass. 

If R denotes the correct phase of the reference particle, WR = eV0 cos( R) is the correct energy 
gain for it. In general (for   R) the energy gain W will be W = eV0 cos( R + )  

 eV0 cos( R) – eV0sin( R)  = WR + W. Since particle velocity and phase velocity of the RF field 
are assumed to be equal (very close to c) the phase deviation of the particle  with respect to the 
reference particle remains unchanged. Thus, in a first order approximation, phase and energy deviation 
of a particle that enters the linac for the nth time, n and Wn, transform into n+1 and Wn+1, 
respectively, at the exit of the linac: 
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In the case of the racetrack microtron the longitudinal properties of the returns are those of the 
two 180° dipole magnets (see Section 3.1). Therefore (again to a first order approximation) for the mth 
passage of a particle through the return, phase and energy deviation transform in the following way: 
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Fig. 8: Longitudinal motion 

For a complete orbit (transport from one to the next reference plane in Fig. 8) first order 
transformation yields 

 

  (8) 

 

If the matrix M is the same for all orbits and Det(M) = 1 (conservation of phase space), the 
longitudinal motion of the particles is stable if Tr(M) < 2, i.e. the particles perform synchrotron 
oscillations in longitudinal phase space. The phase advance µ of these oscillations for one round trip in 
the racetrack microtron is defined by Tr(M) = 2 cos(µ). Using this definition of the phase advance µ, 
matrix M takes the general form 

 

  (9) 

with  and  being constants. 

Comparison of Eq. (9) with Eq. (8) gives the relation between phase advance µ and reference 
phase R: 

 cos(µ) = 1 – tan( R)  . (10) 

Considering that cos(µ) has to be less than one finally yields the condition for choosing R such 
that the synchrotron motion of the particles in the recirculating linac is stable: 

 0 < tan( R) . (11) 

Independent orbit recirculation schemes are more flexible and allow for so-called isochronous 
designs, where the path length of the particles does not depend on the particle energy in the returns to 
first order approximation. In this case the recirculating linac is longitudinally equivalent to a straight 
single linac; the returns have no influence on the phase deviation of the particles. This situation is 
illustrated in Fig. 9 below. 
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Fig. 9: Isochronous recirculation 

In this scheme (neglecting all instabilities) the energy spread W of the particles is determined 
by the bunch length  (see Fig. 9). Particles are usually accelerated ‘on crest’, using the accelerating 
field most efficiently. In this case the resulting energy spread W is given by 

 W = eV0 (1 - cos( /2))  eV0
2/8 . (12) 

and depends only to second order on the phase deviation . However, since this scheme has no 
longitudinal stability the influence of any amplitude jitter or phase jitter of the accelerating field is not 
suppressed but fully reflected in the energy spread of the accelerated particle beam. 

3.3.2 Transverse motion 

In recirculating accelerators of the polytron type there are two possible schemes for achieving 
transverse stability. The first scheme, as sketched in Fig. 10, uses individual focusing on each return. 
The obvious advantage is that one can provide the same focusing strength for each orbit despite the 
increasing beam energy. However, there are two major disadvantages: the first is the large number of 
quadrupoles necessary and the second (possibly even more severe) is the fact that all quadrupoles are 
located in dispersive sections. This scheme of focusing on the individual returns has not been realized 
to date. 

 

Fig. 10: First focusing scheme in a racetrack microtron 

The second scheme, as indicated in Fig. 11, uses focusing elements only on the linac axis that is 
common to all orbits. Advantages of this method are first the very small number of quadrupoles 
needed, and second the fact that there is no dispersion on the linac axis, and therefore the quadrupoles 
do not influence the dispersive trajectory of the lattice. A disadvantage is the fact that the focusing 
strength decreases from orbit to orbit because of the steadily increasing beam energy. This finally 
leads to a limitation in the possible ratio of input to output energy (‘Herminghaus condition’:  
Wout/Win < 10) for the racetrack microtron. This limitation in turn results in the configuration of multi-
staged cascaded racetrack microtrons, where each stage can increase the beam energy by a factor of 
ten. The most successful examples of this type of recirculating linac are the cascaded racetrack 
microtrons of MAMI at Mainz, discussed in more detail in Section 4. 
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Fig. 11: Second focusing scheme in a racetrack microtron 

The situation is completely different in machines that use independent orbit recirculation. There 
is (as indicated in Fig. 12 below) great flexibility in the layout of the lattice. Constraints are that the 
lattice has to be free of dispersion (or even isochronous) on the axis of the linac(s) and that it should 
also have no dispersion on the straight returns. One advantage of this scheme is the fact that magnets 
can be small (even the dipoles) since (except for spreaders and recombiners) they belong to individual 
orbits. Therefore, it is possible to place quradupoles in the arcs in locations with or without dispersion 
in order to tailor the optical properties of the lattice. On the straight return lines quadrupoles can be 
used either in a telescope-like imaging scheme or in a FODO arrangement. 

 

Fig. 12: Lattice schemes used in independent orbit recirculation 

4. EXAMPLES 

We now present in some detail examples of the different accelerator categories. The cascaded 
racetrack microtrons MAMI at Mainz have been chosen as a normal conducting recirculating electron 
linac since they display in a most beautiful way the features of this accelerator type (as explained in 
Section 3). Three examples of superconducting recirculating electron linacs are presented: the 130 
MeV machine S-DALINAC at Darmstadt, the 5 GeV accelerator CEBAF at the TJNAF, and the 
proposed 25 GeV ELFE installation at CERN. Being a small installation, the S-DALINAC is best 
suited to looking into details of special features of this particular type of superconducting electron 
accelerator. CEBAF is the ‘workhorse’ operating at the high-energy end of CW electron accelerators 
in nuclear physics. It represents the biggest installation world-wide as far as the number of 
superconducting accelerator cavities is concerned. ELFE proposes to use the superconducting cavities 
of LEP II after its shutdown in a next-generation high-energy nuclear physics accelerator. Regarding 
superconducting electron linacs without recirculation, the installation of the TESLA Test Facility 
(TTF) at DESY and of course TESLA itself, the proposed 500 GeV electron–positron linear collider, 
are chosen. As examples of drivers of Free-Electron Lasers (FELs) the superconducting electron linacs 
of the S-DALINAC, the TTF, and the Infra Red Demonstration Free-Electron Laser (IR DEMO FEL) 
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at TJNAF have been selected. For detailed information on the individual accelerators we refer the 
reader to the Web pages of the respective institutes [3]. 

4.1 Recirculating linacs 

4.1.1 MAMI at Mainz 

Figure 13 shows the layout of the present accelerator installation MAMI B at Mainz (without 
experimental halls). It consists of two electron sources, a conventional (unpolarized) thermionic gun 
(labelled EKAN in Fig. 13) and a polarized source using a laser-driven strained GaAs photocathode 
(labelled PKA1). Both sources produce a 100 keV electron beam. A short injector linac (located 
between PKA1 and RTM1 in Fig. 13) with three RF structures increases the energy to 3.97 MeV. 
RTM1 is the first of the three cascaded racetrack microtrons of MAMI B. It uses one RF structure and 
18 turns to increase the beam energy to 14.86 MeV. The second stage, RTM2, has two RF structures 
and in 51 turns the beam energy is increased to 180 MeV. The final stage, RTM3, has a linac 
consisting of five RF structures and the beam is recirculated as many as 89 times before it reaches its 
final energy of 855 MeV and is extracted to the experimental halls. 

 

Fig. 13: Layout of MAMI B 

Some of the most important parameters of the accelerators at Mainz are collated in Table 2. The 
data for the racetrack microtrons RTM1, RTM2, and RTM3 clearly display some of the particular 
features of this type of accelerator as discussed in Section 3. All three microtrons use the second 
focusing scheme (common focusing for all orbits on the linac axis) and Herminghaus’ rule is only 
slightly violated in RTM2, where the ratio of output to input energy amounts to 12, rather than 10. 
One can derive the energy gain per RF structure from the number of turns and the number of RF 
structures contained in each linac. It amounts to 1.5–1.6 MeV (except for RTM1, where it is lower) 
and corresponds to Eacc  1 MV/m, in agreement with the discussion of normal conducting accelerator 
cavities in Section 2.3. The exceptionally small energy spread (penultimate row of Table 2) is due to 
the longitudinal stability discussed in Section 3.3, inherent to the racetrack microtron scheme. Another 
salient feature of recirculating electron accelerators is also apparent in Table 2. The normalized 
emittances presented in the bottom row show a much stronger increase for the horizontal emittance 
than for the vertical emittance, due to the stochastic nature of synchrotron radiation. This effect 
requires that the number of recirculations should be kept low, particularly at energies approaching or 
exceeding 1 GeV, or in other words, for a given output energy the energy gain per turn should be high. 
This fact finally sets a limit on CW recirculating electron accelerators using normal conducting 
cavities. 
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Table 2: Collection of MAMI C parameters 

Parameter (Unit) Injector RTM1 RTM2 RTM3 HDSM 

Energies (MeV) 3.97 14.86 180 855 1500 

Turns  18 51 90 43 

Dipoles (# / t)  2 / 2 2 / 45 2 / 450 4 / 250 

Field (T)  0.1026 0.555 1.284 1.53–0.95 

Frequency (GHz) 2.4495 2.4495 2.4495 2.4495 2.4495 / 4.899 

RF structures 3 1 2 5 5 / 8 

Ea (keV) 1.2 1.2 2.8 13 110 

x,n/ y,n
a ( 10-6m) 0.05 / 0.04 0.07 / 0.07 0.25 / 0.13 13 / 0.84 27 / 1.2 

a 1  values 

A fourth microtron is currently under construction at Mainz as an energy upgrade from 855 to 
1500 MeV (conversion from MAMI B to MAMI C). It is not a racetrack microtron but rather a 
double-sided microtron (DSM). This is for two main reasons: first, as stages RTM1 to RTM3 show, 
the magnet weight for 180° dipole magnets would become excessive at 1500 MeV; second, since a 
DSM has a common axis for the beam return lines a second linac can be placed there and double the 
energy gain per turn. Finally, careful design studies revealed that a significant increase in longitudinal 
stability can be achieved if one of the two linacs operates at the first harmonic of the fundamental RF 
frequency of 2.4495 GHz. The resulting configuration therefore is called a Harmonic Double-Sided 
Microtron (HDSM). 
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Fig. 13: Layout of the harmonic double-sided microtron (HDSM) at Mainz 

The last column of Table 2 displays some of the notable data for the HDSM, and its layout is 
shown in Fig. 13. A look at the area covered by the four dipole magnets shows that, compared with a 
racetrack microtron, some 60% of magnet weight could be saved in the HDSM. The obvious 
drawback of the configuration, the strong focusing of the inclined magnet edges, is compensated by a 
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carefully tailored non-uniform field in the dipoles. Since the ratio of output to input energy is less than 
two, the focusing of the 43 beams is realized on both linac axes (the second focusing scheme). The 
harmonic 4.899 GHz linac consists of eight, and the fundamental 2.4495 GHz linac of five, RF 
structures; thus, both linacs have about the same physical length. Due to its compactness the HDSM 
fits into one of the existing experimental halls. 

4.1.2 S-DALINAC at Darmstadt 

Historically the S-DALINAC was the third superconducting recirculating electron accelerator after the 
racetrack microtron at the University of Illinois and the recirculating linac at Stanford University. 
Because of the advances in the design and fabrication of superconducting accelerating cavities that 
had been achieved at the time of its design and construction the S-DALINAC could be considered as a 
pilot project for its big brother CEBAF (discussed in the following subsection). The S-DALINAC’s 
principle of operation is illustrated by its layout, shown in Fig. 15. 

 

Fig. 15: Layout of the S-DALINAC 

The electron source is located on a high-voltage terminal (top right) at 250 kV. The 
electrostatically preaccelerated beam receives its 3 GHz time structure, which is necessary for 
successive acceleration in the superconducting cavities to the chopper–prebuncher section at room 
temperature. The DC current from the source is first chopped into 30 ps long packages, which are then 
bunched to a length of 5 ps when they enter the superconducting injector linac. Acceleration is 
achieved by a 2-cell capture cavity (  = 0.85) followed by a 5-cell capture cavity (  = 1.0) and two 20-
cell cavities, all fabricated from RRR = 280 niobium and operated in liquid helium at 2 K. When 
leaving the injector, the beam has an energy of up to 10 MeV and can either be used for low-energy 
experiments in an experimental area straight ahead or can be bent by 180° for injection into the main 
linac. There, eight 20-cell cavities (originally designed at the University of Wuppertal) installed in 
four identical cryomodules increase the beam energy by up to 40 MeV. When leaving the main linac 
the beam can either be extracted to the experimental hall or recirculated and reinjected one or two 
times by the appropriate beam transport systems (lower part of Fig. 16). The maximum beam energy 
after three passes through the main linac therefore amounts to 130 MeV. The central part of Fig. 15 
shows the arrangement of the FEL. There, the beam from the straight section of the first recirculating 
beam line is bent over and passed through the undulator and then is either dumped or reinjected into 
the first recirculation for energy recovery experiments. Two mirrors to the left and right of the 
undulator form the 15 m long optical cavity. The evacuated transfer tube of some 50 m in length, for 
the radiation generated in the optical cavity, is indicated in the lower part of Fig. 15. Table 3 
summarizes the most important parameters of the S-DALINAC. 
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Table 3: Design parameters of the S-DALINAC 

Beam energy 130 MeV 

Energy spread ± 10-4 

Beam current 20 µA 

Duty cycle CW 

Cavity material Niobium (RRR = 280) 

Frequency 2.9975 GHz 

Temperature 2 K 

Quality factor 3 109 

Accelerating gradient 5 MV/m 

RF losses at 5 MV/m 4.2 W/m 

 

Fig. 16 shows a photograph of a 3 GHz superconducting 20-cell cavity. The cavity is a very 
slim object and, since high purity niobium is a rather soft material, cleaning, handling, and assembly 
of such cavities are delicate operations. 

 

Fig. 16: Superconducting 3 GHz 20-cell cavity 

All the cavities installed in the S-DALINAC clearly exceed the design gradient of 5 MV/m, 
averaging 6.7 MV/m. The only remaining drawback is the fact that the unloaded quality factors Q0 are 
lower than the expected value of 3 x 109. The present average amounts to 7.7 x 108, resulting in 
increased dissipated RF power at 2 K. Since the helium refrigerator of the entire accelerator has only a 
capacity of slightly less than 120 W at 2 K it is the dissipated RF power that has up to now limited the 
maximum beam energy to 120 MeV. Therefore work continues on the improvement of Q0 by, for 
example, applying new surface preparation techniques and the development of improved magnetic 
shielding. 

The RF input couplers are very important parts of a superconducting accelerator and usually 
delicate. They have to transfer to the cavity the RF power necessary to achieve the correct gradient 
and accelerate the beam current. Since in superconducting cavities the wall losses are usually much 
smaller than the RF power transferred to the beam, the cavity represents a load that very much 
depends on the beam current, i.e. the transition from the RF input coupler to the cavity can change 
from being matched to being almost fully reflective. Thus one tries to optimize the input coupler in 
such a way that for maximum beam current (minimum loaded Q of the cavity) there is a minimum of 
reflected RF power (maximum power transfer efficiency). In this case the external quality factor (Qext) 
as presented by the input coupler, RF transfer line, and transmitter, equals the loaded Q of the cavity. 
Usually one defines the input coupling factor, or input coupling strength 1, as the ratio Q0 /Qext. Then 
the reflected power Prefl in terms of the forward power Pforw is given by by the following expression: 

  (13) .)1(/)1(/ 2

1

2

1 +=forwrefl PP  
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Figure 17 indicates how much forward RF power is needed for the S-DALINAC 20-cell cavities 
to accelerate different beam currents at a gradient of 5 MV/m as a function of the input coupling 
strength. 

 

Fig. 17: Input coupling characteristics for the S-DALINAC 20-cell cavities at 5 MV/m 

X

 

Fig. 18: Variable superconducting RF input coupler 

For each beam current the corresponding curve has a minimum for a certain value of 1 
(matched condition), which increases with increasing beam current. Since the slope of all curves 
towards stronger coupling is less steep than for the undercoupled case it is common to use a little 
overcoupling. For diagnostic purposes, however, it is quite often desirable to match to the unloaded Q 
of the cavity (without beam) in order to obtain a resonance of minimum width and thus maximum 
diagnostic sensitivity. 

The RF input couplers in the S-DALINAC allow for this option: they provide variable coupling 
strength over a wide range. The left part of Fig. 18 shows a cross section of the coupler with its 
coaxial RF input line. The interior of this line is common to the beam vacuum and is therefore sealed 
with two ceramic windows at room temperature (the volume between the two windows is common to 
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the insulating vacuum of the cryostat). Heat flow into the helium bath is minimized by the /4-stub, 
which is thermally connected to a liquid nitrogen cooled reservoir at 77 K. Transfer of RF power from 
the input line to the cavity is accomplished in two steps: the coaxial line couples to the coaxial 
resonator (lower part of Fig. 18), which in turn couples to the cavity (indicated by its first cell). 
Coupling between the coaxial line and resonator is determined by the distance x (right part of Fig. 18), 
which can be varied by shifting the top part of the coaxial line vertically while keeping the position of 
the coaxial resonator fixed. This is possible because of the bellows incorporated in the outer conductor 
of the coaxial line. The resulting variation in the overall coupling strength, expressed in terms of the 
external quality factor, is impressive and is shown in Fig. 19, which displays a measurement at 2 K 
(left part). It is clear that in situ diagnostic measurements at Qext  109 (right part of Fig. 19) are 
possible with this coupler. Of course optimum matching to different beam loading conditions at 
Qext  a few 107 is also possible by adjusting the input coupling strength accordingly. 

    

Fig. 19: Variable coupling strength and matched coupling without beam 

In a low-energy electron accelerator like the S-DALINAC the beam is not yet completely 
relativistic and therefore the time needed for one recirculation still slightly depends on energy. On the 
other hand at the entrance of the main linac the injection phase has to be the same for all three beams. 
Thus it is necessary (since the accelerator has to provide a wide range of beam energies) to match the 
lengths of the recirculating beam transport systems for each beam energy. Figure 20 shows how this is 
done at the S-DALINAC. The encircled parts of the layout (blown up in the insets) indicate where the 
path length adjustment is performed. 

 

Fig. 20: Path length adjustment in the recirculating beam lines 

In the first recirculation two dipole magnets and two quadrupoles (due to modified beam optics, 
there is now only one quadrupole between the two dipoles) are shifted on linear bearings in the 
direction of the arrows, allowing for a path length variation of 50 mm, corresponding to 180° of the 
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RF phase. For the second recirculation (left inset in Fig. 20) a length variation of L = 62 mm (220° of 
RF phase) is achieved by shifting three dipoles in the indicated directions. 

Since good diagnostics is important for the operation of any accelerator a few examples are 
discussed below to show how transverse and longitudinal properties of the electron beam are 
determined at the S-DALINAC. Measurements of the transverse intensity distribution of the beam 
have to be performed for a quantitative analysis of transverse beam parameters. For this purpose either 
wire scanners, giving projections of the intensity distribution, or CCD cameras, taking an image of the 
beam via Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) are used. A typical OTR diagnostics set-up is shown in 
Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 21: Schematic set-up of an OTR diagnostics station 

The inset in Fig. 21 shows the typical emission characteristics of OTR. The radiation produced 
by the electron beam hitting a 25 µm thick aluminum target is observed through a standard vacuum 
window by a well-shielded CCD camera, whose output is digitized in a PC equipped with a 
framegrabber board. Final analysis is performed on a workstation using IDL [4] as dedicated software. 
OTR is used for diagnostic purposes at energies ranging from as low as 250 keV up to 120 MeV 
requiring a minimum beam current of 0.5 µA down to 10 nA, respectively. Results from a typical 
measurement of transverse beam parameters (injector beam at 5.4 MeV) are displayed in Fig. 22, 
where the left part shows the two-dimensional intensity distribution of the beam on the aluminum foil 
(the original is a false colour presentation). The right part of Fig. 22 shows the horizontal half-widths 
of different intensity distributions obtained by variation of the focusing strength of a quadrupole, 
located upstream of the diagnostics station. A three parameter fit to the data yields the beam 
parameters and thus as the usually quoted global quantity the horizontal emittance given in Fig. 22. 

1 mm

      

Fig. 22: Determination of transverse beam parameters via OTR 

Determination of the transverse intensity distribution of the electron beam in a dispersive 
section of the lattice contains information on the energy spread of the beam. Results from such a 
measurement, taken from the beam after leaving the main linac, are displayed in Fig. 23. The two 
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intensity distributions shown in the left part of the figure correspond to an optimized (left picture) and 
a non-optimized (right picture) setting of the RF phases in the main linac. The right part of Fig. 23 
shows a quantitative on-line display of the measured data: the intensity distribution is projected onto 
an energy scale and a Gaussian fit with its corresponding half-width are displayed to help the operator 
in an optimization process. 

               

Fig. 23: Determination of energy spread via OTR 

Knowledge of the bunch length and thus the peak current is essential for operation of the FEL. 
The apparatus shown in Fig. 24 (known as the Martin Puplett Interferometer [5]) makes use of the 
coherent Far InfraRed (FIR) part of transition radiation (the radiation is coherent for wavelengths 
comparable to or longer than the electron bunch length). A parabolic metal mirror deflects the 
radiation emitted from the aluminum foil onto a wire grid, which acts as a polarizer. The part of FIR 
radiation that is polarized perpendicularly to the plane of the drawing is deflected to the right onto a 
second wire grid, oriented under 45° with respect to the direction of polarization, thus acting as a beam 
splitter. The split parts of the radiation hit a fixed (top) and a moveable (right) roof mirror that rotate 
the direction of polarization by 90°. The FIR radiation is then recombined by the beam splitter and has 
a direction of polarization that depends on the position of the moveable mirror. A second parabolic 
mirror directs the radiation onto a third wire grid (analyser), from where the part to be detected is 
reflected into the feed horn of a pyroelectric detector. 

 

Fig. 24: Interferometer for the FIR part of transition radiation 

The response of the detector (autocorrelation) as a function of the mirror position, expressed as 
optical path difference and converted into picoseconds, is drawn in the left part of Fig. 25. It has to be 
deconvoluted with respect to the very structured spectral response of the apparatus (including the 
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detector). The final result, the longitudinal intensity distribution of the electron bunch is shown in the 
right part of Fig. 25 (electron beam parameters are given in the inset). 

       

Fig. 25: Measured autocorrelation and corresponding bunch shape 

For non-interceptive diagnosis of beam intensity and position RF cavity monitors in the TM010-  
and TM110-like modes are used. The cavities (a pair is shown in Fig. 26 with the associated electronics) 
are fabricated from stainless steel. They consist of a common centrepiece and two lids, sealed with 
copper gaskets. On the outside, the lids allow for a direct connection to standard CF 38 vacuum 
flanges. The antennas, four on the position monitor and two on the intensity monitor, are connected to 
3.5 mm RF connectors through ceramic 50  vacuum feedthroughs welded onto CF 16 flanges. 

 

Fig. 26: Beam position and intensity monitors with associated electronics 

The cavities have low quality factors (Q  103), therefore only initial frequency tuning (after 
fabrication) is necessary and no special temperature stabilization is required. The resulting rather low 
RF sensitivities (15 nW/(µA)2 for the intensity monitor and 15 pW/(mm µA)2 for the position monitor) 
are compensated for by the lock in detection technique, resulting in typical resolutions of 10 nA for 
the beam current and 0.1 mm for the beam position at a current of 1 µA. 
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4.1.3 CEBAF at TJNAF 

CEBAF at TJNAF represents the high-energy end of CW electron accelerators for nuclear physics. A 
layout of the facility is sketched in Fig. 27 with design specifications for energy, current, emittance, 
and energy spread of the electron beam. 

The electron source of the accelerator (left part of Fig. 24 on top of experimental hall A) 
produces a polarized 100 keV beam from a strained GaAs photocathode. After a special preparation of 
the bunch sequence, described below, the beam is accelerated to 500 keV in a 1.5 GHz CW normal 
conducting accelerating structure before it enters the superconducting injector linac. The 
superconducting accelerator cavities of CEBAF, originally developed at Cornell University, are 5-cell 
cavities fabricated from solid niobium, operating at 1.5 GHz. A pair of cavities, assembled head to 
head (with their RF input couplers in the centre) form a cryounit, which has its own helium vessel. 
Four such cryounits assembled together form a cryomodule (one cryostat). The injector linac consists 
of one cryounit (with a special cryostat) and two standard cryomodules. It accelerates the beam to 45 
MeV. The main accelerator consists of two linacs that each contain 20 cryomodules (160 cavities). 
Between successive cryomodules beam diagnostics stations, quadrupoles, and vacuum pumps are 
installed. The nominal energy gain of each linac (which is exceeded in the meantime) is 400 MeV. 
After leaving the first linac the beam is deflected vertically in a so-called spreader section. The first 
pass (lowest energy) goes to the top level of the following 180° arc, is then deflected down to the linac 
level in a so-called recombiner section, and enters the second linac to gain another 400 MeV. In the 
same manner, in a second set of 180° arcs the beam is brought back to the entrance of the first linac 
for its second pass acceleration. Transition to the second linac is accomplished through the second arc 
from the top one in the set of five 180° arcs (right side of Fig. 27). Since there are four arcs contained 
in the left set the beam can pass up to five times through each linac. Each one of the nine 180° arcs is 
composed of many compact dipoles, quadrupoles, and sextupoles. Longitudinally, the beam transport 
is isochronous. The accelerator serves three experimental halls, A, B, and C (left part of Fig. 27) and it 
is the very special property of CEBAF that beam can be delivered simultaneously to all three halls, 
even at different energies and intensities. 

 

Fig. 27: Layout of CEBAF at TJNAF 

The way this is accomplished is illustrated in the following two figures. The principle of basically 
accelerating three individual beams in the same accelerator is sketched in Fig. 28. It requires, to some 
extent, individual preparation of successive electron bunches. For example, in the case of CEBAF only 
every third bunch is identical. This is indicated by the empty, dotted, and full small circles in Fig. 28. 
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The second requirement is that one must find a way to direct only every third bunch to the same 
experimental hall and to extract the bunches in between after a different—or the same—number of 
passes through the accelerators, and to direct them to the other two experimental halls. 

 

 

Fig. 28: Scheme of simultaneous beam delivery 

Provided this is possible, a situation as sketched in the lower part of Fig. 28 can be achieved: the 
injector periodically prepares a sequence of three bunches with different charge. At the exit of the 
second linac (location A-A) the bunches pass in the same periodic order as they leave the injector. 
After the second pass the dotted bunches, for example, are extracted to hall B and thus are missing at 
A-A. If the bunches indicated by empty circles are then extracted to hall A the last two passes contain 
only the full-circle bunches, to be directed finally to hall C at maximum energy. In this case each hall 
gets its own beam of individual intensity (determined by the preparation in the injector): hall B at 2/5 
of the full energy, hall A at 3/5, and hall C at full energy. 

 

Fig. 29: Generation and separation of three independent beams 

The upper part of Fig. 29 shows how (periodically) the individual bunches are prepared in the 
injector. The 100 keV beam from the electron gun is deflected transversely by an RF cavity which 
operates at 1/3 of the accelerator frequency. Deflections in the x and y direction are out of phase by 
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90°, i.e. the beam is deflected tangentially to a cone. If this beam hits the Cu disc with three holes, 
indicated in Fig. 29, three packets of electrons will pass through the disc while the beam performs one 
round trip on the cone. The Cu disc is surrounded by a solenoidal lens, which bends the electron 
packets back towards the original beam axis, where a second RF cavity brings the packets back on 
axis. Each packet fits into one RF bucket of the accelerator, since the deflection was performed at one-
third of the accelerator frequency. Different intensities in the three packets can be achieved either by 
modulating the laser that illuminates the photocathode properly (in this case the diameter of the holes 
in the Cu disc are just limiters for the duration of the electron packets) or by replacing the three holes 
with adjustable slits (the width of the slits determines the charge contained in the electron packets). 
Extraction of the individual bunches after (partial) acceleration is more difficult because of the 
increased electron energy, but the first device is again an RF cavity operating at one-third of the 
fundamental frequency. This cavity is a true separator cavity, consuming a significant amount of RF 
power and deflecting the beam in one direction only. The right part of Fig. 29 shows that for a certain 
phasing of the separator two successive bunches are deflected to one side by the same amount, while 
the third bunch is deflected more strongly to the opposite side. The RF separator is followed by a 
series of septum magnets to finally direct the individual bunches into the different extraction beam 
lines. 

Despite producing data at an impressive rate, the TJNAF has already studied upgrade 
possibilities very carefully. The version currently preferred is shown in Fig. 30. The important 
modifications necessary for the upgrade are listed in the top left of the figure and are indicated in the 
sketch of the accelerator: five additional cryomodules with newly developed 7-cell cavities must be 
installed behind each linac. Six of the installed cryomodules must be replaced or reworked. The 
capacity of the helium refrigerator has to be increased to 10 kW. Magnets and power supplies have to 
be replaced in the 180° arcs and in the spreader and recombiner sections. 

 

Fig. 30: Proposed upgrade to CEBAF at TJNAF 

These modifications are supposed to increase the beam energy for the existing three 
experimental halls to 10 GeV. For photon experiments at energies up to 12.5 GeV a fifth arc in the left 
arc section, allowing for a sixth pass through the first linac, and a fourth end station (top right) are 
proposed. 
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4.1.4 ELFE at CERN 

An Electron Laboratory For Europe (ELFE) significantly exceeding even the energy of the CEBAF 
upgrade has been under discussion for several years. Following a first study at CERN [6], CERN and 
NuPECC set up a joint study for ELFE at CERN, a superconducting recirculating 25 GeV electron 
accelerator that would use the superconducting accelerator cavities of LEP II and other components 
not required for LHC. In parallel an international study group at CERN looked into the design aspects 
of such an accelerator and in December 1999 a conceptual design report [7] was published. 

A schematic view of ELFE at CERN is shown in Fig. 31 and a brief summary of its main 
parameters is given in Table 4. 

 

Fig. 31: Schematic view of the ELFE accelerator 

ELFE will use a polarized electron source (semiconductor photocathodes as in MAMI and 
CEBAF). Two scenarios have been investigated for the injector: a two-stage, normal conducting 
racetrack microtron (very similar to MAMI B, except for two stages instead of the three at MAMI B), 
or a superconducting recirculating accelerator with two recirculations (quite similar to the scheme of 
the S-DALINAC). Both injectors have to provide 800 MeV of beam energy. Different from CEBAF, 
ELFE will use one linac only in its recirculation scheme. Its energy gain will be 3.5 GeV and thus 
seven passes of the electron beam through the linac are needed to achieve the final energy of 25 GeV. 
The arcs of the return lines for the beam are arranged in a similar scheme as in CEBAF (on top of each 
other, with the same radius) but there is only one spreader section (at the exit of the main linac) and 
one recombiner section (in front of the main linac). Therefore, six straight return lines (parallel to the 
main linac and on top of each other) are necessary in this recirculation scheme. 

 
Table 4: The most important ELFE design parameters 

Top energy 25 GeV 

Beam current on target 100 µA 

Bunch separation on target 2.8 ns 

Injection energy 0.8 GeV 

Number of passes 7 

Energy gain per pass 3.5 GeV 

Relative r.m.s. momentum spread  10-3 

Emittance  30 nm 
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The first two figures in Table 4 show the enormous amount of beam power (2.5 MW in the case 
of ELFE) that hits the target in such a high energy nuclear physics accelerator. The fairly large bunch 
separation of 2.8 ns is of course due to the low operating frequency of the LEP cavities (350 MHz) 
typical of storage rings. The estimated capital expenditure for the construction of ELFE at CERN 
amounts to some 400 MCHF, split equally between accelerator components and conventional 
construction. 

4.2 Superconducting electron linacs 

The next generation of accelerators providing colliding beams of electrons and positrons at energies in 
the TeV regime will be linear colliders, two linacs directed from opposite directions at a common 
interaction point. In order to reach the necessary luminosity (required by the small cross sections at 
TeV energies) bunch charges of several nC and thus extremely high beam power are required. As a 
consequence linear colliders are pulsed accelerators with a duty factor of the order of one per cent or 
less. Traditionally this has been the domain of normal conducting linacs and (as discussed in Section 
2) the advantages of superconducting linacs are most obvious for CW accelerators. Detailed studies, 
however, have shown that superconducting cavities, which provide good power efficiency and can be 
operated at comparably low frequencies, are very likely the superior choice for a linear collider. They 
are preferable because of the strongly reduced excitation of wakefields. Since about a decade the 
feasibility of TESLA has been investigated and, centred at DESY, an international collaboration has 
worked on the layout of TESLA [8] and established the TESLA Test Facility to demonstrate that such 
an accelerator can be built, to push superconducting accelerator technology to its limits, and to find the 
most reliable and cost-efficient way for the construction of a superconducting linear collider. 

A schematic layout of the TESLA linear collider is shown in Fig. 32. A train of low-emittance 
electron or positron bunches is extracted from a source system, compressed longitudinally, and 
injected into two opposing linear accelerators at an energy of 10 GeV. The bunches are carefully 
aligned along the accelerator axis as defined by the RF cavities and the quadrupole magnets and are 
accelerated to 250 GeV in each linac. After acceleration the beam halo is removed by a set of 
precision collimators, and the bunches are transported and focused down to a few hundred nanometres 
in the horizontal direction, and to the order of 10 nm in the vertical plane, and are collided head-on. 
The large bunch spacing (compared with normal conducting linear colliders) allows the use of a 
bunch-to-bunch feedback system, necessary to ensure that opposing bunches collide head-on at the 
interaction point. The spent beams are extracted from the interaction region and are either dumped 
(positrons) or used (electrons) to produce the next batch of positrons. 
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Fig. 32: Schematic layout of TESLA 

Interleaved with the bunches for particle physics, bunches of electrons originating from a low-
emittance RF photocathode gun are longitudinally compressed and accelerated to energies of between 
10 and 50 GeV. They are then extracted from the linac and passed through long, high-precision 
undulators. The low-emittance electron bunches traversing the undulators will yield a very bright, very 
short burst of transversely coherent light with tunable wavelengths in the sub-nanometre region. Using 
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a transverse mode cavity to deflect the beam it is possible to feed several undulators during the same 
RF pulse, and consequently such a facility can serve a large number of users without interfering with 
the particle physics programme. 

Some of the most important parameters of the 500 GeV linear collider TESLA 500 and of the 
(original) TTF Linac (TTFL) are summarized in Table 5. A comparison of the figures for the TTFL 
and for TESLA 500 shows that the most important criteria for the big machine have yet to be 
demonstrated in the test facility. 

Of course, the beam energy is much lower and the number of cryomodules is much smaller in 
the TTFL, but the 9-cell superconducting cavities developed for TESLA (which in the meantime have 
become the standard for superconducting cavities) were expected to operate at 15 MV/m and to 
demonstrate that 25 MV/m for TESLA were not unrealistic. Due to numerous improvements in quality 
control, fabrication procedures, treatment, handling, and assembly of the cavities a gradient of 25 
MV/m is presently already regarded as a standard. Also an unloaded Q-value of 5 x 109 is quite usual 
for the TESLA cavities. The first injector in TTF used a thermionic source with a bunch charge of a 
few 108 electrons per bunch with a much higher bunch repetition rate. Since then, a photocathode in an 
RF gun has been used as the source. This provides the same bunch charge and repetition rate as will be 
used in TESLA 500. 

 
Table 5: Comparison of parameters for TTFL and TESLA 500 

Parameter TTFL TESLA 500 

Main linac   

Energy (GeV) 0.500 250 

RF frequency (GHz) 1.300 1.300 

Accel. gradient (MV/m) 15/25 25 

Q0 3 x 109 5 x 109 

Cryomodules 4 2500 

Injector   

Energy (GeV) 0.020 10 

Particles/bunch 5 x 1010 5 x 1010 

Bunch separation (µs) 1.0 1.0 

Macro pulse length (µs) 800 800 

 

In the course of its development and construction the layout of the TTFL was modified with 
respect to its original design [9]. The present configuration is sketched in Fig. 33. 

 

Fig. 33: Layout of the TESLA Test Facility Linac 
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The tunable X-ray laser envisaged for TESLA is based on the principle of Self-Amplified 
Spontaneous Emission (SASE) as there are no mirrors available for an optical cavity in the sub-
nanometre wavelength range. In order to prove that the SASE principle works at very short 
wavelengths the number of cryomodules for the TTFL was reduced and a very precise 15 m long 
undulator was installed downstream of the linac with the necessary diagnostics for the electron beam 
and the generated laser radiation. First experiments with the configuration (shown in Fig. 33) were 
successful in the spring of this year; the expected development of the installation is discussed in 
Section 4.3. 

4.3 Superconducting linacs driving an FEL 

Free-Electron Lasers require fairly high peak currents, usually provided by short bunches and high 
bunch charges. Electrostatic accelerators as well as normal conducting and superconducting linacs are 
used as drivers. For FELs operating in a CW mode superconducting linacs are the only choice (except 
at low energies where electrostatic accelerators can be used). The basic principle of a conventional 
FEL is illustrated in Fig. 34. The electron beam from the accelerator is directed through an undulator, 
which provides a periodically alternating magnetic field (the length of the magnetic period being u). 
In Fig. 34 the undulator field is oriented horizontally and the electrons perform vertical oscillations 
about their reference trajectory while passing through the undulator. At the same time they emit 
synchrotron radiation (spontaneous radiation) that, for small amplitudes of the oscillatory motion, 
consists of a line spectrum rather than the usual continuous synchrotron radiation spectrum. 
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Fig. 34: Principle of conventional free-electron lasers 

The fundamental wavelength  of the spontaneous radiation is given by  = ( u/2
2)(1 + K2/2) 

with K, the undulator parameter, containing the magnetic properties of the undulator (K  1). The 
pulse of spontaneous radiation generated by an electron bunch while passing through the undulator 
travels down the optical cavity, is reflected by the downstream (left) mirror, and hits the upstream 
(right) mirror where it is reflected again. If the length of the optical cavity (distance between the two 
mirrors) is adjusted correctly the pulse of spontaneous radiation when passing through the undulator 
from right to left will overlap with the successive electron bunch. Due to their oscillatory motion in 
the undulator region the electrons can transfer energy into the electromagnetic field of the spontaneous 
radiation. This amplification for one round trip of the spontaneous radiation is called small signal gain 
and depends among other parameters on the peak current of the electron beam. If the small signal gain 
exceeds the losses inside the optical cavity the intensity of the spontaneous radiation increases with 
each round trip until the laser finally (due to limiting processes) reaches saturation. The laser radiation 
is coupled out through one of the mirrors; in the case of dielectric mirrors by using one mirror with the 
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appropriate transmission, in the case of metallic mirrors by a hole of appropriate size in the centre of 
one mirror. 

The rather high peak current necessary to drive an FEL population of each successive RF bucket 
in a superconducting linac with an electron bunch would result in excessive beam power and demand 
for RF power. The situation at the S-DALINAC (Fig. 35) illustrates this fact in a most impressive 
way. 

 

Fig. 35: Time structure for nuclear physics and for FEL operation 

Each accelerating cavity has its own small RF transmitter and can provide 300 W for 
acceleration of the beam. At an energy gain of 5 MeV in the 1 m long cavity this corresponds to a 
maximum average beam current of 60 µA. Considering a bunch length equal to two degrees of RF 
phase, the maximum peak current amounts to 10 mA if every RF bucket is populated, which is the 
case when the accelerator is used for nuclear or radiation physics experiments. The FEL, however, in 
order to provide enough small signal gain for lasing operation, requires a peak current of some 3 A. 
This can only be achieved by increasing the bunch charge by a factor of 300 and consequently 
populating only every 300th RF bucket (thus staying below the RF power limit). 

To allow for this type of operation a pulsing option for the electron gun, operating at a repetition 
rate of 10 MHz (300th subharmonic of the accelerator frequency) and a 600 MHz (5th subharmonic) 
chopper/prebuncher system had to be incorporated into the 250 keV injection of the accelerator. The 
central part of Fig. 36 displays a schematic layout of the modified injection, consisting (from right to 
left) of a 10 kV thermionic gun, a 250 kV electrostatic preaccelerator tube, a 3 GHz chopper/ 
prebuncher system for nuclear physics operation, a 600 MHz chopper/prebuncher system for FEL 
operation, chopping aperture, and the superconducting 2-cell and 5-cell capture sections.  

Figure 36 shows the time structure of the electron beam at the locations indicated by the arrows 
for the two modes of operation. For nuclear physics experiments the chopper cavity and the water- 
cooled chopper aperture chops the DC current from the electron gun into pulses of 30 ps. The 
prebuncher cavity compresses the width of these pulses to 5 ps at the entrance of the capture section of 
the superconducting injector linac. Since the beam is both accelerated and bunched in the capture 
sections, the bunch length is further reduced to 2 ps at the end of the injector. 

For FEL operation the 1 ns wide pulses from the electron gun are chopped to a width of 370 ps 
by the 600 MHz subharmonic chopper and the chopper aperture. The subharmonic prebuncher then 
compresses the pulse width again to 5 ps at the entrance of the capture section. Similar to the 3 GHz 
CW operation, the capture sections reduce the bunch length to 2 ps while increasing the peak current. 
Thus, the peak current corresponding to the emitted electron current of 27 mA from the gun amounts 
to 2.7 A. 
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Fig. 36: Time structure of the beam for nuclear physics (3 GHz CW) and FEL (10 MHz CW) mode of operation 

The difference between spontaneous radiation at the very beginning of the FEL start-up and the 
laser radiation during saturated operation is shown in Fig. 37, which displays the spectra for the two 
conditions. 
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Fig. 37: Spectra of spontaneous (left ordinate) and laser radiation (right ordinate) from the S-DALINAC FEL 

The spectral power displayed on the ordinate axes (left axis for spontaneous radiation, right axis 
for stimulated radiation) increases by more than seven orders of magnitude, in agreement with the fact 
that some 107 electrons in a bunch emit coherently in stimulated emission. Another fact is also 
beautifully displayed by Fig. 37: according to FEL theory (Madey’s Theorem) the spectral width of 
the spontaneous radiation is reduced by a factor of two in the case of stimulated emission. 

Presently the most powerful (average power) FEL is the IR DEMO at TJNAF. The installation 
(roughly sketched in Fig. 38) uses a 350 kV electron gun with a laser-driven photocathode. The 
superconducting injector linac consists of a short cryomodule, housing two CEBAF 5-cell cavities. 
The injector produces a 10 MeV beam with an r.m.s. energy spread of 15 keV, the bunch length 
amounts to 2 ps and bunch repetition frequencies ranging from 4.7 to 74.8 MHz can be provided. The 
linac currently consists of a standard CEBAF cryomodule equipped with eight 5-cell cavities. It 
provides an energy gain of 38 MeV. The beam after leaving the linac is passed around the upstream 
mirror of the optical cavity and the bunch length is magnetically compressed to 0.4 ps before the beam 
is directed through the undulator (wiggler). 
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Fig. 38: Layout of the IR DEMO FEL at TJNAF 

After passing the undulator and the downstream mirror of the optical cavity the electron beam 
can be recirculated by means of a very carefully designed beam transport system. In the case of the IR 
DEMO FEL the purpose for recirculating the beam is not to accelerate it one more time, but to 
decelerate the beam to 10 MeV and return the energy it draws from the linac cavities during its 
acceleration directly back to the RF field in those cavities. The beam is dumped at an energy of 
10 MeV after its second passage through the linac following separation from the first pass beam by a 
magnetic chicane. Because, after passing the undulator, the electron beam has an r.m.s. energy spread 
of 2 MeV, it covers large transverse dimensions in dispersive sections of the recirculation system. An 
isochronous recirculation would leave the energy spread of the beam unaltered, even after 
deceleration, i.e. the 10 MeV beam would still have an r.m.s. energy spread of 2 MeV. Therefore 
transverse and longitudinal properties of the recirculation system have been carefully designed, 
including higher order corrections. As a result the decelerated beam leaves the linac with an r.m.s. 
energy spread of 0.5 MeV and can be dumped easily. The IR DEMO FEL has beautifully shown that 
this energy recovery scheme works almost perfectly. A beam current of up to 5 mA has been 
accelerated, producing an infra red beam with 1.7 kW of average power. At the same time it was 
demonstrated that in the energy recovery mode of operation the amount of RF power necessary to 
excite the linac cavities to their respective gradients did not depend on the beam current, whereas 
without energy recovery acceleration of 1 mA of beam current doubled the linac cavities’ RF power 
consumption. The injector linac of course has to provide the full power necessary to accelerate the 
5 mA beam to 10 MeV. 

The SASE FEL of the TTF at DESY in its present configuration (displayed in Fig. 33) has 
successfully demonstrated that an FEL based on the SASE principle works in the UV wavelength 
region. Laser operation with a single pass gain of G  1000 was achieved in the 80–180 nm 
wavelength range. This shows that long undulators with the extreme precision required by a SASE 
FEL can be built and that the transverse position of the electron beam can be controlled to within a 
few tens of µm. 

Figure 39 indicates how the development of SASE FELs at DESY will continue. For phase one 
a third TESLA cryomodule with eight cavities will be inserted to increase the beam energy to 390 
MeV. Two stages of bunch compression will reduce the bunch length to 250 µm. With the present 
undulator a laser beam of 44 nm wavelength, corresponding to a photon energy of 28 eV, will be 
produced. Then in a major upgrade of the facility (phase two) a third stage of bunch compression will 
be added at an energy of 390 MeV to reduce the bunch length to 50 µm. Five more TESLA 
cryomodules will then produce an electron beam of 1 GeV. The length of the present undulator will be 
doubled (necessary for the SASE principle to work at 1 GeV) and the laser beam generated by this 
facility will have a wavelength of 6 nm (200 eV photon energy). This source of continuously tunable 
coherent light in the VUV wavelength range with extreme brightness will of course become a true 
users’ facility. 
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Fig. 39: Steps toward a 6 nm SASE FEL at DESY 

5. CONCLUSION 

First attempts to use superconducting RF structures for particle acceleration were undertaken at 
Stanford University and the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe in the 1960s. The optimistic 
expectations from the new technology were inevitably followed by a few experimental drawbacks. It 
was only after some years of development that the first electron accelerators were assembled at the 
University of Illinois and at Stanford University, and the first superconducting booster for heavy ions 
became operative at Argonne National Laboratory. The S-DALINAC is historically the third 
superconducting electron linac. In the meantime the technology has matured. Superconducting RF 
structures have for many years been proven to operate not only in linacs but also in storage rings, even 
with extremely high beam currents, e.g. the Cornell B-factory. Large installations involving many 
cavities, like LEP II (some 200 cavities) or CEBAF (more than 330 cavities), have demonstrated the 
reliability of the technology. Therefore, old prejudices have disappeared; designs using 
superconducting technology are carefully studied and quite often appear to be the most effective and 
attractive solution for almost all big future accelerator projects, be they linear colliders, high-intensity 
proton accelerators, or accelerators for radioactive beams. 
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